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PREFACE

A

ll praise be to Allah - the Creator of all things in the Universe. We,
human- beings, are believed to be the most intelligent of all creatures
He created, and hence, the most susceptible to various worldly temptations.
Such undesirable temptations may be warded off by having faith in Allah, none
worthy of worship beside Him with complete submission to His will, and acting righteously in accordance with the teachings of His Message so as to seek
His pleasure - and this, in fact, is the essence of Islam.
Islam is a Universal religion and dates back to the time when religion
was necessary for the guidance of mankind. In order to propagate this religion, Allah selected Prophets and Messengers among men. The number of
these Messengers and the places where they preached are not clearly known
to us, but it is believed: that Allah has sent them among every set of people
whenever it had been necessary. Some of them, though, are known to us
along with the Scriptures they had left behind. It is believed that most of these
Scriptures were misinterpreted by certain; unscrupulous people from various
parts of the world, from time to time to suit to their life-styles, thereby giving rise
to numerous sects.
However, (praise be to Allah), there is one existing manuscript, sent by
Allah to the last Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), which has been
preserved; in its unaltered form, both in letters and contents and stands out as
the only Eternal living truth - The Qur’an.
Earlier, most Muslim scholars did not attempt a translation of the Holy
Qur’an, for fear that the exact interpretation was not possible. Since the Qur’an
proclaims that it conveys its message to the whole of mankind, it became
incumbent on those who understand the Noble Qur’an in its revealed form
(Arabic) to translate it into various languages. To this end, many scholars (may
Allah shower His mercy on them), attempted complete translations of the Holy
Qur’an into various language.
In 1966, while I was working for the Ministry of Religious Affairs ( DarulIfta), Saudi Arabia, I was asked to make a report on two English translations of
the Holy Qur’an. (Incidentally, this happened when I, along with others were
discussing with the Grand Mufthi of Saudi Arabia — Late Shaikh Muhammad
Ibrahim Alu-s-Shaikh — the need of an English translation of the Noble Qur’an:
One translation was by Allama Abdullah Yousuf Ali, and the other was by Allama
Abdul Majid Daryabadi. l studied both these translations thoroughly before
submitting a report, wherein I had mentioned that while both the translations
were good in their own ways, Yousuf Ali ’s translation was good for those who
understand the English language perfectly well, while Daryabadi’s translation
was good for those who understand both English and Arabic well. I also noted
that some words in Arabic should be given more appropriate meanings, for
example, ‘Allah’ in Arabic means ‘god,’ — while ‘god’ may have a plural form
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‘gods’, a feminine gender ‘goddess’- ‘Allah’ can have no such descriptions,
as He is the One and Only. Lastly, I also pointed out that it would have been
better if the translations had been published from right to left, as in the original
Arabic Scripture. I requested Darul- Ifta to keep these points in mind and
appoint a committee of scholars who would together attempt a complete translation of the Noble Qur’an into English.
Unfortunately, some people had made minor changes to Yousuf Ali’s
translation, and published it in their own names. It is a matter of great regret
that such a scholar’s work had been disrespected, as the new translation
contained neither his name, nor his preface nor indices.
During my missionary work in West Africa, I found it a necessity to
translate the Holy Qur’an into at least three major West African languages
namely Hausa, Yoruba and Ibo. By the grace of Allah, I have completed the
translation of the Noble Qur’an into Hausa, along with the commentary in
1992. The translation into Yoruba is also completed and published by the will
of Allah in 2003, while the Ibo translation has begun.
In 1976, I made an attempt to translate the Noble Qur’an into English.
However, I could only translate the final section (Juz’ ‘Amma), along with its
commentary. This work was part of the syllabus of ‘Islamic Religious Knowledge’ , in accordance with the West African Examination Council. Since then,
people from different parts of the world have asked me to attempt a complete
translation of the Noble Qur’an, to enable people from different walks of life to
grasp the true meanings and teachings of Islam. This served as an inspiration for me to attempt the translation of the Noble Qur’an into English, which by
the grace of the Almighty, I have completed.
It gives me great pleasure to print here on the exclusive support and
immense contribution of my children particularly my beloved daughters Basma
Muhammad Salim and Hameeda Kasim to bring forth this great task. Thanks
to Almighty Allah, since they were given the religious and academic foundations, my efforts were not in vain.
My references are mainly attributed to the exegesis made by different
eminent scholars in both Arabic and English. I am therefore, obliged to the
sincere efforts and works put forth by them, as the preceding works of these
former scholars have to be termed favours for succeeding followers.
I sincerely hope and pray that the Almighty accepts this humble work,
and that everyone who reads this translation gets a clear insight to the truth. At
the same time I would like to remind one and all that my work is open to your
valuable comments along with precise reasoning.
May Allah shower His blessings on us all, and guide us on the right
path.

Basheer Ahmad Mohyidin
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QUR’ANIC WORLD VIEW
“Verily, Qurãn is a message
Meant for the whole world;
For those who yearn
To go straight.”
(Surathu Thakkasur 81: 27, 28)
This verse succinctly shows the purport of the Qurãn in the life of an
individual and society. What Qurãn seeks to establish as the latest text in the
history of Abrahamic (1) religion is a symmetrical world order. This is much the
same as what Prophet Muhammad spoke of the purpose of an Islamic society, which is diverse and bound by the common thread of unity. Therefore, there
is an element of wholeness in the address of Qurãn: the whole human being
and the whole society.

“And if Satan incites a discord,
Seek refuge in the God;
He is one who hears and knows
All things.”
(Surathu Fussilath 41: 36)
But society is instinctively not stable. Evil forces, epitomized by Satan,
are on the prowl. They leave no stone unturned to incite disruptions in our
lives, individual and collective. A society which is thus foiled can be seen as
contradictory to the symmetrical world view of the Qurãn. In symmetry there is
balance in all spheres. In a fragmented and disruptive state there is incorrigible imbalance: A yawning gap between the rich and poor at the economical
level, unrest and anarchy at sociological level and unbridled urge to possess
everything by decimating everything (Imperialism).

“Deeds of Those
Who negated the truth
Are like mirage
In deserts
Which the thirsty
Mistake for water;
When he comes close by it,
He finds it to be nothing.”
(Surathu-N-Noor, 24:39)
The desert of Arabia had fostered many a mirage before the message
of Qurãn spread the fragrance of unity. Prophet Muhammad had to change a
society steeped in gross imbalance. The landed elites continued their sway
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over people under the guise of religion. Pilgrimage was a revenue source for
aristocrats. Tribalism ran the roost, paving the way for intense tribal warfare.
Rights of women were suppressed even to the extent of girls being buried
alive. To transform such a society into a well-balanced Islamic entity was a
challenge which the Prophet took up and did with help of Qurãn. To study the
social change effected by a text is what Qur’anic historiography is all about

“Do they not look at camels?
How they are made
And at the sky
How it is raised high
And at mountains
How are fixed firm
And at the Earth,
How they are spread out.”
Qurãn requires a seeker of the truth to search for the divine essence in
his/her surroundings. This requirement is not philosophical relativism; conveying spiritual meaning in a language ensconced in abstruse philosophy.
For, the God has made the Qur’anic text plain and straight (Al Kahf: 2).
What one must do is look around, witness, and find out the essence of
things. This scientific precision has paved the way for Islamic epistemology
which is beyond every specialty. Astronomy, navigation, commerce, geography, cartography, medicine, history......... The number of disciplines that Islamic
society contributed to the world in its golden era is uncountable.

“Those who believe,
Migrate and strive
With might and main
In the course of the God
Have the highest rank
Before the God.”
Belief in the God does not stop short of realizing the divine essence in
one’s surroundings. Islam asks one to go heavenward and come down to
earth in the same tonality. Once one understands the purport of material objects and the purpose of their creations, one must strive and struggle to transform the entire society as per this divine order. Symmetry is not a spiritual
science but rather a catalyst for change. It’s this struggle that is grossly (mis)represented as jihad in our mediated society.

QUR’ANIC SCIENCE
“Allah has sent
From time to time
The most beautiful message
Consistent in itself.”
(Surtahu-Zumar, 39: 23)
It need not be further explained that a text which espouses a unified,
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symmetrical world view and life should be as such in its composition. Consistency is a rare virtue of all divine texts. When Qurãn was revealed, the god
challenged transgressors of the time to produce a book which is all but similar
to what is sent to the Prophet. Those who were born and brought up in the
Abrahamic religious tradition found a resonance and a common religious
memory motivated them to accept the Book. The challenge of Qurãn of not
being equaled by any other texts remains undisputed up until when you read
this.
The verses revealed thus and their Prophetic interpretations were kept
by heart by the followers. After the Prophet passed away and many of those
who stored these revelations in their minds were killed, Qurãn was written on
the skins of animals and plants. They were later codified during the rule of
Uthman in a font, now popular as Rasmul Uthmani.

“.......ThisisArabic,
Pure and clear.”
(Surathu-Nnahl 16:103)
There are many reasons why the claim of the Qurãn of its authenticity
remains undisputed. Firstly, Qurãn was revealed as divine interventions in the
course of history. According to Islam, history is a pointer of the past to the
organization of life in future. So Qurãn is timeless. Secondly, Qurãn was revealed in a pure Arabic diction, which itself shows the authenticity of the text:
Prophet didn’t speak that variety of Arabic except when he recites the divine
verse. Secondly, sanctity was accorded to the revelations by the prophet and
his followers so that they didn’t stand alterations in them and preserved them
as time demands.

“Those to whom
We gave the book
Study it
As it should be studied.”
(Sutathul Baqara 2: 121)
A methodology has evolved in the long run on how the Qurãn should be
read and studied. Seven traditions on recitation came into the vogue as well
as innumerable traditions on how the verses should be interpreted. The first
interpreters of the Qurãn were the prophet and the history in which they were
sent. Accordingly, Sababu-Nnuzool, or the context of revelations, became an
important pointer to the method of interpretations. Also, structural, linguistic,
historical and jurisprudential methodologies came to fore. Traditional scholarship was immaculate in that the expertise of the scholars goes beyond
specialties and spans the entire spectrum of human knowledge. The discipline of Qur’anic interpretations was called ‘ilmu thafseer’ (Discipline of Interpretation) and some of the traditional thafseers (interpretations) were done by
scholars like Rasi, Ibn Kaseer, Thabri and Baydhawi.
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TRANSLATIONS
“Nay, this is
The glorious Qurãn
Inscribed in
A tablet preserved.”
(Surathul Burooj 21:22)
The complete word-by-word translation of the Qurãn is impossible.
The text is immaculate and inimitable. It was preserved in the divine source
known as Lavhul Mahfooz (preserved tablets). There are fundamental and
metaphoric verses, viz; verses whose meanings are plain and those whose
meanings have connotations beyond what is said. (See verses 3:7, 11:1).
These should be explicated with utmost care and mischief makers can foil
their true purport. This is one reason why some Islamic sects prohibit interpretations.
However, Qur’anic translations can be easily subsumed under
ilmuthafseer. They can be seen as a follow-up of the traditional scholarship of
interpretations.
As Islamic society is growing fast, translations are the need of the hour.
For those who are alien to Arabian language and culture should learn them. Or
else The significance of Qurãn as revelations for the entire world ( see verse
81:26-29) is lost in academic insistence.

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS
Qurãn translations were developed as a response of Islamic scholars
to the Orientalist epistemology and (mis)representations. To understand this
clearly, one need only to read the titles of the earliest translation. The first
English translation is a free rendition of the French one written by Andre du
Ryer in 1647. The translation, brought out in 1649, was titled ‘The Alcoran of
Mahomet, translated from Arabic into French by Sieur Du Ryer, Lord of Malezair
and Resident of the King of France, at Alexandria, newly Englished, for the
satisfaction of those who look into Turkish vanities.’ (Emphasis is made by
the author) Translations like this were written in the context of the Crusade and
Romantic apprehensions of looming ‘Islamic threat’. This was followed by
translations of Edward Palmer and JM Rodwell. These translations buttressed
and justified Orientalist assumptions and Rodwell went to the extent of saying
that Prophet’s revelations were inspired by ‘self-deception’, catalepsy and
hallucination’.
The response to these assumptions was overwhelming. Muhammad
Marmaduke Pickthall, an Englishman who became a Muslim, brought out his
translation in 1930. His rendition was literal ensconced in what is called the
official English. His translations got wide acceptance among educated readers.
The acceptance of Pickthall’s translation didn’t come near to what
Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s ‘The Meaning of the Holy Qurãn’ received in 1934. The
Meaning attracted attention what with its English narration of the Arabic text in
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verse, free-wheeling commentary with quotes from Continental literature, a
comprehensive index and elaborate discussions on some major topics. Yusuf
Ali’s learning in both languages as well as literary and philosophical niceties
gave the translation a recognition among readers of all classes.
Many translations from varying standpoints followed these pioneering
works up. Notable among these is Muhammad Asad’s ‘The Message of Qurãn.’
The translation is notable for its eclectic and liberal rendition and contextual as
well as inter textual analysis of themes.
What these iconic works did for the Qur’anic science was to update the
purpose and purport of Qurãn for the fast-changing demands.
The translation that you read has been done by Dr. Basheer Ahmed
Mohyidin so simply if comprehensively as to enable people from all walks of
life to understand the true message of Islam and put it in perspective. Dr
Mohyidin, during his Islamic works in Africa, has rendered the essence of the
Qurãn into two African languages. Readers he intends to reach are those who
are ready to welcome new ideas free from jargons and any political affiliations.
May Allah grant him amble reward.
December 2009

Publishers
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THE NOBLE QURAN
A GUIDE TO MANKIND

T

he Noble Qur’an, comprising of 114 chapters (Surahs) had been re
vealed to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), in parts, at differ
ent times and occasions, during a period of 23 years.

The Qur’an states:
“ (it is) a Qur’an which We have divided (into parts from time to time), in
order that you might recite it to the people slowly and deliberately and we have
sent it down gently and gradually” (17:106)
The marvel is that these parts, revealed at different times and under
different circumstances, fit together so closely and consistently, as they do.
The Qur’an was revealed in the month of Ramadan, on a certain night,
which thenceforth received the name ‘Lailatul Qadr “or the ‘Night of Destiny’.
The Qur’an states:
“ The Month of Ramadan) in which the Qura’n was sent down as guidance to mankind; and (with) clear proofs of guidance, and as the criterion
(between right and wrong)” (2:185)
“Verily, We have sent it (the Qur’an) down in the Night of Destiny” (97: l)
There are three different views about the revelation of the Holy Qur’an
in the month of Ramadan:
1. The Qur’an as a complete Book was revealed in the month of
Ramadan, on a particular night called ‘Lailatul Qadar’. However, we do
not know, how, where or when it took place - only Allah knows better.
2. The second view represents that the Holy Qur’an was sent by Allah
through Jibreel (Gabriel) on the Night of Destiny, and Jibreel recited it to
the Holy Prophet gradually, during a period of twenty three years.
3. The third view is that since the first Surah (Al - ‘Alaq) was revealed to
the Holy Prophet through Jibreel on the Night of Destiny, it can be assessed that the Holy Qur’an was revealed in the month of Ramadan.
Each of the verses marked a new miracle in the world’s spiritual history. Revelation comes to enlighten our heart and mind, and show us
the way in difficult situations.
The Holy Qur’an was revealed in the Arabic language. All the Messengers of Allah, had their revelations in their respective languages, to make
manifest the Message and explain to the people clearly.
"Verily, We have made it (The Qur’an) easy, in your (own) tongue, in
order that they may give heed" (44:58)
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"And We have not sent any Messenger, except in the language of his
(own) people, so as to make (the message of Allah) clear to them" (14:4)
"We have indeed made it a Qur’an in Arabic, (so) that you may be able
to understand (and learn wisdom)” (43 : 3)

THE REVELATION, COMPILATION, RECORD AND
ARRANGEMENT OF THE QURAN
The Holy Qur’an was recited by Jibreel to the Holy Prophet, in parts,
which were then immediately put into writing, under the directions of the Holy
Prophet . Those who used to record the verses, were close companions of the
Holy Prophet, namely, Mu’awiya bin Abu Sufiyan, Zaid bin Thabit, Abdullah bin
Rawaha, the Caliphs, etc. It was clear that the arrangement of the Qur’an was
part of the Divine scheme. “`Do not move your tongue that you may hurry over
it. Truly, its collection and its recitation rests upon us" (75 : 16 — 17)
¨ The Qur’an was written (on receiving revelations), and was recited in
an orderly way, during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet.
¨ The revelations at the time of inspiration, were recorded on pieces of
paper and wood, palm leaves, bits of leather, shoulder bones of camels,
stones or other available crude materials. The Prophet had given clear instructions as to how to arrange these revelations under particular "Surahs".
¨ There were many companions of the Holy Prophet who memorized
the Holy Qur’an, and when they listened to the revelations, their eyes overflowed with tears, for they recognized the truth. They prayed: "Our Lord! We
believe: (and) write us down among the witnesses".
After the demise of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), and during
the period of the first Caliph, Abu Bakr Siddiq (may Allah be pleased with him),
the wars of Apostasy had broken out, and many of the people who had memorized the Holy Qur’an, were martyred in the famous Battle of Yamama.
At this stage, ‘Umar bin Khattab, the second Caliph, (may Allah be
please with him), discussed with Abu Bakr the necessity of recording the Holy
Qur’an. Abu Bakr nominated Zaid bin Thabit, who under the Caliph’s order
recorded - Qur’an on parchments. Abu Bakr kept this compilation, and passed
it on to Successor “Umar, and the copy of the Qur’an was entrusted to the care
of Hafsat (may Allah be pleased with her)- daughter of ‘Umar and wife of the
Holy Prophet (peace be upon him). Hafsat was a literate lady, who understood
the Holy Qur’an and was quite capable of safeguarding it.
During the reign of ‘Uthman bin ‘Affan, the third Caliph, (may Allah be
please with him), Hudaifa bin Al-Yaman, the chief of the army in ‘Adhar Bijan’ in
Central Asia, discovered that Muslims from different countries, recited the Holy
Qur’an different ways. He informed Caliph ‘Uthman on the necessity of a unique
method of recitation of the Holy Book. ‘Uthman sent a delegation to Hafsat to
collect the original copy of the Holy Qur’an. Thereupon the Caliph instructed
Zaid bin Thabit, Abdullah bin Zubair, Zaid bin Al‘As and Abdul Rahman bin Auf
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bin Hisham (may Allah be pleased with them), to make copies of the original
script.
On completion of the work, the copies were submitted to the Caliph,
who returned the original copy to Hafsat, and sent a copy each, to the capitals
of the Muslim provinces. All other unauthentic written copies were then ordered to be burnt. In this way, one authentic Book came to be used throughout
the Muslim world

MAKKIYYA AND MADANIYYA SURATS
The Holy Qur’an can be divided into two - one consisting of the inspired
utterances of the Prophet at Makkah, and the other comprising of those at
Madinah. According to scholars, the verses which were revealed before the
‘Hijrah’ (migration of the Holy Prophet from Makkah to Madinah) were called
‘Makkiyyah’, and the verses which were revealed after the ‘Hijrah’ were called
Madaniyyah.
According to the above division, chapter 110 of the Qur’an which was
revealed at Makkah during the farewell pilgrimage, comes under the
‘Madaniyyah’ chapters, and the verses which were revealed at ‘Taif’ before
‘Hijrah are considered as ‘Makkiyyah’ chapters. Out of the total of 114 chapters, into which the Holy Qur’an is divided, 85 are ‘Makkiyyah’ and 29 are
‘Madaniyyah’.
The ‘Madaniyyah’ chapters are generally longer, and occupy about one
third of the Holy Qur’an. The ‘Makkiyyah’ chapters deal chiefly with the faith in
Allah. While the ‘Madaniyyah’ revelations are mainly intended to inculcate that
faith into action.
The ‘Makkiyyah’ revelations are generally prophetic, while the
‘Madaniyyah’ revelations deal with the fulfillment of these prophecies.
‘Makkiyyah’ revelations show how true happiness of mind could be sought in
communion with Allah, while the ‘Madaniyyah’ chapters point out how interpersonal dealings could also be a source of bliss and comfort him.

QUR’AN THE GREATEST MIRACLE
The Qur’an is a rational, miraculous challenge that appeals to all, and
calls upon people to think logically. It is not like the superficial miracles performed by other Prophets — for example - the staff of Prophet Musa (peace be
upon him), which talked and moved by itself; or the curing of lepers and bringing of dead to life, by Prophet Isa ( peace be upon him). The Qur’an stands as
a miracle, by its sheer existence, because the religion of Islam serves the
spiritual needs of all human beings, and will remain as such, for times to
come.
Even though miracles had occurred during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet
(peace be upon him) — the ‘Miraj’ — the journey of the Holy Prophet through
the entire universe; the splitting of the moon; the bough that bent to cover him
up; the spider’s web at the entrance of the cave and the newly laid pigeon eggs
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besides it, which prevented his enemies from tracing him — all these miracles
are well known to Muslims. In spite of such occurrences that defied the laws of
nature, the greatest miracle of all is the Qur’an, which stands as a permanent
challenge forever.

“And if you are in doubt of what We have sent down
(from time to time) to Our servant, then produce (just) a chapter like thereof; and call your witnesses (or helpers if there are
any) besides Allah, if you are truthful.” (2:23)
“Tell (them); If the whole of mankind and mankind were
united together to produce the like of this Qur’an, they could
not produce the like thereof, (even) if` they backed up each
other with help and support.” (17: XX)
Islam is endowed with a vital power that safeguards its principles…
and enables its followers to follow the right path effortlessly. This is because
its teachings are all set up in the Qur’an, and the Qur’an is not itself open to any
change. This is clear from the following verse of the Holy Qur’an

“Verily We have sent down the Reminder (the Qur’an),
and We will assuredly guard it (from any violation). (5: 9)
THE CONTENTS OF THE QURAN
The Qur’an manifests a wonderful style in stating, repeating and stressing its aims, in persuading people to attain them, and in propounding parables
alluding to them. It states the aim first, and then supports it with logical reasoning or historical proofs. Its style is distinguished in its variety. It deals with a
certain subject; it may pass on from belief in Allah to the true mission of the
Messenger, to Resurrection, to good manners, to different kinds of practical
wisdom, to narratives in relation to the subject dealt with.
Some people think that the inimitability of the Qur’an is only confined to
its literary side, that is, its unrivalled eloquence. But it is also due to its scientific aspects. The Qur’an includes many marvelous facts — some of which are
still undiscovered by science and, history.
Imam Abu Hamid al Ghazali, an eminent scholar of Islam, began with a
definition of the supreme object of the Holy Qur’an. In the light of this object, he
was able to classify the Qur’anic verses into six divisions. The basis of this
classification was his objective outlook to the verses which revealed a diversity and a variety of their subject matter. Imam Ghazali’s study is set out in his
book ‘Jawahirul Quran’, as follows:1. Ghazali amplified on his statements by determining the intent of the
first division - namely knowledge of Allah. Such knowledge, he said,
comprises a knowledge of the Almighty, His attributes, and His acts.
Referring to relative verses in the Qur’an, he said the knowledge of
Allah is the most limited in scope, the most difficult to attain, and the
most inaccessible to the human mind. Thus Qur’an contains only allu-
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sions and references to them. As for the attributes, the scope is wider;
hence the many verses in the Holy Qur’an referring to Knowledge. Power,
Life, Speech, Wisdom, Hearing, Sight etc. Acts, on the other hand, are
too numerous to be counted with precision, for nothing in the whole of
the universe, but only Allah and His Acts. The Qur’an, nevertheless,
cites only those acts which are prominent and visible, such as the
Skies, the Earth, the Mountains, the Trees, the Animals, the Seas, the
Plants, the Rain, and the other causes of life and growths which fall
within human perception. The Qur’an also cites those unperceived
creations of Allah, which are most honourable, wondrous, and indicative of His Might, namely, the Angels and the Holy Spirits.
2. The second division, Al Ghazali says, is the definition of the path
leading to the Almighty — the path of utter devotion, as expressed in the
Holy Qur’an. “But keep in remembrance, the name of your Lord, and
devote yourself to Him wholeheartedly”.
3. The third division includes the mention of the Spirit and the bliss
enjoyed by those who achieve the goal. The summing up of such bliss,
is the word ‘Paradise’, and the most enjoyable pleasure will be the
contemplation of Allah. Mention is also made of the shame suffered by
those who are deprived of seeing Him, on account of failure to observe
righteousness. These sufferings are stumped up in the word ‘Hell’.
4. Life stories of the Prophets and their noble deeds, are set out for the
true believers, and for the non—believers who follow the wrong path,
the stories of Namrud, Pharaoh, the people of ‘Ad and ‘Thamud’, and
their misdeeds, are narrated.
5. The Qur’an mentions the shameful acts of the infidels, by means of
arguments and proofs. According to Imam Ghazali, their misdeeds are
threefold: Making improper references to Allah, naming angels as His
daughters, claiming He has a son and partner, and that He is a third
being in a Trinity, calling the Holy Prophet a magician and imposter,
challenging his Message, regarding him in the same light as any other
human being, denying his right to be followed, and being skeptical of
Doomsday, Resurrection, Congregation, Heaven and Hell.
6. Lastly, Imam Ghazali explains the sixth division, as the path leading
to divine reality (noble actions of mankind).

IMPORTANCE OF THE QURAN
The Qur‘an states: “That scripture (is the perfect one), whereupon there
is no doubt, a guidance to those who ward off (evil and act righteously).” (2:2)
The Qur’an is an all inclusive record of all preceding prophecies. It
describes the miracles performed by the Prophets, and is a valuable source of
the history of other nations — the originality of idol worshipping, the dynasty of
Saba in Yemen, the children of Israel, the history of the Jews, the Pharaoh and
the history of Christianity.
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The Holy Qur’an looks upon all people and nations, as equals. This
unity of the human race has been promulgated as existing from the creation
onwards. The Holy Qur’an states:
“Mankind was but only one single nation, but they differed (among themselves). And if it were not for a word (a decree on delaying the punishment to
the criminals), which had gone forth from your Lord, their differences would
have been settled between them concerning which they differed. (10:19)

“O mankind! Indeed, there has come to you an evident proof
(The Prophethood of Muhammad) from your Lord, and We
have sent down to you a light a manifest light (The Qur’an).”
(4:174)
This call is addressed to all mankind, and not confined to any region in
particular, as its purpose is to serve all mankind without discrimination of
colour or race.

THE MERITS OF QURANIC READING
The merits and rewards of reading the Qur’an are great. They vary
according to the degree of attention and understanding that are applied to its
reading. The object of reading is to remember Allah, to glorify Him, to remember His orders and prohibitions, and to take lessons. It removes the dust from
the soul, just as a bath removes dust from the body. The Holy Prophet said:
“The best man is he who has learned the Qur’an and teaches it”.

MOST DESIRABLE ACTS TO BE OBSERVED
- He/she shall perform ablution.
- Shall be seated facing the Holy Ka’bah.
- Shall read slowly, distinctly and intelligently with the mind always
fixed on the meanings of the Qur’anic verses.
- Those near the reader should simply listen to the recitation, as the
rewards of the listeners and the readers, are equal.
The Holy Qur’an says:

“And when the Qur’an is recited, then listen to it (with attention)
and abstain (from speaking) that you may receive mercy.”
(7:204)
The purity of the text of the Holy Qur’an through fourteen centuries is an
indication of the eternal care with which the Truth is guarded through all ages.
All corruption, inventions and accretions pass away, but Allah’s pure and Holy
Truth will never suffer eclipse, even if the whole world mocked at it, and were
bent upon annihilating it.
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1

“I take refuge in Allah, from ‘Shaitan’ (Satan),
the Outcast (Accursed)” 1
1. “I take refuge in Allah, from ‘Shaitan’ (Satan), the outcast (accursed)” — whenever a person recites the Holy Qur’an, he is instructed to recite this saying
as mentioned in the verse (16:98). 'This is to guard him against the evil
intention of Shaitan, in preventing him from deriving guidance from the
Qur’an. If man fails to derive guidance from the Qur’an, he shall get it from
nowhere else. Recitation of the Qur’an is not a vocal exercise alone. It
involves the heart and mind. Recitation of this verse galvanizes his spirit
and heart from all the evil influences of Shaitan, and hence, purges his
mouth, heart and spirit, whereby the guidance of the Qur’an modifies his
life and renders the recitation a serene experience to him and a pleasant
influence on the hearers. The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) used to
recite this verse whenever he read from the Qur’an.
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CHAPTER

1

The Opening
INTRODUCTION

T

his chapter was revealed at Makkah. It is the most prominent in the
Noble Qur’an, and hence, the name “Ummul-Qur’an” (the essence of
the Qur’an).The seven “Ayats” (verses) of the Surah, form a complete
unit by themselves, and are recited in every prayer. The lucid verses of this
short Surah reveal to mankind the following facts.
Allah is the Creator of the Universe, and His grace and gifts are for all
mankind, not for a particular group of nations. Allah gives man all that he
needs, and sustains him materially and spiritually and He is the Sustainer, the
Nourisher, the Cherisher and the Protector of all the worlds. The Day of Judgement is a sure event, when Allah alone would be the Judge, and truth alone
would prevail. The confirmation of our faith in the unity of Allah and worshipping
Him alone and seeking help from Him alone is required.
Implore Allah to guide us on the right path, so that we would be among
the righteous. The Surah is, thus, a collection of beautiful verses that sum up
our faith, our hope and aspiration in things that matter.
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The Opening
1. In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful2
2. All praise be to Allah2 Lord of the worlds.
3. The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful.
4. Possessor of the Day of Judgement.

2. This verse which appears at the beginning of all the chapters of the Qur’an,
is intended to distinguish between the chapters. Ibn Abbas narrated
from the Holy Prophet that when Jibreel (Gabriel) first appeared before
the Holy Prophet, he asked him to take refuge in Allah from Shaitan, and
recited this verse and asked the Holy prophet to read out the Holy
Qur’an to the people, after reciting this verse, which will signify that the
people shall understand the recitation as delivered by Allah, the Almighty and not as something composed by the Holy Prophet. Every
Muslim is bound to commence his work by reciting this verse which
shall certainly curtail him from engaging in any foul deed or entertaining any unfair objective. Ibn Abbas, Ibn Mas’ood and Dahhak, the prominent disciples of the Prophet, have expressed that the presence of this
verse in the Qur’an signified the completion of the preceding chapters.
Muslim scholars have differed in their opinions about this verse, as to
whether it should be considered as a verse in each chapter. But the
majority of them have confirmed that this verse forms a part of each
chapter, except ‘Suratu-t-Taubah’.
3. The common name which Muslims use for God is Allah. Allah, means ‘the
One Who deserves to be loved, and in Whom everyone seeks refuge’.
This unique word has no plural and no gender. So the name itself
reflects the fact that Allah is One and only One. This name cannot be
translated by the word ‘God’, because the word ‘God’ has plural ‘gods’,
and a feminine gender ‘goddess’.
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5. Thee alone do we worship, and from Thee alone do we implore help.3
6. Guide us to the straight path.4
7. The path of those on whom You have bestowed Your favour,
(and) not the path of those upon whom Your wrath has
been incurred, nor those who have gone astray.5

We can use the most beautiful names we can think of to express Allah’s
attributes. The Arabic intensive is more suited to express Allah’s attributes than the superlative degree in any other language. How can a
translator reproduce the sublimity and the comprehensiveness of the
magnificent Arabic words, which mean so much in a single symbol?
4. It signifies that the reciter obeys and worships none other than Allah, the Creator and Cherisher, and seeks the help of Him alone. It has to be clearly
borne in mind, that while reciting this, one should realize the complete attributes of Allah as the unique entity worthy of worship and obedience, as
the only Law-Giver, the Omnipresent, the Omnipotent, etc. Only then, does
the recital become a prayer. The pious worshipper realizes the presence
of Allah in him and all around him. At this point, the subject reaches the
stage described by the Holy Prophet - “worship Allah as you see Him in
front of you”.
5. The servant of Allah seeks His Guidance which has been the righteous path
traversed by the prophets, the martyrs, the righteous and the virtuous,
as described in 4:69.
6. We seek Allah’s guidance to guard us from the paths of those who intentionally break the laws laid by Allah, and who deviate from the path of
Allah due to their negligence. (2:61, 5:77)
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CHAPTER

2

The Cow
INTRODUCTION

T

his is the longest Surah in the Qur’an, and includes the longest ‘ayah’
(verse). The 286 verses of this Surah sum up the entire teaching of the
Qur’an. The Surah gets its name from the parable of the cow (verses
67-72), in which Prophet Musa asks his people to sacrifice a cow, respecting
Allah’s command. Though, initially they tried to put off the request on one
pretext or the other, they finally obliged half-heartedly. This parable throws light
on the fact that when faith is lost, people attempt to put off obedience with
various excuses - even when, finally, they obey, their action would be wanting in
spirit.
The Surah begins with three abbreviated letters (Muqatta’t viz. Alif, Lam
and Meem. This set of letters appears in five other Surahs. Similarly, various
combinations of 14 letters have been used to begin 29 Surahs (including the
current one). Though a number of conjectures have been made as to the
meaning of these letters, the universal agreement has been that only Allah
knows their real meaning.
The inability to understand the meaning of these letters does not in any
way hamper with our relevant understanding of the Qur’an. Each individual
can get out of the Qur’an, plain guidance for his life, according to his capacity
for spiritual understanding, and this understanding would grow in proportion
to the capacity to comprehend. Since the Qur’an is a Record for all time, it is
necessary that it should contain certain meaning, which would only gradually
unfold to mankind.
At the outset, the Surah classified men into three sections, viz., those
who accept the word of the Almighty Allah, those who reject it and those who
pretend to accept it. The creation of Adam, his expulsion and the hope given to
him, are also mentioned.
A major portion of the Surah is devoted to stress the fact that, if people
are stiff-necked and set a greater value to material things, than to eternal
salvation, and if they break the law of Allah and resist His grace, they will be
punished with humiliation and misery in the Hereafter, and probably even in
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this life. To highlight this point, incidents involving the people of Israel, and the
unruly people that Musa (Moses) and Isa (Jesus) - (peace be upon them) - had
to preach to- are narrated.
An equally large portion of the Surah relates to the creation of a new “Ummat
“ (nation) under the leadership of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him), and the various laws, like assigning the Ka’aba as the direction for prayer;
various conditions connected with prayer, food, blood-money, bequests, fasting,
jihad (holy war), Hajj (pilgrimage), zakat (charity), orphans, marriage, divorce and
widowhood. Strict prohibitions are imposed upon usury, consumption of alcohol,
and gambling.
Islam, literally meaning ‘submission’, is against to any form of violence. But
a Muslim has the right to fight in defense of Truth and Right. This is illustrated with
the story of Dawood (David) and Jalut (Goliath).
A beautiful verse, the Ayat-ul-Kursy, which glorifies the attributes of Allah, is
included towards the end of the Surah. The Surah ends on a note of humility, so
that we may confess our sins, ask for forgiveness, and pray for Allah’s help and
guidance in our resolve to uphold His Truth against all faithlessness.
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The Cow
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif, Lam, Meem.7
2. That Scripture (is the perfect one), 8 whereupon there is no
doubt, a guidance to those who ward off (evil and act righteously).9
3. Who believe in the Unseen, and establish (regular) prayer and
spend (in the way of Allah), out of what We have bestowed
upon them.10

7. These letters are known as ‘abbreviated letters.’ Scholars have provided
various explanations as to the exact meaning of these abbreviated
letters. However, a majority of the scholars (Mufassiroon), are in accordance with the fact, that only the Almighty Allah knows the exact meaning and significance of these letters, as prefixed in the beginning of the
29 Surahs.
8. Generally used to point out something remote and therefore indicates the
high status and dignity of the source to which it refers. The Book which
was mentioned in the Tourah and other earlier Scriptures and for which
the people of the Book were anxiously waiting. 27:6, 3:3, 43:4, 38:67 & 87
9. It does not mean ‘fear’ in the ordinary sense of the word, which would mean
avoiding the object of fear. On the contrary, ‘the fear of Allah’ is the
intense desire to avoid everything that is against His Will and Law. It is
in fact, to keep in mind, one’s duty to Allah, thereby guarding one’s
tongue, hand and heart from evil, and doing righteous deeds. ‘Taqwa’
implies self-restraint, guarding ourselves from all sins, wrong and injustice, and the positive doing of goodness. It is not merely a feeling or
an emotion, but rather an act and doing of things which become a
preparation and provision for the Hereafter.
10. It is considered that one must believe in the ‘unseen’ - those things which
cannot be perceived by the senses, or within human experience and
observations. There are many things that are beyond our senses of
understanding, sight and hearing. Some of them were unknown to us
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4. And who believe in what has been sent down to you (O
Muhammad), and what was sent down before you; and they
are certain (in firm faith) of the Hereafter. 11
5. Such people are on true guidance from their Lord and they are
surely, the successful.
6. Verily, those who have rejected (these truths), it is (all) the
same to them whether you warn them or whether you do
not warn them : they will not believe.12
7. Allah has sealed their hearts and their hearing. And over their
eyes (there) is a veil; and for them (there) is a severe punishment. 13
8. And among mankind (there are) some who say: “We believe in
Allah and in the Last Day”, while they are not (real) believers(atall).

before, and thereafter, Allah by His Mercy, bestowed upon us the knowledge to perceive them. It is therefore, compulsory upon us, to have faith
in Allah, His Angel, the life after death, Paradise, Hell, etc. Such faith in
the unseen affairs, is indicated in the Qur’an and in the sayings of the
Prophet (peace be upon him). Allah creates that which is visible to us,
and creates that which is invisible to us, and creates that which we are
not able to see now, but may see in the future.
11. Faith in the Hereafter, is an essential article of faith in Islam. It draws our
imagination to wonder about the Creator, Who has made this universe
and its life, out of nothing; and Who is capable of bringing a new situation. The Hereafter starts with the end of one’s life in this world.
12. There are many shades of meaning to the word:
a. To deny Allah’s goodness, and be ungrateful.
b. To reject and deny His Revelation.
c. To blaspheme and ascribe some limitation or attribute to
Allah, which is derogatory to His nature.
Derivative forms of the word, imply a deliberate rejection of faith, as
opposed to a mistaken idea of Allah or Faith - which is not inconsistent
with an earnest desire to see the Truth. Where there is such desire, the
grace and mercy of Allah gives guidance. But that guidance is not efficacious when it is deliberately rejected. The consequence of the rejection
is that the spiritual factor becomes dead or impervious to better influences.
13. Whenever men reach the extreme position of rejection, and hate the faithful, at that moment, their senses become impervious to the righteous
deeds. Therefore, the sealing up of their hearts and ears was the result
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9. They would (think to) deceive Allah and those who believe;
while they only deceive themselves, and perceive (it) not.
10. In their hearts (there) is a disease, and therefore, Allah has
increased their disease. And for them (there) is a painful
punishment (awaiting them), because they used to lie.
11. And when it is said to them: “Create not disorder on the earth”,
they say: “We are only ones that reform things.”
12. Beware! (It is) surely they who create disorder, but they perceive (it) not.
13. And when it is said to them: “Believe as the people (companions of the Prophet) have believed; they say: “Should we
believe as the fools have believed?” Nay, surely, (it is) they
who are the fools, but they know not.
14. And when they meet those who believe, they say: “We believe”, but when they are alone with their devils (ring leaders), they say: “We are really with you. Verily, we (were)
merely mocking (at these believers).”14
15. Allah mocks at them and (makes them) continue in their trespasses, (so they will) blindly wander.
16. (These are) they who have purchased error instead of guidance. So their transaction has not been gainful (nor) have
they been guided (rightly).
17. Their similitude (in hypocrisy) is that of one who kindled a fire,
and when it is lit up around him, Allah took away their light
and left them (in utter) darkness, so they could not see.
18. (They are) deaf dumb and blind, and therefore they will not
return (to the right path)
19. Or (their similitude) is like a heavy rain from the sky accompanied by pitch darkness, thunder and lightning. They thrust
their fingers into their ears to keep away from thunderclaps in dread of death. But Allah is encompassing the rejecters of faith.
20. The lightning almost snatches away their sight: whenever it
gleams (for)a while for them, they walk therein; and when
of their own persistent rejection of the truth. The actual faith never enters their hearts and they do not hear any direction of the truth.
14. This is the plural of ‘Shaitan’ (Satan) - an insurgent, haughty, mischievous
and devilish being, and an evil genius. It is used both for human beings
and Jinns. Though it has
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the darkness covers them, they stand still. And if Allah
willed, He could indeed take away their hearing and their
sight. Surely, Allah has power over all things.
21 . O mankind! Worship your Lord who created you and those
before you, so that you may ward off (evil and be righteous). 15
22. Who has made the earth as a couch for you and the sky as a
canopy; and sent down water from the sky, and thereby
brought forth fruits for your sustenance, therefore, set up
not rivals unto Allah, while you know (the truth).16
23. And if you are in doubt of what We have sent down to Our
servant, then produce (just) a chapter like thereof, and call
your witnesses (or helpers if there are any), besides Allah if you are truthful.17
24. But if you do it not - and never shall you do it - then guard
against the Fire, whose fuel is men and stones, which has
been prepared for those who reject the faith.18
25. And give glad tidings to those who believe and act righteously;
for them, surely, there are Heavens beneath which rivers
flow. Whenever they are provided with fruits there from as
provisions, they say: “This is what we were provided before”, and similar (gifts) will be bestowed upon them. And
they have therein spouses purified, and they will abide
therein for ever. 19
15. The existence of every creature, including man, is an evidence that there is
a Creator Who has created them. This Creator is Allah Who has not
created us in vain, or as a sport, or play. Man’s duty is to search for His
Truth. Every affair goes back to Him alone for decision. Therefore, we
must worship Him and trust Him. Thus, this doctrine is based on the
love and fear of Allah, through the worship and obedience to Him alone;
and keeping away from the temptations of the evil.
16 The truth has been brought plainly before us. Therefore it allows neither any
false gods, nor even great or glorious things, to be made or compared
with the worship and obedience to Allah.
17. The Holy Qur’an stands as a miracle, not only to the Arabs, but to all nations
of the world. This challenge is repeated in many verses of the Holy
Qur’an — can you produce one like it?
18. The ‘stones’ mentioned here, refer to the idols which polytheists worshipped.
19. Glad tidings to those who are righteous, is the promise of Paradise, the
home of happiness and dignity. The inhabitants there, shall be in the
state of joy, satisfaction and bliss.
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26. Verily, Allah is not ashamed to strike a parable even (as small
as) a mosquito, or even of anything above it (in significance). Those who believed indeed know that it is the truth
from their Lord; but those who rejected the faith; they say:
“What does Allah mean by this parable?” By it He causes
many to go astray, and many are guided to the right path:
But He causes not to (go) astray, except the miscreants.20
27. Those who break the covenant of Allah after having ratified
it; and cut asunder what Allah has commanded to be joined;
and who breed mischief on earth. Surely, they are the (utter) losers.21
28. How can you reject the faith in Allah? Seeing that you were
dead, and He gave you life; then He will cause you to die,
and He will (again) restore you to life, and then to Him
you will be returned.22
29. (It is) He who created for you all things that are on the earth;
then He planned (the creation) of the sky, and He formed
them into seven firmaments. And of all things, He has perfect knowledge.23
30. And behold, when your Lord said to the angels : “Verily, I will
appoint a successor on earth”, they said: “will you appoint
therein one who will spread disorder and blood-shed therein?
While we do glorify (You) with praises and extol Your Holiness?” He said: “Surely I know what you know not.”24
20. Here, in this verse, and in some other chapters (29:41 and 22:73), the
similitude of the weakest of creatures, is brought. It is up to us to perceive the lessons for which these similitudes have been brought forth.
The truth finders are convinced that these sublime things are from
Allah, the Most High. However, the hypocrites and disbelievers will not
admit this fact, and they remain mindless, and transgress the limits
imposed by Allah.
21. This is a covenant which is an obligation that arises from our spiritual
nature and our elation to Allah. It is a standing command to mankind to
submit to Him, to obey Him and worship Him alone. Allah sent prophets and messengers for the guidance of our covenant, in our individual,
social and public life. Therefore our duty must be to faithfully fulfil these
obligations.
22. Allah brought you into being. The mysteries of life and death are in His
hands. When you die on this earth, that is not the end of you. You were
of Him, and you must return to Him.
23. Allah created the earth and everything available on it for the use of mankind
(see: 21:30).
24. Belief in the angels is one of the articles of faith in the unseen affairs. The
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31. And He taught Adam the names of all things, then He set
them before the angels, and said: “Inform Me of the names
of these, if you are true (in your claims).”
32. They said: “Glory to You! We have no knowledge save what
You have taught us. Verily, it is only You, who is All Knowing, All Wise.”
33. He said: “O Adam! Inform them (of) their names”; and when
he had informed them (of) their names, He said: “Did I not
tell you, (that) surely, I know the unseen (secrets) of the
firmaments and of the earth; and I know what you reveal,
and what you conceal.
34. And behold, when We ordered the angels : “Prostrate before
Adam”, and they (all) prostrated except Iblis (Satan) - he
refused and was swelled with pride, and he was of those
who reject faith.25
35. And We said : “O Adam! Dwell you and your wife in Paradise,
and therein, eat abundantly whatever you wish - but do
not approach this tree, lest you shall both be among the
wrongdoers.26
angels are a type of creation, who cannot be seen by the ordinary man.
They differ from us and we do not have a clear knowledge about them.
However, we do know that they are created for obeying Allah’s orders.
Someone who exercises the succeeding powers on behalf of the
supreme authority. Here, upon this earth, Allah makes a successor Adam. From the conversation of Allah with His angels, it could be understood that the angels have information of a similar creation (to mankind), which existed previously, who had made mischief and had shed
blood on earth. Moreover, recent scientific discoveries of bones, aged
millions of years, also contribute to the above suggestion. Also, some
‘Mufassireen’ in their books, have mentioned the existence of ‘Jinns’
prior to the creation of Adam. However, the bottom line is that we have
no clear idea as such, and this knowledge is with Allah alone. He
creates what He wills and destroys what He wills.
In the verse, ‘tasbih’ implies ‘to sanctify’ and ‘to act earnestly and do
one’s utmost’. Likewise, ‘taqdis’ also means both ‘to sanctify’ and ‘to
purify’, Adam, the father of mankind, was given a considerable amount
of information and knowledge, by Allah. By doing this, Allah had in fact,
raised his status above the angels.
25. The angels were ordered to perform ‘sajada’ (prostration) — to signify their
subordination. It appears from the verse, that ‘Iblis’ was not the only
being who refused to bow down before Adam; but a group of other
‘Jinns’ was also bent upon disobedience. The name of ‘Iblis’ has been
mentioned particularly because it was he who led the rebellion.

14
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36. Then did Shaitan (Satan) cause them to slip out of it, and
expelled them from the state (of felicity) in which they were,
and We said (to them): “Get you down (all of you), (henceforth), each of you is an enemy of the other, and for you
(there is) on earth a place of abode, and (your) means of
livelihood for a (specified) period.”27
37. Thereupon, Adam received from his Lord certain words, (and
repented), and his Lord accepted his repentance, for surely,
He is the One Who accepts repentance (often) - the Most
Merciful.28
38. We said: “Get you down, all of you from there; if there comes
to you guidance from Me, and for whoever will follow My
guidance, there shall be no fear on them, nor shall they
grieve.
39. “And those who reject faith and deny Our revelations, such
are the inmates of Fire - herein shall they abide forever.”

26. Allah created Adam as the successor on earth, and therefore, the earth
became his dwelling place. After their (Adam and Hawwa) creation,
they were placed in a spiritual garden of innocence and bliss — somewhere in the universe, but definitely not on earth. Nor was it Paradise,
which is promised for the righteous people, because Paradise is a
place where there would not be any talking or whispering with one
another (as Iblis had whispered to Adam and Hawwa). But, it was Allah’s
plan to give them a limited faculty of choice there. They were forbidden
even from going near a certain tree, and violation of that command,
resulted in their being sent to earth.
27. Iblis (Satan), is an arch enemy of man, and diverts man from the right path,
to the path of destruction. Iblis whispered suggestions to Adam and
Hawwa, opening their minds to various attractions (see 7:22-25). By
deceit, lblis brought about their fall; and when they tasted the fruit of the
forbidden tree, their shame became manifested to them. The expulsion applied to Adam, Hawwa and Satan.
28. When Adam realized his fault, he was overcome with guilt and remorse,
and was anxious to seek Allah’s pardon. Adam repented and Allah
accepted his repentance, and forgave him. Allah, Most Gracious and
Merciful, had throughout the ages, continued to warn mankind against
the snares of Shaitan, the avowed enemy - of man (see 5:91; 36:60;
22:52-53). Shaitan has no authority or influence on those who put their
trust in Allah. It is noteworthy here, that there is no need for Allah to
crucify ‘His only son’ (as claimed by Christians), for the atonement of
the sin of Adam and his offspring. Apart from the acceptance of Adam’s
repentance, He even appointed him as His Messenger to guide his
children.
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40. O children of Israel! Remember My favour which I have bestowed upon you, and fulfill My covenant (with you); so I
will fulfill your covenant (with Me); and dread Me alone.”29
41. And believe in what I have (now) sent down, confirming (the
Scripture) which is with you, and be not the foremost among
the rejecters therein, and barter not My revelations for a
paltry price - and Me alone, shall you fear.30
42. And clothe not the truth with vanity, nor hide the truth (deliberately) while you know it.
43. And be steadfast in prayer, and pay zakat (the alms) and bow
(in worship) with those who bow.
44. Do you enjoin righteousness upon mankind, and forget (to
practice) it yourself even though you recite the Scripture
(other than the Qur’an). Have you no sense?
45. And implore for help (from Allah), with patience and prayer.
And it is indeed a hard thing, except to those who are extremely devout (and humble)
46. Who bear (in mind) the certainty that they will meet their
Lord, and that, surely, they will return to Him.
47. O children of Israel! Remember My favour which I have bestowed upon you, and that I preferred you above all nations.
48. And guard yourself (against) a Day, when one soul shall not
avail another soul at all nor shall intercession be accepted
from it, nor shall atonement be received from it, nor shall
they be helped (from outside).
49. And (remember the time) when We rescued you from the
29. The appeal is made here, particularly up to verse 123, to the children of
Israel. But in some verses, the Christians, idol-worshippers and the
Muslims have been addressed to. ‘Israel’ means, the servant of Allah.
It was the title which Allah granted upon the Prophet Yaqoob (Jacob).
His descendants are called children of Israel. As revealed to them
through the Thauraat (Torah), the present children of Israel, have the
knowledge regarding the covenants made by their forefathers. Here,
Allah calls upon them to remember the favours bestowed upon them.
30. This is an appeal to the children of Israel, to believe in this Qur’an, which
confirms the Scriptures that are already with them. ‘This Message and
the mission, is the same, as what is with you (the Scriptures). There is
nothing strange or new in this for you. Therefore, be not the first to reject
and oppose the truth, knowingly. Also, do not exchange the guidance of
the revelations for your paltry considerations.
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(slavery) of Pharaoh’s people, who subjected you to grievous chastisement - slaughtering your male children and sparing your female (children); and in that, there was a tremendous trial from your Lord.31
50. And remember (the time) when We split the sea (providing
passage) for you, and thus, saved you and drowned
Pharaoh’s people, while you were looking on.
51 . And remember (the time) when We made for Musa a promise
of forty nights (for receiving the Thaurat - Torah), and you
set up the calf (for worship), after his (departure). And you
were wrongdoers.32
52. Even then We pardoned you, in order that you might thereafter, be grateful.
53. And remember (the time) when We gave Musa the Book and
the criterion (of right and wrong), that you might be guided
aright.
54. And remember (the time) when Musa said to his people: “O
my people! You have indeed wronged yourselves by setting
up the calf (for worship). So turn in repentance to your
Evolver; thereby kill yourselves (the guilty). That is best for
you in the sight of your Evolver.” Thereupon, He accepted
your repentance. Indeed, He is the One Who accepts repentance (often), the Most Merciful.33
55 . And remember (the time) when you (the Israelites) said: “O
Musa! We shall never believe in you, until we see Allah
manifestly (with our own eyes).” Thereupon, a (tremendous)
thunderbolt overtook you, as you were looking on.34
31. The references have been made to those historical events, to show that
they had remained ungrateful and continued to practice evil, despite
the many favours bestowed upon them by Allah. Pharaoh had indulged
in cruel acts, including the slaughtering of the Israeli males in his kingdom, for the fear of being overthrown by one.
32. The reference is to the Israelite’s entry into the Sinai Peninsula, after they
were pursued by Pharaoh and his hosts. Prophet Musa was ordered
up the Mount Tur, for 40 nights, during which time, Allah revealed to him
the Laws and Commands for the guidance of the people who had been
liberated from the slavery of the Egyptians. However, the Israelites who
were waiting in Sinai, for Prophet Musa, became impatient with his
delay, and created a calf with molten gold, and started to worship it.
33. Having committed the great sin of worshipping the calf, they became more
arrogant. Cow- worshipping was very prevalent among the people of
Egypt, Cana’n and neighbouring countries. Prophet Musa, instructed
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56. Then We revived you after your downfall (as dead), in order
that you might be grateful.
57. And We granted the clouds to (provide) shade for you (from
the heat of the Sinai desert), and sent down to you ‘manna’
(a kind of sweet gum) and quails, (announcing): “Eat of the
good things that We have provided for you (as sustenance).
And (by their disobedience) they did no harm to Us, but
they harmed their own selves.35
58. And remember (the time) when We said ( to them): “Enter
this town (Al-Qudus), and eat abundantly there from whatever you desire, and enter (its) gate prostrating, and say:
“Wipe out our sins”. (So) We shall forgive you your faults,
and We shall bestow more favour upon those who do good.36
59. But those who did wrong perverted the saying from that which
has been told (to) them - So We sent down upon the wrongdoers a filthy punishment (like plague) from the sky, because they acted infringingly.
60. And remember (the time) when Musa asked (for) drink for his
people, So We said: “Strike the rock with your staff”. Then,
gushed forth there from, twelve springs - (so that) every
people (tribe) knew its (own) drinking place. (And it was
said to them). Eat and drink of the sustenance provided by
Allah, and commit not iniquity in the land creating disorder. 37
61. And remember (the time) when you said: “O Musa! We cannot
(remain) content with one kind of food. So pray (to) your
them to return to their Creator and their Originator, Allah- the Most Forgiving and Most Merciful, in repentance.
34. Here, they make a condition, to have faith in Allah - they want to see Allah
with their own eyes. The punishment for insisting on seeing Allah, was,
a thunderbolt which seized them. Once again, Allah forgave them and
raised them up again, and provided them with many favours, as mentioned in the following verses. Yet, they were ungrateful people.
35. Allah bestowed upon them favours such as, cloudy skies, to protect them
from the scorching heat of the sun at the Sinai; and provided them with
‘manna’ (that fell to the ground like dew-drops), and ‘salwa’ (like quails
which flew in thousands). In them, there was enough provision to feed
entire nation for forty years, without starvation or famine.
36. They were instructed to enter the city (’Shithin - a city cast of the Jordan
River), as humble and god-fearing people; and not as cruel and ruthless people.
37. Twelve springs were caused to flow for them, in order to avoid any water
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Lord for us, so that He brings forth for us, from what the
earth grows - its herbs and cucumbers, and its garlic and
lentils, and onions.” Then (Musa) said: “Would you exchange
that which is better for that which is worse? Go you down
to any town (from here), and you shall find (there) what
you demand! And humiliation and poverty were stamped
upon them, and they incurred the wrath of Allah. That was
because they were rejecting the signs of Allah, and killing
(His) Prophets unrightfully, and that was for they rebelled
and traversed the limits (of the Law).38
62. Verily, those who believed (among this Ummah), and those
who are Jewish, and Christians, and the Sabians, whoever
believed in Allah and the Last day and does righteous
(deeds), shall have their reward with their Lord. They shall
have no fear, nor shall they grieve.39
63. And remember (the time) when We made a covenant with
you (O children of Israel), and We raised above you the
Mount Tur (in Sinai, saying): “Hold firmly (the law), that
We have given you, and remember what is therein so that
you may ward off (evil and do righteous deeds).40
64. (But) you turned back thereafter. Had it not been for the bounty
of Allah and His Mercy towards you, you would surely have
been among the losers.
65. And you had already known the (end of) those from amongst
you who transgressed (the covenant) of the Sabath. (In condispute among the twelve tribes of the children of Israel. This miraculous region is near Sinai peninsula, close to the area of “Horeb”. Here
is a huge mass of red granite which is twelve feet high and fifty feet in
circumference.
38. Here, the children of Israel, demand from Musa various kinds of provision,
and are dissatisfied with the enormous amount of food, and provisions
showered upon them. They forget their past lives of bondage and misery at the hands of the Egyptians. They continued to rebel against Allah,
even after reaching the Promised Land; and their humiliation and misery became a national disaster. They fully deserved the curses and
condemnations of Allah, because they rejected faith, and slew the messengers of Allah. Surely, they rebelled, and continued to transgress all
bounds
39. Sabians lived in lower Iraq, Syria and Northern parts of Arabia. They worshipped the planets and stars.
40. The mount Tur at Sinai, is now called ‘Jabal Musa’ (the mountain of Musa).
The mount was inverted over them like a huge vessel, and it was declared, “Hold firmly to the Thaurath (Torah), if not, here shall be your
sepulchre!”
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sequence of which), We (condemned) them and said: “Be
you apes, despised.”41
66. So We made that (event) a lesson for their contemporaries
and for their posterity, and an admonition for righteous
people.
67. And remember (the time) when Musa said to his people: “Verily, Allah commands you to slaughter a cow.” They said:
“Do you make a jest of us‘?” - (to which) Musa retorted: “I
seek refuge with Allah, from being among the ignorant.”
68. (Whereupon) they said: “Pray to your Lord, (so) that He makes
clear to us, what she (the cow) is like. He told (them): “He
says, it is a cow, neither too old nor virgin (but) of an age
between the two. Now do what you are commanded! “
69. They (came back and) said: “Pray to your Lord that He may
explain to us, what colour it is?” He said: “Verily, He says, it
is a cow, bright fawn in its colour, delighting the beholders!”
70. (Persistently) they said: “Pray (once more) for us to your Lord,
to make explain to us what she is: to all of us such cows
appear alike, and if Allah wills, we will indeed be guided.”
71 . He (Musa) said: “He says it is a cow, unyoked to plough the
earth, or to water the field. (She is) sound and unblemished!”
They said: “Now you have brought the truth!” Then they
slaughtered her, but they would rather not have done it.
72. And remember (the time) when you killed a man, and then
(began to) remonstrate concerning it, among yourselves.
But Allah would bring to light what you were concealing.
73. So we said: “Strike it (corpse) with a part of it. Thus does Allah
bring the dead to life, and show you His signs, so that you
may understand.42
41. The Israelites became corrupt morally. They transgressed by breaking the
Sabath, and were turned into apes (7: 166). These are described in
great detail, in the Jewish traditions.
42. The Israelites were commanded to slaughter a cow, as a means of discovering a murderer - by striking the dead man’s body with a piece of the
slaughtered cow. At first, they started asking various questions, trying to
put off the matter. However, finally they were driven to a tight corner, and
found the suitable cow and slaughtered it. When they placed a part of
the slaughtered cow on the dead man, he momentarily came to life,
and revealed the name of his murderer. There are three lessons to be
drawn from this incident: - (a) It demonstrated that the object of their
worship (the cow) was so powerless, that its slaughter did not cause
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74. Thereafter, your hearts became hardened, so they (became)
like stones, or even stronger in hardness. And surely, (there
are) some stones from which rivers burst forth. And some
that cleave asunder so that water flows from them. Indeed
there are some, which fall down for fear of Allah. And Allah
is not negligent of what you do.43
75. Have you (any) hope that they (the Israelites) will believe in
(the message) that you are (preaching)? (In spite of the fact)
that a sect of them used to hear the Words of Allah, then
perverted it, after they had fully grasped it, and they knew
(the consequences thereof)?44
76. And when they meet those who believed they say: “We have
believed”. But when they meet each other (in separate), they
say: “Shall you intimate them what Allah has unfolded to
you. (Do you not realize) that they may thereby contend
against you before your Lord?” Have you then no sense?45
77. Do they not know that Allah knows what they conceal and
what they disclose?
78. And among them are unlettered folks who do not know the
Scripture; but they trust upon baseless wishes, and they do
follow nothing but conjecture.46
79. Woe, therefore, to those who write the Book with their own
hands, and then say: “This is from Allah”, (so as) to purthem any harm. (b) Men may try to hide their crimes, individually or
collectively, but Allah will bring them to light in unexpected ways. (c)
Allah brings the dead to life.
43. After all these clear signs, their hearts became hardened like a rock, and
even worse in hardness. But there are rocks from which rivers and
springs flow - like repentant hearts that come to Allah of their own
accord, and melt into tears when remembering Allah much.
44. O Muslims! Do you hope that the Israelites will believe with you in your
faith? Their scholars know fully well, the commands of Allah. But they
choose to pervert it intentionally.
45. They advise each other, not to disclose to the believers, the facts which are
available in their scriptures, concerning prophecies about the Holy
Prophet Muhammad. And they hide these verses from their scriptures.
46. Reference is made to the commoners among the Jews, who had no
knowledge of the fundamentals of religion. But they had formed their
own notions about religion, without basic knowledge, and were living
on false hope. Reference is also made to the learned people who
fabricate the revelations, and invent their own books, without any divine
authority. With this, they lost their own souls.
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chase with it a paltry sum; and woe unto them for what
their hands have written, and woe to them for what they
earn (thereby).
80. And they say: “The Fire shall certainly not touch us, except
for a limited number of days”. Say (to them): “Have you set
forth a covenant from Allah; truly, Allah never breaks His
covenant? Or do you allege (things) concerning Allah about
which you have no knowledge?47
8l. On the contrary, whoever does evil and is encompassed by his
fault, those are the inmates of the Fire : wherein shall they
abide forever.
82. But those who have believed and do righteous deeds are the
inmates of Paradise wherein shall they abide forever.
83. And remember (the time) when We took a covenant from the
children of Israel (to this effect): you worship none but Allah, show kindness to (your) parents and to kindred, and to
orphans and to those in need; and you shall speak fair to
the people and be steadfast in prayer, and give Zakat (alms).
Then did you turn back, except a few among you. And you
are backsliders.48
84. And remember (the time) when We made with you a covenant (to this effect): that you shall not shed blood (amongst
you), and shall not expel your own people from your homes.
Thus you solemnly ratified (the covenant), and (to this)
you were witness.
85. After this, it is you, (the same people) who kill amongst yourselves and drive out a section of your people from their
homes; backing (their enemies) up against them, committing sin and enmity. And if they come to you as captives,
you provide ransom (for getting) them free, while their
(very) expulsion was (in the first place) unlawful for you.
Do you (then) believe in a part of the Scripture, and do you
reject the rest? For those of you, therefore, who do that,

47. The Jews, in their arrogance, deluded themselves by believing that no
punishment would be inflicted on them, because they were the children of Abraham! And even if any punishment was imposed upon them,
it would be for a few days only - after which, they would be sent to
Paradise! But these are their vain sayings. The facts are explained in
the following two verses. (81-82)
48. A covenant was taken through the ‘Thaurat’, regarding the basic principle of
the faith, and moral teachings. But a majority of them, were treacherously broken.
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the recompense in this world is only ignominy. And on the
Day of Judgement, they shall be consigned to the most grievous chastisement, and surely Allah is not unmindful of what
you do.
86. Those are the people who bought the life of this world (in
exchange) of the Hereafter. Their punishment shall not
therefore, be lightened nor shall they be helped (in any
way).
87. And indeed, We gave Musa the Scripture, and followed him
up with (a succession of) messengers. And We gave Isa
(Jesus), the son of Maryam (Mary), clear signs, and We supported him with the Spirit of Holiness. Whenever a messenger comes to you with what you yourselves desire not,
will you then, behave arrogantly and treat some of them as
liars and kill some others?49
88. And they (have also) said: “Our hearts are repositories (of
knowledge). But, in fact, Allah has cursed them for their
blasphemy -thus little it is that they believe.
89. And when there came to them a Book from Allah, confirming
what is in their possession - even though previously they
were asking for a sign of triumph over those who reject the
faith, yet when there came to them what they had recognized, they rejected it. But the curse of Allah is on those
who rejected faith.
90. How evil is what they have purchased themselves with that
they deny (the revelation), which Allah has sent down, by
(their) insolent envy, that Allah sent it down on some of
His selected servants by His grace. So they incurred (on
themselves) wrath upon wrath, and there is a humiliating
punishment for those who reject faith.50
49. Reference is to the Book - the Scripture, which was given to the Prophet
Musa. It is mentioned in verse 53 of this chapter -‘We gave Musa the
Scripture and the Furqan (Criterion)’. Therefore, it may be understood
that the Scripture was the Book, and the ‘Criterion’ referred to other
signs. The Holy Qur’an is also called ‘Al-Furqan’, because it clearly
distinguishes the right and wrong, truth and falsehood. We know from
history, that the Israelites were arrogant and cruel people. Allah had
sent many messengers to guide them, but they slew some of the prophets and falsified others. They even tried to slay the Prophet Isa (Jesus
- 4:157). They are the people who tried to take the life of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him and upon all the prophets). Even now,
they are trying to wipe out the religion of Islam from the land.
50. The Jews and Christians were looking forward to the arrival of Prophet
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92. And Musa came to you already with manifested signs. Then
you took the calf (for worship) when he had gone from you
— and you were wrong doers.
91. And when it is said to them: “Believe in what Allah has sent
down”, they retort: “We do believe in that which has been
sent down to us,” and they reject what is behind it although
it is the truth, confirming what is with them. Ask them: “If
you were true believers, why then did you kill the Prophets
of Allah before?”
93. And remember (the time) when We made a covenant with
you, and We raised above you the Mount Tur (in Sinai),
(saying) : “Hold firmly to (the Law) that We have given
you, and hearken, (to the Law).” They said: “We have heard,
and we disobeyed.” And their hearts absorbed (the worship
of) the calf, because of their rejection (of faith). Say: “Evil is
that which your faith enjoins upon you, if you are believers! (As you claim) 51
94. Say (to them): “If the abode of the Hereafter, in the providence of Allah, is indeed for you (alone) - exclusive of (the
rest of) mankind - then wish for death, if you are truthful
(in your claims).52

Muhammad (peace be upon him), as they had received various prophecies in their Scriptures, regarding him. The Jews in particular, used to
say: ‘When he comes, he shall surely assist us against the Arab disbelievers and we shall regain our lost glory`. However, when the Holy
Prophet finally arrived, their racial arrogance made the Jews withdraw
their acceptance of the long- awaited Prophet. The reason was that, he
was an Arab, and thereby considered as a foe to them. Their claims
were not only from arrogance, but also blasphemy. The believers, however, put their trust upon Allah, the Cherisher of the world, Who chooses
for mankind, for their guidance, whom He desires.
51. In the verse 63, it is revealed how they broke the covenant. In this verse,
after they are reminded about the covenant, they never meant to observe it, as is evident from their words: “We hear and we rebel”, instead
of “We hear and we obey.”
52. Reference is made concerning the Jews, who claim that they are the actual
inheritors of Paradise, because they are the best friends of Allah and
they are His children. Here, Allah directs the Holy Prophet to ask them,
if that is the case, why don’t they wish to die soon, so as to enter
Paradise soon. In the following verses, Allah declares that the statements of the Jews are entirely fabricated, and that they would prefer to
extend their lives in this world, whether it be a life of honour and grace,
or it be a life of dishonour and disgrace — it does not matter to them.
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95. But they shall never wish for it, on account of the (sins), which
their own hands have (already) wrought. And Allah is well
aware of the wrong doers.
96. And you will certainly find them, (the) greediest of mankind,
for life - even more than the idolaters. Each one of them
wishes that he might be granted a span (of life) extending
over a thousand years. But the life so granted will not rescue him from the punishment, and Allah sees well whatever they do.
97. Announce (O Muhammad): “Whoever is an enemy towards
(the angel) Jibreel (Gabriel) - for indeed, he brought it (the
Qur’an) down your heart by the command of Allah, confirming what (exists) in front of him (preceding Scriptures),
and as a guidance and glad tidings to those who believe.
98. Whoever is an enemy to Allah, and His angels, and His messengers, and Jibreel and Mika’eel (angels), then surely, Allah is an enemy to those who reject the faith.53
99. And indeed We sent down to you manifest Revelations and
none reject them, but those who are miscreants.
100. Is it not that every time they make a covenant, a group among
them threw it away? Apart from that, most of them do not
believe.
101. And when there came to them a messenger from Allah, confirming what was with them, a group among the people of
the Book, threw away the Book of Allah behind their backs,
as if they did not know (about it)! 54
102. And they followed what the Satans recited (and falsely attributed) over Sulaiman’s (Solomon) kingdom. In fact
Sulaiman did not reject the truth, but the Satans had rejected (and began) teaching mankind sorcery, and (such
falsehood as) what had been revealed in Baabil (Babylon)
to the two angels Harut and Marut. But neither of these
two (angels) taught anyone (such things), without first de53. This is a strong warning to those among the Jews who declared enmity on
the angels, particularly on the angel Jibreel, who brought down the
revelations to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). It is noteworthy here, that this is a warning to all those who abuse the messengers,
the angels and any scholar who gives guidance to the people.
54. The mission of the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), and the
Message, the Qur’an, was similar to the revelations which the children
of Israel had received. But despite holding clear proof regarding the
Message, a group of them ignored it.
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claring: “We are merely doing a means of trial (of testing
people). So do not blaspheme (that which we set forth)”
And yet, they learnt from them what might cause detachment between man and his wife. But they could not cause
harm (to) anyone except by Allah’s permission. And yet they
learnt what is harmful but not profitable to them. And they
have certainly known that he who possessed it, has no
share in the happiness of the Hereafter. And it is very evil
that they bought themselves; if they but knew.55
103. And if they had believed and guarded themselves (from evil
and acted righteously), surely, they would have found that
the recompense from Allah is better! Had they but known!56
104. O you who have believed! Do not say (to the Prophet), “ra’ina”
(listen to us), but say “unzurna” (look upon us); and pay
heed (to him). And to those who reject the faith, is a grievous punishment?57
55. Instead of following the guidance from the Revelations, the Jews followed
the magic, sorcery, enchantment, witchcraft and other black arts and
occult sciences. They practiced these through Shaitan — the devils
from Jinns and mankind, during the period of King Sulaiman, the Prophet
who had been bestowed with a great kingdom and the wonderful knowledge of speaking and understanding the language of the birds and
animals. Sulaiman was in any case never involved in arts of disbelief
and evil, as claimed by the Jews. In fact, the spreading of mischievous
acts among the people, is the work of the Jews — a deed that is still
going on and witnessed by the world. Allah sends angels to the earth
on different occasions. Here in this verse, we understand that He had
send two angels to the inhabitants of Babylon, in Iraq, merely as a trial
to know if the inhabitants really believed in the scriptures and would
listen to guidance, or if they were disbelievers and would follow evil.
The people of Babylon came to the angels, who advised and warned
them against the dangers of the knowledge acquired by them. In spite
of their warning, the evil people learnt magic from them and used their
knowledge to meet their evil designs. Among the dangerous acts they
did with their newly acquired knowledge, was to separate a wife from
her husband, thereby striking at the root of the family life, which is the
very foundation of society. The devils transmitted this knowledge to the
hands of Jews, who preferred these evil acts to the Scriptures. It is
noteworthy here, that similar evil practices are carried out by some
societies — even among Muslims. May Allah save us from these dangerous and evil actions.
56. If the Jews really believed in the Scriptures that were revealed to them, and
guarded themselves from evil and became righteous, seeking the guidance of Allah and prayed to Him in repentance, surely the reward of
Allah shall be better for them, than their despicable acts.
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105. Neither those who reject the faith, among the people of the
Scripture, nor the idolaters, wish that anything good (may
be) sent down to you from your Lord. But (in fact), Allah
will choose for His Mercy, whoever He wills. And Allah is of
infinite bounty.
106. Whatever verse (from the previous commandments), We
might abrogate or consign to oblivion (that which was applicable to them), so, We bring (in this revelation that which
is applicable to you) - a better (version) than it or similar
thereof. Are you not aware that Allah has full power over
all things?58
107. Are you not aware that, surely, the dominion of the
firmaments and the earth belongs to Allah? And that you
have none besides Allah, any protector, or helper.
108. Or would you want to question your messenger, as Musa
was questioned before this? And whoever exchanges faith
for disbelief, has indeed strayed from the right path.59
109. A large number from the people of the Book wish they could
turn you (people) back as rejecters (of the real faith), after
you have believed - out of selfish envy for their own selves,
after the truth has become manifest to them. But pardon
and overlook; till Allah brings forth His decision. Surely,
Allah has full power over all things.
110. And establish prayer, and give Zakat (alms). And (for) any
pious deeds you present forth for yourselves, you shall find
it with Allah. Surely, Allah sees well all that you do.
111. And they say: “None shall enter paradise unless he be a Jew or
a Christian”. Those are their (vain) desires. Ask (them): “Pro57. This is an admonition to the faithful, An Arabic word has different shades of
meanings, and in this case, the word conveys the meaning of ‘please
look at us, attend to us’. But the Jewish community misused the word
with the intention of insult, with a little twist of the tongue. Thereupon,
the believers were advised to use the world ‘unzuma’, which could
convey the same meaning, without any derogatory sense. Allah is well
aware of everything — secret and manifest.
58. In a simple verse, Allah — the Sovereign and Mighty - gives the answer to
those having doubt concerning the Qur’an — why do some verses —
differ from the former Books; or bring different decrees at different times?
59. The unbelievers and the majority of the Jews were creating mischief, by
asking irrelevant questions. Through this verse, a warning is made to
the believers, not to follow their example. They are asked to do what
they are ordered to do, and to turn towards matters of significance.
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duce your proof if you are truthful”.
112. On the contrary (the truth is that) whoever submits his face
(obeying) to Allah (alone), while he is doing good, so shall
(he) have his reward with his Lord and there shall be no
fear on them, nor shall they grieve. 60
113. And the Jews say: “The Christians have no basis upon anything (in their beliefs). And the Christians say: “The Jews
have no basis upon anything (in their beliefs)” – though
they both recite the Scripture. Thus claimed those who had
no knowledge (of the Scriptures), similar to their (the Jews
and Christians) claims. But Allah shall judge between them
on the Day of Judgement, concerning that wherein they had
been differing.61
114. And who is more tyrannical, than he who forbids, in Allah’s
places of worship, His name being mentioned (by praising
Him), and strives for their ruin? It does not befit such people
to enter therein, except in fear. For them there is ignominy
in this world, and they will have an exceeding torment in
the Hereafter.62
115. And to Allah belong the east and the west. So whichever direction you turn (your face), there is Allah’s Face. For Allah
is All Embracing, All Knowing.63
60. As mentioned in the verse 62, the faithful, regardless of race or community,
shall surely receive His reward.
61. Jews and Christians are the nations, referred to here. Their religion too is
Islam. All the messengers, right from Adam to Muhammad (peace be
upon them), have called the people to the one religion which Allah had
selected for all mankind - Islam. The Taurat, Psalms and the Injeel
(Gospel), and other revealed books, in the original versions, drive forth
the same message. However, some people have adulterated and fabricated the words of Allah, to suit their evil desires.
62. The ‘Ka’ba’ is considered as a symbol of reverence. Even the Arab polytheists respected the House, and called it ‘the House of Allah’. But, wicked
persecutors among the nonbelievers prevented the Muslim Arabs from
entering the Ka’ba and worshipping the Omnipresent One God, instead of idols that had been placed there, thereby destroying the sanctity of the House of Allah. In general, anyone doing so will be considered
as among the most evil ones.
63. Allah is the Lord of all directions. It is a manifest matter that there has been a
fixed particular direction for worship. Therefore, it does not mean that Allah
resides in that direction. This gives us a lesson whenever we perform
prayer or any related affairs we face a particular direction but, if it appears
later as a wrong direction, then our act is considered to be correct.
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116. And they say: “Allah has begotten a son. Glory be to Him.
And to Him belongs all what are in the firmaments and on
the earth, and to Him, everything renders in obeisance.64
117. (He is) the Originator of the firmaments and the earth. When
He decrees a matter, He says (to it): “Be”, so it takes place.
118. And those who do not know (the reality), say: “Why does
Allah not speak to us? Or (why has) a sign not come to us?”
So said the people before them, similar chats were theirs.
Their hearts are all alike. We have indeed made the signs
clear for people who are firm and sure.
119. Verily, We have sent you with the truth, as a bearer of glad
tidings, and a warner. And you will not be asked about the
inmates of the blazing Fire.
120. And never will the Jews be pleased with you, nor the Christians, until you follow their creed. Proclaim (therefore):
“Surely, the guidance of Allah is the true guidance”. And if
you follow their evil desires, after the knowledge that has
come to you, (then) shall you find neither any protector,
nor any helper from (the side of) Allah.65
121. Those to whom We have given the Scripture, recite it as it ought
to be recited; they are the ones that believe therein. And those
who reject faith therein, are surely the utter losers.
122. O children of Israel! Remember My favour that I have bestowed upon you, and that I preferred you above all nations.
123. And guard (yourselves) against a Day when no soul shall avail
another soul at all, nor shall compensation be accepted from
anyone, nor shall intercession profit them, nor shall anyone be helped.66
64. For the Jews, Christians and the idol worshippers, to say that Allah begets
sons, is in itself blasphemous. Glory be to Allah Who is free from all
blame and allegations. His Oneness or Unity is the most important
attribute that we have to learn about Him. He is the Originator of the
firmaments and the earth. He creates what He desires.
65. The declaration of Muhammad as a Messenger like those Messengers
send to the children of Israel. The followers of the Prophets Musa and
Isa (peace be upon them), know fully well, that Muhammad is the
prophet prophesied in their Books. They try to allure the Holy Prophet to
follow their footsteps and their vain hopes. In this verse, Allah strictly
warns the messenger not to follow them as they are wicked people; but
to follow only what is being revealed to him by the Almighty.
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124. And remember when Ibrahim was tried by his Lord with certain commands, which he (successfully) fulfilled, He said:
“l shall make you a leader of mankind”. He pleaded (to his
Lord): “And also (leader) from my offspring!” - (to which his
Lord) said: “But my covenant is not for those who are tyrants.”67
125. And remember when We made the House (the Ka’ba), a resort for mankind, and (a place) of sanctuary. And use the
place where Ibrahim stood, as a place of worship. And We
imposed (a duty) upon Ibrahim and lsma’eel, that they
should purify My House for those who circumambulate,
who abide in devotion, who bow down and fall prostrate
(in prayer).68
126. And remember when Ibrahim said: “My Lord, make this (city)
a region of security and bestow on its people friends - who
believe in Allah land the Last Day”. (In response, his Lord)
said: “(So shall it be), and on him too, who rejects the faith,
I shall bestow benefits for a while — then I compel him to
the torment of the Fire : and that is an evil destination
(indeed)!”69
66. The children of Israel are asked to remember the favours bestowed by
Allah upon them; and to remember the advent of the Day of Resurrection, when each person would have to account for his actions on this
earth, and there shall be none to help him; nor shall compensation be
accepted from him; nor shall any intercession profit him — so prepare
for that Day.
67. Prophet Ibrahim was among the people of Babylon in Iraq, who worshipped
stars and had forsaken the Gospel of Unity of God. He suffered persecution and left his home and his people, and settled in the land of
‘Aram’, south of Canan, in Palestine. Some years later, he travelled
towards ‘Makkah’. At all these places, Ibrahim was put to hard test, and
successfully came through all the trials, thus proving his ability to carry
out the great responsibility of being a messenger of Allah. When Ibrahim
requested the Almighty to grant prophethood to his offspring, Allah made
it clear that, it would only be bestowed upon the righteous people among
them, who submitted themselves to Allah. Thus misguided transgressors were not entitled to this promise.
68. The ancient House, the ‘Ka’ba’, was the centre of Ibrahim’s mission. It was
the first place of worship on the earth, and it has been made a place of
sanctity and safety. Allah alone is to be glorified there.
69. Prophet Ibrahim’s first journey ended at Makkah, a barren and rocky valley
without cultivation (14:37). This was yet another trial from Allah. Prophet
Ibrahim prayed to the Almighty for the prosperity of Makkah, and his
prayer was granted.
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127. And remember when Ibrahim and Isma’eel raised the foundations of the House, (and they prayed): “Our Lord! Accept
(this service) from us. Verily, You are All Hearing, All Knowing.70
128. “Our Lord! And make us submissive to You, and make our
descendants a nation submissive unto You, and show us
our appropriate ways of rites (in worship); and accept our
repentance. Surely, You are the One Who accepts repentance, the Most Merciful.
129. “Our Lord! Raise up to them a messenger from among them,
who shall recite to them Your verses; teach them the Book
and Wisdom, and sanctify them. Surely, You are the Exalted in Might, The Wise.”
130. And who will forsake the way of Ibrahim, except one who has
made himself a fool. And truly, We have chosen him in this
world, and verily, he will be among the (ranks) of the pious
in the Hereafter.
131. Behold! When his Lord said to him: “Submit”, he said: “I have
submitted (myself) to the Lord (and Cherisher) of the Universe.”
132. And Ibrahim enjoined the same upon his children, and so did
Ya’qoob (Jacob), (announcing): “O my children! Verily, Allah has chosen the (true) religion for you. Then you die
not, except as Muslims.”71
133. Or were you witnesses when death appeared to Ya’qoob? Behold, he said to his children: “Whom will you worship after
me?” They said: “We will worship your God, and the God of
your forefathers - of Ibrahim, Isma’eel and Ishaaq (Isaac) the One (true) God. To Him alone do we submit (ourselves)”
134. That was a nation who had passed away. For them was what
70. Prophet Ibrahim’s second journey to this sacred land was along with his
son Ismail. They built the House of Allah and established the rites and
usage of the sacred city. Ibrahim seeks Allah’s blessings upon himself
and his progeny —through Ismail and Ishaq. Ibrahim prays to Allah to
bring forth a Messenger, who shall be an exemplary model for all mankind, from among the descendents of his son Ismail. The following
verses refer to that.
71. The way of Prophet Ibrahim is the best way. The religion practiced by
Ibrahim was the total submission and surrender to the will of Allah.
This is the religion of all the Prophets who came to different countries
and nations. The one who turns away from the path of Ibrahim will be
the ultimate loser in this world and in the Hereafter.
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they earned. And for you is what you earn. And you shall
not be asked concerning what they used to do.
135. And they say; (calling you into their group), “become Jews or
Christians, then you will be rightly guided.” Tell them: “But
(let us follow exclusively) the way of Ibrahim the upright.
And he was not among those who set up partners with Allah.”72
136. (Affirm and) say: “We have believed in Allah and in what has
been sent down to us, and what has been sent down to
Ibrahim, Isma’eel, Ishaaq and Ya’qoob, and the Tribes; and
what was given to Musa and Isa and what was given to (all
other) Prophets, from their Lord. We make no distinction
between any one of them, and we submit to Him alone.”73
137. So if they believe as you have believed, so they are indeed
rightly guided. But if they turn back, then (know) surely,
they are (determined to create) a schism. So (in that event),
Allah will suffice you (for protection) against them. And He
is All hearing, All knowing.
138. (Observe the real) colour (of the religion) of Allah. And who
is better than Allah in showing the colour (of the religion)?
And we do worship Him alone.74
139. Ask them: “Do you dispute with us concerning Allah? And
(seeing that) He is our Lord and your Lord; our deeds are
for us and your deeds are for you: and to Him alone, we are
sincerely devoted to.”75
72. The Jews and Christians ask the people to follow them, since they are the
truly guided people. This is a false claim, as Judaism and Christianity
came to exist long alter the death of Prophet Ibrahim. In fact, the two
nations mentioned above, practiced idol worship - so how could they
be the followers of Ibrahim, who despised idol worship and sought to
destroy it from the face of the earth.
73. Here is the declaration of Islam for mankind as a universal religion, and it
dates back to when religion was necessary for the guidance of mankind. Instruction has been given to believe in the One God, and have
faith in the Qur’an and in all the revelations sent to other prophets,
without discrimination. It is a fact that all the prophets came with the
message of truth and invited the people to the same faith.
74. The ceremonial colouring is void in Islam. One should adopt the righteous
path, and give the colour of submitting to Him, in all aspects of life.
75. This is a proclamation to those who unnecessarily dispute concerning the
Lord. While He is our Lord and yours, He does not belong to any race or
community. Sincere worship is for Him alone.
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140. Or do you claim that Ibrahim, Isma’eel, Ishaaq and the Tribes
(of Ya’qoob) were Jews or Christians? Say, do you or Allah
know better? And who is more tyrannical than one who
conceals such testimony, which he has received from Allah? And Allah is not unaware of what you do! 76
141 . That was a nation who had passed away. For them is what
they have earned, and for you is what you have earned.
And you shall not be asked about what they used to do. 77
142. The fools among the people will say: “What has caused them
to turn away from the direction which they (had) formerly
observed (in prayer, towards Jerusalem)?” Tell them: “To
Allah, belong the east and the west. He guides whom He
desires, to the straight path.” 78
143. And thus, (like this symbol of ‘Qibla’), We have made you
(exalted) and a justly balanced nation, so that you might be
witnesses overall mankind, and the Messenger might be a
witness over yourselves. And We did not make the direction
which you formerly used (towards Jerusalem), except that
We might know (distinguish), who follows the messenger,
from him who would turn on his heels. Though indeed, it
was burdensome, except for those whom Allah has guided.
And never would Allah make your faith go in vain. Surely
Allah is to (all) people, Full of clemency, Most Merciful.79
76. Here is the reply to those who claim that the prophets mentioned in the
verse were Jews and Christians.
77. It is absolutely wrong to claim a monopoly for the faith. You are responsible
for your deeds, and we for ours. The admonition given in this verse is
similar to the one given in verse 134 — that each individual is accountable for his / her own actions.
78. The Ka’ba at Makkah is the direction to which all Muslims turn in prayer.
Jerusalem is also considered as a sacred city by Muslims, and the
Holy Prophet and his companions used to turn towards this city in
prayer, until he was commanded to establish the direction towards the
Ka’ba as the Qibla. The wicked people among the people of the Book,
created doubts in the minds of the faithful believers, with regards to this
change. Here, and in the following verse, reference is made to the
actual significance of this change — symbolizing the transition of leadership from the Israelites, to the followers of Prophet Muhammad (peace
be upon him).
79. The excellent qualities of the true followers of the Holy Prophet, are mentioned here - a righteous and noble community who follow the middle
course in all dealings, avoiding all extravagances. The followers of the
Prophet Muhammad shall be a living witness to the world, of righteous
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144. Surely, We have seen the turning of your face, frequently (for
guidance), to the sky. Now We shall, therefore, certainly
make you turn to a ‘Qibla’ that shall please you. So turn
your face now (in the direction) towards the Sacred Mosque
(at Makkah); and wherever ever you are turn your faces in
that direction - (towards it in prayer). And surely, those
who have been granted the Book, know well that (instruction to change the direction towards the Ka’aba), is the truth
from their Lord, and Allah is not unaware of what they do.80
145. And even if you brought to the people of the Book, all the
signs (together), they would never follow your direction (of
prayer), nor will you follow their ‘direction’; nor indeed, some
of them follow the ‘direction’ of others. If you follow their
vain desires, after you have received the knowledge, surely,
then, you are among the wrong doers.
146. Those to whom We have given the Book, know him (the
Prophet) as they know their own sons; even though a group
of them conceals the truth, while they themselves know
(it).
147. (This is) a definite truth from your Lord : so be not of those,
who are in doubt.81
148. And everyone has a direction that dominates him. Then strive
together (as in a race) towards virtuous things. Wherever
ness, honour and justice, just as the Holy Prophet himself bore witness. This
verse instructs on the responsibility of the followers of the Holy Prophet,
in conveying the Message of Islam.
80. The Holy Prophet was expecting the change of the Qibla, and was therefore seeking the change of direction to the ‘Ka’aba’, which was established by Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him). It is narrated that the
command was given to the Holy Prophet, while he was leading the
early afternoon prayer (Dhuhr). He at once turned his face towards the
‘Ka’aba’, in the direction of the sacred mosque (Masjid-ul-Haram), and
those who were praying behind him, did the same. Anas bin Malik
narrates that on the following day, when the people of ‘Bani Salamah’
heard about the change of direction of prayer, during their morning
prayer, the whole congregation turned towards the Ka’aba.
81. The scholars of the people of the Scriptures, knew perfectly well that the
‘Ka’aba’ was built by Prophet Ibrahim and his son Prophet Ismail (peace
be upon them), just as they knew their own children. They also knew
that the sacred mosque at Jerusalem was built by Prophet Sulaiman
(Solomon - peace be upon him), some 1300 years after the ‘Ka’aba’
was built. This is a historical fact, and the truth comes from Allah alone
- no matter how men might try to conceal it.
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you are, Allah will bring you all together. Surely, Allah has
the power over all things.
149. From wherever you start forth, so turn your face in the direction towards the Sacred Mosque (at Makkah). And it is indeed the truth from your Lord, and Allah is not unaware of
what you do.
150. So, for whence you start forth, turn your face in the direction
towards the Sacred Mosque; and wherever you may be, turn
your face towards it (in prayer), that people may have no
argument against you — except those who are tyrants. So
fear them not, but fear Me (alone) so that I may complete
My favours upon you, and you may be guided.
151. Just as when We have sent a Messenger among you, who
recites to you Our verses, and purifies you, and teaches
you the Book and Wisdom, and teaches you what you did
not know.82
152. Therefore, remember Me, (and) I shall remember you; and
be grateful to Me, and do not reject Me.83
153. O you who have believed! Seek help through patience and
prayer. Surely, Allah is with those who are patient.
154. And do not say of those who are killed in the way of Allah,
‘“they are dead”. In fact, they are alive (having attained immortality), but you perceive (it) not.
155. And We shall certainly test you with something of fear and
hunger, and a loss of wealth, lives and the fruits (of your
toil); and give glad tidings to those who (maintain) patience.
156. Who, when an affliction smites them, say: “verily, to Allah do
we belong, and surely to Him we return.”
82. The Qibla united the community of believers, according to the prayer of
Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him) — that Makkah should be made
a sacred sanctuary, and that a believing nation should be raised and a
Messenger should be sent among the Arabs, who will teach them the
Book and the Wisdom ( 2= 128, 129). We can justify and bear witness
that the followers of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), face the
‘Ka’aba’, from any corner of the world.
83. Obey and worship Allah alone, so that He may bless you with His bounty
and forgive you. It is our duty to celebrate and praise Allah, Who bestowed upon us the direction of ‘Qiblah’, and made us a justly balanced nation, and raised a Prophet who was bestowed with the Great
Scripture, Wisdom and Mercy, for all the worlds: so do not reject and
disregard these favours of our Lord.
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157. Such are those on whom (descend) blessings from their Lord,
and Mercy; and such are they who are rightly guided.84
158. Verily, Safa and Marwa (two symbolic hills near the Holy
shrine at Makkah) are among the cultic shrines of Allah. So
whoever performs pilgrimage to the House, or performs
‘Umra’, it would not do any blame on him to ambulate between the two. And whoever does a good act voluntarily,
(be sure) that Allah is Appreciative (of such an act), and All
Knowing.85
159. Verily, those who conceal what We have sent down, of the
clear proofs and the guidance, after We have made it clear
for mankind in the Book, Allah curses such of them, and
(also) curses those entitled to be cursed.86
160. Except those who repent and do pious deeds and manifest
(the truth), I shall accept their repentance, and l am the
One who often accepts repentance, The Most Merciful.
161. Those who reject the faith and die while they are (still) rejecters, surely, the curse of Allah and of the angels, and of all
mankind, are on them.
162. They will abide therein forever (and) their chastisement will
not be lightened, and they will not be granted respite.
163. And your God is One God, there is no god but Him. The
Most Gracious, The Most Merciful.87
84. Man is put to trial on many occasions, whether rich or poor. These trials are
based on individual personal dealings with others. Our personality is
revealed on such occasions, and if we exercise patience and perseverance, it is appreciated in Islam. Even while propagating our faith, one is
bound to face humiliations and insults from those who do not share it.
We must cheerfully sacrifice if necessary, for the cause of the truth,
either through our property or through our lives, or the lives of dear and
near ones. We are informed here, that martyrs enjoy eternal life; and
the realm of Allah’s Mercy, is vast and limitless.
85. Reference is made to Hajara’s (the wife of Prophet Ibrahim) hastening to
and fro, in quest of water for infant Ismail, when the two of them were left
behind by Prophet Ibrahim (as per the instruction of Allah). This scene
is commemorated by the pilgrim while performing Hajj or Umrah (the
lesser pilgrimage)- when he/she walks from Safa to Marwa (two hills)
and back and forth, till he completes the seventh lap, on reaching Marwa.
The rites of Umrah, end with this ritual (‘Sa’y’), followed by cutting of the
hair. But when performing Hajj, he must wait until the first stoning of AlJamrat (symbolizing devils), at Mina (see 2= 196-203).
86. In general, Muslims are being instructed to convey the message of Islam,
in its true sense, to mankind.
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164. There are indeed many signs for sensible people (to understand the truth) - in the creation of the firmaments and the
earth; and in the alternation of the night and the day; and
in the vessels that sail in the sea carrying the things which
are profitable to mankind; and in the water which Allah
sends down from the sky, thereby bringing life to the earth
after its death; and scattered therein, are all kinds of
beasts; and in the course of the winds; and the obedient clouds
between the sky and the earth.88
165. And of mankind, are some who take (for worship) others
besides Allah as equal (to Allah); they love them as they
love Allah. But those who believed love Allah most. If the
wrongdoers could see (now) when they would see the punishment, (they would realize) that all power belongs to Allah, and that Allah is severe in punishment.
166. (At that time), when those who have been followed, will disown their followers; while they would see the chastisement,
and their ties with them would be cut off.
167. And those who followed would say: “If we could return (to
the world) so we would disown them, as they disowned
us.” Thus Allah will show them (the consequence of) their
deeds as a bundle of regrets for them — and they will not
(find a way of) deliverance from the Fire.
168. O mankind! Eat what is on the earth, lawful and pure; and do
not follow the footsteps of Shaitan (Satan). Surely, he is to
you a clear enemy.89
169. He (Satan) enjoins upon you only the evil and the filthy; and
(whispers to) you to say about Allah what you know not.
170. And when it is said to them: “Follow ‘ what Allah has sent
down”, they say: “Rather! We follow what our fathers practiced”. What! Even though their fathers had no sense at all,
87. Here is the essence of slam, and the foremost slogan of the Muslims.
88. If we look at the creation of the firmament and the earth, and other living and
non-living objects around us, it is apparent that the existence of all
these, is controlled by certain invisible forces and powerful laws. The
analysis of the change of time, day and night, movement of planets,
change of seasons, etc. make it clear, that everything is based on a
definite order that can be attributed to a Powerful and Perfect Authority,
and All Wise Sovereignty.
89. It is an established fact that Islam teaches the proper ways of life, including
eating, drinking, dressing, cleanliness of all kinds. Here, the reference
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and had no guidance.
171. And the case of those who reject faith is like that of one who
calls out to an animal, which pays heed only to the calls
and cries. They are deaf, dumb and blind — so they do not
understand.
172. O you who believe! Eat of the pure things that We have provided for you. And be grateful to Allah, if it is Him only that
you worship.
173. He has only forbidden you (flesh of) dead animal and blood
and the flesh of swine, and that on which the name of any
other than Allah has been invoked. But if one is forced,
without willful disobedience nor transgressing due limits,
then it shall be no sin for him. Verily, Allah is Oft Forgiving,
Most Merciful.90
174. Surely, those who conceal what Allah has sent down of the
Book, and barter them away for a paltry sum - they consume into their stomachs, nothing but Fire. And Allah will
not speak to them on the Day of Judgement; nor will He
purify them. And for them is a grievous punishment.
175. They are the ones who have purchased error in place of guidance, and punishment in place of forgiveness. So how great
is their endurance of the Fire!
176. Such (terrible fate is deserved by them) because Allah has
sent down the Book in truth; and those who disagree with
the Book, have surely gone far in dissension.
177. The righteous act is not that you turn your faces towards the
east or the west; but the righteous act consists (in the quality of one) who believes in Allah, the Last Day, the Angels,
the Book and the Prophets, and gives (his) wealth (in spite)
of love for it, to the kinsfolk, the orphans, the needy, and
the wayfarer, and to those who ask, and for procuring the
freedom of captives, and (who) establishes prayer, and gives
is to regulations in food, to mankind in general and Muslims in particular (verses 172-173). Detailed regulations are mentioned in Surat AlMaidah (1-5, 103), and Surat Al An’aam (138-139). People are warned
to stay away from the devils and their foolish followers, and to live under
laws that would guide their every day life based on eternal principles of
righteousness and fair dealings.
90. The prohibition of dead meat, blood, flesh of swine and that which has
been invoked on by any name other than that of Allah, are mentioned.
‘Maitath’, refers to the dead, carrion or animal that dies of itself, or killed
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Zakat, and whenever they make a covenant, they fulfill the
covenant; and being firm and patient during the period of
poverty and under affliction and throughout all periods of
panic. Such are those who have proved (to be) faithful and
righteous.
178. O you who have believed! Equitable retribution in case of
murder is prescribed upon you. (In the case when) a freeman (is the offender, then retaliation should be) with (that)
freeman; and the slave for the slave; and the female for the
female; and if he is pardoned with something by the brother
of him (the murdered), then grant any reasonable demand
and compensate him with handsome gratitude. That is an
alleviation and mercy from your Lord. Whoever transgresses
thereafter, for him there is a grievous chastisement.91
179.And there is a safeguarding of life for you in the Law of Retribution, O you men of understanding, that you may ward
off (evil and do righteous deeds).
180. It is decreed upon you, when death approcehes any one of
you, if he leaves behind him any wealth, that he makes a
bequest to parents and next of kin, according to reasonable
manners that is due upon those who may ward off (evil and
do righteous deeds).92
181. So if anyone alters the bequest after he has heard it, the sin
thereof shall surely lie on those who alter it. Surely Allah is
All Knowing, All Hearing.
182. But whoever apprehends from a testator, a partiality or wrongdoing, and thereupon he brings a settlement between them
in a manner other than what is prescribed by Islam. But Islam does not
wish hardship or suffering on a person, and if one is forced to consume
such meat unwillingly, due to the situational demand, he will not be
guilty of his act. Allah is indeed the Most Merciful, the All Knowing.
91. The violation of the important rights of men, is punishable. Qur’an gives a
right to the oppressed person, and Allah will not forgive an encroachment upon the rights of people, until the affected person forgives. This
is contrary to the principle of man-made laws, which gives the right of
pardon, to the head of a government. Islam bans the interfering with
the rights of the oppressed people. ‘Qisas’ stands for the return of life
for life, in cases of murder. “It does not, however, mean that the murderer should be killed in the same manner in which he committed the
murder. It only means that his life should be taken, as he took the life of
another.
92. The law of inheritance in Islam, is a vast topic and it has been given great
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(the affected parties), then there is no sin for him. Surely,
Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
183. O you who have believed! Fasting is prescribed upon you, as
it was prescribed upon those before you, (so) that you may
ward off (evil and do righteous acts) 93
184. (The prescribed fasting is) for a certain fixed number of days.
But if any of you be sick, or is on a journey, (they) shall
complete (fasting) on a corresponding number of days later
on. And for those who can afford it (but with strain, and
still do not fast), there is a ransom - feeding a needy person
(for every day missed). But whoever performs voluntarily
more good things, it is better for him. And fasting is good
for you, if you would realize.
185. The month of Ramadan is that, in which the Qur’an was sent
down as guidance to mankind, with clear proofs of guidance, and as the criterion (between right and wrong). Therefore, whoever of you witness this month let him fast therein.
But whoever is sick or is on a journey, (he should complete)
the number on other days (later on). Allah wishes for you
ease, and He does not want to put you to difficulties, (so)
that you may complete the (prescribed) period, and that
you may exalt Allah for His having guided you, and that
you may be grateful.
186. And when My servants asked you concerning Me, (tell them)
I am indeed close (to them), (and) responding to the prayer
of every supplicant when he calls Me. So respond to Me
and believe in Me, in order that they may be guided to
the right (way).
187. It has been made permissible for you to consort with your
attention in the Qur’an (4: 11,12) and in the Prophet’s Sunnah. . Here,
the reference is regarding making of bequests. The objective is to safeguard the lawful heirs against injustice. When the decree of inheritance
was revealed, the Law of the Will, was modified by the Holy Prophet in
a reasonable manner, as commanded by Allah. The power of testamentary disposition extends over only one-third of the property.
93. Before this revelation, the Holy Prophet advised the companions to fast for
three days in a month. The practice of fasting has been universally
recognized among the communities and was particularly made compulsory on the followers of the predecessors in faith — however, there
was a difference in the manner of fasting. This verse and the following
verses till 187, were revealed in the second year of Hijra, when the
number of days, and regulations of fasting, were mentioned.
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wives, during the nights of the fasting (period). They are
(as) a garment for you, and you are (as) a garment for them.
Allah knows that you were betraying yourselves (secretly).
But (mercifully), He has accepted your repentance and pardoned you. So now associate intimately with them (during
the nights) and seek that which Allah has ordained for you;
and eat and drink until the white thread (light) of dawn is
appears to you (distinct) from its black thread (blackness
of the night). Then, complete your fast till the night falls
(at sunset), but do not associate intimately with them (your
wives), while you are on retreat in the mosques (for worship). Those are the bounds prescribed by Allah, so approach them not. Thus does Allah expound His verses to
mankind, so that they may ward off (evil and do righteous).
l88. And do not eat your wealth among yourselves, through deceit and falsehood; nor offer your wealth as bribe to the
authorities (so) that you may deliberately devour a part of
(other) people’s property through injustice while you know
(it is unlawful)94
189. They ask you concerning the crescent (new moon). Tell (them):
“They are signs to determine time in (the affairs of) mankind, and for the pilgrimage. It is not virtuous that you
enter the houses by their back (doors). But it is virtuous to
one who guards himself against evil to enter houses through
their (proper) doors. And be mindful of your duties to Allah, (so) that you may prosper.95
190. Fight in the way of Allah (against) those who fight (against)
you; and do not transgress limits. Surely, Allah loves not
the transgressors.96
191. And (once they start fighting), kill them wherever you find
them, and drive them out from where they have driven you
out. In fact, the (wrongful) persecution is more heinous
than killing. But fight them not in the proximity of the Sacred Mosque (at Makkah), unless they (first) fight you
therein. But if they fight you (even there), then kill them.
Such is the reward of those who reject faith.
192. But if they cease, (and become Muslims), then surely, Allah
is Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
94. Wealth is provided to man, to make use of it properly, and abstain from
spending it in ways and manners other than what is dictated by Allah.
One should not try to seize the property of others, by bribing, cheating,
stealing and other shameful ways. It must be mentioned that ‘public
property’, also falls under the category of ‘other’s property’.
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193. And fight them on until there is no more persecution, and
the religion (of Islam) prevails for Allah alone. lf they cease
(fighting), let there be no more hostility, except against
those who are tyrants.
194. (The violation of) the sacred month may be retaliated in the
sacred month; and the law of retaliation applies with respect to all sacred things. Thus whoever transgresses against
you, you may do the same to him in proportion to his transgression. And observe your duty to Allah. And know that
Allah is surely with those who ward off (evil and do righteous) 97
195. And spend in the way of Allah, and do not push yourselves to
ruin with your hands. And be benevolent. Surely, Allah loves
the benevolent.
196. And complete (the performances of) the Hajj and Umra (in
the service) of Allah alone. But if you are prevented (from
completing it), then make whatever offering is easily available, and do not shave your heads until the offering reaches
its place. And whoever among you is sick or has an ailment
ofhis head (and requires shaving) then, (he should) make
95. If we carefully analyze the movements of planets and change of seasons,
it becomes apparent that everything is based on an order. The people
throughout the world, and Arabs in particular, had conducted their businesses, journeys, marriages and related matters, based on superstitions. Here, reference is made concerning their questions to the Holy
Prophet, particularly with regards to the new moons. Two important
observations mentioned are ;- a) Lunar calendars — whereby one could
fix the month, days and hours. b) The time of pilgrimage — it has a
religious, cultural and economic importance to the Arabs. Also, there is
a guideline to those people who followed the superstitious custom of
entering their houses through the back doors of their houses, after
putting on their ‘Ihram’ for pilgrimage.
96. In the interest of self protection it is imperative on the part of believers to
defend against the attack of the enemies. Even as believers try to reform their lives in accordance to the guidance of Allah, the unbelievers
try to prevent them with force and persecution. Here, in this verse, and
the following verses of this chapter and many chapters of the Holy
Qur’an, ‘holy war’ is permitted. However, war is permitted only in selfdefense and under well- defined limits. The Qur’an instructs to fight
with great moral courage, spirit and will power, as well as to refrain
from barbarism and vandalism. Muslims are banned from injuring children, women, old people and the wounded. Also prohibited, is the
dishonouring of the dead bodies of the slain and destroying trees and
animals, and all other forms of cruelty.
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an expiation either by fasting (three days), or by giving alms
(feeding six poor people), or offering a sacrifice (one sheep).
But when you are in peaceful condition, then whoever performs Umra (in the month of Hajj) till (the time of) Hajj, he
must make an offering as is easily available. But if he cannot afford it, he should fast three days during Hajj and seven
days when you have returned (home), thus completing ten
(days). That (privilege) is for those whose family does not
reside near the Sacred Mosque. And observe your duty to
Allah, and know that surely, Allah is strict in punishment.98
197. The pilgrimage is (in) the well- known months (two months
and ten days in the lunar year). So whoever determines to
perform the pilgrimage therein, then let him (totally) abstain from sexual indulgence, wicked conduct, and any quarrelling, in the Hajj. And whatever good you do, (be sure)
Allah knows it. And furnish (yourselves with necessary) provisions (for the journey). But surely the best provision is to
ward off evil and do righteous deeds. Therefore, keep your
duty unto Me, (and beware), O you who possess understanding.99
198. There is no offence on you for seeking any of the bounties of
your Lord (during the period of the pilgrimage). But when
you pour forth from Arafath, then remember Allah at
97. Since the time of Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him), the four lunar
months, viz. Zul- Qa’adah, Zul Hajj, Muharram and Rajab, have been
regarded as the sacred months. During these months, violence of any
sort, is prohibited in the sacred area of ‘Al-Haram’. However, if the
enemy violated the sanctity of the sacred months, the Muslims were
permitted to break the rule (see 2:217).
98. (Also refer 2:158; 3:97; 5:2; 22:26-33). During this revelation, Makkah was
under the control of the idol worshippers. Therefore, the regulation of
the pilgrimage was interconnected with the particular occasion. Any
pilgrim who was unable to continue with his journey to Makkah, should
offer a sacrifice — at first, the Holy Prophet himself slaughtered (the
sacrificial animal), at Hudaibiyya, and ordered his companions to make
offerings at the place where they had been prevented from proceeding
to Makkah. This incident was before the conquest of Makkah by the
believers. From the spiritual point of view, pilgrimage (Hajj) and Umrah
are homage to the greatness of Allah, the Almighty; and He alone, the
One true God, is to be worshipped.
Whenever an urgent affair is faced by the pilgrim, after being a Muhrim
and he has to shave his head before completion of the performance of
Hajj. Then in such a case, one should observe fast for three days or
feed six indigent persons, or sacrifice at least one goat.
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Mash’arul-Haraam (a sacred monument in Muzdalifa), and
remember Him (with praises and prayers), as He has guided
you - even though before this, you were surely among those
who were astray.100
199. Then pour forth from where the people pour forth, and seek
forgiveness from Allah - surely Allah is Oft Forgiving, The
Most Merciful.101
200. So when you have accomplished your rites (which are prescribed upon you), remember Allah as you remember your
fathers or with (much) greater remembrance. But of men,
there are some who say: “Our Lord! Grant us (the bounties)
of this world!” - and such shall have no share in the Hereafter.102
201. And of them there are some who say: “Our Lord! Grant us the
best in this world, as well as the best in the Hereafter, and
save us from the torment of the Fire!”
Security here, refers to the clearing of the cause which prevented him
from performing Hajj. One can perform the pilgrimage in any of the
three ways: 1. He performs Hajj alone without combining the Umra with
Hajj. 2. He performs Hajj and Umra together. In this case, he should
perform the duties of Umra and remain with the Ihram until finishing the
duties of Hajj. 3. ‘Tamattuh’—the pilgrim can perform Umrah in the
month of Hajj and after completing the Umrah, he can perform the
rituals of Hajj, on the 8th of Dul Hajj, starting with wearing the Ihram.
However, in this case, his ‘Meeqath’ will be the place where he is, and
he is required in this case, to offer a ‘Hady’ called the ‘thanksgiving
Hady’. Here, the reference is to the third form of Hajj.
99. The period of Hajj are the months of Shawwal, Dhul Qa’da and Dhul Hajj
(up to the 12th or l3th). It is mentioned as optional for pilgrims to stay
on the third day of the Thashriq (see 2:203)
100. It is most desirable to move towards Mina on the 8th of Dhul Hajj, which
is called the Day of Tarwiyyah. There is no harm if one wishes to start
his journey on the 9th of Dhul Hajj. The pilgrims who reach Mina on the
8th, stay there for one night. Early morning on the 9th the pilgrims will
flock towards Arafat. The staying at Arafat is considered as the most
essential part of Hajj. The Holy Prophet says: “The Hajj is Arafat”. If
anyone omits this, then his Hajj is considered invalid, and he must
sacrifice a sheep. And he should perform the Hajj whenever he is able
to. The time of staying at Arafat begins at the time when the sun moves
to the west in the afternoon, up to the dawn of the day of Al-Nahr (day of
sacrifice). It is most desirable to stay at Arafat a little after sunset of the
9th. Mashharul Haram (Sacred Monument) is situated at Muzdalifah - a
place in between Arafat and Mina. On reaching this place, the pilgrim
performs his Maghrib and Isha prayers, together. The pilgrim can spend
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202. Surely, they shall have an allotted share for what they have
earned. And Allah is quick in reckoning.
203. And remember Allah during the appointed number of days
(the three days after the tenth of Dul Hajj). But whoever
hastens to leave in two days, there is no sin for him; and
whoever stays behind there is no sin for him - provided
each is inspired by the spirit of piety, and observe your
duty to Allah, and know that you will be gathered unto
Him.103
204. And among the people, (there are) some whose speech about
this worldly life would fascinate you; and he would call Allah to witness about what is in his heart, while he is the
most contentious of quarrelers.
205. And when he turns away, his effort in the land is to create
disorder and destroy the tilth and the progeny of man. And
Allah loves not disorder.
206. And when it is said to him: “Be mindful of your duties to
Allah”, pride instigates him to further crime. So Hell shall
be his sufficient reward. And surely it is an evil place to
rest.

the whole night here, glorifying and remembering Allah. After that, they
perform the Fajr prayer and leave for Mina.
101. The pilgrim should glorify and remember Allah exclusively, in accordance
with the guidance revealed in the Book and as explained by the Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him). There is a systematic way of performing
the rituals of Hajj, and this has been followed right from the period of
Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him). However, certain Arabs were
arrogantly ignoring the ritual of staying at Arafat. They were rebuked for
their arrogance, and were instructed that they must perform all the rites,
like the rest of the pilgrims.
102. It was the custom of Arabs to gather in assemblies, at Mina, soon after the
rites of Hajj were over, and declare their own achievements and praise
their ancestors. Here, instructions are given, to praise Allah more. Praising of ancestors or demanding of worldly pleasures, shall not be of any
benefit in the Hereafter. Those who seek Allah’s goodness in this world
and in the Hereafter - they shall be rewarded according to their deeds,
as mentioned in the following verses.
103. This refers to the three days after the tenth of Dhul Hajj. These are the
days of the Thashriq. It is optional for pilgrims to leave Mina on the
second or third day. In any way, if he wants to leave, he should leave
Mina, before the sunset of the second day after stoning the ‘Jamras’.
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207. Of the people, there are also some who dedicate themselves
to seek the pleasings of Allah; and Allah is full of kindness
to such devoted servants.104
208. O you who have believed! Enter into Islam perfectly, and do
not follow the footsteps of Shaitan (Satan). Verily, he is to
you a clear enemy.
209. But if you slip (backwards) after the clear (proofs) that have
come to you, then know that Allah is All Mighty, All Wise.
210. Will they wait for anything other than, that Allah should
come to them in canopies of clouds, and the angels (as
well); and the affair be settled? And to Allah are all affairs
returned.105
211. Enquire of the children of Israel. How many clear signs We
have given to them? But whoever changes the favour of
Allah, after it has come to him, then (he must realize that)
the chastisement of Allah is severe.106
212. The life of this world has been made to appear attractive to
those who reject faith, and they scoff at those who believe.
But those who are pious, will be above them (in rank), on
the Day of Judgement. And Allah bestows on whomever He
pleases, in abundance, without measure.
213. Mankind was one nation, (later they differed themselves) then Allah sent forth Prophets as bearers of glad tidings,
and as warners. And He sent down with them the Scripture
containing the truth, so that it might judge between people
in matters wherein they differed. And none differed concerning its contents, except those to whom it was given,

104. Two different kinds of people are mentioned here and in the following
verses- the hypocrites and those who sincerely seek the blessings of
Allah. The former pretend to be well wishers, while their intention is
only to create mischief in the land, while the latter are firm and sincere
in their devotion to Allah.
105. The enemies of true faith, are very arrogant, and wait for Allah and His
angels to be manifest to them, before they accept the faith. That would
happen only on the Day of Judgement, and by then all their actions on
earth would have been taken into account and they would have no
chance to escape from the punishment of Allah.
106. Here is a reminder to the Holy Prophet and the believers, that the rejection
and enmity faced by them is not something new - this has been the
reaction of people throughout the ages, despite clear signs of Allah,
being made manifest to them. The children of Israel in particular, had
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after manifested proofs had come to them, out of envy
among themselves. Thus Allah by His permission guided
the believers to the right way, in matters on which they
differed. And Allah guides whomever He pleases, to the
right path.107
214. Or do you think that you will enter Paradise, without undergoing such trials as were experienced by those who passed
away before you? (In fact), they were afflicted by misery
and adversity, and they were violently shaken, till the Messenger of Allah and those who believed along with him,
cried out: “When (will come) the help of Allah?” (They were
assured) Know! Certainly, the help of Allah is near.108
215. They ask you what they should spent (in charity). Say: “Whatever good you spend, let it be (in the first instance) for
parents and kindred and orphans, and the needy, and for
the wayfarers. And whatever good you do, surely, Allah
knows it well.”109
216. Fighting is ordained upon you, although it is repugnant to
you. But it may be that you hate a thing while it is good for
you, and it may be that you love a thing while it is bad for
you. But Allah knows (all things) while you know not.110
217. They inquire you, concerning fighting in the sacred months.
transgressed all limits and had spread wretchedness and corruption
in the world.
107. Allah had guided the Prophet Adam (peace be upon him), and for a long
time, the immediate descendants of Adam had stayed together as a
nation. From the talk of Adam’s son Abeel (Abel), one clearly understands that he was a God-fearing man with good morals. Moreover, the
reaction of Qabeel (Kane), after committing an evil act, is that of sincere
remorse and regret (see 5:27-32). Whenever a necessity arises, Allah
sends Messengers to the nation, for guidance.
108. This is a forewarning to those who think that they will receive their rewards in the Hereafter, with just faith, without undergoing any trials in
this world. One must remember the hardships and persecutions undergone by the nations that have gone by, for the sake of Allah. Such
trials shall continue till the end of this world. We witness, even today,
Muslim nations being mocked at, assaulted, insulted and boycotted, to
the extent that some are even deprived of food and medicines for their
young ones. To quote a Hadeeth narrated by Abdullah bin Abbas - “The
Holy Prophet said: - ‘Oh young man! I shall teach you certain words :
Hold fast to Allah, He will preserve you; hold fast to Allah, you will find
Him in front of you; remember Allah in time of prosperity and He will
recognize you in times of distress. Know that whatever missed you,
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Say (to them): “Fighting therein is a great offence.” But barring people from the way of Allah and denying Him; and
(hindering people) from the Sacred Mosque; and expelling
its inmates there from, is a greater offence in the sight of
Allah. And persecution is even more heinous than killing.
And they will not cease fighting you, until they turn you
back from your religion, if they are able. (So behold!) Whoever among you terms back from his religion and dies while
he is a rejecter of the faith, then the works of those such
(people) shall be in vain, in this world and in the Hereafter.
And such are the inmates of the Fire and therein shall they
abide forever.111
218. (On the contrary), those who have believed, and those who
have emigrated and striven hard in the path of Allah —they
(really) hope for the mercy of Allah. (And know!) Allah is
Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
219. They ask you concerning intoxicating liquor and gambling.
Tell (them): “In both there is a great sin; and benefits for
(some) people. But the sin of them is greater than their
profit.” And they ask you what they should spend. Say:
“What is remnant” Like that, Allah clearly expounds to you
(His) verses, in order that you may think-112
220. (Which shall benefit you) in this world and the Hereafter.
And they ask you concerning orphans. Tell (them): “(To work
towards) the promotion of their welfare is the best act. And
if you mix their (affairs) with yours, then they are your brethren; and (remember that) Allah knows the corrupt from the
reformer. And if Allah had wished, He would have indeed
put you into difficulties. Certainly, Allah is All Mighty, All
Wise.113
221. And do not marry idol-worshipping women, until they believe. And indeed, a believing bonded (slave) woman is bet-

could not have hit you, and whatever hit you, could not have missed you;
and know that success comes with patience and delight comes with
anxiety; and surely with hardship comes relief.”’
109. Certainly, man will get a suitable reward for the virtuous actions he performs in this world.
110. Refer to 2:190
111. Refer to 2:194
112. The Qur’an has distinguished between good and evil deeds. It is up to us
to decide on our actions. Alcoholic and intoxicating drinks and gam-
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ter than an idol- worshipping woman, even though she (the
latter) may highly allure you. And give not (believing
women) in marriage to idolaters, until they believe. And
indeed, a believing slave is better than an idolater, even
though he may highly allure you. Such people invite you
towards the Fire. But Allah invites (you) towards Paradise,
by His permission, and to forgiveness. And He makes His
verses manifest to mankind, (so) that they may take heed.114
222. And they ask you concerning menstruation. Say: “It is a harmful state; so keep aside from women (abstaining from sexual
intercourse only), during the period of menstruation, and
do not approach them until they are cleansed. But when
they are purified, then you may approach them, as Allah
has ordained upon you. Truly, Allah loves those who turn
to Him in repentance, and He loves those who keep themselves pure and clean.115
223. Your wives are (as) a tilth for you. So approach your tilth
when or how you like; but put forth good act for yourselves,
and be mindful of your duty to Allah. And know that you
shall surely meet Him (on that Day). And give glad tidings
to those who believe. 116
224. And make not Allah, a target for your oaths; that you may
thereby abstain from doing virtuous (deeds) and act righteously; and promote welfare among the people. And (know)
that Allah is All-Hearing, and All knowing.117
bling are prohibited (refer 4:43 and 5:90). The Holy Prophet said: “Every drink that intoxicates, is prohibited”.
113. Here, the reference is to orphans. One is advised to sincerely look after
their properties and accounts, and manage them as best as he can
(see 6:152)
114. This verse clearly indicates that it is absolutely wrong to marry a nonbeliever, till he or she believes in the Islamic faith. One may argue that
marrying a non-believer, might lead to her embracing Islam and eventually lead her entire family to true faith. However, it must be realized that
the contrary is also possible. Hence, the Qur’an makes it very clear not
to marry a non-believer, till he or she believes.
115. Polytheists, Jews and other communities, considered women as untouchables during their menstrual cycles. The Holy Prophet explained,
as ordered by Allah, that only sexual intercourse is prohibited with menstruating women.
116. Man is advised to deal with his wife in accordance with the teachings of Islam,
always keeping in mind, the spiritual aspect of a marital relationship.
117. The Qur’an clearly states that one should not make an oath in the name
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225. Allah will not take you account of your unmindful oaths. But
He will (certainly) take you to account for what your hearts
have earned (deliberately). And Allah is Oft Forgiving, The
Most Forbearing.
226. For those who vow abstinence from their wives, must wait
for a period of four months. Then, if they withdrew (from
the vow due to a change of heart) - then know that Allah is
Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.118
227. But if they decide (firmly) on divorce, therefore, (know) surely
Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.119
228. And the divorced women keep on waiting concerning themselves, for three (monthly) periods. And it is not lawful for
them to hide whatever Allah might have created in their
wombs, if they believe in Allah and the Last Day. And (know)
that their husbands have the greater right to take them back
(as their wives) during that period, if they wish for reconciliation. (In such cases), women shall have rights similar
to those of (men) over them, in an equal manner. But men
have a degree over them (with some more responsibilities):
and Allah is The Mighty, Wise.120
of Allah, for not doing a righteous act, or refraining from harmonizing
with kindred. Those who have uttered such an oath may be expiated, by
performing the deeds mentioned in 5:89.
118. The Message of the Holy Qur’an and the teachings of the Holy Prophet,
show the importance of a strong husband-wife relationship and its influence on society as a whole. Altercations and misunderstandings are
bound to creep up in a relationship, and at times, in a fit of anger, a
husband might even take an oath not to approach his wife. Islam does
not allow the indefinite continuation of a strained relationship. Therefore, a
period of four months is set to enable the couple concerned to make up
their minds on reconciliation or separation (see 4:35).
119. ‘Talaq’ literally means setting free. However, as an Islamic terminology, it
means the separation of a wife from her husband. Islam reformed all
the forms of divorce and gave it a most complete and satisfactory form.
Women were given certain rights of divorce, which were not given by
any legislator before. Divorce sometimes becomes a necessity, when
the husband and the wife are unable to carry on in an amicable manner, over a period of time. It is foolishness to keep them bound up in a
matrimonial bond, when it is unpleasant to both. Dissatisfied couples
must be separated from the marriage, for the welfare of the household,
children and society. Though divorce is permitted, it must be exercised
under exceptional circumstances. The Holy Prophet said: “Never did
Allah allow anything more hateful to Him than divorce”. Its regulations
are mentioned in the following verses, up to verse 232 of this chapter.
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229. (Where divorce for mutual incompatibility is allowed, a limit
is prescribed and set). A (revocable) divorce is only (permissible) twice; where after, (the parties) should either hold
together on equitable terms, or separate with kindness. And
(while releasing the marriage), it is not lawful for you that
you take away anything of what you have given them (your
wives), unless both (parties) fear that they cannot observe
the bounds set by Allah.
But if you fear that they cannot observe the bounds set
by Allah, then, there is no blame on either of them in what
she ransoms herself (to get her freedom). Such (decrees)
are the bounds set by Allah. So do not transgress them,
and whoever transgresses the bounds set by Allah, indeed
are wrong doers. 121
230. And if he (the husband) divorces her (the third time), then
she will not be lawful to him thereafter, unless she marries
another husband And he (also) has divorced her. Then it
shall be no blame on either of them that they feel that they
120. A period of waiting (‘Iddat’) for three monthly courses is prescribed. But
this is not necessary, when the divorced woman is a virgin (refer 33:49).
The regulation of the divorce is mentioned in the verse. It is noteworthy
here that the husband has no right to divorce his wife during the monthly
period, whereas he has the right to reconcile with her during that period
- but, with good intentions.
121. With the revelation of this verse, Islam attempts to put an end to the
prevalent customs among the communities, of pronouncing ‘Talaq’ as
often as they pleased, and then reuniting with their spouses. To prevent
such capricious behaviour, a limit is prescribed - a man may pronounce
‘Talaq’ only twice, and still remain with his wife. The spouses must
decide whether they wish to stay together or get separated, by either
pronouncing the third ‘Talaq’, or withholding it. Islam encourages reconciliation between the spouses, to live together in mutual love and
forbearance. The utterance of ‘Talaq’, thrice at once, is a heinous sin,
and the Holy Prophet has severely denounced this practice.
The husband does not have the right to demand that the gifts or properties which he may have given to the wife during their marriage, be
returned. Such an act is considered immoral and disgraceful. In fact,
Islam strongly advises the husband to provide his divorced wife, with a
fair and suitable provision (see 2:241).
Due to certain reasons, the wife may seek to be divorced from her
husband. Such a demand is called ‘khul‘a, and if her claims are found
to be genuine, the husband is obliged to divorce her. In such a case, it
is recommended that she pays him a compensation which should not
exceed the dower which she had received from him.
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can keep the bounds set by Allah. And such are the bounds
set by Allah, which He makes manifest to the people who
possess knowledge.122
231. And when you have divorced women, and then they have
reached their (waiting) term (‘lddath’), then either retain
them in a fair manner, or set them free in a fair manner.
And do not retain them to injure them, that you may transgress (unjustly). And whoever does that, and then he has
surely wronged himself. And do not treat Allah’s verses as a
jest, and remember the favour of Allah, which bestowed
upon you; and the Book and the Wisdom, which He has
sent down to you, whereby He admonishes you. And observe your duty to Allah, and know that Allah is well acquainted over all things.
232. And when you have divorced women, and they have reached
their (waiting) term (‘Iddath’), do not prevent them from
marrying their (selected) husbands, if they mutually agree
in a decent manner. That is an admonition for him amongst
you, who believe in Allah and the Last Day. That is more
virtuous and purer for you - and Allah knows (all things),
while you know not.123
233. And the mothers shall suckle their children for two complete
years - (this instruction) is for him who desires to complete
the suckling (period). And upon the father of the child, rests
the responsibility of their provision and their clothing, on
equitable terms. But none shall be burdened with more than
he is able to bear; neither shall a mother suffer on account
of her child, nor shall a father suffer on account of his child.
And the same is incumbent on the (father’s) heir. If they
both decide upon weaning (child), by mutual consent, and
after due consultation, there is no blame on them. And if
you decide (to appoint) a foster mother for your children,
there shall be no blame on you - provided that you offer
(her) what you have agreed to pay, in a fair manner. And
observe your duty to Allah, and know well that Allah sees
well all that you do.
122. A husband has the right to recall his wife for reconciliation - but this should
be done before the commencement of the third monthly period, and
‘Talaq’ must have been pronounced only once or twice. Once the third
‘Talaq’ is pronounced, he cannot recall her again, until she marries
some one else and is divorced by him.
123. Here, the relatives of the divorced women, are warned not to prevent her
from re-uniting with her husband during the prescribed term, or from
marrying another person after the prescribed term expires.
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234. And those of you (who) die and leave wives behind, they
shall wait (observing) concerning themselves, a period of
four months and ten days. So, when they have reached their
term, then there is no blame on you, regarding what they
may do with themselves in a just and reasonable manner.
And Allah is well aware of what you do.124
235. And there shall be no blame on you in showing out whether
you hint (indirectly) at a marriage proposal, or hold it in
your minds. Allah knows that you will indeed think of them
(in this matter). But do not make any secret engagement
with them, except that you speak (to them) in an
honourable manner. And resolve not on the tie of marriage
till the prescribed period reaches its term. And know that
Allah surely knows what is in your minds. So, beware of
Him, and know that Allah is Oft Forgiving, The Most Forbearing.125
236. There is no blame on you if you divorce women, while you
have not yet touched them, nor fixed a bridal gift on them.
But provide them - the wealthy according to his means,
and the poor man (who is less well off) according to his
means - a provision of a reasonable manner. This is a right,
binding upon the virtuous.
237. And if you divorce them before you have touched them, and
you have already fixed a bridal gift on them; then provide
them with half of what you have settled upon, unless either
(act leniently) and forgo (their claims); or he in whose hands
is the marriage tie, (acts leniently), and agrees to forgo. But
that you should forgo (the whole) will be nearer to piety.
And do not forget liberality between yourselves; for indeed,
Allah sees well all that you do.
238. Keep on the (obligatory) prayers and over the middle prayer,
and stand up in full devotion to Allah alone (in worship). 126
239. And if you are in a state of fear, then (perform the prayer) on
foot, or (while) riding. And when you are secure, then re124. The prescribed period of waiting, for a widow, before she can remarry, is
four months and ten days. This term of widowhood is applicable even
to those who are virgins, in consideration of mourning and respect for
the deceased husband. This, however, does not apply to the pregnant
woman. Her term is till the time of delivery.
125. Marriage proposals are absolutely prohibited during the waiting period of
widowhood. However, an indirect discussion regarding a future alliance, is acceptable.
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member Allah in a manner as He has taught you - which
you knew not (before).
240. And those of you, who die and leave behind your wives,
must make a testament unto their wives - as a provision for
a period of one year, without expulsion (from the house).
But if they (themselves) depart, there is no blame upon
you for what they may do with themselves - provided it is
in a reasonable manner. And know, Allah is All Mighty, All
Wise.
241. And for divorced women, provide a provision according (to)
a fair manner. This is a duty binding upon those who ward
off evil and do righteous.
242. Like that (as mentioned above), Allah makes clear for you
His verses (commandments), so that you may understand
well.
243. Are you not aware of those who went forth from their homes,
though they were thousands (in number), fearing death?
And Allah said to them: “Die”, then He restored them to
life. Indeed Allah is bountiful to mankind - but most of the
people are ungrateful.127
244. And fight in the way of Allah, and know well that Allah is All
Hearing and All Knowing.
245. Who is he that will lend unto Allah a beautiful loan, so that
He may multiply it for him, manifold? And Allah receives
and enlarges (his wealth), and to Him you shall be returned.128
246. Are you not aware of (the history) of the chiefs of the children of Israel, after (the generation of Musa)? They asked
126. “Wusta” means, both middle and most excellent one. “Salawat”, as plural
is mentioned in five places in the Book. The word Salat is comprised of
the single prayer as well as more than one. The Fajr prayer is in the
early morning and the Isha and Maghrib prayers are in the evening and
therefore, the Zuhr and Asr prayers are considered as the “Wusta”
prayers. Other two views are (a) A large number of interpreters are of the
opinion that it refers to one of the five prayers and (b) a most of them
have opined that it is the “ Asr” prayer.
127. Reference is made to important events from the Israelite history, as a
lesson and a fore-warning to Muslims of every generation.
128. Whoever spends or engages in the way of Allah, then his action is considered as a ‘beautiful loan’. Surely, Allah shall increase it manifold in the
Hereafter.
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one of their Prophets: “Appoint for us a king, that we may
fight in the cause of Allah”. He said: “Would you possibly
refrain from fighting, if fighting is ordained for you?” They
said: “And what reason have we to refuse to fight in the
way of Allah, when we have been driven out from our homes
and our children?” But when they were ordained to fight,
they turned back - except a small number among them. But
Allah has full knowledge of those who are wrong doers.129
247. And their Prophet said to them: “indeed, Allah has appointed
Talut (Saul) as a king (for you).” They said: “How can he
exercise sovereignty over us, when we are better entitled
than him for the kingdom, and he is not even given abundance of wealth?” He said: “Surely, Allah has chosen him
over you, and has endowed him abundantly with knowledge and bodily prowess (with better intellectual and physical capabilities). Allah bestows His sovereignty on to whom
He pleases; and Allah is Bountiful, All Knowing.130
248. And (further) their Prophet told them: “Truly, the sign of his
sovereignty, is that there shall come to you the Chest (of
the covenant), wherein (you find) is tranquility from your
Lord and a remnant of that which was left behind by the
family of Musa, and the family of Haroon (Aaron); borne
by angels. Surely in that, there is a sign for you, if you are
indeed believers!”131
129. Here, (up to verse 252) Muslims of all generations are made aware of the
hardships and trials faced by the generation of the children of Israel,
after the Prophet Musa (peace be upon him)). The series of judges,
prophets and kings in Israel, continued to give good guidance to the
people, in accordance with the laws of Allah. Israelites suffered many
reverses at the hands of the Midinites, Amalekits and other tribes of
Palestine. At that time, Prophet Samuel (peace be upon him) was in
charge of the affairs of the Israeli community, whose leaders pressed
Samuel to appoint for them a king to look after their affairs, as he had
grown very old. They even declared that they would re-unite under the
king and fight the enemies in the cause of Allah. Their Prophet however,
knew well that they did not mean what they said, and would later withdraw their loyalty. Here, the Qur’an refers to the situation when fighting
(in the cause of Allah) had been prescribed upon them, and their reaction, followed by the turning away of a majority of them.
130. Talut (Saul) comes from the clan of “Benjamin”. The Prophet Samuel met
him and consecrated him as king of the Israelites, as instructed by
Allah. However, the leaders among them showed displeasure with
this appointment and raised all sorts of petty objections to the Prophet.
131. “Tabut’’- the ark containing the sacred relics of the house of prophet Musa
and Prophet Haroon, including the tablets granted to Musa on the Mount
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249. And when Talut set forth with the forces, he said: “Allah will
test you at the river. So whoever drinks there from, does
not belong to me; and who tastes not- unless he takes a
palm-full - then, he indeed belongs to me”. But they drank
of it, except a few of them. But when he (Talut) had crossed
(the river) along with the faithful ones with him, they (a
small of group of the believers) said: “Today, we have no
strength to fight Jalut (Goliath) and his forces”. But those
who were convinced that indeed they must meet Allah, said:
“How often (has) a small number of people vanquished a
large number of people, by the permission of Allah. And
know that Allah is with those who steadfastly persevere”. 132
250. And when they advanced to (encounter) Jalut and his forces,
they prayed: “our Lord! Pour forth on us, patience, and make
our feet firm; and help us against those who reject faith.”
251. Thereupon, by Allah’s will, they defeated them, Dawood
(David - a youth in Talut’s army) killed Jalut; and Allah
granted him sovereignty and wisdom, and taught him of
what He pleased. And if Allah had not repelled a section of
mankind by another (section), the earth would indeed become filled with disorder. But Allah is full of bounty to all
the worlds.133
252. Such are the verses of Allah, (and) We recite them unto you
Sinai. It is said that it also included the staff of Musa, which was a great
sign of Allah. This (Tabut) was a sacred possession to the Israelites. It
was lost to the enemy. Later, it was brought back and became a symbol
of unity and authority.
The ark was proceeding to the centre where the children of Israel were
gathered. The bearers of the ark (angels-according to the directions of
Allah) were invisible to the people around.
132. ‘Jalut” (Goliath), the name of the commander of the enemy army. Among
the hosts of the Israelites, there was a small band of faithful people
who were determined to face all odds because they had strong faith in
Allah and in the cause for which they were fighting.
133. Dawood (David) was a young lad who reached the army of Talut, purely by
chance. He had no arms or armour, and was unknown to the Israeli
camp. The Israelites were terrified by Jalut’s strength and challenges,
and at this juncture, Dawood requested Talut’s permission to let him
fight the enemy commander. Permission was granted with hesitation,
and Talut offered Dawood his armies and armour. However, Dawood
used his sling to knock down Jalut and then slew him with the latter’s
sword. He became very popular and was appointed King, and was
endowed with Prophethood —this was Allah’s plan (see 6:84, 21:78,
34:10- l 1; 38:17-26).
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in truth. And surely, you are indeed among the Messengers
(of Allah).
253. Those Messengers, We have exalted (and elevated) in preference to some of them above the others. Among them,
there are some unto whom Allah spoke; and some of the
others He raised by degrees (in other respects). And We
granted Isa (Jesus) the son of Maryam (Mary), clear proofs,
and We supported him with the Holy Spirit (Jibreel). And if
Allah had (so) willed, those (generations) who came forth
after them would not have fought among each other - after
clear signs had come to them. But they differed (regarding
the faith). Of them were some who believed and of them
were some who rejected (the faith). And if Allah had (so)
willed, they would not have fought (each other)! But Allah
does whatever He wills.134
254. O you who have believed! Spend out of (what) We have provided you; before there comes a Day wherein there shall be
no trafficking, nor friendship, nor intercession. But those
who reject faith - they are the wrong doers.
255. (He is) Allah! There is no god (to be worshipped) save Him
(alone); (He is) the Living, the Self- subsisting, Eternal.
Neither drowsiness, nor sleep can seize Him. To Him belongs whatever is in the firmaments, and whatever is on
earth. Who is there who might intercede in His presence,
except by His permission? He knows what is in front of
them (His creatures), and what is behind them, while they
cannot comprehend anything of His knowledge, except what
He wills (to reveal). His ‘kursi’ (a great creation of the universe above firmaments), overspreads the firmaments and
the earth, and the care of them wearies Him not! And (know)
He is the Most High, the Supreme. 135
134. The Messengers are the representatives from among the people selected by Allah, for their guidance. They were not sent to force people to
believe or submit themselves to Allah (6:48; ). Allah has sent Messengers to various communities, whenever necessary (10:47). In the Holy
Qur’an, some of the Messengers’ names are mentioned, but there are
many Messengers whose names have not been made known to us
(40:78).
135. (Look 1:3), ‘La ilaaha- illa- Allah’ is the foremost slogan of Islam. Here
some of the wonderful names of the Almighty, are mentioned. Faith in a
Supreme Being, provides an aim in life, and an aimless-life does not
achieve anything but failure, misery, suffering and restlessness. His
Knowledge is Absolute. His Power is magnificently apparent everywhere. He cannot be defined in terms of time and space. His dominion
and authority spreads over the firmaments and the earth. Care of His
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256. (Let you know) there should be no compulsion in (accepting
Islam as) the religion. Surely, the real direction has been
(now) manifested (and clearly distinguished) from error. So,
whoever rejects false deities, and believes in Allah, has indeed grasped a firm handhold that never breaks. And know
(that) Allah is All Hearing and All Knowing.136
257. Allah is the Guardian of those who believe. He brings them
out of every kind of darkness, into light (the truth). And
those who reject faith, their patrons are false deities who
bring them our of light into every kind of darkness. Those
the inmates of the Fire, (and) therin shall they abide forever.
258. Are you not aware of the (history) of him (Namrud) who had
an argument with Ibrahim (Abraham) about his Lord, because Allah had bestowed sovereignty upon him? When
Ibrahim said (to him): “My Lord is He Who grants life and
causes death”, he said: “I (too) give life and cause death”.
Said Ibrahim: “(Well), but Allah causes the sun to rise from
the east. Do you cause to rise it up from the west’?” - thereupon, the rejecter of faith was confounded. And Allah guides
not the people who are tyrannical.137
259. Or, like the one who passed by a village, and it had fallen
into utter ruins upon its roofs. Whereupon, he exclaimed:
“How shall Allah restore this to life, after its destruction?”
Thereupon, Allah caused him to die for a hundred years,
and then He raised him up (again), and asked (him): “How
long (have) you remained (in this state)‘?” He replied: “I
remained thus for a day, or part of a day.” He (Allah) said:
“But! (the fact is that), you have remained thus for a hundred years. So look now at your food and your drink - they
show no signs of age. But look at your ass - (Its skeleton
has been ruined); and We have made you a sign unto mancreatures and his creations including the Kursi), Arsh, Sidra, Hell and
Paradise, tires Him not. He is the Most High, the Supreme.
136. Islam prohibits compulsion in the matters of religion. In this verse, ‘tagut’
is literally applied to anyone who transgresses the limits in worship or
otherwise.
137. Reference is made to the Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him), in various places. Here, and in the following verses, three points were illustrated concerning the existence of the Oneness of God, Death and
Resurrection. Some scholars are of the opinion that the individual mentioned in this verse, who disputed with Prophet Ibrahim, was Nimrud,
the King of Babylon of Iraq, while others are of the opinion that it could
be some other ruler in Babylon or indeed, elsewhere.
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kind. And look (further) at the bones - how We set them
together, and then clothe them with flesh.” And when this
becomes clear to him, he said: “I know surely, that Allah
has the Power over all things”.138
260. And remember (the time when) Ibrahim said: “My Lord! Show
me how You give life to the dead”. He (Allah) said: “Do you
not believe‘?” He said: “Yes! But to (make) my heart be at
ease and reassured”. He (Allah) said: “Take four birds, then
tame them to yourself (and cut them into pieces). Then,
put a portion of them on every hill, and then call them.
They will come towards you in haste. And know that Allah
is All Mighty, All Wise”.
261. The example of those who spend their wealth in the way of
Allah is like a grain that grows seven ears, and each ear
there are a hundred grains. And Allah gives manifold increase to whomsoever He pleases, and Allah is Bountiful,
All Knowing.139
262. Those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, and do
not follow- up what they have spent, with taunt or with
injury - for them is their reward with their Lord. And they
shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve.
263. (To speak) a kind word and forgiving (faults), are better than
charity followed by injury. Allah is The Self Sufficient, and
He is The Most Forbearing.140
138. Mufassiroon have stated different opinions relating to this incident. Who
is the person and which township was mentioned? A majority of them,
are of the opinion that the incident took place in Jerusalem and the
person involved was Uzair (Ezra). It is however clear from the event, that
he must have been a Prophet. Here, and in many other places, we see
the Prophets themselves raising questions regarding the creation and
the Resurrection, which is considered in lslam as an important principle of the faith. It simply meant that they wanted to see the reality with
their own eyes, so as to provide an explanation to those who do not
believe (see: 2:260). Surely these are the signs of Allah, and He has the
Power over all things.
139. Here and in the following verses up to verse 274, the teachings mentioned are with regards to charity and spending in the way of Allah.
Believers are strongly advised to sacrifice their lives and property for
the noble cause of Allah. Here and in verse 264 and 265, a true nature
of charity is explained with the help of three parables.
140. The Holy Qur’an lays a great emphasis on kindness and forbearance,
which are considered as far nobler qualities than the charity which is
followed by insult and injury.
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264. O you who believed! Nullify not your charities, by taunt or
by injury, as does he who spends his wealth to be seen by
people - and he does not believe either in Allah nor in the
Last Day. So, his example is like a hard, barren rock, on
which is dust; and thereupon falls heavy rain (and washes
it) and leaves it (just) a bare stone. They will be able to do
nothing with what they have earned. Allah guides not those
people who reject faith.141
265. And the example of those who spend their wealth in search
of the pleasures of Allah, and for the strengthening of their
souls, is as a garden on an elevated ground, on which heavy
rain falls, so that it yields two-fold, and if it receives not
heavy rain, then light moisture suffices it. And (know that)
Allah sees well whatever you do.
266. Does any of you wish that there should be for him a garden
of date palms and grape vines, with streams flowing underneath, and with all kinds of fruits for him therein, but while
old age has struck him and he has weak offspring; then it is
struck with a fiery whirlwind, with fire therein, and is burnt
up? Thus does Allah make clear to you (His) signs, (so)
that you may think well.142
267. O you who have believed! Spend out of the good things
which you have earned, and of what We have produced for
you from the earth; and do not aim (at anything) there
from, which is bad, to spend out of it when you would not
receive it, except that you connive at it. And know that
Allah is surely Self Sufficient, and worthy of (the) highest
praise.143
268. Shaitan promises you (destruction and) poverty, and orders
you to conduct (in a manner that which is) indecent; while
Allah promises you forgiveness from Himself, and Bounty.
141. All charity, kindness and help are dependent on our resources. Giving
charity for the sake of earning praise is not real charity, and such practices are absolutely forbidden.
142. This fourth parable mentioned, has a bearing on every one’s life. If you
spend your life merely enjoying the gains of this world, then your
final goal shall be as critical and helpless as that of the old man in
theparable.
143. One should contribute something good, clean and taintless property, as
charity. Islamic motto requires that every gain and spending should be
honest and honourable. Allah does not love tainted and worthless things
to be given as charity. We should also refrain from thinking of acquiring
such things for ourselves.
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And (know that) Allah is All-Encompassing, and All Knowing.144
269. He (Allah) grants wisdom to whom He pleases, and whoever
is granted wisdom has indeed been granted an overflowing
benefit. But none shall receive admonition except those
endowed with understanding. 145
270. And whatever expenditure (in any way) you spend, or whatever vow you vowed, indeed Allah knows it well — and for
the tyrants there shall be no helpers. 146
271 . If you disclose (what you are providing as) charity, (even so),
it is well and good. But if you conceal them, and give them
to those (really) who are poor, so it is best for your own
selves. (Thereby), He will remove from you your evil deeds.
And Allah is well acquainted with what you do.
272. It is not your responsibility to bring them to the right path;
but (it is) Allah Who guides to the right path whoever He
pleases. And whatever of pious things you spend, it will
benefit for yourselves. And you shall not spend, but to seek
the countenance of Allah. Therefore, (whatever) pious things
you spend, shall be rendered back to you in full - and you
shall not be dealt with unjustly.147
144. The devils discourage people to spend their property in the cause of
Allah. They incite them to perform filthy acts, and show greed and extravagance. Allah draws us towards generosity.
145. “Hikmat” stands for the valuable true knowledge and righteous deeds
along with power, as a gift from Allah, Who bestows them on whom He
desires. They make use of this short life for the prosperity of the eternal
life.
146. This verse was revealed when some of the believers asked the Holy
Prophet as to which charity was the better one- the one given in secret,
or the manifest one. In fact, the spiritual benefit is ensured to our souls,
provided our motives are pure and we sincerely seek the good pleasure of Allah.
l147. This verse has removed a doubtful stand of the Muslims in connection
with charity. In the beginning, they hesitated to provide monetary help to
their close relatives, in particular, those who had not yet embraced the
true faith, and to other non-Muslims in general. Here, the Muslims are
told that they have not been made responsible to judge these affairs.
Their duty is only to convey the Message. (See verse 2:256) - “let there
be no compulsion in religion” - this statement is addressed to everyone, informing them that the compulsion may not only be by force, but
by economic necessity as well.
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273. (Charity is deserved) for the poor, who are restricted in the
cause of Allah, and are unable to move about in the land (in
search of their livelihood). (Yet), an ignorant (person) would
think them rich because of their dignified bearings; but you
could recognize them by their appearances. They do not ask
of people importunately. And whatever of good you spend,
be assured that Allah has perfect knowledge thereof. 148
274. Those who spend of their wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly, so they have their reward with their Lord
- and on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.
275. (Regarding usury and its strongest condemnation, the Qur’an
says), those who devour usury will not stand, except one
whom the Shaitan (Satan) has smitten with his touch. That
is because they say in their statement : ‘trade is also like
usury’. But Allah has made trade lawful, and usury unlawful. Therefore, he to whom admonition comes from his Lord,
and thereupon he gives up (usury), he shall keep what he
gained in the past, and his affair is with Allah (to judge).
And those who revert to it (usury), they are the inmates of
the Fire - (and) they will abide therein forever.149
276. Allah will deprive usury (of all blessings) and make charities
fruitful; and Allah loves not any ungrateful sinner.150
148. Here, reference is made to the real beneficiaries of charity. At first, the
indication was towards the companions of the Prophet, knows as
“ashabus-sufah”, who left all their belongings and migrated to Madinah.
They were about four hundred in number, and were trained for service
in Islam -memorized the revelation, and were always available in front
of the mosque of the Prophet, propagating the teachings of Islam. They
also went on different missions and expeditions, under the guidance
of the Holy Prophet. All sincere service to humanity comes under this
definition. Such people do not beg from door to door. Honorable causes
are their priority in the mission. A tremendous reward is promised to
those who give charity, as mentioned in the following verse
149. Riba’ or usury, literally signifies an excess or addition. But in Islamic
terminology, it means an addition over and above the principal sum
lent. In other words, it is an excess, according to legal standard of
measurement and weight, in one of two homogenous articles, in the
contracting parties. This verse was one of the last to be revealed to the
Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), who passed away a few days after
its revelation - (see 30:39, 3: 130, 4:161). In the Holy Qur’an, taking
‘riba’ has been severely condemned. The taker of ‘riba’ has been warned
that he would be at war with Allah and His Messenger (2:279).
150. Here Allah curses ‘riba’, and encourages charitable deeds by bestowing
His blessings.
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277. Surely, those who believe and do righteous deeds; and establish regular prayers; and give Zakat - they will have their
reward with their Lord. On them shall be no fear, nor shall
they grieve.
278. O you who have believed! Observe your duty to Allah, and
give up what remains due to you from usury, if you are
indeed believers.
279. But if you do not , then declare war from Allah and His Messenger. And however, if you repent, you shall have your principal of your property. Deal not unjustly (by asking more
than your principal sums), and you shall not be dealt with
unjustly (by receiving less than your principal sums). 151
280. And if the (debtor) be in straitened circumstances, grant him
respite till a time of ease; and that you remit (the capital
sum) as charity, would be better for you - if you only knew
(that).152
281. And guard yourselves against a Day when you shall be brought
back to Allah. Then shall every person be paid fully what
he has earned - and they shall not be dealt with unjustly!
282. O you who have believed! When you transact a deal of debt
151. It is told to the believers who have forsaken ‘riba’, that they are entitled to
have their principal rightful dues, and therefore, they do not cause wrong
to others, nor are they wronged. Many scholars have written different
books on this subject. Unfortunately, the scholars have been misinterpreted with wrong ideas. In fact, this prohibition is an Islamic blueprint,
and therefore, Muslim scholars should properly study the present day
business and marketing systems, banking fields, private and government administration, and all other aspects, interconnected with ‘riba’.
In this connection, I would like to present here an authentic Hadith,
which is narrated on the authority of Abu Saeed Al-Khudri, who said:
“Once Bilal brought ‘barni’ (a kind of date) to the prophet. The Prophet
asked him - ‘from where have you brought these?’ Bilal replied - ‘I had
some inferior kind of dates, and exchanged two ‘sa’a’ (in measure) of
it for one ‘sa’a of ‘barni’ dates, in trade, in order to give it to the Prophet
to eat”’. Thereupon, the Prophet said: “Beware! Beware! This is the
essence of ‘riba’! This is the essence of ‘riba’! So do not act (in a
similar fashion again). But if you want to buy (a better kind of) dates,
then sell it, and then buy, in a separate trade, and buy therewith”. (Bukhari
Vol. 3-506)
From the above teachings of the Messenger of Allah, we can understand that there are different kinds of ‘riba’. This verse clearly shows
that demanding the rightful earnings and dues is not considered as
‘riba’, even though the borrower sustains a loss.
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with each other for a fixed period of time, then write it
down (regarding the future obligations thereof), and let a
scribe write (it) down between you (the parties) justly; and
the scribe may not refuse to write it down according to what
Allah has taught him. So let him write, and let him who
incurs the liability dictate, and let him observe his duty to
his Lord, and not diminish anything thereof. But if the person incurring the liability is mentally deficient, or weak or
unable to dictate himself, then let his guardian dictate justly,
and call upon two witnesses out of your own men. And if
there are not two men (available), then a man and two
women from among those acceptable to you as witnesses so that if one of the two women should make a mistake,
the other can remind her. And the witnesses should not
refuse when they are called on (for evidence). And do not
feel weary of writing it (the transaction) down, whether it
be small or large, for its fixed term. That is more just in the
sight of Allah, and (that is) more solid for testimony, and
more convenient to prevent all doubts (among yourselves).
(Therefore omit not to write down), except that it be ready
merchandise, which you carry out on the spot among yourselves - then, there is no blame upon you if you do not
write it down. But have witnesses whenever you make a
commercial contract with one another. And let no scribe be
harmed, or any witness. And if you do (such harm), then
indeed, it would be wickedness on your part. So observe
your duty to Allah, and Allah grants you the knowledge and know that Allah is well acquainted with all things.153
152. Here, instruction is made to the lender (creditor) to provide more time to
the borrower (debtor) to enable the latter to repay the former’s dues. It is
also indicated that in such an extreme case of the borrower going
bankrupt, it shall be more suitable for the lender to write off his dues
(debt) altogether, or a part of it.
It once happened, that when a man suffered loss and became heavily
under debt, during the time of the Prophet, the man requested his well
wishers to help him. They contributed as much as possible, since he
could not clear all his debts. Thereupon, the Holy Prophet advised the
creditors that they would have to be satisfied with whatever was contributed for the payment of the debts.
153. Islamic rules concerning transactions involving future payment and transactions in which payment and delivery are made on the spot, are mentioned. A written document with witnesses, should be prepared by the
parties, whenever a debt or business deal takes place. The Qur’an,
here, admonishes the parties, as well as the witnesses, to bear good
moral character. No one should be forced to become a scribe or witness, against his will; and no one should harass the scribe or the
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283. And if you are on a journey, and do not find a scribe to write
(the document), then let there be a pledge with possession. And if one of you entrusts another with, something,
then let him who is entrusted, (faithfully) discharge his trust
(according to the pact), and let him observe his duty to
Allah, his Lord. And conceal not the evidence. And whoever conceals it, his heart is certainly sinful. And Allah is
well aware of all that you do·154
284. To Allah belong all that is in the firmaments and all that is
on the earth. And whether you disclose what is in your
minds, or keep it hidden, Allah will call you to account for
it. He will forgive whomever He pleases, and punish whomever He pleases; and Allah has power over all things.
285. The Messenger has believed in what has been sent down to
him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers. Each one (of
them) believed in Allah, and in His angels, and in His Books,
and in His Messengers, (and they confirm - saying), we
make no distinction between any one of His Messengers”,
and they say: “We hear, and we obey, (we implore for) Your
forgiveness O our Lord! And to You alone is the end of all
journeys”.

witness. One should remember that such dealings are recorded and
witnessed in the presence of Allah Who knows all hidden and manifest
matters, well.
154. Here, mention is made specially, when the transaction occurs on a journey; because at that time, perhaps, one is unable to get a scribe or a
witness. A pledge is a convenient form of closing the bargain, when
there is no written agreement with proper witnesses. The object of
holding a pledge is the security of the repayment of the debt, and it does
not entitle the creditor to make profit out of it in any way. The concealment of evidence has a serious effect on our own moral and spiritual
lives. The Qur’an describes him who conceals evidence, as a sinner as he destroys the true fact of the evidence; But know that Allah knows
well, all our acts.
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286. Allah burdens not any soul beyond its capacity. It shall have
the reward (that) it has earned, and it shall get (the punishment) for every ill that it has earned. (Pray), “Our Lord!
Take us not (and excuse us) if we forget or fall into error;
(and) our Lord! Lay not upon us a burden like that which
You laid upon those gone before us. Our Lord! And lay not
upon us a burden, which we do not have, the strength to
bear, and (our Lord!) Pardon us and grant us (Your) forgiveness, and have mercy on us. You are our Guardian, so help
us over the people who are the rejecters of the faith”.155

155. This longest chapter brought forth various aspects of guidance concerning the Oneness of Allah, Prophethood, Books, Angels, the Hereafter,
and all matters concerned with the principle aspects of religion. The
chapter closes, with the reminder that Allah is Full of Majesty, and to
Him alone belongs the sovereignty of the firmaments and the earth.
It closes on a note of humility, so that we may confess our sins, ask
humbly for forgiveness and pray for Allah’s help and guidance. We
should respect all the Messengers of Allah, equally. We should seek
repentance from Him, as He is the Final Judge and the Best of those
who Pardon.
Allah never imposes a burden on us that we cannot bear. He is full of
clemency, bounty and honour. It is worth mentioning the following two
points, explained by the great mufassir lmam Abu Jafar Al-Tabri, on ‘Our
Lord! Take us not to task (and excuse us) if we forget or fall into error”.
‘Forgetfulness’ has two meanings:a) Neglecting of commitments or extravagance on the part of man. For
that, he regrets and implores his Lord. This is like the incident which
took place with Prophet Adam.
b) Deficiency of man from keeping in order, that which he has been told
to do, due to his becoming weak to carry out that order. This is not
considered as disobedience, and he will not be a sinner. ‘Error’ has
two meanings:(One), When a person does a prohibited matter intentionally, for this, he
will be accountable. He therefore, asks his Lord to wipe out that act.
(Two), When he acts ignorantly regarding a matter, as he has no definite knowledge of it. In the concluding lines of this verse, we pray to
Allah to grant us mercy and forgiveness.
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CHAPTER

3

The Family of Imran
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and the title is derived from Ayah
33, referring to the family of Imran.

The Surah points out to man’s craving for the goodness of this world.
The believer prays for goodness in the life of the Hereafter, and to safeguard
him from the torment of the Fire. The Surah asserts that the Day will definitely
come, when each soul will be accounted for his actions on earth. From those
who die as unbelievers, no ransom shall be accepted, even if it were as much
gold as would fill the entire earth.
Patience and piety are held up as virtues that will safeguard one against
evil conspiracies.
Referring to the inattention of the Muslims in the battle of Uhud, the
Surah says that such misfortunes befall the believers, so that Allah might test
the strength of their faith.
Each soul shall eventually be brought back to its Creator, and the believer, who has lived righteously on earth, would enter Paradise, and that would
be the great Triumph.
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The Family of Imran
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Alif, Lam, Meem.156
2. (He is) Allah! There is no god (to be worshipped) save Him.
He is the Living, the Self Subsisting, the Eternal.157
3. He has sent down to you the Book (the Holy Qur’an), in truth,
confirming (the early Scriptures), which preceded it. And
He sent down the Thaurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel).158
4. Before (this Revelation), for the guidance of mankind. And He
has sent down the Criterion (the Holy Qur’an that distinguishes between truth and falsehood). Surely, those who
have rejected the verses of Allah shall have (awaiting them),
a severe chastisement. And Allah is (the) Almighty, (and)
Possessor of Retribution.159
5. Surely, Allah (knows all the facts of His creation). Nothing is
hidden from Him, (either) in the earth, or in the sky.
156. See 2:1. Mention has already been made of these abbreviated letters in
the chapter ‘Al-Baqarah’.
157. See 2: 255
158. Reference is made to the ‘Taurah’ and the ‘Injeel’ along with the Qur’an,
which Allah sent down to the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him). At the time of the Qur’anic revelation, there were a couple of people
who remained loyal and faithful to the Prophets Musa (Moses) and Isa
(Jesus) (peace be upon them), and acted according to the teachings of
the Scriptures - ‘Taurah’ and the ‘Injeel’ - which were sent down to
prophets Musa and Isa respectively. The ‘Taurah’ and the ‘Injeel’ had
been sent down to the prophets at once, but the Holy Qur’an had been
revealed to the Holy Prophet in parts, at different times and occasions
during a period of twenty three years! (3; 48, 5; 44, 46 & 48)
159. The Divine Messages are fundamentally the same in principle and are
meant to be spread; to humanity, both by the Prophets and the followers. The minor details may differ depending on the time and society.
Here, ‘furqan` refers to the Qur’an, which distinguishes truth from false-
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6. He is (the One) Who shapes you in the wombs, as He pleases.
There is no god (to be worshipped) save Him - the Almighty,
the All Wise.160
7. He is (the One) Who has sent down to you the Book - (two
kinds of verses are) in it- verses (which are) precise and
clear in meaning. They are the foundation (or the fundamental part) of the Book. And others are ambiguous (verses).
Therefore, those in whose hearts are perversity, prefer to
pursue such ambiguous (verses) thereof, (as are allegoric)seeking to create confusion, and searching for its (verses)
interpretation, although no one knows the true meanings
thereof, except Allah. And those who are firmly grounded
in knowledge, say: “We believe in it, the whole of it is from
our Lord”. And none will grasp the admonition, except those
endowed with understanding. 161
8. (They pray): “O our Lord! Let not our hearts become perverse,
after You have guided us; and bestow upon us Mercy from
Yourself. Surely, You are the Great Bestower.
hood. All the Scriptures are also known as ‘al-furqan’ (2:53). The knowledge and understanding of the teachings of these Scriptures, enables
a person to discern between right and wrong. Finally, in this verse, a
warning of the punishment is made for those who reject and neglect
the verses of the Scripture.
160. A deep observation and a penetrating study of the mystery of life, throughout all the stages in the world, is bound to lead the believer to Allah.
There is an indication, referring to the mystery of the births of the Prophets Yahya (John) and Isa (Jesus) (peace be upon them), in this chapter.
161. The miraculous effect of Islam lies in the Qur’an itself which stands as a
permanent challenge throughout the years. Among them, are the abbreviated letters in the beginning of some Surahs, and the ‘Mutashabihat’
verses. It is confirmed that there are in the Book ‘Muhkama’ verses
which constitute the fundamental principles of the prayer, alms-giving,
fasting, pilgrimage, fighting in the name of Allah, cultural and moral
aspects of Islam, regulations on food and drink, the restrictive ordinance (hudud), leadership and justice, marriage and divorce laws,
inheritance, trade and commerce, usury, and all other instructions concerning commandments and prohibitions. All these matters are plainly
recorded and explained by the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) to whom this Message had been revealed.
‘Mutashabihat` are those verses in which there is the possibility of
more than one meaning for one word. The majority of the interpreters
(mufassiroon) follow what has been said by Imam Malik “faith in such
words is compulsory, its manner is unknown, and to question about it,
is an innovation. No one knows the true meaning thereof except Allah’.
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9. “O our Lord! Indeed You are the One (Who would) assemble
mankind for a Day (of Judgement), regarding which there is
no doubt. Surely, Allah does not contravene His Promise”.162
10. Verily, those who reject (the faith), neither (would) their possessions, nor their children avail them at all, against Allah.
And (indeed) it is they (the rejecters of faith), who will be
(used as) the fuel of the Fire (of Hell).163
11. (Their plight will be) like that of the people of Fir’aun (Pharaoh), and those before them. They had denied Our signs,
(and) so Allah seized them to account for their sins. And
(know that) the chastisement of Allah is severe.164
12. (O Muhammad), say to those who reject the faith: “Soon you
shall be vanquished and gathered unto Hell - and an evil
place of rest (indeed) it is so.165
13. Certainly, therewas for you (an instructive) sign, in the two
hosts that encountered each other (in the Battle of Badr).
One host fighting in the cause of Allah, and the other, reScholars firmly grounded in knowledge say: We believe the whole of it,
is from our Lord. Here, I am quoting a saying of the Messenger of Allah,
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).
On the authority of Abu Abdullah Al Nu’man bin Bashir (may Allah be
pleased with him) who said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (pbuh)
saying: ‘ Surely, the ‘halal’ (permitted things) is clear and the ‘haram’
(prohibited things) is clear, and in between these two, there are matters
which are ambiguous - of which many people do not know. So he who
guards from the ambiguous matters, keeps up his religion and honour.
He who indulges in the ambiguous things, falls into ‘haram,’ like a
shepherd who grazes (his sheep) near the fence of a forbidden area, is
likely to graze in it. Beware! Verily, for everything, there is a forbidden
area. Beware! Surely, the area forbidden (to us) by Allah is His prohibitions. Beware! Verily, there is a portion of flesh in the body - if it is in
order, the whole body becomes healthy, and if it is spoilt, the whole
body is also spoilt. Know, that is the heart.”
162. In verses 8 and 9, two types of sincere supplications are made by firmly
grounded scholars.
163. According to Islamic terminology, ‘kufur’, includes rejection, denial, opposition and refusal to accept the articles of faith, the commandments of
Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet.
164. The rejecters should remember the destruction of the Pharaoh and his
people, because of their rebellion and their arrogant attitude towards
Allah’s Message.
165. The warning is directed to the rejecters of faith.
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jecters (of the faith) who saw (the beleviers) with their on
eyes to be twice as many as themselves. But Allah, strengthens with His succour, whom He pleases. Verily, in that there
is surely a lesson for the discerning.166
14. Men are (naturally) tempted by the love of things - they covet
women and children; heaped up hoards of gold and silver,
splendid horses, and (wealth of) cattle, and well-tilled land.
Such are the comforts of this world’s life. But with Allah
lies an excellent abode. 167
15. Say: “Shall I apprise you of something, which is far better than
that? For the righteous, with their Lord, are Heavens beneath which run streams, wherein they shall dwell forever;
and will have (therein) spouses purified (as companions);
and (they shall also enjoy) the good pleasure of Allah. And
(know that) Allah is Observant over His servants.
16. Those who (supplicate and) say: “Our Lord! We do indeed
believe(in You), so forgive us our sins, and shield us from
the torment of the Fire”
17. (And they are) those who show patience, and who are sincere
(in word and deed); and who worship devoutly; and who
spend (in the way of Allah), and those who implore for the
forgiveness in the latter part of the night (early hours of the
day).168
18. Allah (Himself) bears witness that there is no god but Him;
and (so do) the angels, and those endowed with knowledge, standing firm on justice. There is no god but Him the Almighty, the Wise. 169
19. Truly, the religion in the sight of Allah is Islam. Those, to whom
the Book was given, disagreed among themselves, only after
the knowledge had been given to them, out of envy amongst
166. The ‘battle of Badr’, is a lesson to show how faith triumphs with the help
of Allah. In spite of lesser number of Muslims and less equipment, the
better equipped Makkan disbelievers were defeated.
167. The main cause of one’s disbelief is his love of wealth and the pleasure
and pride on accumulation of wealth and luxuries of life. At this moment, one is not aware of one’s own end. Allah declares in the following
verse, that great favours will be showered on the righteous persons, in
the Hereafter.
168. A description is made of such righteous persons.
169. Allah, the angels, and all the righteous persons who have been bestowed
with the gift of knowledge, firmly witness to the Unity of Allah, the Most High.
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themselves. And whoever rejects the Verses of Allah, should
remember that Allah is swift in reckoning.170
20. So, if they remonstrate with you, then tell (them): “l have
submitted myself entirely to Allah (alone), and so have those
who follow me.” And ask the People of the Book, and the
Ummiyyoon ( a term used to refer to the pagan Arabs who
were given neither a Scripture nor a Message): “Do you (also)
submit yourselves?” If they have submitted (to Him), then
they shall surely be guided. But if they turn away, then your
duty is only to convey the Message. And (know that) Allah
observes (the affairs of) His servants.171
21. Verily those who reject the verses of Allah, and slay the Prophets unjustly, and slay those who enjoin justice among the
people, - then announce to them a painful punishment.
22. They are those whose deeds have gone to waste, in this world,
and in the Hereafter - and shall have no helpers for them.172
23. Have you not noticed those who have been given a portion of
the Book? When they are called to (follow) the Book of
Allah, (so) that it may judge between them, then a fraction
of them turn away, and they are (the ones who) oppose in
aversion (choosing to rely on corrupt texts forged out of
their own imagination). 173
170. Here, is mentioned, the declaration of Islam as the universal religion. We
should worship Allah and surrender to Him alone, Who has created the
entire universe. The followers of the revealed Scriptures and the idol
worshippers are not willing to understand the truth. This was the religion preached and professed by every Prophet in every corner of the
world. All Scriptures, right from the first Prophet up to the final Prophet
contained the teachings of Islam, which were revealed to different
people in their languages. (2: 130 - 132, 3: 67, 30: 30, 30: 43).
171. The Prophet’s duty is to convey the Message to the people of the previous
Scriptures, the Arabs and the entire world. Let them study the history of
mankind, and look at the signs of Allah which are manifest to them.
172. The mischievous acts of the rejecters of the faith, which began right from
the incident of Abel, will continue up to the end of the world. They include
- slaying of the Prophets and pious and benevolent people, attempts to
murder the Prophets like Yusuf (Joseph), Isa (Jesus) and Muhammad
(peace be upon them). They are still spending all their energy and
power to eliminate the righteous leaders who wish to execute the law of
Allah with justice. Therefore, this verse applies to all nations and all
individuals. Tidings of a painful punishment are given to the evil doers.
(2: 161-162).
173. The Qur’an is in fact, the mother of all Scriptures. All earlier revealed
Scriptures were a portion of the Book. With the revelation of the Holy
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24. That is because they say: “The Fire shall never touch us, save
for a certain number of days”. And the false beliefs that
they have forged, have deceived them in the matter of their
own faith. 174
25. Then how (will they fare) when We shall gather them together
on the Day, regarding which there is no doubt, and each
one will be given (paid) in full for what it has earned - and
they shall not be wronged.”175
26. Say (in supplication): “O Allah! Sovereign of all Sovereignties,
You bestow sovereignty on whosoever You will, and strip of
sovereignty from whoever You please. And You exalt whomever You will, and abase whomever You please. In Your hand
lies all that is good. Verily You have power over all things.176
27. You cause the night to pass into the day and the day to pass
into the night; and You bring forth the living from the dead,
28. Let not the believers make the rejecters of faith as intimate
friends, rather than the faithful. And whoever does that,
shall have no relation left with Allah, except that you cautiously guard yourselves against them. And Allah cautions
you (to fear) Himself, and to Allah is (your) final return!177
Qur’an, the revelation was completed. The scholars of the ‘Taurah’ and
the ‘Injeel’ should have preached what had been told to them, but only
a few of them practiced according to their Books, while others turned
away from the Truth - fabricating the doctrines and laws according to
their fancies.
174. The rejecters consider themselves to be very pious. They thought that if
they are cast into Hell for their sins which they committed with the
worshipping of the calf they would remain in Hell only for a number of
days equal to the days of crime (2: 80).
175. The claims made by the disbelievers in the above verse are due to misleading thoughts and conceptions. It is a definite matter that on that
Day, every soul shall be paid in full and none shall be dealt with unjustly.
176. The authority of this world and the Hereafter lie with Allah. It is His will that
takes place. He bestows on whomsoever He wills and withdraws from
whomsoever He wills. If one is still in doubt in spite of all this, let him
look at his physical world. It will provide him with more knowledge, if he
is mindful. The following verse refers to that glorious information.
177. Here, a lesson is shown to the believers. Faith is a fundamental system
in the life of every nation. How should our relationship be with the enemy who attempts to eliminate the real faith in the Unity of Allah (60: 1 3), and wishes to spread corruption in the land? This verse indicates
that the believer may make a show of his friendship towards the rejecters under unavoidable circumstances. Permission for friendship has
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29. Say: “Whether you hide what is in your bosoms, or reveal it,
Allah knows it (all). And He knows what is in the
firmaments, and what is in the earth. And Allah has Full
power over all things.178
30. (Beware of) the Day when every soul shall find itself confronted with whatever good it has done, and l whatever
evil it has done. It will wish that there were a great distance
between it (soul) and his (evil). And Allah cautions you (to
fear) Himself; and Allah is Full of Clemency towards His
servants.179
31. Say: “lf you indeed love Allah, then follow me: Allah will love
you and will forgive you, your sins. And Allah is Most Forgiving, Ever Merciful”.180 and You bring forth the dead, from
the living; and You bestow sustenance upon whomever You
please without any limit in measure.
32. Say: “Obey Allah and the Messenger”, but if they turn away,
(let them remember that) Allah loves not those who reject
faith.
33. Surely, Allah did choose Adam, Nuh, the family of Ibrahim,
and the family of Imran, above all people.181
been granted in such extreme situations, provided no harm is caused
to the Muslim community.
178. Allah, the Most High, has full and perfect knowledge of the Universe.
179. Reference is made to the feelings of man, when his actions shall be put
forth on the Day of Judgement. The virtuous people will be in a happy
mood, while the evil one will hope there is a great distance between
him and his act, which may cause a delay in his punishment- but, this
is a vain desire.
180. In this verse and the following verse, a call is made to follow the straight
path. On becoming a real believer, it becomes compulsory upon a
person to follow and live life solely regulated by Islam. The Message
sent through the Holy Prophet (pbuh) contains the regulations for a
complete way of life. So it is our duty to know and obey the advices given
in it. This is the way of following the Messenger, and that is the way of
following the Almighty Allah, and getting His love.
181. Love and obedience of Allah and His Messenger, Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh), are important factors in Islam. The love will not be complete
unless one follows the historical background of some selected and
honourable messengers, about whom mentioned in this verse and in
the following verses up to verse 62. Prophet Adam was the first Prophet
of this nation and successor on earth. Prophet Nuh, a great Messenger
of Islam, had proved himself pure in heart and conduct and worthy of
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34. They were each, offspring of the other; and Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.
35. Remember when the wife of Imran said: “O my Lord! I have
vowed to You what is in my womb, to be dedicated to Your
exclusive service. So accept (this) from me. Verily, You alone
are All Hearing, All Knowing”.
36. But when she delivered her, she said: “O my Lord! I have
delivered a female (child”), and Allah well knew what she
had brought forth, “and the male is not like the female.
And I have named her Maryam; and I commit her and her
offspring to Your protection from Shaithaan, the accursed”.182
37. Thereupon, did her Lord accept her with a gracious acceptance, and He made her grow an excellent growth, and made
Zakariya (Zachariah) her guardian. Whenever Zakariya entered her chamber, he found provisions with her. He said:
“O Maryam! How did this come to you?” She said: “It is
from Allah, (and she added), surely, Allah provides sustenance to whoever He pleases, without any limit”. 183
38. There and then did Zakariya invoke his Lord, saying: “O my
every trust (71: 21 - 28). Prophet Ibrahim was a model, devoted to Allah,
and an upright Prophet (19: 41 - 44). Prophets, Ismail, Ishaq and Ya’qub
all came from this family. The family of Imran, also contributed a lot to
the service of Islam. The Prophets Musa, Harun and Isa, came from the
family of Imran. All of them were human beings and their line maintained the banner of Allah’s spiritual truth for many generations. They
conveyed the Message of Allah to their people, as good counsellors
182. Imran is the name of the father of Prophets Musa and Harun. The ‘Imran’
mentioned here, is the husband of the mother of Maryam (Mary). Mariyam
was the mother of Prophet Isa. He (Imran - the grandfather of Prophet
Isa), was named after Imran (the father of Prophet Musa). There was a
difference of more than 1000 years between both the ‘Imrans’. It was a
common practice to mention the relatives by the names of their ancestors. When Mariyam’s mother became pregnant in her old age, she
was very happy and she vowed to dedicate the one in her womb, exclusively in the service of Allah. In fact, she was expecting a baby boy who
would have served the purpose better. But at the same time, she had
faith in Allah, and knew that His plan is better than any wish of hers. She
named the baby ‘Mariyam’, and implored Allah to protect her against all
evil.
183. The mother handed over her daughter to the authority of the ‘Baithul
Muqaddas’, and thereupon she came under the guardianship of her
maternal uncle, the Prophet Zakariya, who was surprised with her faith,
prayers and humble services at the Mosque.
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Lord! Grant me from Your Bounty, a goodly offspring. Surely,
You are the Hearer of all supplications”. 184
39. Thereupon the angels called upon him, while he was standing
in prayer in the chamber, (and said): “Allah does give you
glad tidings of Yahya (John), confirming the truth of a Word
from Allah. And he will be noble, utterly chaste, and a
Prophet from among the righteous.185
40. He said: “O my Lord! How shall I have a son when age has
overtaken me, and my wife is barren?” He said: “Such is the
way of Allah. He does what He pleases”.186
41. He said: “O my Lord! Lay upon me a (particular) sign!” He
(Allah) said: “Your sign is that you shall not speak to men
for three days, except by gestures”. And remember your Lord
much, and glorify (Him) in the early hours of the night and
in the early morning.” 187
42. And remember when the angels said: “O Maryam! Allah has
chosen you and He has made you pure and exalted above
the women of all nations. 188
43. “O Maryam! Worship your Lord devoutly and prostrate yourself
and bow down (in prayer) along with those who bow down.”188
44. That is from the news of the unseen (affairs), which We reveal
to you (O Muhammad!) by inspiration; and you were not
present with them when they cast their arrows as to which
of them should be charged as the guardian of Maryam; and
nor were you present with them when they disputed (with
her affair). 189
184. On seeing all these wonderful miraculous signs of Allah at the chamber
of Maryam, Prophet Zakariya implored to Allah to bestow upon him a
goodly offspring.
185. Allah graciously accepted his prayer along with the confirmation of the
birth of Prophet Isa (pbuh).
186. Allah is the Originator of all. He brings forth what He desires, defying what
is normally understood by man.
187. Prophet Zakariya was surprised and became very happy with the news of
being blessed with a son. He requested Allah for a special sign for that.
Thereupon, Allah provided him with a sign.
188. The word ‘Istafaki’ has been twice mentioned in this verse. The first time
the word appears, it refers to ‘chosen you’, and means that Allah had
accepted Mariyam with a gracious acceptance to dedicate herself to the
service of the mosque. In the second place, the word refers to the great
Bounty of Allah bestowed upon Mariyam, by choosing her, above all other
women, for delivering the Prophet Isa. This was a great favour indeed.
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45. Remember! When the angels said: “O Maryam! Verily, Allah
gives you glad tidings of a command from Him; his name
shall be Al-Masih, Isa, the son of Maryam. He shall be highly
honoured in this world and the Hereafter, and (be) of those
who are granted nearness (to Allah).
46. And he shall speak to the people, in (his) cradle, and in the
prime of manhood, and he shall be among the righteous.”190
47. She said: My Lord! “How can I bear a son when no man has
ever touched me?” He said: “Such is the way of Allah. He
creates what He pleases. When He decrees a matter, then
He says to it : ‘Be’, and it is! 191
48. “And He will teach him the Book and the Wisdom, and the
Taurah and the Injeel.
49. “And (will appoint him) a messenger to the children of Israel,
(bearing the message): ‘I have come to you with a sign from
your Lord, that I will fashion out for you a creation out of
clay, as it were the figure of the bird. Then I will breathe
into it, thereupon it becomes a bird, by the leave of Allah.
And I shall give sight to the blind man, and heal the leper,
and I (shall) raise the dead to life, by Allah’s leave. And I
189. The above mentioned incidents, right from those of Prophets Adam, Nuh,
Ibrahim, and the families of Imran, specially, the affairs relating to Prophet
Zakariya, Maryam and Prophet Yahya, are all among the unseen affairs
which Allah relates to Prophet Muhammad clearly, so that there shall be
no dispute, Prophet Muhammad was also enlightened about the presence of Allah and His guidelines, when the people cast their arrows, as
to which of them - among the leaders of the ‘Baithul Muqaddas’ should
be charged as the guardian of Maryam. Among them, was her maternal
uncle Prophet Zakariya.
190. As mentioned in 3: 39, the Prophet Isa’s arrival has been notified here.
Maryam had received the Message of Allah through - the angels who
gave her the glad tidings of the birth of a boy, by a special miracle,
without any male intervention. The Almighty had given his name as ‘Isa
bin Maryam (Jesus the son of Mary), against the custom of relating the
child to the father. Apart from that, it was ordained that he would perform
many miracles such as preaching from infancy as well as in the prime
of manhood (3:49).
191. Mariyam is astonished that she would have a child when no man had
touched her. At the same time, she knows well that a Prophet shall
arise from the family of Imran, as prophesized by Prophet Zakariya (3:
39). She also knows that Prophet Adam was also created without the
physical union of the opposite sexes. Allah has power over all things.
Whatever He desires, shall happen.
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will announce to you what you will eat, and what you will
store in your houses. Surely, in that there is a sign for you,
i f you are (true) believers. 192
50. ‘And (I have come to you) confirming that which is in front of
me (namely) the Taurah, and to make lawful to you some
of that which was forbidden to you. And l have come to you
with a sign from your Lord. So be mindful of your duty to
Allah, and obey me.
51. Truly, Allah is my Lord and your Lord. So worship Him (alone):
this is the straight path.193
52. And when Isa perceived the rejection from their part, he said:
“Who will be my supporters towards the (cause of) Allah?”
The disciples said: “We are the supporters of Allah; we have
believed in Allah, and bear witness that we are Muslims.194
53. “Our Lord (Allah)! We believed in that which You have sent
down; and we have become the followers of (this) Messenger (Isa). So, write us down among the witnesses.”
54. And they (the non-believers) schemed; and Allah (too)
schemed. Allah is the best of schemers. 195
55. (And remember the time) when Allah said: “O Isa! Surely, I
will cause your term (on earth) to end; and lift you up to
192. Allah had bestowed upon Prophet Isa, the knowledge of the Scriptures,
which had been revealed to the previous messengers of Allah, along
with the Taurah and the lnjeel. He would be sent as a Messenger to the
Israelites and would show them many miracles, which were very important at that time.
193. The signs mentioned in the above verses were quite enough to convince
the Israelites that Isa was Allah’s Messenger. He also confirmed the
Taurah, along with the fundamental teachings of the articles of faith. It
was the great bounty of Allah upon the Israelites to grant them as lawful
what had been unlawful before. Therefore, they should be grateful and
follow Allah’s guidance.
194. Prophet Isa (pbuh) began to preach when he was thirty years old. He had
come to reform the corrupted faith of the Jews and started his mission
in his native place Nazareth. The people of his own town and his own
kinsfolk were against his preaching (4: 156 -158, 4: 171, 61: 6 - 7 & 14).
The followers of the Message were known as ‘Ansars’, the helpers,
disciples of apostles. They used to go to the people to convey His
Message. They were highly hospitable and kind, helpful and co-operative and ready for sacrifice in the cause of Allah. Their hope and prayers
are mentioned in this and the next verse.
l95. The Jews and the Romans, in spite of their bitterness against each other,
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Me. And I will cleanse you from (the falsehoods) of those
who rejected you; and will place those who follow you,
above those who reject faith - till the Day of Resurrection.
Then to Me shall be your return, and I shall judge between
you, concerning the matters wherein you differ”.196
56. So for those who reject faith, I will punish them with a severe
chastisement, in this world and in the Hereafter; and there
shall be none to help them”.
57. But as for those who believe and do righteous deeds, then
they shall be given their reward in full- and Allah does not
love those who are tyrants.
58. That is what We recite unto you, of (Our) Verses, and the
Wise Reminder.
59. Surely the similitude (of the creation) of Isa, in the sight of
Allah, is as of Adam - He created him out of dust, then He
said to him ‘Be’, and he was. 197
60. (Thus is) the Truth from your Lord. Therefore, be not of those
who doubt.
61. Then, whoever disputes with you about him, after (the true)
knowledge you have received, say: “Come! Let us summon
our sons and your sons; our women and your women; ourselves and yourselves; - then let us pray humbly (to our
Lord) and (solemnly) invoke the curse of Allah, upon those
who lie! 198
were jointly planning to kill Prophet Isa. They had killed several Prophets, one after the other, and had grown so audacious as to demand the
blood of any good man who ventured to invite them to the right path. The
enemies of Islam are constantly practicing their mischievous plans
throughout the world in different forms (5: 82), but Allah‘s plan is the
best.
196. Allah’s plan is mentioned here. Allah had perfectly carried out, by this
time, His Mission, and lifted Prophet Isa up to Him. His Message will
continue till the end of the world. The Mission of Islam came through
His ‘hawariyyeen’ and the Holy Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), of whom
Prophet Isa (pbuh) had given glad tidings to the world.
l97. A comparison of Prophet Isa (pbuh) is made with Prophet Adam (pbuh). As
far as the body of Prophet Adam is concerned, he was mere dust. The
physical body of Prophet Isa also, in the sight of Allah, is dust. Prophet
Adam brought forth offspring, but Prophet Isa did not, though he was
capable of that. This is the plan of Allah, Who does what He desires,
and there is no doubt or dispute regarding this fact.
198. This verse is known as ‘Mubahalath’ - a solemn meeting. The members
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62. This certainly is the true story, and there is none worthy of
worship save Allah. And surely, Allah is the Exalted in Power,
the Wise.
63. But if they turn away, then (know that) Allah knows those
who cause mischief
64. Say: “O People of the Book, Come to equitable agreement
between us and you, (in principle, so) that we worship none
but Allah, and that we associate nothing with Him; and
that some of us erect not some (among ourselves) as lords,
other than Allah. But if they turn away, then tell (them):
“Bear witness that we are Muslims”.199
65. O People of the Book! Why do you argue concerning (the
Prophet) Ibrahim, while the Taurah and Injeel were only
sent down, after him’? Will you not then understand?200
66. Indeed! You are those who have argued in matters of which
we have (some) knowledge! But why do you (now) argue in
matters of which you have no knowledge (at all)? It is Allah who knows (well) and you know not. 201
of a Christian delegation from Najran, came to Madinah and simultaneously claimed the Prophethood and Divinity of Prophet Isa. When the
news reached the Holy Prophet Muhammad, this verse and the previous one, were revealed to him. The Christians were very impressed on
hearing the truth about Christ, through these Qur’anic verses, but their
environmental circumstances prevented them from accepting the faith.
The Holy Prophet put forth a proposal of a solemn gathering, including
the men, women and children of both sides, to invoke sincerely, the
curse of Allah on those falsifying Prophet Isa. The believers were ready
and did not hesitate to act accordingly. However, the delegation dismissed the idea, and declined from the invocation, as they knew well
that the Messenger was on the straight path. Finally, they agreed upon
tolerance and protection, by sending a suitable person from the Muslim state, who may judge in the disputed affairs of the Christians, in
return for tribute under Muslim rule.
199. The Jews and Christians are invited to agree upon three statements: 1. Worship none but Allah;
2. Do not make partners with Him;
3. Do not make some as Lords other than Allah.
200. Meaningless is the claim of the Jews and Christians, relating the Prophet
Ibrahim and his followers to them. This claim is absolutely wrong.
Judaism and Christianity came into existence long after Prophet Ibrahim
(peace be upon him). However, they have no knowledge regarding the
Prophet Ibrahim - then, why are they disputing among themselves,
concerning him?
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67. Ibrahim was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he was an
upright Muslim; and he was not of those who associate
partners (with Allah).
68. Surely among mankind who have the closest and best claim
to Ibrahim, are those who followed him; and this Prophet,
and those who have believed. And Allah is the Guardian of
the believers.202
69. A section of the People of the Book, wish they would lead you
astray. But they shall lead none astray, except themselves,
while they do not perceive.203
70. O people of the Book! Why do you reject the Verses of Allah,
while you are witnesses (thereof)?
71. O people of the Book! Why do you confound the truth with
falsehood, and conceal the truth, while you know (the truth)?
72. And a section of the people of the Book said: “Believe in that
which has been revealed to those who believed in the early
part of the day, and reject it at the end of the day: perchance, they may themselves abandon (their faith)?
73. “And put no faith in any (one), save him who follows your
religion.” Tell (them): “Surely, true guidance is the guidance
of Allah. (It is His will), that He may bestow one with the
same that He once bestowed upon you; or that they should
contend against you before your Lord. Say (to them also):
“Surely, all the bounty is in the hand of Allah. He bestows it
upon whoever He pleases, and Allah is The Bountiful, All
Knowing”.204
201. Their disputes should depend on the affairs of the Prophets Musa and
‘Isa (peace be upon them), about whom they have certain knowledge.
202. Prophet Ibrahim was on the straight path. Allah showed him the spiritual
glories behind the magnificent powers and laws of the physical universe. The most worthy among the people of Ibrahim are those believers who followed him during his lifetime, and Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him), and all other Prophets and believers - up to the
end of the world.
203. In this verse and the following verses, the tricks and misguidance by
some of the Jews and Christians, who wished to weaken the faith of
the believers, are described. The Jewish rabbis and the Christian
priests knew well that the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
was the same person whose appearance had been foretold by the
former Prophets and Scriptures. However, as this would affect their
plans, and positions in the society, they concealed many facts and
played many vile tricks.
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74. He singles out for His Mercy (especially) whoever He pleases,
and Allah is the Possessor of Great Bounty.
75. And among the People of the Book, there are some who, if
you trust them with a heap of gold, will (readily) return it
to you (on time). And there are others, who, if you trust
them with a single dinar (silver coin), will not return it to
you, unless you constantly stand demanding - that is because, they say: “There is no binding on us concerning
‘Ummiyyoon’ “(Arabs) and they utter a falsehood against
Allah, while they know it.205
76. But whoever fulfils his pledge, and wards off (evil and does
righteous), know that Allah loves the righteous.
77. Surely, those who buy a paltry sum in exchange for their (own)
covenant with Allah, and their (own) oaths - they shall have
no portion in the Hereafter, and Allah will not speak to them,
nor look upon them on the Day of Resurrection. Nor will He
purify them - and for them shall be a painful punishment.206
78. And surely among them, is a section who pervert the Scripture with their tongues, (as if they were reciting), so that
you may think that it is a part of the Book - while it is not (a
part) of the Book. And they say: “That is from Allah” whereas, it is not from Allah. Thus they ascribe a falsehood
to Allah, and they know it (well)!207
79. It does not befit any human being that Allah grants him the
Book, Wisdom, and Prophet-hood, and then he should say
to mankind: “Be servants of me, apart from Allah”. But rather,
(he should say): “Be devoted men (of Allah), for you have
been teaching the Book, and you have been studying (it)”.208
204. These instructions were given to the Jews of Madinah by the ring leaders
of the Jews of Khaibar.
205. The habits and customs of the various groups of the people of the Book
are mentioned. Some of them kept the trusts and treaties, in order, but
there were wrongdoers among them. They considered the Arabs as a
lower and untouchable class of people, and consciously fabricated
falsehood about Allah.
206. A warning of a painful torment is made to such wicked people.
207. In this verse too, mention is made of the falsehood and fabrications upon
the Most High.
208. In this and the following verse, the people of the Book are warned regarding
their wrongful statements on the Prophets — that a faithful servant of Allah
never directs the people to him, but would direct them towards Allah.
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80. And he would never enjoin you to take the angels and the
Prophets as (your) Lords. What! would he enjoin you to
reject (the faith) alter you have submitted (to Allah) as Muslims?
81. And (remember) when Allah made (His) covenant with the
Prophets (and their people), (saying): “Take that which I
have given to you of‘ the Book and Wisdom. And afterwards, there (will) come to you a Messenger, confirming
what you possess. Then you must believe in him, and must
help him”. He (Allah) said: “Will you affirm (to that) and
accept to take up the burden of My covenant, (as binding
on you)?” They said: “We acknowledged (it)”. He said: “then
bear witness, and I am with you among the witnesses.”209
82. Then whoever turns away, after that (covenant) - those surely
are perverted miscreants.210
83. Do they seek (anything) other than the Religion of Allah?
While to Him, whoever is in the firmaments and the earth,
has submitted willingly, or by compulsion; and to Him, they
shall all return.211
84. Say: “We have believed in Alla’h and in what has been revealed to us, and what was revealed to Ibrahim, lsma’eel,
lshaaq, Y‘aqub; and Al- Asbath, (the descendants of him)
and what was given to Musa, Isa and the (other) Prophets,
from their Lord. We make no distinction between any one
209. The people of the Book are asked to fulfill their promises, taken in the
presence of their own Prophets - that is, to believe and obey, and help
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), when they shall trace him.
They should not oppose him, but should follow the truth brought by him.
The Holy Qur’an categorically declares that he was the real Messenger
whose appearance was foretold by the earlier Prophets, and surely, in
letter and print, he is the last in the line of Prophets in Islam.
210. The transgressors are those who disregarded the covenants by rejecting
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), and opposing his mission.
211. It is manifested that whosoever is pious, true and sane in the universe,
accepts and submits to Allah‘s religion alone. How can the rebellious
follow and select any other way of life?
212. A plain statement is declared here. The missions of all Prophets are the
same. Islam is not a sect or an ethnic religion. It was the religion conveyed by all the previous prophets and messengers of Allah. Therefore,
one should have faith in Allah, the Originator of all, the Most Supreme
and All Knowing, and one should have faith in all that was revealed to
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), and to the Prophets (peace
be upon them) before him. No Scripture or Prophet should be rejected.
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among them, and to Him alone do we bow our will (as
Muslims).”212
85. And whoever seeks a religion other than Islam, then it shall
never be accepted from Him and in the Hereafter, he will
be among the losers.213
86. How shall Allah guide a people who had rejected (the faith),
after having believed; and who had bore witness that the
Messenger was a true one, and that clear signs had come
unto them? And (know that) Allah guides not the people
who are tyrants.214
87. Of such, their reward is that, on them (rests) the curse of
Allah, and of angels and of all mankind, together.
88. They will abide there forever (and) their punishment shall
not be lightened, nor shall they be granted respite.
89. Except for those who repent thereafter, and mend (their deeds):
then surely, Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
90. (But) surely, those who reject (faith), after having believed,
and then have hardened (their) defiance (of faith), never
will their repentance be accepted - and they who have gone
utterly astray.215
91. Surely, (as) to those who reject (faith) and die while they are
rejecters (of the faith) - then, never shall be accepted from
any of them, even an earthfull of gold, though he offers it
as a ransom. For such, there shall be a painful punishment,
and they will find no helpers.216
92. You shall never attain true piety, until you spend out of that
213. Whoever seeks and claims a religion other than the one taught by all the
Scriptures and messengers, is a wrong doer to himself and a rejecter
of the plan and will of the Most High.
214. Real guidance can be found only in Islam. But rejecters persist in their
rejection. Their unfortunate position and their deserving punishment
are mentioned in the following verses.
215. In the above verse, mention is made of those people who repented and
became righteous. Allah is the Most Forgiving and He shall accept their
repentance. In this verse, mention is made of those people who transgressed all limits, in their opposition and rebellion of Allah. Allah will not
accept their repentance, and they are the real wrong doers.
216. For those who rejected and died as rejecters, there is a painful punishment awaiting them, and ‘Shafa’at (intercession) of anyone shall not
be accepted.
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which you love. And whatever you spend (in the cause of
Allah), Allah surely knows it well.217
93. All food was lawful to the children of Israel, except what Israel
(Y‘aqub) had forbidden upon himself - (that was) before
the Thaurath (Torah) was sent down. Say (to them): “Bring
the Thaurath and then recite it - if you are truthful”.218
94. Whoever fabricates a falsehood upon Allah, after that, then
they are indeed tyrants.
95. Say (and affirm to them): “Allah has spoken the truth. Therefore, follow the way of Ibrahim (who was) upright in faith
— and he was not of those who associate partners (with
Him).219
96. Surely, the first House (of worship) established for mankind,
is the one at Bakkah (Makkah) - a place full of blessing, and
guidance for all the worlds.220
97. Wherein are clear signs (of guidance); - the spot where Ibrahim
217. In this short verse, we can find a lot of lessons. This verse removes the
misconception of the Jews regarding virtue. They claim that virtue belonged to them alone and that they were the real possessors of Paradise in the Hereafter, and the leaders of this world. The common people
considered them to be virtuous people, as they were enjoining such
conditions. The Qur’an provides a good reply to them, saying that all
aspects of virtue, depends on one’s sacrifice of a beloved thing for the
sake of Allah’s love. Certainly, a man will be suitably rewarded for all the
virtuous deeds he performed in this world.
218. Allah prescribes the regulations regarding things pure and impure, lawful
and unlawful. Right from the beginning up to the last Scripture (The
Holy Qur’an -3: 50, 6: 146), some items were forbidden upon the Israelites, because of the hard-heartedness. Punishments for particular
sins were also prescribed for them, for their arrogance and rebellion.
When the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) made lawful certain affairs and customs, which had been unlawful for the Jews, they raised
some objections. The fact was that Israel (Prophet Y’aqub - peace be
upon him) did not like certain things, because of illness. His children,
therefore, considered them to be unlawful. So, it became a practice to
abstain from these things, although, they are not mentioned in the
Taurah (Torah) as unlawful.
219. The truth is manifested. If the people of the Book rely upon Prophet Ibrahim
(peace be upon him), let them study his history and his posterity-Israel
and Ismail. He was really a righteous Muslim and so were his children
(2:130).
220. If you follow Ibrahim’s faith, then respect the House of Allah at Makkah, as
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stood - and whoever enters there, he attains security. And
(a) pilgrimage to the House is a duty lay upon mankind,
that they owe to Allah - (for those) who can make the journey thither. But whosoever denies (faith), then he should
remember that Allah is surely Self Sufficient from all
worlds.221
99. Say: “O you people of the Book! Why do you debar those who
believe, from the way of Allah, seeking to make it crooked
– while you are witnesses (thereof)? But (know that) Allah
is not unaware of‘ (all) what you do.”222
100. O you who have believed! If you obey a faction of those who
have been given the Book, they will turn you back as rejecters (of the faith), after you having attained faith.223
101. But how can you deny (faith), while you are (the people) to
whom the Verses of Allah are recited, and His Messenger is
(present) in your midst? And whoever holds firmly to Allah, is indeed guided to the straight path.224

the first place of worship on earth. It is said that the construction of the
Sacred House at ‘Qudus’, took place 300 years after the construction of
the ‘Ka’ba`. The change in the direction of the ‘Qibla’ (the direction of
prayer), from the ‘BaithuI Muqaddas’ to the ‘Ka’aba’, has been counted
among the objection of the Jews. The reply to them concerning this
matter can be found in 2: 125.
221. The Holy Shrine at Makkah has been witness to various signs. It had
been situated at a barren place, but has now changed into a beautiful
centre of worship in the world. There is the station where Prophet Ibrahim
(peace be upon him) stood while constructing the House; the ‘Zam
Zam’ well which provides water to the people abundantly; the Safa and
Marwa mountains standing as witness to the pilgrims; the birthplace of
the great harbinger of peace - the final Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him), who fixed the sacred black stone in its proper place when a
dispute arose among the tribes in Arabia during the reconstruction of
the Ka’ba- these are but a few of the uncountable signs and miracles of
Allah. Makkah is the centre of pilgrimage -a homage to the greatness of
Allah. During pilgrimage, everyone stands on the same footing, wearing the same clothes of the same shape and same material. Then,
invariably, all social differences disappear, and the pilgrims feel that
they are one nation, no matter where they hail from.
222. This verse is a command to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) to
address the Jews and Christians concerning their rejection of the signs
of Allah, and their debarring of the believers from the path of Allah.
223. A warning is made to the believers to abstain from hearing and accepting
the statements of the Jews.
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102. O you who believed! Be mindful of your duty to Allah, as you
rightly should, in all respects of Him; and die not, except as
Muslims.225
103. And cling on, all of you together, by the rope of‘ Allah,
(stretched out for you); and be not divided (among yourselves); and remember the favour(s) of Allah (which He bestowed) upon you at the time when you were enemies and
then He bound up your hearts in harmony, (and) thereupon you became brethren by His favour. And (in fact),
you were on the brink of the pit of Fire; then He rescued
you from it. Thus does Allah manifest His signs to you (so) that you may be rightly guided.226 Then, those whose
faces will be black (will be told): “Did you reject faith, after
having believed? - Therefore, taste the punishment, because
you were rejecting faith”.226
104. And let there arise out from among you, a band of people
who invite (all that is) good, and enjoin equity and forbid
evil. And it is they who shall prosper.227
224. Whoever is under the guard and protection of Allah, is surely guided on
the straight path.
225. This is an appeal to the believers towards the Unity of the Divinity and to
be mindful to the duties concerning the religion of Allah. ‘Taqwa‘ (God
consciousness) is a great principle in Islamic faith. We must show it in
our inward and outward actions sincerely, with firmness in all circumstances. To have true faith, we should believe in Allah, the Angels, the
Messengers, the Scriptures and the Last Day. One should also perform the regular prayers, fast, pilgrimage and alms-giving with a motive
of love. We should help our kith and kin, orphans, the needy, the stranger,
those who ask for help, and set free the slaves. We should also assist
the community and fulfill our contracts. We should be firm and patient in
pain and panic. Such are the people who possess ‘Taqwa’. We should
keep it up till the end of this life.
226. This verse advises us to be firm and establish unity among the Muslim
community, irrespective of tribe, race or culture. There must be cooperation of all Muslims on the basis of brotherhood. This had been
practiced by the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), among
the Arab tribes of the ‘Ansars’ of Madinah. The ‘Aus’ and the ‘Khazraj’
were two hostile clans during the period prior to the raising of the
Prophet. Their enmity even led to war for sometime. Under the guidance of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), at Madinah, the fire of
enmity between them was extinguished, and they became united. The
Jews, however, caused disturbances once again amongst them, which
reached on the edge of war. Once again, the Holy Prophet carried out
peace and reconciliation between them, and they became brothers
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105. And be not like those who became divided, and differed
(amongst themselves) after clear proofs had come to them.
And it is they, for whom there is a mighty Punishment (in
Hell).228
under the banner of Islam. This incident was a great favour to the Muslim community and a lesson forever.
227. Here, Allah has commanded the believers with what He had commanded
the Messenger. At first, the Prophet used to convey the Message among
his relatives and friends. Then, he conveyed the Message to the rest of
the Arabs and other nations. The Message was carried by the companions of the Prophet. The Holy Qur’an contains the regulations for a
complete way of life. The ‘Shariat’ is a code of all codes, which should
spread and reach every corner of the world. So, there should be some
arrangement for guiding the people as to Allah’s commandments - the
permitted and prohibited matters. It is the duty of Muslims to arrange for
suitable scholars to achieve this great task.
228. A warning is given to those scholars and leaders of the Muslim community, who are engaged in conveying the Message. They should remember the previous Messengers and what their generation of scholars
and leaders had done after receiving the clear signs. The Qur’an has
plainly recorded these events. Prophet Nuh (peace be upon him) had
lost all faith as the rejecters mocked at him and therefore he had abandoned them . The ‘Ad people had rejected Allah and His Messenger
Prophet Hud (peace be upon him). The people of Thamud became
godless and arrogant against Allah and His messenger Prophet Salih
(peace be upon him). Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him) left his
people and his land, because truth was dearer to him than the false
faith of his people. The opponents of Prophet Shu’aib (peace be upon
him) were selfish, arrogant, violent, lawless and unjust. The Pharaoh
of Egypt and a majority of his chiefs neglected Prophet Musa (peace be
upon him). The generation of Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) had
transgressed the law (Taurah) given to him, and mixed it up with a lot of
semi historical and legendary matters, and some fine poetry by the
Jews. In the same manner, the Israelites had changed the original
script of the ‘Zabur’ which had been given to Prophet Dawood (peace
be upon him). The Jews and later, the Christians, ridiculed Prophet Isa
(peace be upon him) and his Message. But the followers of Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) give respect to those Prophets and
their real followers, in letter and print.
This is therefore, a strong warning concerning division by sects and
disputes for unnecessary, useless and meaningless affairs. I would
like to record here, the historical events which took place in the Muslim
community, soon after the demise of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him). But, his example and practices are with us and the Holy Qur’an
remains unchanged both in letter and contents, and stands as a living
miracle of Allah, forever.
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106. On the Day (of Judgement), when some faces will be white (lit
up), and some faces will be black.
1. The four Caliphs followed the footsteps of the Holy Prophet (peace
be upon him) in all aspects, and were strictly just and pious. If it were
not for their heroic deeds and unparalleled sacrifices, Islam would
have been nipped in the bud. Therefore, we confirm the companions of
the Prophet in general, and these Caliphs in particular, who moved with
the Prophet, and imbibed the true spirit of Islam.
2. The Caliphs abolished all tribal distinctions and established a common government and a common brotherhood, unifying all tribes under
a common banner - the banner of Islam -as practiced by the Holy Prophet
(pbuh). His proclamation was the verse from the Holy Qur’an: “O mankind! Verily We created you from a single (pair) of male and a female;
and made you into nations and tribes that you may know each other.
Verily, the most honoured of you, in the sight of Allah, is (he who is) the
most righteous of you, and Allah has full knowledge, and is well acquainted (with all things)”. (49: 13).
3. Unfortunately, the rivalry among the tribes, particularly that between
‘Banu Umayya’ and ‘Banu Hashim’, started again at the last year of the
third Caliph Uthman bin Affan, and continued, causing the weakness of
the Muslim nation.
4. At the last reign of the fourth Caliph, Ali bin Abu Talib, there arose a
new sect in the Muslim -community, known as ‘Khawarijaite’, who revolted against the Caliph Ali and murdered him. This crept into the
universal brotherhood of Islam, and justice and mutual consultation
came to an end.
The Muslim solidarity which was cemented with the labour of twenty
three years, by the Holy Prophet (pbuh), was torn to pieces by angry
passions and love of power. The evils arose from the greed of earthly
advancements and the revolutionary instincts of the individuals and
classes, impatient of moral law and order.
5. Soon after, there appeared a great divergence of views, as to persons who could lead the Muslim community, and thereby arose the
‘Shi’aites movement’ - the partisans or supporters of Ali.
6. The painful massacre at ‘Karbala’ in which the pious Imam Hussain
was martyred, gave a new significance in the history of the Muslim
community.
7. The ‘Shi’aites’ say that this affair applies to spiritual matters. Therefore, the Caliphs should be from the house of the Prophet, and particularly, from the children of Imam Hussain. This idea comes from a ‘Hadith’
(tradition) reported on the authority of Jabir bin Samrat who said: “I
heard the Messenger of Allah saying, “Islam shall not cease to be
glorious, up to twelve Caliphs - everyone of them coming from the
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107. But those whose faces will be white, they shall (rejoice) in the
Mercy of Allah, (and) therein will they abide forever.229
Quraish.” Therefore, according to the ‘Shi’aites’, the Caliphs are the
following:
Imam Ali, Hasan, Hussein, Zainul Abidin, Muhammad Baqir, Jafar
Sadiq, Musa Kazim, Ali Raza, Muhammad Naqi, Ali Taqi, Hussein Al
Askari and Muhammad Mahdi, who disappeared soon after being appointed as the ‘Imam’ after the death of his father Hussein Al Askari.
Due to the necessity of a leader to look after their affairs, the `shi’aites’
were selecting from time to time, a substitute from among the scholars
of their sect.
8. But on the other hand, a majority of scholars of the ‘sunni’ sect put
forth, that Islam will be firmly established through these just and pious
Caliphs, not necessarily one following the other. They may cover the
period from Abu Bakr, up to the Resurrection Day.
9. Regarding a tradition reported in ‘Tirmudhi’, on the authority of Abdullah
bin Masud, who said that the Prophet had told: “The world shall not
pass away, till a man of my house rules over Arabia. His name will be
similar to my name”. According to another narration, “he will be called Al
Mahdi. He will fill up the land with justice and equity, as it has been filled
up with tyranny and oppression”. The ‘shi’aites’ hold that the said Mahdi
already appeared. He was Muhammad, the son of Hussain Al Askari.
Other Muslim scholars say that it is not him, but that the mentioned
personality could come at the Last Hour, and will rule not only over
Arabia, but over a greater portion of the globe.
10. Time has proved how some prophecies of the Holy Prophet (pbuh)
were literally fulfilled, and time will prove how the remaining ones will
come out to be true. There will come an hour when this world will meet
with the destruction of all its natural phenomena- the sun, moon, stars,
rivers, etc. The Holy Prophet (pbuh) narrated the events and signs of
the Hour. If we can believe the traditions relating to the unseen events
after the Holy Prophet’s demise, we can also naturally believe the traditions concerning the events that will occur before the Final Hour. If we
turn the pages of history and the pages of the Holy Prophet’s traditions,
we would unhesitatingly come to the conclusion, that most of the prophecies of the Holy Prophet (pbuh) have been fulfilled.
11. A majority of the tribes took the demise of the Prophet as a sign for
the stake in supremacy in Islam. At first, on hearing about his demise,
widespread rebellion broke out in every part of Arabia. These tribes
ceased paying Zakat, and furthermore, decided to eradicate this principle, which is one of the pillars of Islam. This kind of sect is known in
Islamic history as ‘Apostasy’. The great Caliph considered these people
as apostates and declared war against them, and quelled them with a
firm hand. He fought with the tribes of Asad, Gaffar, Fay and Banu
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108. Such are the Verses of Allah, which we recite to you in truth.
Khuzaira, and brought them under subjugation. It was the Caliph’s duty
to take a stern action against those who neglected the religion and
deviated from the path of the righteous to that of the self-proclaimed
false prophets.
The first false Prophet was Aswad Al-Ansi, a magician. He was a Muslim first, then gave up his religion and claimed prophethood. The second was Tulaima who was a chief of the large nomadic tribe of Banu
Asad, who settled in the area known as Jabal Shammar in Northern
Najd. He claimed prophethood, and many of the Bedouins easily accepted him due to announcements of exemptions from prayer and
zakat, and bowing down to a single God. The Caliph dispatched an
army under the command of Khalid bin Walid who defeated them. A
woman called ‘Sajah’ belonging to the Tamim tribe in the north of the
Arabian Peninsula, also claimed prophethood, The clans of Hanzalah
and Taglib supported her. The fourth one was Musailima from Yamama.
When he heard of the illness of the Prophet (pbuh), he wrote a letter to
the prophet, informing that Allah has made him a partner with the Holy
Prophet (pbuh), and thereby, let them divide the wealth of the earth,
between them. He then spread the news that the Holy prophet had
divided the wealth with him, and made a lot of followers. The Holy
Prophet (pbuh) replied in a letter: “From Muhammad the true Prophet of
Allah, to Musailima, the false prophet. Truly, the whole world belongs to
Allah, and He grants it to anyone He wishes. Paradise is for those who
fear Allah”.
Musailima and Sajah jointly decided to fight and destroy Islam, with a
huge army. This forced the Caliph to reorganize the Muslim army and
suppress apostasy. The Caliph divided the army into eleven groups,
and the famous commander Khalid bin Walid (also known as
‘Saifullah’), had been ordered to crush the false prophet Tulaima and
his fanatic Banu Asad tribe, and then deal with the tribe of Banu Tamim
who refused to pay ‘Zakat’.
The Caliph had sent two other powerful armies towards Musailima,
under the commander of Ikrimath bin Abu Jahal and Shurah bin
Hasmath. Musailima had a lot of supporters among whom was the
Banu Hanifa of the Yamama region whose army was very powerful.
When Khalid returned to Madinah after the victory, the Caliph instructed
him to march with his group to Yamama and join the whole Muslim
forces, and lead them. This was the famous ‘Battle of Yamama”. In this
battle, Muslim soldiers had showed their bravery because they were
fighting for the existence of the religion. On seeing their strength, the
enemies were driven from the field and they entered into a garden and
closed its gates. The Muslims rushed in and attacked the fanatic fighters and finished them, including their false prophet Musailima.
The Caliph also sent another eight groups of armies against the fa-
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And Allah desires no injustice to (anyone in) the world.
natic tribes of Yemen and Bahrain. With this great achievement of the
great and pious Caliph, the “Riddah War” (the war against apostasy)
came to an end.
The latest among the false prophets, Mirza Ghulam Ahmed of Qadian,
claimed prophethood, and his followers are called Ahmadis or
Qadiyanis. They misinterpreted the revelations and traditions of the
Holy Prophet (pbuh). I would like to call the followers of Mirza Ghulam
Ahmed, to the true faith, fearlessly opposing the false principles of
Mirza. Allah, the Most High, indeed accepts repentance (often).
12. During the reign of Ismail Al Safawi, the Shi’aites inserted in their
faith, a third ‘shahadath’, which testifies that ‘Ali’ is ‘Waliyullah’, after the
two ‘shahadaths’:(a) There is no god but Allah. (b) Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.
13. The ‘shi’aites’ carry with them ‘tarbatul Hussaini’ - the sand from
Karbala, where Imam Hussain was martyred. They prostrate on it and
give a lot of honour and attention to it.
14. The ‘shi`aites’ abused and reviled the most pious Caliphs, Abu
Bakr and Umar who were unanimously elected to lead the Muslim
community after the demise of the Holy Prophet (pbuh).
15. In fact, Caliph Abu Bakr followed the Prophet (pbuh) like a shadow,
in his struggles, difficulties, as well as in history. Caliph Omar’s justice
and impartiality are provable. It is noteworthy here, that Imam Ali, the
pious Caliph, the dearest to the Prophet, the hero of wars, the father of
the pious soldiers of Islam - Imams Hasan and Hussain - and who
drank deep from the fountain of divine morals, and got inspiration and
guidance directly from the Holy Prophet (pbuh) himself who with utmost sincerity and regard, accepted the ‘Khilafat’ of Abu Bakr, Omar,
Usman, and respectively. If the ‘shi’aites’ could clear off their hostile
feelings towards the above mentioned Caliphs, and stop the misinterpretation of the Qur’an and the Sunnah, surely, we could expect a glorious and peaceful atmosphere in this world. If they come and join sincerely in discussions and sort out differences, as happened during the
reign of King Nadirsha, who assembled all sects and united them in
1156 H, it would indeed be a great achievement. Therefore, I would like
to call upon all the heads of Muslim countries, as well as scholars of
different sects, to please sit down together with open hearts and minds,
and find out a suitable solution and spread the message of truth among
the nations, and thereby establish unity, brotherhood and peace in the
whole Muslim community.
16. The different opinions of theologians in understanding the meaning of some texts of the Holy Qur’an, the Prophetic traditions, led to the
foundation of the five great schools of Islamic Law, by the five great
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109. And to Allah belongs whatever is in the firmament and whatever is in
theearth;andtoAllahshallallaffairsbereturned(to).
110. You are the best nation that has ever been raised up for mankind.
You enjoin what is right, and forbid what is wrong, and believe
in Allah. And had the People of the Book believed; it would
have surely been better for them. Some among them are (true)
believers, but most of them are perverted miscreants.230
111. They never harm you, save a slight injury. And if they fight (against)
you, they will turn their backs upon you - and then they will
not be helped.231
Imams - Imam Malik bin Anas, Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam Ahmed bin
Hanbal, Imam Shafi and Imam Abdullah bin Abadh Attameemi (may
Allah be pleased with them). These Imams did not force anyone to
follow their opinions. In order to make the rules elastic, the Holy Prophet
(pbuh) used to practice in various ways. The traditionalists and jurists
have formulated sound principles in the light of which, genuineness of
the Hadith can be firmly established. These Imams were pious and
God fearing persons who always adhered to the path of righteousness. They sincerely instructed their followers, that: “Whenever they
discover an authentic report on the Prophetic tradition, which is against
their opinion, then the authentic report will be their opinion, and should
be strictly followed.” *
*It is not fair to one who takes our opinion and gives Judgement without
investigating the reference.
229. The black shapes of the wrongdoers, and the punishment to them, and
the glorious shapes of the righteous and the grace of Allah upon them
are mentioned herein.
230. Many nations have come and gone. It is believed that Allah has sent
Prophets to every nation and sect of people in the world. There was
never a nation, without a warner having lived among them (35: 24).
Allah has sent Prophet Muhammad as the final Messenger and a
mercy for all of Allah’s creations in the world. The Holy Qur’an is a
universal message to serve all mankind without discrimination of colour
or race. It does not make separate legislations for the white or black,
eastern or western nations. Analyzing the above facts, we can understand clearly, the declaration of this ‘Umma’ - nation - of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh), as the best nation that was raised up for mankind.
The followers convey the commandments by enjoining the lawful deeds
and prohibiting unlawful affairs to all corners of the world, according to
the teachings of the Holy Qur’an, and the teachings of the Holy Prophet
(pbuh). Therefore, we need thinkers, reformers and scholars, and not
a Prophet. The Holy Qur’an is with us, remaining unchanged both in
letter and contents, and stands as a living miracle of Allah, forever.
231. If the people of the Book had real faith, it would have surely been best for
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112. Ignominy is pitched over them, (wherever they are found, unless
they make a treaty with Allah, and a treaty with men (believers) - they have incurred the anger from Allah. And pitched
over them is (the tent of) destitution. That is because they
(continuously) rejected the Verses of Allah, and slew the Prophets without any cause; that is because they rebelled and transgressed beyond bounds.232
113. Yet, they are not all alike. Of the People of the Book, there is a
(staunch) group who stand (by their covenant, and) they recite the Verses of Allah all night long; and they prostrate (themselves before Him in adoration).233
114. They believe in Allah, and the Last Day, and they enjoin what is
right and forbid what is wrong; and they hasten (in emulation) in (all) righteous deeds. And; they are among the righ-

them - but the majority of them were arrogant. Here, Allah mentions
their behaviour and immoral ways. These hypocrites spread falsehood
among the Arab tribes against the mission of Islam and Muslims. They
also broke the covenants and practiced evil.
232. The status and conditions of the people of the Book in general, and the
Jews in particular, is mentioned here. Humiliation and ignominy shall
cover them wherever they are. Relief from this humiliation will be showered upon them, only if they have faith -by being believers and observing and fulfilling the covenants with the people, and discharging the
tribute to the Muslim state, as agreed upon. Allah has placed them in
misery, because of their unpardonable crimes.
233. In this and the following verse, mention is made of the sincere and righteous believers among the people of the Book.
234. This refers to the status of the rejecters.
235. This similitude teaches us a lesson, by stating that a rejecter who spends
his wealth as charity will not be entitled to any reward for his charity in
the Hereafter, but shall be prosecuted for his unlawful exploitation. The
essence of charity is faith and love.
236. A ban is made on the believers from disclosing their secrets to the Jews,
Christians, hypocrites and other enemies, as it may create chaos in the
Muslim community. Such people try to draw forth the believers’ secrets
by treating them as intimate friends, but later pass the secrets to the
enemies. In the following verses, the reason of the ban is clearly stated.
237. The unbelievers were waiting to attack the believers for a long time, and
they were hopeful of crushing them because the believers were small
in number and not well armed. The Muslims fought different wars under the leadership of the Holy Prophet himself. In this verse and in the
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teous people.
115. And whatever good they do, then nothing will be rejected of them,
and Allah knows well, those who ward off evil and do righteous (deeds).
116. Surely, those who reject faith, neither their possessions nor their
children will avail them at all, against Allah. And they are the
inmates of the Fire, (and) therein shall they abide forever.234
117. The example of what they spend in this world, is similar to a wind
followed with frost, which smites the harvest of men who have
wronged themselves, and utterly destroys it. And it is not Allah Who has wronged them, but they wronged themselves.235
118. O you who have believed! Do not take those, other than your own
people, as intimate friends. They will not fail to cause you injury. They only wish for you to suffer. Hatred has already appeared through the utterances of their mouths, and what their
breasts conceal is even more virulent. We have surely made
clear to you the signs - if you will understand (their enmity
towards you).236
119. Hearken! You are those who love them, but they love you not.
And you believe in the whole of the Book, but when they meet
you, they say: “We believe”. But when they part (from you), they
bite their fingertips in rage at you. Say (to them): “Perish in
your rage. Surely, Allah knows well what is hidden in (your)
breasts”.
120. When you are blessed with good fortune, it grieves them. But
when evil befalls you, they rejoice at it. But if you are patient
and guard yourselves (against evil), their guile will not harm
you at all. Surely, Allah encompasses all that they do.
121. And (remember the time) when you left your household (in
Madinah) at daybreak, to assign the believers to their positions, for battle. And Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.
122. And recall when two groups among you became faint-hearted.
verses up to 129, references are made to the following- The Battle of
Uhud, which was a great test and lesson for the companions of the
Prophet (pbuh), It was on Saturday morning, the 7th of Shawwal (AH 3),
when it was realized that the Makkan enemies were determined to
wipe out and annihilate the Muslims in Madinah, with a large number of
armed persons, under the command of Abu Sufyan. Their womenfolk
as well, joined them. The Prophet (pbuh) prepared his dispositions for
the battle, and led an army of about l000 men. At that moment, the two
tribes of Banu Salma of Khazraj, and Banu Harith of Aws, numbering
300 armed persons, under the leadership of the hypocrite Abdullah bin
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But Allah was their Protector, and upon Allah, therefore, the
believers should put their trust. 237
123. (Know the fact that) Allah has helped you at Badr, when you were
utterly weak (in number, compared to the enemy forces). So
ward off (evil and do the righteous), so that you may be grateful.
124. (And) recall when you said to the believers: “Does it not suffice
you that your Lord will extend His support to you, with three
thousand angels (who are) sent down?”
125. Yes, (it is quite sufficient for you), if you persevere and ward off
(evil and do the righteous). Even if they (the enemy) attack
Ubai, deserted the Muslim army. The Holy Prophet arrayed the remaining faithful companions at the foot of Mount Uhud. With this move, the
Makkans were in front of them, while the Mount Uhud was behind them.
Among the Muslim warriors, there was the great and gallant hero Hamza
(may Allah be pleased with him). The Muslims, however, had the upper
hand in the battle and this caused confusion among the enemy’s ranks.
In the midst of this initial success, some of the companions were busy
in collecting the booty, assuming the war is to be over. When the Muslims were thus engaged in the plunder of spoils, the Makkans overwhelmed them from behind.
This turned the position of the battle against the Muslims. The Holy Prophet
(pbuh) was wounded in his head and face, and one of his front teeth
was broken. This battle was a lesson to the Muslims, to stand firm and
to obey the command of the Prophet. Apart from faith, there should be
steadfastness and mindfulness to the duty, with righteousness.
The Battle of Badr (3: 123): Badr is a place between Makkah and Madinah.
There was a well nearby belonging to a man called ‘Badr’, and for this
reason, the area was known as ‘Badr’. The area was near the sea
coast, and was considered a junction, with routes to Syria, Makkah and
Madinah, and was surrounded by high mountains. At the time of the
battle fought here, the Muslim force numbered only 313, and they were
under the command of the Holy Prophet (pbuh), while the Makkans
were well-equipped and numbered over one thousand. In spite of this,
the Muslims won a brilliant victory, with the help of Allah. In this verse
and the following verse, Allah makes manifest the kind of help He showers on those who show sincere devotion to Him.
238. This help from Allah was miraculous. The Muslims could defeat a large
force of the enemy who were fighting to eliminate the Messenger and
the faith. Many leaders of the idol worshippers were killed, and many
accepted Islam. Among them was Khalid bin Walid who became a
great companion of the Holy Prophet (pbuh), and later one of the most
notable champions of the true faith.
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you suddenly, your Lord would help you with five thousand
angels, (specially) marked
126. Allah has designed, it only, as glad tidings for you, (so) that your
hearts may be comforted thereby. And there is no help except
from Allah alone—the Exalted in might, The Wise.
127. (Allah bestowed this help to you), inorder to cut off a portion of
those who reject the faith, or abuse them to infamy, so that
they might go back frustrated.238
128. (O Messenger), it is no concern of yours at all, whether He will
accept their repentance, or punishes them. For they are indeed
wrong doers.239
129. And to Allah belongs whatever is in the firmaments, and whatever is in the earth. He forgives whoever He pleases, and punishes whomever He pleases: and Allah is the Most Forgiving,
the Most Merciful.

239. Islam wipes out all sins, except idol worship. If one abstains from the
worst sin of idolatry and becomes a righteous person and repents,
then surely, Allah’s Bounty shall be with him. Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),
is advised to leave them - their affairs are with Allah, the Most High.
It is said about the revelation of this verse: When the Holy Prophet
(pbuh) was wounded ‘ and his tooth was broken at Uhud, his companions requested him to invoke upon Allah to curse the enemies. Thereupon, the Holy Prophet replied that he had not been sent as a person
who curses, but as a Messenger and a mercy to all.
240. Here, collection of interest is abolished. The Holy Prophet, in his sermon,
during the farewell pilgrimage on Mount Arafat, mentioned particularly
about this kind of usury. But one should have the right to his capitals.
Neither will he oppress, nor will he be oppressed.
241. The Qur’an and the Sunnah are the main sources for the establishment
and clarification of Islamic rulings, to which all other sources are subsidiaries. The Holy Qur’an, however, is the first source and the structure
on which the Sunnah is based on and does not deviate from it. The
Sunnah served to interpret and explain the Qur’an as in the case-of
Prayers, Zakat and the Pilgrimage which the Qur’an dealt with only in
general terms, and had to be set out in detail through the Prophet’s
tradition, both verbal and practical. Of prayers the prophet prescribed
times as well as the manner and all other matters related to worship. In
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130. O you who have believed! Eat not usury doubling (its rate)
many times in multiples. And observe your duty to Allah,
(so that) you may (really) prosper.240
131. And ward off the Fire, which is prepared for those who reject
faith.
132. And obey Allah and the Messenger, (so that) you may be
shown mercy.241
133. And hasten to earn the forgiveness of your Lord and a Paradise whose width is that of the firmaments and of the earth
- that is prepared for those who ward off evil and do the
righteous.242
134. Those who spend (of what Allah has given them), whether in
prosperity, or in adversity; and if those who suppress (their)
anger; and those who pardon their (fellow) men; and (know
that) Allah loves those who do good.243
135. And those who, when they commit foul deed, or wronged
the case of Zakat he defined the forms of wealth on which it is due, and
the amounts payable as Zakat, (a certain percentage of the accumulated wealth). While performing Pilgrimage he demonstrated practical
ways and relevant conduct. See 16:44- 33:21.
242. Islam has encouraged forgiveness in place of hatred and enmity. The
Holy Prophet (pbuh) said: “Allah has no mercy for the merciless”. A
forgetting and forgiving attitude helps to solve the problems facing the
world, and thereby, establish peace (7: l 99, 2:263). Islam does not
overlook the bad effects of indiscriminate forgiveness to evil doers, but
goes to the extent of waging a war against the perpetual evil doers for
stopping such evils
243. In this and the following verses, a description is given of the righteous
and God-fearing people.
244. It has been mentioned in many places in the Scripture regarding the
believers and the rejecters, and about the treatment to them in this
world and in the Hereafter. One can learn from the lessons of the past,
how the previous generations were treated because of their disobedience, rejection of faith, and criminal and filthy actions.
245. The Holy Qur’an is a clear statement and undoubtedly, the greatest among
the wonders of the world. It is a divine Light that dissipates darkness
from all around. It stands as a miracle by its sheer existence, because
the religion of Islam serves the spiritual needs of all human beings in
all ages, and will remain as such for all times to come (15:9).
246. An admonition has been given here and in the following verses to the
Muslim army, which fought in the battle of Uhud, in particular, and to the
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themselves, (instantly) remember Allah and implore forgiveness for their sins. And who can forgive sins except Allah? And who do not persist knowingly in what (wrongs)
they have done, while they know.
136. The reward of such (an act) will be forgiveness from their
Lord, and Heavens, with rivers flowing underneath - wherein
they shall abide, forever. And blessed is the reward of thosewho do good deeds.
137. Surely, there have been many traditions (of the communities) that have passed away before you. So travel through
the earth, and observe how evil was the end of those who
falsify (the truth).244
138. This (the Qur’an) is a manifest statement for mankind, a guidance and admonition to those who ward of (evil and do
good).245
139. And do not slacken, nor grieve; but you are the most superior, if you are true believers.246
140. If an injury has touched you, be sure that a similar injury has
touched the (disbeliever’s) people (at Badr). Such days (of
varying fortunes), We alternate them among mankind, by
terms - so that Allah may know those who believe, and that
Muslims in general. (A) Some of the men in the army forgot the advice
of the Prophet to remain at their posts, until he declared the end of the
battle of Uhud, and thought that the battle had been won. So they left
their places to collect the booty of the war. (B) Some of them remained
at the warfront firmly with Abdullah bin Jubair, according to the instructions of the Holy Prophet (pbuh), but this appeared to be in vain, because the enemy suddenly attacked the Muslims who were engaged in
the plunder of the spoils. Both these groups of Muslim soldiers were in
a critical situation, and this unpleasant feeling caused a grievous atmosphere. Here, Allah tells them: “If you are hurt in the battle of Uhud,
be sure, the enemy had also suffered at Badr”. This is a trial and plan of
Allah, where one group wins and the other loses. The commandments
of the leader should be obeyed. Contradicting orders and the autocracy
of views during the battle, were also reasons for the defeat.
247. Sincere participation against the infidels is required during battles. The
rewards expected depend upon faith, patience and hardship.
248. Those companions who were not present at Badr, desired martyrdom,
after they acknowledged the honour and noble rewards for those who
were martyred at Badr.
249. One should not neglect the command of Allah whether the Holy Prophet
(pbuh) is among them or not. A rumour of the Prophet’s death had been
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He may take from among you, martyrs. And (know that)
Allah loves not those who are wrong doers.
141. And that Allah may clarify (and clean) those who believed,
and blot out the rejecters.
142. Did you think that you would enter Paradise without Allah
knowing those of you who strove hard (in His cause), and
(not) knowing those (of you) who are steadfast? 247
143. And surely, you used to wish for death before you meet it.
Now you have seen it, while you were looking on.248
144. And Muhammad is no more than a Messenger. (Other) Messengers have already passed away before him. If he died, or
is slain, will you turn back on your heels and whoever turns
back on his heels, shall never harm Allah at all. But Allah
will (surely) reward the grateful.249
145. And no one can die except by Allah’s leave. According to the
Book, which fixes the appointed term (of all things). And
whoever desires a reward in this world, We shall give him
circulated at this critical situation at ‘Uhud’ by hypocrites. In fact, the
Prophet (pbuh) had been severely wounded and the great companions
Abu Bakr, Talha and Ali, were near him. Some hypocrites even announced that he was not a true Prophet, for if he had been Prophet, he
would not have been killed. It would be best for them to go back to their
ancestral faith, and ask Abu Sufyan, the leader of the enemies, for
amnesty. But when the companions understood the fact, they once
again rallied under the Prophet’s (pbuh) command. This verse was
recited by the Caliph Abu Bakr after eight years of its revelation, when
the Prophet (pbuh) left this world. It reminded the world that the Message of the Holy Prophet (pbuh) is alive forever. As for him who worshipped Muhammad, has left the world; but as for him who worships
Allah, is alive and does not die.
250. None can escape from death, even if he is in a strong tower (4:78). None shall
die a moment before the appointed time by Allah, nor can one remain alive
a moment after it. Actions of people are judged according to the intentions
they have in mind, while carrying out these actions. If their only aim and
ambition is to lay down their lives for the sake of truth in the way of their
Lord, their reward shall be great in the sight of Allah. On the other hand, if
their aim and ambition is for a little worldly gain, they are the losers in the
Hereafter.
251. If we study the history of the Prophets (peace be upon them) who fought with
their companions in the way of Allah, we can realize that they were faithful
and never weak or coward; and they trusted Allah and implored His forgiveness, and put their feet on the straight path. So Allah bestowed upon them
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thereof} and whoever desires a reward in the Hereafter, (We
shall give him thereof And We shall surely reward those
who are grateful.250
146. And how many of the Prophets, on whose side fought numerous devoted men? So, they neither slackened on account of what befell them in the way of Allah, nor did they
weaken, nor did they humiliate (themselves). And Allah
loves those who are firm and steadfast.251
147. And they uttered not a word, except that they said: “Our
Lord, forgive us our sins, and our extravagance, in our affairs; and make firm our steps, and help us against those
who reject the faith”.
148. Thereupon Allah bestowed upon them the reward of this
world, and the excellent reward of the Hereafter. And Allah
loves those who do well.
149. O you who believed! If you obey those who have rejected the
faith, they will cause you to turn back on your heels. So
you will turn back (and) become losers.
150. But indeed, Allah is your Protector, and He is the Best of
helpers.252
151. Soon shall We strike terror into the hearts of those who have
rejected faith, because they joined partners with Allah - for
which He has sent down no authority (at all). The Fire is
their abode, and evil is the resort of the tyrants.253
the reward in this life and the best reward in the Hereafter.
252. It is advised to avoid consultation with the rejecters of faith, regarding any
matter related to religious affairs. Allah is enough as our Protector and
Helper.
253. Mention is made of the favours and bounties bestowed by Allah upon the
believers, by striking terror in the hearts of the rejecters of faith. This
had happened when the Makkans had returned to Makkah from Uhud.
They had desired to eliminate the Muslims, but had failed because of
the terror and fright which had been cast upon their hearts. This was
the Plan of Allah.
254. Allah had fulfilled His promise on the day of the Battle of Uhud. Many of the
Makkans were killed (3:121-122). Allah had pardoned those companions who had assumed the war to be won and engaged themselves in
the collection of the booty. It was the favour of Allah and His Bounty upon
the Muslims, that rescued them from the Makkan enemies.
255. The Holy Prophet stood firm in the battlefield along with a dozen companions. He also realized that some of the Muslims were fleeing to Madinah,
and some were climbing the Mount Uhud. He called upon them to return
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152. Allah surely fulfilled His promise to you, when you were slaying (utterly destroying them), by His leave (at the Battle of
Uhud), until you became faint-hearted, and fell to disputing (among yourselves) concerning the order and disobeyed
(it), after He had shown you in sight (of the booty) which
you covet. And among you are some who desire the (life
of) this world, and some who desire the (life of) Hereafter.
Then He put you to flight before them, in order to test you,
and He has already pardoned you, and Allah is full of grace
to those who believe.254
153. Remember! (that time) when you were climbing up (the hill
while fleeing), and paid no heed to anyone, while the Messenger was calling out to you from your rear. Therefore, He
rewarded you with distress upon distress, so that you may
not grieve over that which you have missed, and not over
what had befallen you. And (know that) Allah is well aware
of what you do.255
154. Then after the distress, He sent down peace (of mind) upon
you a soft sleep which fell upon a party of you, while (the
other) party get anxious, merely about themselves (because)
they wrongly suspect Allah - suspicious due to the thought
of the period of ignorance. They said: “Have we any hand
in the affair?” Say: (to them): “Indeed the entire affair belongs to Allah”. They hide in their minds what they dare
not reveal to you. They say (to themselves): “If we had anything to do with this affair, we should not have been slain
here.” Say: “Even if you had remained in your homes, even
then those decreed to be slain would certainly have gone
forth to their deathbeds”. But (all this was) in order that
Allah might test what was in your breasts, and that Allah is
and rally once again.
256. The attackers overwhelmed the Muslim army, and suddenly, the chance
of victory was turned away from the Muslims. At this juncture, a great
part of the Muslims performed a magnificent job. Observing this tremendous spirit of the believers in the battlefield, the enemy withdrew to
their shelters. A quiet atmosphere prevailed upon them, and even their
swords began to fall from their hands. This was the favour of Allah to the
Muslims. Those hypocrites, who had not sincerely participated in the
battle, by engaging themselves in idle talk, are the wicked people upon
whom Allah’s favour and bounty are denied.
257. Supreme sacrifice in Allah’s cause is one of the obligatory duties of the
believers, if they are able to do so. It is also necessary to obey the
command. It was indeed an evil act on the part of those who turned
away from the command. Allah knows the inner motives of people. He
has pardoned them with regard to this particular event.
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well aware of‘ all their actions. He might prove and clarify
what was in your hearts. And (know) Allah is well aware of
the secrets of your hearts.256
155. Surely, those of them who turned back from you on the day
when the two hosts met (at Uhud), it was Shaitan (Satan)
certainly, who had sought to make them slip, because of
some (evil) they had earned. But Allah has, however, granted
them pardon (and) surely, Allah is Most Forgiving, and Most
Forbearing.257
156. O you who believed! Be not like those who have rejected (the
faith), and (who) said of their brothers (who met with mishaps), when they are travelling in the land, or were engaged in fighting : “If they had been with us, they would
not have died, nor be slain”. (This is so that) Allah might
make that a (matter of) regret in their hearts. And (it is)
Allah Who gives life and causes death. And is All Seeing of
what you do.258
157. And if you are slain, or you die, in the way of Allah; surely,
forgiveness from Allah, and mercy, shall be better than all
that which they could amass.
158. And if you die, or be slain, surely, unto Allah shall you be
gathered together.
159. So (it is) by the Mercy of Allah that you dealt so leniently
258. It is prohibited to follow the hypocrites - their statements, advices and
practices. They turn the faithful away from the real truth by making them
feel afraid of death or injury. This may create grief and anguish in the
hearts of those who have no trust in Allah, but those who have faith,
never fear sacrifice or meeting death, for they know well that life and
death are in Allah’s hands. If they die in the way of Allah, they can win the
favour and mercy of Allah, and is shall indeed be a great honour in this
world and in the Hereafter.
259. Even after the disaster in the Battle of Uhud, the Holy Prophet (pbuh) dealt
with the Muslims kindly and leniently. In fact, he created a taste for
military life, and gave a code and order for it. He inspired his men with
courage and bravery, by taking an active part in all their military exercises, parades and engagements. If he had been rough and rude, the
followers would have differed and would have left him, and the religion.
This verse teaches us to pardon faults and forgive, and to consult leaders and scholars regarding the subject matters for leading a successful life.
260. Mention is made regarding the trust upon Allah, as He is the Best Disposer of affairs.
261. This verse refers to booty, and forbids all kinds of cheating. Some hypo-
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with them. And if you had been rough and hard-hearted,
they would surely have broken from around you. So pardon them, and ask forgiveness for them; and consult them
in affairs (of importance). Then, when you have taken a
firm decision, thereupon, put (your trust) upon Allah, (as
the Best Disposer of Affairs). Surely, Allah loves those who
put (their trust) upon (Him).259
160. If Allah helps you, none can overcome you. But if He forsakes you, then who is there that can help you, besides
Him? And upon Allah, therefore, let believers put their trust
(as the Best Disposer of Affairs).260
161. And (it is) not for any Prophet to deceive. And whoever deceives, will bring his deceit with him on the Day of Resurrection. Then shall every person be paid in full, what he
has earned. And none shall be dealt with unjustly.261
162. Is the one who follows the good pleasure of Allah, like the
one who draws on himself the wrath of Allah, and whose
abode is Hell? And an evil refuge shall be his fate!262
163. They are (different) grades in the sight of Allah. And Allah is
All Seeing, of what they do.
crites raised some filthy and doubtful affairs about the distribution of
spoils, after the Battle of Uhud. Let them study the history of the Holy
Prophet (pbuh). Right from his boyhood, he was found to be very honest and trustworthy in the Makkan society, and this earned him the title
of ‘Al Amin (the trusted man). He became popular and was honoured by
other Arabs. He had made proper arrangements for the distribution of
booty among the soldiers who acquired them. Therefore, the hypocrites observations are baseless, and they merely fabricate falsehood
among the people.
262. Mention is made of different ranks in greatness in the sight of Allah, as
well as of those who draw His wrath.
263. It has been a great favour of Allah to bestow upon His creatures, the Holy
Prophet (pbuh), who was declared as a universal messenger, to the
rest of the Arabs and to all other nations.
264. In this and the following verses, the lessons from the Battle of Uhud are
mentioned. A group of ordinary people was in confusion regarding this
misfortune which had taken place while they were fighting for the cause
of Allah. The feelings of the people are related to the ignorance of the
whole event. They should have remembered that the Prophet (pbuh)
and a group of the faithful, were still in the battlefield, hoping for the help
of Allah. They should also recall that the cause of this misfortune, were
themselves, who had not followed the commands of the Holy Prophet
(pbuh) properly. In the Battle of Badr, they had inflicted a defeat that was
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164. Surely, Allah has conferred a great favour on the believers,
when He raised up among them a Messenger from among
themselves, who recites unto them His Verses, and purifies
them and teaches them the Book and Wisdom, although
they were earlier certainly, in manifest error.263
165. Or when a calamity has befallen you, although you have already inflicted (upon your enemies at Badr), twice (of what
you have suffered), you said: “From where is this‘?” Say (to
them): “It is from yourselves, (and know that) Allah has
power over all things”.264
166. And what befell you on the day when the two hosts met (at
Uhud), was by the leave of Allah, and that He might know
the (true) believers.
167. And that He might know those who act hypocritically. (And
when) these (hypocrites) were told: “Come fight in the way
of Allah, or at least, defend (yourselves)”, they said: “If we
had known to fight, we would certainly have followed you”.
They were on that day, nearer to infidelity, than to faith.
They utter through their mouths that which is not in their
hearts. But Allah has full knowledge of all they conceal.265
168. (They are) the ones who said (about) to their (slain) brothers, while they themselves sat (at home): “If they had obeyed
us, they would not have been slain”. Say (to them): “Avert
death from yourselves, if you are truthful”.
twice as great, on the attacking disbelievers. At Uhud, seventy Muslims
were martyred, whereas seventy Makkans were killed and seventy were
taken as prisoners. Is this not enough to understand?
265. It was a test by Allah, whereby all evil thinkers were distinguished from the
truthful fighters, and were wiped out. Otherwise, the situation would
have been worse. This was indeed a great favour of Allah upon the
Muslims.
266. The martyrs who sacrificed themselves in the cause of Allah, are in fact,
not dead, but alive with Allah. This is because of their sporadic deeds of
heroism against the infidels when they indulged in uncalled for criticism against the Islamic faith. This stirs such emotions in the heart of
the Muslim, that it makes him fight and face hundreds of his opponents
single- handedly. The history of Islam is replete with instances when its
brave heroes were called upon to draw swords for the voice of ‘Haq’
(truth) against ‘Batil’ (falsehood). They are the heroes who wish that
they should be sent to this world again, to once more enjoy the pleasures and rejoice greatly while sacrificing their lives in the cause of
Allah.
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169. And think not of those who are slain in the way of Allah, as
dead. Indeed, they are alive and well, (and) provided sustenance from their Lord.266
170. They (the martyrs) rejoice in what Allah has bestowed upon
them, by His Bounty; and being glad for the sake of those
left behind, who have not yet joined them (in their bliss);
that (upon ) them shall come neither , fear, nor grief
171. They are bestowed with the glad tidings of the favours and
the bounties from Allah. And surely (it is a fact) that Allah
wastes not the wage of the believers.
172. Those who responded to the call of Allah and the Messenger,
(even) after the misfortune that had smitten them - for such
of them, who do good among them, and ward off (evil),
there is a mighty reward.267
173. Those to whom people said: “Verily men are gathering against
you. So (be afraid, of them.” But it (only) increased their
faith, and they said: “Allah is sufficient for us, and what an
excellent Disposer (of affairs, He is)!”268
174. So they returned with a (mighty) favour and a (great) Bounty
from Allah, having suffered no harm; and they followed the
good pleasure of Allah. And (know that) Allah is the Possessor of the great bounty.269
267. They are the real faithful servants who rallied behind the Holy Prophet
(pbuh), at the critical moment.
268 They were sincerely devoted companions of the Prophet (pbuh), and willingly turned up marching to the battlefield along with the Prophet (pbuh),
against the Makkan infidels, who were making great preparations for
war, under the command of Abu Sufyan. At first, a rumour was spread of
a large army of Makkans, in order to terrify and deceive the Muslims of
Madinah. Through this plan, they thought that the Muslims would be
unable to face the attacking army. But this news had only increased the
faith of the Muslims and their trust in Allah.
269. 1500 companions arrived at Badr, under the command of the Holy Prophet
(pbuh). The enemy comprised of a 2000-strong well equipped army.
But terror had been cast upon the enemy even before they reached
Badr, implying that this year was not suitable to have a fight. Allah’s
Bounty is great. The Muslims waited at Badr for eight days, and returned to Madinah, after ensuring that the Makkans had gone back to
Makkah.
270. An advice has been given to the Prophet (pbuh). The evil activities of the
idol worshippers, hypocrites or apostates, who strove in the way of
falsehood, should be of no concern, and cannot decrease anything.
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175. Surely, it is the Shaitan (Satan) who only frightens his friends.
So fear them not, but fear Me, if you are believers.
176. And let not those grieve you, who hasten headlong in to the
rejection (of faith). Certainly, they shall not harm Allah at
all. Allah desires not to assign any portion for them in the
Hereafter; and they shall have a severe punishment.270
177. Verily, those who purchased the rejection (of faith), in exchange of faith, shall not harm Allah at all; and they shall
have a painful punishment.
178. And let not those who reject (the faith), ever think that the
respite We have extended them is good for themselves. We
only extend (it) for them, so that they will increase in (their)
iniquity - and for them is a humiliating punishment.271
179. Allah would not leave the believers in the state in which you
are now, until He distinguishes the bad from the good. Nor
would Allah disclose to you the secrets of the Unseen (affairs). But Allah chooses from His messengers whomever
He pleases. Believe therefore, in Allah and His messengers:
And if you believe and ward off (evil and do righteous) so
you shall have a great reward.272
180. And let not those who are niggards of what Allah has be-

They cause no harm to Allah, but they harm themselves, and they are
the losers. Those who barter faith for falsehood, are also the ultimate
losers.
271. A long life, regarding the faithful, leads to love and nearness to Allah. He
will guide them and protect them in every situation. But prolonging the
days in the case of the unbelievers, lead only to worldly attachments,
and this will bring disappointments and unhappiness and lead them
away from the Grace of Allah.
272. The successful life, both in this world and the Hereafter, depends upon
belief which has to be moulded based on the teachings of Islam. This
is done by testing the pious people with sufferings, and bestowing
happiness to the wrong doers.
Islam distinguishes between good and bad. The regulations regarding that may not be obvious or clear to the people. Under such circumstances, great care has to be exercised. Any chance of getting nearer to
evil deeds, must be avoided.
273. In the above case, the seriousness of sacrifice and participation against
infidels, has been encouraged. In this verse, mention is made of the
spending of possessions in the way of Allah. The heritage of the
firmaments and the earth belong to Allah alone. Therefore, one should
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stowed upon them, out of His Bounty, think that it is good
for them. Rather, it will be the worse for them. Soon, the
things that they niggardly withheld shall be twisted as a
collar round their necks on the Day of judgment. And to
Allah belongs the heritage of the firmaments and the earth.
And Allah is Well aware of all that you do.273
181. Allah has already heard the statement of those who say: “Allah is poor, and we are rich!” We shall record what they
have said; and (also record) their slaying of the Prophets
unjustly; and We shall say (to them): “Taste (now) the punishment of the scorching Fire ! 274
182. “That is because for what your hands have sent on before
you; and surely, Allah never does injustice to it His servants.275
183. Those who said; “Allah has covenanted to us, that we should
spend, without hoarding what has been given to him temporarily, in the
way of Allah.
274. Another characteristic feature of the rejecters is mentioned. Blasphemy,
corruption and spreading of rumours, are the habits of Jews and hypocrites. It is narrated that Caliph Abu Bakr Siddiq was discussing with
‘Fanhas’, a Jew, about Allah, Islam and Messenger. He told him: “By
Allah, you know surely, that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah”. Just
before this, the verse: 2: 245 had been revealed -”who is he that will
lend to Allah a beautiful loan?”. The Caliph therefore, requested the
Jew to accept Islam. But, the Jew said: “So Allah is indigent, and we are
rich! If he had been rich, He would not have sought a loan from us”.
Thereupon, this verse was revealed. The fact is that the Jews were a
cruel people who had killed many Prophets (peace be upon them).
These Jews were happy with what had been done by their ancestors.
Apart from that, they also wished to assassinate the Holy Prophet (pbuh).
So the correspondence here is apt for them too, even though it was
their ancestors, and not them, who had killed previous Prophets.
275. See 2:95.
276. Another falsehood of the Jews is mentioned. They said that they would
believe in a messenger only if he brought a burnt offering as a sign, as
the previous Prophets (peace be upon them) had done. They would
come and consume the offering at the altar. This was the sign of their
acceptance. Many Prophets had brought forward the above signs, but
the Jewish community had rejected them, and also slain some of them.
No longer is any such sign required - the Holy Qur’an itself is quite
enough as a standing sign for those who have sense.
277. The Holy Prophet (pbuh) is comforted from disappointment.
278. Reference is made here to death, which everyone shall taste, when the
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not believe in any Messenger, until he brings to us an offering to be consumed by the Fire”. Say (to them): “Surely,
there already came to you Messengers before me, with clear
signs, and even with what you have mentioned. Then why
did you slay them, if what you say is true?”276
184. Then, if they deny you, so have messengers before you, who
came bearing clear signs, and the Scriptures, and the illuminating Book, been already denied.277
185. Every soul shall taste death. And only on the Day of Judgement, shall you be paid your full recompense. So whoever
is spared from the life of this world is nothing but a deceitful enjoyment.278
186. You shall certainly be put to test, in your possessions and in
ourselves. And you shall certainly hear many hurtful things
from those who have been given the Book before you; and
from those who make partners besides Allah. But if you
patiently persevere and ward off (evil and do good), then,
that indeed, is a determining factor in all affairs.279
187. And remember, when Allah took a covenant from those who
have been given the Book, (saying): “You shall surely desoul will be separated from the body. When resurrected, on the Day of
Judgement, there will be a taste of sweetness for those who had been
righteous and there will be a taste of bitterness for those who rejected
faith. Sa‘eed bin Jubair said: “The life of this world shall be a deceitful
enjoyment to those who do not expect the Day of Judgement; but for
him who expects the “Day of Judgement, this life shall be most delightful”.
279. This world is the centre of severe trials, distress and misfortunes. The
trial depends not only on our possessions, but also on everything which
we have - including, knowledge, dealings, opportunities, etc. Therefore, we should endure with patience, faith and righteous actions.
280. Remind the people of the Book, of the covenants that Allah had made with
them through the Messengers (peace be upon them), in different periods. It should be fulfilled and announced clearly. But they neglected
them and threw them apart and fabricated the matters therein for measly profit (2:101).
281. Other ugly qualities of the Jews have been mentioned.
282. See 2:164
283. After the conclusive evidences concerning reality based on facts, and not
on ideals and illusions, man can credit and attribute these wonderful
phenomena to a powerful and perfect authority - Allah, the Most High.
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clare it to mankind, and not conceal it”. But they threw it
away behind their backs, and they purchased with it a paltry price! An evil is that which they had purchased.280
188. Think not, those who rejoice in what they have brought
(about), and love to be praised for what indeed they have
not done; therefore, think not of them at all, that they are
secure from the punishment. But for them, is a painful punishment.281
189. And to Allah belongs the sovereignty of the firmaments and
the earth. And (know that) Allah has power over all things.
190. Surely, in the creations of the firmaments and the earth, and
in the alternations of the night and day, there are indeed
signs for men of sense.282
191. Those who remember Allah, standing, sitting and lying down
on their sides; and ponder over the (wonders of) creation
of the firmaments and the earth, (and say): “Our Lord! You
have not created this in vain. Glory be to You! So preserve
us from the punishment of the Fire.283
192. “Our Lord! Verily, any (one) whom You will caste into the
(Hell) Fire, indeed You have humiliated him. And never
will the tyrants find any helpers! 284
193. “Our Lord! We have heard the call of one who is calling (us)
to Faith, (saying): ‘Believe in your Lord’, and we have believed. So our Lord! Forgive us our sins, and blot out from
us our evil deeds; and make us die along with those who
are truly pious.285
194. “Our Lord! Grant us what You have promised us through
your Messengers. And humiliate us not, on the Day of Resurrection. Indeed, You will never break (Your) promise.286
195. Thereupon, their Lord answered to them: “I will not waste
the work of any worker among you - male or female. You
are (the offspring) of one another. So those who have emigrated, or were driven out from their homes; and have been
persecuted in My cause, and have fought and have been
Hence he falls down, while remembering Him alone, worshipping Him
alone, and imploring for His forgiveness, His Help, His mercy and His
guidance alone.
284. They designate the reason for which they ask for His protection.
285. They plead with the confirmation of the reception of the Messenger who
had invited them to the truth, and therefore, they accept, hear, obey and
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slain; I shall surely blot out from them their iniquities. And
I shall surely admit them to Heavens, with rivers flowing
beneath - as a reward from Allah. And with Allah (lies) the
best of rewards”.287
196. Let not the prosperous dealings of the rejecters (of faith) in
the land, deceive you.288
197. (Their) prosperity is (very) brief- then, their ultimate abode
is Hell. What an evil resting place!
198. But for those who fear their Lord, shall have Heavens, beneath which rivers flow. They abide there for ever, an entertainment from Allah. And what is with Allah is the best,
for the truly pious.289
199. And there are, certainly, among the people of the Book, some
who believe in Allah, and in that which has been sent down
to you, and what has been sent down to them; humbling (themselves) before Allah, they barter not the Verses of Allah for a
paltry price. Surely, they shall have their reward with their Lord;
and indeed Allah is swift in account.290
200. O you who have believed! Persevere patiently, and try to excel
each other in such perseverance. And stand firm (in order to
fight), and ward off (evil and do righteous deeds) - (so) that
you may attain prosperity.291
appeal for His forgiveness to expiate their faults and to join them along
with the devoted and pious servants.
286. They request Allah to bestow upon them His favour and His Bounty.
287. The plea of the believers has been accepted and a most grateful reward
has been promised to them.
288. Allah advises the faithful to show restraint and not to be disturbed on
seeing the rejecters, prosperous and cheerful, while they themselves
live in utmost poverty. The span of life in this world is very short and the
resort of the wrong doers will be Hell-fire - which shall indeed be an evil
resting-place.
289. But Allah has prepared the glorious reward for the righteous in the Hereafter (2: l 77, 8:29).
290. Each member of the people of the Book is different. Among them are the
faithful, obedient and humble servants.
291. Finally, Allah has closed this chapter, encouraging the believers to be patient
and to persevere, and to act virtuously, with kindness. This would help in
achieving prosperity in this life and in the Hereafter.
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The Women
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Madinah, and begins with the stressing on
the unity of mankind, with special mention of the rights of orphans.

A major portion of the Surah deals with the rights of women and their
position with regard to family life and marriage. Men are advised to treat their
wives kindly. Guidelines are given as to the law of inheritance and prohibition
of marriage to close relations.
The Surah gives permission to fight (‘qital ’) against persecutors, and
also states that if the latter offer peace, they must not be harmed.
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The Women
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O mankind! Be mindful (of your duty) to your Lord, Who created you from one single soul (Adam) and out of it, created
its mate (Hawwa - Eve); and out of the two, He bestowed
(the earth) with many men and women. And be mindful (of
your duty) to Allah through whom you plead your mutual
(rights), and (of your obligations in respect) of ties of kinship. Verily, Allah is watching over you.292
2. And hand over to the orphans their property; and do not exchange what is bad for what is good. And do not devour
their substance (by adding it) to your own property. Verily
it is a great sin!293
3. And if you fear that you shall not be able to deal justly with the
affair of orphan (girls), then many (other) women as may
be agreeable to you -two, or three, or four. But if you fear
that you shall not be able to treat them justly, then (marry)
only one, or that which your right hand possesses. That is
the nearest (way) for you to avoid injustice.294
292. O Mankind! Beware of disobeying the One who favours you with His
presence and Bounty bestowed upon you. He covers you with His Bliss
when He raised you from a single soul- your forefather Adam (peace be
upon him). Fear Allah by obeying His commandments and desist from
what He forbids; and observe the rights of your relatives - for neglecting
of this duty, will lead to destruction of your natural disposition, as well
as breaking of the family, society, and the whole nation.
293. O you who guard the wealth of orphans, do not let their wealth be exposed
to risk; and deliver to them their property when you notice in them signs
of maturity and capability to manage their own wealth. You should not
add their wealth to yours, with wrongful and unjust spending.
294. This verse was revealed to wipe out the evil acts which were prevalent in
those days prior to these rules of marriage. In those days, the guardians of the orphan girls used to marry them for their wealth and beauty.
So they could keep them again under their control. Here Qur’an put
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4. And give the women their bridal due, (mahr) willingly (with
good heart). But if they have provided you, with cheer, any
part thereof) then consume it with right cheer and pleasure.
5. And hand not over your property, which Allah has assigned to
you to stand by, to those who are feeble- minded. But provide and clothe them out of it, and speak to them words of
kind advice.
6. And make trial of orphans until they attain the age of marriage.
Then if (you perceive sound judgement in them, hand over
their property to them. But consume it not, by either spending extravagantly, or in haste -fearing that they are growing
up. And whoever (amongst their guardians) is rich, let him
abstain entirely (from a claim to it). But if he is poor, let
him consume thereof (for himself), in an equitable manner.
forth a manifested regulation to marry women of their choice other than
the orphan girls and the rules strictly limited to a maximum of four,
provided one could treat them with equality and justice. Through this
commandment, all cruel systems have been eradicated from the society. Therefore, the system of the polygamy is allowed in Islam for the
following reasons:
1. To curb the sexual evil which was very common; and most of the
people were keeping innumerable concubines.
2. There were more females than males. The number of males were
further decreased by wars, bringing about a considerable increase in
the number of females, many of them as widows. A solution to the
problem was necessary and polygamy provided the answer.
3. There is always been the possibility of husband approaching another woman and committing sin during the period when he cannot
have sex with his wife (that is the menstruation period).
4. If after marriage it is discovered that the health of the wife is poor or
she cannot please her husband, very often according to his desire,
polygamy serves the purpose.
5. In case there is no one to look after the widows, divorced women or
orphan girls.
6. If after marriage the wife turns out to be sterile while there is nothing
wrong with the husband and he wants a child.
7. The unmarried men may not like to take widows as their wives.
8. More wives means more hands and more hands means more prosperity.
9. Polygamy is allowed in Islam provided the following conditions are
observed:-
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And when you have handed over, their (the orphans’) property to them, take therefore, witnesses on them. And (know
that) Allah is All Sufficient as a Reckoner.295
7. For men shall have a share of what parents and those nearest
(related) leave behind. And women (also) shall have a share
of what has been left behind by parents and those nearest
related — (whether the property) be little or much - (this is
due to them) as an obligated share.296
8. And if at the time of division (of heritage, other) near of kind
and the orphans, and the needy, are present, then provide
them out of it (something). And speak to them words of
kindness.297
9. And let those fear (to wrong orphans), (just) as if they should
leave behind them helpless offspring, (and) would be (anxiously) afraid concerning them. So let them fear Allah (with
respect to orphans) and they should speak in a straightforward manner. 297
a) The number of wives should not exceed four.
b) One should be equally fair to all wives, financially, socially, sexually or
otherwise.
Therefore whosoever abuses this permission without fulfilling the condition of justice and marries more wives than permitted, he tries to
deceive Allah.
295. Test their sensibility and ability to act appropriately, before attaining the
age of puberty. Allah requires His believers to practically test the ability
of the orphans, prior to the age of puberty, by giving them part of their
property to control, and then determine their standard of management.
Then, when they attain the age of puberty and sound judgement, and
seem capable of controlling their property wisely, it becomes compulsory on the guardians to give them their wealth.
296. During the age of ignorance, women and small children were not entitled
to inherit, as it was felt that the inheritance was only for those who fight,
defend in times of danger, stab with a sword and collect the booty.
However, in Islam, both men and women have a share of what is left by
parents and nearest relatives. Both are entitled to a determined share
of the legacy, regardless of how small or large it is.
297. Al Hassan and Al- Makhi have said: “We are asked to give the poor,
orphans and relatives who are not entitled to inherit when dividing the
heritage, out of the movable goods. It is not compulsory to give them out
of landed or related properties. However, if the heritage is only an immovable property, it is enough to feed the needy and talk to them kindly.
298. Allah enjoins on us a certain system in distributing the heritage (after the
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10. Verily those who unjustly consume the property of orphans
are indeed filling fire into their (own) bellies - and they
will soon enter into a blazing Fire!
11. Allah (thus) commands you concerning (the inheritance of)
your children :- the male shall have as much as the share of
two females. But if they be females above two -two or more
-, then their share is two-thirds of what the deceased leaves.
And if there be only one female, she shall have the half. If
the deceased has any children, then, each of his parents
shall have a sixth of what he has left. But if the deceased
has no children, and his parents alone inherit him, then his
mother shall have a third. And if a the deceased has brothers and sisters, then his mother shall have the sixth. (This
distribution in all cases is) after the (payment of) legacies,
which he shall have bequeathed, and (his) debt. You know
not whether your parents or your children are nearer to
you (in conferring more) benefits upon you. (Know this is)
an injunction from Allah; and Allah is indeed All Knowing,
All Wise.298
12. And you shall have half of what your wives leave- if they leave
no child. But if they leave a child, then you shall have one
fourth of what they left- after the (payment of that which
they leave) of legacies which they shall have bequeathed,
and debts. And they (the wives) shall have a fourth of what
you leave behind, if you leave no child.
13. But if you have a child, then they shall have an eighth of what
debts of the deceased have been cleared, and bequests made as per
his wish which should from a sum -that must not exceed one thirds of
what has been left over). Such distribution of wealth to those entitled, is
compulsory on us. The distribution is as follows:a. If the dead person left behind a legacy, and has both male and
female children, the male child is entitled to twice the share of the
female.
b. If all the children are females, then their share is two thirds of the
legacy.
c. If the deceased left behind a mother and father, and has a child (male
or female), each of his parents are entitled to one sixth. In the absence
of a child, if the parents are the sole inheritors, the mother is entitled to
a third, and the remaining should go to the father.
d. If the deceased has brothers and sisters, apart from children and
parents, then the mother is entitled to one-sixth, and the remaining
goes to the father — as he is responsible for taking care of the children
of his deceased son. (4:176)
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you leave -after the (payment of) legacies, which he shall
have bequeathed, and debts. If there be a man or a woman
having no heir (by one who is neither a child nor a parent),
in the direct line; but there is a (uterine) brother or (uterine) sister - then each of them shall have a sixth. But if
there be more than that, then they shall be equal (shareholders) in one-third - after the (payment of) legacies which
he shall have bequeathed, and debts (be paid) - (so that)
the bequest causes no injury (to anyone). (Know that) this
is an injunction from Allah, and Allah is All Knowing, Most
Forbearing.299
14. But whoever rebels (by-committing sins) against Allah and
His Messenger, and transgresses His bounds, He will make
him enter the Fire. Therein shall he abide forever and he
shall have a humiliating punishment. 300
15. And those of your women who commit filthy actions, then
request four (reliable) witnesses among yourselves, against
them. And if they do bear witness, then confine them (the
women) to the houses until death overtakes them, or Allah
ordains for them some (other) way.301
16. If two persons among you are guilty of that sin, punish them
both. If they repent and amend, then leave them alone.
299. ‘Kalalah’ is an Arabic word referring to one who has neither children nor
parents to inherit him. And these are the recommendations of Allah,
and must be observed by us. Inappropriate distribution of legacies,
could result in harm, as seen in the following:a. To give legacy from more than one-third of the share. This is not right
and should not be paid. Ibn Abbas has reported that ‘Al-zirar ‘ (injury) in
legacy is one of the atrocious crimes.
b. Distributing one-third or less of the legacy by alms-giving, without
seeking Allah’s closeness, but on the contrary, to deprive those rightfully entitled to it.
c. To confirm a debt to an outsider, grossing whole or part of the wealth,
aimed at causing injury or loss to the rightful inheritors.
d. To confirm that he has served his debt, when he has not paid back
the debt.
300. The regulations mentioned, explaining the inheritance, are injunctions of
Allah, and we must not go against them.
301. If the allegation of adultery is made on married Muslim women, then the
evidence of four reliable Muslim witnesses is required to testify against
them. If they are then proved guilty, they must be confined to their houses,
as they are seeds of corruption and could ruin an entire nation, until
death claims them or any other event occurs as ordained by Allah.
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Surely, Allah accepts repentance much (and is) the Most
Merciful.
17. (Accepting) the repentance is only incumbent on Allah (by His
Grace), for those who commit evil out of ignorance and
repent soon afterwards. Then Allah will accept (their) repentance, and Allah is All Knowing and all Wise.302
18. But there is no (accepting of) the repentance of those who
commit evil deeds (continuously), until when death faces
one of them, (and) he says: ‘Now I have indeed repented.”
Nor (would repentance (be accepted) of those who die while
in the state of rejecting (faith). For them. We have prepared a painful chastisement.
19. O you who have believed! It is not lawful for you to inherit
(from) women by force (against their will); nor hinder them
(from marrying), so that you may go off with part of what
you have given them - unless they have come in for a plain
filthy act. And leave with them in a good manner. But if
you dislike them (then remember), it may be that you dislike a thing wherein Allah has placed much good.
20. But if you desire to replace a wife in place of (a divorced) wife;
even if you had given one of them a large (amount (as Mahr).
So do not take away anything from it (that amount) back.
Would you take it by a calumny and a manifest sin?
21. And how could you take it away when you have consorted
with each other, and they have taken from you a firm covenant?
22. And do not marry the women whom your fathers married, except what is already past. Verily, it is a filthy and hateful
action and an abominable custom indeed.
23. Forbidden unto you (in marriage) are: your mothers, your
daughters, your sisters, your father’s sisters, and your
mother’s sisters; your brother’s daughters, your sister’s
daughters, and your foster-mothers who have suckled you,
and your foster-sisters; and the mothers of your wives and
your step-daughters who are your wards born of your wives
with whom you have consorted - but if you have not consummated with them, then it is no blame upon you (to
302. Allah’s acceptance of repentance is a great favour from Him upon us.
303. The verse explains the types of women prohibited in marriage because of
blood relations or other reasons. Ibn Abbas has reported: ‘The people
of the age of ignorance, prohibited marriage of those women prohibited by Allah, except the wife of one’s father, and two sisters in wedlock’.
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marry your step-daughters). And the lawful spouses of your
sons who proceed out of your loins. And (it is also forbidden) to have two sisters in wedlock (at, one and the same
time) except what is already past. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful. 303
24. And (also prohibited unto you, are) women already married,
except those whom your right hands have already possessed
(as captives or slaves). Such is an ordinance of Allah upon
you. And permitted to you, are all (categories) beyond those
mentioned, (so) that you seek (them in marriage), (by offering) from your property, living chastely with (them, and)
not fornicating. Therefore (in exchange) of what benefit you
have enjoyed from (marrying) them, provide them with
their bridal due, as a (matter of) an obligation. But there
shall be no blame upon you in respect of what you shall
have agreed mutually among yourselves, after you have fulfilled your duty. Surely, Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.304
25. And any of you who cannot afford to wed chaste and free
believing women, then let him wed believing maidens from
among those whom your right hands have already possessed. And Allah has full knowledge about your faith. You
are all one from another (in terms of religions), so wed
them with the permission of their people, and provide them
with their bridal due according to a fair manner. They being chaste, not committing fornication nor taking secret paramours. When they have entered into wedlock, then, if
they commit any filthy action (adultery), then inflict upon
them half the punishment of what is inflicted upon chaste
and free women. That (facility) is for him among you who
fears, he might commit adultery. But to have patience would
be better for you. And (know that) Allah is Most Forgiving,
the Most Merciful.305
304. This verse is also on the women prohibited in marriage, and explains that
all the rest are lawful in marriage, as long as the dower is paid justly.
Morganatic marriages were initially permitted (during the early times of
the Prophet), during some of the holy wars, to counter the hardships of
bachelorhood. It was later, in the ‘Ghazwat ul Khaibar, that it was completely prohibited. Umar bin Khattab prohibited it during his period as
the Caliph, and the companions of the Holy Prophet (the Sahabas)
supported it.
305. This verse includes the following rules:1. Permission to marry female slaves, under the condition of not being
able to marry a free woman, with the permission of their masters.
2. The verse completely denounces adultery and having female friends
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26. Allah wants to make (all these matters) clear to you and to
guide you into the modes of lives of those who (have been)
before you. And (also, He wants to) accept your repentance.
And (know) that Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.306·
27. And Allah wants to accept your repentance. But those who
follow their lusts would want you to deviate greatly (from
the right path).
28. And Allah wants to lighten your (burdens); and (know that)
man was created weak.
29. O you who have believed! Consume not your property among
yourself illegally, unless there be trade by mutual good will.
And kill not yourselves. Surely, Allah is Ever Merciful to
you.
30. And whoever does that by way of hostility and injustice; soon
shall We cast him into the Fire. And that is indeed (quite)
easy for Allah.

(for men), which was common during the age of ignorance.
3. It enjoins that the master should address his male and female slaves
as ‘my boy’ and ‘my daughter’. This is further elucidated in the Hadith
which states: ‘You should not say ‘my slave boy’ and ‘my slave girl,’ but
say ‘my boy’ and ‘my girl’.
4. It states that faith is in the mind, and none can see it but Allah.
Therefore, we should try to find out what is in the mind of someone who
has proclaimed Islam. Allah knows best.
5. Equality of people is mentioned. A freeman is not better than a slave.
The best among you before Allah, is the pious.
6. A slave should be given only half the punishment that is prescribed
for a free person. Patience is encouraged.
306. The Almighty wants to explain here and in the following verses some
aspects of the religion, and to guide us on to the best way of the Prophets (pbuh) and the righteous people before us. He wants to purify us
and clear our minds, so as to forgive us. As well as He wants to reduce
our burden and make things easy for us, by giving a simple code of
conduct.
307. Scholars have different views on the number of atrocities (vices). Some
put the number at seven, based on what was reported in the two authentic Hadith by Abu Hurairah who said: “The Prophet of Allah (peace
be upon him), said ‘go away from the seven atrocious crimes. The
people said ‘What are they O Prophet of Allah?’ He said, Associating
partners with Allah, taking a life that Allah forbids (unless with just reasons), Magic, consumption of the orphan’s wealth, consumption of
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31. If you keep away from the most heinous sins, which you have
been forbidden (to do), We shall wipe out your evil deeds,
and We shall make you enter a place of great honour.307
32. And covet not the favours that Allah has bestowed on some of
you above others. To men, shall be a portion of what they
have earned, and to women shall be a portion of what they
have earned. And ask Allah of His Bounty. Surely, Allah has
full knowledge of all things.308
33. And to everyone, We have appointed kindred (to be heirs) of
what (their) parents and near of kin might leave behind.
And as to those to whom your right hand has pledged a
covenant, then give them their due portion (by wills). Truly
Allah is a Witness of all things.
34. Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because
Allah has graced some of them above some others, and
because they spend out of their wealth (for the support of
the women). Therefore the righteous women are devoutly
obedient (to their ( husbands), and guard (themselves) in
(the husband’s) absence, because Allah has guarded them.
And as to those women whose perverseness you fear, so
usury, turning back during the holy war, and insulting the believers.” In
another report narrated by Abu Bakr, who said: “The Prophet of Allah
(peace be upon him), said ‘May I call your attention to the atrocious
crimes?’ We said “O yes the Prophet of Allah!” He said “Associating
partners with Allah, and to wrong the parents.” He was resting on his
staff and he sat down and said: “O! It is false statement and false
witness” - He repeated it several times until we said: “Won’t he stop?”
The Prophet said, “(this of his) servant.”
308. Allah forbids the believers from coveting or desiring the blessing showered on his brother. Allah gives each one, what is good for him. It is
compulsory on a believer to be pleased with whatever he is blessed
with.
309. Here is the statement upon the responsibilities of men and women1. Men are better than women in terms of power, engaging in war and
bearing tasks.
2. It is incumbent on the man to discipline his wife if she is found to err.
3. It is the responsibility of the husband to spend on his wife.
4. It is obligatory on the wife to obey her husband, except what makes
her go against Allah’s command.
310. There is a difference of view concerning the implication of “touching”. The
great jurists like Abu Musa al-Ashari, Ali bin abi Talib, Udai bin Khatab
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admonish them (first), and leave them (alone) in their beds,
(and lastly), beat them (lightly). Then if they obey you, so
seek not any (further) action against them. Verily, Allah is
Most High, Great.309
35 . And if you apprehend a breach between the two, then send
an arbitrator (to them) from his people, and an arbitrator
from her people, if they both want reconciliation, Allah will
bring about accord between them. Surely, Allah ( is All Knowing, All Aware.
36. Worship Allah and associate not anything with Him; and do
good to parents, to kindred, to orphans, to the needy, to
the neighbour who is of kindred, the neighbour who is a
stranger, the familiar friend (who stands) by (your) side, to
the wayfarer, and to those whom your right hands have
already possessed. Surely Allah loves not the arrogant and
boastful.310
37. Those who are niggardly and bid men to be niggards and conceal what Allah has bestowed upon them out of His bounty
and We have prepared for those who reject the faith, a humiliating chastisement.
38. (And Allah does not love) those who spend out of their substance for the sake of ostentation, while believing neither
in Allah nor in the Last Day. And he, who has taken Shaitan
(Satan) for his intimate, has indeed taken for himself an
evil intimate.
39. And what (harm) could befall them if they believed in Allah
and in the Last Day, and they spent out of what Allah has
bestowed upon them? And Allah knows them fully well.
40. Surely, Allah is never unjust (to anyone), even by the weight
of an atom; and if there be a good deed, He multiplies it
two-fold, and bestows, out of His Grace, a great reward.
41. How then (will it be), if We bring a witness from every nation,
and We bring you to testify against these (people)!
Said bin Jubair, Hasan Basari, Imam Abu Hanifa ,Sufyan and al Thouri
are the opinion that “touching” refers to “having sexual intercourse-:”.
On the contrary, Abdulla bin Masu’d, Abdulla bin Umer, Imam al Shafie
and others, are of the opinion that “touching” refers to mere “touching
with the hand There are still others, who have adopted a middle course,
who interpret “touching” as “touch which causes sexual feeling,” and
therefore necessitates ablution.
312. The words of the Taurah (Old Testament) have been distorted by unscru-
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42. On that Day, those who rejected faith and committed rebellion against the Messenger will wish that the earth were
levelled with them. And they will not be (able) to conceal
any matter from Allah!
43. O you who have believed! Approach not prayer while you are
in a state of intoxication, until you understand what you
are saying; nor (while) you are in a state of ‘janaba’ (not yet
purified with a bath, after ejaculation) except when you are
passing by (the mosque), until you have washed yourselves
(including the whole body). And if you are ill, or on a journey, or (if) one of you comes from the privy (after relieving
himself), or you have touched women, 311 and then find no
water, then betake for yourselves clean sand and rub therewith your faces and hands. Truly, Allah is Ever Pardoning
and Most Forgiving.
44. Are you not aware (of the story of) those who have been given
a portion of the Book? - They purchased error (instead of
guidance) and wish to seduce you from (the right) path.
45. But Allah knows your enemies fully well, and Allah is sufficient as a Protector, and Allah is sufficient as a Helper.
46. (There are some) among the Jews who pervert words (of Allah) from their (right) places; and they say: “We have heard
(your sayings) and we have committed rebellion (against
you)”, and “Do hear (us) without being heard”, and “Ra‘aina
- (hearken to us)”, with a twist of a their tongues and taunting about the religion (of Islam). But if only they had said:
“We have heard and we have obeyed”, and “Do hear (us)”,
and “Do look at us” (do make us Understand), it would
certainly have been better for them, and more upright. But
Allah has cursed them because of their rejection (of faith) so they will not believe, except a few. 312
47. O you people of the Book! Believe in what We have sent down
confirming what is with you; (and do this) before We obliterate faces and turn them on their backs, or curse them as
pulous individuals. According to Al Tabari, this means, those words
have been removed and changed. Spiritual distortion would include
giving wrong interpretations. Mujahid reported that the Jews said: “We
hear what you (the Holy Prophet) said, but we would not follow it”.
313. As-shirk (associating partners with Allah) is of two types: 1. Shirk in Divinity: To believe that there is a power besides Allah, ruling
the universe.
2. Shirk in Lordship: To accept rules of human beings with revelations,
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we cursed the people of “Sabt” (violators of sabt). And the
decree of Allah is (bound) to be carried out.
48. Surely Allah does not forgive (those) who associate partners
with Him; but He will forgive anything beside that, to whom
He pleases. And whosoever associates partners with Allah,
so surely, he has invented a heinous sin.313
49. Have you not seen those who hold themselves to be pure?
On the contrary, it is Allah Who purifies whoever He
pleases, and they will not be wronged even (so much as)
the husk of a date stone.
50. Behold! How they fabricate the falsehood against Allah. And
sufficient is that as a manifest sin!
51. Have you not seen those who have been given a portion of the
Book? They believe in vain things and false deities; and
they say to the rejecters of the faith, that” these are better
guided in the (right) way, than those who believe.”
53. Or have they a portion in dominion (of Allah)? - Then they
would not give to men even as much as the speck on a
date-stone.314
54. Or do they envy mankind for what Allah has bestowed upon
them out of His bounty? So (let them remember that) We
had already bestowed upon the family of Ibrahim, the Book
as a basis for what is legal and prohibited from the religious point of
view. The Holy Qur’an points out: “They take their monks and leaders
as lords besides Allah”.
314. This is Allah’s reprimand to the Jews for their ill treatment of the Prophet
(peace be upon him) and his followers. Allah has reprimanded them
for their selfishness in thinking that a Prophet would again be raised
from among them so as to restore their supremacy. Allah explained to
them that they have no more share of the power, as they had abused it
many times in the past.
315. Today, after the advancement of science, we know that the pain receptors
are located in the skin layer. Therefore a slight bum that does not penetrate the skin causes severe pain, unlike the more serious bums that
penetrate the skin. Allah in His Wisdom revealed this to the Holy Prophet,
centuries ago! Here Allah tells that whenever the Hell fire eats away the
skin (with pain receptors), He will replace their skin with fresh ones, so
that they would continue to feel the pain.
316. The Almighty commands the Muslims to fulfill the trusts to their owners in
justice. It covers all the obligations which a state, or the ruler, owes to
the entire population of the state, and which he is duty bound to perform
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and Wisdom, and We (also) bestowed upon them a great
dominion.
55. So (there are) some among them who believed in it (in the
revelations of their days), and among them, some others
who turn aside from it. And (remember), sufficient scourge
is the burning fire of Hell (for them).
56. Verily, those who reject Our signs, We shall soon cast them
into the Fire: As often as their skins are roasted through,
We shall create for them in exchange other skins - that they
may taste the chastisement. Surely Allah is exalted in Power,
Wise.315
57. And those who believe and do deeds of righteousness, We
shall soon make them enter the Heavens with rivers flowing beneath, - abiding therein for ever. Therein it shall they
have pure spouses (and also) We shall make them enter
into shadowing shades.
58. Verily, Allah commands you to render back your trusts to their
(rightful) owners, and when you judge between the people,
that you judge with fairness. Verily, how excellent is that
with which Allah admonishes you. Surely, Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing.316
59. O you who have believed! Obey Allah, and obey the Messenwith justice and equity. This is the injunction of Allah revealed in The
Book and explained by His messenger.
317. If men have divergent opinions regarding any of the laws of Allah, they are
instructed to return to the Holy Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet
for answers. Real obedience in Allah, is to strictly follow what was sent
down by Him, to the Holy Prophet. If there is no obedience to him, there
is also no obedience to Allah at all. In fact the authority of the rulers is
subservient to the command of Allah and the noble Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh). The rulers have no authority of their own to decide or enforce the
law, out of their own desire. They are merely to enforce the law of Allah
and His Prophet, and therefore in case of dispute, reliance has to be
placed on Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet alone. See: 4:83.
318. Allah assures His last Prophet that he would not be deserted by Him, and
would keep His promise to him - by making him victorious over his
enemies. At the same time the Prophet was commanded to admonish
them and to say to them for the betterment of souls an effective word so
they might give up their adopted righteousness.
319. The following points are made in this verse:1. The infallibility of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) in being just.
This quality is something bestowed upon him by the Almighty.
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ger, and those in authority among you. If you dispute about
anything among yourselves, then refer it to Allah and the
Messenger - if you (truly) believe in Allah and the Last Day.
That is the best and an excellent comment in the end.317
60. Have you not observed those who pretend that they believe
in what has been sent down to you, and what has been sent
down before you’? They desire to seek for Judgement (in
their disputes) from the false deities, whereas they had been
ordered to reject it. But Shaitan desires to lead them far
astray.
61. And when it is said to them: “Come to what Allah has sent
down, and to the Messenger”, you see the hypocrites avert
(their faces) completely away from you.
62. So how (will it be with them), when an affliction befalls them
because of the deeds, which their hands have sent forth?
Then they come to you swearing by Allah (saying): “We
desired nothing but goodwill and conciliation (in between
two parties)!
63. Those (hypocrites) - Allah knows what is in their heart; so
turn aside from them. But admonish them and speak to
them an effective word that reaches in their souls.318
64. And (you know that) We sent not a Messenger, but he might
be obeyed, by the leave of Allah. But if they had come to
you whenever they wronged themselves, and therefore,
they had asked Allah’s forgiveness, and the Messenger (also)
had asked forgiveness for them - (then) they indeed would
have found Allah as the One Who accepts repentance (often), and the Most Merciful.
65. But no, by your Lord, they will not believe until they seek
your arbitration in all matters on which they dispute among
themselves, and then find not in themselves any objection
2. A man cannot be a true believer unless he has confidence in the
justice of the Messenger of Allah.
320. Muslims are instructed to learn war techniques and train themselves to fight against the unbelievers when the need arises.
321. ‘The cause of Allah’, refers to supporting the religion of Allah, and to let the
word of Allah prevail and to spread its propagation. It includes defence
of the state, property, freedom and all other rights.
322. This verse was revealed when a section of the companions of the Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him) became reluctant to fight the unbelievers
in Makkah- after the partaking in a holy war was made compulsory
upon them in Madinah. They wanted a respite from the war, and wished
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over what you have decided; and they will submit to you
with the fullest conviction.319
66. But if We had prescribed to them (by asking them) ‘to kill
yourselves or ‘ to leave your homes’, they would not have
done it, except a few of them. But if they had done what
they were (actually) exhorted to do, it would surely have
been better for them, and they would have the strongest
assurance (of their faith).
67. And (apart from that) We would surely have bestowed them
from Ourselves a mighty reward.
68. And (thereupon) We would have indeed guided them into
the straight path.
69. And whoever obeys Allah and the Messenger, then such people
shall dwell with those upon whom Allah has favoured.
(They are), the Prophets - those steadfast in truthfulness,
the martyrs, and the righteous (who do good). And how
excellent is their company!
70. That is the bounty from Allah, and surely Allah suffices to
know (the truth).
71. O you who have believed! Take your (necessary) precautions
(against the enemies). Then either go forth in detachments
or go forth all together.320
72. And there is certainly (a portion) of you who tarry (or cause to
tarry). So if a misfortune befalls you, he says: “Surely, Allah
bestowed His favour upon me, since l was not present with
them”.
73. And if a bounty comes to you from Allah, he would certainly
say, as if there had never been any ties of affection between
you and him: “Would that I had been with them, then could
l have indeed achieved a great success!”
74. So let those fight in the cause of Allah, who barter the life of
this world for the Hereafter. And whosoever fights in the
cause of Allah, - whether he is slain or is victorious, We
shall soon grant him a mighty reward.321
the Prophet could postpone the war until after their lifetimes, so that
they could die in their houses, and not in the battlefield.
323. Here Allah explains that Muslims must submit to the teachings of the Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him), because submission to his teachings
would mean submission to the will of Allah. Whoever resists the teachings of the Prophet let him know that the Prophet is only a precursor,
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75. And what is the reason with you that you fight not in the
cause of Allah, and of those (who are in the captivity of
disbelievers), who being helpless men, women and children who supplicate (the Lord): “Our Lord! Bring us forth
from this town, whose people are oppressors. And provide
us from yourself a protector, and provide us from yourself
a helper!”
76. Those who believe, fight in the cause of Allah, and those who
reject faith, fight in the cause of evil (thagut). So fight
against the friends of Shaitan, Surely, Shaitan’s strategy is
(very) weak.
77. Have you not observed those who were told: “Restrain your
hands (from war), and establish the regular prayers, and
give alms”? But when fighting was prescribed upon them,
behold! A section of them feared men as or even more than
- they should have feared Allah! They said: “Our Lord! Why
have you prescribed fighting upon us? Why did you not
grant us a brief respite?” Tell (them): “The enjoyment in
this world is a trifle, and (in all matters) the Hereafter is
the best for those not be wronged even to the extent of the
husk of a date-stone.322
78. “Wherever you might be, death will find you out — even
though you put yourselves in lofty towers. And when they
are blessed with good fortune, they say: ‘This is from Allah’. But when an evil befalls them, they say; This is from
you’. Say (to them): “All things are from Allah”. So what
happened to these people, that they do not even approach
the grasping of a single fact?
79. Whatever good happens to you, is from Allah; and whatever
evil happens to you, is from your own action. And We have
sent you (O Muhammad) as a Messenger to mankind. And
Allah is sufficient as a Witness.
80. Whoever obeys the Messenger, thereupon, has indeed obeyed
Allah (Himself); and whoever turns away, then We have
not sent you (O Muhammad) as a keeper over them.
81. And they say (in front of you): “We obey (you)”. But when they
depart from you, a section of them spends the night schem
and not a controller and ruler over their deeds.
324. Do they not contemplate upon its meaning? The basis of thought and
367. See: 4:12. A legal guidance regarding the inheritance of those
without descendants has been emphasised here. It is like the case of
Jabir bin Abdullah, who left no offspring, males or females, but he had
paternal and maternal brothers.
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-ing against what you have said (to them). But Allah writes
down what they brood over by night. So turn away from them,
and put your trust in Allah. And Allah is Sufficient as a Best
disposer (of affairs).323
82. Do they not ponder about the Qur’an‘? And if it had been from
any other than Allah, they would surely have found therein
much contradiction.324
83. And when there comes to them any tidings, bearing upon peace,
or fear, they announce it. Whereas, if they had only referred it
to the Messenger and to those who are entrusted with authority, among them. Those of them, who could elicit (the fact and
the truth) from them, would have surely understood it. But if
the Bounty of Allah and His Mercy were not upon you, you
would have surely followed Shaitan, except a few (of you).
84. Therefore, fight in the cause of Allah. You are not accountable
except for yourself. And instigate the believer’s (to fight). It
may be that Allah will restrain the violence of those who reject
the faith. And (know that) Allah is the stronger in violence
and stronger in inflicting punishment.325
85. Whoever intercedes with a good intercession, shall have a share
thereof; and whoever intercedes with an evil intercession, shall
have a (equal) portion thereof and Allah is (the One) Who des
contemplation is to look into the consequence of the matter and thinking of
the end result of it. Following verse describes of another mischief of the
hypocrites who spread and circulate the false rumours. They should refer
that to those who are in authority or in charge of their affairs, so that they
may confirm whether they are true or false.
325. Allah commands the Prophet (peace be upon him) to fight the unbelievers,
even if he is alone. He is not obliged to force the others to go out with him
for Jihad (Holy War), but is only responsible for himself in his fight for the
cause of Allah. He must, however, urge his people to take part in the war.
Allah assures the Prophet and the believers that victory would eventually
be theirs.
326. Whenever a person participates in an affair of another person and therefore
that results a good cause, then he will get the share in reward of that particular act accordingly. Instead if it causes an evil act, then definitely he
shares in an evil therein as the same level of the evil act.
327. O you who believe, if you are greeted with prayers for long life, security and
peace, greet back in a better form or at least reply to him in the same way.
We should be kind and thought to be equally civil and polite to all when they
greet respectfully. The harsh behaviour of some people were creating more
disorder in the society and causing more disturbances
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tined nourishing over all things.326
86. And when you are greeted with a greeting (by fellow Muslims),
then greet (him in reply) with a (greeting) (better than it; or
reply (him with at least) the same. Surely, Allah reckons all
things well.327
87. (He is) Allah! There is no god but He. He will certainly assemble
you together on the Day of Resurrection - (the Day) about
which there is no doubt. And who is truthful in statement than
Allah.328
88. And what has happened to you that you are (divided) into two
parties regarding the hypocrites? While, Allah has reverted
them because of what they earned. Would you wish to guide
him whom Allah causes to stray? And for him whom Allah
causes to astray, you will never find for him any way (of guidance).329
89. And they wish that you should reject faith, as they have rejected;
so that you may all be alike. So make not protectors from
among them, until they migrate in the way of Allah. But if they
turn away, then seize them and slay them wherever you find
them. And (in any case), you make not from them anyone as a
among the people and it does great harm to propagating the message.
328. The Day of Judgement is a certainty, and none of you should doubt or suspect its occurrence.
329. It is generally agreed that this verse was revealed when there was a disagreement among the companions of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him) concerning the hypocrites. One group said that they were unbelievers
and apostates, while the other group said that they were Muslims. Some
said that they (the hypocrites) were people who sought the permission of
the Prophet to go out into the desert, and they ceased not walking until they
joined the unbelievers. Some said that they were those who remained at
home on the day of the Battle of Uhud, with the excuse that they would
have certainly fought with the Prophet if they knew how to fight. Whomsoever Allah chooses to mislead, none can direct him to the right path.
330. Those hypocrites, regarding whom the Muslims were having a disagreement
had hoped that the Muslims would join them disclaiming the Unity of Allah,
and the prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon him).
331. This verse exempted two types of people from those who should be killed.
332. This is another group of hypocrites. They are people from Asad and Gatfan
clans.
333. It is not in the character of the believer to kill another believer intentionally or
without a valid reason (having committed a crime) — and he is not permit-
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protector or a helper.330
90. Except those who seek refuge with a people between whom and
you there is a covenant (of peace), or those who come to you,
(and) their hearts shrink from fighting you or fighting their
own people. If Allah had so pleased, He would certainly have
given them dominion over you, and then, they surely would
have fought you. Therefore, if they keep aloof from you, and
fight you not, and (instead) they make to you an offer of peace,
then (know that) Allah has made you no way (of grievance)
against them.331
91. You will find others who wish to be secure from you, (as well as)
to be secure from their (own) people: Whenever they are sent
back to hostility, they plunge into it headlong. If they do not
keep aloof from you nor offer you peace, nor restrain their
hands, then seize them and slay them wherever you find them.
And over such men, We have provided you with a clear authority.332
92. And it is not for a believer to kill a believer, except it be by mistake.
And whoever kills a believer by mistake, then (his atonement
is) that he should be a believing slave, and provide blood money
to the deceased’s family - unless they remit it as charity. But if
the deceased belonged to a people hostile to you, and he be a
believer, (then his atonement is that) he shall (only) set free a
believing slave. And if he belonged to a people with whom you
have a covenant, (then his atonement is that) the blood (money
should be paid to his family, and a believing slave be freed. For
he who finds this beyond his means, then he should fast for
two months consecutively, by way of repentance to Allah; and
Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.333
93. And whoever kills a believer deliberately, then his reward shall be
Hell - therein shall he abide forever, and Allah’s anger is on
him. And He has cursed him and has prepared upon him a
great chastisement.
94. O you who have believed! When you are travelling in the cause of
Allah, then discern properly (in between friends and foe); and
say not to anyone who greets you (the Islamic greeting of)
peace: “You are not a believer, coveting the perishable goods
of this worldly life. But there lies with Allah, abundant gains.
Such was your condition before: But Allah conferred upon you
His favours. Therefore, discern carefully. Surely Allah is Well
ted to do so otherwise.
334. The word “peace be upon you” is a symbol of recognition for Muslims throughout
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Acquainted with (all) what you do.334
95. Not equal are those believers who sit still (at home), other than
those who are hurt - and those who strive in the cause of Allah
with their possessions and their lives. But Allah has preferred
those who strive with their possessions and their lives, to a
(higher) rank than those who remain at home. Unto all (in
faith), Allah has promised goodness. But Allah has preferred
those who strive above those who remain (at home ). by a
mighty reward.335
96. (For them are) degrees bestowed from Him, and Forgiveness and
Mercy; and Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
97. Verily, when the angels cause those who wrong their souls to die,
(will) ask to them: “In what (plight) were you‘?” They reply:
“We were treated as weak and oppressed in the land”. They
(the angels) say: “Was not the earth of Allah spacious enough
for you, that you might migrate therein‘?” Such men (will find
that) their abode shall be Hell - and an evil destination it is.336
98. Except those who are (really) weak and oppressed among men,
women and children, who are incapable of devising any planer
have finding any way (out).
99. For those, may be Allah will pardon their (sins); and Allah is Ever
Pardoning and the Most Forgiving.
100. And whoever emigrates in the cause of Allah shall find in the
the world. This salutation represents the brother hood which is the real
basis of international peace and treaty. There is a chance of misusing this
word by enemies as a trick merely to save their lives, even though at that
critical moment, a deep investigation is demanded from the part of Muslims.
Some occasions, may force men to hide their faith due to the threatening
and unavoidable circumstances. This was experienced during the early
days of the mission among some early Muslims. Therefore, it is clearly
mentioned here for the necessity of deep verification of the people whenever an event may arise. The under mentioned event gives us a lesson
about that. It is reported on the authority of Al-Bazzar who said: Ibn Abbas
said: The Messenger of Allah sent a secretive army that included Al- Miqdad.
When they came to the people they were sent to, there and then, all the
people dispersed except only a wealthy man who remained and he said: “I
bear witness that there is no one worthy of worship except Allah”. Yet AlMiqdad killed him as he thought that he proclaimed the word of the faith just
to escape from the circumstances. When the matter was reported to the
Prophet, the Prophet told him: Imagine how you would be with the word “La
ilaha Illa- llahu”, witnessing against you in the Hereafter’?
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land numerous spacious places of refuge. And whoever goes
forth from his home as a migrant towards, (the cause of) Allah and His Messenger, and then death overtakes him, his reward becomes incumbent on Allah. And Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.337
101. And when you travel in the land, there is nothing wrong on you
to shorten your prayer, if you fear that the rejecters of the faith
might cause you harm. (And) surely, the rejecters of the faith
are unto you as open enemies.338
102. And when you (O Messenger, in such a case) are among them,
and lead the prayer for them, then let one party of them stand
up (in prayer) with you, and let them take their arms, and when
they have performed their prostrations, let them take (their
position) to your rear (to stand guard), and let the other party
who have not yet prayed come forward and let them pray with
you; and let them also take their precautions (for defence), and
bearing their arms. It would much please those who reject the
faith, that if you were negligent of your arms and your baggage, so that they could (make a surprise) swoop upon you
with an assault. But there shall be no blame upon you to lay
aside your arms, if you be inconvenienced by rain or be sick.
But take your precaution (as defence) for yourselves. Surely,
Allah has prepared a humiliating chastisement for the rejecters of the faith. 339
103. When you have performed the prayer, then remember Allah (ev335. There were some believers who had absented themselves from the battlefield during the Battle of Badr. Allah revealed this verse, indicating that those
who stayed back were not equal to those who fought with the Prophet (peace
be upon him), unless they had a valid reason for not fighting.
336. Ibn Jarir Al Tabari has recorded a report by Ibn Abbas on the circumstances
behind the revelation of this verse. There were some people from Makkah
who had embraced Islam, but feared disclosing it openly. Such people were
taken by the unbelievers to fight against the Muslims in the Battle of Badr,
and some of them were killed. Some of the Muslims who saw their bodies
exclaimed that these were Muslims and beseeched the Prophet (peace be
upon him) to pray for their forgiveness. This verse was therefore revealed.
337. Those who migrate for the cause of Allah, with the intention of seeking Allah’s
pleasure and establishing His religion, will have on earth a safe place free
from oppression, persecution and humiliation.
338. Allah has made it easy upon the travellers, by allowing them to pray two raka’ats
instead of four.
339. The details of the method of observing the ‘fear prayer’ are present in the
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ery time and in any position), standing, sitting down or lying
down on your sides. But when you become secure (from danger) then you establish the prayers (in the prescribed way).
Surely prayer is an obligation on the believers to be performed
at stated times.
104. And do not slacken in pursuing (hostile) people. If you are suffering (hardships), then surely they are (also) suffering as you
are suffering. But you hope from Allah, what they cannot hope.
And Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.
105. Surely, We have sent down to you the Book (the Qur’an), comprising the truth that you might judge between people by what
Allah has shown you. And be not a pleader for those who are
fraudulent
106. And implore the forgiveness of Allah. Surely, Allah is Most Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
107. And argue not on behalf of those who deceive themselves. Surely,
Allah loves not the one who is so deceitful and a great sinner.
108. They can hide (their wrong doings) from the people, but they
cannot hide (them) from Allah, while He is with them when
they utter in secret matter at night, that does not please Him.
And Allah ever encompasses what they do.340
109. Hearken, you are those who have argue on their behalf in this
worldly life; but who will argue with Allah on their behalf on
the Day of ‘ Resurrection, or who will dispose their affairs?
110. And whoever does evil or wrongs himself, and afterwards seeks
forgiveness of Allah, then he will find Allah the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
111. And whoever commits a sin, then he certainly commits it (only)
against himself. And Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.
112. But whoever commits a fault or a sin and thereafter imputes it to
an innocent person; then certainly, he bears (on himself) the
burden of a calumny and a flagrant sin.
113. But if the favour of Allah and His Mercy had not been upon you, a

Jurisprudence books, and one may choose a suitable mode depending on
his condition and the condition of his enemy.
340. It is indeed surprising that those who lack faith hide their wrongdoing in front
of other people for fear of disgrace, while they do not fear to behave disgracefully under the One Who sees everything - Allah,
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party of them would certainly have plotted to lead you astray.
But (in fact) they will only lead their own selves astray, and
they cannot harm if you at all. Allah has sent down to you the
Book and Wisdom and has taught you what you knew not (before). And a great (achievement) is the favour of Allah upon
you.341
114. There is no virtue in most of their secret talks, unless one who
enjoins in charity or (matter of) goodness, or conciliation between people. And whoever does that, seeking the pleasure of
Allah, then We shall soon bestow on him a great reward.
115. But whoever persists (in his opposition) with the Messenger, after guidance has been plainly conveyed to him, and follows a
path other than that of the believers; We shall put it into his
power to follow the bent of his inclination, and shall cast him
into Hell - and an evil destination it is.342
116. Verily, Allah will not forgive (the sin) that anything be associated
with Him as partner. But He forgives (any sin) beside that to
whomever He pleases. And whosoever associates anything with
Allah as His partner has indeed strayed far away.
117. They invoke nothing besides Him, but mere female deities; and
they invoke none but Shaitan -the persistent rebel
118. Whom Allah has cursed, and he said: “I will surely take (to my
path), a set portion from Your servants.343
119. “And I will surely lead them astray; and I will surely insinuate in
them false desires; and I will surely order them, so they will
cut off the ears of the cattle, and indeed I will order them to
alter the creations of Allah”. And whoever chooses Shaitan
rather than Allah, as (his) protector, then surely, he loses himself beyond redemption.344

341. Allah has revealed the Holy Qur’an as a guidance and mercy for the worlds.
Allah’s favour on the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) is indeed abundant, when He had sent him to the entire mankind and made him a ‘seal of
the Prophets’.
342. We leave him in the way he has chosen for himself; We make him follow the
way he has chosen; We make him enter the fire of Hell, as a punishment
for what he has chosen by opposing the messenger after the guidance has
become clear to him and follows the way other than the way of believers.
343. ‘Curse’ means to reject the favour with annoyance and anger.
1. Muslims must not assume that they can escape punishment and enter
paradise, just by virtue of their religion. It is imperative upon them to prac-
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120, He (Shaitan) makes them (alluring) promises, and he insinuates
false desires to them. But Shaitan promises them merely delusions.
121. Those (who follow Shaitan) will have their abode in Hell, and they
shall find no way of escape from it.
122. But those who have believed and have done deeds of righteousness, We shall soon make them enter into Heavens beneath
which rivers flow - abiding therein forever. Such is Allah’s
promise as the truth, and whose is a truer word, than Allah’s?345
123. It is not your desires, nor those of the People of the Book, (that
shall prevail). Whoever does evil, will be requited for it, and he
will not find for himself, besides Allah, any protector or any
helper.
124. And whoever does the deeds of righteousness - be they male or
female - while he is a believer, then they shall enter Paradise
and they shall not be wronged, even to the (extent of a) speck
on a date- stone.346
125. Who can be a nobler one in religion, than one who submits himself to Allah (alone) while he is a pious one; and follows exclusively, the way of Ibrahim, who inclined to the right religion.
And Allah (Himself) chose Ibrahim as an intimate friend.347
126. And to Allah belongs, all that is in the firmaments and all that is
in earth. And (know that) Allah encompasses all things.
127. They ask you legal instructions concerning women. Say : “Allah
does direct you (legally) in their affairs; and (reminds you) of
what has been recited unto you in the Book (Qur’an), concerning the orphaned women to whom you give not what has been
prescribed for them, and whom you desire to marry; and (also
tice it sincerely.
2. Allah might punish even the believers, for any of their bad deeds in this
life, if proper atonement is not made prior to death. Abu Hurairah reported
the following Hadith:- “When this verse was revealed, some of the Muslims
felt a sort of discomfort and complained about this to the Holy Prophet
(peace be upon him). He replied: ‘Be upright and accommodative — for
whatever happens to a Muslim is atonement for a sin — even if a thorn
stings him”’
3. Whatever good deed a nonbeliever might do will not benefit him — according to the word of Allah.
344. This verse relates to the oath by Iblees (Satan) to mislead whoever he can
from the way of truth.
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concerning) the children who are weak and oppressed. And
(He enjoins) that you deal with firm justice regarding orphans.
And whatever of good deed that you do, then surely, Allah
knows it well.348
128. And if a woman fears of either ill treatment or aversion from her
husband’s part, then there is nothing wrong on both of them
that they arrange reconciliation (as a mutual agreement), in
between themselves. And such settlement of reconciliation is
best. And (you know that) men’s souls are (always) prone to
covetousness. But if you do good (towards the women), and be
mindful of your duty (to Allah), then (know that) Allah is surely
aware of all what you do.349
129. And you can never perform equitably between women (your wives)
— even if it is your ardent desire. So incline not with total aversion (towards one), so as to leave the other, hanging (i.e. Neither divorced nor married). And if you be reconciled and be
mindful of your duty (to Allah), so Allah is surely The Most
Forgiving, The Most Merciful.350
130. But if the two separate (by divorce), Allah will enrich each of
them out of His abundance. And Allah is Bountiful, Wise.
131 . And to Allah belongs whatever is in the firmaments and what345. After mentioning about Shaithan (Satan) and his false hopes, in the last verse,
Allah talks about His true followers and believers who would never associate anything or anybody with Him, in worship.
346. The following points are to be noted, with regard to this verse:347. The religion of Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him) was the monotheist
religion of Islam.
348. ‘Concerning women’, on what is generally compulsory for them. The messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) used to inquire about various laws
concerning women. Aysha reported that this verse was revealed to protect
the women. If an orphan girl who is pretty and wealthy, is raised by a man,
then he would marry her and possess her wealth. On the contrary, if she
was ugly, he would not marry her, and would inherit her after she dies.
349. It was reported by Aysha that this verse was revealed at the instance of a
woman who was with a man for a long period of time, and he wanted to
divorce her. She then requested him to allow her to remain with him (without expecting anything else from him) while he marries another woman.
350. This is for those who wish to marry more than one wife. Allah has mentioned
here that justice could not be observed, in a man’s relation with his wives.
Allah makes justice a condition to have more than one wife. 4:3
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ever is in the earth. And We have assuredly enjoined upon those
who were given the Book before you, and (enjoined) you (also)
that you ‘be mindful of your duty to Allah’. But if you reject
(Him), then (remember that) unto Allah belongs whatever is
in the firmaments and whatever is in the earth. And Allah is
self-sufficient, Most Praiseworthy.
132. And unto Allah belongs whatever is in the firmaments and whatever is in the earth. And sufficient is Allah as a Best Disposer
ofallaffairs.
133. If He wills, He could remove you, O mankind, and bring others
(in your place). And Allah has full power to do that.
134. Whoever desires the reward of this world, then (let him know
that) with Allah is the reward of this world and of the Hereafter. And Allah is ‘ All Hearing, All Seeing.
135. O you who have believed! Observe firmly with justice, as bearers
of (true) witness before Allah, even though it may either be
against yourselves or (against) your parents, or your kinfolk.
Whether he be rich or poor. For Allah is worthier than them
both. Therefore follow not (your) vain desires, lest you may
deviate (from the truth), and if you distort (your testimony) or
deviate (it) then (remember that) Allah is well-acquainted
(with all things)·351
136. O you who have believed! Have (firm) faith in Allah and His
Messenger, and the Book that He has sent to His Messenger,
and the Book that He sent (to those) before (him). And whoever rejects Allah, His Angels, His Books, His Messengers, and
the Last Day, has surely strayed far.
137. Verily, those who have believed, (and) then rejected faith, (and)
thereafter believe (again), and (again) rejected (the faith), and
go on again increasing in the rejection of the faith, Allah will
not forgive them nor guide them on the (right) Way.
138. Convey to the hypocrites the tidings that surely for them, are a
painful punishment.
351. This is an injunction from the Almighty to all the responsible people, to maintain justice in laws and dealings.
352. This verse is an indication that whoever derives pleasure in associating a
partner with Allah, is an unbeliever; and whoever derives pleasure from an
atrocity committed by another -even if he does not do it himself- is their
partner in sin. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said: “Man is with whom
he loves”.
353. Allah the Almighty will overcome the hypocrites in their actions, by leaving
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139. Those who make rejecters, as friends, rather than believers: are
they seeking, glory with them? Whereas, all glory indeed belongs to Allah only.
140. And already, He has revealed to you in the Book, that when you
hear, the verses of Allah being rejected and mocked at (by men),
So you do not sit with them until they engage in a talk other
than that. Or else, you shall yourselves surely become like them.
Surely Allah will assemble the hypocrites and the rejecters of
faith - all in Hell.352
141. Those who watch you closely say; whenever you do gain a victory
from Allah, “Were we not with you?” But if the rejecters gain a
portion of luck, they say (to them): “Did we not get the mastery
over you?” And did we not defend you from the believers‘?” But
Allah will judge between you on the Day of Resurrection. And
never will Allah grant to the rejecters of the faith, any way to
prevail against the believers.
142. Verily, the hypocrites would (seek to) deceive Allah; but (in fact)
they are being deluded by Him. And when they stand up to
prayer, they stand up sluggishly, to be seen of people -and they
do not remember Allah, but little 353
143. (While they are) wavering between the faith and its rejection,
and belong neither to these nor to those. And whomever Allah
causes to stray, then you will never find for him any Way (of
guidance).
144. O you who have believed! Do not make infidels, rather than believers, as your protectors. Do you wish to furnish Allah with
an open proof against yourselves? 354
145. Verily, the hypocrites shall be in the lowest depths of the Fire,
and you will never find any helper for them, 355
146. Except those who repent and amend (their deeds), and hold fast
to Allah, and they make their religion devoting sincerely to
Allah: if so, they will be (counted) with the believers (in all
kind of blessings). And soon will Allah bestow upon the believers a great reward.
them astray in the wrong path.
354. Allah prohibits the believers among His servants, to take to the characters of
the hypocrites and support the enemies of Islam, He says: “O you who
believe in Allah and His messenger, support not the unbelievers, who are
not people of your religion -so that the Hell fire should not be made compulsory on you”.
355. The floor that is at the bottom of Jahannam (Hell) is of seven layers. It is called
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147. (And) why should Allah punish you if you render thanks (to Him),
and you (truly) believe (in Him)? Allah is most ready to Appreciate, All Knowing.
148. Allah does not like expressing of foul words (by anyone), in public - except by one who has been wronged. And (know that)
Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.356
149. Whether you make openly, a pious deed, or conceal it, or (at least)
pardon an evil. Then (know that) surely Allah is Ever-Oft Pardoning, all powerful.
150. Verily those who reject the faith in Allah and His Messengers
and wish to make a division between Allah and His Messengers, and say : “We believe in some but reject others” and they
wish to adopt a way in between357
151. Those are indeed real rejecters of faith. And We have prepared
for the rejecters, a humiliating punishment.
152. And those who believe in Allah and His Messengers, and make
no distinction between any of the Messengers. They shall soon
be provided their reward. And (know that) Allah is the Most
Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
153. The people of the Book ask you to bring down to them a Book
from sky. (And) indeed, they had asked (Prophet) Musa for (a
sign) even greater than that, for they said: “Show us Allah openly:
whereupon the thunderbolt over took them due to their deeds
of tyranny. And thereafter, they adopted the calf (for worshipping), even after clear signs had come to them. Even so, We
pardoned them for that and We granted Musa manifest (proofs
of) authority.358
154. And We raised over them the “Mount Tur” (when they misused)
their covenant. And (on another occasion), We said to them:
“Enter the gate in the (state of) prostration”, and We (also) told
so, because the layers are one after the other.
356. One should keep away from all affairs that cause harm to one’s reputation in
public or in private, but injustice must be corrected openly.
357. Allah explains in this verse, that the foundation of the faith is in believing in Allah, and
all the Prophets (pbu them) without any discrimination among them.
358. Ibn Jarir Tabari recorded a report from Ibn Jarij, which said: “The Jews said to
the Prophet (peace be upon him) — ‘We will not agree with what you invite
us to (Islam) unless you bring us a book in its complete form at once, from
the sky, like the Taurah was given to Musa (peace be upon him)’. Their
argument was only from their stubbornness and intention to weaken the
Holy Prophet (pbuh).
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them: “transgress not (the law) of the Sabbath”. And We took
from them a firm covenant.359
155. So, because of their breaking of their covenant, and their rejection of the signs of Allah, and their slaying of the Prophets in
defiance of right, and their saying that ‘our hearts are wrapped
in covers’. On the contrary, Allah has sealed them (their hearts)
because of their rejection. So they believe not, but little.
156. And (also) their rejection and their uttering against Maryam
(Mary), a grievous calumny
157. And their saying: “Verily, we killed (the Masih, Isa, the son of
Maryam, the Messenger of Allah”. Whereas (the fact is that)
they had neither slain him, nor crucified him, but they mistook the crucified one for him. And surely those who differed
therein are full of doubts about him. (And) they have no (certain) knowledge of it - but merely conjecture to follow. And
certainly they killed him not.
158. But Allah raised him to Himself. And Allah is exalted in Power,
Wise.360
159. And there is none among the people of the Book, but must believe in Him before his death. And on the Day of Resurrection,
he (Prophet Isa) will be a witness against them.
160. So because of the iniquity of those who became Jews, We forbade
them (certain) pure things, which had been lawful for them.
And (these are) because of their debarring many others from
the way of Allah.
161. And (because of) their taking usury, although they had been forbidden it, and (because of) their devouring people’s wealth
wrongfully. And We have prepared for those among them who

359. See 2 2:58-65
360. Allah has honoured Prophet Isa (peace be upon him) by protecting him from
his enemies; and nobody has power over him, except Allah. This means,
elevating Prophet Isa (peace be upon him) to a place where none besides
Allah, has control over.
361. This verse mentions about those who have a clear knowledge of the correct
religious laws (the Jurisprudence), and not those who merely follow assumptions, and falsify the word of ‘Allah for a small price. Here reference is
made to those learned Jews who are fully acquainted with the real nature
of the Divine Books and they are just and fair from every kind of prejudiced
obduracy and self worship. They clearly recognise the teaching of the Qur’an
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reject faith, a painful punishment.
162. But those who are among them well-grounded in learning, and
the believers (who) believe in what has been sent down to you
and what I was sent down before you; and those who establish
regular prayer and give alms; and those who believe in Allah
and in the Last Day. To them (all) shall We soon grant a great
Reward.361
163. Verily, We have revealed to you (O Muhammad), inspiration, as
We sent inspiration to (Prophet) Nuh and the Prophets after
him. And (also) We sent inspiration to (Prophet) Ibrahim,
Ismail. Ishaq, Ya‘qub and (his) offspring, Isa, Ayyoob, Yunus,
Haroon, Sulaiman and to Dawood We granted the ‘Zaboor’
(Psalms).362
164. And (We Sent) of Messengers, (some) whose names (We have)
already narrated to you before, and (other) Messengers whose
names We have not narrated to you. And Allah spoke to Musa
(direct) speech.
165. (We sent these) Messengers as bearers of glad tidings, as well as
warners; (so) that mankind might have no argument against
Allah: after the Messengers (had been sent to them). And Allah is exalted in Power, Wise.
166. But whether the people obey or not), Allah bears witness that
what He has sent down (the Qur’an) unto you, He has sent it
down with His Knowledge. And the angels (also) bear witness.
But Allah is sufficient as a Witness.
167. Verily those who reject faith and debar others from the way of
Allah have certainly strayed far away (from the path).
168. (And) verily, those who reject faith and become wrongdoers, Allah will not forgive them nor will He guide them to go (true)
as the same that were taught by their own Prophets and then sincerely
believe in both.
362. Allah informs the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) that he is not the first
Prophet to receive a revelation. The ‘Zabur’ (Psalms of David) was revealed
in parts, just like the Qur’an. The people of the Book — Christians and
Jews — have no right to ask you (O Muhammad) to bring a book, in its
complete form at- once, from the sky.
363. Here the Christian attitude is condemned. They went beyond the bounds in
their faith and they raised Jesus to equality with Allah. They venerate Mary
almost to idolatry and attribute a physical son of Allah. As well as they invent the doctrine of the Trinity. Here are clearly mentioned the facts that he
is the son of Mary and therefore he is a man, being a Messenger who brought
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path ·
169. Other than the path of Hell, wherein they shall abide forever.
And that is ever easy for Allah.
170. O mankind! Surely, there has come to you the Messenger
(Muhammad), bearing the truth, from your Lord. So believe
(in him) - (that will be) best for you. But if you reject him, then
remember that, to Allah belongs whatever is in the firmaments
and in the earth. And Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.
171. O people of the Book! Do not be extravagant in the matter of your
religion; nor say of Allah, aught but the truth. Indeed the Masih
Isa, the son of Maryam is only a Messenger of Allah; and His
Word that He conveyed to Maryam, and a Spirit (created) by
Him (which caused Maryam to conceive). So believe in Allah
and His Messengers. And do not say : “Three” (that Allah is a
trinity). Refrain from this (crime), and it shall be better for
you. Allah is indeed only One God. Glory be to Him. (Far exalted is He) above having a son. To Him belongs whatever is in
the firmaments and whatever is in the earth. And sufficient is
Allah as a Best Disposer of all affairs.363
172. The Masih, would never disdain to be a servant of Allah; nor (would
even) the angels, who are nearest (to Allah). And whoever disdains His worship and waxes arrogant, and then He will soon
gather them all together before Himself (to face Judgement).364
173. (But as to those who have believed and done deeds of righteousness, so He will give their wages in full, and bestow upon them
more out of His bounty. And as for those who are disdainful
and arrogant, so He will punish them with a painful punishment -and they shall find for themselves, besides Allah, neither protector nor any helper.
174. O mankind! Indeed there has come to you an evident proof (the
Prophethood of Muhammad), from your Lord; and We have

a Message from Allah. He has been called “Spirit from Him” and said in the
verse- 2: 253 “That Allah supported him with the Holy Spirit”. In both verses it
simply means that Allah had bestowed upon him with a Holy Spirit that was
imbued with high moral virtues and was a perfection of truth and righteousness without any tinge of evil- a Spirit proceeding by the command from
Allah- But not Allah.
364. Those are the honoured angels carrying the ‘Arsh’ —they include, Jibreel,
Mikaeel, Israfeel and Azra’eel.
365. After the words of the Qur’an and the various evidences in it, dumbfounded
the unbelievers, it startled the Christians and Jews. The Prophethood of
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sent down to you a manifest Light (the Qur’an).365
175. So those who have believed in Allah and held fast to Him, then
soon will He make them enter into Mercy and Bounty from
Himself, and He will guide them to Himself along a straight
path.366
176. They ask you (for) legal instruction (concerning) ‘Kalalah’. Say
(to them): “Allah does pronounce you the legal decision in
“Kalalah”, (thus, legally in that affair). If a man dies, leaving no
child, and he has a sister, then she shall have half of what he
left; and he shall inherit her, if she leaves no child. But if there
be two sisters (or more than two), then they shall have (between them) two—thirds of what he left. And if the heirs are
siblings — men and women — then, the share of (each) male
shall be as much as the portion of two females. Allah makes
(these matters) clear to you, so you will not go astray. And Allah knows all things well.367

Muhammad (peace be upon him) came as a ray of light, as he called mankind to the true path.
366. They should accept the oneness of Allah, and hold firm to the guidance in the
Qur’an.
367. See: 4:12. A legal guidance regarding the inheritance of those without descendants has been emphasised here. It is like the case of Jabir bin Abdullah,
who left no offspring, males or females, but he had paternal and maternal
brothers.
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CHAPTER

5

The Table-Spread with Food

INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah takes its title from the request made by the disciples of Prophet
Isa (Jesus), to pray to Allah for a table spread of food from the sky.

The Surah provides injunctions on what is lawful, with regards to food, marriage,
prayer and Wudu (ablution). The punishment for various crimes is also listed.
There is always hope for Allah’s Mercy, through repentance for one’s sins.
It deals with Jews and Christian. Referring to Prophet Isa, the Surah says that on
the Day of Judgement, he would disclaim that he had ever asked the people to
worship him and his mother, besides Allah.
This Madinian Surah also contains the last portion of the Qur’an, which was revealed to the Prophet during his last pilgrimage, while addressing the gathering at
Arafat.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.

1. O you who have believed! Fulfill (all your) compacts. It is made
lawful for you (to eat the flesh of all) the animals of grazing
livestock, other than those which will be recited to you (hereinafter); not violating the prohibition against the chase,
while you are in the state of Ihram (for Hajj or Umra). Verily, Allah decrees what He wills.368

368. O believers! Fulfill your promises to Allah and among yourselves (that is,
within the limits of the Islamic law). The grazing Livestock do not include
hoofed animals (like horse and mule), monkey, and also lions and carnivorous animals.
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2. O you who have believed! Do not violate the sanctity of the
cultic shrines of Allah, nor the sacred month, nor the animals brought as an offering, nor the (animals) wearing
collars, marking they are for sacrifice; nor the people resorting to the Sacred House seeking of the bounty and
good pleasure of their Lord. And when you put off the
pilgrim’s garb (from the state of pilgrimage), then you
may hunt. And let not the hatred of some people who
would debar you from the Sacred Mosque, incite you to
transgress. And help one another in virtue and righteousness, but help not one another in sin and enmity. And be
mindful of your duty to Allah. Verily, Allah is severe in
punishment.369
3. Forbidden to you are dead meat, blood, the flesh of swine,
what is consecrated to other than Allah, that which has
been killed by strangling or killed by blows, or by a headlong fall, or by being gored to death, that which has been
(partly) eaten by a wild animal except that which you have
properly slaughtered (in due form) and that which has
been slaughtered at an altar. And (also forbidden) that
you seek to know your fate by the divining arrows - that is
(an act of) abomination. This day, the rejecters of faith
have fully despaired of (vanquishing) your religion.
Therefore, do not fear them, but fear Me (alone). This day, I
have completed for you your religion and have fulfilled
My favour upon you, and I am pleased for you to have
Islam as your religion. But whoever is forced by hunger,
without being willfully inclined to sin, then Allah is indeed Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful.370
4. They ask you what has been made lawful to them. Tell them,
all good things have been made lawful to you, and what
you have taught the beasts and birds of prey (to catch), 371
369. ‘Sha’airullah’ refers to the religious signs or what are placed as marks of
rituals, such as places of` pilgrimage, throwing the pebbles, circumambulating the Ka’ba, and walking between the Safa and Marwa. Its violation means belittling its sanctity. The four sacred months include Dhul
Qa’dah, Dhul Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab. ‘Al Hadyi’ refers to the animals (such as she-camel, cow, goat etc.) brought for ritual sacrifice for
Allah. ‘Al - Qalaid’ is what is put on the neck of the she-camel, as an
indication that it is for sacrifice.
370. Allah forbids the believer from eating the ten forbidden animals mentioned.
371. ‘Al Jawarih’ is the plural of ‘Jarihah’-which include hunting dogs, lynxes
and predatory birds.
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training them to hunt in the manner directed to you by
Allah. So eat what they catch for you, and pronounce thereon
the name of Allah; and be mindful your duty to Allah. Surely,
Allah is swift in taking account.
5. This day all good things have been made lawful unto you, and
the food of the people of the Book is lawful unto you, and
your food is lawful unto them; and (lawful unto you in
marriage, are) chaste women of the faithful, and chaste
women among those who were given Book (which was)
revealed before your time- provided that you give them
their due dowers, living chastely (with them), not fornicating, nor taking (them) as intimate friends. And whoever rejects faith, his work has (doubtless), come to naught,
and in the Hereafter, he will be among the losers. 372
6. O you who have believed! (When you" get to perform the prayer,
wash your faces, and your hands, to the (elbows, and rub
your heads, and (wash) your feet up to the ankles. And if
you are in the state of ritual impurity, then purify yourselves
by( bathing). And if you are sick, or you are on a journey, or
one you are comes from the privy (after relieving) or you
have touched woman (with sexual feeling and find no water
(to take the ablution before prayer) - then betake yourselves to pure dust, and rub there with your faces and your
hands. Allah does not want to place any difficulty upon
you, but He wants to purify you, and to complete His favour
upon you, so that you may be grateful.373
7. And remember the favour of Allah upon you, and: His-cov372. The slaughtered animals are lawful for Muslims only if they have been
slaughtered in the name of Allah. Some scholars are of the opinion that
animals except swine and forbidden animals of the people of the book,
not slaughtered in the name of Allah, but in forgetfulness, are permissible. However, any animal slaughtered in another name besides Allah, will never be accepted. According to this school of thought, imported meat of which it is not known for sure if the name of Allah has
been invoked, at the time of slaughter or not, is permissible, if it is from
the people of the Book. On the day of Arafath, Allah had perfected the
religion of Islam and fulfilled His mercy on the believers. Allah fixed and
confirmed what was lawful for the believers. But the animals slaughtered by the-unbelievers, idolators and pagans, and those that do not
have a revealed book, is forbidden. Also imported meat from their countries- is forbidden, unless done so in the presence of a Muslim.
373. ‘Touch’ means physical contact between men and women that is sexual
intercourse. Ablution has many advantages. Washing the mouth many
times daily is one of the important precautions against teeth and gum
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enant that He ratified with you, when you said: “We have
heard and we have obeyed.” And be mindful your duty to
Allah. Surely, Allah knows well, the secrets of your hearts.
8. O, you who have believed! Be steadfast for (the cause of)
Allah, as bearers of witness to fair dealing, and do not let
the malice of any people provoke you to deviate from
justice. (But) act justly, that will be nearer to piety. And be
mindful your duty to Allah Surely, Allah is well acquainted
with all what you do.374
9. Allah has promised those who believe and do deeds of righteousness, that they shall have forgiveness, and a great reward.
10. And as for those who reject faith, and deny Our verses, they
are the companions of the blazing flame!
11. O you who have believed! Remember the favour of Allah,
bestowed upon you, when a certain people designed to
stretch forth their hands against you: but He restrained
their hands from you. So be mindful your duty to Allah.
And upon Allah alone should the believers put (all) their
trust.375
disease; also washing the nostrils, with cold water is a significant
protection for frequent common cold. The importance of washing the
ears- and hands is quite clear. Washing the feet also protects them;
from flaying and unpleasant odours. Surely the Islamic law of compulsory bath after sexual intercourse makes perfect sense from the hygienic and medical point of view. Bath is not compulsory after passing
urine, but is compulsory after ejaculation of sperm, though both are
expelled through the same point. The reason behind this is that sperm
consists of an element composed of pure blood and other mingledsubstances from every part of the body. Bath is also made it compulsory after the menstrual course and stoppage of birth-blood. The impurity that necessitates a ritual bath is called major impurity.
374. Be one among the righteous, and comply with the commandments of
Allah with piety. It is compulsory for the believer, to be equally just with
his enemy, as with his allies. Justice is a part of piety. It is the first pillar
for the prosperity of the nation, and spreads security and peace of
mind.
375. O you who believe, remember Allah’s blessing upon you when a group of
unbelievers and people of the book, plotted to destroy you and your Prophet,
when you were pre-occupied with prayer. The ‘prayer of fear’ was prescribed, whereby during situations of being attacked by enemies, Allah had
allowed you to pray in such a way that you could combine your worship
of Allah and keep guard against enemies.
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12. And indeed, Allah took a bond from the children of Israel, and
We raised up twelve chieftains among them. And Allah said,
“l am surely with you; if you indeed attend to the regular
prayers, and give alms, and believe in My Messengers, and
support them, and lend Allah a generous loan - then certainly, I will wipe out from you your evil deeds, and admit
you into Heavens beneath which rivers flow. But whoever
of you denies thereafter, he has truly wandered from the
path of rectitude”.376
13. So, because of their breaking of their covenant, We have cursed
them, and made their hearts grow hard. They pervert the
words from their right places, and have forgotten a good
part of with which they were exhorted. And you will ever
find them deceitful, except for a few of them. So pardon
them, and overlook (their misdeeds). Surely, Allah loves
those who are kind and good.
14. And from those who said, “Verily, we are Christians” we did
take their covenant, but they (too) have forgotten a good
part of which they were exhorted, wherefore, We stirred
up enmity and hatred among them till the Day of Resurrection. And soon Allah will inform on what they have
been doing.377
15. O people of the Book! There has come to you Our Messenger, who unfolds to you, much of what you had kept hidden of the Book, and also passes over much. There has
come to you (now) indeed, from Allah, a (new) light and
a Clear Book.
16. Wherewith Allah guides those who seek His good pleasure to
the paths of peace and safety, and brings them out of darkness, by His will, to the light; and He guides them into the
straight path.
17. Indeed those who are the rejecters (of the real faith), who
declared: “Verily, Allah, He is Al-Masih, the son of Maryam
(Mary)”. Say: “Who could prevent Allah, if He desired to
destroy the Masih, the son of Maryam, his mother, and
376. After Allah has explained His covenant of obeying the teachings of the
Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), He mentioned that He had made a
similar covenant with the people of the Book (the Jews), during the
period of Prophet Musa (Moses, peace be upon him). He had commanded them to work in accordance with the Taurah, and hold on to it
sincerely.
377. A group of Christians had emulated the Jews after their pledge to believe
in Allah and the Prophets. They followed the way of the Jews who had
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those who are on the earth- all together? And to Allah belongs the dominions of the firmaments and the earth, and
all that lies between them. He creates what He pleases,
and Allah has power over all things.”
18. (Both) the Jews and the Christians say, “We are the children
of Allah, and His beloved ones”. Why then does He punish
you for your sins? Rather, you are only human beings among
those He has created. He forgives whom He pleases and
punishes whom He pleases. And to Allah belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the earth, and all what is
between them: and to Him is the final goal (of all).”
19. O people of the Book! Now has come to you, surely, Our
Messenger, who declares (things) clear to you, after an
interval during which there were no messengers, lest you
should say: “No bearer of glad tidings, nor any warner
came to us.” So now he is indeed come to you, a bearer of
glad tidings, and a warner. And Allah has Power over all
things. 378 And remember when Musa said to his people:
“O my people! Remember the favour of Allah that He has
bestowed upon you, when He produced Prophets among
you, and made you kings, and granted to you what He had
not granted to anyone else in the world.
21. “O my people! Enter the sacred land which Allah has prescribed for you, and do not turn back ignominiously-for
then, shall you retreat losers.”
22. They said: “O Musa! Verily, therein dwells (in that land), a
mighty people, and certainly, never shall we enter therein,
until they do depart from it; and if they do depart from
thence, then verily, we will enter (that land)” 379
23. (Thereupon), two God-fearing men from among those whom
failed to keep their covenant with Allah and had changed their religion.
They had violated the pledge and concealed what was in their Bible
certifying the message of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
Such people would be questioned by Allah on the Day of Judgement, of
their misdeed.
378. Calmness and silence of the Prophets - a period of break in the revelation
to the Prophets and their not being present for a period of time.
379. There you find very tall people with abundant strength, and we should not
enter it until they come out of it.
380. Two of the representatives (Ka’ab bin Yufana and Yusha’u bin Nun) were
among those fearing Allah, and had been blessed with good fortune
and guidance.
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Allah had bestowed His favour, said: “Enter upon them at
the (proper) gate (in advance). When once you have entered it, then surely you will be victorious. And upon Allah,
put your trust - if you are (true) believers.”380
24. They said: “O Musa! Verily, we will · never enter it, so long as
they remain in it; therefore, go you and your Lord, and
fight both of you. Verily, we will sit down here.”
25. (Thereupon), he said: "O my Lord! I have power over none
but myself and my brother, so make a (clear) distinction
between us and (this) rebellious people.381
26. (Allah) said: "Therefore, verily it (that land) shall be forbidden to them, for forty years. In distraction, they shall wander through the land. So grieve not over these rebellious
people.382
27. And recite to them truly, the story of the two sons of Adam;
when they each made an offering (to Allah), and it was
accepted from one of them and was not accepted from the
other; said (the latter): "Surely, I will slay you". Said (the
former) "Allah does accept only from those who are righteous.383
28. "If you stretch forth to me your hand, to slay me, I am not
going to stretch out my hand against you, to slay you.
Verily, I do fear Allah, the Lord of the entire universe.
29. "Verily, I wish to let you draw on yourself my sin as well as
your sin, and thus be among the inmates of the Fire. And
that is the reward of those who are tyrants".
30. But his mind induced him to the murder of his brother; so,
he murdered him an became (himself) one of the losers.384
381. This statement is from Musa (peace be upon him) expressing his sadness at the disobedience of his people to the commandment from
Allah.
382. If that is your stand, O disbelievers, then the sacred land is prohibited to you
for 40 years. You should not enter it because of your viciousness and
disobedience. They were wandering in the desert without any settlement, during this period and they could not come out, as they did not
know, the way out.
383. Allah relates this story to explain to humans the disastrous results of‘
envy and hatred.
384. The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) said: “No life will be taken wrongly,
unless the first son of Adam shares the sin of the blood, because he
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31 . Then Allah sent forth a raven (crow), which began to scratch
the earth, to show him how he might hide the corpse of his
brother, (seeing this he said, “Alas! Shame on me! Was I not
even able to be like this raven (crow), so that I may hide
the corpse of my brother?” Then he became of the regretful.
32. On that account We prescribed for the children of Israel, that
whoever slew a person, unless it be (in punishment) for
murder or for sedition in the earth - it would be looked
upon as though he had slain all the mankind And that
whoever saved a human life, it would be regarded as
though he had saved the life of all mankind. Then, although there came to them Our Messengers with veritable
proofs, yet, even after that, many of them committed excesses foe evil in the land.385
33. The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and
His Messenger and strive to create disorder in the lands
that they shall be put to death or crucified, or have their
hands and feet cut off from opposite sides, or be banished
from the land. That shall be a disgrace for them in this
world; and in the Hereafter, they shall have a mighty torment. 386
34. Except for those who repent before you have got power over
them. Therefore, you know that Allah is Oft -Forgiving,
Most Merciful.
35. O you who believed! Be mindful of your duty to Allah, and
seek the nearness of approach unto Him (by which you
get His favour), and strive hard in His cause, so that you
may prosper. 387
36. Verily, as to those who reject faith, even if they possessed
was the first person to commit a murder on earth.”
385. After the Almighty explained the ugly nature of murder; and said that whoever wrongly takes the life of a person is equivalent to one who has
killed the entire mankind; the penalty for crime is mentioned.
386. The great mufassiroon (commentators) included under these types of
punishments all dacoits and murderers who create terror and disturb
peace and order in the society. We understand from the verse that the
punishment should be according to the gravity of the offence mentioning
of the first three kinds of punishments itself implies severity of the punishment for theft there will be no option to legal heirs of the victims to
forgive the culprit by receiving any ransom or without ransom which is
permitted for the crimes mentioned in the verse: 45 of this chapter.
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everything that the earth contains, the like thereof with it,
to give as ransom (to free themselves) from the torment
of the Day of Resurrection. It would never be accepted of
them. And for them (lies in store) a painful torment.
37. They will wish to get out the Fire, but they will never get out
there from; and for them shall be a lasting torment.
38. And, (as for) they thief, male or female, cutoff their hands in
retribution of their offence, as an exemplary punishment
from Allah. And Allah is exalted in Power, All Wise.388
39. But whoever repents after his crime, and amends his conduct, then Allah will surely accept his repentance. Verily,
Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
40. Do you not know that to Allah (alone) belongs the dominion
of the firmaments and the earth’? He punishes whom He
pleases, and He forgives whom He pleases. And Allah has
power over all things.
41 . O Messenger! Let it not grieve you, when those who plunge
headlong into disbelief whether they are among those who
say: “we believe” with their mouths, but have no faith in
their hearts, or they are among the Jews who listen to lies
(only), and listen even to others who have never come to
you. They pervert the words from their (right) places. They
say: “If you are given this, then take it; but if you are not
given it, then beware!” And as for him that Allah desires to
fall into error, then you can be of no avail to him at all,
against Allah. Those are the ones whose hearts, Allah does
not want to purify. For them there is disgrace in this world,
and in the Hereafter, they shall have a severe punishment.389
42. (They are habitual) listeners to falsehood, and devourers of
the unlawful. But if they come to you, either judge between
them, or turn away from them. If you decline them, they

387. What leads to Allah’s favour by abiding with the commandments of Allah-Al
Wasilah refers to the highest position which leads to the nearness to Him.
388. The right hand of any of them. The limit of the hand is from the fingertip to
the wrist. That is what permitted by the Sunnah. In one of the traditions
reported by Aisha: “The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) cut the
thief’s hand, if the amount is a quarter dinar or more”. The Hanafi School of
law has decreed the amount to be one tenth of a dirham and above.
Theft can be confirmed with confession or witness. The punishment
will be dropped with forgiveness to the thief, or his repentance for the
same, before the case is brought before the leader (Imam). The stolen
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cannot harm you at all; and if you judge, judge between
them with fairness. Verily, Allah loves those that deal
justly.390
43. And how will they make you a judge, when they have Thaurat
(Torah - with them) - wherein is the Judgement of Allah?
Yet, even after that, they would turn away (from the truth).
And they are not (really) people of faith.
44. Surely, We have sent down the Thaurat (to Musa), wherein is
guidance and light. By its standard have been judged the
Jews, by the Prophets who had submitted themselves (to
Allah); and so did the Rabbis and the jurists, for to them,
was entrusted the protection of Allah’s Book, of which they
were witnesses. Therefore, fear not men, but fear Me, and
barter not My signs for a paltry price. And the truth, which
has come to you. For each among you, We have prescribed
a law and a manifest way (in all aspects of life). And if Allah
had so willed, He would have surely made you one single
nation; but (His plan is) to test each of you by that which
He has bestowed upon you. So strive as a race in all virtuous deeds. Unto Allah is the return of you, all together;
then, He will inform you on the matters wherein you differed.
45. But Allah knows your enemies fully A well, and Allah is sufficient as a Protector, and Allah is sufficient as a Helper.
46. (There are some) among the Jews A who pervert words (of
Allah) from their (right) places; and they say: “We have
heard (your sayings) and we have committed rebellion
(against you)”, and “Do hear (us) without being heard”,
money or its value must be returned to the owner.
389. It was reported that a nobleman and noblewoman from the Jews of
Khaibar, committed adultery, and their punishment according to what
was decreed in the Taurah (Torah) was stoning to death. Since the
people were hesitant to punish them in this manner, owing to their
nobility, they sent them with a group of people to the Messenger of Allah
with the order that if he (the Holy Prophet) commands flogs, then accept
it, but if he commands them to be stoned, then do not accept it. The
Messenger commanded them to be stoned to death, but they refused
to do it. Allah orders His prophet not to pay attention to those hypocrites,
and that He would protect him from their evil intentions.
390. Those are the ones who enjoy listening to falsehood, taking bribes, and
committing what is forbidden. Such episodes of corruption, falsehood
and slander will be rampant in even nation. You, O Muhammad, must
judge between them, when they come to you, according to what is
revealed to you, otherwise, turn away from them.
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and “Ra‘aina - (hearken to us)”, with a twist of a their
tongues and taunting about the religion (of Islam). But if
only they had said: “We have heard and we have obeyed”,
and “Do hear (us)”, and “Do look at us” (do make us Understand), it would certainly have been better for them,
and more upright. But Allah has cursed them because of
their rejection (of faith) - so they will not believe, except
a few. 312
47. O you people of the Book! Believe in what We have sent down
confirming what is with you; (and do this) before We obliterate faces a and turn them on their backs, or curse them as
we cursed the people of “Sabt” (violators of sabt). And the
decree of Allah is (bound) to be carried out.
48. Surely Allah does not forgive (those) who associate partners
with Him; but He will forgive anything beside that, to whom
He pleases. And whosoever associates partners with Allah,
so surely, he has invented a heinous sin.313
49. And pronounce Judgement between them by what Allah has
revealed, and follow not their vain desires. And beware of
them, lest they tempt you away from a part of that which
Allah has revealed to you. And if they turn away, then be
assured that Allah intends to smite them for some of their
crimes. And indeed, most of the people are rebellious.
50. Do they then wish a Judgement (according to the period) of
ignorance? But who is a better judge than Allah, for a people
whose faith is firm?391
51. O you who have believed! Take neither the Jews nor the Christians as your friends and protectors. They are but fiends
and protectors of each other. And whoever amongst you
takes them (as friends or protectors) is indeed regarded as
one of them. Verily, Allah does not guide the tyrants.392
52. Indeed, you see those in whose hearts, there is a disease; how
eagerly, they run about amongst them, saying, “We do fear,
391. What a surprise! Would they turn away from the law of Allah and replace it
with barbaric laws of ignorance, partiality, free will, and favouring the powerful over the weak?
392. O you, who believe, whoever among you takes them as friend or ally, belong
to them, and his judgement is like theirs. This is a strong warning from
Allah, and Allah will not guide those who indulge in misdeeds by following the unbelievers.
393. Ibn Jarir reported from Qatadah: “Allah revealed this verse as he knew
that the apostasy from Islam would take place. Many had renounced
the truth from among the tribes - about eleven groups had renounced
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lest a change of fortune should befall on us”. But if Allah
may grant (you) victory, or some (other) event from Himself, then they will become regretful (of the thoughts) that
they had hidden in their breasts.
53. And those who believe will say: “Are these the men who solemnly swore by Allah, with their strenuous oath that, verily, they were with you?” All their works are in vain, and
they have become the losers.
54. O you who have believed! If any from among you turn back
from his religion, then soon, Allah will bring forth a people
whom He loves, and they will love Him. (They shall be)
humble with the believers, (and) mighty against the rejecters; (and they shall be those) who will strive hard in
the way of Allah, and are never afraid of the reproach of the
faultfinder. That is the grace of Allah, which he bestows
upon whomever He pleases. And Allah is Bountiful, All
Knowing.”393
55. Surely, your (real) authorities are Allah and His Messenger,
and those who believe,- who establish regular prayers, and
pay Zakat and they kneel down humbly (in worship).
56. And as to those who make Allah, His Messenger and those
who have believed, as their authorities, therefore (know)
that the party of Allah - they shall (certainly) be victorious.
57. O you who have believed! Take not as your authorities, those
who have made your religion a mockery and a sport —
whether among those who have been given the Book before you, or among those who reject faith. But, be mindful your duty to Allah if you are (truly) believers.394
58. And when you announce your call to prayer, they take it
(but) as mockery and sport; that is because they are a
people who do not understand.
59. Say : "O people of the Book! Do you hate us for no other
reason than that we have surely believed in Allah, and in
what has been revealed to us, and in what was revealed
before: and indeed most of you are rebellious?”
60. Say to them: “Shall I inform you of something much worse
Islam, of which three groups had done so during the time of the Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him)”.
394. Allah repeats the warning concerning taking the unbelievers in general,
as friends, with a vivid portrayal of why He prohibited it.
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than that, as to the recompense in the sight of Allah? He
whom Allah has cursed, and with whom He has been angry, and some of whom He has transformed into apes and
swine, and who worshipped “Taghut” (the false deities).
Those are worse in position, and far more astray from the
right path.”
61 . And when they come to you, they say: “We believe”. But in
fact, they have already entered with the rejection of faith,
and they went out (infirm) therewith. And Allah knows
fully all that they hide.395
62. And you will see many of them hastening towards crime and
enmity, and their eating of things forbidden. Evil indeed is
that which they do.
63. Why do not the Rabbis and the jurists forbid them from
their (habit of) uttering sinful words and eating things
forbidden? Evil indeed is that which they produce.
64. And the Jews say: “Allah’s hand is tied up”. Be their hands tied
up, and they shall be cursed for the (blasphemy) they utter. On the contrary, both his hands are (widely) stretched
forth. He spends (of His bounty) how He pleases. And
what has been revealed to you from your Lord, will surely
increase in most of them their obstinate rebellion and blasphemy. And among them, We have placed enmity and
hatred till the Day of Resurrection. Whenever they kindle
the fire of war, Allah does extinguish it. But they (ever)
strive to create mischief in the earth. And Allah loves not
those who create mischief. 396
65. But if only the people of the Book , had believed and became righteous, We would indeed have blotted out their
iniquities, and would indeed have admitted them to Heavens of bliss.
66. Had they observed well (the commandments of) the Thaurat
and the Injeel, and what has been revealed to them (now)
from their Lord, they would surely have partaken (of spiritual blessings) both from above them and from beneath their
feet. (There is) among them, a group, which keeps to the
395. This verse was revealed because the Jews dissimulated the Messenger
of Allah (peace be upon him).
396. Where ever they kindle unrest and misunderstanding among the people,
and plot against the messenger, the believers extinguish their evil plans.
397. This commandment was revealed to Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him), to be delivered in its entirety to the Jews and Christians.
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right course; but evil indeed is that which most of them do.
67. O Messenger! Convey (to the people) what has been revealed
to you from your Lord, and if you do it not, then you will
not have conveyed His Message. And Allah will protect you
from the (evil of) mankind. Verily, Allah will not guide.
68. Say: “O people of the Book! You have not any solid ground to
stand upon, unless you observe the Taurah, the Injeel and
all that had been revealed to you from your Lord”. And
surely, what has been revealed to you from your Lord will
increase in most of them, their wickedness and blasphemy.
Therefore, do not grieve over the people who reject faith.397
69. Verily, those who believe (in the Qur’an), those who follow
the Jewish (Scriptures) and the Sabians and the Christians,
- whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, and does
righteous deeds - on them shall be no fear, nor shall they
grieve.
70. Surely, We took the covenant of the children of Israel, and
We sent Messengers to them. But every time there came
to them a Messenger (with a Message) that did not suit for
them, (of these), they accused some of lying, and some
they slay.
71 . And they thought that there would be no trial, so they became blind and deaf. (Thereafter), Allah turned to them
(in mercy)- but many of them became even more blind
and deaf. But Allah sees well all that they do.398
72. Certainly they rejected (the faith) when they said : “Verily,
Allah, He is al-Masih (Christ), the son of Maryam (Mary)”;
-whereas Al- Masih (himself) said: “O children of Israel!
Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord”. Verily, whoever
joins anything with Allah, Allah has forbidden him Paradise, and the Fire will be his abode. And there will be no
helpers for the tyrants.
73. They (also) certainly rejected (the faith) when they said: “Allah is the third of three (in a trinity)”. And there is no god
except One God, and if they desist not from what they say
(of blasphemy), verily; a painful chastisement will touch

Delivering only a portion of the message, would amount to having delivered nothing.
398. The Israelites were disillusioned with the thought that their killing of the
Prophets and calling them liars would not have any dire consequence
on them.
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those who reject faith among them.
74. Will they not turn to Allah in repentance and seek forgiveness
of Him? -For Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
75. Al - Masih, the son of Maryam, was no more than a Messenger. Many were the Messengers that had passed before
him; and his mother was a truthful woman. They had both
to eat their (daily) food. See how We make signs clear to
them (the disbelievers); and then, see in what ways they
are deluded away from the truth!
76. Say: “Will you worship besides Allah, something which has
no power either to harm or benefit you? Whereas, Allah,
He is All hearing, All knowing.”
77. Say: “O people of the Book! Exceed not in your religion (trespassing) beyond the truth, and follow not the vain desires
of people who have already erred before, and who have
led many astray: and they have (themselves) strayed from
the right path.”
78. Those of the children of Israel who rejected the faith, were
cursed by the tongue of Dawood (David) and (of) Isa, the
son of Maryam (Mary). That was because they rebelled
and persisted in excesses.399
79. They did not forbid one another, the iniquities, which they
committed. Evil indeed was that which they used to do.
80. Now you can see many of them taking the rejecters of faith
(instead of believers), as their authorities (in friendship).
Evil indeed are (the works) which their souls have sent
forward before them; (with the result), that Allah’s wrath
is on them-and they shall endure in eternal torment.
81 But if only they had believed in Allah, and in the Prophet, and
in what has been revealed to him, they would not have
taken them (the rejecters of faith) as (their friends and)
authorities : but most of them are rebellious wrongdoers.
82. Surely, you will find that the strongest among men in enmity
to the believers are the Jews and those if who associate

399. Curses were pronounced on the Israelites, in the Zabur (The Psalms) by
Prophet Dawood (peace be upon him) — when the people of the city of
Aykat transgressed the ‘Sabbath’ and went fishing, Prophet Dawood (peace
be upon him) said: “O Allah, send Your Wrath on them, and let them be
a sign to the others”. And they turned into monkeys. When the people of
the ‘Maidah’ (the ‘table spread’ — those to whom the food was sent
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(others with Allah). And you will surely find that the nearest among them in love to the believers, are those who
said: “Verily, we are Nasara (Christians)”. That is because
there are priests and monks among them, and surely, they
are not arrogant.
83. And when they listen to what has been sent down to the Messenger, you will see their eyes overflow with tears, because
of the truth, which they have recognized. They pray: “Our
Lord! We do believe, so write us down among the witnesses”.
84. “And why should we not believe in Allah and the truth which
has come down to us; (and why should not) we hope that
our Lord would make us enter the company of the righteous?”
85. Therefore, for their prayer, Allah has rewarded them Heavens
beneath which rivers flow; where they shall dwell forever.
And such is the recompense of those who are righteous.
86. And those who reject faith and falsified Our signs, they shall
be inmates of the Hell-fire.
87. O you who believed! Make not unlawful, the good things
which Allah has made lawful for you, and transgress not
(the prescribed limits). Verily, Allah loves not those who
transgress.
88. And eat of that which Allah has provided for you, as lawful
and good; and be mindful of your duty to Allah, in whom
you believe.

from the sky) denounced Allah’s favour on them after eating what was
sent to them, Prophet Isa (peace be upon him) cursed them, and they
turned into pigs.
400. The futile oath refers to swearing with the hope that what is said is the
truth, or to swear without intention, or slip of the tongue.
401. It is reported that when the verse prohibiting alcohol and gambling was
revealed, the companions of the Prophet (may Allah be pleased with
them) said: “O Messenger of Allah, what about our brothers who have
died, and had drunk and eaten from gambling?” This verse was revealed as an answer to their question.
402. See (3:154-1 66); (2:196)
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89. Allah will not take you to task for your oaths, such as are
vain, but He will take you to task for the oaths, which you
solemnly swear. So, the expiation thereof, is the feeding
of ten indigents persons with such average food wherewith you feed your own folk; or providing clothing for them;
or the freeing of a slave. But whoever finds not (the means),
should fast for three days. That is the expiation for your
breaking the oaths that you have sworn. Do observe your
oaths. Thus does Allah make clear to you His signs, that
you may be grateful.” 400
90. O you who believed! Surely, liquor and gambling and dedicating stones, and (divination by) arrows - are all an abomination - of Shaitan’s handiwork. So leave it aside, in order
that you may prosper.
91. Shaitan (Satan) only seeks to excite enmity and hatred among
you by means of liquor and gambling, and to debar you
from the remembrance- of Allah and from prayers? So,
will you not abstain (from them)?
92. And obey Allah and obey the Messenger, and beware (of
evil). But if you do turn back, then you know well that it is
upon Our Messenger to merely convey (the Message)
clearly; (and he is not responsible for your actions).
93. There will be no blame on those who believe and do deeds
of righteousness, for what they have eaten (in the past),
provided they guard themselves from evil, and believe
and do deeds of righteousness. Then again they guard
themselves from evil and believe, then guard themselves
from evil and do good. And (you know) Allah loves those
who do goodness.401
94. O you who have believed! Allah will surely try you with something of the game that will be within the range of your
hands and your lances; so that Allah may know him who
fears Him in secret. Then, whoever transgresses thereafter, then for him shall be a painful chastisement.402
95. O You who have believed! Kill not game while you are in the
state of Ihram (on pilgrimage). And if anyone among you
kills it intentionally, then the compensation is the equiva
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lent to the one, which he has killed, of a domestic animal, as
adjudged by two just men among you - as an offering to be
brought to the Ka’aba (Holy Shrine of Makkah). Or as an
expiation- the feeding of the indigent, or the equivalent
thereof in fasting - in order that he may taste the evil consequences of his deed. Allah has pardoned what is past.
But whoever reverts , to it (in violation), Allah will take
avenge Himself from him. And (know) Allah is Exalted in
power, and Possessor of Retribution.403
96. The game (fish) of the sea, and eating thereof are lawful to
you, as a provision for you and for travelers. But forbidden
is the hunting of land-game, as long as you are in the state
of Ihram (on pilgrimage). And be mindful your duty to
Allah, to Whom you shall be gathered back.
97. Allah has made the Ka’aba, the Sacred House, a standing for
mankind; and also the sacred month and the animals for
offerings, and the garlands that mark them (thereon). So
that you may know that Allah is aware of all that is in
firmaments and all that is in the earth, and that Allah is
well acquainted with all things.
98. You know well that Allah is severe in punishment; and that
verily, Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
99. The Messenger is bound only to convey (the Message). And
Allah knows all that you reveal and all that you conceal.
100. Say (to them): “The bad things and good things are not equal
- even though the abundance of bad things may dazzle you.
So be mindful of your duty to Allah, O men who understand, you may prosper.”
101. O you who have believed! Ask not about things, which, if
revealed to you, may cause you, trouble. But if you ask
about them while the Qur’an is being revealed, they will be
made manifest to you. Allah has pardoned (the affairs that
a happened in the past); and (know that) Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Forebearing.404
403. Putting on the ‘Ihram’ (pilgrim garb), for Hajj, Umrah, or entering the
Sacred House - because hunting is not permissible for the one in
pilgrim garb.
404. Muslim recorded the following Hadith reported by Abi Hurairah: “The Messenger of Allah once addressed us and he said: “O you people! Allah
has made Hajj (the pilgrimage) compulsory on you, so perform it. A
man asked: ‘Is it every year, O Messenger of Allah? The Prophet remained silent, till the man repeated the question thrice. The Messen-
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102. Some people before you, indeed asked such questions - but
then, on that account, they became rejecters of faith.
103. It was not Allah Who instituted (superstitions like those of)
Bahirah, Saibah, Wasilah or Ham (camels of various forms,
which were liberated in honour of idols, as practiced by the
pagan Arabs). But those, who disbelieve, invent falsehood
against Allah; and most of them have no understanding.
104. And when they are told: “Come to what Allah has revealed,
and (come) to the Messenger ’, they say: “Sufficient for us,
is that wherein we found our fathers doing.” Even though
their fathers knew nothing, and were not rightly guided.
105. O you who have believed! Take heed of your own souls. He
that goes astray cannot hurt you, when you (yourselves)
are rightly guided. The return of you all is to Allah; He
then, will inform you of all that you do.405
106. O you who have believed! When (the signs of) death approach any of you, (and you desire) making a bequest, (then),
the witnesses among yourselves (should be) two just men
of your own (brotherhood); or two others from outside, if
you be journeying in the land, and the calamity of death
befalls you. You shall detain them both after prayer (for
giving evidence); if you are doubtful, let them both swear
by Allah (saying): “We will not take for it a price even though
the (beneficiary) be our near relation. And we shall hide
not the evidence we owe to Allah: if we do, then behold!
We shall indeed be among the sinners.406
107. But then, if it is (afterwards) ascertained that these two were
guilty of sin, then let two others stand forth in their places,
- nearest in kin from among those who claim a lawful right,
- and let them swear by Allah : “We affirm that surely our
witness is truer than the testimony of those two, and that
we have not trespassed (beyond the truth); - if we did, then
indeed, we would become tyrants.”
ger of Allah (peace be upon him) then said: “If I say ‘yes’ it will be
compulsory on you. If it is made compulsory, you would not be able to
perform it”. He then said: “Leave me of what I am silent about”. Allah
then revealed this verse.
405. The predecessors agreed that a Muslim will perfect his own mind and that
of others, by his good deeds (commanding justice and forbidding evil).
406. Here and in the following verses the regulations of witnesses of the one
who wishes to make a bequest while he is on the death bed on that
account, they became rejecters of faith.
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108. That is most suitable, that they may give the evidence according to its true nature thereof; or they would fear that
other (subsequent) oaths would be taken after (refutation
of) their oaths. But be mindful of your duty to Allah and
hearken (to what has been prescribed). And (know that)
Allah guides not a rebellious people.
109. (Think of) the Day when Allah will assemble We have no
knowledge (of that). Surely, You alone are the Best Knower
of the unknown.”
110. Remember when Allah will say: “O Isa, the son of Maryam!
Recount My favour upon you and your mother, when I
strengthened you with the Holy Spirit, so that you could
talk to the people, (while) in the cradle and in maturity.
And behold! I taught you the Book and Wisdom and the
Thaurat and the Injeel; and behold! When you fashioned
out clay, the likeness of a bird, by My leave, and then you
breathed into it, so that it became a (living) bird, by My
leave. And you healed those born blind, and the lepers, by
My leave; and behold! You restored the dead to life, by My
leave. And behold! When I did restrain the children of Israel from (injuring) you, when you brought them the clear
signs, whereupon the rejecters of faith among them said :
‘this is nothing but plain magic.’ 407
111.. “And behold! When I inspired the disciples to believe in Me
and in My Messenger, they said: ‘we do believe, and bear
witness that we are Muslims.”
112. Behold! The disciples said: “O Isa, the son of Maryam! Can
your Lord send down to us a table spread (with viands)
from the sky?” He said: “Be mindful of your duty to Allah, if
you are (real) believer.408
113. They said: “We only wish to eat thereof and satisfy our hearts,
407. After the Almighty has mentioned some questions and answers of the
Prophets (peace be upon them) in general, He now mentions Prophet
Isa (peace be upon him) in particular, to urge the followers of Christ to
believe in the fact that he was no more than a messenger of Allah. The
Christians have indeed transgressed when they attribute a wife and
son to the Almighty. They rate him higher than any other Prophet, because of their wrong notions based on the various alterations, misinformation and additions to the original
408. He aimed at the Table spread as an admonition to those who suggested
further signs, after the appearance of a clear miracle.
409. On the Day of Judgement, Allah will ask Prophet Isa (peace be upon him)
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and we know that you have indeed told us the truth; and
that thereof, we ourselves may be witnesses (to these
miracles)”
114. Said Isa, the son of Maryam “O Allah, our Lord! Send down
to us from the sky, a table spread (with viands), that it
may be a feast for us - for the first of us and for the last of
us and a sign from You. And provide us for our sustenance, for You are the Best Sustainer.”
115. Allah said: “I will send it down unto you. But whoever of
you, after that, resists faith, then I will punish him with a
chastisement such as I have not inflicted on anyone
among all the peoples”.
116. And behold! When Allah (will) say: “O Isa, the son of
Maryam! Did you ever say to the people (take) me and
my mother (in worshipping) as two gods besides Allah?”’
(Then) he (will) say: “Glory to You! It is not fitting to me
to say that which I have no right (to say)! If I had said
such a thing, You would indeed have known it; You know
all what is in my heart,nwhereas I know not what is in
Yourself. Surely You alone are the Best Knower of the unknown.”409
117. “Never said I to them ought except what You commanded
me, (that is): ‘to worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord’.
And I was a witness over them, as long as I dwelt among
them. So when You did take me up, You Yourself had been
watching over them; and You are the Witness over all
things.410
118. “If You punish them, they are surely Your servants; and if
You forgive them, You are the Exalted in Power, the All
Wise.”
119. (Thereupon) Allah (will) say: “This is a Day on which the
truthful will profit from their truthfulness, (and) for them
are Heavens with rivers flowing beneath wherein, they
will abide forever. Allah is well pleased with them, and
they are well pleased with Him. That is the supreme triumph”.411

if he had claimed to be Lord and be worshipped. The Prophet would
then deny this allegation.
410. After You called me to Yourself You had been watching over them. I had
witnessed only what they had done in my presence. But You watch over
all things on earth and in the skies.
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120. To Allah belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the
earth, and all that is therein. And He has full power over all
things.412
411. Allah said: ‘Today, the Day of Judgement, is the day of truth because those
who adhered to the truth would, on that day, be among the blessed.
412. To Allah belongs the Kingdom of the firmaments and earth, and everything visible and invisible to the humans.
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T

his Makkan Surah was revealed in one night, as reported by Abdullah
bin Abbas. The Surah gets its title from verses 136-138 and139.

The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) had dictated the entire chapter,
on the same night that it was revealed.
It is reported on the authority of ‘Asma-u- bint Yazid’, a first cousin of the
great companion of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), Muaz bin Jabal, who
said:” During the revelation of this Surah, the Holy Prophet was riding on a shecamel, and I was holding her nose string. The she-camel began to feel the
weight bearing heavily on her, and it seemed her bones would break under it”.
The main topics dealt with in the Surah, may be categorized under the
following sections: 1. Refutation of idol worship, and calling to the Oneness of God.
2. Proclamation of the doctrine of ‘Life after Death’.
3. Refutation of the predominant superstitions.4. Explaining of the fundamental and moral principles for the building of the Islamic society.
5. Reply to the objections raised against the Holy Prophet (peace be
upon him), and his mission.
6. Comfort and encouragement to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him) and his followers.
7. Admonition, warning and threats to the rejecters of faith.
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The Cattle
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. All praise is due to Allah Who created the firmaments and the
earth; and brought into existence (every kind) of darkness
and light. And yet, those who reject faith make (others)
equal to their Lord.413
2. He is the One Who created you out of clay, and then decreed a
stated term (of life). And (there is yet another) prefixed
term with Him - yet you are still in doubt.414
3. And He is Allah, in the firmaments and in the earth. He knows
413. Darkness is mentioned before light because the phenomenon of darkness came into existence before that of light. Even before the first source
of light evolved, the universe was filled with dark vapour- like substances.
According to modern researchers, it is the combination of this vapourlike substances that gave rise to heavenly bodies and which ultimately
led to the formation of our universe (big-bang theory). Further, it is the
heat energy resulting from the combination of these vapours, in certain
celestial bodies called stars, that have been transformed to light energy which is why they appear so bright and luminous. These light rays
are so bright that they even illuminate other heavenly bodies which are
close to them, just like in our solar system, where the sun acts as a star
illuminating all other bodies in the system,
414. He, Allah, is the One who created you (the whole of humanity) from clay
(dust that is mixed with water). One has to remember that Allah created
Adam from clay and thus the phrase refers to all of us being derived from
clay, though we are not. It also must be noted here that after the creation
of the first man, he gradually increased the complexity of evolution. Thus
he introduced various organs in the body, which require blood to function
and also the embryo, which acts like a bag to hold the young ones. For
the growth of these young ones, it had to have food for which He created
plants and animals. Animals depend on plants sometimes but plants
need water and mud to grow, which means plants also evolve from the
same composition from which the first of our kind was made.
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your secrets and your disclosure, and He knows whatever
you acquire. 415
4. And never did a single one of the signs of their Lord come to
them, but they turn aside from it.
5. And thus they had falsified the truth when it reached them.
Therefore, soon shall come to them the tidings of what they
were mocking at.
6. Have they not seen how many generations We have destroyed
before them, (generations) whom We had established on
the earth, more firmly than We have established you? And
We sent (the clouds) over them from the sky, pouring (rain)
in torrents; and We caused rivers flowing-beneath them.
Then We destroyed them because of their sins, and We
raised after them further generations.
7. And if We had sent down unto you a (written) book (inscribed)
on parchment, so that they could touch it with their (own)
hands - (even then) the rejecters would surely have said:
“This is nothing but manifest sorcery!”
8. And they say: “Why has no angel been sent down to him‘?”
(But) if We sent down an angel, the matter would surely
have been settled at once, and they would not have been
granted a respite .416
9. (Besides) if we had made him an Angel, we would certainly
have, made him (as) a man. And (again) We would certainly have caused (Them confusion, in a matter which They
have already covered with Confusion. 417

415. He is Allah, the One and the only One to be worshipped in the firmaments
and in the earth. No man can keep a secret from Him, for He is all
knowing and all of us are equal before Him.
416. The people who found it hard to believe and accept Muhammad as the
Prophet of Allah, put forth two suggestions to the Prophet .One was that
Allah should send an angel to be with the Prophet, so that they could
see him and hear all what he had to say and also because he could act
as a Warner, supporter and helper to the Holy Prophet in his mission
.All this because they knew that Muhammad was just a man and that
his message was incompatible with mankind. Allah responds to such
people in this verse by saying that if He had done what they had asked
for and still they had rejected the message, then all of them would have
been destroyed and they would not even have gotten time to believe in
Allah but would have been inflicted upon by quick punishment, for that
had been Allah’s practice with by gone communities.
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10. And indeed (many) Messengers (of Allah) have been scoffed
at before you. But the very scourge that they had mocked
at overtook them.
11. Say: “Travel in the land, and see what was the final fate of
those who , falsified the truth”
12. Ask (them): “To whom belongs all that is in the firmaments
and on earth‘?” Tell (them) “To Allah alone. He has decreed mercy on Himself (and) He will certainly gather you
all together to the Day of Resurrection, whereof there is no
doubt. (But) those who have made themselves (liable to)
ruin - they do not believe (in this) 418
13. And to Him belongs whatever dwells in the (darkness of the)
night and in (light of) the day. And He is the All Hearing,
the All Knowing.419
14. Say: “Shall I take as protector, someone other than Allah, the
Originator of the firmaments and the earth? And He gives
417. The second suggestion was that Allah should send the message through
an angel directly and not use one among mankind as a messenger.
Allah responds to this by saying that if He had send an angel, then it
could be only in a human form which would enable the people to see
him, hear him and hence be able to communicate with him. He would
possess all human qualities and could do nothing extraordinary from
those of the remaining people. Hence the people would treat him like
they treated Muhammad before. Moreover, the reason why Allah selected a man as a messenger was because He knew perfectly on
whom to place His message upon, and also because He wanted the
messenger to be a part of the human race, so that they could understand him better and could also follow what the Prophet did as they all
would know that he was only a man and whatever he did could be done
by all of them.
418. What is that mercy which is mentioned in the verse? By mercy is meant
that He accepts repentance from the believers, and the punishment
upon the rejecters will not be hastened. Here, Allah confirms the inevitable promise of the Day of Judgement to reward everybody accordingly
and threatens the infidels with their loss at the end. If not for the fear of
punishment on the Day of Judgement, corruption would have spread
over the earth and social system would have collapsed and the powerful ones would continue betraying the weaker ones without prevention
or rebuke. So the warning concerning that Day is a part of the mercy.
419. He makes sufficient evidence from out of the two opposites. This points
out, Allah perfectly encompasses every existing being with his knowledge, their condition and all their actions .He hears their speeches and
supplications
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nourishment (to all), and is nourished by none.” Say: “Surely, I
have been commanded to be the first among those who submit (to Allah) in Islam; and indeed, do not be among the polytheists! 420
15. Tell (them): I do fear the punishment of the Mightly Day, if I
should rebel against my Lord.
16. “Whoever has been averted from (such a chastisement) on that
Day, (Allah) has surely bestowed His mercy upon him. And
that is the manifest Triumph.421
17. “And if Allah touches you with affliction, then there is none that
can remove it, but Him. And if He touches you with happiness, then He is potent over all things.
18. “And He is irresistibly Supreme over His servants. And He is the
All Wise, the All Aware”.
19. Say: “What thing (counts) most weighty as a ‘Witness’. Say: “Allah
is witness between me and you (that I am His messenger). And
this Qur’an has been revealed to me (by inspiration), so that,
through it, I may warn you and whomever it reaches. What!
Do you really bear witness that there are other gods besides
Allah? ” Say: “I bear no (such) witness!” Tell (them): “But surely,
He is the only One God, and certainly I am most averse to what
you associate with Him (in His divinity)”.422
20. Those to whom we have given the Book, recognize him (Prophet
Muhammad) as they recognize their own sons. But those who
have forfeited themselves, they will not believe.
21 . And who is most wicked than the one who invents a falsehood
against Allah, or denies His verses? But verily the wrong doers
shall never prosper.
420. Allah is the Originator of the Universe. He grants the sustenance to each
and everything of His creature and He is independent of all needs.
Therefore, we must not worship and make not any protector other than
Him. The first person of this nation to submit himself to Allah is
Muhammad who, led his people to Islam and accepted it before his
followers did.
421. Victory is of two kinds, one of which is negative that to be saved from
punishments and the other is positive, that is to be victorious with permanent bliss in Paradise.
422. This verse was revealed when the Quraish called on Muhammad and
said that we had asked about you from the Jews and the Christians, but
they firmly said that you did not mention or qualify in their books. So give
us the one who will testify that you are the messenger of Allah?
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22. On the Day when We gather them all together, then shall We ask
those who ascribed partners (unto Allah): “Where are the partners whom you used to pretend?
23. Then they will have no other tale bearing, but this (false statement as excuse): “By Allah, Our Lord, we were not those who
associated (to you)!”423
24. Behold! How they lie against themselves, and the (lie), which they
invented, strays away from them.
25. And of them, there are some who hearken to you. But We have
placed veils over their hearts, preventing them from understanding it (the Message); and (We have put) deafness in their
ears (so they hear not). And (even) if they see every sign, they
will (still) not believe therein. So much so that, when they come
to you to argue with you, those who reject the faith, say: “These
are nothing but fables of the ancients.424
26. And they prevent (others) from (believing) it; and also, they themselves keep away from it, and they ruin none but themselves,
and ( they perceive (it) not.
27. And if (only) you could see (them) when they shall be made to
stand before the Fire, when they will lament : “Would that we
could (return (to the worldly life again); and we would not
falsify the signs of our Lord, and we would be among those
who believe.”
28. Thus would that which they used to conceal before this, become
manifest to them. But (even) if they were returned (to the
worldly life) they would certainly revert to that which they were
forbidden; and truly they are liars.425
29. And they say: “There is nothing beyond our present life on this
earth, and never shall we be resurrected again”.
30. And if you could see (them) when they shall be made to stands
before their Lord. He will say: “Is not this the truth?” They will
423. The outcome of their disbelieving and their argument is mentioned. They
swear by Allah that they were not unbelievers. At times they say the truth
and other times they lie.
424. Every sign: every miracle of the miraculous, which declares him as the
Messenger of Allah, the rejecters were turning from the truth and preventing people to follow the message that he brought as directed in the
following verse.
425. Even if the idol worshippers were brought back to life, they would only go
back to what they were practiced before by associating partners with
Him, doing evil acts and mischief in the land.
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say: “Yes, by our Lord, (this is the reality)”. He will say: “Then,
taste the punishment, for rejecting the truth”.
31. Those indeed are the losers who falsified (the fact) that they are
(bound) to meet Allah; so, that when the Hour of Doom comes
to them suddenly, they will exclaim: “Alas unto us, that we have
neglected much (in our life time) !” And they bear their burdens (of all sins) on their backs. And evil indeed are the burdens that they bear.426
32. And the life of this world is nothing but a sport and a pastime;
and surely, the abode of the Hereafter is best for those who
are righteous. Will you not then understand?
33. (O Muhammad), We know fully well that what they say certainly grieves you, though in fact, they falsify not you, but
it is the verses of Allah that the evildoers are denying.427
34. And (other) messengers indeed have been falsified before you
- but they patiently bore their falsification and their persecution, until Our help came down to them. And (know that)
there is none that can alter the Words (and Decrees) of
Allah. And indeed, there have already come to you the news
of (those) Messengers.
35. And their aversion is hard upon you to bear, then if you are
able to seek a tunnel in the ground, or a ladder to the sky,
by which you may bring them a sign (which are impossible
for you, so be patient). But if Allah had wanted, He would
surely have gathered them all together to true guidance.
Do not therefore be among the ignorant!
36. (Be sure), only those who listen (to your call), will answer. As
for the dead (rejecters of the faith), Allah will resurrect them;
then to Him they shall be returned.
37. And they ask: “Why has not a sign been sent down to him
from his Lord!” Say: “Allah is certainly well able to send down

426. They are like a seller who sells at loss when they sold the faith with
infidelity and straying from the truth.
427. Holy Prophet was increasingly aware of the malpractices of the disbelievers in the matters of worship, social and other mischief. On the contrary, such situations pained him very much. Allah is mentioning here
and in the following verses the effect of their attitude in the mind of the
Prophet. Prophets, before you were called liars but Allah, revenged
those cruel and wicked enemies. Here is consolation and solace for
the Prophet and also guidance for him to understand the plan of Allah
with the previous Prophets and their nations.
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a sign: but most of them do not know (it).
38. There is no creature that crawls on the earth and no bird that
flies on its two wings - but (they are part of) species like
you. We have omitted nothing in the Book, and they shall
(all) be gathered to their Lord (in the end).428
39. And those who falsify Our signs are deaf and dumb, (they are
dwelling) in utter darkness. Whomever Allah desires, He
leaves to go astray, and whoever, He desires, He puts him
on the straight path.
40. Ask (them): “Do you think when the punishment of Allah
smites you, or the Hour (of Doom) overtakes you, then do
you invoke any other (name besides) Allah? (Reply) if you
are being truthful!
41 . “Nay! But upon Him alone would you invoke; (and) He brings
to light that which you call upon Him, if He willed, and you
would forget (the false gods) which you associate (with
Him)!”429
42. And indeed We sent forth (Messengers) before you, to (many)
nations (who falsified them). So We afflicted them with
calamities and misfortunes, so that they might humble
themselves.

This was in fact in the days, priour to the Hijrah- in the days of persecution- when the entire Arabia had stood against Muslims. But the history
after Hijrah clearly shows, how Allah’s truth was ultimately and triumphantly vindicated. Muslims became free to go on the offensive against
the unbelievers.
We are not seeing any support while flying. Who is protecting them
from falling and who has been arranged its provision of the nourishment? Therefore one should recognize the Creator and His plan and
will.
428. The beasts that move upon the earth include those living in the water
because the water is on the earth. A special mention is made on the
bird that flies along with its wings in the space.
429. Whenever a calamity befalls upon men, they seem to remember Allah
and ask for His assistance and ignore all their false gods. Why they do
not worship their gods and ask for rescue? Is it not enough for them to
understand the worship of One God -Allah? It is not the act of a sincere
man that he invokes the almighty Allah during a calamity and ignores all
other god and goddesses. But one should testify, as a solemn pledge
that Allah is the One only will rescue in critical and peacetime. Otherwise at first and at the end at every time remember Him, worship Him
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43. Why did they not humble themselves when our calamities came
to them - but instead, their hearts became hardened, and Shaitan had made their sinful acts seem alluring to them.
44. But when they had forgotten what they had been admonished
with, We opened to them the gates of all (good) things, until
when they were in a state of exultation over what they had been
granted. (Then), We suddenly smote them, and they were
plunged into utter despair.
45. So the last remnant of the wrong doers was cut off. And all praise
be to Allah alone - the Lord of all the Worlds.
46. Ask (them): “What do you think (would happen) if Allah should
take away your hearing and your sight, and sealed upon
your hearts? What god is there, other than Allah, who could
restore them to you?” Observe how We expound the signs
(to them) in diverse ways - and yet, they turn aside.
47. Ask (them): “What do you think (will happen) when the punishment of Allah smites you, either suddenly or openly?
Will any be destroyed, save the wrong doing people?430
48. And We send not the Messengers, but as bearers of glad tidings, and as warners, so (that) those who (believe and reform (themselves) - it upon them shall be no fear, nor shall
they grieve.431
49. Whereas those who falsified Our signs - the punishment will
touch them, for that they acted wickedly.
50. Tell (them): “I do not say to you, that I possess the treasures
and invoke Him alone. To this confirmation, Allah put forth in the following verses many incidents that took place in the previous generations
and they can learn from the happenings, the reality of the worshipping
the Originator of everything.
430. The scourge of Allah comes upon them “suddenly” means, it falls without
any warning and with “openly” means, it falls along with many warnings, which they could see. Some interpreters said: suddenly means it
falls at night while they sleep and opening means it falls at daytime
when they know openly.
431. Though the messengers are men, they are the chosen servants of Allah.
They convey the messages as mentioned by Him. They have no power
to bring any sign by themselves as well as they were not able to reveal
any miracles by themselves. All this be dependent on the will and wisdom of Allah. After explaining this statement in general, Allah commands
His Messenger Muhammad (peace be upon him) to declare his disability to inform them three affairs in particular as mentioned in the
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of Allah, nor do I know the Unseen; nor do claim to be an angel. I, but, follow only what is revealed to me”. Say: “Can a blind
man and one who sees be held equal? Will you not then reflect?”
51. And warn thereby, those who fear that they shall be gathered (on
the Day of Judgement), to their Lord - (On that Day) they shall
have no guardian, nor any intercessor, beside Him - that they
may guard (against evil and be righteous).
52. And do not drive away those who call upon their Lord, morning
and evening, desiring His countenance. You are not by any
means accountable for them, nor are they in any way accountable for you. So if you drive them away, then you will become
among the evil doers.432
53. And in that manner, We have made some of them by others, a
means for testing, so that they should say: “Are these (people)
to whom Allah has bestowed His favour from among us?”
Does not Allah know best those who are grateful?
54. And when those who believe in Our signs come to you, then
greet (them) with: “Peace be upon you”. Your Lord had inscribed Mercy upon Himself, so that if any of you does evil
in ignorance, and repents thereafter, and reforms (his conduct), then certainly, He is Oft- Forgiving, Most Merciful.”433
55. And like that, We expound the signs in detail and that the
way of the guilty ones may become manifest.
56. Say: “l have been forbidden to worship those on whom you
invoke besides Allah”. Say: “l will not follow your evil inclinations. If I did, I would go astray (from the path), and
would not be of the company of those who are rightly
guided.”434
verse 50 but he conveyed the message to them as inspired to him.
432. Here Allah commands the Prophet to make close and honour the pious
and lonely companions and do not listen to the instructions of the rejecters of the Qur’an. The rejecters want to make the discrimination in
the society but Allah makes the religious harmony and brotherhood
among them. The system as poor and rich in the society are dependent
upon a trial. He tests the poor with rich and the rich with poor. Through
this, He knows the grateful among the faithful one, as indicated in the
following verse.
433. Here Allah instructs Prophet to respect the faithful by greeting with them in
peace and harmony. 6:12
434. Up to 67, firm instructions had been given to the Prophet (pbuh), to de-
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57. Tell (to them): “Surely I am on a clear evidence from my Lord, but
you had falsified it. I do not have that which you would hasten. The decision rests with none but Allah only He narrates
the truth and He is the Best of the Arbitrators.
58. Say: “If I had with me what you would hasten on, the matter would
surely have been settled at once between you and me. But Allah best knows the evil doers.”
59. And with Him are the keys of the Unseen; that none knows but
He. And He knows whatever is on the land and in the sea. And
not a leaf falls but He knows it; and there is not a grain in the
darkest bowels of the earth, nor anything fresh or dry (green
or withered), but is (inscribed) in a Clear Book (which is the
Lauh-ul- Mahfudh).
60. And He is the One Who takes your souls by night, and knows of
all that you have committed by day. And then He raises you up
(again to the life) therein, in order that the term ‘ (of your life)
may be fulfilled. Then to Him is your return; (and) then, He
will make known to you all that you have been doing.
61 . He is Supreme over His servants, and He sends forth guardians
(angels who watch over you), until when the (time of) death
comes to any one of you, (then) Our (deputed) angels take his
soul, and (know) that, they never misuse their duty.
62. Then all are restored unto Allah, their true Lord. Behold! Jurisdiction belongs to Him alone. And He is swiftest of reckoners.
63. Ask (them): “Who rescues you from the darkness of land and sea
when you call upon Him humbly, and in secret? (At the time
of a calamity), (you say): “We shall certainly be among the grateful, if you rescue us from these (dangers)”.
64. Say: “Allah rescues you from it, and from all (other) affiliations;
then, you (still) associate partners with Him (in His Divinity).”
65. Say: “He has the power (enough) to send forth punishment upon
you. From above you or from beneath your feet; or to confound
you by splitting you into hostile sects: and make some of you
taste the violence of one another. Observe how We set forth
the signs, so that they may understand (the reality).
clare clearly the message of the main principles of faith for what he had
been sent and commanded him not to follow the evil desires of the
rejecters. The opponents will try to create disturbances by mocking the
faith and demand more signs. Ignore them and stand straightforward
and tell them the sole authority of passing anything of prosperity or
adversity is all in His hand. My duty is only to explain to you what has
been assigned to me.
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66. But your people have falsified that (Message), even though it is
the truth. Say: “I am not an attorney over you (to look into
youraffairs).
67. For every task there is a specified term. And soon shall you know
(it)”.
68. And when you see those who meddle of Our signs, then keep
away from them until they meddle with a discourse other
than that. And if Shaitan ever makes you forget, then do
not continue to sit — with the unjust people, after remembering (and realizing the mistake).
69. And those who are the righteous, are by no means accountable- for the others; but (their duty is) to admonish them
only, so that they may guard off (evil and righteous deeds).435
70. And abandon those who take their religion to be mere play
and amusement, and whom the life of this world, has deluded. But continue to admonish (them) by it (the Message), lest a soul be destroyed because of what it has earned.
I shall have no guardian or any intercessor besides Allah,
and even if it offered the fullest atonement, it would not be
accepted from it. Such are those who are mined in consequence of what they have earned. They will have a drink of
boiling water, and a painful punishment, for they persisted
in rejecting (the faith).
71. Ask (them): “Do we invoke on others besides Allah - upon that
which can do us neither usefulness nor injury - and be turned
on our heels (in disbelief), after Allah has guided us (to the
right path), like the one whom the Shaitan have left wandering, bewildered, in the earth, who has (righteous) companions who call him to true guidance: “Come to us” - (but he
turns away). Say: “Allah’s guidance is the (only) true guidance;
and we have been commanded to submit ourselves to the Lord
of the entire universe.
72. “And to establish regular prayers and be mindful (of your duty) to

435. The ideal people should not mingle and waste time by fruitless discussions with the disbelievers but they should spend their energy by conveying and teaching the message to the sincere seekers of the guidance. Every man is responsible for his own conduct as strongly informed in this verse. As well as the attention is made in the following
verse to note that the life of this world is mere play and amusement and
the disbelievers are selected, in fact that kind of the life. Among those
include the one who, make the religion as a source of his gaining a
position, leadership, victory and being rich.
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Him. And He is the One to whom you shall be gathered together”.
73. And He is the One Who created the firmaments and the earth in
all truth; and on the Day He says: “Be” (and) so it will be. His
Word is the Truth (and be fulfilled), and His will be the dominion on the Day when the Trumpet will be blown. He has
full Knowledge of the un-seen and of the visible. And He is the
All Wise, Well-Acquainted (with all things).
74. And remember (the time) when Ibrahim said to his father Azar:
“Do you take idols as (your) gods? Surely I see you and your
people in manifest error”.436
75. And thus (as We guided him) We showed Ibrahim the kingdom
of the firmaments and the earth, so that he might be among
those who have certainty of faith.
76. When the night overshadowed him, he saw a star, whereupon he
said: “This is my Lord. But when it set, he declared: “I love not
those that set”
77. When he saw the moon rise with spreading light, he said, “This is
my Lord”. But when it set, he declared, “If my Lord guides me
not, I shall surely be among those people who go astray”.
78. And when he saw the sun rise with spreading light, he said, “This
is my Lord, this is the greatest (of all)”. But when it set, he exclaimed: “O my people! I am surely innocent of what you associate partners (with Allah in worship)!
79. “Most certainly, I have devoted my face firmly and truly towards
Him Who originated the firmaments and the earth, and I am
not of those who associate partners (with Allah).”
80. His people sought to contend with him. He said: “Do you remonstrate with me about Allah, while He (Himself) has guided me?
And I fear not what you associate with Him - unless (it is) something that my Lord desires. My Lord encompasses everything
by His Knowledge. Will you not (yourselves) be admonished?
81. “And why should I be afraid of what you associate (with Allah),
while you yourselves are not afraid of setting partners with
Allah, for which He has sent down to you no authority. (Tell
436. Up to verse 83, various stages of Prophet Ibrahim (pbuh) with his people
are mentioned. It was noteworthy here that the Arabs in general respected Ibrahim as their guide and leader. Therefore, they could compare his teachings with that of Prophet Muhammad as the Quraish in
particular were very proud beings as his descendents and the custodians of the Holy shrine of Makkah.
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me) therefore, which of the two parties (of us) is more deserving of security? - If indeed you know (the truth).
82. “(It is) those who believe and do not taint their faith with injustice, for those (such people) there is (peace and) security, and
they are the (rightly) guided.
83. And that was Our proof which We furnished to Ibrahim, (to use)
against his people. We raise whoever We please, to an exalted
rank. Your Lord is indeed All Wise, All Knowing.
84. And We bestowed upon him lshaq and Ya’qub - and each of them
did We guide to the straight path. And (indeed), We guided
Nuh aforetime. And among his progeny, (We guided) Dawood,
Sulaiman, Ayoob, Yusuf, Musa and Haroon. Thus do We reward those who do benevolent deeds.437
85. And (We guided) Zakariya, Yahya, Isa and Ilyas -all (of them)
were of the virtuous.
86. And (We also guided) Ismail, Al- Yasa,’ Yunus and Lut. And
each one of them, We favoured over all nations.
87. And (also some) from their fathers, and their progeny and
their brethren; and We chose them and We guided them in
to straight path.
88. That is the guidance of Allah, whereby He guides those of His
servants whom He pleases. But if they had associated (others in worship besides Him), all that they did would have
indeed been in vain.
89. Those are the people on whom; We bestowed the Book and
Wisdom and Prophet hood. But if these (people) refuse to
believe them, then behold, We shall entrust their charge to
a new people who reject them not.
90. Those are (Prophets) whom Allah guided aright. So follow
their guidance. Say: “I demand of you no recompense on
this (Message). This is naught, but an admonition to all
the nations.”
91 . And they did not appreciate Allah’s attributes, according to
His true glory, when they say, “Allah has not send down
anything to any man”. Ask (them): “Who then sent down
the Book which Musa brought, as a light and guidance for
mankind. But you (transcribed and) make it on (separate)
papers, (thereby) disclosing it, while you conceal much (of
its important contents) - (even though, through it) you have
437. Here and in the following verses, four sets of Prophets are mentioned.
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been taught that which neither you nor your fathers knew! Say
(to them): “Allah (sent it down)”, then leave them to plunge
(themselves) with their vain discourse.
92. And this (Noble Scripture) is a Book which We have sent down,
full of blessings, (and) confirming (the revelations) which
preceded it- (so that you may warn the (people) of ‘Ummul
Qura (Makkah) and all those (people) around it. Those who
believe in the Hereafter believe therein (the Qur’an) and
they are punctual in observing their prayers.
93. And who is more wicked than one who, deliberately fabricates falsehood upon Allah, or he says: “it has been revealed to me”- while nothing has been revealed to him; or
the one who says: “I will surely send down, the like of what
Allah has sent down?” And if you could but see how the
wicked (do fare) in the agonies of death, when the angels
stretching forth their hands (demanding): “Yield up your
souls. Today shall you be awarded a chastisement of disgrace, because of what you used to speak against Allah,
what is untrue and you were too proud about His signs!”438
94. And (behold), you have now come to Us solitarily, as We had
created you the first time. And you have left behind you all
(the favours), which We had bestowed upon you. And We
see not with you those of your intercessors whom you pretend to be partners (with Allah), in your affairs. Now, all
links between you, have been cleared, and that which you
pretend to be (partners with Allah), have strayed away from
you.
95. Surely Allah (is the One) Who splits the seed and the fruit
kernel; (and) He brings forth the living from the dead, and
He is the One Who brings forth the dead from the living.
That is Allah. Then how are you perverted (from the
truth)?439
96. (Allah is) the Cleaver of the daybreak, and appoints the night
for repose and the sun and the moon for the reckoning (of
time). (All) that is predetermined by the Almighty, the All
Knowing
97. And He is the One Who has made the stars for you, so that
you may follow the true direction by them, through the
438. Explanation is made regarding those who, fabricating falsehood and
claiming that they have the connection directly with Allah.
439. Evidence upon His existence and His mighty ability had been mentioned
here and in the following verses.
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dark spaces of land and sea. We have indeed expounded (Our)
signs in detail to men who know.
98. And He is the One, Who brought you into being, from a single
human being; then fixed (for you) a resting place and a repository. We have indeed expounded in detail, Our signs, to
men of understanding.
99. And He is the One Who has sent down water from the sky, thereby
We have brought forth vegetation of all kinds, and out of it,
We have brought forth green foliage, out of which We bring
forth thick clustered grain; and out of the date-palm, its sheaths
(or spathes), (come thick) clusters of dates hanging low and
near. And (then there are) gardens of grapes, and olives and
pomegranates, (which are) similar (in kind) yet different (in
variety). Look at the fruit thereof, when it bears fruit, and (the
process of) its ripening. Surely, in those things, there are indeed signs for people who believe.
100. And yet they make the ‘Jinns” as partners to Allah (in His Divinity), whereas He has (Himself) created them. And they falsely
ascribed to Him sons and daughters, without knowledge. Glorified be He, and exalted be He above what they attribute to
Him. 440
101. (He is) the Originator of the firmaments and the earth. How could
He have a son, while He has no consort? And He has created
everything; and He is Aware of all things!
102. That is Allah, your Lord; there is no god but Him, the Creator of
everything. Therefore, worship Him alone! And He is the Best
Disposer over all things.
103. No visual perception can grasp Him; but He perceives all vision;
and He is the All Subtle, the All Aware.
104. Now the clear insights (proofs) have indeed come to you from
your Lord. Therefore, whoever sees clearly and comprehends
it, (it) will be for his own (benefit)); and whoever becomes blind,
440. A reply to those idol worshippers who, made the jinn-kind, as partner to
Allah and the angels as daughters of Him, while all of them are creatures and then how these claims will arise? Allah is the Originator of
everything. What we are witnessing now among the non- Islamic communities is the same was the faith and the act of the non-believing
people who lived before. They divided the activities of different gods into
different categories under different names. Therefore, repeatedly
brought forth here, the clear evidences to realize the fact concerning the
real Protector, Creator and the Lord of all creatures whose existing
signs are spread out as mentioned in the following verses.
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it will be to his own (loss). And I am not a protector over you.
105. Thus do We expound the verses by various (ways); and that they
may say: ‘You have studied (this from somebody)”. And that
We may make the matter clear to those who know.
106. Follow what has been inspired to you from your Lord. There is no
god but Him. And turn aside from those who associate others
(with Allah).
107. And if Allah had pleased, they would not have taken any partners (with Him). And We have not made you as a protector
over them, nor are you the disposer of their affairs.
108. And do not revile those whom they invoke besides Allah, lest
they, out of hostility, revile Allah, having no knowledge. And
thus, have We made the actions of every people, seem fair to
them. Then, their return is to their Lord, and He shall then
inform them of all that they used to do.441
109. And they have sworn their strongest oaths with Allah, that if a
(special) sign is indeed received by them, they will certainly
believe therein. Say (to them): “Certainly, (all) signs will be revealed by Allah alone, (and I am just a warner); and what will
make you feel that (even) if it has come, they will not believe
(therein).
110. We shall turn over their hearts, and their sights (from the truth),
even as they believed not therein in the first instance. And We
shall leave them to stumble blindly in their oppression.
111. And even if We had sent angels to them, and the dead had spoken
unto them, and We had assembled all the things in front of
them (group by group), they would (still) not believe, unless
Allah so willed. But most of them behave in utter ignorance.442
112. And in that manner, We have put for every Prophet, an enemyShaitans (Satan) among mankind and Jinn-kind, some of them
inspire others with adorned words by way of delusion. And if
your Lord had so willed, they would not have done it. Therefore, leave them, and that which they fabricate.
113. And, the hearts of those who believe not in the Hereafter may be
inclined to it (such deceit); and they may be pleased there441. Here is a general warning announced to follow during conveying the
message .We may face inconvenience in different forms, that may force
to use abusive languages against the enemies or even their worshipped
ones. This creates mainly to insult the Creator, Allah, or in otherwise,
non-believers will have a thought that the faithful have been commanded
on abusing their gods.
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with, and they earn from it what they may earn.
114. (Say): “Should I seek one other than Allah as Judge, while He is
the One Who has sent down to you the Book, explained in
detail”. And those to whom We have given the Book know fully
well, that it has been sent down from your Lord in truth.
Therefore, never be among those who are in doubt.
115. And perfected are the Words of your Lord, in truth and in justice.
None can change His Words. And He is the All Hearer, and the
All Knower.443
116. If you obey a greater part of those, on earth, they will lead you
astray from the way of Allah. They follow nothing but conjecture, and they do nothing but guess.
117. Surely your Lord knows best those who stray away from His way,
and He knows best those who are rightly guided.
118. If you are (really faithful) believers in His verses, then (it is lawful
for you to) eat (the flesh) of that over which, the name of Allah
has been pronounced.444
119. Why should you not eat that (meat) on which the name of Allah
has been pronounced, while He has indeed explained to you
in detail, what He has forbidden for you, unless you are compelled to (eat) it. But surely, many do indeed lead (others)
astray, by their lust, having no knowledge. But surely, your
Lord, He knows best those who transgress.
120. And abstain from all outward sins, as well as the ones within.
Surely those who commit a sin shall be rewarded for what
they used to commit.445
121. And eat not of that (flesh) whereon the name of Allah has not
been pronounced (while slaughtering). And surely, that
442. Disbelievers demand a special miracle that convinces them. The signs
were appeared right from the beginning of the birth of the Prophet and
through the revelation of the verses of the Qur’an which could be understood only by these faithful. The hearts of the cruel people are hardened and their sights are sealed up. It will be very difficult to convince
them even through the spiritual method presented to them. See verses
8-9 of this chapter.
443. Narrating the past, present and future facts in truth and commanding the
lawful and unlawful creeds in perfect are Allah’s words, which revealed
in this great Book. Therefore no one is able to change this creed even
they changed by themselves, then the fabricated things will clearly shown
and distinguished by the pious people. This is the miracle of the word
of Allah’ the Qur’an.
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would be impiety. But certainly, the Shaitans do inspire their
friends, that they may contend with you, and if you obey
them, surely you shall indeed become polytheists.
122. Is someone who was dead (in a state of ignorance), then We
gave him life (with true guidance) - and We bestowed upon
him a Light whereby he walks among the people - like the
one whose example is that he is in utter darkness from
which he never emerges? In that manner have the acts of
the rejecters (of faith) been made (to seem) good to them.446
123. And thus We have placed in every town, its great culprits,
(so) that they devise plots therein. But (in fact) they only
plot against themselves, and they perceive (it) not.
124. And when there comes to them a sign (from Allah), they say:
“We will not believe until we are given the likes of what
Allah’s messengers, have been given.” (Remember) Allah
knows best where to place His message. So, soon will befall upon those culprits, the vilness from Allah, and a severe chastisement for what they plot.447
125. So whoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his breast to
Islam; and whoever He wishes to let go astray, He makes
his breast strait and constricted, as though he were climbing up towards the sky. Thus does Allah put the abomination, on those who do not believe.
126. And this is the path of your Lord, as a straight path. We have
indeed explained the verses in detail for those people who
444. Here and in the following verses an important matter of reciting the name
of Allah, on the permitted animal be slaughtered is mentioned. Allah
prohibits His servants not to consume the slaughtered animals that
Allah’s name did not invoke on it, as clearly declared in 121. It is reported in Bukhari on the authority of Ayisha, who said: A certain man
came to the Holy Prophet (pbuh) and enquired of him about the meat
which was brought to them by other people, and they did not know
whether the name of Allah had been mentioned over it or not. The Holy
Prophet’s reply was, “mention the name of Allah over it and eat it”. This
gives wide latitude in doubtful and difficult cases where a Muslim must
depend on food provided or prepared by other people.
445. “Outward sins” is the action carried out with parts of the body and the “and
within” is with the parts of the mind. Large numbers of the exegetes are
of the opinion that what the sin means here is fornication or adultery.
The open means what is done in such openly like prostitution and the
secret means one that is done in hiding.
446. In this verse Allah gives a parable to explain the difference between the
rightly guided believers and the lost unbelievers. 11:24; 40:58; 35:22
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heed to admonition.
127. For them, is “Darussalam” (House of peace-in Paradise), with their
Lord; and He will be their Protector, because of what they used
todo.
128. And on the Day when He will gather them all together, (and say):
“O you Jinn-kind! You have got much of mankind (with your
enticement)”; and their friends amongst men shall say: “Our
Lord! We enjoyed one another. But (now) we have arrived at
the term, which you decreed for us”. (Thereupon), He (Allah)
will say: “The Hell shall be your dwelling place; wherein you
will dwell forever - save that Allah may will. Surely, your Lord
is All Wise, All Knowing?”
129. And in that manner, We appoint some wrong doers as helpers
over (the others, because of that which they earned.
130. “O you Jinn kind and mankind! Did there not come to you Messengers from amongst you, narrating upon you My verses, and
warning you about the meeting of you on this - Day (of Judgement)?” They (shall) say, “We bear witness against ourselves”.
Indeed, the worldly life has deceived them. (By this) they will
testify against themselves, that they were rejecters of the faith.
131. Thus (the messengers were sent), because your Lord would not
destroy the towns unjustly, while their inhabitants were neglected.
132. And everyone will get (their) degrees (or ranks) according to what
they did. And your Lord will never be unmindful of what they
do.
133. And your Lord is Self Sufficient (and) Full of Mercy. If He pleases,
He will drive you away and appoint whom He will substitute
after you (as your successor) whomsoever He pleases, (just) as
He originated you from the offspring of other nations.
134. Surely, all that you have been promised (through the messengers) will come (to pass), and you cannot illustrate it.
135. Tell (to them): “O my people! Act according to your standard,
447. Allah’s plan is mentioned here upon the wicked culprits, their crooked
actions and their final end. The presence of the enmity is not a new
appearance in the land. It was the habit of the previous people who
stand against their Prophets opposing the message and creating hostility in the land. Qur’an is reminding us in the following verse the cruel
claims of these criminals, after receiving the clear evidences and manifested signs. They should know that Allah knows well, the place and to
whom He send the message.
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(and) surely, I will act according to mine. Then, soon will you
know, to whom will be the best end (in the Hereafter). Surely
it is that the wrong doers will never be successful.
136. And they have set aside for Allah, a portion of the cultivated
(crops) and cattle, which He has created. Then they declared, according to their assumption, ‘ ‘This is for Allah,
and this, for our associate gods”! But what is for their ‘associate gods’ reaches not Allah, while what is for Allah reaches
their ‘associate gods’! Evil indeed is their ordinance.448
137. In that manner, their “partners” (associate gods), have decorated, the slaying of their children (making lawful) to a great
number of polytheists, in order (to lead them) to their own
destruction and cause confusion in their religion. And if
Allah had so willed they would not have done that: Therefore leave them alone with what they have fabricated.449
138 And (again), they say according to their assumption, that these
livestock and the cultivated crops are reserved and none
shall eat thereof except those whom We wish. Further, there
are (some other) cattle whose backs are forbidden (for/riding
and carrying loads), and (some) cattle on which (during
slaughtering) the name of Allah is not pronounced - fabricating falsehood against Him. Soon, will he requite them
for all that they have falsely fabricated to Him.
139. (Also) they say: “Whatever is in the wombs of these (such)
cattle (is lawful) exclusively for our males, and is forbidden to
our females. But if it be born dead, then all have shares therein.
He (Allah) will soon requite them for their (false) description
(of such ordinances unto Him). Surely, He is All- Wise, All Knowing.450
140. Indeed, they have become losers, who slayed their children insolently, having no knowledge, and they have forbidden what
Allah has bestowed upon them, fabricating against Allah. They
have indeed gone astray, and were not rightly guided.451
141. And He is the One Who has brought into being, gardens trellised
and untrellised; and the palm trees and the agricultural pro448. Some evil acts of the idol worshippers are mentioned here and in the
following verses.
449. They killed their baby girls and buried them alive in shame of being
married to the poor or falling captive during war. In some other occasions, they kill the children both boys and girls, in fear of expected
poverty. Some of their evil acts included the making for themselves
unlawful some of livestock, as mentioned in the following verse.
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ductions; different in its shape and taste; olive and pomegranates, similar (in kind) and dissimilar (in taste). Eat of its fruit
when it bears fruit, and pay the due thereof on the day of its
harvest. And exceed not (the bounds). He (Allah) does not at
all love those who exceed (the bounds).452
142. And of the cattle, there are some for carrying burden, and some
are fit for slaughter. Eat what Allah has bestowed upon you,
and follow not the footsteps of Shaitan. For surely, he is to
you an open foe.453
143. (Of the livestock He has created for you) there are eight in pairs:
of the sheep two, and of the goats two. Ask them: “Has He
forbidden the two males or the two females, or (the young)
that which the wombs of the two females may enclose? ‘ Tell me,
on the basis of true knowledge, if you are truthful. 454
144. And (in that manner), of the camels, there are two, and of the oxen,
two. Ask them (again), “Has He forbidden the two males or the
two females, or (the young) that which the wombs of the two females may enclose? Or were you present when Allah enjoined this
(commandment) upon you’? So who does more wrong than the
one who fabricates falsehood against Allah (so) that he might lead
people astray, having no knowledge? Surely, Allah guides not the
people who do wrong.455
145. Tell (them): “I do not find what has been revealed to me, any (meat)
450. Also, as part of their ignorance was that they made eating of the fetus in
the wombs of their livestock as lawful. If it is alive, it is lawful for the men
and prohibited on the women, but if it is dead then it is lawful for both of
them. 5:4/103
451. This verse qualifies them with inevitable loss, only because they had
killed the parental affections of their minds and replaced the mercy and
kindliness with rudeness and harshness, also they lost their preparedness for the future. Children are the one to succeed their parents and
inherit them. This action is total foolishness and cruelty. They were
urged by outright ignorance, this could not be in any way related to
knowledge. Secondly they forbid themselves of what Allah blessed them
with like plantation and livestock. This prohibition is a falsehood and lie
against the Creator. Allah does not command this, in any revealed scripture through any Prophet. Therefore, they had lost real loss without any doubt; they were not guided even in the past; for theirs is permanent loss.
452. Look at the magnificent creation and marvelous order! Glory be to Allah,
the Creator, the Wise.
453. Allah explains here on livestock and His laid down rules on them.
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as unlawful to one who wishes to eat it -except that (flesh of
the animal) which dies of itself or blood poured forth, or the
flesh of swine - for certainly it is an abomination - or that which
is profane, having been slaughtered in a name other than that
of Allah. But (even so) whosoever is forced (to eat) by necessity, without willful disobedience, or exceeding his need, then
surely, your Lord is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
146. And to those who became Jews, We forbade all (beasts) having
claws; and of the oxen and sheep (and goats), We forbade them
their fats, except (the fat) which is borne either on their backs,
or (their) intestines; or that which adheres to a bone. That is
the reward We gave them, for their rebellion, and most certainly, We are truthful (in Our ordinance).
147. If they accuse you of falsehood, say: “Your Lord is full of all- embracing mercy, but His wrath will never be averted from the
guilty people.
148. Those who associate partners (to Allah) will say: “lf Allah had
wished, neither we, nor our fathers would have associated
any partners (with Him in worship) nor would we have declared anything as unlawful”. In that manner, those who
have (passed away) before them, falsified (Our Message),
until they tasted Our scourge. Ask (them): “Have you any
(certain) knowledge? If so, produce it before us. (In fact)
you follow nothing but conjecture, and make nothing but
false presumptions.
149. Say: “Truly, Allah alone has the conclusive proof. Had He so
pleased, He would surely have guided you all (to the truth).”
150. Say (to them): “Bring forward your witnesses who bear witness that Allah has forbidden this”. If they so bear witness,
then do not testify with them; nor follow the vain desires
of those who falsify Our verses, and those who believe not
in the Hereafter, whilst they hold others as equal with their
Lord.
151. Say (to them): “Come, I will recite (of) what your Lord has
(really) prohibited upon you. That you do not associate
anything with Him (as partner). And that you shall show
kindness to your parents. And that you shall not kill your
454. Here is the detail of what is summarized in the preceding verse.
455. Allah enjoins here His messenger to explain to people what is forbidden.
Eating some of animals were unlawful to the Jews, are lawful in Islam,
as indicates the following verse. The reason why it is forbidden to them
is to be a punishment for their disobedience to Allah.
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children out of (fear of) poverty. (And know that) We provide
sustenance for you and for them- and that you approach not
abominable crimes of any kind- whether open or secret. And
that you shall not kill the soul that Allah has forbidden, except
for a just cause. That is what He has enjoined upon you, that
you may understand.”456
152. (Allah has also enjoined upon you that) you approach not the
orphan’s property, except with the best manner (and intention), until he attains the age of full strength; and that you
give measure and weight (in full), with equity. (And know that),
We do not burden any soul, beyond its capacity. And whenever you speak, observe justice, even though the person concerned be a kinsman. And fulfill the covenant of Allah. That is
what He has enjoined upon you, that you may take heed.
153. And verily, this is My way, leading straight. So follow it. And follow not (other) paths. (If so), they may scatter you from His
path. (And know) that is what He has enjoined upon you, that
you may be righteous. 457
154. Then, We bestowed Musa the Book, as a perfect (law) for him
who pursue good; and explaining all things in detail, as
guidance and as mercy, (so) that they might believe in (their)
meeting with their Lord.
155. And this is a blessed Book which We have sent down; so
follow it and ward off (evil and do righteous deeds) - so
that you may be shown mercy.
156. (We have sent it down) lest you should say, “The Book was
sent down to only two sects (of people) before us, and we
had indeed been unaware of their studies”.
157. Or lest you should say, “lf the Book had only been sent down
to us, surely we would have been better guided than they.”
Now a Clear (sign) has come to you from your Lord, -as
guidance and as mercy. Who then is most wicked than one
who denies the verses of Allah and turn aside there from?
And We shall soon requite those who turn aside from Our
verses, with a dreadful punishment, because of their turning aside.458
158. What! (After all the above mentioned facts), do they wait to

456. Ten Commandments are mentioned here and in the following verse, five
in form of prohibition and five in form of commandment.
457. Pointing what is mentioned in the whole chapter concerning the Unity of
Allah, the Prophet hood and an explanation on Islamic creed.
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see nothing less than the angels coming to them; or (that)
your Lord (Himself) should come; or there should come
certain signs of your Lord! On the Day when certain signs
of your Lord shall come, a person’s faith shall not avail,
when such a person had no faith before; nor (if) such a soul
earned any virtuous deeds through its faith. Say (to them):
“Wait on, we too are waiting”.
159. Surely, you have nothing to do with those people who have
split up their religion and become different sects. Their affair is with Allah, and He will indeed tell them (the truth)
of all that they used to do.459
160. Whoever does a good action, he shall have ten times the like
thereof (as reward); and whoever does an evil act, he shall
not be recompensed, but with the like thereof, and they
shall not be wronged.
161. Say, “Verily, my Lord has guided me to a straight way - a
perfect and right religion - the religion of Ibrahim the upright, and he was not of those who associate partners (with
Allah)
162. Say: “Truly, my prayer and all my devotional act of worshipping; my life and my death; are (all) for Allah - the Lord of
the whole universe.
163. “He has no partner, and with that, I have been commanded; and
I am the first of the Muslims”.460
164. Ask (them): “Shall I seek some one other than Allah, as Lord,
while He is the Lord of everything? And no soul acts, but
against itself; and no bearer of burdens shall bear the burden of another. Then to your Lord will be your (final) return, whereupon, He will tell you about that which you
used to differ.461

458. The Holy Qur’an was revealed to put an end to the excuse of the rejecters.
459. Certainly, the Prophet is not a part of those disbelieve and disagree on
religious matter and believe some of the Prophets and disbelieve the
others; they believe in part of the scripture and disbelieve part of it. They
were sets and groups. Each party supports and helps its leader. Here
is urging the Muslims to let their word be one (unite themselves), they
should not disagree between themselves on religious matters, and
should not come up with any wrong innovation
460. I am the first of the Muslims of this nation, submitting themselves by
obeying His commandments and deserting His prohibitions.
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165. And He is the One Who has made you as the successors of
the earth and raised some of you above others in ranks, so
that He could test you in what He has bestowed upon you.
Indeed your Lord is swift in inflicting punishment, and He
is Ever Forgiving, The Most Merciful.

461. The rejecters said to the Prophet: Come to our religion and worship our
gods. Allah, Almighty enjoined him to tell those infidels: I would not be
pleased with any god other than the real One God, Allah, the Creator,
Lord of the universe. Everything worships Him, and all are under His
power. Then how can a servant be an associate of his owner?
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The Heights
INTRODUCTION
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uratul A‘araf takes its name from the verses 46 and 48. This Surah
is closely connected with the previous Surah, both chronologically and
with regard to the subject.
The Surah expounds the doctrine of revelation and the religious history
of people, right from Prophet Adam (peace be upon him), and other
messengers, in particular, the struggles of Prophet Musa (peace be
upon him), to the time of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him),
with whom the revelation was completed. Some instructions have been
given to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) and his followers, towards the end of this Makkan Surah, whereby they are advised to show
patience when provoked by the opponents of Islam. Under stressful
situations, they have been advised not to take any wrong step, which
might harm their cause.
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The Heights
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Alif, Lam, Meem, Sad.
2. (It is) a Book which has been sent down to you; so let your breast be
distressed no more, by any inconvenience (regarding the Message) which is (sent down to you) to warn (the rejecters) and
remind the believers.462
3. Follow (O mankind), what has been sent down to you from your
Lord, and do not follow any protectors other than Him - little
do you remember.463
4. And how many (inhibitors of the) cities We have destroyed (because of their sins); then Our chastisement came to them (all
at once), by night, or while they were sleeping at noon.
5. And their statement when Our chastisement came to them was
just that they said: “Truly, we were wrong doers”.464
6. Therefore, We shall surely ask those (people) to whom Our Message was sent, and We shall (also), surely ask the Messengers.
7. Thereupon We shall surely narrate to them (all their deeds) with
perfect information (from Us); and We were never absent
(from them).
8. And the weighing (of deeds) on that Day shall be the Truth. So
those whose scales are heavy, they are the truly victorious
people.
9. And those whose scales are light, they are the ones who have lost
themselves (the blessings of the Hereafter), because they
treated Our verses wrongly.
10. And surely, We have firmly set you on the earth, and We provided
462. Refer to the explanations mentioned in Suratul Baqarah (Chapter 2)
463. Allah commands the entire mankind to follow the Qur’anic injunctions, and to
act in accordance with the rules and laws therein.
464. This is a warning to the disbelievers, as to what had befallen the disbelieving
nations before them.
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for you therein, with means of subsistence for you; but scarcely
do you give thanks and appreciation.
11. And verily, We created you; and then fashioned you. Then We told
the angels prostrate before Adam, and they (all) prostrated,
except Iblees - he was not of those who prostrate.465
12. (Allah) said: “What prevented you from prostrating when I commanded you (to do so)?” He said: “I am nobler than he. You
created me from fire, and You created him, from clay”.466
13. (Allah) said: “Then get you down from it. It does not befit you to
be insolent in that matter, so get out; certainly you are of the
contemptible (creatures).”
14. He (lblees) said: “Reprieve me till the Day when they are raised up
(from the dead).”
15. (Allah) said: “Certainly you are of those reprieved”.
16. He said: “Because You have seduced me, I shall surely lurk in ambush, turning them (mankind) away from the straight path.
17. “Then surely, l will approach them, from before them and behind
them; and from their right and from their left: and You will
not find most of them, to be grateful (to You)”.
18. (Allah) said: “Get away from it, despised and banished. If any of
them follow you, then I will indeed fill up Hell with you all
together.
19. “O Adam! Reside, you and your wife, in Paradise, and eat (there
from) whatever you both wish: but approach not, both of you,
this tree - if so, you shall both become wrong doers”.
20. Then Shaitan tempted them both, so that he might make known
to them, their nakedness which was hidden from them (before); and he said: “Your Lord has only forbidden you (from
approaching) this tree, to prevent you from becoming angels,
or becoming among those who live forever”.
21. And he swore to them both, (saying): “Surely, I am among the sincere advisers, of you both”.
22. So by deceit, he led them both fall. When they tasted of the tree,
their nakedness became apparent to them, and they began to
stick upon themselves, the leaves (of the trees) of Paradise.
465. This is a declaration of Allah’s Mercy to mankind, in that He created him in the
best form with honour and dignity.
466. We will never accept to Shaitan’s statement that fire is superior to mud.
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And their Lord called out to them: “Did I not forbid you from
(approaching) that tree, and tell you that indeed Shaitan is an
open enemy unto you?” 467
23. They said: “Our Lord, We have wronged ourselves, and if you do
not forgive us and bestow not upon us Your Mercy, we shall
certainly be among the losers.”
24. (Allah) said: “Get you down (to earth), (henceforth) each of you is
an enemy of the other. And for you, on earth, there will be a
dwelling place, and (your) means of livelihood, for a while”.468
25. He (Allah) said: “Therein shall you live, and therein shall you die;
and from there, shall you be brought forth.
26. O children of Adam! We have indeed sent down upon you garment, which covers your nakedness, as well as to be an adornment (to you). But the garment of righteousness - that is best.
Such are among the signs of Allah, so that they may take admonition.469
27. O children of Adam! Let not Shaitan deceive you in the same
manner as he deceived your parents out of the Paradise; stripping them of their garment, that he might show them their
nakedness. Surely, he and his host, see you from whence you
do not see them. We have indeed made Shaitans as friends to
those who believe not. 470
28. And when they commit an indecent act, they say, “We found our
fathers doing it”, and “Allah has commanded it on us”. Say:
“Surely Allah never commands with any indecent acts. Do you
say of Allah what you do not know?”471
29. Say: “My Lord has commanded justice; and set your faces steadfast (to Him), at every place of worship and invoke upon Him,
467. Adam and Hawwa were expelled from their sublime abode, for having acted
in accordance to the deceit of the accursed Iblees. They were deceived by
his swearing, in the belief that none would swear by Allah with the intention
of lying.
468. The Almighty addressed Adam, Hawwa and Iblees thus; “Go away from the
place where you are”. Each one of you will be an enemy to the other in the
world, where you will stay for a stipulated time.
469. This is a reminder by the Almighty Allah to His servants among the sons of
Adam, about some of His blessings, so that they will stay away from the
temptations of Shaitan.
470. Qabilahu (his host), means devil’s army, supporter and offspring.
471. Before, the Arabs used to circumambulate the House - the ‘Ka’ba’ - naked
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making your devotion sincerely to Him alone. Such as He
brought you (into being), at first, so shall you return (to Him
at the end).472
30. (Among mankind), a band of them, He has guided to the right
path; and (the other) band, deserved the error on them, for
they took Shaitans as (their) friends and protectors besides
Allah. And they deemed that they are indeed rightly guided.
31. O children of Adam! Take your decent apparel at every (time and)
place of worship, and eat and drink - but be not extravagant.
Surely, He loves not the extravagant.473
32. Ask (them): “Who has forbidden (the use of) adornment which
Allah has brought forth for His servants; and the good things
for the means of sustenance? Say: “They are, in the life of this
world, for (the benefit of) those who believe; (and) exclusively
for them, on the Day of Resurrection. And in that manner, do
We explain the verses in detail for those people who know.
33. Tell them: “The things that my Lord has indeed forbidden, are,
indecent acts, what appears thereof and what is hidden; and
all manner of sin; and act of oppression without reason; and
assigning of partners to Allah, for which He has sent down no
any authority; and saying things about Allah, of which you have
no knowledge.474
34. And (know that) for every people, is an appointed term. So, when
their term comes, they cannot tarry behind an hour, nor can
they get ahead of it.475
35. O children of Adam! Whenever messengers come to you from
(the men in the afternoon, and their women in the night). They claimed that
it was not right to go around the Ka’ba, clothed.
472. After Allah has disclaimed what they said, He commanded His prophet (peace
be upon him) to explain His commandment to them. And know that Allah
commands justice in everything.
473. One should not waste anything or spend beyond need. The command for
eating and drinking within limits also applies to other affairs of the life including the use of clothing as well as modes of living, etc. Abdullah bin
Abbas said that eating and drinking and wearing depends on your liking but
you should avoid two affairs. (a) One should not pass beyond the limits and
(b) There should be no idea of show or pride.
474. My Lord forbids only what is shameful and bad - both the overt and covert. He
forbids sins and wrongful aggression. He forbids associating a partner with
Him in worship. He forbids saying things about Allah, without true knowledge.
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amongst you, narrating to you My verses, then those who ward
off (evil deeds and do righteousness) and reform (their lives).
So, on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.476
36. But those who falsify Our verses, and behave with insolence, they
shall be the inmates of the fire, and they shall dwell therein
forever.
37. Who is a great tyrant, than the one who fabricates falsehood
against Allah, or falsifies His verses? Such men shall have their
share of (the punishment mentioned in) the Book, until when
Our messengers come to them and take their souls, they say:
“Where are the things that you used to invoke besides Allah’?”
They will reply: “They have forsaken us, and they will bear witness against themselves, that they were rejecters (of the faith).”
38. He will say: “Enter the Fire (of Hell) and join the nations of humans and Jinns, who passed away before you. Every time a nation enters, it shall curse its sister (nation that went in before),
until when they shall all have reached and gathered therein.
The latter of them shall say of the former of them: “Our Lord,
these are the ones who led us astray; so give them a double
(punishment) of the Fire”. He (Allah) will say: “Each will have a
double punishment” - but you do not know.477
39. And the former of them will say to the latter of them: “You have
then no advantage over us”. Thereupon, (Allah will say to both
the parties): “Taste the punishment, for all that you have
earned”.
40. Surely those who falsified Our verses and treat them with insolence, for them, the gates of the firmament shall not be opened,
nor shall they enter Paradise, until the camel can pass through
the eye of the needle. And thus do We reward the criminals.478
41 (Their abode is Hell, and) for them, there is a bed of (fire of) Hell
above them; and over them, the sheets of fire shall cover them.
And thus We reward the wicked ones.
42. But those who believe and did good actions, We never impose
upon any soul a burden beyond its capacity; (and) they are the
475. For every individual there is a limited time to spend in this world. When the
time of death approaches, none can postpone it by a second, and none
can advance it by a second.
476. The Almighty calls upon all the sons of Adam to adhere to what will be revealed to them.
477. The Almighty portrays in these two verses, the picture of the disbelievers on
the Day of Resurrection.
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inmates of Paradise, and therein they shall abide forever. 479
43. And We will strip away from their breasts, all (kinds of) ill will;
(and) beneath them, shall flow rivers, and they shall say: “All
praise be to Allah alone, who has guided us to this (felicity).
And never could we have found guidance, if Allah had not
guided us (to the right path). The Messengers of our Lord have
surely come down with the truth”; and it shall be proclaimed
to them: “Here is the Paradise which you have inherited (as a
reward) for what you used to do (on earth)”.
44. And the inmates of Paradise will call out to the inmates of the
Fire (of Hell): “We have indeed found what our Lord promised
us to be true; and have you also found what your Lord promised you, as true?” They shall say: “Yes”. Thereupon, an announcer shall proclaim among them: “The curse of Allah be
upon the evil-doers.480
45. “Those who debarred (others) from the path of Allah, and sought
(at) making it (seem) crooked. And they are the rejecters of
the Hereafter”.
46. And between them, there shall be a screen, and on the Heights
there shall be men who recognize every one by their (distinguishing) marks. And they call to the companions of the Paradise: “Peace be upon you”. They have not yet entered it, while
they hope to (enter it).
47. And when their eyes shall be turned towards the companions of
the Fire, they will say: “Our Lord! Place us not among the evil
doers”.
48. And the people on the Heights will call to (certain) men (the leaders among the idol worshippers), whom they will recognize
by their (distinguishing) marks, and say: “Of` what benefit to
you, were your amassed wealth, and your insolence?
49. “Are these the men about whom you swore, that Allah with His
Mercy would never bless?” (And Allah will say to those blessed):
“Enter into Paradise. No fear shall come upon you; nor shall
you grieve”.481
478. This is to describe the reward that is in store for the unbelievers. Those who
deny the Oneness of Allah, and deviate from the truth.
479. After the Almighty has explained the reward for the disbelievers, in Hell-fire,
He explains what He has prepared for the believers, in Paradise.
480. The Holy Qur’an relates to us the conversation between the two parties, after
the people of Paradise and the people of Hell might have settled down in
their respective destinations.
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50. And the inmates of the Fire will call to the companions of the
Paradise: “Pour down to us some water, or anything out of that
which Allah has bestowed upon you”. (Thereupon), they will
say: “ early, Allah has forbidden them to the rejecters of the
truth51 “Those who took their religion as amusement and play, and whom
the life of this world have deceived. So on this Day, We shall
forget them, as they forgot the meeting of this Day of theirs;
and as they persisted in rejecting Our signs.
52. And We had certainly bestowed on them a Book, which We have
expounded by knowledge, as guidance and a mercy to the faithful people.
53. Are they only waiting for its consequence on the Day when its
consequence shall come? Those who have forgotten it before
will say: “The Messengers of our Lord did indeed come with
true tidings. Have we then any intercessors now to intercede
on our behalf? Or could we be sent back (into the worldly life)
so that we might behave differently from what we used to behave? In fact, they have ruined themselves and that (act) which
they used to fabricate has failed them.482
54. Surely your Lord is Allah, who created the firmaments and the
earth in six Days; then He intended (what He desired) upon
the “Arsh”, (and) He makes the night cover the day, pursuing
it swiftly; and (He created) the sun, the moon and the stars (all) are subservient by His command. (And) know (that) all
creatures and commandments, belong to Him alone. Blessed
be Allah, the Lord of the Worlds! 483
55. Invoke your Lord in humble and in secret. Surely, He does not
love those who exceed the bounds.484
56. And do not commit violence in the earth, after its reformation;
and invoke Him with fear and hope. And surely, the Mercy of
Allah is (always) close to those who act righteously.
57. And He is the One Who sends forth winds as glad tidings heralding His Mercy. When they have carried the heavy-laden clouds,
481. After the people of the Heights had sought refuge with Allah, their Lord, and
prayed for His Paradise, they call some people whom they recognize from
among the inmates of Hell, and curse and ridicule them.
482. “Tawilu,” means ‘its end and consequence”
483. The day mentioned in the verse, does not mean the day of our reckoning in
this world. It is reported by Abdulla bin Abbas, the great commentator of the
Qur’an the word ‘YOUM’ signifies to a period of 1,000 years of our reckon-
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We dispatch them to a dead land, and by it We send down
water, and thereby bring forth fruits of every kind. Thus, We
bring forth the dead, that you may take heed.
58. And the land that is clean and good. Its vegetation comes forth
(in abundance) by the permission of its Lord. And (the land)
that is bad, (its vegetation) does not come forth, but scantily.
Thus We expound the signs in diverse ways to those people
who render thanks.
59. Indeed We sent down Nuh to his people, and he said: “O my
people! Worship Allah. You have no other god but Him. (And)
surely, I fear for you the chastisement of an awful Day.485
60. The chiefs from among his people said: “Verily, we see you to be
in manifest error”.
61. He said: “O my people! I am not in any error. On the contrary, I
am indeed a Messenger from the Lord of the Worlds!
62. “I am conveying to you the Messages of my Lord, and giving you
good counsel; and I know from Allah, what you do not know.
63. “Or do you wonder that an admonition has come to you from
your Lord, through a man of your own people, that he may
ing and there for the firmaments and the earth were created in 6,000 years
see 70:4. Almighty Allah could create the entire Universe in the twinkling of
an eye and even shorter than that. This is the plan of Allah to proceed the
creation stage by stage and in a long period, and not hastily or thoughtlessly. See; 41:9-12. After the creation of the universe He also executed His
authority and sovereignty upon it and every thing of the universe submits to
His command and He is the sole maintainer and Ruler. The Arsh is the
greatest creation of Allah and it is a great place and the center of His limitless kingdom from where He showers His blessings on the entire universe,
Just as He established the ‘Ka’bah’ at Makkah, for the faithful on earth.
Allah’s creative process is never ending and He is, and will always be, in
full control of every affair. 57:1-4.
484. The two verses confirm the etiquette of prayer
1. The supplicator must stand in humility before his Creator, with fear in his
heart, and hope in the Almighty.
2. Allah would not be pleased with the one who transgresses the limits with
fanaticism in his belief, deeds and words.
3. Both verses rule out corruption on earth, in whichever form it exists.
4. Allah blesses whoever adheres to His commandments.
485. Allah starts by mentioning the story of Prophet Nuh and his people, because
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warn you and that you may guard off (evil and do righteous
deeds), so that hopefully you will gain the mercy (of Allah)?”
64. But they falsified him, (and) thereupon, We rescued him and
those who were with him in the Ark; and We drowned those
who falsified Our signs. They were indeed a blind nation!
65. And to the ‘Ad (people We sent) their brother Hud, (and) he said:
“O my people! Worship Allah! You have no other god but Him.
Will you not wuard off (evil and do righteous deeds)?”
66. The chiefs of those who rejected (the truth), among his people,
said: “Surely, we see you in folly, and we certainly deem you to
beoftheliars!”
67. He said: “O my people! There is no folly in me. On the contrary, I
am indeed a Messenger from the Lord of the Worlds!
68. “I convey to you the messages of my Lord; and I am to you a trustworthy counselor.
69. “Or do you wonder that an admonition has come to you from
your Lord through a man of your own people, that he may warn
you? And remember that He has made you successors after
the people of Nuh, and increased you in growth of stature,
extensively (in height and strength). So remember the bounties of Allah (bestowed upon you), so that you may be successful?
70. They said: “Have you come to us that we should worship Allah
alone and forsake what our fathers used to worship? If so, bring
upon us (the scourge) with what you threaten us - if you are of
those who speak the truth!”
71. He said: “Indeed, there have already fallen upon you, the punishment and wrath from your Lord. Would you wrangle with me
over names, which you have named -you and your fathers for, which Allah has send down no any authority? Then wait:
certainly, I will be of those who wait with you.”
72. So we rescued him and those who were with him, by Our Mercy
and We cut off the roots of those who falsified Our signs- and
they were not believers.

he is the first Prophet after Adam (may Allah be pleased with both of them).
This narration treats the issue of the Oneness of Allah, the denial of the
message, the endurance of the Messengers in propagating the message
of Allah to their mostly rebellious people, and the destiny of the believers
and the unbelievers.
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73. And to the Thamud (people We sent) their brother Salih. He said:
“O my people! Worship Allah. You have no other god but Him.
Truly, there has come to you an evident testimony from your
Lord! Here is the she-camel of Allah, as a sign for you. So leave
her alone, that she may feed in Allah’s earth, and touch her not
with any evil act: if so, a grievous punishment should afflict
you.486
74. “And remember when He made you successors after the ‘Ad people,
and prepared a dwelling for you in the land. You build mansions for yourselves on its plains, and hewed out dwellings in
the mountains. So remember (all) the favours of Allah (which
He bestowed upon you), and commit not a bad act in the land,
causing disorder”.
75. The chiefs of his people, who were insolent, said to those believers among them who had been oppressed: “Do you indeed know
that Salih is sent forth from his Lord?” They said: “We do indeed believe in what he has been sent”.
76. Those who were insolent said: “Verily, we do reject in that which
you believe”.
77. Then they hamstrung the she- camel, and insolently defied the
order of their Lord, and said: “O Salih! Bring upon us the
scourge with which you threaten us, if you are indeed among
the Messengers (of Allah)”.487
78. Thereupon, a mighty blast took them, and they lay on their breasts
(as corpses) in their dwellings.488
79. So (Salih) turned away from them, and said: “O my people! I did
indeed convey to you the message of my Lord, and offered you
good counsel but you love not good counselors!”
80. And (We also sent) Lut, when he said to his people: “Do you commit an abominable act, such as no any one has committed before you in all the worlds.489
81. “Verily, you approach men lustfully, beside women. You are indeed a people who transgress (all modesty)”.

486. Thamud — an Arab tribe which got their name from their grandfather Thamud
bin Ghabir bin Sam bin Nuh — Akhahum — means ‘their brother’ — that is,
from the same lineage. He is Salih bin Abid bin Asif bin Masihi bin Abid bin
Thamud.
487. The arrogant people slaughtered the camel and disobeyed in their arrogance
to comply with the commandment of their Lord, when He said: “Hurt not the
camel”.
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82. And the answer of his people was that they merely said “Banish
them out of your city. They are indeed men who would keep
chaste!”
83. So We rescued him and his family, except his wife, she was one of
those who lagged behind.
84. And we rained down upon them, a shower (of brimstone), and
see what was the final fate of the criminals! 490
85. And to the Madyan (people we sent) their brother Shu’aib. He
said: “O my people! Worship Allah; you have no other god but
Him. Truly, there has come to you an evident testimony from
your Lord! So give full measure and full weight, and diminish
not people, in their dues, and create not mischief in the earth,
after its reformation. That will be best for you, if you are believers.491
86. “And do not set snares on every road, threatening and hindering
from the path of‘ Allah, the one who believed in Him; and
sought making it crooked. (But) remember how He multiplied
you, when you were very few (in number); and observe what
was the (final) fate of those who did mischief
87. “And if` there is a party among you who believes in what I have
been sent with, and a party who does not believe; so bear (yourselves) in patience until Allah shall judge between us. And He
is the best of judges.
88. The chiefs of his people, who were insolent said: “O Shu’aib! We
shall certainly banish you and those who believe with you, out
of our city; or else, you shall have to return to our creed”. He
said: “What! Even though we abhor (your creed)?
89. (Prophet Shu’aib added): “We would have surely fabricated a falsehood against Allah, if we (returned to your creed, after Allah
has rescued us from it. And (by any means) it is not for us to
return to it (again) unless Allah Our Lord should so will. Our
488. Ar-Rajfah refers to a strong earthquake.
489. Lut, is Lut bin Haran bin Marikh; he is Azar, therefore, Lut was a nephew of
Ibrahim (may Allah be pleased with him). Both were in Babil in Iraq, and
then migrated to Sham. Ibrahim lived in Palestine, while Lut lived in Urdun
(Jordan). Allah then sent him to the people of Sadhum (Sodom)
490. Allah sent forth the angels of punishment who rained hot baked stones from
‘Sijjil’, upon the rebellious people.
491. Madyan is a tribe named after Madyan ibn Ibrahim Al Khalil — who was their
brother according to the lineage. He was called ‘speaker of the Prophets’
because of his sound instructions to the people. This is the fifth story which
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Lord comprehends everything by (His) knowledge. Upon Allah alone we put our trust. Our Lord! Disclose rightly (the
truth) in between us, and our people and You are the Best of
those who give Judgement.
90. And the chiefs of those who reject (the truth) among his people,
said: “If you follow Shu’aib, you will certainly be the losers !”
91. Thereupon, a mighty blast took them, and they lay on their breasts
in their dwellings.
92. Those who falsified Shu’aib became as though they had never dwelt
therein, (and the fact was that) those who falsified Shu’aib they were the losers!
93. So he turned away from them and said. “O my people! I did indeed convey to you the messages of my Lord; and I gave you
good counsel. But how shall I grieve over a people who reject
the truth!
94. And We never sent a Prophet to any township, but We afflict its
people with misfortune and adversity, in order that they might
humble themselves.
95. Then We changed (their) evil plight into goodness, until they grew
affluent and multiplied, and said: “Our fathers (also) were
touched by misfortune and adversity.” So, We afflicted them
suddenly (with a mighty punishment), while they perceived
not (their peril).492
96. But if the people of the township had believed and kept away
from evil, We would indeed have bestowed them (all kinds of)
blessings from the sky and the earth. But they denied (the
truth), (and) so We caught up with them, because of what they
used to earn.493
97. Are the people of the townships secure from being overtaken by
Our wrath, at night while they are asleep?
98. Or do the people of the townships feel secure against the coming
of Our wrath upon them, in the forenoon, while they are engaged in play?
99. Do they then feel secure against Allah’s strategy? But (none) can
feel secure from the stratagem of Allah, except the people who
resembles the preceding ones in its objective — the disastrous outcome
of those who rebelled the truth.
492. This verse is a warning to the infidels for rebelling against the truth. It is a
warning to the people of Makkah of the outcome of their misdeeds.
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shall be losers!
100. Is it not clear to those who inherit the earth in succession to its
(former) inhabitants, that if We so willed, We would have afflicted them for their sins, and set a seal upon their hearts so
that they could not hear?
101. Such were the townships, (some of) whose news We narrate to
you. And there had indeed come to them their Messengers
with evident proofs, but they would not believe what they had
denied before. In that manner, Allah seals up the hearts of those
who reject (faith).494
102. And We found not most of them (true) to their covenant. But
indeed, We found most of them rebellious (and disobedient).
103. Then after them, We sent forth Musa with Our signs to Pharaoh
and his chiefs. But they dealt with the signs wickedly; (and) so
observe what was the final fate of those who created mischief.
495

104. Musa said: “O Pharaoh! I am indeed a Messenger from the Lord
of the Worlds,
105. “It is not befitting that I should say, concerning Allah, except the
truth. Now I have come to you from your Lord with evident testimony. So send the children of Israel along with me.”
106. (Pharaoh) said: “If indeed you have come with a sign, then bring
itforth-ifyouaretruthful.”
107. Thereupon, (Musa) threw his rod, (and suddenly), it appeared as
a visible serpent.
108. And he drew forth his hand, (then suddenly) it appeared a luminous white to the onlookers.496
109. The chiefs of the people of Pharaoh said: “This is most surely a
skillful magician.
110. “He wants to get you out of your land: what then do you order’?”
111. They said: “Put him off and his brother, (for a while), and send
forth heralds to the cities (for the magicians) who shall gather
493. “All kinds of blessings from the firmaments and the earth” includes both spiritual and material blessings.
494. Allah, the Most High, addresses the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) and
consoles him and makes him stand firm with endurance in his propagation
of the truth.
495. The story of Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) is singled out as he was sent
not to his own people. Most of his people believed him, and his canonical -
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together.”

497

112. Gather unto you, every skillful Magician.”
113. And the magicians came to Pharaoh, (and) they said: “Of course,
we shall have a (suitable) reward if we prevail?”
114. He said, “Yes, surely you shall be of those who are brought close
to me”.498
115. They said: “O Musa! Either do you throw down (your rod), or will
we throw down (ours)?”
116. He said, “You throw”. So when they had thrown down (their rods),
they enchanted the eyes of the people, and terrified them and (indeed) they had come with a mighty sorcery!
117. And, We inspired Musa, (thus): “Throw down your rod.” Thereupon, it swallowed up whatever they had devised.
118. Thus was the truth vindicated, and all that which they were doing, was made in vain.499
119. So they were defeated there, and turned back humiliated.
120. And (soon) the sorcerers fell (themselves) down in prostration
121 . And said, “We have believed in the Lord of the Worlds122. “The Lord of Musa and Haroon.”
123. Pharaoh said: “You have believed in him before I gave you leave?
Surely, this is a plot, which you have plotted in the city, in order to drive out there from its inhabitants. But you shall soon
know (the consequences).
124. “Most certainly, I will cut off your hands and your feet on the
opposite sides, and I will surely crucify you all together.”500

containing laws on worldly and religious matters - is the closest to the revelation sent to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). That is the reason why, Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) is mentioned separately, and
his name is repeated over a hundred times, in the Qur’an.
496. One of the miracles bestowed upon Prophet Musa, was his ability to place his
hand in the pocket of his dress, and then bring it out with an unusual brightness and shine.
497. An order to gather all the magicians.
498. The Pharaoh (Firaun) assures the sorcerers, that should they prove their might
against Musa, they would be among the ones who are closest to him.
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125. They said: “Surely, we shall return unto our Lord (in the final
destiny).
126. “But you would take vengeance on us alone, simply because we
believed in the signs of our Lord when they have come to us!
Our Lord! Pour out patience upon us, and cause us to die as
Muslims!
127. And (some) of the people of Pharaoh, told (him): “Will you allow
Musa and his people to spread mischief in the land, and abandon you and your gods?” He said, “We will slay their male children, and we will save alive their females and we surely, are
supreme over them”.
128. Musa said to his people: “Seek help from Allah and be steadfast.
Surely, the earth belongs to Allah. He bestows it as a heritage
to whomever He pleases of His servants. And the (pleasing)
end is for those who ward off (evil and do righteous).501
129. They said, “We were oppressed, both before you came to us, and
after you have come to us”. He said, Your Lord might soon destroy your enemy, and make you (His) successors in the earth,
so that He may see how you behave”.
130. And We punished the people of Pharaoh with many (dreadful)
years and shortage of crops, that they might remember.”
131. But whenever there came to them good, they said, “This is our
due”, and when evil befalls them, they ascribed it as an ill omen
(connected) to Musa and those with, him! Know! (In fact), their
evil auspice is only with Allah: but most of them do not know
(that).502
132. And they said (to Musa): “Whatever sign you may bring to us, to
enchant us therewith: we shall never believe in you”.
133. So We sent upon them, the deluge, locusts, lice, and frogs, and
blood, as clear signs. But they were steeped in insolence and
they were of those who were criminals.503
134. And when the terror fell on them, they said: “O Musa! Pray for us
unto your Lord, for what He has covenanted with you. If you lift
the terror from us, We shall truly believe in you; and we shall
surely send with you the children of Israel.
499. The truth was established, and falsehood and forgery were nullified. It was
clear to all who witnessed the scene, that Prophet Musa (peace be upon
him) was indeed a Prophet of Allah, and what was displayed by the other
sorcerers was merely a fabrication.
500. The mode of death by the cross, was to tie a man on a piece of wood, and
hang him from the neck, till he dies.
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135. But when We had lifted the terror from them, for a determined
term, which they were bound to fulfill -they at once, broke
their promise.
136. We took vengeance upon them, and therefore, We drowned them
in the sea, because they had denied Our signs, and were negligent of them.
137. And We made the nation who had been persecuted, to inherit of
lands in both east and west, which We had blessed therein.
And the (gracious) Word of your Lord, (regarding victory over
the enemies) was fulfilled to the children of Israel, because
they persevered patiently. And We destroyed all that which
Pharaoh and his people had made, and what they had
erected.504
138. And We led the children of Israel to pass across the sea, and they
came upon a people who were devoted (in worship) to (some)
, idols which they had. They said: “O Musa! Make for us a god
like the gods they have”. He said: “You are indeed an ignorant
people.505
139. “‘Surely, these (people) who are engaged in worshipping (idols),
are bound to destruction; and vain is all that they practice”.506
140. He said: “Should I seek for you any god other than Allah while it
is He Who has exalted you above all the nations?”
141. And remember when We rescued you from Pharaoh’s people, who
were afflicting you with the worst of punishment- slaughtering your male children and sparing alive your females. Surely,
in that, there was a momentous trial from your Lord.
142. And We appointed for Musa, thirty nights (of solitude), and We
completed them with ten (more nights); and therefore, the
501. Only the help of Allah must be sought. He is The Helper. One is advised to be
patient in calamities, for patience is the sword of a believer.
502. Allah often tests His servants, in various ways, so that they would remember
Him and keep away from sin.
503. Allah punished them for denying the truth and their transgression, by sending
forth the flood that drowned them and destroyed their fields; by sending
locusts that consumed their crops; lice that disrupted their life; frogs that
swarmed their water, food and homes; blood that flowed from their noses
and filled their pots .... etc. Isn’t it clear that such devastating punishment
could come only from the Almighty? But indeed, Allah had sealed their minds,
and they could neither hear nor see.
504. The verse explains clearly Allah’s promise to the Israelites, to make them
successors on the earth.
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period appointed by his Lord was fulfilled as forty nights. And
Musa told his brother Haroon: “Stay behind, as my deputy (during my absence); and act efficiently and follow not the way of
those who do mischief.” 507
143. And when Musa arrived at Our appointment, and his Lord spoke
to him, he said: “O my Lord! Reveal Yourself to me, that I may
look upon You”. He (Allah) said: “Never can you see Me. But
look towards the mount. If it remains firm in its place, then
shall you see Me.” When his Lord revealed (His) glory to the
Mount, He crushed it into fine dust; and Musa fell down unconscious. When he recovered, he said: “Glory be to You! I turn
towards You in repentance, and I am the foremost among those
who believe.” 508
144. He (Allah) said: “O Musa! I have indeed chosen you in preference to “(other) men, by My Messages, and by speaking (unto
you). So take hold of what I have given you, and be of the thankful.
145. And We inscribed for him, upon the Tablets (Our commandments), comprising all kinds of admonition and clear explanation for everything; (and said): “So hold them with vigour
and command your people to hold fast to the best thereof I
shall soon show you, the abode of the wicked people.”509
146. “I shall soon turn away from My signs, those who behave insolently in the land, in an unjust manner. Even if they see all
kind of signs, they will not believe therein. And (even) if they
see the right path, they will not adopt it as (their) way. But if
they see the way of error, they will adopt it as (their) way. That
505. Allah blessed the Israelites abundantly, as He saved them from Pharaoh and
his ministers, and He returned to them their land, homes and wealth. He
made them cross the sea effortlessly, and after crossing, they passed by
the people of “Kanan” who were idol worshippers.
506. Those idol-worshippers had been destined to be destroyed, and perish in
ignorance. They had disobeyed their Lord and taken partners to worship
besides Him, and so any good deed that they would have done in this world,
will not avail them.
507. Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) promised the Israelites that if Allah destroyed their enemy Pharaoh, he would bring for them the Taurat from their
Lord. After the Almighty destroyed Pharaoh and his allies, He instructed
Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) to worship Him for thirty days, and then
another ten days, and then to meet Him while fasting. Reference to this is
made in Suratul Baqarah as ‘forty nights’. Prophet Musa designated his
brother Harun as his deputy in his absence. He instructed him to remain
steadfast in the truth.
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is because they have denied Our signs and were negligent of
them.
147. And those who falsified Our signs, and the meeting of the Hereafter, (all) their acts shall be in vain. Shall they (expect) to be
rewarded, except for what they used to do’?
148. And the people of Musa, after, (he had left them), took a calf in a
bodily shape (for worship), having a low sound. (They made
it) out of their ornaments (after melting them). Did they not
observe that it could neither speak to them, nor guide them to
any Way? They took it (for worship), and they were wrong
doers.510
149. And when they grievously regretted, and they realized that they
had certainly gone astray. They said: “If our Lord have not mercy
upon us and forgive us, we shall surely be among the losers.” 511
150. And when Musa returned to his people, full of indignation and
grief, he said: “Evil is that (course) you took after I had left you.
Would you hasten to bring the command of your Lord? And
he put down the Tablets (of commandments) and caught hold
of his brother’s head, dragging him towards him. He (Haroon)
said: “Son of my mother! The people indeed deemed me weak
and were about to kill me! And therefore, make not the enemies rejoice over me, and do not place me among the wrong
doers.”512
151. Thereupon he (Musa) prayed: “O my Lord, Forgive me and my
brother! And admit us to Your mercy! For You are the Most
Merciful of those who show mercy!”
152. Those who took the calf (for worship), will soon be afflicted with
the wrath from their Lord, and disgrace in this life. Thus do
We recompense those who fabricate (falsehood).
153. Those who did evil deeds, and repented thereafter, and (truly)
believed, (know that) surely your Lord is thereafter, Oft For508. When Musa heard Allah speaking to him directly, he wished to have the honour
of seeing Allah.
509. The Thaurat was given to Musa, and it included in detail, rules that would
guide him and his people in this life and in the Hereafter.
510. The Israelites, for many decades lived with Egyptians who were idol worshippers. This co-existence had a deep rooted impact on their minds. Therefore, in the absence of Prophet Musa (peace be upon him), despite his
warning, the Israelites, took a calf in gold and silver and began worshipping
it besides Allah.
511. After the realization of the great sin they had committed, some of them prayed
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giving, The Most Merciful.
154. And when the anger of Musa was (somewhat) appeased. He took
up the Tablets, and in its inscription, there was Guidance and
Mercy for those who are dreadful of their Lord.
155. And Musa chose seventy of his people for Our place and time of
the Meeting. When they were seized with a mighty blast, he
(Musa) prayed: “O my Lord! If it had been Your Will, You could
have destroyed them before, and me (also). But would You destroy us for what the foolish ones among us have done? That is
nothing but a trial from You, whereby You lead astray whom
You please; and You lead whom You please, into the guidance.
You alone are our Guardian (and Protector). So forgive us and
have mercy on us, and You are the Best of those who forgive.513
156. “And ordain for us what is good in this world, and in the Hereafter: for we have surely turned unto You (in repentance)”. He
(Allah) said: “I afflict My punishment on whom I will. But My
mercy encompasses over all things. That (Mercy) I shall ordain for those who ward off (evil and do righteous), and pay
zakat (alms) and those who believe in Our signs.514
157. “Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet (who
can neither read nor write), whom they find mentioned in their
own (Scriptures), in the Taurat and the lnjeel - he (the Prophet
Muhammad) commands them what is just and forbids them
what is evil; he makes lawful for them what is good (and pure),
and forbids them all filthy (and impure) things; and he removes from them their burdens and the shackles that were
upon them. Therefore, it is those who have believed in him
and strengthened him, and helped him, and followed the light
that has been sent down with him, - it is they who shall be
successful. 515
158. Say: “O mankind! Verily, I am to you all, a Messenger of Allah, to
to Allah for forgiveness, as only He could forgive them for what they had
done;
512. Musa (peace be upon him) was aware of what had taken place in his absence, and on returning, he dragged his brother Haroon by the hair on his
head and beard, because he felt that it was the latter’s negligence which
had caused his people to go astray.
513. Musa (peace be upon him) selected seventy noblemen from among his people,
for the time stipulated by Allah for him. He called them to follow him to the
place where he spoke to his Lord (at the Mountain of Tur). Earlier, they
were also caught by the earthquake, because they had neither distanced
themselves from those who had worshipped the calf nor did they command them not to do so.
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Him belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the earth
There is no god but He. He brings forth life and causes death.
So believe in Allah and His Messenger - the unlettered Prophet
(the ‘Ummi’),who believes in Allah and His Words: and follow
him so that you may be guided (to the truth)”.
159. And among the people of Musa, (there is) a race that exhorts
(people) to the truth, and thereby, acts justly.
160. And We separated them into twelve tribes (as different) nations,
and We inspired Musa at the time when his people demanded
from him drinking water, “Strike the rock with your rod”: then,
out of it, gushed forth twelve springs. Every tribe knew their
own drinking place. And We overshadowed them with clouds,
and sent down upon them manna and quails, (and told them):
“Eat of the good things that We have bestowed upon you.” (But
they rebelled). They harmed Us not, but it was their own souls,
that they harmed.516
161. And remember when it was said to them: “Dwell in this town,
and eat from wherever you wish; and say, “relieve us of our
burdens”, and enter the gate, prostrating. We shall forgive you
your faults, and We shall soon provide in abundance to those
who act righteously.
162. But those among them, who did wrong, changed the word - different, from what was told to them. So We sent upon them a
terror from the sky, because they have been unjust (to Our
signs).
163. And ask them (those among the Jews, present during this revelation), concerning the town (Elath), close upon the sea. When
they transgressed in (the matter of) the Sabbath (Saturday), for on the day of their Sabbath (the day when fishing is prohibited), their big fish (like whales), appear manifestly (holding up their heads), but on the days other than the Sabbath,
they appear not. Thus, We try them, because they were rebellious.517
164. And remember when one race of them said (to the other): “Why
do you admonish a people whom Allah would destroy, or af514. Musa (peace be upon him) in the earlier verse prayed to Allah to remove from
them the ‘ misfortune (earthquake); and here, he prays for Allah’s blessings.
515. The prophecy of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) still remains in
many of the revealed books, despite alterations and additions made by
men.
516. Allah has on numerous occasions showered His blessings on the Israelites,
but they reciprocated with ingratitude.
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flict with a terrible punishment’?” They said, “It is an excuse
to your Lord, and (the hope) that they may guard off (against
evil and do righteous deeds).” 518
165. But when they had forgotten that with which they had been admonished, We delivered those who forbade evil; but We afflicted the wrong doers with a grievous punishment, because
they were rebellious.
166. And when they insolently rebelled against that which they had
been forbidden, We said to them: “Be you apes - despised (and
rejected).”519
167. And remember when your Lord proclaimed that He would certainly send against them to the Day of Judgement, those who
would afflict them with grievous chastisement. (Your Lord is
swift in exacting retribution, but He is (also) Oft Forgiving,
the Most Merciful.
168. And We broke them up as separate people, on this earth. There
are among them some that are the righteous, and among them,
are those that are otherwise. And We have tried them with
both prosperity and adversity: in order that they might turn
(to the truth).
169. Then there has come succeeding after them, (an evil) generation: who inherited the Book, but chose (for themselves) the
goods of the baser things of this world. And they say (for excuse): “We shall be forgiven, (for) our sins”. But if there came
to them, similar goods of the baser things, they would (again)
choose them. Was not the covenant of the Book taken from
them that they would not ascribe to Allah anything but the
truth? And they have studied what is therein (in the Book),
and (know that) the abode of the Hereafter, will be better for
517. O Muhammad! Ask the Jews about the village, and what happened to it. Some
say, the village is “Elath”, while others say it is ‘Madyan’ or ‘Tabriyyah’.
The village located on the bank of the sea where they trespassed the command of Allah, by fishing on Saturday. They had promised not to work on
Saturday, but to devote the entire day to worship Allah.
518. Here there is an indication, that of the people of that village, there were three
groups:
1. Those that transgressed by fishing on Saturday.
2. Those that warned the transgressors.
3. A group that blamed those who warned the transgressors.
519 They remained arrogant despite Allah’s warning of the punishment incurred by
their predecessors for rejecting Allah’s signs. They were then humiliated
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those who ward off (evil and do righteous deeds). Will you not
then understand? 520
170. And those who strictly observe the Book, and steadfast in regular
prayer. Surely, We never waste the reward of the upright people.
171 . And remember the time when We raised the Mount (from its
root), over them, as though it were a canopy, and they thought
and (feared) that it would fall on them. (We said): “Hold fast
to which We have given you, and bear in mind what it contains; so that you may guard off (against evil and do righteous
deeds).
172. And remember the time when Yom Lord brought forth from the
children of Adam - out of their loins , their progeny, and made
them witness against themselves, (saying): “Am I not your Lord
(Who cherishes and sustains you)‘?” They said: “Yes! We do
bear witness (to that)”. (This He did), lest you should say on
the Day of Judgement: “We were surely unaware of this”.
173. Or that you should say: “It was our forefathers before us, who set
up partners (with Allah). But we were merely (their) descendants, after them. Will You then destroy us because of what
those vain people have done?”
174. Thus do We expound the signs, that they might return (to the
truth).
175. And narrate to them the news of the man to whom We provided
Our signs, but he sloughed them off. So Shaitan went after
him, and he became of the seduced.521
176. And if We had pleased, We could indeed have elevated him
thereby. But he inclined to the earth, and followed his own
lust. His similitude is as the likeness of a dog: if you drive him
away, he lolls out his tongue; or if you leave him (alone), he
(still) lolls out his tongue. That is the similitude of those who
falsified Our signs. So narrate (to them) the story, (so) which
they may meditate.
177. Evil is the example of the people who denied Our signs, and they
were unjust to themselves.

and transformed to monkeys and turned away from the mercy of their Lord.
520. ‘Hadhal Adna’: the ephemeral things of this world - referring to the bribe they
were receiving for distorting and hiding the information about the advent of
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), in their scriptures.
521. O Muhammad, inform your people and the Jews about one of the Israelite
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178. Whoever Allah guides, so He alone (has) rightly guided; and
whomever He adjudges astray, then, they are the losers!
179. And verily, We have created for Hell, many of the Jinn and man.
They have hearts wherewith they understand not; and they
have eyes wherewith they see not; and they have ears wherewith they hear not. They are like cattle, rather, they are (even)
more astray - they are the negligent people. 522
180. And Allah has the most excellent names. So call on Him thereby,
and leave alone those who deviate from His names (His attributes). They will be rewarded for what they used to do.523
181. And among those whom We have created, there is a race that
exhorts (people) to the truth; and act justly thereby. 524
182. And those who falsify Our signs, We will gradually bring them
down to destruction, in a manner which they perceive not.525
183. And I will grant them respite. Surely My stratagem is mighty.
184. Have they not meditated? Their companion (the Prophet) is not
afflicted with madness. But (you know that) he is no other than
a plain warner.526
185. Have they not observed the kingdom of the firmaments and the
earth, and whatever Allah has created? And that their term of
life might have drawn near? In what event after this will they
believe?
186. Whoever Allah adjudges astray (from his guidance), then there
can be no guide for him. And He leaves them in their trespasses, wandering in distraction.
187. They ask you concerning the Hour (of Doom): when will be its
appointed time? Say: “The knowledge thereof is indeed with
my Lord (alone). None shall manifest it in its time, but Him. It
scholars (probably Bal’am bin Baura), whom Allah had endowed with knowledge of His scriptures revealed to His Prophets. He mastered it, but did not
heed to its guidance, but rather preferred the material goods of this world.
Allah punished him for his misdeeds, with utter destruction and humility,
both in this world and in the Hereafter.
522. It is recorded in the old testament: “The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his
master’s cribs-But Israel do not know, my people even does not consider”
(Ishaiah-1:3)
523. It is reported that the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) said: “Allah has ninety
nine names, and whoever memorizes them, he will enter paradise. Allah is
odd, and loves odd numbers. These names have beautiful meanings, and
are adjectives which signify the greatness of Allah. 1:3
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lies heavy on the firmaments and the earth. (And) it will not
come upon you, but all of a sudden.” They ask you as if you
were thoroughly acquainted therewith. Say: “The knowledge
thereof is indeed with Allah (alone) but most of the people
know not.”527
188. Say: “I have no power to acquire benefits or to avert any evil from
myself, except what Allah pleases. And if I had possessed
knowledge of the unseen, I should surely have secured abundance of goodness, and evil acts would not have touched me.
But I am merely a warner, and a bringer of glad tidings to those
people who have faith.” 528
189. And He is the One Who created you from a single human being,
and from it, He made his mate, in order that he might dwell
with her. When he consorts with her, she bears a light burden
and she carries it with ease. But when it grows heavy, they both
pray to Allah their Lord (saying): “If You grant upon us a perfect child, then we shall indeed be among the grateful”.
190. But when He has bestowed on them a perfect child, they attribute
to Him partners regarding what Allah had bestowed upon
them. But Allah is the Most High, Exalted far above what they
associate (with Him). 529
191. Do they associate (with Him) as partners, that which can create
nothing, but are themselves created?
192. And neither were they (even) able to provide them any help, nor
can they help themselves!
524. Among Our creation, is the noble group of people. They are guided on the
right path, and will guide others likewise. They judge only with truth, and are
never unjust. Allah has created Paradise for such people, where they will
have a permanent abode of bliss.
525. Those among your people who denied our revelation, will continue to live here
in this world, in luxury, bliss and ignorance. They do not know what is in
store for them in the Hereafter.
526. The disbelievers of Makkah, called Muhammad (pbuh) ‘a liar’ and a ‘mad
man’. They failed to take into account his exemplary character and his
humbleness, prior to making such slanderous accusations. All he did was
to call them to the worship of One God. Surely ‘ Muhammad was not a mad
man, but a sincere, trustworthy Messenger of Allah who tried to guide his
people to the truth.
527. Al Alusi said: Allah has withheld from us the information regarding the time of
death and the Day of Judgement. This is done so that man does not know
when he would die, and would therefore hold himself back from committing
sins, and obeys his Lord and fears Him.
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193. And if you invite them to true guidance, they will not follow you.
(Therefore), it is same to you whether you call them or you
remain silent.530
194. Verily, those whom you invoke besides Allah are servants (of Allah) like yourselves. So call upon them, and let them respond
to your call - if you are (indeed) truthful!
195. Have they any feet wherewith they can walk? Or have they any
hands wherewith they (can) lay hold? Or have they any eyes
wherewith they can see? Or have they any ears wherewith they
can hear? Say (to them): “invoke your (so-called) partners, then
devise a plot against me - and do not give me respite (by any
delay)!
196. “Truly, my guardian is Allah, Who has sent down the Book; and
He will patronize the righteous.
197. “And those whom you invoke upon besides Him, were not able to
help you, nor can they help themselves”.
198. And if you invite them to true guidance, they will not hear (you).
You will see them looking towards you, but they cannot see
you.
199. Enjoin leniently, and command what is just. But turn aside from
the ignorant.
200. If an evil suggestion from Shaitan distresses you, then seek refuge with Allah. Verily, He is All Hearing, All Knowing. 531
201. Surely, those who ward off (evil and do righteous deeds), when
an evil temptation from Shaitan touches them — they remember (the truth) and then begin to see things rightly.
202. But their brethren draw them deeper into error, and do not relax
(intheirefforts).532
203. And if you do not bring them a sign (in quick successions), they
say: “Why do you not choose it (contriving by yourself)? Say:
“I follow only what has been revealed to me from my Lord.
528. This verse states one of the fundamental pillars of Islam. It shows what the true
message of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) is. It distinguishes
between prophethood and Lordship, and uproots idolatry.
529. The author of ‘Al Kashaf’ said: The meaning of ‘couple’ is ‘genus’ and not
related to the sex. The aim is to explain the condition of the human being
fighting against inner and outer shirk.
530. This verse explains the absolute helplessness of the idols worshipped by the
disbelievers.
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These (revelations) are evidences from your Lord and Guidance and Mercy to the people who believe.533
204. And when the Qur’an is recited, then listen to it (with attention)
and abstain (from speaking) - that you may receive Mercy.
205. And remember your Lord, 534 deep in your mind, with humility
and fearfully, without loudness in speech, (remember Him) in
the mornings and evenings; and be not of those who are negligent.
206. Surely those who are near to your Lord will not behave with pride
from His worship. And they glorify Him and to Him alone they
prostrate (in adoration).”535

531. These lessons are for the followers of Allah’s Last Messenger. It is the nature
of the soul to revolt, and Shaitan has his methods of whispering to people.
One must seek refuge in Allah, from the onslaughts of Shaitan who could
never overcome the Messenger of Allah. The Prophet (peace be upon him)
never became angry, except when people violated Allah’s rules. He was
patient, kind and merciful.
532. Allies of Shaitan among the disbelievers, do not fear Allah, and Shaitan would
cause them to stray further.
533. Whenever there was a pause in the revelation, the unbelievers from among
the Quraish, used to mock and ridicule the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him). Allah commands the Prophet to reply to their taunts thus: “I follow not
but what is revealed to me from my Lord”.
534. It is reported by Abdullah bin Abbas who said: the word “Dhikr” mentioned
here, clearly means the “Noble Qur’an” and therefore, the recitation of the
Book is also demanded. Here one should note the three ways of remembrance of Allah during the recitation of the Qur’an.
535. Even the angels who are close to Allah, are never arrogant, unlike the unbelievers, to worship Him and glorify Him. Allah does not have any rival or
partner, and no intercessor is required between you and the Almighty. He is
the All Seer, and the All Hearer, and knows the deepest secrets in your
hearts. These angels prostrate and worship the One God, then why do
humans refuse to do so?
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8

The Spoils of War
INTRODUCTION

T

his Madinian Surah takes its name from the first verse. The previous
seven Surahs, comprise a little less than one-third of the HolyQur’an,
and include the period of the early religious history of man, up to the new
‘ummah’ of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him).
Here we begin another stage, whereby the ‘ummah’ is consolidated and
directed. The great Battle of Badr has been reviewed in the Surah. We have many
lessons to be learnt from the Battle of Badr, which are as follows:
1. The moral weakness that had come to the surface, in that expedition,
has been pointed out so that Muslims should learn do their best to reform themselves.
2. The true virtues necessary for fighting the right way.
3. It has been impressed upon Muslims that the victory was due to the help
of Allah, rather than their own valour, so that Muslims would learn to rely on Allah
alone and obey Allah and His Messenger.
4. Instructions are given regarding the war booty. It is mentioned that they
should gratefully accept with gratitude their share, and willingly accede the share,
which Allah sets apart for His cause, and for the help of the needy.
5. Instructions regarding the laws of peace and war.
6. Directions on the treatment of prisoners of war, and maintaining the solidarity of the Muslim community.
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The Spoils of War
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. They ask you concerning the spoils (of war). Tell them: “(Such)
spoils are at the disposal of Allah and the Messenger. Therefore be mindful (of your duty) to Allah, and reconcile (the
relations) between yourselves, and obey Allah and His messenger, if you are believers”.536
2. The true believers are those whose hearts are smitten with awe
when the name of Allah is mentioned; and when His verses
are recited unto them, (they) find their faith grows stronger,
and they put their trust in their Lord alone.537
3. Who establish prayers and spend out of what We have provided
them.
4. Such are indeed the true believers. They shall have grades of dignity with their Lord, and forgiveness (from their sins), and a
noble provision.

536. ‘Booty’ is something which was not permitted to any other Prophet before
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
537. Allah describes a sincere and true believer to be the possessor of five qualities,
with piety and submissiveness to Allah as the primary qualities.
538. This situation of varying views on the sharing of booty, is likened to the dislike
to go out of Medina, during the Battle of Badr. A group of believers had
disliked that because of their unreadiness for war due to lack of proper
arms.
539. Allah compared their condition of excessive fear and haste for success and
material benefits, with a person being dragged to death and seeing the
causes.
540. A group of caravans from Sham, and a group of people had come from Makkah
for the war.
541. There are many different views on the role of angels on the day of Badr. Some
say that Jibreel had descended on the right side with five hundred angels
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5. (It is) just as your Lord brought you out of your home in righteous case, even though a party among the believers indeed
disliked it.538
6. They disputed with you (on the day at Badr), concerning the
truth, after it had become manifest- as though they were being driven to death, while they looked thereon (as they are
looking towards their ends).539
7. And remember when Allah promised you that one of the two parties (of the enemies) would indeed be yours, and you wished
that the one unarmed would be yours. But Allah sought to establish the truth to triumph according to His orders, and to
annihilate the root of the rejecters (of the faith).540
8. So that He might cause the truth to triumph, and bring vanity to
naught: even though the guilty might dislike it.
9. Remember when you implored the assistance of your Lord, and
He responded to you (saying): “I will indeed assist you with a
thousand of the angels, following one another”.541
10. And Allah made it only as a message of glad tidings, and so that
your hearts might thereby be set at rest. But the victory comes
from Allah alone. And Allah surely is All Mighty, All Wise.
11. Remember, when He covered you with drowsiness, to give you
calm as a (sign of) security from Him, and He sent down water upon you, from the sky, that He might cleanse you therewith, and take away from you the filthy and evil suggestions
of Shaitan, and that He might strengthen your hearts and
make your feet firm, therewith.
12. Remember, when your Lord inspired the angels (with the message, saying), “l am with you. So make those who have bealong with Abu Bakr, and the angle Mikhail had joined Ali on the left side,
with another five hundred angels. They fought alongside, until the infidels
were overpowered.
542. It was reported that angels were walking in their midst and giving glad tidings
of impending victory, with Allah’s help.
543. The unbelievers had moved from Makkah to Madina to fight against the Muslims. It is made compulsory on the Muslims not to turn their backs or flee
from the battlefield in fear. They are advised to stand firm and seek Allah’s
help.
544. There is a report on this in an authentic Hadith by Abi Hurairah: “Beware of the
seven destructive acts”. The companions asked: “What are they, O Messenger of Allah”?. He said: “Associating other gods with Allah, magic, killing
without justice, consumption of usury, consuming the wealth of orphans,
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lieved, stand firm. I will cast terror into the hearts of those
who rejected (the faith). So strike at their necks, and strike
at every pore and fingertips.”542
13. That is because they have contended against Allah and His Messenger. And whoever contends against Allah and His Messenger, then verily, Allah is severe in punishment.
14. That is (your punishment), so taste it. And (know that) verily,
the Punishment of the rejecters (of faith) is the Fire.
15. O you who have believed! Whenever you meet those who rejected
(the faith) marching (to battle), then never turn your backs
to them.543
16. And he who turns his back unto them on that day -except that it
be in a tactical displacement of the fighting, or turning to
join another band - then he shall draw upon the wrath of Allah, and his abode will be Hell, - an evil resort it is! 544
17. (On the day of Badr), it was not you who killed them, but it was
Allah who killed them. And it was not you who threw, when
you did throw (the handful of gravel at their faces), but it
was Allah who threw (it). So that He might test the believers
by a fair test from Him. Surely Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.545
18. That (was the fact) and (know) that surely, Allah might weaken
the plot and stratagems of the rejecters (of the faith)19. (Tell the people of Makkah): “If you were seeking a victory (and a
judgement to be granted to the better of the two parties), then
there already has come to you the judgement; and if you desist (from fighting), then it will be best for you. But if you return (to the attack), then We will return (too with their assistance); and your forces, however numerous, shall avail you
nothing. And verily, Allah is with those who believe!546
turning back from the battlefield, and slandering chaste upright believing
women”.
545. This refers to a historic event which took place at the Battle of Badr. The Holy
Prophet took a handful of sand and threw it towards the enemy saying:
“May their faces be scorched”. A sign was shown by his hands as Prophet
Musa had done when he dropped the stick and it became a snake. Holy
Prophet made a gesture and then Muslims attacked the enemy in a body.
546. This verse indicates to an event when the Quraish invoked All Mighty Allah while
they began their journey to fight the Muslims saying: “O Allah ! Grant victory
to the rightful group and dishonour the evil ones”. This was a great mockery
and later they met destruction and humiliation.
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20. O you who have believed! Obey Allah and His Messenger, and
do not turn away from him while you hear (his directions
through the Revelation).
21 . And be not like those who say, “We have heard” - while (in fact),
they hear not.
22. Surely, the meanest beasts in the sight of Allah, are the deaf and
the dumb, those who understand not.
23. If Allah had perceived any virtue in them, He would certainly have
made them hear. (As it is), if He had made them hear (the
Qur’an), they would have surely turned away in aversion.
24. O you who have believed! Give your response to Allah and His
Messenger, when he calls you to that which will give you life
(by honouring and rising your affairs). And know well that,
(whoever disobeys his command), Allah intervenes in between a man and his heart: and that surely, you shall (all) be
gathered to Him.547
25. And guard yourselves against a sedition which will not smite in
particular (only) those among you who have done wrong (but
it effect all in general). And know that verily, Allah is severe
in punishment.548
26. And remember the time when you were few (in number), and
deemed weak in the land; and were afraid that men might
snatch you away. But He provided you shelter, and strengthened you with His help, and bestowed upon you, good things
(for your sustenance) - so that you might be grateful.549
27. O you who have believed! Do not betray Allah and the Messenger; nor violate your trusts, while you know.
28. And know that your wealth and your children are but a trial;
and that with Allah, there (lies) a mighty reward.550
29. O you who have believed! If you become mindful (of your duty)
to Allah, He will provide you a Criterion (to judge between
right and wrong); and will expiate from you (all) your faults,
547. In this verse, our attention is demanded to an important matter of responding
to the commands of Allah and His messenger for the prosperity of human
beings. They must know He knows everything - even their desires, thoughts,
feelings, emotions and awareness.
548. Fear the commitment of sins, as it is the cause of unrest and calamity.
549. This is a reminder to the Muhajireen. They were helpless as a minority in
Makkah, but Allah protected the believing Ansars and Muhajirs, and sup-
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and forgive you. And (know) that Allah is the Possessor of
abounding bounty.551
30. And remember how those who rejected (the faith) plotted against
you, to keep you in bonds or kill you, or expel you. And they
were plotting, but Allah too plans. But (know that) Allah is
the best of planners.552
31. And when Our Verses (from the Qur’an) are recited to them,
they say: “We have heard (this before), if we wished, we could
certainly say (verses) like this, (and) these are nothing but
fables of the ancients.
32. And remember the time when they said: “O Allah! If this were
indeed the truth from You, rain down upon us a (shower of)
stones from the sky, or bring us a painful punishment
33. But Allah would not (going) to send them a punishment, while
you are (dwelling) among them; nor would his wealth and
children in a proper and legitimate way. Allah (going) to send
them a punishment, while they sought forgiveness (of Him)553
34. And why should Allah not punish them, when they have debarred (men) from the Sacred Mosque, although they are
not its guardians? Its true guardians are only those who
guard against evil and do righteous deeds: but most of them
do not know (it).
35. And their prayer at the (Sacred) House (of Allah) is nothing

ported them in their holy wars.
550. Misfortunes are from Allah, to test your faith in Him during adversities. One
should utilize his wealth and children in a proper and legitimate way.
551. Here is a promise of three gifts from Allah to the faithful. (a) granting of a
criterion. (b) wipe out the evils and (c) the forgiveness.
552. O Muhammad! Remember Allah’s blessing on you when the unbelievers conspired to kill you with Shaitan’s help. There is a lesson in that story for
those who bear witness to Allah. There is also great evidence of the truth of
your Message.
553. Here there is an explanation for the necessity to delay the destruction of unbelievers of Makkah. Allah has never punished a rebellious nation while
their Prophet was with them. The Prophets were advised to move away to
another place, as was in the case of Nuh, Hud, Salih and Lut (peace be
upon them), before striking the unbelieving people. Therefore, Allah the All
Knowing in His wisdom, knew better than to punish the Makkans for rebelling against the Message. The Holy Prophet was sent
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but whistling and clapping of hands. “So taste the punishment,
because of your rejection (of the truth)”.554
36. Surely, those who rejected (the faith), spend their wealth debarring (men) from the path of Allah. And so they shall
spend it (till their end). It will become later an anguish for
them, and in the end they will be overcome. And those
rejecters (of the faith) will be gathered together to Hell: 37. Thus Allah may distinguish the impure from the pure; and
put the impure one upon another, and then heap them together and then put them into Hell. Such are those who
shall be the losers.
38. (O Prophet!) Tell the rejecters (of the faith), that if they cease
(from evil deeds), their past shall be forgiven. But if they
persist (in their misdeeds), then let them reflect upon the
fate of the people who behaved (like this) before them.555
39. And fight them on until there is no (more) persecution, and
religion becomes wholly for Allah alone. But if they cease
(persecuting you), then verily Allah sees all that they do.556
40. But if they turn away, then be sure that Allah is your Protector. An excellent Protector and an excellent Helper.
41. And know that out of all the booty that you may obtain, one
fifth share of it is assigned to Allah and to the Messenger,
and to near relatives, orphans, the needy and the wayfarer,
if you truly believe in Allah and in what We sent down to
Our servant on the Day of the Criterion (between good and
bad), the Day when the two forces meet (in the battle of
Badr). And know that Allah has power over all things.557
42. Remember when you were (on that day) on the closer bank of
as a mercy and warner to all the worlds — and not as a punishment for
the headstrong people. Allah would deal with them later.
554. Their leaders and elders among the unbelievers had tasted the punishment for their evil ways, in the battle of Badr, Seventy of them were killed
and seventy captured. The remaining returned to Makkah
555. Islam wipes out the misdeeds of an individual prior to his acceptance of
the true faith. Once he becomes a believing Muslim, a new record is
opened for his deeds.
556. So that no other faith should remain. Obedience and worship will be
solely for Allah, and nothing would be associated with Him.
557. The distribution pointed to here, is regarding the movable wealth. As
regards to the confiscated land of the unbelievers, one quarter of it is to
be the property of the state, for the Muslim community.
558. ‘Place beside the valley’ — refers to near the valley situated near Madinah
‘Further side’ means beside the valley, that is far from Madinah ‘The
caravan on the lower ground’ refers to Abu Sufyan and his people’s
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the valley, and they were on the farther bank, and the caravan was on lower ground than you (in the direction of the
sea). Even if you had made-a mutual appointment to meet
(in encounter), you would have certainly differed with regard the appointment. But (it happened) - that Allah might
conclude a mater that must be done; that he who was to
perish might perish by a clear proof, and that he who survived might survive by a clear proof. And verily, Allah is
All Hearing, All Knowing.558
43. Remember when Allah showed them to you in your dreams as
few (in number) and if He had shown them to you as many,
you would surely have faltered and would surely have disputed on the matter (among yourselves). But Allah saved
(you); (and) He certainly knows well, what is in your breasts?
559

44. And remember when He showed them to you, when you met
them (in the battlefield), as few in your eyes, and He made
you as lessened (in number) in their eyes. It was that Allah
might conclude a matter that must be done. And unto Allah are all matters returned.560
45. O you who have believed!. When you meet a force (in the
battlefield), so stand firm, and think much of Allah, so that
you may triumph.
46. And obey Allah and His Messenger; and dispute not with one
another, lest you falter and your power departs from you.
And be patient and surely, Allah is with those who patiently
persevere.
47. And be not like those who came forth from their homes insolently, and to be seen of people — and they debar (others)
from the path of Allah. And know that Allah encompasses
caravan of Quraish on camels, carrying the merchandise. They were at
a lower ground beside the Red Sea bank, on their way from Sham to
Makkah.
559. Remember O Muhammad! Allah had showered His mercy on you, when
he showed you in a dream, the army of unbelievers to be a small
number, when in reality they were not. You had narrated your dream to
the believers and they believed and had faith in your dream, thereby
increasing their confidence.
560. In accordance to what you saw in your dream, Allah made the Muslims
see the enemy as a small group, despite their large numbers. This
further strengthened their resolution, and made them stand firm while
facing the enemies.
561. You believers should not be like the unbelievers of Quraish, who went out
to save camels. In pride, arrogance and impertinence. The highest act
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all that they do.561
48. And remember when Shaitan made their (evil) acts seem alluring to them, and told (them), “There is none among
mankind, who can overcome you this day (at Badr); and
verily, I am near to you”. But when the two forces came in
sight of each other, he turned on his heels, and said: “I am
surely absolved (of all obligations) from you. I see indeed
what you see not. Certainly I fear Allah; and Allah is severe
in punishment”.562
49. Remember when the hypocrites and those in whose hearts is
a disease, said: “These people, - their religion has deceived
these men”. But whosoever puts his trust in Allah, and then
surely (he finds) that Allah is exalted -in Might, The Wise.
50. And if you could see when the angels take away the souls of
those who reject (the truth), smiting their faces and their
backs, (saying): “Taste the punishment of the blazing (Fire)!
563

51. “That is because of (the deeds) which your (own) hands have
sent forth; and (know) that surely, Allah is never unjust to
His servants”.
52. (Their manner is) as the manner of the people of Pharaoh and
of those before them. They rejected the signs of Allah, so
Allah seized them for their sins. (And know that) surely,
Allah is All Powerful, and severe in vengeance.
53. That is because Allah does not change any favour, which He
has bestowed on a people, until they alter what is in their
own selves; and verily Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.564
of devotion, is not accepted, if performed in vainglory and ostentation.
562. When the two parties met and the war was at a peak, Shaitan withdrew
from the enemy side, when he saw the angels fighting along with the
Muslims.
563. It is reported in Tabari on the authority of Ibn Jarji who said: Ibn Abbas said:
When the unbelievers turned to the Muslims, their faces were hit by their
swords, and when they turned back, the angels hit them.
564. This verse conveys the spiritual message that the Mercy of Allah on individuals or of the truth nations is based on their attributes and deeds as long as there is a steady flow of good deeds, and they remain firm in
their defence
565. There is a pledge between you and them, that they will not fight you and
will not support anybody against you.
566. Fight them and dismantle all the evil plots of the disbelievers
567. Allah commands the believers to prepare themselves for an imminent war.
568. The believers fight with patience anticipating one of the two blessings
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54. (Their manner is) as the manner of the people of Pharaoh,
and those before them. They denied the signs of their Lord,
so We destroyed them for their sins and We drowned the
people of Pharaoh. For they were all (oppressors) and evildoers.
55. Surely, the meanest beasts in the sight of Allah are those who
rejected (the faith), and they will not believe.
56. Those with whom you make a covenant - but they violate
their covenant each time, and they are not mindful in guarding their duties (to Allah).565
57. So if you find them in battle, disperse with them, those who
are behind them - so that they may remember.566
58. And if you fear treachery from any group (with whom you
made a pact), then terminate the pact with them with
equally. And (know that) surely, Allah loves not the treacherous.
59. And let not those who rejected (the truth), imagine that they
have outstripped (Us). Verily, they will never frustrate the
punishment of (Allah).
60. And prepare against them (for an encounter), the utmost
strength of your power, and cavalry you can muster, whereby
you may daunt (the hearts of) the enemies of Allah and
your enemies, and others beyond them whom you may not
know, but whom Allah knows. And whatever you may spend
in the cause of Allah, it will be repaid to you in full, and you
shall not be treated unjustly.567
61. But if they incline towards peace, then you (also) incline to it,
and trust in Allah. Surely, He is All Hearing, All Knowing.
62. But if they desire to deceive you, then verily, Allah is All Sufficient for you. He is the One Who has strengthened you

from Allah -victory or martyrdom-. The latter is the greater and more
honorable to them.
569. Bukhary reported on the authority of Ibn Abbas (may Allah be pleased with
them both): “If there are twenty patient and persevering Muslims, they
will conquer two hundred’. This strengthened their determination to
fight against the enemies. When the number of Muslims increased,
Allah said: “Now Allah has lightened your task. He knows that there is
weakness in you”. Allah made it compulsory on every Muslim to stand
firm and be patient, and he will defeat two unbelievers. One hundred
persevering believers will defeat two hundred disbelievers, and one
thousand will conquer two thousand of them, with the help, support
and guidance of Allah.
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with His help and with (the support of) the believers·
63. And bound up their hearts, together in harmony. If you had
spent all that is in the earth, you could not have bound up
their hearts together in harmony - but Allah has bound them
up together. Surely, He is exalted in Might, The Wise.
64. O Prophet! Allah is sufficient for you, and to those believers
who follow you.
65. O Prophet! Instigate the faithful to the fight. If there are twenty
(men) among you who are steadfast, they shall vanquish
two hundred.
And if there are a hundred (men) among
you, they shall vanquish a thousand of those who rejected
(the truth) - because they are a people who do not really
understand (anything regarding the essence of the religion).568
66. Allah has at present eased your (burden)- for He knows that
there is a weakness in you. But (even so), if there are a
hundred steadfast men among you, they shall vanquish two
hundred. And if there are a thousand (steadfast men), they
shall vanquish two thousand, by the permission of Allah.
For Allah is with those who patiently persevere.569
67. It is not fitting for a Prophet that he should have prisoners of
war until he has thoroughly subdued (the enemies) in the
land. You seek for the temporal goods of this world, whereas
Allah desires (for you, the beneficence) of the Hereafter.
And Allah is exalted in Might, the Wise.570
68. Had there not been an ordinance from Allah which had preceded before, a severe punishment would surely have
touched you for the (ransom) that you have taken.
69. So consume what you have obtained in war, as lawful and
good. But be mindful of your duty to Allah. Surely, Allah is
Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.571
70. O Prophet! Tell to those who are captives in your hands: “lf
Allahknows any good act in your hearts, He will bestow
upon you,(something) better than that which has been taken
away from you; and He will forgive you: and Allah is Oft
Forgiving, The Most Mercili1l”.572
570. It is not therefore suitable for the Prophet to have captives unless after
intensive crushing down the enemies in the land, so that disbelievers
would be humiliated by making death circulate among the infidels and
uprooting the sin and wrongfulness and the word of truth prevails.
571. Allah has made it lawful for you to take out of it what you have taken as a
clean wealth from your Lord.Fear Allah and follow his
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71 . But if they intended to betray you, (know O Messenger!), that
they have already betrayed Allah before; (and) so He has
given you power over them. And (know that) Allah is All
Knowing, All Wise.573
72. Surely, those who have believed and emigrated and strove
hard with their wealth and their lives, in the cause of Allah,
and those who have given them shelter and help - they are
true friends and protectors, of one another. As to those
who believed but did not emigrate, you have nothing to do
with their (kinship and) protection at all, until they migrate. But if they seek your help in the matter of religion,
then it is upon you to provide them help - except against a
people between whom and yourselves there is a treaty (of
mutual alliance). And (remember that) Allah sees all that
you do.
73. And those who rejected (the faith) are protectors, one of another. And unless you act like wise, there will be persecution in the land, and great mischief.
74. And those who have believed and emigrated and strove hard
in the cause of Allah, and those who have given them shelter and help — they are the true believers. They will have
forgiveness and a generous provision.
75. And those who believed later on and emigrated - and they
fought along with you - they are of you. But those of blood
relationship are closer to one another (in regard to inheritance), in the Book of Allah. Verily Allah is well acquainted
with all affairs.574

commantments.572. Tell those you captured and they are under your
control and that you took from them ransom.
573. Here is an indication that Allah will enable the Prophet (peace be upon
him) overpower whoever is disloyal to him, and breach their promise
with him.
574. In the laws laid down by Allah, or as inscribed on a preserved tablet, or in
the Holy Qur’an, this is the verse referring to inheritance. It is a divine
indication that blood relations will inherit as stipulated by religion.
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CHAPTER

9

Repentance
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Madinah. It does not begin with the
“Basmala” invocation ‘In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful). ‘Taubah’ refers to Allah accepting repentance from His servants. The Surah is also called ‘Bara’ath’ (Exemption), referring to the immunity offered to idolaters with whom the believers had made pacts. The Surah,
however, makes it clear, that war could be waged against those who break the
covenant.
The Surah mainly deals with injunctions in situations of war and peace.
Objectives of Zakat and charity are explained. Hypocrites and non-believers
are condemned to chastisement in the Hereafter. In contrast, Allah is well
pleased with those who submit themselves to Him and act righteously.
A special mention is made to the Muhajirs and Ansars - those who
migrated to escape the persecution at the hands of the disbelievers, and
those who helped the migrants.
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Repentance
1. (This is) an acquittal (regarding an event specified by a decree),
from Allah and His messenger, to the idolaters, with whom
you have made a covenant.575
2. So wander about in the land for four months; but you know
well that you cannot frustrate (the decree of) Allah, and
that Allah will humiliate those who reject (the truth).576
3. And a proclamation from Allah and His Messenger to mankind, on the day of the greater pilgrimage that Allah and
His Messenger dissolve (all liabilities) with the idolaters. If
then, you repent (and make peace) it will be best for you;
but if you turn away, then you know well that surely you
cannot frustrate (the decree of) Allah; and announce a painful punishment to those who rejected (the faith).577
4. (But the liabilities are) not (dissolved) with those idolaters with
whom you have entered into a treaty, and who have not,
since, abated anything (of your right), nor supported anyone against you. So fulfil your treaties with them till an
allotted period with them. Verily, Allah loves those who are
mindful of their obligations.
5. But when the sacred months have passed away, then (resume
fighting and) you kill the idolaters wherever you find them,
and take them (as prisoners), and besiege them and prepare for them each and every ambush. But if they repent
and establish regular prayers and pay Zakat, then let them
go on their way. Verily, Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merci575. An announcement from Allah, that the pledge between Muslims and the
infidels will break.
576. The period of the treaty was four months. This time frame was set, in the
hope that the infidels would be guided into Islam during that period.
577. The day of sacrificing of the animal is the day of completion of most of the
ritual activities of Hajj (circumambulating, slaughtering of the animal,
shaving the head and pelting stones). It is called the ‘Greater Hajj’,
because Umrah is considered as the Lesser Hajj.
577. The day of sacrificing of the animal is the day of completion of most of the
ritual activities of Hajj (circumambulating, slaughtering of the animal,
shaving the head and pelting stones). It is called the ‘Greater Hajj’,
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ful.578
6. If anyone of the idolaters seeks your protection, then protect
him, so that he may hear the Word of Allah (the Qur’an)
and then convey him to his place of security. That is because they are a people who do not know. 579
7. How can there be a treaty with the idolaters, with Allah and
with His Messenger, except those with whom you made a
treaty at the Masjidul-Haram (the Sacred Mosque)? As long
as they carry out (in order) to you, so you must carry out to
them. (You know that) surely, Allah loves those are mindful
of their duty to Him.
8. How (can there be an alliance with them), seeing that if they
prevail against you, they will not respect in you, either the
ties of blood or treaty? With (fair words), they would please
you with their mouths while their hearts are decline (to
you), and most of them are perfidious and wicked.580
9. They have bartered the signs of Allah for a miserable price, and
they have hindered people from His way. Evil indeed is
that which they have done.
10. They show no respect in a believer, either in ties of blood or
treaty. It is they who are the transgressors.
11. But (even so), if they repent and perform regular prayers and
pay Zakat, then they are your brethren in religion; and We
expound the Verses in detail for a people who know.
12. But if they violate their oaths after their treaty (that has been
because Umrah is considered as the Lesser Hajj.
578. When the agreed period lapses, i.e., the sacred months - which includes
the four months after the month of Shawwal -Dhul qadah, Dhul Hijjah,
Muharram, and the fourth one is Rajab. Allah forbids fighting during
these months.
579. If an unbeliever, whom you were commanded to fight against, requests
you to be a neighbour, and seeks your protection, then accept that from
him, and guard him until he hears the word of Allah and thinks over the
divine verses, and understands them
580. This verse shows that it is impossible for them, the unbelievers, to stand
firm on their treaty with you. If they should defeat you and be victorious
over you, they will not respect the treaty. But if you defeat them, they will
try to please you with their sweet talks. But beware of them! For they are
hypocrites, and full of hatred and malice, for you.
581. The heads and leaders of the unbelievers are specifically mentioned,
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made with you), and assail your religion, then fight the
chiefs of infidelity. Verily, they have no oaths (binding them)
that they may be restrained.581
13. Will you not fight against a people who violated their oaths;
and they plotted to expel the Messenger? (In fact) they
were the first to attack you. Do you fear them? But Allah is
most worthy that you should fear Him, if you are believers.582
14. Fight against them, and Allah will punish them at your hands,
and He will humiliate them and will help you (to victory)
over them, and He will heal the breasts of a believing
people.
15. And He will take away the indignation of their hearts; and
(you know that) Allah will accept the repentance of‘ whom
He wills; and Allah is all knowing, All Wise.
16. Do you think that you would be left alone while Allah has not
yet made known those among you who strove hard (in His
cause), and did not take anyone beside Allah, His Messenger and the believers, as an intimate friend? And Allah is
well aware of what you do.583
17. It is not for the idolaters to tend the mosques of Allah, bearing
witnesses against themselves to the rejection of the faith.
The works of such shall be in vain, and in the Fire shall
they abide forever.584
18. Verily, he alone shall tend the mosques of Allah, who believes
in Allah and the Last Day, establishes regular prayers, and
because they are the ones who are instrumental in mobilizing the attack against the believers.
582. They have three qualities:a. Breach of` treaty; b. Forcing the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) out of
town; c. Following their leader blindly
583. This verse is a direct address to the believers on the importance of
fighting for the cause of Allah. It is a strong test to differentiate the strong
minded one from the weak minded.
584. It is improper for the unbelievers to go for Hajj or Umrah for they have
chosen for themselves the wrong path, be it in their speech or deeds
on account of the rejecters of faith in idolatory, they were not entitled to
the maintenance and trusteeship of the sacred Mosque.
585. Service and maintenance of the Sacred House, and its protection, is
among the attributes of the believers. They are the ones who observe
the daily prayers, pay alms that is due from their wealth to the rightful
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pays Zakat, and fears none but Allah. So it is they who are
likely to be guided alright. 585
19. Do you regard the act of giving of drink to pilgrims, and tending the Masjidul-Haram, equal to the acts of him who believes in Allah and the Last Day, and strives in the Path of
Allah? They are not equal (at all) in the sight of’ Allah. And
(know that) Allah guides not the wrongdoing people.586
20. Those who have believed and have emigrated and have striven
in the cause of Allah with their wealth and their lives, have
the highest rank in the sight of Allah. And such are the
people who shall triumph.
21. Their Lord shall grant them glad tidings of mercy from Himself and of His good pleasure, and of Heavens for them
wherein there shall be lasting bliss.
22. They will abide therein forever. Verily, with Allah, there is a
mighty reward.
23. O you who have believed! Do not take your fathers and your
brothers as protectors, if they love infidelity above (the
true) Faith. And whoever among you, takes them as protectors, those are wrongdoers.587
24. Tell (them), “lf your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your
wives, or your kinsfolk and the wealth that you have gained,
the merchandise for which you fear of remaining unsold,
and the dwellings in which you are pleased, are dearer to
you than Allah and His Messenger and striving in His cause,
then wait until Allah brings His command to pass588 And
Allah guides not the perfidious and wicked people.
25. Surely, Allah has already helped you in many fields, and (specially) on the day of Hunain, when your great numbers delighted you, but they availed you naught, and the earth
people, and fear Allah alone.
586. The meaning, is to give the pilgrims water - this is an aspect of maintenance of the Holy House and its service.
587. The Almighty Allah explains that blessing of faith, emigration (for the cause
of Allah), holy war, and attaining the pleasure and blessing of Allah, and
entering paradise, will not be complete without denouncing the leadership of unbelievers, and preferring the love of Allah, His Messenger and
holy war, over the love for 0ne’s relatives, friends and wealth.
588. Till Allah will permit entrance to Makkah
589. Hunain is a valley between Makkah and Taif It was there that the Muslims
and “Huwazin” the tribe of infidels had engaged in battle. The battle is
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with all (its) spacious, became straitened for you; then you
turned back in retreat.589
26. Then Allah sends down tranquility from Himself upon His
Messenger, and upon the believers. And He sent down forces
(of angels), which you did not see; and He punished those
rejecters. And thus, is the reward of those who rejected
faith.590
27. Then, after that, Allah will accept repentance of whom He
pleases, and (you know that) Allah is Oft- Forgiving, The
Most Merciful.
28. O you who have believed! Truly the idolaters are impure. So
let them not (even) approach the Masjidul-Haram after this
year of their ends. And if you fear poverty, then soon Allah
will enrich you out of His bounty, if He pleases. Surely,
Allah is all- Knowing, all- Wise.591
29. Fight those who believe neither in Allah nor in the Last Day,
nor hold as unlawful what Allah and His Messenger, have
forbid, nor follow the true religion, from among the people
of the Book, until they pay the Jizya (tax according to their
ability), with willing submission, while they are utterly subdued.
30. And the Jews say ‘Uzair (Ezra) is a son of Allah, and the Christians say the Masih (Messiah) is the son of Allah. That is
their saying with their mouths (whereby) they imitate the
saying of those who rejected (the faith) before them. May
Allah curse them - how they are deluded away nom the
truth!592
31. They have taken their rabbis (priests) and their monks as (their)
lords besides Allah. And (they have also taken as their Lord)
called Battle of Autas an Battle of Huwazin.
590. The angels descended to make the believers stand firm and encourage
them. Muslims did not fight in this battle, the way they did in the battle of
Badr.
591. Their minds are impure and their faith is weak. They do not keep themselves away from sin.
592. Uzair-the people of the book, call him Ezra. Considering the manner in
which he was mentioned and his conversation with Allah (2:259) the
opinion of the majority of scholars is that he was the prophet. He was a
great writer. He lived in Babylonia in 457 BC. He founded a big academy
and collected Holy Scriptures and replaced the Hebrew letters with
Calberian letters.
593. Over any other bad doctrine.
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Masih (Christ), the son of Maryam (Mary). But they were
only commanded to worship One God; there is no god but
Him, praise and glory be to Him. (Far above is He) from
having the partners they associate (with Him)
32. They desire to extinguish the light of Allah, by (blowing)
through their mouths, but Allah utterly refuses everything,
except that He will perfect His light, even though the rejecters may detest (it).
33. He is the One Who has sent His Messenger with guidance,
and the Religion of truth, (so) that He may make it prevail
over all every (other man-made) faiths,593 even though the
idolaters may detest (it).
34. O you who have believed! Surely, there are many among the
rabbis and monks who devour the wealth of people by false
means, and hinder (them) from the way of Allah. And those
who hoard up gold and silver and spend it not in the way of
Allah, announce to them a painful punishment
35. On the Day, when it shall be heated in the Fire of Hell, and
their foreheads shall be branded therewith, (as well as )
their flanks and their backs, (and it shall be said to them):
“This is what (treasure) you have hoarded for yourselves;
so (now) taste the (treasures) that you have hoarded”?594
36. Verily, the number of months in the sight of Allah is twelve
months (in a year) - (laid down) in the Book of Allah, since
the day He created the firmaments and the earth. Of them,
four are sacred. That is the righteous Religion. So wrong
not yourselves therein. And fight the idolaters all together,
as they fight you all together. But know that Allah is with
those who are mindful of their duty (to Him).595
37. Verily, the putting off a sacred month till a later month is an
594. The day they will see their wealth accumulated (for which they had not
paid alms), under burning fire till it becomes a flame, and then placed
on their faces.
595. Lunar months that the Muslims use to calculate time Allah created heavenly objects, movements and time. The month of Dhul Qadah to withhold from fighting, Dhul Hijjah to observe the pilgrimage, Al Muharram
wherein war is forbidden, and Rajab to dignify it. Indeed the Arabs used
to respect these months, even prior to the Divine revelation being sent
to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him).
596. Postponing the sacredness of a month, to the following one.
597. Allah will replace you with those that will be obedient, and prefer the
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excess of disbelief, whereby the rejecters (of faith) are led
astray. They make it lawful one year, and make it unlawful
(another) year,596 in order that they may agree with the number of (months), which Allah has made sacred; and (thus)
may make lawful what Allah has forbidden. Their foul acts
seem fair to them; and Allah guides not those who reject
(faith).
38. O you who have believed! What happened to you that when
it is said to you to go forth (to fight) in the cause of Allah,
you cling heavily to the earth? Do you prefer the life of this
world instead of the Hereafter? But the comfort of this life
is vile as compared with the Hereafter.
39. Unless you go forth (to fight) He will punish you with a painful punishment, and put a people other than you in your
place; 597 and you shall not be able to do Him any harm.
And (you know that) Allah has full power over all things.
40. If you help him not, (you remember) Allah has already helped
him when the rejecters (of the faith) had driven him out
(of Makkah), being the second of the two, when two of them
were in the cave, and when he said to his companion: “Do
not despair verily, Allah is with us”. Then Allah sent down
His tranquility upon him, and strengthened him with forces,
which you did not see, and made the word of the rejecters
(of the truth) the nethermost; but the Word of Allah, it
became the uppermost. Allah is the Almighty, the Wise.598
41. Go forth (whether equipped) lightly or heavily, and strive hard
with your wealth and your lives, in the path of Allah. That
is best for you, if you but knew (it).599
42. If they had seen an immediate gain (in sight), and the journey
had been short, they would have certainly followed you.
But the distance seemed to them too far. (On your return),
they will swear by Allah: “lf we had been able, we would

Hereafter to this life.
598. “The two persons”, mean there was no other person with him, other than
Abu Bakr Al Siddiq (may Allah be pleased with him). ‘Wide open hole in
a mountain’ -refers to the hole in Jabal Thaor in the southern part of
Makkah, where he stayed for three days.
599. In whatever condition, be it lightly armed, heavily armed, poor, wealthy,
young or old.
600. Allah explains about the hypocrites, their conditions, excuses and plots.
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certainly have gone forth with you”. They bring ruin upon
themselves, and Allah knows that they are certainly liars.600
43 . Allah pardoned you (for permitting them to remain behind,
but) why did you permit them (to stay behind) until those
who told the truth were manifested to you, and you had
known the liars?601
44. Those who believe in Allah and the Last Day will never ask
you (to exempt them) from fighting with their wealth and
their lives. And Allah knows well those who are mindful of
their duty to Him.
45. It is only those who ask you (for exemption), who believe not
in Allah and the Last Day, and whose minds are involved in
doubt, so that they waver in their doubts.
46. And if they had really intended to go forth, they would certainly have prepared (some proper) provision for it; but
Allah disliked their being sent forth; so He made them, lag
behind, and; they were told; “Remain (at home) with those
who are staying behind”.602
47. If they had gone forth with you, they would have added to
you nothing, but only (made for confusion and) corruption, they would have hurried about amongst you looking
for discord for you. And there would have been some among
you who would have listened to them, but Allah knows
well those who do wrong.603
48. Surely, they have already sought discord before, and they devised tricks against you, until the truth came, and the Decree of Allah became manifest even though they hated (it).604
49. And among them are some who say: “Grant me permission
601. Here there is a light rebuke by Allah to His Prophet. Also, Allah has Himself bestowed His forgiveness to the Prophet. This is a unique honour
to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), as no other Messenger or
Prophet (peace be upon them all) has received it.
602. If they had good intention to go to war with you they would have prepared
and become ready by providing provisions, arms and materials. But
Allah held them back for He did not want their presence with the believers, because of their object of bad omens and unwillingness without
any sincere intention for it.
603. This is the beginning of explaining their evils as a result of their being
sent forth with Muslims to the holy war.
604. They tried and planned evil plots to disappoint you, and made rumours to
frustrate your cause.
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(to stay at home) and put me not to trial. Know! Have they
(not) already fallen into trial? And indeed Hell encompasses
the rejecters (of the truth)
50. If there reaches a benefit to you, it grieves them; but if a
misfortune befalls you, they say: “We had indeed arranged
our affairs beforehand”. And they turn away rejoicing.
51. Tell them: “Nothing shall befall us except what Allah has decreed for us. He is our Protector. And upon Allah, let the
believers put (all) their trust.”
52. Say: “Are you waiting (for anything to befall) on us, except
one of the two excellent things (martyrdom or victory)?
While concerning you, we wait for you that Allah to inflict
with a chastisement either directly from Him, or by our
hands. So wait on; we too shall wait with you.”
53. Tell them: “Spend (anything) willingly or unwillingly; it shall
not be accepted from you. You are indeed a rebellious and
wicked people”.605
54. And nothing prevents their contributions from being accepted,
except that they have rejected Allah and His Messenger,
and that they come not to prayer but sluggishly, and spend
not but unwillingly.
55. Let neither their wealth, nor their children delight you. Allah
only intends to punish them therewith in this present life,
and that their souls pass away, while they are rejecters (of
the truth).
56. And they swear by Allah that they are indeed of you, while
they are not of you; whereas they are a people who are
frightened (of you).
57. If they could find a place of refuge, or caves or a place of
retreat, they would surely turn straightaway towards it, while
they are rushing (into it).
58. And there are some among them who defame you in the matter of (the distribution of) the alms; but if they are given a
share there of, they are pleased; but if they are not given of
it, then they are enraged.
59. And if they had indeed been content with what Allah and His
Messenger had given them, and had said: “Allah is All-Sufficient for us, (and in case of need), Allah will soon bestow
605. Allah will not reward you for your spending, because faith is a condition for
acceptance of a good deed.
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upon us of His Bounty, and (will) His Messenger. Verily, to
Allah do we eagerly turn our hopes! “ (that would have been
better for them).
60. Alms are only for the poor and the needy, and those employed thereof (in connection with the collection and distribution), and for those whose hearts have been (recently)
reconciled (to the truth); and for freeing those in bondage,
and for those in debt and (burdened) in the cause of Allah;
and for the wayfarer. (This is) an ordinance from Allah. And
(know that) Allah is all- knowing, All-Wise.606
61. And among them, there are some who injure the Prophet, and
they say: “He is (only) an ear” (He gives ear to all). Say: “He
listens to what is best for you; he believes in Allah, and
puts his trust in the faithful, and is a mercy for those of you
who believe”. But those who injure the Messenger of Allah
will have a painful punishment.607
62. They swear to you by Allah, in order to please you; but Allah
is more fitting that they should please Him, and (also) His
Messenger, if they are true believers.
63. Do they not know that whoever oppose Allah and His Messenger, then Hell-fire awaits him, wherein he shall abide
forever? That is the supreme humiliation.
64. The hypocrites are afraid lest a Surah should be sent down
against them, informing them of what is (really) in their
hearts, Say: “Go on a mocking”! (But) verily Allah will bring
to light all that in which you were cautious.”
65. (And if you ask them (concerning what is in their mind), they
will most certainly answer, “We are only talking idly and
jesting.’’ Say: “Was it at Allah, His verses and His Messenger, that you were mocking (at)?”
66. Make no excuse. You have certainly rejected faith, after having believed. Even if We are to pardon a faction of you, We
will punish another faction (among you), for being criminals.
606. The Almighty Allah explains how to spend Zakat, and how and to whom it
must be paid.
607. A group among the hypocrites used to repeatedly taunt the Holy Prophet
(peace be upon him) by saying that he merely believes whatever he
hears, without thinking over it. But he is the Prophet, a man of humble
character and immense patience, He neither retaliates nor criticizes
the person who hurt him with their evil words
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67. The hypocrites, men and women, are all attached with one
another. They enjoin evil acts and forbid good acts, and
withhold their hands (from the cause of Allah). They have
forgotten Allah, so He (too) has forgotten them. Verily, the
hypocrites are perfidious and wicked.
68. Allah has promised the men and women of the hypocrites,
and the rejecters (of faith), the fire of Hell, wherein they
shall abide forever. It will be sufficient for them. And Allah
has cursed them - and for them shall be a lasting punishment.
69. As (in the case of) those before you; they were mightier than
you in strength, and more flourishing in wealth and children. Therefore, they had enjoyed their portion. So, you
(too) had enjoyed your portion (of this life), as those before you enjoyed their portion; and you have plunged into
defamation, as they had plunged (into it). Such are they,
whose works are in vain in this world, and in the Hereafter;
and they are really the losers.608
70. Has the news of those (whom inhabited) before them not
reached them? The people of Nuh, ‘Ad, Thamud, the people
of Ibrahim, the men of Madyan, and the cities, which were
overthrown. Their Messengers brought them clear signs.
So it was not Allah Who wronged them, but they wronged
themselves.609
71. And the faithful men and faithful women are allies and protectors of one another. They command what is good, and forbid (people) what is evil; and they observe regular prayers
perfectly, and pay Zakat (in order) and obey Allah and His
Messenger. (They are the righteous people); Allah will pour
(His) mercy on them. Surely, Allah is exalted in power, All
Wise.610
72. Allah has promised the men and women of the faithful, Heavens under which rivers flow, to live forever therein; and (for
them are) beautiful habitations in the Heavens of eternity.
But the grace (and favour) from Allah is the greatest one.
That is the Supreme Triumph.
73. O Prophet! Strive hard against the rejecters and the hypocrites, and be harsh with them. Their place of abode is Hell.
608. Allah is addressing the hypocrites during the time of the Holy Prophet
(peace be upon him), and all other hypocrites during the time of the
earlier Prophets (peace be upon them all).
609. Allah never wrongs anybody. His punishment will be send forth to the
unbelievers, just as He punished nations of disbelievers before them.
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A miserable destination indeed.
74. They swear by Allah that they said nothing (wrong), but certainly, they spoke the word of blasphemy, and they rejected
(the faith) after their (accepting) Islam; and they designed
a plot which they were unable to achieve; and their only
reason for disliking (the plot to destroy the Prophet) was
that Allah and His Messenger had enriched them from His
Bounty. If they repent, it will be best for them; but if they
turn away (to their evil ways), Allah will punish them with
painful punishment, in this life and in the Hereafter. And
they shall not have on the earth, any protector, or any helper.
75. And among them are some who made a covenant with Allah
(saying): “If He bestowed on us of His Bounty, we will surely
give Sadaqa (charity), and will be truly among those who
are virtuous.”
76. But when He bestowed them of His Bounty, they became stingy
with it, and turned away (from their covenant) in aversion.
77. So He caused hypocrisy to pursue them into their hearts, till
the Day whereon they shall meet Him, because they broke
their covenant that they had promised Him, and because
they used to tell lies.611
78. Do they not know that Allah knows their secret (thoughts)
and their private talks; and that surely Allah is All-knower
of the unseen affairs?
79. Those who slander such of the believers who give (deeds of)
charity voluntarily, and those who can find nothing (to provide), but only the fruit of their labour and they throw ridicule at them (the believers), Allah will throw back their ridicule at them; and they shall have a painful punishment.612
80. Whether you ask forgiveness for them or do not ask forgiveness for them, (and even) if you ask seventy times for forgiveness for them, Allah will never forgive them; because
they have rejected Allah and His Messenger; and Allah guides
not those people who are perversely rebellious. 613
81. Those who were left behind (in the Tabuk expedition) were
610. The characteristics of the believing men and women are mentioned here.
611. Signs of a hypocrite are three as mentioned in an authentic tradition:
A. When he speaks, he lies;
B. When he promises, he does not fulfil it;
C. When you entrust him with something, he betrays.
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glad in their remaining at home, behind the Messenger of
Allah; and they hated to strive and fight with their wealth
and themselves in the path of Allah; and they said: “Do not
go forth (for fighting) in the heat. Say: “The fire of Hell is
much hotter.” (But) if only they could understand.614
82. So let them laugh little and weep much, as a recompense for
what they have earned.615
83. If then, Allah brings you back to a faction of them, and they
ask you for permission to go out (to fight) say, “Never shall
you go out with me, nor will you ever fight an enemy with
me, (because) you preferred to remain at home the first
time; so remain at home with those who lag behind”.
84. And do not ever pray for any of them who has died or stand at
his grave. Because they really rejected Allah and His Messenger, and died while in a state of perverse rebellion.616
85. And let not their wealth or their children impress you. Allah
merely wants to punish them by those things in this world,
and (so) that their souls may perish while they are rejecters.
86. And when a Surah is revealed (commanding them) to believe
in Allah, (and to strive) and fight along with His Messenger, those with sufficiency of means among them ask your
permission (to excuse them) and say: “Leave us (behind) to
be with those who remain at home”.
87. They are pleased to be with those who remain behind (at
home); and their hearts have been sealed up, and so they
understand not.
88. But the Messenger and those who believed with him strove
hard and fought with their wealth and with themselves. They
are the people who will have (all) good things; and it is
they who are the Successful.
612. This is the stand of the hypocrites. It is a stand that indicates deep-rooted
hypocrisy in them, and that no good is expected from them.
613. ‘Seventy’ is an adage in Arabic, meaning ‘many’
614. Those left behind could be:One) The hypocrites who remained in Madinah during the battle of
Tabuk, under various pretexts.
Two) Those who stayed away from the battle, as they gave excuses to
the Prophet, and he excused them.
615. They laugh, but for a short time in this world. Even if they laugh throughout
their life, it is very short compared to the everlasting life of the Hereafter
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89. Allah has prepared for them Heavens under which rivers flow,
to live forever therein. That is the Supreme Triumph.
90. And those who request excuses among the Bedouin Arabs
who came asking for permission to exempt them (from fighting), and those who falsified Allah and His Messenger
(merely) stayed behind (without asking permission). Soon
a painful chastisement will afflict those who rejected (the
faith) among them.617
91. There is nothing held on those who are weak and sick, nor
against those who find no resources to spend (in the cause
of Allah), provided they are sincere (in duty) to Allah and his
messenger. No cause of reproach can there be against the
good-doers. And Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
92. And nothing is held against those who, when they came to
you (requesting) to be provided with mounts, you said: “I
cannot find anything on which to mount you”. (Then) they
turned away while their eyes overflowing with tears of grief,
that they could not find (any resources wherewith) to provide the expenses.618
93. Surely the cause of reproach is only against such who ask you
for permission (to stay behind) while they are rich. They
were pleased to be among those who remain behind; Allah
has sealed up their hearts. So they know not 619
94. They will present their excuses to you when you return to
them. Tell (them): “Do not make excuses. We shall never
believe you. Allah has already informed us about the matters concerning you. It is your actions that Allah and His
Messenger will see. (In the end) you will be brought back
to the Knower of the unseen and the visible; then He will
inform you (the truth of) all that you used to do”.

616. The Prophet (peace be upon him) used to wait beside the grave (even if
the buried was a hypocrite) and pray for forgiveness. Here, it is disapproved to pray and seek forgiveness of the hypocrite; even not to partake in preparing the grave.
617. This verse refers to the hypocrisy of the Arab nomads.
618. Their tears were flowing profusely in sadness. They were seven brothers
- “Brothers in Islam-” among the Ansars, and were called the ‘crying
men’. They had come to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) during
the battle of Tabuk, and expressed their wish to go for war, to be carried
either on patched slippers or shoes. The Prophet said: “I have nothing
to carry you”, and they returned crying.
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95. They will swear to you by Allah, when you return to them,
that you may turn away from them. So turn away from them,
(for) they are surely unclean, and Hell is their dwelling place,
as recompense for the (evil) that they earned.
96. They will swear unto you that you may be pleased with them;
but (even) if you are pleased with them; Allah is certainly
not pleased with those people who are perversely rebellious.
97. The Bedouin Arabs are stronger in rejection and hypocrisy,
and more likely not to know the limits of the commandments, which Allah has sent down to His, Messenger. But
Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.620
98. And of the Bedouin Arabs, there are some who consider what
they spend as an exaction (and loss), and wait for a change
of fortune for you. But the change of fortune and the disaster of evil (will be) upon them. And Allah is the All-Hearer,
All-knower.621
99. But some of the Bedouin Arabs believe in Allah and the Last
Day; and he considers what he spends as a means of bringing him nearer to Allah and obtaining the prayers of the
Messenger. Know! Indeed they bring them nearer (to Him).
Soon will Allah admit them into His Mercy. Surely, Allah is
Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
100. The first vanguard (of Islam) of the Muhajireen and the Ansar,
and those who have followed them in (all) good deeds, Allah is well pleased with them, and they are pleased with
Him; and He has prepared for them Heavens under which
rivers flow, to live therein forever. That is the Supreme Triumph
101. Some of the Bedouin Arabs round about you are hypocrites,
as well as some of the people of Madinah; they are obstinate in hypocrisy; (though) you do not know them, We
know them. We shall punish them twice; and then they will
619. Those who preferred to stay away from the war, though they were physically able to.
620. Allah describes the hypocrites among the nomads as to be stronger in
their disbelief and hypocrisy than the ones in the city. This is because
of their foolishness and narrow minds, and their being brought up in
isolation, without any contact with learned, religious men. Due to this,
they were ignorant of the injunction of Allah.
621. He considered what he had spent as ‘lost’, since he did not do so for
Allah’s pleasure, but merely to show off to the people.
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be brought back to a grievous punishment.
102. And (there are) others who have acknowledged their sins;
they have mixed an act that was righteous, with another
that was evil. Perhaps Allah will turn unto them (in mercy);
verily, Allah is Oft Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
103. Take alms from their wealth (in order) to purify and sanctify
them thereby, and pray for them. Verily, your prayers will
be a relief for them; and Allah is All-Hearing, All- Knowing.
104. Do they not know that Allah does accept repentance from
His servants and receives (whatever is given) as charities,
and that Allah is verily, He Who accepts repentance (often), The Most Merciful?
105. And tell (them): “Do act, (whatever you do), Allah will soon
see your work, and His Messenger, and the believers; (in
the end), you will soon be brought back to the Knower of
the unseen and the visible. Then He will inform you (the
truth of) all that you used to do”.
106. And (there are yet) others held in suspense (awaiting) the
decree of Allah, whether He will punish them, or whether
turn towards them (in mercy). And Allah is All Knowing,
The Wise.622
107. And (among them are ) those who set up a mosque by way of
violence and infidelity and to make a division between the
believers, and as an ambush for one who previously made war
against Allah and His Messenger. And they will indeed swear
(saying): “We only desired (with that mosque) a good action”.
But Allah bears witness that they are certainly liars.623
108. Do not ever stand therein (for prayer). There is a Mosque
certainly, that was founded from the first day (of Hijrah)
on piety; is more worthy for you to stand forth (for prayer)
therein. In it there are men who love to be purified. And
Allah loves those who purify themselves.624
109. Who is better? He who laid the foundation of his building
(hoping) upon righteousness from Allah and His good pleasure? - Or he who laid the foundation of his building on the
edge of a water-worn bank of the earth, ready to crumble
down, - so (that) it crumbled to pieces with him (the builder)
into the Fire of Hell? And Allah guides not the wrongdoing
622. Among those who remained behind were those who confessed their
sins, unlike the afore-mentioned ones.
623. Those who built such a mosque, with evil intentions, included twelve
people from among the Hypocrates of Aus and Khazraj.
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people.
110. Their building, which they have built, will never cease to be
(a source of) suspicion and shakiness in their hearts, unless
their hearts are cut to pieces. And (know that) Allah is All
Knowing, The Wise.
111. Verily, Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and
their wealth; so (that) they will have (in exchange) Paradise. (Because) they fight in the way of Allah; and they slay
(others) and are slain: a promise binding upon Him in fact,
(mentioned) in the Thaurath, the Injeel and in the Qur’an.
And who pays in full to fulfill his covenant other than Allah? Then rejoice in your trade, which you have made
through. And that is the supreme success.
112. (The believers are) those who turn (to Allah) in repentance,
the (sincere) worshippers, those who praise (Him every
time), those who wander in devotion to the cause of religion, those who bow down, and those who prostrate in
prayer, those who enjoin good and forbid evil, and those
who observe (strictly) the limits set by Allah. And give the
glad tidings to (those) believers.
113. It is not fitting for the Prophet and those who believe, that
they ask for forgiveness for the idolaters, even though they
are close relatives, after it has become clear to them that
they are the companions of the Blazing Fire.625
114. And the invoking of Ibrahim for his father’s forgiveness was
only because of a promise he (Ibrahim) had made to him
(his father). But when it became clear to him that he was
indeed an enemy to Allah, he dissociated himself from him.
Verily, Ibrahim was a compassionate, tenderhearted (person).626
115. And Allah will not mislead a people after He has guided them,
until He makes clear to them regarding how they should be
devout and guard (evil and do righteous deeds). Verily, Allah has knowledge of all things.
116. Verily, Allah: unto Him belongs the dominion of the
624. The mosque, since its construction, was devoted to Allah alone, and all
sinful activities were kept away from it.
625. It is impermissible for the Prophet (peace be upon him) and the believers
to seek for the forgiveness of the unbelievers, regardless of their status
and relationship, after they have known the Judgments of Allah in their
regard - their torment is the hell-fire, as they died associating others
with Allah.
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firmaments and the earth; He gives life, and causes to die.
And you have no protector or helper besides Allah.
117. Allah has certainly accepted the repentance upon the Prophet,
the Muhajirs, and the Ansar - who followed him at the time
of distress, after the hearts of a group of them had nearly
deviated (from duty); but He accepted (their) repentance.
Surely, He is, unto them, Most Kind, the Most Merciful.627
118. And (He also accepted the repentance upon) the three who
were left behind; (who felt guilty to such a degree) that
when the earth became straitened for them for all its spaciousness, and their own (very) souls became straitened for
them, and they perceived that there is no fleeing from Allah, except to Himself (alone). Then, He accepted their repentance so that they might also turn repentant: verily, Allah is Oft Returning, The Most Merciful.628
119. O you who have believed! Be mindful of your duty to Allah,
and be with those who are truthful.
120. It was not fitting for the people of Madinah and the Bedouin
Arabs around them to stay behind, leaving the Messenger
of Allah (to go forth), nor to prefer themselves to him. That
is because nothing could they suffer, thirst, or fatigue, or
hunger, in the cause of Allah; nor will they take any single
step to infuriate the rejecters (of faith), nor will they secure
any gain from an enemy, but (what) is written down to their
626. Prophet Ibrahim had conveyed the message to all in general and to his
father in particular, and when he forced to break all his connections with
his father, he turned to his Lord for direction and forgiveness of his
father: 19:47-26:86 -89 and 60:4.- But he realized that his own father, for
whom he was imploring became an open enemy and a manifest rebel
against the truth. Therefore he refrained and declared openly that he
would have nothing to do with his father from then onwards.
627. This refers to Allah’s kindness to the Prophet and his companions by
granting His grace and accepting repentance in connection with the
Tabuk expedition in the face of their excellent acts. This was during the
hot season as well as with the lack of equipments and provisions
which caused them unwillingness to proceed, but they realized the fact
and participated willingly and overcame these critical feelings. Allah
had shown them the straightway and strengthened them from their
sufferings.
628. Allah accepted the repentance of three people, who stayed back from the
battle of Tabuk. They had hoped and prayed for Allah’s Judgement- be it
punishment for their misdeed, or acceptance of their repentance. These
three included Ka’ab bin Malik, Masarah bin Rabi’ and Hilal bin Umayyah.
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credit as an act of righteousness. Surely, Allah wastes not
the reward of those who are righteous.629
121. Nor could they spend anything (for the cause), whether small
or large, nor will they cut across any valley, but (the deed)
is inscribed to their credit- so that Allah may recompense
them with the best of what they did.
122. And it is not necessary for all the believers to go forth (to
fight and leave Holy Prophet alone at Madinah) together.
But why did not a contingent from every expedition go forth,
to be skilled in matter pertaining to Law and Divinity, and
that they may warn their people when they return to them
- so that they may be aware.630
123. O you who have believed! Fight those of the rejecters who
are close (related) to you, and let them find harshness in
you. And know that Allah is with those who are righteous.631
124. And whenever a Surah is sent down there are some among
them who say: “Whose faith has increased because of this‘?”
As for those who believe, their faith is increased, and they
do rejoice.
125. But as for those in whose hearts there is a disease (of disbelief), (and whenever a chapter is revealed), it will add the
abomination to their abomination, and they will die, while
they are rejecters (of faith).
126. Do they not see that they are tried in every year once or
twice? But still they turn not in repentance, and they do
not pay heed.632

629. Allah reproaches those among the people of Madinah and the nomadic
Arabs, who stayed at home instead of fighting the holy war. They include members of Magirah, Juhairah, Ashja’u, Ghafari and Aslam clans.
630. This verse came to complete the law of holy war with explanation from the
Islamic point of view. The verse also points out that searching for knowledge and means of livelihood, are two compulsory factors for Muslims.
631. O you who believe! Fight the unbelievers, and begin with those closer (in
distance) to you, so that they will not cause problems for you.
632. Allah has shown various signs to the disbelievers, in the form of calamity,
hunger, disease, loss of wealth and lives - yet they continue in their
disbelief and hypocrisy.
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127. And whenever a Surah is sent down, they look at each other
(saying): “Does anyone see you?” Then they abandoned.
(But in fact) Allah has abandoned their hearts (away from
the light) because they are a people who do not understand.
128. Now there has come unto you indeed a Messenger from
amongst yourselves: your ruin is distressful to him, (and)
he is (ardently) anxious over you, (and) he is most kind
and merciful to the believers.633
129. But if they turn away, say: “Allah is sufficient for me. There is
no god but He. On Him, have I put my trust, and He is the
Lord of the Mighty “Arsh” (the great creation)”.634

633. The Prophet (peace be upon him) had delivered the Message of his Lord,
in the best possible way. Therefore, there is no excuse for the hypocrites, if they stray from the right path.
634. ‘Al Arsh’ is the mightiest creation of Allah. He is the Lord of everything- the
seen and the unseen. The Lord of the heavenly and earthly objects, and
everything in between.
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CHAPTER

10

Jonah
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and derives its name from a referenc
to the Prophet Yunus. The Surah mainly points out to the various signs
for the people that could lead them to the truth. It also contains stories of
the Prophets Nuh and Musa (peace be upon them).

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif Lam Ra. Such are the verses of the Wise Book.
2. Do people find it so wonderful that, We have sent Our inspiration to a man from among themselves? In order that he
warn mankind and give good tidings to those who believe,
that surely they shall have with their Lord, a salubrious
and agreeable reward. (But) the rejecters (of the faith) say,
“This is indeed a manifest sorcerer!”635
3. Verily, your Lord is Allah, Who created the firmaments and the
earth in six days; then He intended (what He desired) upon
the ‘Arsh’ (which is a great place and a center of His limitless kingdom), regulating and disposing the affairs (of all
things). No intercessor (can plead with Him), except after
His permission. That is Allah, your Lord; therefore, worship Him (alone). Then will you not pay heed? 636
4. To Him (only) is the return of all of you. The promise of Allah
635. The unbelievers of the Quraish were surprised that the Divine revelation
was sent to a man from their clan - Muhammad (peace be upon him).
They mocked at him by saying: “Surprise! Allah did not find anyone from
mankind, but the orphan of Abu Talib.”
636. Look up the chapter 7 verse 54 Allah addresses the unbelievers of Makkah who were surprised that Allah had chosen Muhammad (peace be
upon him) as a Messenger. Allah warns those who reject the Message,
of a horrible outcome and gives glad tidings to the believers.
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is true (and sure). Surely, it is He, Who begins the creation (out
of nothing) and He regenerates it, (so) that He may reward
with justice, to those who believed and did righteous actions. But to those who rejected (Him), will have a drink of
boiling fluids, and a painful chastisement, because they did
reject (Him).
5. He is the One Who made the sun to be a shining element of
brightness, 637 and the moon to be a light; and measured
out phases for it (so) that you might know the number of
years, and the reckoning of time. Allah did not create that,
but in truth (and rightful purpose). He explains the signs in
detail for those people who know.
6. Verily, in the alternation of the night and the day, and in all
that Allah has created in the firmaments and the earth, are
indeed signs for those people who are mindful of their duty
(to Allah).638
7. Verily, those who desire not Our meeting (in the Hereafter),
but are pleased with the life of this world, and are satisfied
with it and those who are heedless of Our signs.
8. Their abode will be the Fire, because of the (evil that) they
earned.
9. Verily, those who believe and do righteous actions, their Lord
will guide them through their faith; (the reward of such will
be) rivers that flow beneath them in Heavens of bliss.
10. (This will be) their prayer therein: “Glory be to You, O Allah!”
And “Peace” will be their greeting therein, and the end of
their prayer will be: “All praise be to Allah, the Lord and
Sustainer of the worlds!”
11 . And if Allah were to hasten evil for people, according to their
desire of hastening on the good, - then would their respite
be settled at once for them. So We abandon, those who do
not hope of Our meeting, in their trespasses, wandering
blindly in distraction.639
637. Among the signs of Allah’s power, is the creation of the sun, making it a
source of light and heat (by emitting its own light). Science confirms
that the sun is a flammable object, and that the other stars reflect the
light of the sun.
638. The rotation of night and day; climatic changes; darkness and light; the
night as a cover for mankind; and the day to seek a livelihood - all these
are indeed miracles and divine signs for those who think.
639. It is reported that once Nazr bin Haris had said: O Allah! If this religion
(Islam) is true, then rain upon us the stones or sand or other punishment at that time this verse was revealed.
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12. When an affliction touches man, he invokes Us (in all postures) - lying (down) on his side, or sitting down, or standing up; but when We have removed his affliction, he passes
on his way, as if he has never invoked Us when the affliction touched him! In that way, do the deeds of the transgressors seem fair (in their eyes).
13. And in fact, We destroyed generations before you, when they
did wrong, while their messengers came to them with clear
signs; but they were never going to believe! Thus do We
requite the people who are criminals.
14. Then, We made you after them to be successors in the land,
(so) that We might see how you would act.
15. But when Our verses are recited clearly to them, those who do
not hope Our meeting, say: “Bring (us) a Qur’an other than
this (one), or change it”. Say, “It is not for me to change it of
my own accord. I follow naught but what is revealed unto
me. If rebelled (by disobeying) my Lord, surely, I should
myself fear the punishment of a Dreadful Day”.640
16. Say: “If Allah had (so) willed, I would not have recited it to
you, nor would He have made it known to you (as a fact
that you should know). I lived among you for many years
before it (the Qur’an, came). Will you then not understand?”
17. Who does more wrong than one who invents lies against Allah, or denies His verses? But criminals will never be successful!
18. And they worship besides Allah, what can neither hurt them
nor profit them, and they say, “These are our intercessors
with Allah”. Say, “Would you indeed inform Allah of something about which He knows not in the firmaments or in
the earth? Glorified and exalted is He, above all that they
associate (with Him)”’.
19. Mankind was but only one single nation, but they differed
(among themselves). And if it were not for a Word (a decree on delaying the punishment to the criminals), which
had gone forth from your Lord, their differences would have
been settled between them concerning which they differed.

640. The unbelievers had suggested to the Prophet (peace be upon him), that
if he wished that they believe in his Message, then let him bring a
Qur’an that does not include matters that offend them - like the Resurrection, the punishment for those who engage in idol worship, etc. Allah
commands His Prophet that he has no right to change anything from
what has been revealed to him. He is only a Messenger to convey the
Message of Allah to the people
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20. And they say: “Why is not a sign sent down to him from his
Lord?” Say: “The unseen belongs to Allah alone. So wait, I
am with you among those who wait ( the Judgement Day)”.
21. And when We let mankind taste mercy after adversity has afflicted them, then soon they take to plotting against Our
signs! Say: “Allah is swifter at plotting”. Verily, Our Messengers (the angels) record all the plots that you make! “
22. He is the One Who conveys you through land and sea, till
when you even board ships, and they sail with them with a
fair wind, and they rejoice at it. (Then) comes upon them a
violent wind, and the waves come at them from all sides,
and they think they are being overwhelmed; (therefore) they
invoke unto Allah, sincerely offering (their) faith unto Him,
saying: “ If you rescue us from this, we shall truly be of the
grateful.”
23. But when He does rescue them, behold! They transgress insolently in the earth in defiance of right! (Know well), O mankind! Your insolence is indeed only against yourselves (which
will be a brief) enjoyment of this worldly life; then to us is
your return (in the end), and We shall inform you (the truth
of) all that you used to do.
24. Verily, the likeness of the life of this world is only as the rain,
which We send down from the sky, then the plants of the
earth, which provides food for both people and livestock,
mingles by it (and it grows) till the earth puts on its loveliest decoration, and is decked out on its fairest guise (in
beauty); and the people to whom it belongs, think that they
have all powers of disposal over it. There reaches it Our
command by night or day, and We make it (like a) harvest
clean- mown, as if it had not flourished just the day before.
Thus do We explain the signs in detail for a people who
reflect (upon it).
25. But Allah calls (the people) to the Home of peace; and He
guides whom He pleases, on the straight path.
26. To those who have done good actions, is the best (reward),
and (even) more (than in measure). No blackness or abasement shall cover their faces! They are the companions of
the Paradise - therein, they will abide forever.641
27. But those who have earned evil actions will have a reward of
an evil act in that manner ignominy will cover them, (and)
641. For those who abide by the rules set by Allah, and perfect their actions in
this world, is a great reward - more than what they deserve or ever
thought of. Another reward is attaining the pleasure of Allah, and this is
indeed the greatest reward and it brings them closer to the Almighty.
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no defender will they have from (the Wrath of) Allah. It is as if
their faces are covered by dark patches of the night. They
are the companions of the Fire. Therein will they abide forever.
28. And the Day, We shall gather them all together; then We shall
say to those who attributed partners (with Us): “ (Remain
in) your places - you and those you joined as ‘partners”’.
Therefore, We shall disperse between them, and their ‘partners’ shall say, “It was not us that you used to worship!”
29. “ Allah is a sufficient Witness between us and you, that we
were certainly negligent of your worship”.
30. At that place, every person shall be tried for what (exactly) he
did before. And they will be brought back to Allah, their
rightful Lord. And what they fabricated (as gods) will vanish from them. 642
31. Say: “Who provides sustenance for you from the sky and from
the earth’? And who controls hearing and sight? And who
brings forth the living from the dead and the dead from the
living? And who disposes the affair?” They will soon say,
“Allah”. Say: “Will you not be mindful of your duty to Him?”643
32. Truly, that is Allah, your true Lord. And what is there other
than the truth, except misguidance? How then are you
averted?
33. Thus is the Word of your Lord proved true against those who
rebel (by rejecting Allah): verily, they will not believe.
34. Say, “Of your ‘partners’, can any originate the creation, and
then repeat it?” Say: “It is Allah Who originates the creation, and then repeats it. Then how are you deluded away
(from the truth)?”
35. Say, “Of your ‘partners’ is there any that can give guidance
towards the truth‘?” Say: “It is Allah Who gives guidance
towards the truth. Is then, He Who gives guidance towards
the truth more worthy to be followed, or he who finds not
guidance (himself), unless he is guided? Then what is the
matter with you? How do you judge?”
36. But most of them follow nothing but conjecture. Truly, conjecture can be of no use whatever against the truth. Verily,
Allah is well aware of all that they do.644

642. On the Day of Judgement, every soul will be accounted for every action of
his. Then he will see the outcome of his deeds - whether good or bad.
643. ‘Hearing’ and ‘Sight’, are singled out, because a person who has lost
both, will indeed find it very difficult to live.
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37. This Qur’an could never have been devised by (anyone) other
than Allah; but it is a confirmation of (revelations) of what
came before it, and a clear explanation of the Book, wherein there is no doubt - from the Lord of all the worlds.645
38. Or do they say: “He has fabricated it”. Say : “Bring then a
Surah like unto it. And call upon anyone you can besides
Allah - if you speak the truth!”
39. But (the fact) is that they have falsified that whose knowledge they could not comprehend, and the interpretation
thereof has not yet reached them. In that manner: those
before them (also) falsified. But look at what the end of the
wrongdoers was!
40. And of them are some who believe in it (the Qur’an), and
some who do not believe in it. And your Lord knows best
those who commit violence.
41 . And if they falsify you, tell (them): “I have my work, and you
have your work., You are free (and not held responsible) of
what I do and I am free (and shall not be held responsible)
of what you do! “
42. And among them there are some who listen to you. But can
you make the deaf hear even though they do not understand?
43. And among them there are some who look at you. But can you
guide ( the blind, even though they do not see?
44. Truly, Allah wrongs not people in any way; rather, it is (the)
people who wrong themselves.
45. And on the Day when He will gather them (together for Resurrection), (it will be) as if they had not stayed for more
than an hour of a day. They will recognize each other. Those
will be lost, who denied the meeting with Allah, and they
were not guided.646
46. Whether We show you (in your lifetime), something of what
We have promised them, or We cause you to die - (in any
case) to Us is their return. Then, Allah will be Witness against
what they are doing.
644. Alter Allah gives evidence of His Oneness and His Power on His creation,
and His guidance, He explains the stand of the unbelievers, concerning
their belief.
645. The Holy Qur’an is the everlasting miracle, a testimony for all the ages to
come, pointing to the truth of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
646. As though they had spent in this life, and the period between death and
Resurrection, but a very short time.
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47. And every nation has had a Messenger. And when their Messenger comes, the matter will be judged between them with
justice - and they will not be wronged.
48. And they say, “When will this promise (come to pass) - if you
speak the truth?”
49. Say: “l have no power over any harm or profit to myself, except as Allah wills. Every nation has an appointed term.
When their term is reached, neither can they cause to delay
it, nor can they advance it by an hour”.
50. Say: “Do you see, if His punishment should come to you by
night or by day, what portion of it would the criminals wish
to hasten?
51 “Would you then believe in it at last, when it actually befalls
(upon you)? (It would then be said :) ‘Ah! At this present
time? And you wanted (aforetime) to hasten it on! ’
52. “Then it will be said to those who did wrong: ‘Taste the enduring punishment; you are recompensed with (nothing)
other than what you earned?
53. And they seek from you to be informed: “Is that (the fact of
Final Requital) be true?” Say: “Yes! By my Lord! It is certainly true, and you cannot frustrate it!”
54. And every soul that had wronged - if it possessed everything
that is on earth, would give it in ransom. (It will not be
accepted), and they would reveal (their) remorse, when they
see the punishment. And (everything) will be decided between them justly, and no wrong will be done unto them.
55. Know that whatever is in the firmaments and on the earth
belongs to Allah! (And) know that Allah’s promise is assuredly true - but most of them do not know.
56. He gives life and causes to die, and you will be returned to
Him (in the end) .
57. O Mankind! There has come to you an admonition from your
Lord, and a healing for what is in the breasts; and for those
who believe, a guidance and a mercy.
58. Say: “With the bounty of Allah and by His Mercy - in that, let
them rejoice”- That is better than (anything) they accumulate.
59. Say: “(Do) you see what Allah has send down to you as provision? — And you have then designated as unlawful and
lawful some things thereof”. Say: “Has Allah permitted you
(to do so) or do you forge (things) to attribute to Allah?”647
647. Surely the right to forbid and permit an act, is solely with Allah. Man has no
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60. And what think those who forge lies against Allah on the Day
of Judgement? Verily, Allah is full of bounty to mankind but most of them are ungrateful.
61 Neither do you engage in any matter, nor recite any portion
from the Qur’an, nor do you do any action - but We are
witnesses over you (thereof), when you are deeply engrossed
therein. And nothing is hidden from your Lord (so much
as) the weight of an atom, on the earth or in the sky. And
not (anything) smaller than that or larger, but are (recorded)
in a clear book.
62. Behold! Verily the most pious friends of Allah (will feel) no
fear, nor shall they grieve.
63. Those who believe and are ever mindful of their duty (to Allah).
64. For them are glad tidings in the life of this world, and in the
Hereafter. No change can there be in the Words of Allah.
(And) that is indeed the supreme triumph.
65. And let not grieve you, their (your opponents) speech; surely,
all power (and honour) belongs to Allah. He is the All-Hearing, the all- knowing.
66. Behold! To Allah alone belong whoever is in the firmaments
and whoever is on the earth. And those who (worship and)
invoke partners, other than Allah do not follow any associates, they only follow nothing but conjecture and they do
nothing but guess (by making false inventions).
67. He is the One Who appointed the night for you, so that you
may rest — therein; and the day to make things visible (to
you). Verily, there are signs in that, for the people who listen (to His Message).
68. They say: ‘Allah has begotten a son!” Glory be to Him! He is
self- sufficient. And all things in the firmaments and on the
earth belong to Him! No authority do you have for this
(claim)! Are you saying about Allah what you know not?
69. Say: “Verily, those who fabricate a lie against Allah, will not
be successful.
70. (A little) enjoyment in this world! - And then to Us will be
their return. Then, We shall make them taste the terrible
punishment, because they used to reject (the truth).
71 . And recite to them, the news of‘ Nuh (Prophet Noah). When
he said to his people: “O my people, if my (position and)
standing (here) and my reminding (you) by signs of Allah
right to assume that Allah forbids what he forbids upon himself and
permits what he allows himself to do.
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have become a grievous matter for you, then I put only my
trust in Allah. Then, concert about your plan and along
with your associate-gods, so (that) your plan will no longer
be dark and dubious to you. Then accomplish your sentence upon me, and grant me no respite.
72. But if you turn away (from the truth), then I have not asked
you any reward. My reward is with Allah alone, and I have
been commanded to be of the Muslims”.
73. But they falsified him. So We rescued him and those with him
in the ark, and We made them the successors (of those who
had (passed), and We drowned (in the flood), those who
falsified Our signs. Then, look at what was the end (result)
of those who were warned (but paid no heed).
74. Then after him, We sent (many) Messengers to their people,
and they brought them the clear signs; but they would not
believe (that) which they had already rejected beforehand.
Thus, We seal the hearts of the transgressors.
75. Then after them, We sent Musa (Prophet Moses), and Haroon
(Prophet Aaron) to Firaun (Pharaoh) and his chiefs, with
Our signs; but they behaved arrogantly and they were criminal people.
76. When the truth came to them from Us, they said: “This is
indeed a clear sorcery!”
77. Said Musa: “Do you say (this) of the truth, when it has (actually) reached you? Is it sorcery (like) this? But (indeed) sorcerers, will not prosper”.
78. They said: “Have you come to us to turn us away from (the
ways) that we found our fathers doing, so that you both
might gain greatness in the land? - But we are not going to
believe you both”.
79. Firaun said: “Summon to my presence every well-versed sorcerer.”
80. When the sorcerers came, Musa said to them: “Cast down
whatever you (wish) to cast”.
81. When they had cast down, Musa said: “What you have brought
is sorcery. Allah will certainly frustrate it. For Allah prospers not the work of those who make mischief.
82. “And Allah will verify and establish The truth by His Words,
even though the criminals may hate it!”
83. But none believed in (the faith) of Musa save (a certain) progeny of his people, out of fear of Pharaoh and his chiefs —
lest they should persecute them. And certainly, Pharaoh
was high and mighty in the land, and he was one of the
profligates.
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84. And Musa said: “O my people! If you do (really) believe in
Allah, then put your trust in Him, if you are Muslims”.
85. So they said, “We have put our trust in Allah, our Lord! Do
not make us (the subject of) persecution at the hands of
the wrongdoers86. “And rescue us (our Lord) by Your mercy, from those people
who reject (the faith)”.
87. And We revealed to Musa and his brother (this message):
“Provide dwellings for your people in Egypt, and make your
houses, directions of worship and establish the prayers and
give glad tidings to those who believe!648
88. And Musa said: “Our Lord! You have indeed given Firaun and
his chiefs splendour and wealth in the life of this world;
and so, our Lord, they may mislead (men) from Your path.
Our Lord! Obliterate their wealth and harden their hearts,
so (that) they will not believe until they see the painful
punishment?
89. He (Allah) said: “Verily, the invocation of both of you is accepted. So, both of you stand on the straight (path) and
follow not the path of those who know not (the truth)”
90. And We took the children of Israel across the sea. Then, Pharaoh and his hosts followed them in insolence, and out of
enmity. Till when drowning overtook him - he said: “I believe that there is no god except Him whom the children of
Israel believe in, and I am one of the Muslims (who submit
to Allah)”.
91. (It was said to him) : “Ah, now! But a little while before, you
rebelled and you were among those who committed violence·
92. “So this day, We shall preserve your body so that you can be
a sign to those who come after you. But verily, many among
mankind are heedless of Our signs”.649
93. And indeed, We settled the children of Israel, in a salubrious
and agreeable dwelling place, and provided them sustenance
of the best- and they did not differ until the knowledge had
been granted to them. Verily, your Lord will judge between
648. Musa (Moses -peace be upon him) and those with him prayed, facing
their houses, to avoid any untoward onslaught by the unbelievers. Muslims in Makkah, during the early period of Islam, were also persecuted,
and prayed in isolation.
649. We bring your body from the sea, safely to the rising ground. The wave
threw the body on the bank of the sea, without the soul.
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them on the Day of Judgement, regarding the things about
which they used to differ.
94. So, if you are in any doubt concerning what We have revealed to you, then ask those who have been reading the
Book before you. The truth has indeed come to you from
your Lord — so be not of those who doubt.
95. And be not of those who falsified the signs of Allah - (if so)
you shall be among those who are losers,
96. Verily, those against whom the Words of your Lord has been
justly carried out, “would not believe.”650
97. Even if every sign was brought unto them, until they see (for
them- selves), the painful punishment.
98. If only there had been a city (among those We warned), which
believed, - then its faith should have profited it, - except
the people of Yunus (Prophet Jonah). When they believed,
We removed from them, the punishment of disgrace in the
life of this world, and We permitted them to enjoy (their
life) for a while.651
99. And if your Lord had willed, all the people on the earth would
have believed. So, will you then compel mankind until they
become believers! 652
100. And no person can believe, except with Allah’s permission,
and He will place an abomination on those who will not
understand. 653
101. Say: “Look at all that is in the firmaments and on the earth”.
But neither signs nor warnings profit those who do not
believe.
102. Do they then expect (anything) but the same fate in the days
of the people who passed away before them? Say: “Wait
then - for indeed I (too) am with you, among those who
wait”.654
650. Allah had punished the people of Makkah, for their disbelief in His Message. Had they believed, the punishment could have been prevented.
651. Here, mention is made about a fact finding mission of the Prophet Younus
(Jonah) with his people. When they believed, then Allah removed from
them the impending punishment of disgrace in this world.
652. If Allah wished, He could have made mankind into a believing Muslim
nation. But he wishes that man choose for himself what is right and
wrong, belief and disbelief — and Allah knows best what He does.
653. The soul has free will under the scope of cause and effect of faith, but it
does not possess complete independence, and is guided by the rule
of Allah’s destiny.
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103. Then (in the end), We will rescue Our Messenger, and those
who believe. Thus, it is incumbent upon Our part that We
should rescue those who believe.
104. Say: “O mankind, If you are in doubt concerning my religion,
then (I declare that) I do not worship those you worship
besides Allah! But I worship Allah, Who will take your souls
(at death); and I am commanded to be one of the believers105. “And (it is directed by the Almighty) to stand upright, (turning) your face towards the religion, inclining to the right,
and never be in any way among the idolaters.
106. “And invoke not on any, besides Allah; such can neither profit
you, nor hurt you. But if you do so, you shall certainly be
among the wrong- doers.”655
107. And if Allah afflicts you with hurt, there is none who can
remove it but Him, and if He desires any good for you,
there is none who can repel His bounty, which He causes to
reach, whomever of His servant, He pleases. And He is the
Oft- Forgiving, Most Merciful.
108. Say: “O mankind! The truth has indeed come to you from
your Lord.
So, whoever is guided, in fact, is guided to his own soul. And
whoever errs, errs only against it. And I have not been set
over you as a disposer (of your affairs)”.656
109. And follow what has been revealed to you, and be patient
(and constant) till Allah will judge. And He is the Best
Judge.657
654. The punishment befell the unbelievers before them. They were expecting
similar events of destruction that were experienced by the disbelieving
generations that preceded them.
655. The address, though apparently directed to the Prophet (peace be upon
him), is in fact aimed at the aggressive disbelievers - for they are the
fools who were senselessly engaged in worshipping other things besides Allah; things that cannot harm or benefit.
656. O you mankind! Surely the right religion has come to you, revealed to one
among you. This is the true religion, explained in a great book -the
Qur’an. It will remain for all ages, as the revelation from the Lord to all
the worlds.
657. O Prophet! Follow the Holy Qur’an, obey it and deliver it to mankind.
Practice it and teach it to your people, so that they be benefited from it.
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CHAPTER

11

Hud
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and obtains its title from the refer
ence to the story of Prophet Hud, who was sent to the ‘Ad people.

The stories of Prophets Nuh, Lut, Shu’aib, and Musa are also dealt with
in detail. In each case, the evildoers who rejected the Message of Allah, after it
had come to them, met with a horrible end.
The faithful are enjoined to pray sincerely to Allah. Good deeds make
amends for sins.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif Lam Ra. (This is) a Book, the verses whereof are (perfectly)
guarded (against corruption), (and) further explained in detail, - from the presence of One Who is All wise and Well
acquainted (with all things)-658
2. (Commanding) that you should worship none but Allah; (and
tell them), “Verily, I am a warner and a bearer of good tidings to you from Him.
3. “And (enjoining you to) seek the forgiveness of your Lord, and
then turn to Him in repentance, that He may grant you
good (and true) enjoyment until a specified period, and
will bestow His abounding favour to all generous persons.
But if you turn away, then surely, I fear for you the punishment of a mighty Day.

658. This book is of great quality and high position. Its verses are perfect ones,
well arranged, and deal in detail with all that you are in need of. No
surprise, it is revealed from the One, who is Wise, with perfect wisdom,
and of great knowledge, the well acquainted with everything.
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4. “To Allah is your return, and He has power over all things.”
5. Behold! They indeed fold up their breasts that they may hide
from Him. Know well! At the time, when they cover themselves with their garments, He knows what they conceal
and what they reveal. Verily, He knows well, the innermost
thoughts of (your) breasts.659
6. There is no moving creature on earth, but its provision depends upon Allah. And He knows its resting place and its
temporary deposit (in the womb or in the grave). All That
is recorded in a clear Book.660
7. And He is the One Who created the firmaments and the earth
in six days, and His “‘Arsh” (Great Creation of the Universe)
was upon the water, in order that He may try you, -which
of you is best in action. But if you were to say to them: “You
shall indeed be raised up after death”, those who reject (the
faith) would be sure to say: “This is nothing but an obvious
sorcery.” 661
8. And verily, if We put-off their punishment till a determined
period, They are sure to say: “What is holding it back?”
Know! On the Day it (actually) reaches them, nothing will
turn it away from them, and they will be completely encompassed by that which they used to mock at.
9. And if We bestowed man a taste of mercy from Ourselves, and
then pluck it out from him, verily, he is despairing, ungrateful.
10. But if we bestowed him a taste of (Our) favours, after adversity has afflicted him, he is sure to say: “All evil actions
have departed from me”. Surely, he is exultant, boastful.
659. 6:59
660. He provides the sustenance of every creature wherever they are. He
knows as well the dwelling place and the final resting place of every
creature.
661. In six stages or six periods: Two days for the creation of the firmaments,
two days for the creation of the earth, two days for the creation of sustenance for all His creature – as mentioned in Surah Fussilat. It must be
mentioned here that a day to the Almighty is not the regular 24 hour-daythat we humans are acquainted with. It could span over many years.
Allah knows best. Whereas, before this development the great “Arsh,
was upon water, and we do not have any information concerning the
exact nature of that water. Were the firmaments and the earth created in
place of that water or elsewhere in Universe’? Can we say now the
Arsh, is upon the firmaments? As indicates the sayings of the messenger about his journey of Isra’ & Mi`raj.7:54
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11. Except those who show patience and do right actions, for them
is forgiveness (of sins), and a great reward.
12. So perhaps you may (feel the inclination) to leave out a part of
what has been revealed to you, and your breast feels straitened for it, because they say: “Why has not a treasure been
sent down with him, or why does not an angel come down
with him‘?” But you are only a warner, and Allah is the Disposer over all affairs.
13. Or do they say: “He forged it”? Say: “Produce then, ten Surahs
like it, forged and (call to your aid) whomever you can,
besides Allah - if you speak the truth.
14. “If they (your false gods) respond you not, then know that it
(the revelation) has been sent down with the knowledge of
Allah, and that there is no god but Him. Will you then
become Muslims?”
15. Whoever desires the life of this world and its glitter, We shall
recompense them fully for their deeds therein, and they
will have no diminution therein.
16. They are those for whom there is nothing in the Hereafter, but
the Fire. And what they achieved therein will be in vain,
and what they used to do (also), will be in vain.
17. Can he be (like) the one who (stands) upon a clear proof from
his Lord, and followed by a witness (the angel Jibreel) from
Him. And before it, is the Book of Musa (Taurah) as a guide
and as mercy, they believe therein. But those of the sects
that reject it (the Qur’an)- the fire will be their promised
meeting place. Be not then in doubt thereon. For it is the
Truth from your Lord : yet many among men do not believe!
18. And who does more wrong, than those who fabricate a lie
against Allah! They will be arrayed before their Lord, and
the witnesses shall say, “These are the ones who lied against
their Lord!” Know! The curse of Allah is on those who do
wrong.
19. Those who hinder (men) from the path of Allah, and desire
therein crookedness, while they are rejecters of the Hereafter!
20. They can do nothing to thwart (Allah) on earth, nor do they
have any protectors besides Allah. The punishment will be
doubled for them. They could not hear, nor could they see.
21. They are the ones who have lost themselves, and what they
fabricated has vanished from them.
22. Without any doubt, they are the very ones who will lose most
in the Hereafter.
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23. Verily, those who believe, and do right actions, and humble
themselves before their Lord: they are the companions of
the Heaven, they dwell therein forever.
24. The likeness of the two groups is as the blind and deaf, and
the sighted and hearer. Are they equal when compared? So,
will you not then pay heed?
25. And indeed, We sent Nuh, to his people. (Then he told them):
“Surely, I am a clear warner to you.662
26. “That you worship none but Allah. Verily, I do fear for you the
punishment of a painful Day.”
27. But the chiefs of the rejecters among his people said : “We see
(in) you nothing but a man like ourselves, and we do not
see any following you, but the meanest among us, without
thinking; nor do we see in you any merit above us, on the
contrary, we consider you as liars!”
28. “He said: “O my people! Tell me, if I have a clear proof from
my Lord, and that He has bestowed upon me a mercy from
Him, but you were blind to that. Do we compel you to
(accept) it when you are averse to it?
29. “And O my people! I do not ask you for any wealth (as recompense) for it. My reward is from none but Allah alone. But
I will not drive away (in contempt) those who have believed; verily, they are going to meet their Lord. And however, I see you (all) as ignorant people.
30. “And O my people! Who would help me against Allah, if I
drove them away? So will you not then pay heed’?
31. “And I do not say that I possess the treasures of Allah; nor do
I know the unseen; nor do I say that I am an angel; nor yet
do I say of those whom your eyes do despise, that Allah
will not give them any good. Allah knows best what is in
their (own) souls. (In that case), if I did, I would certainly
be one of the wrong doers.”
32. They said: “O Nuh! You have already disputed with us, and
you have multiplied disputes with us. So bring us what you
have promised us, if you are of the truthful.”
33. He said: “In fact, Allah will bring it to you if He wills, and
(then) you will not be able to frustrate (it).
34. And my advice will not benefit you, even if I desire to give
you good counsel, if Allah desires to lead you astray. He is
662. Up to verse 48, the story of the Prophet Nuh is mentioned. He provided to
his people manifested evidences to prove the existence of the Creator,
but they were dumbfounded. They did not listen to his call, and they
were oblivious in their disbelief and arrogance.
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your Lord, and to Him, will you return.”
35. Or do they say: “He has fabricated it”? Say: “lf I have fabricated it, then “ upon me be my crimes, while I am innocent
of the crimes of which you commit.”
36. And it was revealed to Nuh, that verily: “None of your people
will believe, except those who have already believed, so be
not grieved at what they do.
37. “And (We ordered Nuh to) make an Ark under Our inspiration,
and according to Our revelation, and do I not address Me
(further) concerning those who did wrong, a they are surely
to be drowned.”
38. He (starts) constructing the Ark; as often as the chiefs of his
people passed by him, they ridiculed him. He (Nuh) said:
“If you ridicule us now, we (in our turn) can surely ridicule
you, as you do ridicule us.
39. “But you will soon know, on whom will descend a punishment
which disgraces him, and on whom will befall, everlasting
punishment”
40. At length, (behold) when there came Our command, and the
oven boiled over, We said to carry therein, two of every
kind, and your family, except those against whom the Word
has already gone forth, - and those who have believed. And
none believed with him — but only a few.663
41 . And he (Nuh) said: “Embark therein in the name of Allah,
both whilst it is moving, and while it is at anchor. Truly, my
Lord is surely, Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.”
42. So it (the Ark) sailed with them amidst waves (towering) like
mountains; and Nuh called out to his son, who stood aloof
from them: “O my son! Embark with us, and do not be with
the rejecters! “
43. He (the son) said: “I will betake myself for shelter to a mountain. It will protect me from the water.” He (Nuh) said: “There
is no protection today from the decree of Allah, except him
on whom He has mercy.” And the waves surged in between
them, so he (the son) was among those who were drowned.
44. And it was said: “O earth! Swallow up your water, and O sky!
Desist (your rain)!” And the water abated, and the decree
was concluded, and the Ark rested on Mount Judi, and it
was said : “Away with the people who do wrong!” 664

663. “ Thannur”, has the following meanings:- surface of the earth; or a high
place on land; Oran oven for baking bread . ‘Outburst’, refers to the
force with which the water sprayed out.
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45. And Nuh called upon his Lord and said: “O my Lord! Surely
my son is of my family, and Your promise is certainly the
truth, and You are the Most Just of Judges!”
46. He (Allah) said: “O Nuh! He is definitely not of your family.
His (conduct) is surely an act, which was unrighteous. Do
not therefore ask Me, that of which you have no knowledge. I admonish you, lest you should be one of the ignorant!”665
47. He (Nuh) said: “O my Lord! Verily, I seek refuge with You from
asking You for (any affair) about which l have no knowledge. And if you do not forgive me and have mercy on me,
l would indeed be among the losers.”
48. It was said: “O Nuh! Disembark (from the Ark) with peace
from Us and blessings on you, and on the people who are
with you. But (there will be other) people to whom We
shall grant their pleasures (for a time), and then a punishment from Us will afflict them (due to their negligence)”.
49. That is some of the news of the unseen, which We have revealed to you. Neither you nor your people knew it before
this. So persevere patiently : surely the (best) end is for
those who are righteous.
50. And to the ‘Ad (people, We sent) their brother Hud. He said:
“O my people! Worship Allah; you have no god other than
Him. Certainly, you are merely fabricators.666
51. “O my people! I do not ask you for any wage for that (Message). My reward is not (due) except from Him Who originated me (in creation). Will you not then understand?
52. “And O my people! Ask forgiveness of your Lord; then turn to
Him in repentance. He will send for you (from) the skies,
abundant rain, and He will increase you with strength upon
strength: and do not turn away as criminals.
53. They said: “O Hud! You have not brought us any clear proof,
and we are not going to abandon our gods from your speech,
nor shall we believe in you.
664. ‘Judi’, is the name of a mountain near Al-Mausal in Iraq.
665. Your son is not one of your family- because relationship is based on
spiritual and religious grounds. A disbelieving son cannot be considered as a relative of yours, and therefore, ask Me not to protect him.
666. Refers to their brother the ‘Ad lineage. ‘Ad is the name of a clan, and they
call their father ‘Ad bin Aus bin Sam bin Nuh; and they lived in Ahqaf
region of Yeman. Hud was their Prophet. In the following verses will find
the method of the preaching of Prophet Hud, the reaction of his people
and the punishment of the wicked people.
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54. “We say nothing but that (perhaps) some of our gods may
have afflicted you with evil!” He said: “Truly I call on Allah
to be my witness, and you (also) bear witness that I am
innocent of what you associate as partners.
55. Besides Him. So devise a plot against me, all of you, and then act
soon without any delay”.
56. “Verily, I have put my trust in Allah, my Lord and your Lord, and
there is no moving creature, but He has grasp of its forelock.
Verily, my Lord is on the straight path.
57. “So if you turn away, I (at least), have indeed conveyed (the Message) with which I was sent to you. And my Lord will replace
you with another people, and you will not harm Him in any
way. Surely, my Lord is Guardian over all things.
58. And when Our decree came, We rescued Hud and those who believed with him, by mercy from Us; and We rescued them (also)
from a rough punishment.
59. And such were the ‘Ad (people) they rejected the signs of their
Lord, and rebelled (against) His Messengers; and they followed the command of every powerful, obstinate tyrant.667
60. And they were pursued by a curse in this world; and (as well)
on the Day of Resurrection. Behold! The ‘Ad (people) rejected their Lord. So away with ‘Ad, the people of Hud!
61. And to the Thamud (people, We sent) their brother Salih. He
said: “O my people! Worship Allah; you have no god other
than Him. He has brought you (into being) from the earth,
and settled you therein as an inhabitant. Then ask forgiveness of Him, and then turn to Him in repentance. My Lord
is (always) near, ready to respond.”668
62. They said: “O Salih! You have been of us, a figure of our hopes,
before this (happened). Do you now forbid us the worship
of what our fathers worshipped? But we are really in suspicious doubts about what you are inviting us to.”
63. He said: “O my people! Tell me what you really feel. If l have
a clear proof from my Lord, and He has bestowed upon me
mercy from Himself. Who then can help me against Allah,
if I rebelled Him? What then would you increase for me,
besides a loss?
667. The Almighty addressed Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and his people: such were the ‘Ad people; and see what happened to those who belied
the truth?
668. ‘Thamud,’ a tribe named after their famous forefather. They lived in ‘AlHijr’, a place between Tabuk and Sham. Their story is mentioned in
chapter Al-`araf (The Hieghts).
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64. “And O my people! This she- camel of Allah is a sign to you.
So leave her alone to feed on Allah’s earth, and do not inflict any harm on her, lest a swift punishment will seize
you!”
65. But when they hamstrung her, then he said: “Enjoy yourselves
in your homes for three (more) days; (then will be your
ruin), that is a promise that will not be denied!” .
66. When Our decree came, We rescued Salih and those who
believed with him, by a mercy from Us, and from the ignominy of that day. Verily, your Lord — He is the All Strong,
and the Mighty.
67. And the (mighty) Blast overtook the wrongdoers — so they
were lying flattened in their homes, in the morning,68. As if they had never lived there (at all)! Know! Verily, the
Thamud rejected their Lord. So away with the Thamud.
69. And verily, Our messengers came to Ibrahim with glad tidings. They said: “Peace”. He answered: “Peace.” And in no
time, he brought (to entertain them) a roasted calf. 669
70. But when he saw their hands not reaching towards it (the
meals), he felt some mistrust of them, and he conceived a
fear of them. They said: “Have no fear! We have been sent
to the people of Lut (Lot)”.
71. And his wife was standing (there), and she laughed. So We
gave her glad tidings of Ishaq (Isaac), and after Ishaq, of
Ya’qub (Jacob).670
72. She said: “Alas my shame! Shall I give birth while I am an old
woman, and my husband here is an old man? This is indeed a wonderful thing!”
73. They said: “Do you wonder at the decree of Allah? May the
mercy of Allah and His blessings be upon you, O people of
the house! Surely, He is indeed All Praiseworthy, All Glorious.”
74. When (his) awfulness had gone away from (the mind of)
Ibrahim, and the glad tidings had reached him, he began to
dispute with Us concerning the people of Lut.
669. ‘Messengers’, means here, a group of angels. Ibn Abbas said: they were
three; some said: they were seven and others say they were eleven in
number. Here is a good beginning of story of an ugly people of Lot. The
style of narration of the Holy Qur’an, is indeed marvelous and unparalleled.
670. Sarah, the wife of Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him), warmly received
the visitors, and expressed her happiness at the destruction of the
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75. Verily, Ibrahim was in fact, a forbearing (and) compassionate
person, and one who turned with repentance to Allah.
76. (The angels said) “O Ibrahim! Forsake this. The decree of
your Lord has gone forth. And verily, there is coming upon
them, a Punishment that cannot be repelled.”.
77. When Our Messengers came to Lut (Lot), he was distressed
for them, and felt himself powerless (to protect) them (from
the people of his town who might approach them to commit sodomy); and he said: “This is a grievous day.”
78. And his people came rushing towards him excitedly, and they
had been for long practicing evil acts (of sodomy). He
said: “O my people! Here are my daughters. They are purer
for you (if you marry them)! So be mindful your duty to
Allah and disgrace me not, with regard to my guests. Is
there not a single right minded man among you?”
79. They said: “You know well that we have no need of your daughters, and indeed you know quite well what (it is) we want.”
80. He said: “Would that I had the strength to suppress you, or
that I could betake myself to some powerful support.”
81. They (the messengers) said: “O Lut! Verily, we are messengers
from your Lord. They shall never reach you. So travel with
your family, while the darkness of the night remains. And
let not any of you look back - but your wife (will lag behind). Surely, what happens to them will happen to her (as
well). Certainly, the time of the fulfillment of their threat is
the morning. Is not the morning close at hand?”
82. When Our decree came, We turned (the city of Sodom in
Palestine), upside down, and rained downed on them, brimstones - hard as baked clay, spread over one another:83. Making a mark of distinction from your Lord. And they are
never far from the wrong doers.671
84. And to Madyan ( Madyan people, We sent) their brother
Shu’aib. He said: “O my people! Worship Allah - you have
no god other than Him. And give not short measure and
short weight. I see you indeed in prosperity - but l fear for
you the punishment of an all-encompassing Day: 672
85. “And O my people! Give full measure and full weight with
justice · and do not withhold from the people, the things
that are their due, and do not commit mischief in the land.
people of Lot. Allah gives her the glad tidings of a son, Ishaq, and a
grand son of Ya‘qub.
671. Hot pebbles were showered down upon the rebellious and disgusting
adulterers among the people of Lot, completely obliterating them.
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86. “What remains (with you), by Allah, (after giving the dues of
the people), is better for you, if you are believers. But l am
not a guardian over you.”
87. They said: “O Shu’aib! Do your prayers command you that we
should abandon what our fathers worshipped, or that we
give up doing what we like with our property? Truly, you
are (intelligent and) forbearing, the rightly guided.”
88. He said “O my people! Tell me what you really feel if l have a
clear proof from my Lord; and He has bestowed upon me
good provision from Himself. And I do not want to oppose
you in what I forbid you; I only desire to put things right,
as far as I can. And accomplishment of my wish can only
come from Allah. Upon Him I trust, and unto Him, I turn
in repentance.
89. “And O my people! Let not your contending with me provoke
you into doing wrong, lest you suffer a fate similar to that
of the people of Nuh, or the people of Hud, or the people
of Salih. And the people of Lut are not far distant from you.
90. “But ask your Lord for forgiveness, and turn unto Him in repentance. My Lord is indeed the Most Merciful, the Most
Loving.”
91 They said: “O Shu’aib! We do not understand much of what
you say, and in fact, we see you as weak among us. Were it
not for your clan, we would certainly have stoned you. And
you are not (at all) a powerful (man) against us.”
92. He said: “O my people! Is my clan more worthy to you, than
Allah’? And you have put Him away behind your back (with
contempt). But verily, my Lord encompasses everything that
you do!
93. “And O my people! Act according to your ability, and surely, I
am acting (as I wish): you will come to know who will bring
on him a punishment, which will disgrace him, and who is
a liar. And observe: surely, I too observe with you.”
94. And when Our decree came, We rescued Shu’aib and those
who believed with him, by a mercy from Us. But the mighty
blast seized the wrong doers, and so they lay flattened in
the morning, in their homes.
95. As if they had never lived there, (at all)! Know! (Allah has
thrown) away Madyan (people from His mercy) as thrown
away Thamud (people).
96. And We sent Musa with Our signs, and a manifest authority 672. The ‘Madyan’ clan lived in Arabia and Prophet Shua`ib was sent to them,
calling the people to the right path.
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97. To Firaun and his chiefs. But they followed the command of
Pharaoh, and the command of Pharaoh was not rightly
guided.
98. He will go ahead of his people on the Day of Judgement. And
lead them down into the Fire: and what a miserable place
to which they are led!
99. And they are pursued by a curse in this (world), and on the
Day of Judgement; and what a miserable gift to be given
(unto them)!
100 That is some of the stories of the cities, which We narrate to
you. Of them, some are (still) standing, and some have been
mown down (by the sickle of time).673
101. And We wronged them not- but they wronged themselves.
The gods other than Allah, whom they invoked, did not
profit them in any way, when there came the decree of your
Lord; nor did they add aught to them, but a detriment.
102. And such is the seizure of your Lord, when He seizes the
cities, while they are doing wrong. His seizing is painful
and severe indeed.
103. There is certainly a sign in that for those who fear the punishment of the Hereafter. That is a Day whereon, mankind will
be gathered together, and that will be a Day, on which evidence shall be given.
104. Nor shall We delay it, but for a determined period.
105. On the Day it arrives, no soul shall speak, except by His
permission. Some among (those gathered) will be wretched,
and (others will be) blessed.
106. Those who are wretched shall be in the Fire - there will be for
them therein, (nothing but) sobbing and sighing.
107. They will dwell therein so long as the firmaments and the
earth endure, except as your Lord wills. Verily, your Lord is
a Great and Able Worker of what He desires.674
108. And those who are blessed shall be in the Heaven. They will
dwell therein, so long as the firmaments is and the earth
endure, except as your Lord wills. (It is) (indeed) an uninterrupted gift!675

673. This, O Prophet, is some information on how we have dealt with the
earlier nations who had rebelled against the truth, so that your people
may fear Allah and act righteously.
674. For all the time that the firmaments and the earth remain -This is an
Arabic expression, meaning forever.
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109. So be not any doubt about what these people worship. They
worship nothing but what their fathers worshipped before
(them). But verily, We shall pay them their portion in full,
without (any) diminution
110. And We certainly gave the Book (the Taurah) to Musa; but
differences (concerning it) arose therein. And had it not been
that a prior Word had gone forth from your Lord, the matter would have been decided between them. But they are
indeed in suspicious doubt concerning it.676
111. And indeed, unto each one of them, your Lord will surely give,
the full reward of their deeds. He is well aware of all their
doings.
112. Therefore, stand firm (in the straight path), as you have been
commanded, and (also) those who turn with you in repentance; and do not exceed the bounds. Verily, He sees (well)
all what you do.
113. And incline not to those who do wrong; (if) so, the fire will
touch you; and you have no protectors other than Allah,
nor shall you then be helped.
114. And establish the regular prayers at two extremities of the
day, (morning and evening), and the hours of the night
(which commence at the close of the day, and those of the
day, which commence at the close of the night-the five compulsory prayers). Surely, the good actions will wipe out the
evil actions. That is an admonition for the people who pay
heed.677
115. And be patient, therefore, verily Allah wastes not the reward
of those who are righteous.
116. Why were there not (more people) endued with prudence
and virtue, among the generations before you, who forbade
men from mischief in the land except a few among them
675. This reference is to a group of people who were strong in their belief in the
One God and acted righteously. They are the truly fortunate ones, for
they will be in Paradise forever.
676. Here is an assurance to the Muslims whenever they face discomfort and
misbehavior of disbelievers. They should wait patiently for the consequences. The destruction of the aggressors and eliminating them is
simple for Him, but He does not make haste in passing Judgement to
this nation even though the rejecters of the faith demand to haste the
punishment.
677. This verse is not regarding the performances of the daily compulsory
prayer, but, mention is made for the encouragement and importance of
prayer, morning, evening and night. The command, which had been
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whom We saved (from harm)? But the wrong doers pursued the enjoyment of the good things of this life, which
were given to them, and were criminals.
117. And your Lord would never have been the One to destroy the
towns unjustly, while their people were upright.
118. And if your Lord had so willed, He could surely have made
mankind one nation - but they will (still) persist in their
differences.678
119. Except the one on whom your Lord has bestowed His Mercy.
And for that reason did He create them. And the Word of
your Lord would be fulfilled, (which is): “Surely, I will fill
up Hell with jinn- kind and mankind —all together”
120. And all that We narrate to you of the stories of the Messengers, (therefore) We make firm your heart thereby. And
herein have come to you the truth and an admonition and
a reminder to the believers.679
121. And say to those who do not believe: “Act according to your
ability; we are acting (in our way).
122. “And you wait -We too are waiting.”
123. And the unseen affairs of the firmaments and the earth belongs to Allah, and to Him will be return the entire affair (for
decision); so worship Him (alone), and put your entire trust
in Him. And your Lord is not negligent of what you do.

made obligatory on the daily prayers, took place after this revelation,
during the journey of the ‘Mi’raj’ of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
678. If your Lord had so desired, He could have made all mankind embrace
Islam. However, he willed that they remain divided in their faith, and only
a selected few would be fortunate enough to obtain time guidance and
submit themselves humbly and totally to the Almighty.
679. Many stories of preceding nations have been revealed in this chapter.
They were nations who disobeyed the words of their Prophets, sent to
them by Allah. The stories serve to make the Holy Prophet (pbuh), firm
and bear the insults and continuous rebellion of some of his People,
with patience.
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CHAPTER

12

Yusuf
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah revealed in Makkah, mostly comprises of the story of Prophet
Yusuf, the son of Prophet Ya’qub. Apart from demonstrating the stead
fastness of his faith, and his righteousness, the Surah also depicts the
gentle patience and mercy, shown by both father and son, in the most trying
situations.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Alif Lam Ra’. Such are the verses of the Book which manifest
(the truth clearly).680
2. Verily, We have sent it as a Qur’an in Arabic (language), so that
you may understand.681
3. We do narrate unto you the best of stories through this Qur’an,
which We revealed to you, even though you were certainly,
before its revelation, among the unaware.
4. Behold! When Yusuf told his father: ‘O my father! Verily, I saw
(in a dream) eleven stars and the sun and the moon; I saw
them (all) prostrate (in front of) me.682
5. He said: ‘My dear little son! Do not narrate your vision to your
brothers, lest they devise a plot against you. Truly Shaithan
is to man an open enemy!683
680. 2:1
681. Allah affirms that He revealed the Holy Qur’an to His Messenger in the
Arabic language, the language of his people- so that they may read it,
reflect upon its meaning, and its marvelous style, so that they may
realize that it is, certainly, from a divine source.
682. Ya’qub, understood the interpretation of his son’s dream. In eleven stars
referred to his sons, Yousuf’s brothers; and sun pointed to either his
mother or maternal aunt. Some scholars point out, that since his mother
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6. ‘And in that way, your Lord will choose you and shall teach you
the interpretation of (dark) sayings. And He will complete
His favour upon you and on the family of Ya’qub (Prophet
Jacob) as He completed it before, upon your two fathers,
(namely) Ibrahim and lshaq. Certainly your Lord is AllKnowing, All Wise’.684
7. Verily, in (the story of) Yusuf and his brothers, there are signs
for those who ask.685
8. When they said (among Themselves): ‘Truly, Yusuf and his
brother are more beloved to our father than we are; while
we are a strong group. Really, our father is in obvious error.686
9. ‘(So) kill Yusuf or cast him forth into some (distant and unknown ) land, so that the favour of your father may be
given to you alone, and after that, you become a people
who are perfect’.
10. One of them said: ‘Do not kill Yusuf, but cast him to the bottom of the well. He will be picked up by some caravan of
travellers - if this is (something) that you have to do’.
11. They said: “O our father! Why do you not trust us with Yusuf
while we are indeed his sincere well- wishers?687
12. “Send him with us tomorrow, so (he can) enjoy himself and
play, and we will (all) surely take care of him”.
13. He (Ya’kub) said: “Really, it grieves me to let him go away with
you, and I fear (that) lest the wolf would devour him while
you are careless of him”.
14. They said: “If the wolf were to devour him, while we are a
strong group, then we would truly be (among the) losers”.688
was no more, the sun was a reference to his aunt. The moon refers to
his father. The dream was interpreted to mean that Yousuf would be an
important person in the future.
683. So, that they will plot against you and harm you.
684. According to your dream, the Lord has chosen you as Prophet to your
people, and this was a completion of a blessing to the household of
Ya‘qub (peace be upon him).
685. In the story of Yusuf, there is a clear evidence of the Power of the Almighty,
and the secrets of the universe.
686. Yousuf’s brothers said in their secret meeting.
687. They, Yousuf’s brothers, agreed to execute their plan, and with this in
mind, approached their father.
688. Yousuf’s brothers try to give convincing replies to the questions posed by
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15. So, when they did go out with him, and they all agreed together to put him at the bottom of the well. And We revealed to him that: “Indeed, you shall inform them (of the
truth) of this affair, that they now do, while they perceive
not”.689
16. And they came to their father at the commencement of darkness (of that evening), weeping.
17. They said: “O our father! We went out racing with one another, and left Yusuf with our utensils. Then the wolf devoured him. But (we know that) you would never believe
us even though we really speak the truth”.
18. And they brought his shirt (stained) with false blood on it. He
(Ya’kub) said: But you yourselves have suggested something
to you (which you did). (For me) patience is the most beautiful (and suitable) (Against your rebellious act), and it is
Allah (alone) Whose help can be sought against that which
you describe”.690
19. And there came a caravan of travelers. Then they sent their
water-drawer and he let down his bucket (into the well,
and) he said: “O here is a good news! This is a boy!” Then
they concealed him as a portion of the goods. But Allah
knew very well what they were doing.691
20. They sold him for a miserable price for a few dirhams determined, and they were of those who considered him (in low)
estimation.692
21. And the man in Egypt who bought him told his wife: “make his
abode (among us) honourable. Maybe he will profit us, or
we shall adopt him as a son”. In that manner, We firmly
established Yusuf in the land, and so We may teach him
the interpretation of (dark) sayings (and events). And Allah
is All- Powerful, (and has control) over His affair, but most
(of the people) do not know.693
their father, and try to overlook his first statement ‘I am unhappy’.
689. When they went away with him, they had decided upon throwing him into
the bottom of a well, in a place called ‘Dothan’.
690. ‘With the blood’, not Yousuf’s blood.
691. In this verse, there is hope for the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him), that with his patience and perseverance, he will win eventually, over the disbelievers.
692. They were not interested in him, because they were merchants dealing
with goods, and not slaves.
693. This is Allah folded Yousuf in His care. Allah, the Almighty, is indeed
capable of doing what He wishes.
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22. When Yusuf attained his full manhood, We granted him wisdom and knowledge. Thus do We reward those who do
good.
23. And she in whose house he was, sought to seduce him against
his will and she closed the doors and said: “Come (over
here)!” He said, “Allah is my refuge! Truly he (your husband) is my master who made my abode with kindness and
great comfort. Truly the wrong-doers will not succeed”. 694
24. And indeed, she desired him (to seduce) and he desired (to
avert) her from this filthy action, and he too would have
inclined to her it had not been that he saw the evident
proof of his Lord. Thus We might avert from him (all) evil
and indecent deeds. Surely, he was one of our sincere servants.
25. So they both raced each other to the door, and she tore his
shirt from the back. (At the moment) they both found her
husband at the door, (and) she said:” What is the (fitting)
punishment for one who intended an evil design against
your wife, except that he be put in prison, or a painful punishment?”
26. He (Yusuf) said: “It was she who sought to seduce me”. And a
witness of her household bore witness (thus saying): “If his
shirt is torn in the front, then she speaks the truth, and he
is among the liars”.
27. “But if his shirt is torn at the back, then she has lied, and he
will be among the truthful”.
28. So when he saw his shirt torn at the back, he (her husband)
said: “In fact, it is the deviousness of you women! (And )
truly, your deviousness is heavy (mighty)”.
29. “O Yusuf, turn away from this. And (O my wife), ask forgiveness for your evil act. Truly, you were of the evil one”.695
30. And women in the city said: “The wife of Azeez, is seeking to
seduce her male servant. Truly, he has inspired her with
violent love. We indeed, see her in plain error”.
31. When she heard of their cabal, she sent for them, and pre694. This is one of various encounters of Yousuf, with the wife of the great
person in the Royal family. She had attempted to lure Yousuf with her
charm and beauty, but failed.
695. Azeez, went to Yousuf, and said to him:” Keep this matter a secret, and
leave it as though it never happened. Your integrity and truthful nature is
well known”. He then went to his wife and said: “Repent to Allah, for you
have indeed committed a sin”.
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pared for them a banquet and she gave each of them a knife,
and she ordered (Joseph) “ to appear before them”. When
they saw him, they were amazed by him, and (in their
amazement), cut their hands. And they said: “Far be it from
Allah. This is not a human being! What could this be, but a
noble angel!”696
32. She said: “ (You see) that is the man about whom you blamed
me for. Truly, I did seek to seduce him, but he firmly preserved himself (from this act). And now, if he does not do
what I command him, he shall certainly be cast into prison.
And (what is more) and he will be of the company of the
vilest”.
33. He said: “O my Lord! The prison is more beloved to me than
that to which they invite me. And if You do not avert their
guile from me, I should feel inclined towards them, and so
become among the ignorant”.697
34. So his Lord responded to him, and averted from him, their
guile. Verily, He is the All-Hearer, the All- Knower.
35. Then it occurred to them after they had seen the proofs (of his
innocence) that they should imprison him for a time.
36. And two (male) servants entered the prison along with him.
One of them said; “verily, I saw myself (in a dream) that I
was pressing wine.” The other said: “I saw myself (in a dream)
carrying bread upon my head, and birds were eating thereof.
Tell us the true meaning thereof. Surely we see you are a
righteous (man)”.698
37. He said: “No (kind of) food will come to you, to feed either of
you, but I will reveal to you the truth and meaning of this
before it befalls you. That is part of what my Lord has taught
me. I have abandoned the ways of people that believe not
in Allah, and are rejecters of the Hereafter.699
696. The rumour soon went around the city. When the wife of Azeez heard the
women of the city blaming her for what she had done, then she planned
a trick. She invited them over to her palace and seated them facing
each other. She then gave each of them a knife to slice their food. She
then called Yousuf and commanded him to come in front of them. On
seeing him, the ladies were completely taken back by his extremely
handsome countenance, and cut their fingers with the knives they held
in their hands.
697. Yousuf sought refuge in the Almighty, when he heard that from them.
698. Two young slaves of the Egyptian king- one was a barman, and the other
a baker.
699. That unseen knowledge is not merely fortune telling or soothsaying, but
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38. “And I have followed the ways of my fathers - Ibrahim, Ishaaq
and Ya’kub. And never could we attribute partners whatever to Allah. That (comes) from the grace of Allah to us
and to the people, yet, most men are not grateful”.700
39. “O my two fellow-prisoners! (I ask you), are many different
lords better, or Allah, the One, Supreme and Omnipotent?”
40. Whatever you worship apart from Him is nothing but names,
which you have named - you and your fathers for which
Allah has not sent down any authority. The command is for
none but, Allah. He has commanded that you worship none
but Him only. That is the right religion, but most men know
not.701
41. “O my two fellow-prisoners! As to one of you, he will pour out
the wine for his master to drink. And as for the other, he
will be crucified, and the birds will eat from his head. The
matter which you both inquired about, has been decreed
upon”.
42. And he (Yusuf) said, to one of the two whom he knew that he
would be released: “Mention me to your master”. But Shaitan caused him to forget to mention him to his master, so
he (Yusuf) stayed in prison for a few (more) years.702
43. And the king (of Egypt) said: “I saw (in a dream) seven fat
cows whom, seven lean ones were devouring; and seven
green ears of corn, and (seven) others which were dry. O
you chiefs! Expound to me my vision, if you are people,
able to interpret visions”.703
44. They said: “(These are); a confused medley of dreams; and we
are not skilled in the interpretation of such dreams”.
it is knowledge bestowed upon me by my Creator, the One Lord.
700. He explained that he was on the path of the true religion, while the others
were straying on the wrong path. He was merely adhering to the religion of his fathers Ibrahim, Ishaq and Ya‘qub. Allah had guided them
all, and blessed them all. Allah’s blessings have been showered on
mankind, but they remain ungrateful.
701. After Yousuf (peace be upon him) explained his true religion, he invited
his two friends to the right path.
702. After Yousuf interpreted the dream, and informed the serviceman that
Allah had given him - the knowledge of his release from the prison, and
his return to the palace. He also asked him to tell about him to the King,
so that the King might release him too. But Satan made the serviceman
to forget about Yousuf after he was released.
703. When his freedom was nearing, and Allah willed that His religion should
prevail in Egypt, the King had a strange dream, which disturbed him.
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45. Then the man who had been released among them, and who
now remembered him (Yusuf) after a certain time, said: “I
will tell you (the truth of) its interpretation; so send me
(therefore)”.
46. “O Yusuf! O man of truth! Expound to us (the dream) of seven
fat cows, whom seven lean ones were devouring, and of
seven green ears of corn and (seven) others which were dry
- so that I may return to the people and that they may
know”.
47. He (Yusuf) said: “For seven years, you shall sow according to
the moral-way, and the harvests that you reap, you shall
leave them in the ear - except a little of which you shall
eat.704
48. “Then will come after that seven dreadful (years), which will
devour what you have laid by in advance for them. (All)
except a little which you shall have (specially) stored.
49. “Then will come after that (period), a year in which the people
will have abundant water, and in which they shall press
(wine and oil)”.
50. And the king said, “Bring him unto me”. But when the messenger came to him, he (Yusuf) said: “Go back to your lord,
and ask him: “What was the condition of the ladies who cut
their hands? Surely, my Lord is well aware of their deviousness”.705
51 He (the king) asked (the ladies): “What was your affair when
you did seek to seduce Yusuf against his will?” The ladies
said: “Allah forbid! We do not know any evil act against
him! “Said Azeez’s wife: “Now the truth was become absolutely clear, it was I who sought to seduce him”. He is indeed of those who are (ever) true (and virtuous)706
52. “That (way of response to the king) in order that he (Azeez)
may know that I have never been dishonour to him in his
absence, and that Allah will never guide the deviousness of
the betrayers.”707
He narrated it to his chiefs and wise men in his Kingdom, but they were
unable to interpret it. The manifestation of their failure to interpret the
dream, was for the subsequent emergence of Yousuf, in their midst.
Glory be to Allah!
704. Yusuf interpreted the dream and explained what must be done.
705. The King was concerned about Yousuf’s interpretation of his dream, and
decided to bring him out of the prison.
706. Zulaikha, the wife of Azeez, confessed that she had indeed attempted to
seduce Yousuf, and he had failed to fall for her charm.
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53. “Yet I do not absolve myself (of blame). Surely, the human
soul incites evil, unless when my Lord bestows His mercy
(upon whom He wills). But surely, my Lord is Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful”.
54. So the King said: .”Bring him unto me. I will take him entirely
to serve in my own affairs.” Therefore, when he had spoken
to him, he said: “Be assured this day, you are with us, high
in rank, and fully trusted.”708
55. He (Yusuf) said: “Entrust me over the store houses of the
land. I will indeed be a knowledgeable guardian”.709
56. In that manner, We firmly established power to Yusuf in the
land, to take possession therein, as, when or where he
pleased. We bestow of Our mercy on whom We please, and
We do not allow to go waste, the wage of those who do
good.710
57. But verily, the reward of the Hereafter is the best for those
who believe and are righteous.
58. And (during the period of famine) came Yusuf’s brothers. Then
they entered his presence, and he recognized them, but
they knew him Not; 711
59. And when he had furnished them with provision (suitable) for
them, he said: “Bring unto me ( next time) a brother of
yours from your father. Do you not see that I pay out full
measure, and that I am the most hospitable of hosts?712

707. That conformation led to the prevalence of the truth- that Yousuf was
innocent of the crime charged against him.
708. After the King heard the statements of the witnesses and her, he ordered
his men to bring Yusuf before him, and made him his minister, advisor,
and aide.
709. Entrust the Egyptian treasury with me, so that I may judiciously manage
the economic affairs of the country.
710. Ibn Jarir Al-Tabari reported, that Azeez (Atfir), the Minister of the King, had
died, Rayan Bin Al walid, solicited the marriage between Yousuf and
Azeez’s widow, when Yousuf married her, he said: “Is this not better
than what you had asked for?
711. When a severe drought ravaged Egypt and its suburbs, many people from
various places, came to Egypt, because Yousuf in his wisdom had
stocked enough to help the people tide over this situation. Prophet
Ya‘qub also sent his children (except Yousuf’s full brother Binyamin) to
Egypt, to seek help from there. Yousuf recognized them as soon as he
saw them, but they did not know him- for they thought he had perished
in the well.
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60. “But if you bring him not (here) to me, then you shall have no
measure from me, nor shall you (even) come near me”.
61. They said: “We shall try to win him from his father; and indeed we shall do it”.
62. And (Yusuf) told his servants to put their stock-in-trade (with
which they had bartered) into their saddle- bags, so that
they might know it only, when they returned to their people,
in order that they might come again (with their brother)
63. So when they returned to their father, they said: “O our father! Our measure (of grain) has been denied (unless we
take our brother). So send our brother with us (so) that we
may obtain our measure, and we will indeed take every
care of him”.
64. He said: “Shall I trust you with him other than as I entrusted
you with his brother aforetime? But Allah is the best to
take care (of him), and He is the Most Merciful of those
who show mercy! “
65. And when they opened their baggage, they found their stockin- trade had been returned to them. They said: “O our
father! What (more) can we desire? Our stock - in -trade
has been returned to us; so we shall get (more) food for our
family, and we shall take care of our brother. And add, (at
the same time) a full camel ’s load (of grain to our provisions.) That is an easy measure to obtain”.713
66. He (Ya’qub) said: “Never will I send him out with you until
you make a covenant with Allah, that you will be sure to
bring him back to me, unless, you be prevented. And when
they had made with him their covenant, he said, “Allah is
the Guardian over what we say”.
712. He gave them all they needed, in terms of provision in preparation for their
journey. There were ten of them, and he gave them each a load of
grains. They then told him that they had an old father with a brother, who
had stayed behind to serve their father, and asked him for their share
too. Yousuf then gave them two camel loads of goods, on the condition
that they bring their brother to him.
713. When they saw that their money had been returned, they felt grateful to the
kind minister, and therefore, convinced their father to accept his request to see him.
714. Y’aqub was pleased to let Binyamin to accompany his brothers to Egypt.
Meanwhile, everyone was aware of the honour that Yousuf had accorded on the ten brothers, and were envious of the same. The brothers had also sensed this, and therefore decided to enter the country
separately, from different doors, and not at once as advised their father.
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67. And he said (further),: “O my sons! Enter not all through one
gate, but pass in through different gates, but I cannot avail
none of you from (the will of) Allah. Upon Him, I do put
my trust, and upon Him, let those who trust repose their
confidence”.714
68. And when they entered in the manner their father had enjoined,
it did not avail them against Allah at, all. But it served only to
satisfy Ya’qub’s heartfelt desire which he discharged. And verily, he was endowed with full knowledge (and experience) because of what we had taught him, but most men knew not.
69. And when they entered into Yusuf’s presence, he drew his (own)
brother (close to him), (and) he said (to him): “Truly, I am your
(own) brother. So be not grieved regarding all the things they
sued to do”.715
70. At length, when he had furnished them with provisions (suitable) for them, he put the goblet into his brother’s saddlebag, then shouted out a public announcer, loudly (saying):
“O you (in) the caravan! Behold, you are indeed thieves”.
71. They approached them and inquired, “What is it that you
missed?”
72. They said: “We missed the (great) goblet of the king. And for
him who brings it, will get (the reward of) a camel’s load
and regarding that, I stand as guarantee”.
73. They (the brothers) said: “By Allah! You know well that we did
not come to make mischief in the land, and we are no
thieves”.
74. They (the officials) said: “What then shall be the penalty of
him, if you are (proved) to be liars?
75. They said: “The penalty shall be that he, in whose saddle-bag
it is found, should be held for the punishment. Thus it is
(how) we punish the wrong-doers”.716
76. So he began (the search) with their bags, before the bag of his
brother. Then, he brought it out from his brother ’s bag. In
that manner, We devised a cunning plan for Yusuf He could
not have held his brother by the law of the king, except
that Allah willed it (so). We raise to degrees (of wisdom)
whom We please. But over all endowed with knowledge is
One - the All- Knowing.717
77. They said, “If he steals, there was a brother of his who stole
715. In privacy, Yusuf disclosed the truth to Binyamin.
716. It was announced that whoever was found to be guilty of having stolen the
king’s measure, will be enslaved in the kingdom for one year, according to the law of the land.
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before (him)”. But these things Yusuf kept (in secret) within
himself, and did not disclose it to them. He (simply) said: “You
are worse-situated (than that), and Allah knows best that which
you describe”.718
78. They said: “O Azeez! Verily, he has an elderly father, so take one of
us in his place. Surely, we see that you are of the righteous
people”719
79. He said: ‘We seek the refuge with Allah that we take other than
him with whom we found our goods. Indeed, (if we did so), we
should really be wrong-doers”.
80. When they despaired of him, they held a secret meeting (in private). The eldest among them said: “do you not know that your
father did take a covenant from you with Allah, regarding this;
and how, aforetime, you were guilty of a default with respect
to Yusuf? Therefore, I will never leave this land until my father
permits me, or Allah judges for me. And He is the best of
judges.”
81. “(Now) return to your father and say: ‘O father! Verily, your son
has stolen, and we bear witness to only what we know, and we
are not the guardians of the unseen!”
82. “And ask (the people of the) town in which we were, and the caravan in which we returned; and we are indeed telling the truth.”
83. He (Ya’qub) said: “But you have yourselves contrived for you some
matter (which you executed), so patience is most fitting (for
me). May Allah bring them (back) all together. (For) He is indeed All- Knowing, All-Wise.”720
84. And he turned away from them and said: “How great is my grief
for Yusuf!” And his eyes were whitened with the sorrow, and
he was grieving inwardly (and in silence).
717. They began searching the belongings of his brothers, and finally came to
Binyamin’s load, from where they brought out the king’s measure. This
was his plan to keep his own brother with him.
718. It was reported that his paternal aunt inherited from her father, Prophet
Ibrahim’s belt and she was taking care of Yousuf and she liked him very
much. She couldn’t be patient to miss him. When he grew up, Ya‘qub
wanted to take him from her. She made a trick to have him remain with
her and therefore, she resorted to the belt and tied it on his waist and
announced it as lost. They searched all the members of the house and
found it tied on him. Therefore, she had the right of his custody in their
law; she held him with her until she died. Yousuf kept this event in his
mind.
719. They wished to replace him and set Binyamin free, so that they could take
him back to their father, as promised.
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85. They said: “By Allah, you will not ever cease remembering Yusuf
until you become extremely weak, or you are of those who perish”.
86. He said: “I complain about my distraction and anguish and
my sorrow to Allah alone, and I know from Allah, that which
you do not know.
87. “O my sons! Go out and enquire about Yusuf and his brother,
and never despair of Allah’s (soothing) mercy. Truly, no one
despairs of Allah’s (soothing) mercy, except the people who
reject(faith)”.
88. Then, when they came (again) before him (Yusuf), they said:
“O Azeez, famine has touched us and our folk, and we have
(now) brought but scanty capital. So pay us full measure,
and give alms to us. Verily, Allah rewards in full the people
who give charity”.
89. He said: “Are you aware of how you dealt with Yusuf and his
brother when you were in the state of ignorance?”721
90. They said: “Are you indeed Yusuf?” He said: “ I am Yusuf, and
this is my brother. Allah has indeed been gracious towards
us. (Truth is that) who ever is righteous and is patient, then
surely, Allah does not allow waste the reward of those who
do right go astray”.722
91. They said: “By Allah! Indeed Allah has preferred you over us,
and we certainly have been sinners”.723
92. He said: “No blame, in any way, will fall upon you today.
Allah will forgive you, and He is the Most Merciful of those
who show mercy.
93. “Take this shirt of mine and cast it over the face of my father,

720. Your minds have decorated another plot that you executed.
721. Yousuf sympathizes with them. Moreover, he was extremely eager to see
his father, and so decided to disclose his true identity to them.
722. His brothers are surprised to know that this was the boy they had thrown
into the well. They were amazed that he had recognized them, while
they had failed to recognize him during all their visits to him.
723. They unanimously accepted their misdeeds and the fact that Allah had
blessed Yousuf with various qualities and bestowed him with leadership and power.
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and he will become clear-sighted, then come (here) to me together with your family.” 724
94. When the caravan left (Egypt), their father said: “Verily, I do
smell (the presence of) Yusuf Although you may think that
I am doting”.
95. They said: ‘By Allah, certainly, you are in your old wandering
illusion”.
96. And when the bringer of glad tidings came, he cast it (the
shirt) over his face. Then sight returned, (and) he said: “Did
I not say to you (before) that indeed I know from Allah
what you know not‘?” 725
97. They said: “O our father! Ask for us forgiveness (from Allah)
for our sins. We were truly offenders”.
98. He said: “Soon will I ask my Lord for forgiveness for you, He
is indeed Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful”.
99. Then when they entered the presence of Yusuf, he drew his
parents close to him and said: “Enter Egypt (all) in safety
and security, if Allah wills”.
100. And he seated his parents upon the dais (The place of honour)
and they (all) fell down in prostration before him (in respect), and he said: “O my father! This is the fulfillment of
my old vision. My Lord has made it (all) come true. He was
indeed kind to me when He brought me out of prison, and
brought you (all here) of the Bedouin (nomadic) life (of
Palestine) and after Satan had sowed enmity between me
and my brothers. Verily my Lord is subtle to whom He wills;
and truly He is All-Knowing, All Wise.” 726

724. Yousuf realized that his father had lost his sight because his extreme
sorrow of being separated from his son. He directed his brothers to
place his shirt on his father’s face, so that this eyesight may be restored. He also requested them to bring their entire household, so that
they may live under his care. Thus was his dream realized!
725. Ibn Ishaq is reported to have said:” When the caravan landed in Jordan,
Ya‘qub smelled Yousuf’s odor and said to his children- “If not that you
people would reprimand me and call me a weak person, and blame
me, I definitely think Yousuf is here”.
726. Ya‘qub and his family travelled from Palestine to Egypt, they were warmly
received at the boundary by Yousuf and other top officials of the city. He
honoured his brothers, despite what they had done to him. His parents
and eleven brothers did not hesitate to fall down before him, overwhelmed by the honour showered upon them, and when Yousuf saw
this.
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101. “O my Lord! You have indeed bestowed upon me the power
and taught me the interpretation of dreams. O You Originator of the firmaments and the earth! You are my Protector in this world and in the Hereafter. Take my soul (at
death) as a Muslim (as one submitting to Your will), and
join me with the righteous”.
102. That is one of the stories of the unseen, which We reveal to
you. And you were not (present) with them when they concerted their plans together, and devised their plots.727
103. And most people will not believe, even if you desire it ardently.
104. And no reward do you ask of them for it. It is no less than a
reminder for all creatures.
105. And how many signs, there are in the firmaments and the
earth, do they pass by? While they turn (their faces) away
from them!
106. And most of them believe not in Allah without associating
(others as partners) with Him.
107. Do they then feel secure that the overwhelming punishment
of Allah shall not come upon them, or of the coming against
them of the Hour he said: “O my father! This is the interpretation of the dream I had seen before. Allah has indeed
made it to reality”. (of Judgment), all of a sudden, while
they perceive (it) not?
108. Say: “This is my way. I do invite (you) unto Allah, by a manifest demonstration, I and those follow me. And glory be to
Allah and I am not among the idolaters. 109. And We sent
none before you (as Messengers) but men whom We inspired from among the peoples of the towns. Do they not
travel in the land, and see what was the end of those before
them? But the home of the hereafter is best for those who
are righteous. Will you not then understand?728
110. (Respite will be granted) until, when the Messengers despaired
of their people, and (the people themselves also) thought
that they were denied, (so suddenly), Our help reaches
them, and those whom We pleased, were rescued into safety.
But Our punishment is not averted from those, who are
criminals.
727. This narration is part of the information about Yousuf (peace be upon
him).
728. The Hereafter is better than this life, and everlasting. The blessings of the
Hereafter are free of any shortcomings; therefore, think of that life and
the favour of Allah upon you.
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111. There is, in their stories, a lesson for men endowed with understanding. This is not a narration, which has been fabricated, but a confirmation of all that went before it, and a
detailed explanation of everything, and guidance and mercy
for the people who believe. 729

729. We have revealed to you O Muhammad, some stories of the Prophets
(pbuh) who have preceded you, so that you may take a lesson from
them, and as a guidance to your people. In these stories are admonitions and warnings for those who understand. Know that the Qur’an is
the truth, and not an innovation or an invented word as believed by the
infidels.
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CHAPTER

13

The Thunder
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and depicts Allah’s Might and His
Signs, for those who understand.

Allah is careful to explain His signs both in nature and in express and
detailed revelation through his messengers, The man should have any doubts
whether he has to turn ultimately to his Lord and account for all his actions
during the Term appointed” manifestly declared in verse two of this Surah.
If the people admit the signs of the Creator, Who works marvels before
their very eyes away movement, why should they doubt that when they are
reduced to dust, they can be raised up again? If one creation is possible, what
difficulty can there in accepting a renewed creation?
The Surah reveals that Allah deprives people of His Blessings, only
when their inner selves become corrupt. We are urged to be truthful. It is
stressed that prayer to anyone or anything other than the One and Only Allah,
will surely be in vain.
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The Thunder
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif Lam Meem Ra. Such are the verses of the Book, and what
has been revealed to you from your Lord is the truth; but
most people do not believe.
2. Allah is He Who raised up the firmaments without any support that you can see. Then He intended (what He desired)
on the ‘Arsh ’ (which is the greatest creation) and He made
subservient the sun and the moon to serve. Each one runs
(its course) to an appointed goal. He does direct the affair,
explaining the signs in detail, so that you may be certain of
the meeting with your Lord.730
3. And He is the One Who stretched forth the earth, and placed
therein firmly and immovably fixed mountains and (flowing) rivers: And He made from all (kind) of fruits of two
mates. He covers the night with the day. Verily, there are
signs in that for people who think.
4. And in the earth there are neighbouring tracts and gardens of
grapes, and ploughed and cultivated fields and palmtrees
growing out of single roots or otherwise; watered with the
same water, and some of them We preferred over others to
eat. In those things, there are indeed signs for those people
who have sense.
5. And if you feel wonder (O Muhammad, at those who worship
other than Me and deny the Resurrection), then wondrous
is their saying, “When we are (actually) dust, shall we indeed then (be raised) in a new creation?” (In fact), they are

730. Various signs in the universe, which manifestly prove the fact of the existence of the Creator, have been cited here and in the following verse.
Allah, who has originated these visible and invisible creatures and
placed the functions of them and every thing according to an appointed
course.
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those who rejected their Lord. And they are those, around
whose necks will be iron collars; and those are the inmates
of the Fire. They will dwell therein forever.731
6. And they demand you to hasten on the evil acts before (coming of) any good, when there are (many) exemplary punishments that have indeed occurred before them. But verily, your Lord is full of forgiveness for mankind, despite
their wrongdoing; and indeed, your Lord is (also) severe in
punishment.
7. And the rejecters (of the faith) say: “Why is it not that a sign be
sent down to him from his Lord?” But (know O
Muhammad!) You are only a Warner. And to every people
(there is) a guide.
8. Allah knows what every female bears, and what the wombs
absorb, and what they grow. Everything, with Him is measured.
9. (He is the) Knower of the unseen and the visible; the Greatest,
the Most High.
10. It is the same to Him, whether any of you conceal his speech
or manifest it; whether he tries to hide himself by night or
walk forth freely and carelessly by day.
11. For him, there are angels (of the night and day) who succeed
each other in front of him and behind him. They guard him
by the command of Allah. Verily, Allah will not change the
(good) condition of a people, until they (first) change what
is in themselves. But, when (once) Allah desires an evil act
for a people, there is none that can repel it, nor will they
find any defender besides Him (to protect)
12. He is the One Who shows you the lightening - by way of fear
and of hope (for rain); and He brings up the heavy clouds
with (fertilizing rain).
13. And the thunder glorifies His praise, and (so) do the angels
out of fear of Him and He discharges the thunderbolts, and
then strikes with them whomever He wills. Yet, they (still)
dispute concerning Allah - but He is Mighty in power.732
731. Indeed it is strange that they reject the Creator after witnessing all these
signs. It is indeed strange again of their shameful argument and denial
of bringing them to life after their death. Realizing the reality of the
wonderful creatures and witnessing the functioning of them before our
sight every day, are these not enough to have faith in the Creator? Is not
He who brought us forth and takes us back, capable of raising us up
again and again?
732. Water is the basic source of life. If one thinks deeply on how he gets that
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14. To Him is due the true prayer; and those whom they invoke
besides Him, they do not respond to them more than one
who stretches forth his hands towards water to reach his
mouth — but it would never reach him. And the invocation of the rejecters is nothing but which goes astray.
15. And to Allah alone do prostrate whatever is in the firmaments
and the earth, willingly or unwillingly, and (so) do their
shadows in the morning and the evening.
16. Say, “Who is the Lord (and Sustainer) of the firmaments and
the earth?” Say, “(It is) Allah.” Say: “So why have you taken
(for worship), protectors other than Him, who possess even
for themselves, neither any benefit nor any hurt?” (Say:
“Are the blind and the sighted equal, or are darkness and
light-the same?” Or do they assign partners to Allah, who
have created (anything) as He has created, so that the creation seemed to them similar? Say: “Allah is the Creator of
all things; He is the One and the Irresistible”733
17. He sends down water from the sky, so the valleys flow, each
according to their measure; then the flood (water) carries
along with the scum floating (on the surface of the water).
A similar form of scum (appears) from that (ore) which they
ignite in the fire when (you) desire to make ornaments or
utensils. In that manner, does Allah (by parables) show forth
the truth and falsehood. As for the scum, it passes off like
the froth; while what is of use to mankind, remains in the
earth. Thus, Allah puts forth parables.
18. For them who respond to their Lord, is a happy end. But those
who respond not to Him, even if they had all that is in the
earth, along with him like thereof, they would offer it as
ransom (that would be in vain). Such will have a woeful
reckoning, and their abode will be Hell. What an evil abode!
19. Is he who knows that what has been sent down to you from
your Lord is the truth, like one who is blind? But it is only
those gifted with understanding, that receive admonition.
20. Those who fulfil the covenant of Allah and do not violate
water, he, then praises the Creator suddenly. It is an open sign of Allah
in our every day life. Allah raises clouds through the oceans and passes
them wherever He desires, and produces a loud noise, which follows
the flash of lightning, from the clouds and there we get water. The
creatures of Allah make all praises to their Lord.
733. The rejecters of the faith in Makkah already recognized Allah, the Almighty
as creator of ‘the firmaments and the earth, but they associated false
deities with Him. By setting up false gods perhaps they felt that they
could help them everywhere 5:76.
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their treaty.
21. And those who join together what Allah has commanded to be
joined, and are afraid of their Lord, and fear the evil reckoning;
22. And those who patiently persevere in seeking the favor of
their Lord; and establish regular prayers and spend of what
We have bestowed upon them secretly and openly; and
prevent evil acts with good ones - for such, there is the
final attainment of the (eternal) Home.
23. Heavens of perpetual abode, which they shall enter in along
with all who were righteous, of their fathers, their spouses
and their offspring. And the angels shall enter to (greet)
them from every gate (saying):
24. “Peace be upon you for that you persevered in patience! So
now, how excellent is the final Home!”
25. But those who violate the covenant of Allah, after ratifying it,
and sever (those things) which Allah has commanded to be
joined, and cause mischief in the land. Upon them is the
curse and for them is the evil abode.
26. Allah expands the provision to whomever He pleases and provides in strict measure (on whom He pleases). And they rejoice in the life of this world -.whereas the life of this world,
as compared to the Hereafter, is but brief and fleeting.
27. And those who reject (the faith) say: “Why has not a sign
been sent down to him from his Lord?” Say: “Truly, Allah
misguides whosoever He wills, and He guides to Himself
whosoever turns (to Him) in penitence,
28. Those who believe, and whose hearts enjoy peace and quiet
by the remembrance of Allah, know well! With the remembrance of Allah do the hearts enjoy peace and quiet.
29. “Those who believe and do righteous actions, (awaiting) them
is happiness and an excellent return.”
30. Thus We have sent you in a nation, before whom have (other)
nations (gone and) passed away; in order that you might
recite unto them what We have revealed to you, while they
(still) reject the Most Gracious (Allah). Declare (to them):
“He is my Lord! There is no god but Him! I put my trust in
Him, and to Him alone do I turn!734
734. This verse declares the Unity of the message right from the creation of
mankind up to the final Prophet. If the nations reject the revelation, there
should be the faithful among them eager to listen to the revelation, but
the disbelievers would fail to see the light of the truth in the Book. But
through the history of the Qur’an, we understand the miraculous changes
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31. And if there had been a Qur’an with which mountains could be
moved or the earth could be divided asunder, or the dead
could be made to speak. (It would be possible only with
this Qur’an that is in front of you, even though, they would
still not believe in it), but truly, the whole command is with
Allah alone. Have not the believers yet realized that if Allah had (so) willed, He could have surely guided all mankind (to the right path)? A disaster shall not cease to be
struck those who rejected; because of their (vile) handiwork, or the calamity will descend near their homes, until
the promise of Allah is fulfilled. Verily, Allah will not violate His promise.
32. And indeed (many) Messengers before you were mocked; but
I granted respite to the rejecters, and finally, l afflicted them.
Then, how (terrible) was My retribution!
33. How is He Who takes charge of every soul, and knows all that
it has earned (compare any others who are not having these
qualities)? And yet, still they ascribe partners to Allah. Say,
‘Name them! Or would you inform Him of something He
knows not in the earth; or is it (just) a show of words?”
However, the plotting of those who rejected (the faith) seems
pleasing to them and they divert (people) from the (right)
path. And those whom Allah misguides, he has no guide.
34. For them is a punishment in the life of this world. And surely,
the punishment of the Hereafter is more difficult to bear.
And they have no defender against Allah.
35. The similitude of the Heaven which is promised to those who
keep their duty (to Allah) is that it has rivers — flowing
beneath it, and that the food thereof is everlasting and so
is its shade. That is the final fate of those who are righteous, while the end of the rejecters is the Fire.
36. And those to whom We have given the Book, rejoice at what
has been sent down to you. But there are among the confederates (from the Jews and pagans), those who deny some
part thereof Say: “Truly l am commanded to worship only
Allah, and not to join partners with Him. Unto Him alone
do I call, and unto Him only is my return”.735
37. And thus We have sent it (the Qur’an) down as a rule of Judgof the mountains, the cleavage of the land and the dead coming forth
from their graves. This is indicated in the following verses.
735. These people were in fact waiting for the coming of the Messenger. At the
same time this verse also narrates of the Jews and Christians and
polytheists of Arabia who rejected a portion of the revealed Book, Qur’an,
30:20-22.
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ment in Arabic. And if you followed their (vain) desires, after
the knowledge that has come to you, then you would have
neither any protector, nor any defender against Allah.736
38. And indeed, We sent Messengers before you, and We made
for them wives and descendants and it was not for any Messenger to bring a sign, except by Allah’s permission. For
each fixed term, there is a (prescribed) decree.
39. Allah blots out what He wills, and confirms (what He wills).
And with Him is the original of the Book (in LauhulMahfudh).737
40. Whether We let you see (within your life-time) something of
what We have promised them, or take to Us your soul (before it is all accomplished), the duty indeed upon you, is
only to convey (the Message) and upon Us is the reckoning.
41. Do they not see that We gradually reduce the land, from its
outlying borders? (Where) Allah commands, there is none
to put off His command. And He is swift at reckoning.738
42. And verily, those before them did (also) devise plots; but allplotting is Allah’s. He knows what each soul earns; and soon
will the rejecters know who gets the final (blessed) Home.
43. And the rejecters say: “You are not a messenger (of Allah)”.
Say: “Allah is sufficient as a witness between me and you”
and whoever has (true) knowledge of the Book.”

736. A number of parables for distinguishing truth and evil are mentioned here
and in the following verses. 30:20-22
737. He abrogates what He desires from the creeds and keeps whatever He
wishes and its reason known to Him alone. The principle teachings of
the previous revealed Scriptures are the same as the Holy Qur’an. 3:7
738. The message of Islam spread throughout the land and reduced a lot of
regions of the opponents. In any case, the numbers of the faithful are
increasing along with the portions of the land.
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CHAPTER

14

Ibrahim
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah. Considerable mention is made of
Prophet Ibrahim and his prayer for the city of Makkah and his descen
dants.

The righteous and grateful in this world will be suitably rewarded in the Hereafter; while the ungrateful and disbelievers will be punished. Each person will
be brought to account for his actions.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Alif Lam Ra. (It is) a Book which We have revealed unto you, so
that you may bring forth mankind from the darkness into
the light, by the leave of their Lord, to the path of the Almighty (Who is ) Worthy of all praise.739
2. (Path of) Allah, to whom does belong all things in the
firmaments and on earth; and woe to the rejecters (of faith),
for an awful punishment!
3. Those who prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter, and
debar (men) from the path of Allah, and seek crookedness
therein. They are in a distant error.740
4. And We have not sent any Messenger, except in the language
of his (own) people, so as to make (the Message of Allah)
clear to them. So, Allah misguides those whom He wills
and guides whom He pleases. And He is the Almighty, the
All Wise.
5. And indeed, We sent Musa (Moses) with Our signs (and the
command saying), “Bring forth your people from the darkness into the light, and remind them of the days of Allah”.

739. See 6:1
740. Three qualities of the rejecters are mentioned.
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Verily, there are signs in that, for every firmly patient, grateful and appreciative (person).741
6. And remember when Musa said to his people: “Remember the
favour of Allah to you when He rescued you from the people
of Pharaoh, who set you hard tasks (by) inflicting upon you
an evil punishment, and slaughtering your sons and letting
your women live. And in that there is a tremendous trial
from your Lord”.
7. And remember (also) when your Lord declared: “If you are
grateful, I will certainly add more (favours) unto you. But if
you show ingratitude, (then) truly My punishment is terrible indeed”.
8. And Musa said: “If you and all on earth together reject (the
faith), then, (know that) Allah is surely Rich beyond need,
and Worthy of all praise”.
9. Has not the news of those who (came) before you reached
you? The people of Nuh (Noah), the ‘Ad and Thamud, and
those Who came after them? None knows them, but Allah.
To them came their Messengers with clear (signs), (but)
they put their hands into their mouths and said: “We surely
reject (the mission) upon which you have been sent, and
we are really in grave doubt about what you are inviting us
to”.742
10. Their Messengers said: “Is there any doubt about Allah, the
Originator of the firmaments and the earth? (It is) He Who
summons you in order that He may forgive you your sins
and reprieve you for an appointed term”. They said: “You
are nothing but human beings like ourselves. You wish to
turn us away from what our fathers used to worship. Then,
(if it is not so), bring us some clear authority”.
11 . Their Messengers told them: “True, we are nothing but human
beings like yourselves. But Allah bestows His grace upon
741. Commemorated are many events during the days of the Prophet Musa
with Pharaoh and the Israelites. The favours, calamities, and miracles
that followed and the situation of the faithful and the rejecters can be
found here up to verse 34 of this chapter. Those events are manifest
signs to every person who seeks guidance.
742. From here, the attention of the Makkan disbelievers has been drawn to
previous events. There came in the land, many Prophets with the same
message, which had been conveyed to the people of Nuh, Ad and
Thamud. The same message is brought to you by this Prophet as well.
Whenever a Messenger comes with convincing signs and provable
evidences, they became arrogant and cruel people. These events are
explained in the following verses.
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whom He pleases, among His servants. It is not for us to
bring you an authority, except by the will of Allah. And in
Allah (alone) let the believers put their trust.
12. “And why should we not put our trust in Allah, while indeed,
He has guided us to our ways. And we shall certainly bear
with patience, all the hurt that you caused us. And let all
those who put their trust, rely (their trust) in Allah (alone)”.
13. And the rejecters (of faith) said to their Messengers : “Be sure,
we shall drive you out of our land, or you shall return to
our religion”. But their Lord revealed (this Message) to them:
“Surely, We shall destroy the wrong-doers”.
14. “And indeed, We shall make you dwell in the land after them.
That (reward) is for him who fears (when he stands) before
My tribunal, and fears My threatening”.
15. But they sought (help and) victory (from their Lord) and every
obstinate potentate was brought to naught.
16. And beyond him is Hell, and he shall be given to drink of a
festering liquid.
17. He will sip it, but can hardly swallow it down his throat; and
death will come to him from every side, while he will not
die. And behind him is an unrelenting punishment.
18. A similitude of those who reject their Lord is that their actions
are as ashes scattered by strong winds on a stormy day.
They have absolutely no power over anything that they have
earned. That is the extreme misguidance.
19. Do you not see that indeed, Allah created the firmaments and
the earth in truth? If He so wills, He could eliminate you
and bring (in your place) a new creation.
20. And that is not a great matter (of difficulty) for Allah.
21. And they shall all appear before Allah, together (on the Day of
Judgement). Then, would the weak say to those who were
arrogant: “Verily, we were following you. Can you then avail
us anything against the wrath of Allah?” Then, they will
reply: “If Allah had guided us, we would have guided you.
To us it makes no difference whether we rage or patiently
endure; we have for ourselves, no way of escape”.
22. And Shaithan will say, when the matter has been brought to
an end: “It was indeed Allah Who promised you, a promise
of truth; and I too promised you - but I broke my promise
to you. And I had no authority over you, except that I called
you - then, you responded to me. Therefore, do not blame
me, but blame yourselves. I cannot be called to your help,
neither can you help me. Truly, I reject the act that you
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associated me with Allah, before. Verily, the wrong-doers
will have a grievous punishment.”743
23. But those who believed and did righteous deeds will be admitted to Heavens beneath which rivers flow, abiding
therein forever, by the will of their Lord. Their greeting
therein will be “Peace!”
24. Do you not see how Allah sets forth a parable? A good word is
like a good tree whose root is firmly fixed, and whose
branches are in the Sky) 744
25. Giving its fruit at all times, by the permission of its Lord. So,
Allah sets forth parables for people, in order that they may
pay heed.
26. And the parable of a filthy word is that of a filthy tree, it is
uprooted from the surface of the earth, possessing no stability.
27. Allah will make firm, those who believe with the firm word in
the life of this world and in the Hereafter. But, Allah misguides those who do wrong. And Allah does what He wills.
28. Do you not see those who substituted the favour of Allah
with ingratitude and caused their people to descend to the
house of perdition?
29. (Into) Hell? They will burn therein. And what an evil place to
stay in!
30. And they set up rivals (as equal) to Allah to misguide (men)
from His path. Say: “Enjoy yourselves briefly; but verily,
your destination is the (Hell) Fire”.
31. Tell My servants who have believed, that they should establish the regular prayers, and spent (in charity) out of the
sustenance We have provided them, secretly and openly,
before a Day comes in which there would be neither traffic
nor befriending.
743. The criminals blame Satan for this act - the act of disobedience of the
commands of Allah - Satan himself confirms at that time saying: My
statements and promises are absolutely false and you see the promises which are made by Allah are true. I had no power to compel you.
You just followed me, believing me rather than the Creator, who is the
real Lord. Therefore, you suffer and blame yourselves
744. The sensible person easily understands the mentioned parable in this
verse. The beautiful word of truth, that leads to the doctrine of Unity of
One God. Whenever a believer depends upon His word, he will benefit
from it here and in the Hereafter. The evil word as mentioned in the
following verse that leads to the idol worship, that results in harm and
‘ destruction here and surely in the Hereafter.
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32. Allah is He Who created the firmaments and the earth, and
sends down water from the sky - and thereby producing
fruits as provision for you. And it is He Who has made
subservient to you the ships (so) that it may sail through
the sea, by His command ; and He has (also) made the
rivers subservient to you.745
33. And He has made the sun and the moon subservient to you both of them diligently perform their courses. And He has
(also) made the night and the day subservient to you.
34. And He has given you (everything) that you have asked Him
for. But if you would count the favours of Allah, you will
not be able to reckon them. Verily, man is an extreme wrongdoer and ungrateful.
35. And remember when Ibrahim said: “O my Lord! Make this
region (Makkah) as (a place of) peace and security; and
preserve me and my sons from worshipping idols.746
36. “O my Lord! They have indeed misguided many among mankind. But whoever follows my (ways), surely, he is with me;
and whoever rebels me, You are indeed Oft- Forgiving, the
Most Merciful”.
37. “O our Lord! I have made some of my offspring to dwell in an
uncultivated valley, (near) Your Sacred House (the Ka’ba);
so that O our Lord, they may establish regular prayer. So
make the hearts of men be well inclined towards them; and
(O Allah!) provide them with fruits, so that they might be
grateful.”
38. “O our Lord! Certainly, you know what we conceal and what
we reveal; and nothing is hidden from Allah , whether on
the earth, or in the sky.”
39. “All praise be to Allah, Who despite my old age, has granted
me (my sons) Ismail (Ishmael) and Ishaaq (Isaac). My Lord
is indeed He - the All-Hearer of prayer.
40. “O my Lord! Make me one who establishes regular prayer,
and also (raise such) among my offspring. O our Lord, and
accept my prayer.”
745. A well-known fact is made here and in the following verses for the truth
seekers for their guidance. He had bestowed countless favours on the
people in general, in the firmaments, earth, sea, rivers, sun, moon, day
and night and granted them abundant favours, but they reject the truth
and became extreme criminals. After explaining the above-mentioned
facts, a glorious act that was performed by the great Prophet Ibrahim
(peace be upon him) for the prosperity of the mankind in general and to
the Arabs in particular, (is mentioned from verse 35 onwards).
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41. “O our Lord! Forgive me and my parents, and (all) the believers on the Day when the reckoning shall take place.”
42. And do not imagine. Allah is unaware of what the wrongdoers
do. But He gives them respite unto a Day when their sight
will be transfixed. 747
43. (They will be) rushing forward with necks outstretched; their
heads lifted upwards; their sight shall not return to them;
and their hearts are (gaping) void.
44. So warn mankind of the Day when the punishment will reach
them. Then the wrongdoers will say: “Our Lord, respite us
(if only) for a little while. We will respond to your call, and
follow the Messengers!” (Then it will be said:) “What! Did
you not swear aforetime that you would never meet your
downfall?
45. “And you even inhabited (the places) of those who wronged
themselves, and it was clear to you (as to) how We had
dealt with them; and We (had) put forth many parables for
you”.
46. And indeed, they have plotted their plots, but their plots were
(well) within the sight of Allah - even though their craftiness were such that the mountains could be moved by it.
47. So, do not imagine that Allah will break His promise to His
Messengers. Surely, Allah is exalted in Power, the Lord of
Retribution.748
48. On the day, the earth will be changed to other than this earth;
746. Here, a special event related to the great Prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon
him), is illustrated; his forbearance is shown at different points as a
great lesson to mankind. 2: 124- 134, 11:74-75, 43:26-28, 6:74, 9:114,
21: 52-68, 19:46.
747. Allah is aware of every action in the Universe. The history of the Prophets
and their companions were full of struggle for establishing truth in the
land. They all faced their enemies and the opponents who spread
oppression everywhere, as did the Arabian disbelievers against the
Prophet and his companions. Here, Allah instructs the Prophet to show
patience and the wrongdoers will realize the fact very soon, on the Day
of Reckoning.
748. The rejecters are being warned that they should not be misled by themselves due to the delay in their punishment. There should be an end to
their evil plans and they surely, would be defeated with His plans. They
should remember that, Allah would fulfill His promises that He had
made to the Prophet very soon; as He fulfilled His promises that He
made to the former Messengers and made unbelievers perish as in
the following verse.
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and so will the firmaments (be changed). And they (all the
creatures) will appear before Allah the One, the Irresistible.
49. And that Day, you will see the criminals bound together in
fetters.
50. Their garments (made) of liquid pitch, and their faces enveloped with fire.
51. So that Allah may requite every person according to what he
has earned. And verily, Allah is swift at reckoning.
52. This is a (clear) message for mankind, so that they may be
warned thereby; and (so) that they may know that He is
indeed the One God; and the people of intelligence will be
admonished (therein).749

749. This revelation that we send to you is to convey to the people and admonish them regarding the aspect of the truth of the Unity of One God and to
worship Him only, abstaining from all kind of partnership, that will be
against the principles of true worshipping.
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CHAPTER

15

The Rocky Track
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and the title is a reference to the
People of Al-Hijr and Al-Aykah who were destroyed when they rejected
the call of the Prophets sent to them.

The Surah states that Allah has never destroyed any people whose
term of life was not ordained beforehand. Allah declares that it is He Who
revealed the Qur’an and He will guard it from any corruption.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Alif La’m Ra. Such are the verses of the Book and a Qur’an
manifested (clearly its recitation)
2. Those who reject faith, it would often, wish that they had been
Muslims.750
3. Leave them (alone) to eat and enjoy (themselves), and let (false)
hope beguile them; for they will soon know.
4. And We have never destroyed a township, except (after) there
was a known decree for it.
5. Neither can a nation advance its appointed term, nor can they
delay.751
6. And they say: “O you, to whom the Message (the Qur’an) has
been sent down, truly you are a mad man.
7. “Why do you not bring the angels to us, if you are of the truthful?”752
750. At the time when the rejecters will witness, the faithful who are coming out
by the grace of their Lord, from the punishment for their involvement in
some faults, then the rejecters would wish eagerly that they had followed the real faith and become Muslims.
751. 7:34
752. 6: 8-9, 25:21, 43:53.
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8. We do not send down angels except with the truth. And in that
matter, they would have no respite.
9. We have (without doubt) sent down the Reminder (the Qur’an),
and We will assuredly guard it (from any violation).”753
10. And indeed, We sent Messengers before you among the factions of the earlier (generations)
11 . But never came there a Messenger to them, but they mocked
at him.
12. In that manner, We do make it traverse into the hearts of the
criminals.
13. They do not believe therein, even though the pattern of the
earlier (communities) has gone before (them).
14. And even if We opened to them a gate from the sky, and they
were to keep ascending (through it)
15. They would surely say: “Our eyes have been intoxicated. On
the contrary, we are a people bewitched by sorcery”.754
16. And verily, We have placed constellations in the sky, and We
753. We believe all the scriptures that were revealed prior to the Qur’an are all
from Allah. Those communities, to whom they were revealed, fabricated many of its articles of faith as well as its legal commandments,
which wiped out its originality.
Here the Qur’an itself is the miracle and its eternal care has been
guarded through all ages. The Arabian opponents had become so
hardened against the Qur’an, which manifests, their ancient history,
the history of the bygone people, facts of the previous Scriptures and
provides most details of the sources, which deal with the life of
Muhammad (peace be upon him). 2:2.
The opponents of Islam are still trying, in the world, to eliminate the
religion in general and the Qur’an in particular. For this reason they
produced some chapters, but on going through, one could realize its
ideas and its false writings and recitations. They spread this, through
the web system and spend a huge amount for that. They should recall
that these kinds of unsuccessful attempts were made by many of its
opponents, but they failed. We recall also that the experts in Arabic
Language themselves confirmed the failure to produce an equal to it
and they recorded the miracle of the Qur’an in all its forms, writing,
expression and recitation. They declared as well that the Qur’an is the
source of all kind of literature, then how will the rest of the world produce its equal? 2:23, 17:86, 18:109.
754. If the opponents may get a chance to ascend through the gate of the sky
above and they saw the Angels there, they would definitely falsify and
swear, “We have been affected by sorcery.”
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have beautified it for ( all) those who look.755
17. And We have guarded them from every outcast Shaithan (devil).
18. Except him who steals the hearing, then an open flaming Fire
follows him.
19. And the earth, We have stretched it forth (like a carpet), and
We have placed therein, firm hills, and produced therein,
all kinds of things in due proportion.
20. And We have provided therein, means of subsistence for you
and for those for whose sustenance, you are not responsible.
21. And there is not a thing, but, its (sources and) treasures are
with Us; but We sent it not down, except in known measure..
22. And We send the fertilizing winds, then We send down water
from the sky, and give it to you to drink; and it is not you
who are the keepers of its stores.
23. And verily, it is We indeed, Who give life, and Who give death.
We are the inheritors (after everything else passes away).
24. And indeed, We know those of you who go ahead, and We do
know those who tarry behind.
25. And assuredly, your Lord will gather them together. And indeed, He is All Wise and All-knowing.
26. And We created man out of dried clay, from altered mud.”756
27. And the Jinn, We had created before, out of the fire of searing
wind.
28. And remember when your Lord said to the angels: “I am creating a human being out of dried clay from altered mud 29. “When I have fashioned him (Adam), and breathed into him
My soul (which I created as ready for action) fall down in
prostration unto him”.
30. So the angels prostrated themselves- all of them together.
31. Except Iblees, he refused to be among those who prostrated
themselves.
32. He (Allah) said: “O Iblees! What is your reason for not being
755. Up to verse 25, some of the signs of Allah in the universe are being
manifested in order to discover the truth and come to reality. 37: 10,
72:8-9.
756. From here up to 48, the creation of mankind and jinns, the argument of
Angels, the expulsion to the earth, Satan’s claims, Hell and Paradise
are being referred to - 6: 165, 2:34, 7: 16, 14:22, and 15:42.
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among those who prostrated themselves?”
33. He (Iblees) said: “I will not prostrate myself to a man whom
You have created out of dried clay from altered mud”.
34. He (Allah) said: “Then get out of it- for, certainly, you are (an)
outcast!
35. And the curse shall be on you till the Day of Judgment.”
36. He (Iblees) said: “O my Lord! Grant me then, respite till the
Day they (the dead) will be resurrected”.
37. He (Allah) said: “You are of those reprieved38. Till the Day of the predetermined Time.”
39. He (Iblees) said: “O my Lord! Because You misled me, verily I
will make (their disobedience) appear pleasing to them, on
the earth, and I will surely mislead them all together40. “Except Your perfectly devoted servants among them”.
41. He (Allah) said: “This is a right course incumbent upon Me 42. Truly, you shall have no authority over My servants, except
for the misled who follow you.
43. And verily, Hell is the promised place for them all”.
44. It has seven gates; (and) each of those gates has a divided
portion.
45. Surely, those who are righteous shall be amid Heavens and
water- springs.
46. (And it will be told to them): “Enter therein in peace and
security”.
47. And We shall pluck out any rancour from their breasts; (they
will be) as brothers (joyfully) facing each other on couches
face to face.
48. There, no sense of fatigue shall touch them, nor shall they be
expelled from thence.
49. Tell My servants that I am indeed the Oft-Forgiving, the Most
Merciful.
50. And that My punishment will be indeed the most painful punishment
51. And tell them about the guests of Ibrahim.757
52. When they entered unto him, then they said: “Peace!” He

757. A brief story relating to Prophet Ibrahim and his guests who were on the
way to deal with the cruel people of Lot; and the utter destruction of the
cities of Sodom and Gomorroh are mentioned. 11:69-81.
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said, “Truly, we are afraid of you”.
53. They said: “Do not be afraid. We bring you glad tidings of a boy
endowed with knowledge”.
54. He said: “Do you bring me such glad tidings even though old age
has seized me? Of what then can you bring good news?”
55. They said, “We bring you glad tidings in truth. So be not of the
despairing”.
56. He (Ibrahim) said: “And who despairs of the mercy of his Lord,
except the misguided people?”
57 He (Ibrahim) said: “What then, is the matter of which you (have
come) Oh you (messengers) of Allah?”
58. They said: “We have been sent to a people who are (deep) criminals
59. “With the exception of the family of Lut (Prophet Lot); We will
certainly save them all.
60. “Except his wife, who we have decreed, will be among those who
lag behind”.
61. At length, when the messengers (the angels) came to the family of
Lut.
62. He said, “Verily, you appear to be uncommon folk”.
63. They said: “Yes, (it is true). But we have come to you to accomplish that (torment) of which they (the non-believers) have
been doubting.
64. “And we have brought you the truth; and assuredly, we are the
truth-speakers
65. “So travel at night with your family, while the darkness of the
night towards morning, remains; and you go behind them,
and let not any of you look back, but go where you are
ordered on”.
66. And We made plain to him that decree that on the following
morning, the last remnants of those (criminals) should be
cut off
67. And the people of the city came, rejoicing (at the good news
of the young men)
68. He (Lut) said: “Certainly, these are my guests; so do not expose me to disgrace by ill-treating my guests)
69. “And be mindful of your duty (to Allah) and do not make me
ashamed”.
758. They are the companions of Aikah, a name of a city or tract (and they are the
people of Prophet Salih). Their mention is made in: 26: 176-191, 38:13.
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70. They said: “Did we not forbid you (from entertaining) any of
the people?”
71. He said, “These (girls of the land) are my daughters (to marry
off lawfully), if you are determined to do so”.
72. Verily, by your life (O Prophet), they were indeed wandering
blindly in their wild intoxication.
73. So the (mighty) Blast overtook them at sunrise.
74. And We turned (their cities) upside down, and rained upon
them stones of hard-baked clay. (The site of this incident,
is where the Dead Sea is currently located)
75. There are certainly signs in that, for those who are intelligent.
76. And verily, they (the signs) serve to conform men to the right
way.
77. There is certainly, a sign in that for those who believe.
78. And the inhabitants of the Wood (near Madyan), were also
wrong doers.” 758
79. So We took revenge on them. They were both on a well-beaten
track.
80. And the inhabitants of “Al-Hijr” (the rocky Tract who are the
tribe of the Thamud), also rejected the Messengers (of Allah).” 759
81. And We brought them Our signs, but they were averse to them.
82. And they carved out houses from the mountains, (feeling themselves) secure.
83. But the (mighty) Blast seized them in the morning.
84. So, all that they earned was of no profit to them.
85. And We did not create the firmaments and the earth and all
that between them, except with truth. And the Hour is surely
coming. So overlook (any human faults) with gracious forgiveness.760
86. Verily, your Lord is the Great Creator, the All-Knower.
87. And We have indeed bestowed upon you the seven (verses which
are to be repeated frequently), and the Magnificent Qur’an.’761
759. The companions of “Al-Hijr” are the Thamud people who denied their
Prophet Salih. They settled in North West of Madinah- on the way to
Syria, near Ahqaf. That was the region of the companions of Thamud.
They hewed houses into the mountains, but this could not save them
from the mighty rumbling blast and wind, which came to destroy them
because they rejected their Messenger.
760. See: 10:3-6, 21:16.
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88. Strain not your eyes (wistfully) towards that which We have
bestowed on certain classes of them. Nor grieve over them;
but lower your wing (in tenderness) to the believers.”762
89. And say: “l am indeed, a clear warner”
90. (Of just such wrath) as We sent down on those who divided
(scripture in to arbitrary parts) 91. (So also on such) who have made the Qur’an into parts (as
they please - believing in some part and disbelieving in the
other)
92. Therefore, by your Lord, We will surely question every one of
them (for the account)
93. For all that they used to do.
94. Therefore, expound openly what you have been commanded,
and turn away from those who join false gods (with Allah).
95. Truly, We are sufficient for you against those who scoff (at the
truth).
96. Those who adopt, along with Allah, another god; but soon,
they will come to know.
97. And We do indeed know that your breast is distressed by
what they say.
98. But glorify the praises of your Lord, and be of those who
prostrate themselves (unto Him).
99. And worship your Lord, until there comes unto you that which
is certain (death).

761. Look at introduction ‘Fathiha’. There are many authentic sayings of the
Messenger of Allah in support of the well-known view about the “Sabhul- Mathani”as it refers to the chapter Al-Fathiha.
762. This statement is an admonition to the Muslims. Whenever trouble touches
Muslims due to various reasons, like calamity or otherwise, they feel
grieved. This is not the sign of the faithfulness. Allah grants sustenance
to the obedient and disobedient and He is the one who provides to all
His creatures. Perhaps, the opponents make difficulties for Muslims by
boycotting them, economically, ruining their business, torturing them
mentally and physically. This we are experiencing now a days throughout the world. We must not make ourselves unhappy, If we study the
story of the Prophets in general and the story of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) in particular, we have a lot of lessons to learn from
their part. Events like this may apply to all the righteous up to the end,
and therefore we must open the door of peace, and lower our wing to
the faithful and have trust in Allah, hoping for His favour and blessing.
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CHAPTER

16

The Bee
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and gets its name from Allah’s
command to the bees, to make their lives on the mountains, trees and
buildings, and to feed on every kind of fruit and to follow the path of Allah.

The Surah stresses on the wonders of the Almighty and deplores the
hostile attitude of some men towards the female child. Allah enjoins justice,
kindness and charity on one’s kindred and forbids indecency, wickedness
and oppression - in Ayah 90 - which was ordered by the Khalifa Umar Ibn
Khattab, to be regularly recited in every khutbah (sermon) of the Friday prayer.
The Surah commands believers to call men to the path of Allah, with
kindness, wisdom and gentle urging.

In the name of Allah, Most Gracious,
Most Merciful
1. The (expected) event of Allah will come (to pass); so do not
desire to hasten it. Glory is to Him, and He is exalted above
all that they ascribe unto Him.”763
2. He sends down His angels with the inspiration of His command, to such of His servants as He pleases, (saying): “Admonish (the people) that there is no god but Me; so be
mindful of your duty to Me (only)”.764
3. He has created the firmaments and the earth with truth; He is
exalted above all that they ascribe to Him.
4. He has created man from a sperm- drop, and yet, there he is an
open disputer.

763. A warning of the nearness of the promised Hour is given to those wrong
doers who are hastening of the punishment. Definitely it will come to
pass and it is the decree of the Lord of the Universe.
764. Allah sends Messengers according to His wish, to teach Unity of Oneness of Allah and the related matters for the guidance of mankind. See:
42:52, 22:75.
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5. And He has created livestock, wherein is warmth for you, and
numerous benefits, and whereof you eat.
6. And you have (an honorable credit and) beauty in them, when
you bring them home (in the evening), and when you lead
them forth to pasture (in the morning).
7. And they carry your heavy loads to land(s) you would never
reach, except with souls distressed. Your Lord is indeed,
Most Kind, Most Merciful.
8. And ( He has created) horses, mules and donkeys for you to
ride, and an adornment; and He creates (other) things that
you do not know.
9. And upon Allah is the direction of the (real) way, and there are
(ways) that turn aside; and if (Allah ) had willed, He could
have guided all of you-765
10. He is the One Who sends down water from the sky, whence
you have drink, and whence are trees on which you pasture
your cattle.
11. With it, He produces for you crops, olives, date palms, dates
and every kind of fruit. There is certainly a sign in that for
those who give thought.
12. And He has made the night and the day, subservient to you;
and the sun and the moon; and the stars are made subservient by His command. Verily, there are signs in that for
men who have sense.
13. And the things of varying colours (and qualities), which He
has multiplied for you in the earth; there is certainly a sign
in that for men who pay heed.
14. And He is the One Who has made the sea a subservient (to
you), (so) that you may eat thereof fresh flesh, and you may
bring out there from ornaments to wear; and you see the
ships therein that plough the waves, (so) that you may seek
(thus) bounty of Him, and (so) that you may be grateful.
15. And He has cast into the earth, mountains standing firm, lest
it should shake with you; and rivers and pathways, (so)
that you may guide yourselves.
16. And landmarks (and sign-posts). And they (men) are guided
by the stars.
765. In the above verses, Allah emphasized the creation of the firmaments,
earth and livestock as a favour to men, as well as the creation of horses,
mules and donkeys for the use of people to reach their destinations.
Men should select a way that may lead him to reach the Creator and
that is the only right path. 6:153
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17. Is then He Who creates, as he who creates not? Will you not
then remember?
18. And if you would count up the favours of Allah, never would
you be able to count them; Allah is indeed Oft Forgiving,
The Most Merciful.766
19. And Allah knows what you conceal and what you reveal.
20. And those, whom they invoke besides Allah, do not create
anything, while they are themselves created.
21. (They are) dead, lifeless, and they perceive not when they will
be raised up.
22. Your God is One God. As to those who do not believe in the
Hereafter, their hearts refuse to know, and they are proud.
23. Undoubtedly, Allah knows what they conceal, and what they
reveal. Verily, He loves not the proud.
24. And when it is said to them: “What is it that your Lord has
sent down (to the Prophet)?” They say: “Tales of the ancients!”
25. That they may bear their (own) burdens in full, on the Day of
Judgment, and also (something) of the burdens of those
without knowledge, whom they misguided. Alas! Evil indeed, is the burden they will bear.
26. Those before them (also) plotted (against Allah’s way): but
Allah took their structures from (their) foundations (and)
then the roof fell down upon them from above them, and
the punishment came to them from the directions they did
not perceive.
27. Then, on the Day of Judgment, He will disgrace them and say:
“Where are My ‘partners’, concerning whom you used to
contend (with the believers)”. Therefore, those endowed
with knowledge, will say: “Truly, disgrace and evil, this Day,
are upon the rejecters (of faith).
28. “Those whose lives the angels take while they are in the state
of wrongdoing to their own souls; then, they would offer
submission (with pretence, saying): “We did not do any evil”.
766. Apart from the above-mentioned favours that He made for us, there are
innumerable blessings that we are unable to count are all great gifts to
us. Man is not able to count, or even to understand the gifts which he
receives on the spot, then how will he be able to grasp the past favours
and express the gratitude to the One who granted these to him? It is
strange that man burns to invoke man-made idol and he does not
attempt to realize the fact and the truth! 37: 95-96. And refer to the following verses.
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(The angels will reply), “But, verily, Allah knows all that
you were doing”.
29. “So enter through the gates of Hell, to dwell therein”. Thus evil
indeed, is the abode of those who are haughty and arrogant.
30. And it is said to those who are righteous: “What is it that your
Lord has sent down?” They say: “All that is good”. There is
good in this world, for those who do good, and indeed, the
home of the Hereafter is even better; and excelled indeed
will be the home of those who are righteous.
31. Heavens of perpetual abode that they will enter; beneath them,
rivers flow. They will have therein all that they wish. In
that manner, Allah rewards those who are righteous.
32. Those whose lives the angels take, while they are in a virtuous
state, saying (to them): “Peace be upon you; enter the Paradise for what you used to do.”
33. Do they (the rejecters) wait, but for the angels to come to
them or there comes the command of your Lord (for their
Doom)? Like that, did those who went before them. But
Allah wronged them not; rather, they wronged their own
selves.
34. But the evil results of their deeds overtook them, and what
they used to mock at surrounded them.
35. And the idolaters say: “If Allah had so willed, we would not
have worshipped anything besides Him- neither we, nor
our fathers, nor had we declared anything unlawful, other
than (by) His (command)”. So did those who went before
them. So what is (the mission) of the Messengers, but only
the clear transmission (of the Message)?
36. And We assuredly sent amongst every people a Messenger,
(with the command) - “Worship Allah, and shun false gods”.
Of the people, were some whom Allah had guided, and of
them, some, on whom error became inevitably established.
So travel in the land and see what was the end of those who
falsified (the truth).767
37. If you desire ardently their guidance, then Allah will not guide
those whom He misguides. And they will have no helpers.
38. And they swear by Allah, with their most binding oath that Allah
will not raise up him who dies; whereas, it is in fact a promise
767. Through the free will one could realize the truth, but still the men so
anxious to hasten to the wrong ways. For their goodness the Creator
has sent the direction to them again. Some accept the message and
others surrender themselves to the evil ways.
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(binding) on Him in truth; but most among mankind do not
know.
39. (They must be raised up), in order that He may make manifest to
them the truth of that wherein they differ, and that those who
rejected the truth may realize that they were in fact liars.
40. Truly, Our Word to anything, when We desire it, is only that We
say unto it “Be!” and it is.
41. And as for those who fled their country in pursuance of their duty
to Allah, after they had been oppressed, We will assuredly give
them a goodly lodging in this world; but indeed the reward of
the Hereafter will be greater; if they only knew.
42. (They are) those who persevere in patience and put their trust in
their Lord.
43. And We sent not (as Our Messengers) before you, other than men,
to whom We granted inspiration. If you realize this not, ask of
those who possess the Message.
44. (We sent them) with clear signs and (revealed) Scriptures. And
We have sent down unto you (also) the Message, so that you
may explain clearly to men, what is sent for them, and that
they may reflect.
45. Do then those who devise evil (actions) feel secure that Allah will
not cause the earth to swallow them up, or the punishment
will not seize them from directions they perceive not?
46. Or that He may not seize them to account in their midst of their
goings to and from, and they could not be able to frustrate
(Him)?
47. Or that He may not seize them to account by a process of slow
wastage? (by taking away a portion of their goods or profits by
gradual destruction). For your Lord is indeed full of kindness
and mercy.
48. Have they not observed the things that Allah has created, casting
their shadows, which turn round from the right and the left,
prostrating themselves to Allah and that in the humblest manner?
49. And to Allah prostrate all that is in the firmaments and the earth,
whether moving creatures, and the angels; and they are not
puffed up with pride.
50. They (all) fear their Lord, high above them, and they do all what
they are commanded.
51. And Allah says, “Do not take two gods: verily, He is only One God.
Then fear Me, (and Me alone)
52. And to Him belongs whatever is in the firmaments and the earth,
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and to Him is the obedient and worship (firmly and) forever.
Will you then fear any other than Allah?
53. And whatever favour you have, is from Allah; and moreover, when
you are touched by (distress and) harm, unto Him therefore,
you cry out for protection.
54. But when He removes the distress from you, behold, a group of
you associates others as partners (in worship) with their Lord.
55. So they show their ingratitude (for the favours), We have given
them. Then enjoy yourselves; but soon will you know (your
folly)
56. And they even assign a portion out of what We have provided
them, unto what they do not know. By Allah, you shall certainly be asked to account for what you fabricated.768
57. And they assign daughters to Allah, glory be to Him, while
they have what they desire.
58. And when the good tidings (of the birth) of female (child) is
brought to one of them, his face darkens and he is filled
with inward grief
59. He hides himself away from the people because of the evil of
that where of he has had tidings! (He asks himself): - Shall
he keep it in contempt or bury it in the dust? What an evil
Judgment they make.
60. For those who believe not in the Hereafter, is an evil similitude. And to Allah is the sublime similitude; He is the exalted in Power, the All wise.
61. If Allah were to punish people for their wrongdoing, He would
not have left on (earth) a single living creature. But He reprieves them till a predetermined term. When their (prescribed) term comes, they would not be able to delay (the
punishment) for a single hour, nor can they bring it forward.
62. And they assign to Allah what they (themselves) dislike. And
their tongues expound the falsehood that they will have
the best reward. But there is no doubt that surely for them,
is the Fire, and they will be abandoned (therein).
63. By Allah, We sent, in fact (Our Prophets) to nations before
you, but Shaithan made (to the wicked) their own acts seem
alluring to them; therefore, he is their protector today; and
(know), they shall have a most painful punishment.
64. And We have not sent down the Book (the Qur’an) to you,
768. Here and in the following verses, the ugly acts of idol worshippers are
mentioned.
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except that you may explain to them those things in which
they differ, and as a guidance and as mercy to those people
who believe.769
65. And Allah sends down water from the sky and gives therewith
life to the earth after its death. Verily, in that, there is a sign
for those who hear.
66. And verily, in the livestock, there is an instructive lesson for
you. We give you a drink from what is in their bellies, from
between the dung and blood, pure milk, and acceptable to
those who drink it.770
67. And from the fruit of the date palm and the grape-wine, you
take intoxicating drink, and (also) good nourishment; surely,
there is a sign in that for people who are wise.
68. And your Lord inspired to the bees (saying): “Make your cells
in the mountains and in the trees and in (the structures)
which they erect.
69. “Then eat from every (kind of) fruits, and enter the ways of
your Lord, made humble (for you to follow)”. There comes
forth from their bellies, a drink of varying colours wherein
is healing for men. There is certainly a sign in that for people
who reflect.771
70. And Allah created you, then He will cause you to die. And of
you, there are some who are sent back to the worst part of
life, so that he knows nothing after (having had) knowledge. Allah is All Knowing, All-Powerful.772
71. And Allah has favoured some of you over others in provision.
Those who have been made superior (to others) are not
going to throw back their provision to those whom their
right hands possess, so as to be equal (with them) in that
769. As directed in the above verse, Allah had sent messengers to all ages, but
the people neglected them all and they selected their own ways, ignoring the direction of the messengers. Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) had
also followed the example of his brothers who struggled to convey the
message. Now Allah was sending through Prophet, the Qur’an, in which
there are the solutions for the jarring sects, guidance and the glorious
mercy of Allah as well.
770. For the benefit of men and for their survival, Allah has provided a lot of
magnificent sustenance. Here and in the following verses, some of His
wonderful gifts as provisions are mentioned, such as milk, drink from
date and grapes (non-alcoholic) and honey.
771. A particular mention is made here on the bee and its honey. If we look at
its wonderful work, structure of its honey comb, gathering of its food
and its production of different colours of honey which are used for our
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respect. Do they then deny the favours of Allah?
72. And Allah has made for you spouses from among yourselves, and
made for you, out of your wives, children and grand children,
and bestowed upon you, sustenance of the best. So why do they
then believe in vain things, and be ungrateful for Allah’s
favours?
73. And they worship others besides Allah; such as do not possess
any provision for them, from the firmaments or the earth, in
any way, and cannot possibly have such power.
74. So, do not put forth similitudes for Allah. Truly, Allah knows and
you do not know.
75. Allah puts forth a parable (of two men -one) a slave under the
dominion of another. He has no power over anything, and
(the other), someone on whom We bestowed a good provision from Ourselves; then he spends out from it (freely),
secretly and openly; are they the same? (By no means). Praise
is to Allah. But most of them do not know.773
76. And Allah puts forth (another) parable of: one of them dumb,
who has no power over anything, and he is a domestic servant who is maintained by his master; wherever he directs
him, he brings no good. Is he the same as someone who
commands justice, and is on a straight way?
77. And to Allah belongs the unseen of the firmament and the
earth; and the matter of the Hour (of Judgment) is not, but
like the twinkling of an eye, or even nearer. Allah has power
over every thing.774

nourishment and in medicine, surely we can confirm the marvellous
creation of Allah.
772. Men themselves have a lesson to note. Their beginnings and the final
stage and the struggle in between, as they pass through different stages
773. Two parables are emphasized here and in the following verse. The first
parable is to know the deferent ways of the faithful and rejecters or the
idols and the truth. The second parable is also to compare the idols
and the truth.
774. The knowledge in the unseen affairs and the Judgement Day belongs
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78. And Allah brought you out of the wombs of your mothers
when you knew nothing; and He gave you hearing and sight,
and hearts, so that you may give thanks (to Him).775
79. Do they not see the birds obedient in mid-air up in the sky?
Nothing holds them up but Allah; verily, there are certainly
signs in that, for people who believe.776
80. And Allah has made out of your houses, a means of rest and
quiet for you; and made for you, out of the skins of animals, (tents for) dwellings, which you find so light and handy
(to carry), on the day of your migration, and on the day of
your halting; and (We made for you) out of their wool, and
their soft fibres, (between wool and hair), and their hair,
household stuff and articles of convenience (to serve you)
for a while.
81. And Allah has made out of the things He created, some things
to give you shade; of the hills, He made some for your shelter. He made for you coats to protect you from heat, and
coats to protect you from your (mutual) violence. Thus does
He complete (and perfect) His favours upon you, so that
you may surrender to His will (in Islam)
82. But if they turn away, your duty is only to convey the clear
message.777
83. They know the favour of Allah; then they deny it; and most of
them are rejecters (of the faith)
84. And (remember) on the Day when We shall raise up from
every nation a witness; then will no excuse be accepted
from those who rejected, nor will they be allowed to make
amends.778
to Allah only.
775. Here, the favours of Allah to men are mentioned. He has provided ears,
sight, and hearts for men and they must act righteously with these gifts
of Allah. The verses 80 and 81 also explain the favours He blessed
upon men through the provision of the material for our dwelling places
and - like mountains, trees, cloths, iron and various items in the earth.
776. A wonderful creation of Allah is the bird and you find in it many signs. 67:19
777. Even then, if they turn away from accepting the truth, after all these explanations and the showing of the favours and signs of Allah, then leave
them. You have done your duty of conveying the message. They realized the message, but they disobey intentionally.
778. From here, up to V: 89, the situation of the idol worshippers on the day
of the Resurrection is mentioned. There will be no room for excuses
of any kind and the door of repentance is closed. Their false gods
themselves will run away openly disclaiming them. Every Prophet
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85. And when the wrongdoers (actually) see punishment, then it
will not be lightened for them, nor will they be reprieved.
86. And when those who associated partners (to Allah) will see
their “partners”; they will say: “Our Lord! These are our ‘partners’ - those whom we used to invoke besides You”. But
they will fling to them their words (and say): “Indeed you
arerealliars!”
87. And on that day, shall they (openly) offer (their) submission
to Allah alone; and all their fabricated deities shall abandon them.
88. Those who reject (Allah) and debarred (men) from the path
of Allah, for them, We will increase the punishment on top
of their punishment, for that they used to spread mischief (
in the land)
89. And on the day We shall raise up in every nation a witness
against them, from amongst themselves. And we shall bring
you as a witness against these (your people). And We have
sent down to you the Book (the Qur’an) as an exposition of
all things, a guide, a mercy and glad tidings for the Muslims.
90. Verily, Allah commands justice and doing of good, and giving
to kith and kin, and He forbids all indecent deeds, and evil,
and unlawful affairs and insolent manner. He admonishes
you, (so) that you may receive admonition779
91. And fulfill the covenant of Allah when you have entered into
it, and break not your oaths after you have confirmed them;
indeed, you have made Allah your surety. For Allah knows
all that you do.
92. And be not like a woman who breaks into untwisted strands,
the yarn which she has spun, after it has become strong;
using your oaths to deceive one another, lest one party
should be more numerous than the other. Allah will test
you by this. And on the Day of Judgment, He will certainly
make clear to you (the truth of) that wherein you differed.
93. And if Allah had so willed, He would have made you all one
shall witness against all those who reject the truth.
779. Here and in the following verses, many teachings have been taught. Allah
commands justice and doing of virtuous deeds, giving to kith and kin,
forbidding injustice, fulfilling the covenant of Allah and oaths. We must
not be like that famous woman at Makkah who, used to break strands
of yarn into flimsy pieces after she spent so much time, labour and skill
to spin good strong yarn, as mentioned in verse 92, and in the verses
95 and 96 a ‘prohibition is made on false and fraudulent covenants and
we should not deal for a paltry price of this world.
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nation; but He misguides whom He pleases, and He guides
whom He pleases. And you shall certainly be asked to account for what you used to do.780
94. And make not your oaths, a means of deception between yourselves, with the result that someone’s foot may slip, after it
was firmly placed, and you may have to taste the evil (consequences in this life) of having hindered (men) from the
path of Allah. And you will have a mighty punishment.
95. And purchase not the covenant of Allah for paltry price. Surely,
what is with Allah is (a prize) far better for you, if you only
knew.
96. What is with you, must vanish. And what is with Allah will
survive. And We will certainly pay recompense to those who
are steadfast; their reward according to the best of what
they used to do.
97. Whoever acts righteously, man or woman, while he (or she) is
a believer, verily, to him We shall quicken a good and pure
life, and We will surely pay recompense as their reward according to the best of what they used to do.
98. Whenever you recite the Qur’an, then seek Allah’s protection
from Shaithan (Satan), the outcast.781
99. Verily, he has no authority over those who believe, and put
their trust in their Lord.
100. His authority is only over those who make him a friend, and
those who ascribe partners unto Him (Allah).
101. And if We replace a verse (of the revelation) in place of any
verse and Allah knows best what he is sending down (in
stages), they say: “You are but a forger.” But most of them
know not. 782
102. Say, the Holy Spirit has brought it down from your Lord in
truth, in order to strengthen and confirm (the faith of) those
780. See: 10:99, 42:8
781. This verse commands us to seek Allah’s protection from Shaitan, the
outcast, while reciting the Qur’an. It will help in more blessings and the
protection of Allah from all evil acts.
782. A reply is made to the rejecters who were attacking the messenger saying, that he had committed forgery by changing the verses to a different
form than that which was revealed before. The fact is, the revelation is
from Allah, who does what He desires according to the need of the
people for their guidance. You find as well, in the following verses, the
reply to those wicked people who, say that he brought this, through
some foreign human teacher.
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who believe and as a guidance and glad tidings to Muslims.
103. And indeed We know well that they say: “ it is only a man
who teaches him “. The tongue of whose they wickedly incline towards is notably foreign (tongue) while this is an
Arabic tongue, pure and clear.
104. Those who do not believe in the verses of Allah, Allah will
not guide them, and they will have a painful punishment.
105. Verily those who do not believe in the verses of Allah are
merely inventing falsehood. In fact it is they who are liars.
106. Who ever rejected Allah after having believed, except who is
forced (without his will), while his heart remaining firm
and having (silent) faith. But those who expand their breast
with rejection, on them is the anger from Allah and they
will have a dreadful punishment.
107. That is because they loved and preferred the life of this world
rather than the Hereafter: and Allah (surely) will not guide
the people of the rejecters.
108. Those are (the people) whose hearts, hearing and sight Allah
has sealed up. And they are the neglected people.
109: There is no doubt in the Hereafter They are the losers.783
110. But verily your Lord, for those who emigrated after they had
been persecuted and then fought and were steadfast, truly
your Lord after all that, indeed is Oft Forgiving Most Merciful.
111. On the Day when every soul will come up pleading for itself,
and every soul will be recompensed (in full), for what it did
and they will not be wronged.784
112. And Allah puts forth a parable: of a city, which was, safe and
well content: its provision coming to it in abundance from
every side: But it was ungrateful for the favours of Allah. So
Allah made it, taste the robe of hunger and fear (in extremes)
for what it did.785
113. And there already came to them a Messenger from among
783. The wrath of Allah is upon those apostates who reject the faith intentionally and who, preferred this life, rather than the Hereafter. They are
surely the losers. As regards those innocent people who reject the faith
due to force without the intention of rejection -but their hearts remaining
firm and quiet in faith- they are exempted from the above- mentioned
category.
784. On the Day of Reckoning, every soul will face its own personal responsibility.
785. Some commentators say, the parable is made considering the fact of the
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themselves, but they falsely rejected him, so the punishment seized them while they were wrongdoers.
114. So eat from what Allah has provided for you, lawful and good;
and be grateful for the favour of Allah, if it is Him only that
you worship:
115. He has forbidden you only carrion, blood, the flesh of swine
and what has been immolated in the name of other than
Allah. But whoever is forced by necessity without disobedience, nor transgressing due limits, then Allah is indeed Oft
forgiving, Most Merciful.786
116. But do not say concerning what your tongues may describe
the false-hood; (saying) “This is lawful and this is forbidden”, thus you are fabricating the false-hood against Allah.
Verily, those who ascribe false-hood against Allah, will
never prosper.787
117. A brief enjoyment (will be theirs), and they will have a painful
punishment.
118. And to the Jews We have prohibited such things as We have
already narrated to you before: And We wronged them not,
but they were used to doing wrong to themselves.788
119. But verily your Lord, for those who do evil acts in ignorance, and
thereafter, repent and do righteous deeds, your Lord is indeed, afterward (to them), is Oft- Forgiving, Most Merciful.
120. (Prophet) Ibrahim was indeed a model and a leader (a nation
himself), devoutly obedient to Allah, (and) a true exemplary believer and he was not of the idolaters:
121. Showing his gratitude for the favours of Him, Who chose him
and guided him to a straight path:
122. And We bestowed upon him good in this world. And surely
he will be in the Hereafter (in the ranks) of the righteous.
123. Then We revealed to you (O Muhammad, saying): “Follow
the religion of Ibrahim, the true and an exemplary in faith.
And he was not of the idolaters.”
124. The Sabbath (day) was only made (strict) for those who difMakkans. But this ‘will be applicable to any city, which remained under
Allah’s blessings, but rebelled ignoring the gifts of Allah. See: 28:5659, 14:28.
786. 5:3-4, 6:121
787. Any thing innovated in the religion will be considered as a fabricated
matter.
788. 6:146
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fered (as to its observance) therein. But Allah will judge
between them on the Day of Judgment, concerning that
wherein they used to differ.789
125. Invite (all) to the way of your Lord with wisdom and fair
admonition and argue with them in the best way. Your Lord
indeed, knows best who are misguided from His path, and
He best knows those who are guided.790
126. “And if you punish them then punish them (in retaliation)
with the like of how you were afflicted. But if you are patient, definitely, it is better -for those who are patient.
127. And be patient (O Prophet), but your patience is only by (the
help of) Allah. And do not be grieved over them nor be
distressed, because of that devise.791
128. Surely Allah is with those who ward off (from evil acts and
with those who do righteous) and those who act piously.

789. See 2:65-66
790. Here, Allah commands the Holy Prophet to follow strictly the method of
propagation. And in the following verses, he is asked to do justice in the
face of disputes, and like wise affairs. And finally, an important part of
mutual behavior, concerning patience, is in particular emphasis.
791. An instruction is made directly to Holy Prophet regarding patience and
self-restraint at every moment. Do not show weakness and grief against
the wicked plan of the rejecters of the faith. Allah is definitely with the
righteous people.
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CHAPTER

17

The Journey by Night
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and is also called Surah Banu
Israel (The Israelites - the Children of Israel).

The Surah opens with the night journey of the Prophet, Muhammad
(peace be upon him) from sacred Mosque of Makkah to the farthest Mosque of
Jerusalem.
The Surah commands strict moral standards, condemns extravagance
and adultery. Our duties and obligations towards our parents are emphasized.
The unique aspect of the Qur’an is stressed on, and Allah says that
even if all humans and jinns combined to write the like of the Qur’an, they
would surely fail. According to Ayishah (the wife of the Holy Prophet), the Prophet
used to recite this Surah every night in his prayer.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Glory be to Him Who took His servant on a journey by night,
from the Sacred Mosque, to the farthest Mosque, whose
surroundings We had blessed in order that We might show
him some of Our signs. Verily He is the All-Hearing, the
All- Seeing.792
2. And We gave Musa the Book (Taurah), and made it a guidance
for the children of Israel, (commanding): “Do not take other
than Me, as Disposer of (your) affairs.”793
3. Descendants of those whom We carried (in the Ark) with Nuh!
Verily, he was a grateful servant. 794
792. Here reference is made to the “Miraj” (the miraculous journey of the Holy
Prophet from the Sacred Mosque at Makkah to the Al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalam on the hill of “Morah)”.
793. The Book of Taurah, which was given to Prophet Musa, as guidance to the
children of Israel.
794. The children of Israel are reminded that they do not hold any special
position among the rest of the world, as descendants of Prophet Nuh
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4. And We decreed for the children of Israel in the Book, that‘you would definitely do mischief twice in the land, and
you will verily be elated with great insolence.’ 795
5. So, when the first of the two- promised (events) came to pass,
We roused against you Our servants, possessing vehement
force; they ransacked the inner apartments; and it was a
threat (completely) fulfilled.796
6. Then did We grant you a return (of victory) over them; and We
assisted you with more wealth and children, and made you
the more numerous in man-power.797
7. If you act uprightly, then you are doing well for yourselves.
And if you do evil (deeds), then (you do it) for them (in like
manner). So when the next promised (event) came to pass,
(We permitted your enemies) to disfigure your faces, and
to enter the Mosque (of Jerusalem) as they had entered it
the first time, and to lay waste all that they had gained with an utter destruction.798
8. It may be that your Lord may (yet) show mercy unto you. But
if you repeat (the crime), We shall repeat (the punishment).
And We have made Hell a prison for those who reject (the
faith).
9. Verily, this Qur’an guides to the most upright and stable root;
and gives the glad tidings to the believers who work deeds
of righteousness that surely, they shall have a great reward.
and so are the Arabs and other nations. BC. 586, and the people were
taken as captives. Hundred years later, they returned home with the
assistance of the Persian Empire. Soon after this, they again returned
to their arrogance and violation of the teachings of the Taurah, and
thereby, they faced their second destruction by Emperor Titus of Rome
in AD 70.
795. Due to the violation of the laws by the Israelites, and their arrogance, the
wrath of Allah was poured out on many occasions, upon the Jews.
Verse- 4-8 mentions two occasions in particular- the great temple of
the Jews was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon in BC 586, and
the people were taken as captives. Hundred years later, they returned
home with the assistance of the Persian Empire. Soon after this, they
again returned to their arrogance and violation of the teachings of the
Taurah, and thereby, they faced their second destruction by Emperor
Titus of Rome in AD 70.
796. Babylonian hosts are mentioned as servants of Allah, since Allah had
used them as instruments for the destruction of the Jews.
797. Here mention is made of the return of Israelites to Jerusalem.
798. See: 41: 46, 45: 15.
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10. And for those who do not believe in the Hereafter, then We
have indeed prepared for them, at painful punishment.
11. And man prays for evil, just as he prays for good, and man is
ever hasty.
12. And We have made the night and the day as two (of Our)
signs. And We have blotted out the sign of the night, while
the sign of the day, We have made bright (which enables
one to see), so that you may seek bounty from your Lord,
and that you may know the number of years and the reckoning. And We have expounded everything with a clear expounding.799
13. And every man’s fate, We have affixed firmly to his own neck;
and on the Day of Judgment, We shall bring out for him a
book, which he will find spread open.800
14. (It will be said to him): “Read your (own) book. You yourself
are sufficient as a beckoner against you, on this Day.”
15. Whoever is guided, is only guided for (the benefit) of his own
soul. And whoever is misguided, is only misguided to his
own loss. No bearer of a burden can bear the burden of
another; and We never punish (anyone) until We have sent
a Messenger (to give warning).801
16. And when We decide to destroy a town, We sent (in advance)
a command to the affluent in it; but (even afterward), they
continued committing violation therein; so the word (of
torment) is proved true against them - then We destroyed
it with an utter destruction.
17. How many generations have We destroyed after Nuh? And
your Lord is quite able to be aware of and sees the sins of
His servants.
18. If anyone does wish for the transitory affairs (of this life), We
readily hasten therein for him whatever We will, to such
persons as We like- then have We provided Hell for him.
They will burn therein, disgraced and banished.
19. But those who do wish the Hereafter, and strive therefore,
799. The universal laws of Allah concerning the day and night are mentioned in
different chapters of the Qur’an. See: 31:29, 28:71-73.
800. The Arabs, Romans, Indians and many nations sought knowledge of the
future from the stars and birds. For such, a clear warning is given. Our
affairs are dependent on our own deeds - good or evil- and they hang
around our necks, and would be apparent to us on the Day of Judgement.
801. Every man must bear his own personal responsibility. The punishment
becomes inevitable ‘to the people only after they reject the message of
Allah, conveyed through the Messengers.
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with all its due striving, and being a believer - they are the
ones whose strivings will be thankfully appreciated (by their
Lord).
20. We draw out the bounties of your Lord on all - these as well
as those. The bounties of your Lord are not hindered (to
anyone).802
21 See how We have favoured some of them over others. But definitely the Hereafter will be greater in degrees, and greater
in excellence.
22. So do not set up with Allah, another god; lest you sit down (O
man)! In disgrace and destitution.
23. Your Lord has decreed that you worship none but Him alone,
and that you should show kindness to parents- whether
one or both of them attain old age with you (in your lifetime). Do not express to them (a word like); “Uffin,” dishonorably, nor repel them; but address them with a respectful and generous word.
24. And out of mercy, lower to them the wing of humility, and
say: “My Lord! Have mercy on them both, even as they
nourished me when I was small.”
25. Your Lord is best aware of what is in your minds. If you are
righteous, then verily, He is ever Most Forgiving to those
who turn to Him in sincere penitence.803
26. And give to the kinsman his due rights, as (also) to the needy
and to the wayfarer. And squander not (your wealth) in the
manner of a spendthrift.804
27. Verily, the spendthrifts are the brothers of Shaitans (Satan),
and the Shaitan was ever ungrateful to his Lord.
28. And even if you do turn away from them, seeking mercy, which
you hope for, from your Lord, then speak to them a kind
word.
29. Nor let your hand be tied up to your neck, nor stretch it forth
802. The favours of Allah will be bestowed on both the deserving and undeserving people, in this world. But both of them would be in different
categories in the sight of Allah.
803. We are indebted to our parents for having nourished and nurtured us
during childhood. The Qur’an has mentioned in other verses the importance of respecting one’s parents. 31:14.
804. The moral teachings and matters of utmost importance are mentioned
up to verse 40. The poor and wayfarer, have a claim to the surplus
wealth of the rich. It is the duty of the well to-do to provide the less
fortunate ones with the basic necessities of life, after meeting their own
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to its utmost reach — so that you become blameworthy
and destitute.
30. Verily, your Lord expands the provision (in abundance) for
whom He pleases, and He straitens it (for whom He pleases).
Verily, He is Ever Aware, Seer of all His servants
31. And do not kill your children, fearing a fall to poverty. We
shall provide sustenance for them as well as for you. Verily,
the killing of them is a great fault.805
32. And do not go near to fornication. Verily, it is an abominable
crime and an evil way. 806
33. And do not kill the living soul, which Allah has forbidden except by a legal right. And if anyone is wrongly killed, We
have given his authority to kindred (to demand Qisas, or to
forgive, or to take blood-money), but let him not exceed
bounds in the matter of taking life. Verily, he will be assisted (by the law).807
34. And do not approach the orphan’s property, except what is
the best way, until he attains the age of full strength (of
maturity); and fulfill the covenant. Verily, the covenant will
be inquired into (on the Day of Reckoning).
35. And be strict in the performance of the measuring when you
measure. So weigh out with a proper balance that is just.
That is better and fairer in the final determination (of a
dispute).
36. And do not pursue (in any matter) whereof you have no knowledge. Surely, the hearing, the sight and the heart - all of
those shall be questioned of
37. And do not walk on the earth in an insolent manner. You will
certainly never split the earth asunder, nor will you ever
stretch the height of the mountains.
38. Of all such things, the evil is hateful in the sight of your Lord.
39. Those are among the (precepts of) wisdom, wherewith your
Lord has revealed to you. And do not set up with Allah

legitimate demands. At the same time, the verses forbid extravagance.
805. Among the major crimes, is the killing of the children, which is one of the
great sins.
806. Adultery has been expressly made unlawful here. If it were not prohibited,
the society would be in chaos and disorder.
807. To murder a person unjustly is a great sin. 6: 151, 4:93.2; 178-179. Verse
36, advises against unnecessary argument on matters in which one
does not have full knowledge.
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another god, lest you should be cast into Hell, blamed and
driven out
40. Has then your Lord preferred for you sons, and taken for Himself the angels as daughters? Truly, you speak a most (dreadful and) heavy word!
41. Verily, We have explained (the matter to them in various ways)
in this Qur’an, in order that they may pay heed. But it only
increases their act of flying (from the truth).808
42. Say: “If there had been (other) gods along with Him, as they
say, then they would certainly have sought out a way ( in
submitting) to the Possessor of the ‘Arsh’ (the great creation)”.
43. Glory be to Him! And may He be exalted far above that which
they utter by way of a great exaltation.
44. The seven firmaments and the earth, and all beings therein
glorify Him. And there is not a thing but glorifies His praise;
but you do not understand their glorification. Verily He is
Oft-Forbearing, Most Forgiving.809
45. And when you recite the Qur’an, We put, between you and
those who believe not in the Hereafter, an invisible veil.
46. And We have put coverings over their hearts, lest they should
understand it (the Qur’an,) and in their ears, deafness. And
when you make mention of your Lord -and Him alone - in
the Qur’an, they turn away on their backs, fleeing (from the
truth).
47. We are best aware of what they (wish to) listen, when they
listen to you; and when they confer in private, when the
evil- doers say: “You follow none other than a man bewitched.”
48. See what similitudes they strike for you;) but they have gone
astray, and never will they be able (to find) a ground of
reproach (against you).
49. And they say: “What! When we are crumbled to bones and
dust, should we really then be raised up (to be) a new creation?”810
808. The Holy Qur’an makes manifested to mankind, various lessons in the
form of history, parables, wisdom science and beautiful commands.
Yet, there are people who are blind and · fail to appreciate the message
of truth.
809. The most striking everyday phenomenon shows that the various natural
creations around us obey and glorify their Creator. But man, with his
limitations of sight and sound, cannot appreciate this.
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50. Tell them: “Be you stones or iron, (it would not matter),
51. “Or any created thing which is greater (or harder) in your minds,
(to be raised up).” Then they will say: “Who shall bring us
back (to life)?” Say: “He who originated you first (in creation)! “ Then they will wag their heads towards you and
say: “When will that be?” Say: “It will perhaps be soon!
52. “(It will be) on the Day when He will call you, then you will
answer (His call) with (words of) His praise; and you will
think that you have tarried but a little while!”
53. And say to My servants that they shall (only) say those things
that are the best. Verily, Shaithan does sow dissension
among them. (And) Shaithan is indeed a clear-cut enemy
to man.811
54. Your Lord knows you best. If He wills, He will have Mercy on
you; or if He wills, He will punish you. And We have not
sent you to be their guardian.
55. And your Lord knows best all things that are in the firmaments
and on the earth. And We surely preferred some of the
Prophets above others; and We gave Dawud (David) the
‘Zabur’ (Psalms).812
56. Say: “Call on those, besides Him, whom you claimed (to be
gods). They have neither the power to remove any harm
from you, nor to change them.”
57. Those, whom they call upon, do seek (for themselves) means
of access to their Lord, (striving to know), which of them
are nearest (to Him); and they hope for His mercy, and fear
His punishment. Truly, the punishment of your Lord is
something to be feared.
58. And there is no city, but We shall destroy it before the Day of
Judgment, or punish it with a terrible punishment. That is
inscribed written in the Book.813
810. Here, and in the following three verses, the belief in Resurrection is mentioned. The rejecters of faith were questing the Resurrection of man after
he has turned into dust. This verse replies, that the Creator who created
them out of nothing, can easily bring them back from the dust.
811. This instruction to the believers emphasizes fair speech and maintaining
one’s calm when provoked. An evil thought or falsehood destroys the
unity in a society, while a kind word and pardon would prove far more
beneficial.
812. Here Allah mentions that He chooses whom He wills, as His Messenger.
The claims of the Jews that there would be no Prophet after Prophet
Musa is baseless - in the case, what is their comment on the
Prophethood of Prophet Dawood (David)?
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59. And nothing has prevented Us nom sending the signs, except
of those (men) of former days treated them as false. And
We sent the she- camel to the Thamud (tribe), as a visible
sign; but they treated her wrongfully. And We do not send
the signs except to terrify (and warn them from evil).814
60. And remember when We told you that surely, your Lord has
encompassed mankind (by His power). And We granted the
vision which We showed you, but as a trial and temptation
for mankind, as also the cursed tree (mentioned) in the
Qur’an. We (warn) and We make them afraid, but it only
increases their inordinate transgression.815
61. And remember when We said to the angels : “Prostrate unto
Adam.” They prostrated, except Iblees. He said: “Shall I prostrate to one whom you have created out of clay?”
62. He said: “Do You see? This (creature) is the one You have
honored above me! If You reprieve me to the Day of Judgment, I will surely seize (and mislead) his descendants - all
but a few!”
63. (Allah) said: “Go (your way); whoever of them follow you,
verily, Hell will be the recompense of you (all) - an ample
recompense.
64. “And deceive those whom you can among them, with your
(sly) voice, and make assaults on them with your cavalry
and your infantry; and share with them in their wealth and
their children; and make promises to them.” But Shaithan
promises them nothing but delusion.
65. “Verily, as for My servants, you will not have any authority
813. The whole world would be convulsed before the Day of Judgement.
Thirmudhi had recorded a report by Ubadat bin Samit who said:” I
heard the Messenger of Allah saying that the first creation of Allah was
Al-Qalam (the Pen). He commanded it “write”, and it said: what shall I
write? He (Allah) said: “write down all the destined affairs up to the Day
of Judgement”
814. The disbelievers of Makkah had requested as a sign from Allah, the
turning often mount Safa, into gold. But Allah knew that despite any
sign, they would continue disbelieving, and be completely destroyed
as a punishment. Allah wished their nation to remain, since among
their descendents righteous men may be born who would not associate partners with Allah
815. “Rueyah” (vision), here refers to the miraculous journey of the Prophet, as
mentioned in the first verse of this chapter. Some of the scholars have
opined that the Prophet’s miraculous journey was a vision. A large majority of them, however, believe that it is an incident that had actually taken
place. Either way, the visions or the Holy Prophet, shall be the truth.
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over them”; and All Sufficient is your Lord, as a Disposer of
affairs.
66. Your Lord is He Who propels for you the ships through the
sea, in order that you may seek of His bounty. He is indeed
unto you, The Most Merciful.
67. And when harm befalls you at sea, those that you call upon,
besides Himself vanish from you. But when He brings you
back safe to land, You turn away (from Him). And man is
ever ungrateful.
68. Do you then feel secure that He will not cause a slope of the
land to swallow you up, or that He will send against you a
violent wind, bringing with it a shower of stones - then you
shall not find for yourselves any protector?
69. Or do you feel secure that He will not return you to that
(plight) another time, and send against you a heavy gale of
wind, and drown you because of your ingratitude - then
you will not find therein any avenger against Us?
70. And indeed We have honoured the children of Adam and We
conveyed them on land and sea; and We have provided
provision of good and pure things; and We have preferred
them above many of those whom We have created, with an
excellent preference.
71 . On the Day when We shall summon all people (together)
with their (respective) records. Then whoever is given his
book in his right hand, such will read their book and they
will not be wronged as much as a small skin in the cleft of a
date-stone.816
72. And whoever is blind (towards his faith) here (in this world),
will be blind in the Hereafter, and even more astray from
the path.
73. And they really strove hard to beguile you away from that
which We had revealed to you, that you fabricate against
Us, something other than that, and then they would certainly have made you (their) intimate friend.
74. And had We not made you wholly firm, you would nearly
have inclined towards them, a tiniest bit.
75. Then in that case, We should verily have caused you to taste
a double share (of the punishment) of this life, and a double
816. There are different opinions mentioned by the scholars regarding the
meaning of “Imam”. One explanation refers to their Prophets and leaders who will bear witness for them on the Day of Judgement. Another
view is that, Imam, means their revealed books. A third opinion is that
Imam is the record of their deeds on earth.
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share (of the punishment of after) death; and moreover,
you would not have found any helper against Us.
76. And they indeed wished to remove you from the land, in
order to expel you from it. But in that case, they would not
have stayed (therein) after you, but a little while.
77. (That was Our) ordinance with Our Messengers whom We
sent before you. And you will not find any change in Our
ordinance.817
78. Perform the prayer constantly, at the declining of the sun from
the meridian, till the commencement of the darkness of the
night; and the “Qur’an Al-Fajr” (the recital of the Qur’an at
the morning prayer). Verily, the prayer (or reciting) at daybreak, is borne witness to (by the guardian angels).
79. And keep awake (for prayer) as an additional, most desirable
act for you in some parts of the night- it may be that your
Lord will raise you to a praised position.818
80. And say: “O my Lord! Cause me to enter with a favourable
entrance, and bring me forth (also) with a favourable exit;
and grant me from You, an authority to help (me).
81. . And say: “Truth has (now ) come, and falsehood has vanished away. Truly, falsehood is ever bound to perish.”
82. And We send down of the Qur’an that which is a healing and
a mercy to those who believe; and it increases in evildoers,
nothing but loss after loss.
83. And when We bestow Our favours on man, he turns away and
he drew aside (instead of coming to Us), and when evil
touches him, he is in despair.
84. Say, “Everyone acts according to his own way; but your Lord
knows best who is best guided on the (right) way.”
85. And they ask you concerning the “Ruh” (Spirit). Say: “The Ruh
is of the affair of my Lord, but you have not been given
from the knowledge (thereof), but very little.”819
817. From verse 72, Allah reveals the evil plans of the enemies, in trying to win
the Prophet over to their side. This they hoped to achieve by putting
forward some concessions as suggested by the tribe of Thaqeeb and
the liar Musailima. But Allah has granted the Holy Prophet firmness of
heart whereby he would stick to the cardinal teachings of Allah, regardless of the enemies propose.
818. There is an indication that the glorious mission of the Holy Prophet would
succeed and the evil plot of the enemies would perish.
819. This verse is an answer to the question of the Jews on the ‘spirit’. The
spiritual mysteries on the ‘Ruh’ (spirit) cannot be explained, and it only
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86. And if We willed, We could take away that which We have
revealed to you; and then you would not find for you therein
any guardian against Us.
87. Except as a mercy from your Lord. Verily, His bounty upon
you is (indeed) ever great.820
88. Tell (them): “If the whole of mankind and Jinn-kind were united
together, to produce the like of this Qur’an, they could not
produce the like thereof - and even if they backed up each
other, with help and support.
89. And We have indeed displayed to man, in this Qur’an, every
kind of similitude; yet the greater part of men refuse (to
receive it) out of ingratitude.
90. And they say, “We will not believe in you until you cause a
spring to gush forth for us, form the earth91. “Or (until) you have a garden of date palms and grapes, and
cause rivers to gush forth in their midst (carrying abundant
water) to flow.
92. “Or you cause the sky to fall upon us in pieces, as you claim
(will happen), against us; or you bring Allah and the angels
before (us) face to face93. “Or you have a house (built) out of gleaming gold; or you
ascend up right into the sky; and even then, we shall never
believe in your ascension, until you bring us down a book
that we could read.” Say: “Glory be to my Lord! What am I,
but a human Messenger?”821
94. And nothing prevented men from believing when guidance
came to them, except that they said: “Has Allah sent a human being (like us) to be (His) Messenger?”
95. Tell (them): “If there were (settled) on earth, angels walking
about in peace and quite, We should certainly have sent
down to them an angel from the sky, as a Messenger.”
96. Say: “Allah is sufficient Witness between me and you; He is
certainly Well-acquainted with His servants, and He sees
(all things).822
exists with the command of Allah. The Qur’an has not been brought
forth to reveal the secrets of the unseen, and a lot of matters are kept
from the knowledge of man.
820. To Allah belongs the knowledge of all things. He has granted us, but the
minutest fraction of knowledge, and he could deprive us even of this
knowledge, if He so wills
821. See verse 59 of this chapter.
822. When this revelation came to them, the unbelievers rejected it since it
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97. And whomever Allah guides, then He is guided aright; but he
whom He leaves astray, then you will never find any protector besides Him. And We shall gather them together on
the Day of Judgement, on their faces - blind, dumb and
deaf. Their abode will be Hell. Whenever it abates, We shall
increase for them the fierceness of the Fire.
98. That is their recompense, because they indeed rejected Our
signs and said: “When we are bones and crumbled dust,
should we really be raised up (to be) a new creation?”
99. Do they not see that Allah, Who created the firmaments and
the earth, has the Power to create the like of them? And He
has decreed for them a fixed term of which there is no doubt.
But the wicked have rejected (the truth) or only (receive it)
with ingratitude.
100. Tell (them): “Even if you possessed the treasures of the mercy
of my Lord, then you would surely hold them back for fear
of spending them; and man is (ever) niggardly!”
101. And indeed We gave Musa nine clear signs (of Allah’s Sovereignty); so ask the children of Israael, when he came to
them and Pharaoh said to him: “O Musa! I think you have
indeed been - deluded by sorcery.”823
102. He (Musa) said: “Truly, you know well that these signs have
been sent down by none but the Lord of the firmaments
and the earth, as ( eye- opening) evidences (towards the
truth); and I think, indeed, O Pharaoh, that you are one
doomed to perish!”824
103. So he wished to scare them from the land (of Egypt), but We
drowned him and all who were with him.
104. And We said to the children of Israel, after him: “Inhabit the
land”; but when the promise of the Hereafter came to pass,
was sent through a man .How senseless they are! Had angels inhabited this land, then an angel would have been indeed sent down as a
messenger to them. But they are men, and only a messenger- from
among them, who can speak their own tongue, can be sent.
823. The nine signs given to the Prophet Musa have been indicated here, as a
lesson to the people. They include, the hand, the staff (rod), the splitting
of the sea, the flood, locusts, lice, frogs, blood, lifting of the mount. See:
7: 103-133.
824. As directed by Allah, Prophet Musa conveyed the message of Allah, assisted by the above mentioned miracles at different points of time.
Pharaoh and his men knew very well that those signs were from the
Lord of the universe, but they chose to rebel. Musa, therefore warns of
the destruction of the people of the pharaoh. See: 7: 117-157.
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We gathered you together in a mingled crowd.
105. And We have sent down (the Qur’an) in truth, and in truth it has
descended; and We have sent you only as a Bearer of glad tidings and a Warner.825
106. And (it is) a Qur’an which We have divided (into parts from time
to time), in order that you might recite it to the people slowly
and deliberately, And We have sent it down gently and gradually.
107. Say: “Whether you believe therein, or do not believe. It is true
that when it is recited to them, those who were given knowledge before it, fall down on their faces in (humble) prostration;
108. “And they say: “Glory be to our Lord! Certainly, the promise of
our Lord is fulfilled!”
109. And they fall down on their faces, weeping, and it increases them
in humility.826
110. Say: “Call on Allah, or call on Rahman (the All—Merciful), by
whatever name you call on (Him), so to Him (alone) belongs the most beautiful names. Neither converse aloud in
your prayer, nor converse in a low tone - but desire a
(middle) course between that.”827
111. And say: “All the praises be to Allah, Who has not taken (unto
Himself) a son, and Who has no partner in (His) dominion.
Nor has He any friend to protect Him from ignominy; and
magnify Him with the act of magnifying (Allah).”

825. Here is a notification to those who are in doubt about why the Qur’an was
not revealed at once. See 75: 16-17.
826. Those endowed with wisdom and knowledge among the followers of the
book, had stood firmly in good faith, and were happy that they were
witnesses to the fulfillment of Allah’s promise as mentioned in the
previous revelations. Among them, were Abdullah bin Salam and Thamimuddary and others. Whenever, the revelation came to the Holy prophet
they were overwhelmed and glorified their Lord in prostration.
827. At the time of the prayer the Holy Prophet used to invoke the Almighty
saying “O Allah”, “O Rahman (the Merciful)”. The idol worshippers, however, spread the rumour that Muhammad prohibits the worshipping of
more than one god, but he himself invokes two Gods. They assumed
that the Holy Prophet was invoking the idol of Rahman of Yamama. This
was the circumstance that led to the revelation of this verse.
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The Cave
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his Surah was revealed at Makkah. The people of the cave, according to
this Surah were among the wonderful signs of Allah, intended to con
firm the faith in life after death. The youth (mentioned in this Surah) hid
in the cave, but they trusted in Allah and presented their case to Him. Then they
apparently fell asleep, and knew nothing of what was happening in world
outside. Their faith carried them higher and higher on the road to truth.
The meeting of Prophet Musa with Al-Khidr, shows us that the manifestation of the highest divine wisdom, sometimes takes place in the form of an
apparent loss, and that, the true believer would never lose heart at such losses.
The story of Dhul Qarnayn (the two-homed one), shows that it is not
necessary to abstain from worldly life, to pursue righteousness.
He was just and righteous, not selfish or grasping. He protected the
weak and punished the unlawful and turbulent.

In the name of Allah, Most Gracious,
Most Merciful.
1. All praise belongs to Allah (only), Who has sent down the Book
to His servant, and has not placed, therein any crookedness.828
2. (He has sent it) straight (and true) in order that He may warn
(the rejecters) of a vehement punishment from Him, and
that He may give glad tidings to the believers, who perform
righteous deeds, that for them, there is an excellent reward
(in Paradise).
3. Wherein they shall remain forever.
4. And (further), that He may warn those who say: “Allah has
begotten a son”.

828. All praise and glory be to Allah, Who bestowed a great favour upon mankind, by the revelation of the Holy Qur’an as a guidance, wherein the
teaching are suitable for mankind for all ages.
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5. (In their claims), they have no knowledge of such a thing, nor
had their fathers. How odious a word comes out from their
mouths. Indeed, what they say is nothing but falsehood.829
6. Perhaps you would fret yourself to death with grief, chasing
after them, if they believe not in this Message.
7. Verily, We have placed all that is on earth, as an adornment
thereof, in order that We may test them to see whose actions are best.
8. And We will certainly make all that is therein, a barren mound
(without growth or herbage).830
9. Or do you think that the companions of the cave and Ar-Raqim
(the inscription ) were wonders among Our signs? 831
10. When the young men betook (themselves) for shelter to the
cave, then they said: “ Our Lord! Bestow on us mercy from
Yourself and dispose our affair for us, in the right and one
direction”.
11. Then We struck ( a veil) upon their ears in the cave for a number of years;
12. Then We raised them up in order that We might know which
of the two parties was cleverer in calculating the term that
they had tarried. 832
829. You will find clear warnings in this Book, particularly to those who attribute
children to Allah. They are the ones who claim that Uzair and Jesus are
the sons of Allah - just as the idol worshippers said that angels were
the daughters of Allah. They are disbelievers who blindly follow the
footsteps of their fathers, without attempting to understand the truth.
They are the losers, for their rejection of the true guidance; so let them
wander in their ignorance in this world, And Allah knows best, What is in
store for them in the Hereafter.
830. Allah has blessed people with the ability to think, hear and see, through
this he can distinguish between the right and the wrong. Does he think
that he will stay here forever? Never! Everything and Everyone will perish when the hour comes and they will be raised up again on the Day of
the Judgement.
831. There are many wonderful signs all around us, which makes us, reflect
on the greatness of our Creator. A simple example is conveyed here
which gives an idea on the truth of Resurrection .It is the story of the
companions of the cave and Raqim, There are different opinions of the
Muffasiroon, regarding Raqim. Some say it is a valley near Elat, Where
the cave is located, others say, it is the name of the dog. Still others say,
it is the location of the rock, which was placed in front of the cave,
wherein the names of the youth were written.
832. In Asia minor during the reign of the Roman emperor, the believers of the
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13. We narrate their story to you with truth; in fact, they were
young men who believed in their Lord, and We increased
them in guidance.” 833
14. And We made firm and strong, their hearts (with -faith and
patience); when they stood forth and said; “ Our Lord is the
Lord of the firmaments and of the earth. Never shall we
worship any god other than Him. If so (in that matter) we
would indeed have uttered an extravagant lie.” 834
15. “These, our people, have taken (for worship ) gods other than
Him. Why do they not bring forward for them a clear authority? And who does more wrong than someone who fabricates a falsehood against Allah?”
16. And (they talked to one another), “When you have separated
(yourselves ) from them and from what they worship other
than Allah, betake (yourselves) for shelter to the cave. And
your Lord will unfold His mercy upon you, and dispose of
your affair towards comfort and ease”.
17. And you would have seen the sun when it rose, declining towards the right from their cave, and when it set, turning
away from them towards the left; while they lay in a clear
open space between the sides of the cave. That was (in
fact) one of the signs of Allah. He whom Allah guides, he is
truly guided. But he whom (Allah) misguides, you would
never find for him any protector who directs aright.
18. And you would have thought them awake, whereas they were
asleep, and We caused them to turn on (their) right and on
(their) left sides. And their dog stretching forth his two forelegs on the threshold. If you had observed them (closely)
you would have certainly turned back from them in flight,
and would certainly have been filled with terror of them.
true faith were severely persecuted. Among them were some youth
who staunchly believed in the One God and that He alone was worthy of
worship. Due to the persecution they suffered, they left the town and
took shelter in a cave near the mountain, and here they implored the
lord with the prayer mentioned in the verse. Allah answered them by
making them fall asleep and they remained so for some centuries,
when generations later they were woken up with a completely different
world around them.
833. Here is the real story of the faithful youths. Do not heed to others who may
not have adequate knowledge about them.
834. Allah strengthened their faith, when they were brought before the king
who was persecuting the faithful, and forcing them into idol worship.
They declared firmly in the belief of the One Lord, and attacked the false
lords and their worship, as mentioned in the following verses.
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19. And in that manner, we raised them up (from their sleep, so)
that they might question one another. Said one of them: “
How long have you stayed (here)?” They said, “We have
stayed (perhaps) a day or some part of a day”. They (all)
said: “Your Lord (alone) knows best how long you have
stayed (here). (Now) send one of you with this (paper);
money of yours to the town. Let him find out the purest
and best food, and bring you some provision out of it, (so
that you satisfy your hunger therewith). And let him behave with courtesy and cleverness, and let him not inform
anyone about you”.
20. “For if (your affair) is indeed manifested to them, they would
stone you or turn back to their religion, and in that case,
you will never be successful.” 835
21. And thus We disclosed (their case to the people of the city, so)
that they may know that the promise of Allah is true, and
verily, the Hour (of Judgment is also true). There is no doubt
concerning it. You remember when the people of the city
disputed among themselves regarding their affair, then they
said: “Construct a building over them “. Their Lord knows
best about them. Those who prevailed over their affair said,
“ Let us surely build a place of worship over them”.836
22. (Some of them) will say they were three, their dog being the
fourth, and (others) say they were five, their dog being the
sixth - doubtfully guessing at that which is a secret (affair).
And (yet others) say they were seven, their dog being the
835. After spending centuries in the cave they themselves were doubtful as to
how long they had slept - because they had entered the cave in the
morning, and had woken up in the evening. On waking up they believed
that the same tyrannical ruler was ruling the region, and when they
were hungry they asked one of them to go out with great caution and
buy some food.
836. The people of the region were at that time divided into two groups. The
majority belonged to the believing groups. The disbelievers among
them apart from rejecting the One God also rejected the Day of Judgement and Resurrection .The king who was a believer had prayed to the
Almighty for a miracle to direct the misguided people on to the right
path. At this moment one of the youth had reached the market place and
when he produced money (which was out of circulation centuries ago),
the news quickly spread throughout the town. He was brought before
the king, and his story was narrated .The people were taken with him to
the cave, Where they saw the remaining companions of the cave. With
this the doubts in the minds of the unbelievers where dispelled .The
promise of Allah is true The Resurrection and the Day of the Judgement
is a reality, and will come to pass.
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eighth. Say, “My Lord knows best their numbers. It is but
few that know their (real fact). So do not enter, there, into
controversies concerning them, except on a matter that is
manifest. Nor consult and ask the opinion of any of them.837
23. And never say of anything: “I shall be sure to do that tomorrow”.
24. Except “if Allah wills”, and remember your Lord when you
forget, and say: “I hope that my Lord will guide me ever
closer, (even) than this, in the right and true direction.838
25. And they stayed in their cave three hundred years, and increase by nine (more years)
26. Say: “Allah knows best how long they stayed”. To Him is (the
knowledge of) the secrets of the firmaments and the earth.
How perfectly He sees, how finely He hears (everything)!
They have no protector other than Him, nor does He share
in His command with any person whatsoever.839
27. And recite what has been revealed to you of the Book of your
Lord. There is none who can change His Words, and none
would you find as a refuge other than Him.
28. And keep yourself patiently with those who call (with prayer
and praises) on their Lord, morning and evening, seeking
His countenance. And let not your eyes overlook them, seeking the pomp and glitter of this life; nor obey any whose
heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance. And
(the) one who follows his own desires, and his affair has
become all-excess.
29. And say: “The truth is from your Lord”. Whoever wills, let him
believe, and whosoever wills, then let him reject (it). Surely,
We have prepared for the wrongdoers a Fire whose smoke
and flames surrounds and covers in the manner of a tent.
And if they implore (for) relief, they will be granted water
like fused brass that would scald their faces. How dreadful
a drink! How uncomfortable a couch (to recline on)!840
837. Christians of Najran disputed with the believers on the number of youth in
the cave and they asked Holy Prophet about this. The mentioning of this
story in the Qur’an is a spiritual lesson and a reminder to those rejecters and not for the discussion of other irrelevant matters.
838. Interpreters of the Qur’an said: These two verses revealed after the Holy
Prophet replied to questioners that he would give the answer the next day.
839. Perhaps the figure mentioned in the above verse was calculated According to the solar and lunar calendars. In any case, this matter relates to
the unseen affairs known to Allah alone.
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30. As to those who believe and do righteous deeds, verily, We
shall not let to perish and waste the reward of the one that
does deeds in a perfect way.
31. For them will be Heavens of a perpetual abode, beneath them
rivers would flow, They would be adorned therein with bracelets made of gold, and they would wear green garments of
fine silk and heavy brocade. They would recline therein on
raised couches. How delightful is their reward and how beautiful their couch !841
32. And set forth to them a similitude of two men : for one of
them We provided two gardens of grapes and surrounded
them with date palms. And We placed cultivated fields between them.842
33 . Each of those gardens brought forth its produce (abundantly)
and failed not thereof at all; and We caused a river to flow
right through (the middle) of them.
34. And he had (abundant) of the fruit. So he said to his companion while (in a mutual) conversation, “I have more wealth
than you, and more honour in respect of men”.
35. And he entered his garden, while he was unjust (even) to himself, he said: “I do not think that this will ever perish”.
36. “Nor do I think that the Hour will (ever) come. Even if I am
brought back to my Lord, I will definitely get (there) something better (than this) in exchange”.
840. There are two kinds of reports on the revelation of these two verses, (a).
Uyainat bin Hisn al-Gazari came to the Prophet before his conversion
while prominent companion Salman and other poor people were
present. At this moment he told the Prophet to drive these people from
here, if so he and his people would join with the Prophet. Otherwise, he
suggested that the Prophet make a day for them, and a day for the poor,
for meeting. (b) This related to the presence of the Ashabu-ssuffah,
who are the poor faithful companions of the Prophet.
841. The faithful shall have their reward in Paradise; they shall enjoy the beautiful gardens falling springs of crystal water wear the finest ornaments,
and most beautiful silk cloths, green in colour to match with the colour
of the atmosphere. Their stay shall be comfortable in a well-furnished
place.
842. Here, up to verse 44 a parable is mentioned concerning believers and
disbelievers, which is a reminder and a lesson for mankind in general
that the help and the protection comes from Allah alone. Man is unable
to stand against Allah’s punishment when it reaches him. He should
not be proud of the provisions of wealth and children, which has been
granted to him.
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37. (So) his companion, who was with him in an argument, told
him: “Do you reject Him Who created you out of dust, then
out of a sperm- drop, (and) then fashioned you into a (real)
man?”
38. “But (as regards my faith), He is Allah my Lord, and none
shall I associate with my Lord (in worshipping)
39. “And why, when you entered your garden, did you not mention : ‘All will happen as Allah wills! There is no power, but
from Allah (alone). ’ (Even) if you see me less than you in
wealth and issue.
40. “Then it may be that my Lord will provide me (something)
better than your garden, and that He would send down on
it lightning (by way of reckoning) from the sky, making it
(but) slippery sand! At the morning.”
41. “Or the water thereof will run off underground, so that you
would never be able to search for it”.
42. So its fruits were encompassed (with destruction). Then he
turned his hands upside down over what he had spent upon
it (on his property) while it was (now) tumbled down (to
pieces) to its very foundations, and could (now) only say: “
Oh! Would that I had ascribed no partners to my Lord (and
Cherisher)!”
43. And he had no group (of men) to help him against Allah, nor
was he able to defend himself
44. There, the (only) protection comes (from) Allah, the truth.
He is the best in reward, and the best as to success.
45. And set forth to them, the similitude of the life of this world.
It is like water, which We send down from the sky, so (that)
the plants of the earth mingle with it. But soon it becomes
dry stubble, which the winds do scatter. It is (only) Allah
who is able to prevail over all things.843
46. Wealth and children are allurements of the life of this world.
But the righteous actions are best in the sight of your Lord,
as rewards, and best as to hope.
47. And on the Day when We shall cause mountains to pass away,
and you will see the earth in an extended form. And We
shall gather them, all together, and shall not We leave out
a single one of them.
843. Here the parable illustrates the fleeting life of this world. The following
verse mentions that the wealth and the children of which people are
proud of just allurements of this perishing world. If they live according to
their own whims and fancies, they surely will fail in the next world. The
highest reward in the Hereafter for those righteous people is sure.
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48. And they will be set before your Lord in line (and announce):
“Now you have come to Us just as We created you at first.
But you claimed falsely that We shall not fix a place (and
time) for an appointment made to you to meet (Us)!
49. And the Book (of the account of each man’s actions) shall be
placed (into his hands) and you will see the criminals in
great terror because of what is (recorded) there, and they
will say: “Ah! Woe to us! What (kind of) a book is this! It
leaves out nothing small or great, but takes account thereof”!
And they will find all that they did, placed before them.
And your Lord will not wrong anyone (at all).844
50. And remember when We said to the angels: “Prostrate to
Adam”. So they prostrated, except lblees, he was one of the
Jinns, and he rebelled the command of his Lord. Will you
then take him and his offspring as protectors apart from
Me, while they are your enemies? What an evil would be
the exchange for the wrongdoers!845
51. I did not have them to witness the creation of the firmaments
and the earth, and not (even) their own creation, nor could
I take as helpers, those who lead people astray.
52. And (remember) the Day when He will say: “ Call those whom
you claimed to be My partners”. Then they will invoke them,
but they will not respond to them. And We shall place between them a place of destruction.
53. And the criminals shall see the Fire and realize that they have
surely to fall therein. And they will find no way of escape
thence.
54. And indeed, We have explained in detail, in this Qur’an, for
the benefit of mankind, every kind of similitude. But man
is, of all things, most contentious.846
844. In the above three verses one will see the situations of all creations on the
Day of Judgement. 17:48-52
845. This verse reminds men about Iblees (the Satan), their enemy. Are they
still following that enemy and his progeny? They would lead us evil
suggestions only. The Originator of the entire creation, Allah, the Most
High is in no need at all to bring these evils to witness in His affairs.
How it is possible to take such an assistance, which leads us astray?
And therefore how can rejecters of the faith take the evils as their protectors? The criminals themselves shall witness all these false claims
on the Day of Judgement.
846. The Qur’an reminds with every kind of similitude to enlighten them. But
they still follow the ancient wicked community.
847. Here and in the above verses is the explanation regarding the mission of
the Messengers in general, with their people.
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55. And nothing prevented the people from believing when guidance had come to them, and asking for forgiveness from
their Lord, but that (they wait for) the ordinance. And the
pattern of the old people to overtake them - or that the
punishment be brought to them before their eyes.
56. And We do not send the Messengers except to give glad tidings and to give warnings. But those who reject dispute
with vain (statements) in order to nullify the truth thereby.
And they treat My signs and (also) the warnings they were
given, as a mockery.
57. And who does more wrong than the one who is reminded of
the signs of his Lord, but turns away from them; and forgets what his hands sent forward? Verily, We have put veils
over their hearts, so that they may not understand it (the
Qur’an), and over their ears, a deafness. If you called them
to guidance, even in that case, they will never accept guidance.
58. But your Lord is Most Forgiving, Possessor of Mercy. If He
had taken them (at once) to account for what they had
earned, then surely, He would have hastened the punishment to them. But they have a promised appointment (beyond which) they will find no place for refuge.
59. And those towns We destroyed, when they committed iniquities; and We fixed an appointed time and place for their
destruction.847
60. And (remember) when Musa said to his young man (who was
with him): “I will not give up until I reach the centre (the
meeting place) of the two seas or (until) I stay on (searching) for a long space of time”.848
848. A new illustration of an incident is related up to verse 82. Bukhary reported
on the authority of Saed bin Jubair who said: I asked Abdullah bin
Abbas that, Nufa al Bakhly claims that, Musa, the inmate with Al- Khidr
is not the Musa of the children of Israel. Therefore bin Abbas replied:
Allah’s enemy falsified the fact. It is narrated to me by Ubaiy bin Ka’ab
who heard the messenger of Allah saying: One day Prophet Musa was
delivering a speech in front of the children of Israel, so they asked him
(to tell them) who is the most knowledgeable person of the people? He
said: I am! Therefore Allah hated him, because he had not referred the
knowledge to Him who is the All knowing. So Allah told him that I have a
servant at the place, where the two arms of the sea join together (the
gulf of Aqaba and the gulf of Suez) he will be a person more knowledgeable than you. So Musa said: O my Lord! How could I meet him? He
said: “Take a fish, put it in a pot and whosesoever you lost the fish, he
will be there”. As instructed, Musa took the fish and placed it in a pot and
he proceeded along with his male servant Yosha-bin Nun, till they
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61. But when they reached the meeting point of the two (seas)
they forgot their fish, which took its course through the sea
(straight) as if it were in a tunnel.
62. When they had passed on (some distance), he (Musa) said to
his young man: ‘bring us our early meal. Truly, we have
suffered much fatigue at this (stage of ) our journey’.
63. He (the young man) said: “Did you see (what happened) when
we betook ourselves for rest at the rock, I did indeed forget
(regarding) the fish; and none but Shaitan (Satan), caused
me to forget to mention (to you) about it. It took its course
through the sea in a wonderful way!”
64. He (Musa) said: “That was what we were desiring after : so
they retraced their steps following their footsteps (the path
they had come).
65. So they found one of Our servants on whom We had bestowed
mercy from Ourselves and whom We had taught knowledge from Our presence.
66. Musa said to him: “May I follow you so that you may teach
me something of the right direction and guidance that you
have been taught?”
67. He (the righteous person) said: “Verily, you will not be able to
have patience with me!
68. “And how could you bear patiently about something which
you are not acquainted with?”
69. He (Musa) said: “You will find me, if Allah wills, (truly) patient; and I will not disobey you in any matter.”
70. He (the righteous man) said: “If then, you follow me; then do
not question me about anything until I myself narrate to
you concerning it”.
71. So they both proceeded until when they boarded a ship, (while
they were in the ship), he made a hole therein. Said he
(Musa): “Have you — made a hole therein to drown the
folk thereof? Truly, a strange thing you have done!”
reached a rock where they lay down and slept. At this moment the fish
smelt water from near by the rock and made a passage to the sea. Now,
Musa requested the food. At this juncture the servant narrates the missing of the fish and when both of them returned to trace that place, he met
the person, he was in search of. Bukhary Vol, 6:110-112.
849. It is reported that the reflectors of Makka requested the Jews to inform
them of some affairs about which they have real knowledge, so they
could test this man who was called a Prophet. Then they said: Ask him
about a man who is known as a great traveler on the earth. So this was
revealed.
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72. He said: “Did I not tell you that you would not be able to bear
in patience with me?”
73. He (Musa) pleaded: “Please, do not take to task, for forgetting, nor grieve me by raising difficulties in my case”.
74. Then they proceeded until, when they met a young boy. Then
he killed him. He (Musa) said, “Have you killed a pious (and
innocent) person without (his having slain) a soul (in case of
retaliation)? Truly you have committed a heinous act!”
75. He answered: “Did I not tell you that you would not be able
to bear in patience with me?”
76. He (Musa) said: “If ever I ask you about anything after this,
then keep me no longer in your company. Then would you
have received (full) excuse from my side”.
77. Then they proceeded (again) until when they reached the inhabitants of a town. They asked them for food, but they
refused to entertain the two. Then they found therein a
wall on the point of falling into ruin, but he set it up straight.
He (Musa) said, ‘‘If you had wished, surely you could have
exacted some recompense for that”.
78. He said, “This is the separation between me and you. Now I
will tell you the interpretation of (those things) about which
you were not able to bear patience”.
79. “As for the ship, it belonged to certain men in dire want working in the sea. So, I wished to render it to disfigure, for
there was a certain king after them who seized every ship
by force.
80. “As for the youth, his parents were believers, and we feared
that he would impose difficulties on them by exceeding
wickedness and ingratitude.
81. “So we desired that their Lord would grant them in exchange
(a son) more righteous than him, and closer in affection.
82. “And as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in the
town, and there was beneath it, a treasure belonging to
them; and their father had been a righteous man, so your
Lord intended that they should attain their age of full
strength and should bring forth their treasure as a mercy
(and favour) from your Lord. And I did it not of my own
will. Such is the interpretation of (those things) over which
you were not able to in have patience (with me)”.
83. And they ask849 you concerning Zul-qarnain.850 Say, “I will rehearse to you something of his story”.
850. Dhul-Qarnayn: - Popular opinion of some scholars is that “ Dhul-Qarnayn“
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84. Verily, We gave him a strong authority in the land; and We
provided him the ways and the means to accomplish every
end.851
85. Then he continued his way.852
86. Until, when he reached the setting place of the sun. He found
it setting in a muddy fountain, and he found near that a
people. We said: “O Dhul -qamain! (You have authority) either you (may) punish them, or treat them with kindness”.853
87. He said: “Whoever does wrong, we shall certainly punish him,
and then he will be sent back to his Lord; and He will punish him with a horrible punishment.
88. “But whoever believes and does righteous deeds, he shall have
the best reward, and also we shall facilitate everything for
him by our command”.
89. Then he followed (another) way. 854
refers to Alexander the Great. History tells that this ruler was an idol
worshipper, and therefore, does not suit the Dhul-Qarnayn mentioned
in the Qur’an, who was a faithful and God-fearing ruler. Rather the
allusion could be suitable to `Cyrus the Great`, the founder of the Persian Ikhmaenia Kingdom. He ruled five hundred years before Alexander,
and in Cyrus, reflects all the good qualities of a true Muslim.
851. Dhul-Qarnayn, strengthened his authority through the land with the help
from his Lord who granted him all knowledge, wisdom and power. All
the people in the land submitted thanks to him.
852. He followed a way to help him to reach his desire. The Almighty had
disposed all his paths.
853. He reached that area where there was no place further on the western
side, on the seashore, of the Atlantic Ocean where he noticed, according to his view, the sun setting in muddy water. He found there, a people
having no faith, whose dress was made of skins and who hunted and
fished for their provision. Now he started giving them good advice as
mentioned here and in the following verses. He conveyed to them the
message, which had inspired him. He told them to follow the better way
and warned those guilty, arrogant and neglectful of the faith, about the
punishment here in this world through him or his followers and warns
them about the great punishment in the Hereafter. At the same time he
gave those righteous people among them glad tidings of the reward
and their wonderful end.
854. Then he returned, after establishing a rightful Kingdom in the west to the
east. He found there, a people living simple lives and they sheltered
during the day protecting themselves from the heat of the sun. After
sunset, they came out. He governed in the east as he has done in the
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90. Until when he reached the place of the rising of the sun, he
found it rising on a people for whom We had given nothing
to act as a covering against it (the sun).
91. In that way, We encompassed full knowledge of what was before him.
92. Then he followed (another) way. 855
93. Until when he reached (a valley) between two mountains, he
found there, some other people who scarcely understood
the speech.
94. They said: “O Dhul-Qarnayn! The Gog and Magog (people)
do great mischief on earth. Shall we provide a tribute to be
paid to you on condition that you might erect a barrier
between us and them?886
95. He said: “(The power) in which my Lord has bestowed upon
me is better (than your tribute). Then, assist me, therefore,
with strength (and labour). I will (thus) erect a strong barrier between you and them.
96. “Bring me large pieces of iron”; - until when he had leveled up
the space between the two steep mountain sides, he said:
“Blow (on the fair)”; when he had made it fiery, he said:
“Bring me molten brass, (so) that I may pour over it. 857
97. Thus they (Gog and Magog) were not able to scale it (the
mountain) nor were they able to dig through it
98. He said: “This is a mercy from my Lord. But when the prom
west, as mentioned in the following verses.
855. He left the place after finishing his mission at the west and east, he
turned towards North- to the countries in between Adhar-bijan and Armenia- He finds here a different kind of people and conveying his mission was possible only through interpreters as understood from the
verse 93.
856. Ya‘jooj and Ma’jooj (Gog & Magog) are the two wild tribes who had caused
great destruction to their neighbours in central Asia who, wanted a
permanent protection from the aggression of these wild tribes. Their
area extends right from the northern part of Asia- Tibet and China- to the
Arctic Circle and ends near the Turkistan (in the west) and the people of
the west of the North requested Dhul-Qarnayn, to protect them by creating a great barrier to stop the tribes from their invasion and from their
rebellious activities. They were even ready to render him tribute from
their wealth if he helped them.
857. Dhul-Qarnayn told them: “The provisions provided to me by my Lord in the
form of wealth, authority, Kingdom and knowledge are far better than
what you are willing to provide as tribute. Therefore, I do not require it.
But provide me the labourers, builders and the materials”. Finally he
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ise of my Lord comes to pass, He will make it into dust; and the promise of my Lord is ever true”.
99. And on that Day, we shall leave them to surge like waves of the
(ocean) on one another. The trumpet will be blown, and We
shall gather them all together (for the Judgement).858
100. And We shall present Hell on that Day, for the rejecters to see, in
an extended manner.859
101. Whose eyes had been under a veil from My Reminder (the Qur’an),
and who had been unable even to hear (that).
102. Do the rejecters (of the faith) think that they can take My servants as protectors besides Me’? Verily, We have prepared Hell
for the rejecters, as the place of (their) entertainment.
103 . Say: “We shall tell you of those who are losers most, in respect of
(their)actions.
104. “Those whose efforts have been wasted in the life of this world,
while they thought that they were indeed acquiring good
works”.
105. They are those who reject the signs of their Lord, and the fact of
their having to meet Him (in the Hereafter). So, their works
are in vain; and We will allow them (their works), no weight
on the Day of Judgement.
106. That is their reward, Hell. Because, they rejected faith, and took
My signs and My messengers, by way of mockery.
107. As to those who have believed and done righteous deeds, they
have Heavens of the Firdaus (inner circle of the Heaven or the
highest Heaven) as a place of entertainment.
108. Wherein, they shall dwell forever; they shall wish for no change
from it.860
.......led them to make a strong barrier as they had requested. Through this
great deed, they were protected from the evil deeds of this wild community.
He thanked Almighty for this great work as understood from the following
verses. Here it is noteworthy to mention two points:
(a). His journey towards that wasteland of Ya‘jooj and Ma‘jooj has not been
mentioned here. That does not mean that he had not reached there.
(b). We understand from the verse 84 of this chapter that he had not left a
single place on the earth but he travelled and established his authority there
and we put our trust upon Allah in this matter.
858. When the Last Hour approaches all the barriers will perish and once again
these wild people will spread mischief in the land as mentioned in 21: 96.
859. On the Day of Judgement, each person will be presented his own record and
the rejecters of faith will witness their own reward as the inmates of the Hell
Fire. In the following verses the activities of the rejecters of faith in this
world has been mentioned.
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109. Say: “If the ocean were ink (with which to write) the words of my
Lord, definitely, the ocean would be (sooner) exhausted than
would the words of my Lord - even if we added (another ocean)
likeit,forit’said!”861
110. Say: “I am but a man like your- selves, (but) it has been revealed
to me that your God is only One God. Whoever hopes to meet
his Lord, then let him work (with) righteousness, and let him
associate no one in the worship of his Lord.862

860. Surely, the faithful and righteous people will enjoy their great reward in the
highest section of the Paradise.
861. The knowledge of Allah is wide and no one can grasp His knowledge. He is
All- knowing 31:27
862. Tell them all “I am a man like you” The Holy Prophet had declared publicly this
Universal message to the people. “I do not own any knowledge except that
which Allah, the Almighty has taught me by inspiration and I have no power
to increase or decrease it. I am only fulfilling His message to you. The
cardinal principle of the message is the Unity of Him. Therefore if any one
of you hopes for the grace and blessing of Him, let him be righteous through
worshipping Him alone.”
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Mary
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and begins with the Prophet
Zakariya’s prayer for a son to succeed him, and Allah blesses him with
Yahya.

The Surah gives a detailed account of Maryam and the miraculous birth
of Prophet Isa (Jesus), a cousin of Yahya.
The Surah asserts that everyone shall be brought back to Allah in submission, on the Day of Judgment, and shall be judged for their actions.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Kaf. Ha. Ya. ‘Ain. Sad.863
2. (This is) a commemoration of the Mercy of your Lord (bestowed
upon) His servant, Zakariya.
3. When he invoked his Lord in secret (low-tones)
4. (Praying): “O my Lord! My bones are indeed feeble and the (hair of
my) head has turned gray; but in my supplications to you, O
my Lord, I have never been disappointed.
5. “Now I am indeed apprehensive (of the situation of) my relatives
after me: and my wife is barren. So, bestow upon me an heir
apparent from you,
6. “Who shall inherit me, and inherit (also) the family of Ya‘qub; and
make him, O my Lord, acceptable (to You).”864
7. (Allah responded): “O Zakariya! We indeed announce to you good
news of a son. His name shall be Yahya; We have designated no
one before him by that name.”865
863. Refer to the abbreviated letters 2:1.
864. Prophet Zakariya invokes his Lord, to bless him with some one who would
inherit his knowledge and wisdom, and continue the illustrious lineage of
the great Prophet Ya‘qub. Zakariya is aware that he has become very old,
and was worried as to what would happen to his people in the absence of
someone to guide them in the right way.
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8. He said: “O my Lord! How shall I have a son while my wife is barren, and I have become quite decrepit from old age?”
9. He (an angel) said: “So, (the affair will be like that). Your Lord says
- ‘that is (simple and) easy for Me, and indeed I created you
before, when you were nothing! “’
10. (Zakariya) said: “O my Lord! Give me a sign.” He said: “Your sign
shall be that you shall not speak to people for three (successive) nights, (although you are) in sound health.”
11. So Zakariya came out to his people from the chamber. Thereupon,
he gestured to them (by signs) to glorify (Allah) in the morning and in the evening.
12. (We commanded his son): “O Yahya! Hold fast the Book” (Taurah);
and We bestowed upon him wisdom, while he was a child.
13. (We made him) a (token of) tenderness from Ourselves, and purity; and he was devout (and righteous).
14. And kind towards his parents, and he was not insolent (or) rebellious.
15. And peace be upon him on the day he was born, and the day he
dies, and the day he will be raised up alive (again).
16. And commemorate in the Book (the news of) Maryam, when she
went aside from her family to an eastern place (of the house).866
17. And she took a veil to cover herself from them. Thereupon, We
sent to her Our ‘Ruh’ (through angel Jibreel), and he appeared
before her as a man, in all respects.
18. (On perceiving him), she said: “I indeed seek refuge from you,
with the most gracious (Allah), if you are at all righteous”.
19. He said: “I am only a messenger from your Lord, (send so) that I
may give you (tidings of) a pure (and righteous) son”.
20. She said: “How can I have a son while no man has touched me,
and I am not unchaste?”
21. He said: “So, (it shall be so). Your Lord says: ‘that is (simple and)
easy for Me. And We wish to appoint him as a sign unto people,
and a mercy from Us’. And it is a matter already decreed.”
22. So she conceived him, and she went aside with him to a distant
place (in Bethlehem).
865. Allah answers his prayers, and gives him the glad tidings of a son to be named
Yahya. This is the blessing and mercy mentioned in verse 2. Up to verse
15. We find the conversation between Zakariya and his Lord concerning
the pregnancy, its signs, and the birth of Yahya and blessing him with wisdom in his child hood. 3:38-41
866. The story of Maryam is mentioned in the verses up to 34. She is described as
a pious lady to whom the angel appeared in the shape of a man, giving her
the glad tidings of a blessed child Isa. The related story of Maryam is also
seen in chapter 3; verses 35-37&42-60.
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23. And the pains of childbirth made her go to the trunk of a palmtree. (Realizing her condition), she said (in her anguish):
“Would that I had died before this! And would that I had been
quite forgotten! “
24. So, (a voice) called upon her from beneath it (the palm-tree): “Do
not grieve! Surely, your Lord has placed a rivulet beneath you.
25. “And shake the trunk of the palm- tree towards you. It will drop
down upon you, fresh ripe dates.
26. “Then, eat and drink and refresh yourself And if you should see
anyone among the people, just say: ‘I have indeed vowed a fast
to the Most Gracious (Allah), and I will therefore, hold today,
no conversation with any human being.”
27. Then, she brought him (the child) to her people, carrying him.
(When they saw her in this situation they said: “O Maryam!
Truly, you have perpetrated an abominable thing.
28. “O sister of Harun! Your father was not a man of evil, nor was your
mother an unchaste woman.”
29. But she pointed towards him (the child, to ask the truth). They
said: “How can we talk to one who is a child in the cradle‘?”
30. (Thereupon), he (the child) said: “I am indeed a servant of Allah.
He had bestowed upon me, the Book, and appointed me as a
Prophet.
31. “And He has made me blessed whosesoever I may be, and has enjoined upon me, prayer and Zakat (alms-giving) as long as I live.
32. “Also (He has made me) kind towards my mother, and has not
made me insolent and graceless.
33. “And peace be upon the day I was born, and the day I die, and the
day that I shall be raised up alive (again)!”
34. Such (was) ‘Isa (Jesus) the son of Maryam. (It is) a statement of
truth, concerning which they entertain doubt.”867
35. It is not befitting to (the Majesty of) Allah that He should beget a
son. Glory be to Him! When He determines a matter, He only
saystoit“be”,anditis.
36. And (Know) ! Allah truly is my Lord and your Lord. Therefore,
worship Him (alone). This is the straight path.868
867. That is the true story of Isa, a servant and Messenger of Allah, Who granted
him the Scripture “Injil”, wherein true guidance and prophecy of a great
Prophet who will rise from the Arabian Peninsula is mentioned.
868. Allah is Creator, and He is above every need. He has no son, no advisor and
no partner. So worship Him alone. This was indeed the teaching of Prophet
Isa (peace be upon him) to the children of Israel. However, at times, unscrupulous people had distorted the true teachings of this great Prophet
and elevated him to the level of God.
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37. Thereafter, the sects differed (in their faith on ‘Isa) among themselves, and woe to those who reject the meeting of the (great
Day of Judgement).869
38. How sharp shall be their hearing and sight on the Day that they
shall present themselves before Us! But the wrongdoers today
are in manifest error!
39. And warn them of the Day of grief and regrets, when the matter
will be determined; but they are negligent (in this world), and
they do not believe.870
40. It is surely We Who will inherit the earth and all who are thereon;
and to Us will they all be returned.
41. And also commemorate in the Book (the news of) Ibrahim: he was
truly a righteous man and a Prophet. 871
42. Remember the time, when he said to his father: “O my father!
Why do you worship that which can neither hear nor see, and
can profit you nothing?
43. “O my father! There has come to me (certain) knowledge which
has not reached you; so follow me. I will guide you to a perfect
and straight path.
44. “O my father! Do not worship Shaithan. Surely Shaithan is a rebel
against the Most Gracious (Allah).
45. “O my father! I am afraid that a punishment from the Most Gracious (Allah) will afflict you; and you become a comrade of
Shaithan.”
46. He (the father) replied: “Are you desirous to leave (and turn away)
from my gods, O Ibrahim? If you desist not, I shall surely stone
you. Now leave me alone for a considerable time.”
47. He (Ibrahim) said: “Peace be upon you. I shall ask for forgiveness
from my Lord for you. He is indeed ever gracious unto me.”
48. “And I will separate myself from you and from those whom you
869. These were initially three groups - the Jacobites who claim that Isa was God,
who came down to the earth and then ascended to the sky; the Nasturia,
who believe that he was the son of God; and the Malkania, who were true
believers who considered Isa to be only a servant of One God. Those who
deviated from the right path will undoubtedly be punished for their evil acts,
on the Day when every person will be judged justly by the Almighty,
870. Instruction is given to the Holy Prophet to inform the Makkans in particular,
and Mankind in general, concerning the Day of Judgement.
871. There is a narration of the Prophet Ibrahim, in the verses up to 50. How he
tried to convince his father about the futility of worshipping inanimate objects, and warning him of a severe torment in the Hereafter, for those who
failed to worship the One true God. Ibrahim suffered persecution at the
hands of his own father and the people of Babylon. The spiritual teachings
of Prophet Ibrahim.
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invoke besides Allah. And I will supplicate my Lord. It may
well be that in supplicating upon my Lord, I shall not be unblessed.”
49. When he had separated himself from them and from those whom
they worshipped besides Allah, We bestowed on him, Ishaq
and Yafqub, and each one of them, We made a Prophet.
50. And We bestowed them with Our mercy and We granted them a
lofty tongue of veracity (a high reputation for truth).
51. And (also) commemorate in the Book (the news of) Musa. Truly,
He was sincere, and he was a Messenger and a Prophet.
52. And We called him from the right side of Mount (Sinai) and We
brought him near Us to converse in secret.872
53. And out of Our Mercy, We bestowed upon him, his brother Harun,
(also) a Prophet.
54. And (also) commemorate in the Book (the news of) Ismail. He
was indeed a true honourer of promise, and he was a Messenger (and) a Prophet.873
55. He used to enjoin his people to (perform) prayer and (pay) Zakat,
and he was (most acceptable) and very pleasing in the sight of
his Lord.
56. And (also) commemorate in the Book, Idris. He was indeed a man
of truth (and sincerity); (and) a Prophet.
57. And We exalted him to a lofty place.874
58. Those are some of the Prophets on whom Allah did bestow His
favour, of the descendants of Adam, and of those whom We
carried (in the Ark), with Nuh; and of the descendants of
Ibrahim, and Israel. (Yaqub) and of those whom We guided
and chose; whenever the verses of the Most Gracious (Allah)
were recited to them, they fell down in prostrate adoration,
weeping.875
59. But after them, there came a succeeding generation who neglected
the prayer, and followed evil desires. Soon, then, they will
plunge into the valley of “Gayy’’ in Hell.
60. Except those who repent and believe, and act righteously; so, such
will enter Paradise and they will not be wronged in the least.
61. Heavens of the perpetual abode, which the Most Gracious (Allah)
has promised to His servants in the unseen (without their having seen theme; His promise must come to pass.
872. A brief reminder about Prophet Musa is mentioned here. See 28:7-44.
873. Ismail was the eldest son of the Prophet Ibrahim, and he became the fountainhead of the new Arab nation.
874. Idris was a man of truth and sincerity, and a Prophet who held a high position
among his people. 21:85
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62. They will not hear there, any vain discourse, but only (salutations
of) peace; and they will have therein their provisions, morning and evening.
63. Such is the Paradise, which We bestow as an inheritance to those
of Our servants who are mindful of their duty (to Allah).
64. And (the angels say): “We descend not but by command of your
Lord. To Him belongs all that is before us, and all that is behind us, and all that is in between. And your Lord is not forgetful (of His promise to His servants).”
65. (He is the) Lord of the firmaments and of the earth and of all that
is between them. So worship Him (alone) and be constant and
patient in His worship. Do you know of any who is similar to
Him (possessing His attributes)?
66. And man says: “when I am dead, shall I indeed then be raised up
alive?” 876
67. But does not man remember that We indeed created him before,
when he was not anything?
68. So, by your Lord, without doubt, We shall gather them all together,
and (also) Shaithans (with them). Then We shall surely bring
them forward around Hell, kneeling.
69. Then We shall certainly snatch away from every sect all those
who were worst in obstinate rebellion against (Allah) the Most
gracious.
70. And certainly We know best those who are most worthy of being
roasted therein.
71. And there is not one of you but will pass over it - (it is) a settled
decree with your Lord.877
72. But We shall rescue those who are righteous and We shall leave
the wrongdoers therein. kneeling.
73. And when Our clear verses are recited to them clearly, the rejected say to those who believe: which of the two sects is best
placed in position, and in best counccil?”
74. And (remember) how many generations before them We have
destroyed, who were even better off in equipment and in outward appearance.878
75. Say “Whosoever is in error, then (Allah) Most Gracious extends
to him an extension (of time), until they see what they were
promised, thing fulfilled), whether it be the punishment or
whether it be (the approach of) the hour,- then they will realise
875. These Messengers had proved themselves to be pure at heart and conduct.
The lineage from Adam to Nuh, Nuh to Ibrahim and Ibrahim to the Holy
Prophet Muhammad, is mentioned here.
876 Men are still in doubt regarding their being risen up again after death, on the
Day of Judgement. The following verses clearly affirm the Resurrection,
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who is worse placed in position, and (who is) weakest in forces.
76. “And Allah increases in (greater) guidance, those who have followed the right path; and the good deeds which endure are
best in the sight of your Lord, as rewards, and a more auspicious end.”
77. Have you seen the one who rejects Our verses, and says: “ I shall
certainly be given wealth and children (if I will be resurected)?’’
78. Has he penetrated to the unseen, or has he made a pact with the
Most Gracious (Allah)?”879
79. Nay! But We will write downbeat he says, and We will extend to
him extension of this punishment.
80. And We will inherit of him, all that of what he speaks about, and
he will come to us all alone (empty handed).
81. And they have taken (for worship) gods other than Allah, that
they may be (a source) of power and glory forces.
82. Not at all! But they(their false gods) will reject their worship and
become their opponents.880
83. Do you not see that We send Shaitans against those who reject,
(so) that they may incite them by an incitement (to the filthy
actions)?
84. So make no haste against them (for the chastisement). We have indeed prepared for them a (limited) number (of days in this world).
85. Remember the Day when We shall gather those who are righteous (to Allah) Most Gracious, as (honoured) guests.
86. And We shall drivers guilty ones into Hell, as thirty cattle are
driven to water.881
and the ultimate destination of man based on his actions in this world.
877. Every person, both the righteous and the dishonest, will pass by the Fire of
Hell. It is reported, on the authority of Jabir who said: I heard the messenger
of Allah saying, that “everyone, both the virtuous and wicked, must enter
through the Hell Fire. However, the true believers, would be in a state of
peace and unaffected by the heat of the Fire.” A similar Hadith has been
reported by Ibn Abbas as well.
878. This is the reply to those idol worshippers who claimed their superiority over
the believers.
879. Instead of being grateful to Allah for bestowing upon them wealth and children. man turns away in ignorance - claiming that their wealth and children
would save them. Let them remember that we have a record of every action of theirs, and they will indeed be severely punished for their false claims.
880. The idol worshippers think their idols will intercede for them on the Day of
Judgement. Remember, none shall have the power of intercession. but
such a person who has received the permission from the Al Mighty as
mentioned in verse 87 of this chapter.
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87. None shall have the power of intercession (on that Day), but he
who had received a promise from the Most Gracious (Allah).
88. And they say: “Thee Most Gracious has betaken a son (for Himself)!’’
89. Indeed you have brought forth, a most monstrous affair.
90. The firmaments are rent asunder thereupon, and the earth split
asunder, and the mountains fall down in utter ruin.
91 . For that they invoke a son to the Most Gracious (Allah).882
92. Whereas, it is not consonant with (the Majesty of) the Most Gracious, that He should beget a son.
93. There is no one in the firmaments and the earth, but he must
come to the Most Gracious as a servant.
94. Verily, He encompasses them (all), and has numbered them with
(exact) burbling.
95. And every one of them will come to Him on the Day of judgement, (all) alone.
96. Verily, those who believe and do righteousness, the Most gracious
will bestow love on them.883
97. So, We have indeed made it (the Quran) easy, in your own tongue,
so that you may thereby give glad tidings the righteous people,
and warn thereby, a contentious people. 884
98. And how many generations, We have destroyed before them? Can
you perceive a single one of them (now) or hear even a whisper
of theme?885
880. The idol worshippers think their idols will intercede for them on the Day of
Judgement. Remember, none shall have the power of intercession. but
such a person who has received the permission from the Al Mighty as
mentioned in verse 87 of this chapter.
881. Allah has granted man the ability to think and reason and then choose for
himself the right way. Satan and his hosts will continuously try to lead men
astray, and those who choose to follow Satan will indeed be the losers.
882. Alleging that the Almighty has a son is indeed blasphemous! What need does
the rector of all; the Sustainer of all, have of a son! Everything in the universe belongs to Him, and has been created only to serve Him.
883.The righteous shall enjoy the love and closeness of the Most Merciful.
884. The Holy Quran was revealed in Arabic, so that the people could comprehend it,
record it, and then propagate the message of truth to those not present there,
885. Yet another reminder of what happened to the obstinate people of the bygone
nations, who continued to err, despite receiving guidance from their Prophets. Indeed the punishment of your Lord is severe, so strive hard to keep
away from error.
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his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and begins by proclaiming that the
Qur’an was revealed as an admonition to those who fear Allah. When
Umar bin Khattab (initially an arch enemy of Islam), heard the recitation of
some portion of this chapter, from a written copy of his sister Fatima and which
was given to him a sincere thought and that resulted to his conversion and became the great companion of the Holy Prophet (pbuh).
Scenes of the Day of Judgment are depicted, and the believers are urged to
pray to Allah for mercy. Allah reminds us not to enviously regard the worldly goodness that he has bestowed on some people; as He only seeks to try them with it.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ta Ha 886
2. We have not send down the Qur’an to you, to make you miserable.
3. But only as an admonition to him who fears (doing wrong deeds). 887
4. Being sent down from Him, Who created the earth and the high
firmaments.
5. (He is) the Most Gracious (who has executed firmly what He) desired upon the ‘Arsh’ .888
6. To Him belongs whatever is in the firmaments, and whatever is on
the earth, and whatever is between them; and whatever is beneath the soil.
7. And if you pronounce the word aloud, (it makes no difference); He
knows truly what is secret, and what is even more concealed.
8. (He is) Allah! There is no god but He (alone)! To Him belong the
most beautiful names.889
9. And has the story of Musa come to you‘? 890
886. Refer to the index for explanation of abbreviated letters used in the Holy Qur’an.
Also, it is said that Taha is one of the names of the Holy Prophet (peace be
upon him).
887. It is clear here that the duty of the Prophet is only to convey the message of Allah
to the people, and it is up to them to accept it or not. Also see 26:2-5
888. See the reference to ‘Al Arsh’. 7:54
889. See. 1:3
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10. (At the time) when he saw a fire (as the sign of the glory of Allah);
so, he said to his family: “Tarry you (here). I have perceived a
fire; perhaps I can bring you some (burning) brand there from,
or find (some) guidance at the fire.”
11. But when he came to it (the fire), he was called: “O Musa!
12. “Verily, I am your Lord! Therefore, take off your sandals; you are
indeed in the sacred valley of ‘Tuwa’.
13. “I have chosen you (from your people); so listen well to what is
revealed (to you).
14. “Verily, I am Allah! There is no god beside Me. So worship Me
(alone) and be steadfast in prayer, for My remembrance.
15. “Verily, the Hour (of the Judgment) is coming- but I have almost
kept it hidden- so that every soul may be rewarded for what it
has striven.
16. “Therefore, let not him turn you aside from (the thought of) it, who
believes not therein, but follows his own desire - lest you perish!
17. “And what is that in your right hand, O Musa?”
18. He said, “It is my staff I lean on it; (and) by means of it I beat down
the leaves (as food) for my sheep; and wherein I (also) have
other necessary uses”.
19. He (Allah) said: “Cast it down, O Musa!”
20. So he cast it down, and behold! It was a serpent running about
(quickly).
21. He (Allah) said: “Take hold of it and have no fear. We shall return
it (at once) to its former state.”
22. “(Now) draw your hand close under your arm, (and) it shall come
forth, pure white (and shining) without any harm (or stain) as (yet) another sign.
23. “In order that We may show you of Our greater signs.891
24. “Go to Firaun (Pharaoh), for he has indeed transgressed (all
bounds).”
25. He (Musa) said: “O my Lord! Expand me my breast26. “And ease my task for me;
27. “And loosen the knot of my tongue,
28. “So that they may understand my words.
29. “And appoint for me a counselor, from my family,
30. “Haroon (Aaron) my brother.
890. Verses 9 - 99 narrate the story of Prophet Musa (peace be upon him). The story
unfolds from here to verse 36, as he left Madyan on his way to Egypt to visit his
mother and sister.
891. There are nine miracles that Allah had bestowed upon Musa. The ‘rod’ and ‘hand’
are two among them.
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31. “Strengthen my back through him,
32. “And make him share my task,
33. “So that we can glorify You much,
34. “And remember You much.
35. “Truly, You are ever seeing us.”
36. He (Allah) said: “Your request has been granted, O Musa!
37. “And We have already favoured upon you, at another time,892
38. “When We revealed to your mother, what was revealed (to her,
Saying)
39. “Put him (the child Musa) into the chest and cast it into the river
(Nile); so the river will cast him up on the shore (of the river),
where an enemy of Mine and an enemy to him shall take him
up’. But I endowed you with love from Me, and (this) in order
that you might be brought up under My eye.
40. Remember the time when your sister walked along and said. “Shall I
direct you to one who will take care of him (the child)?’ So We
restored you to your mother so that her eye might be cooled, and
she might not grieve. Then you killed (after years passed), a man;
but We rescued you from great distress, and We tested you with
various trials. Then you did tarry several years among the people
of Madyan; then you came (here) as ordained (by Us), O Musa!
41. “And I have chosen you for My self (for service).
42. “Go, you and your brother, with My signs, and do not slacken,
either of you, in remembering Me.893
43. “Go, both of you, to Pharaoh, for he has indeed transgressed (all
bounds);
44. “But speak to him with soft words, so that perchance he may take
heed, or fear (the consequences of his deeds).”
45. They (Musa and Harun) said: “Our Lord! We fear lest he hasten
with insolence against us, or lest he transgress all bounds.”
46. He said: “Fear not. Surely, I will be with you. I will hear and see
(everything).
47. “So go you both to him, and say: ‘Verily, we are the Messengers
from your Lord. Send forth, therefore, the children of Israel
with us; and do not punish them. We have indeed come to you
with a sign from your Lord; and peace shall be upon him, who
follows the guidance (brought by us).
892. There is a mention of the first favour that Allah had showered on Musa - namely,
his rescue soon after his birth; his rescue from the court of Pharaoh, which led
to his departure to the land of the Madianites where he was sheltered for many
years.
893. Allah’s instruction to Musa and his elder brother Harun (Aaron) to go to Pharaoh
and his people, and convey the message of the One God. Allah also instructs
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48. “ ‘Verily, it has been revealed to us that the punishment (shall
come) upon him who denies and turns away”.
49. (When this message was delivered), he (Pharaoh) said: “Who then,
O Musa, is the Lord of you two?”
50. He said: “Our Lord is He Who has bestowed upon everything, its
created form; then guided (it to its proper function)”.894
51. He (Pharaoh) said: “What then (will be) the fate of the previous
generations?”
52. He replied: “The knowledge thereof is in a Book (duly recorded)
with my Lord; my Lord neither errs nor forgets”.
53. “(My Lord is) He, Who has made for you the earth as a cradle, and
has enabled you to walk in it by paths; and has sent down water from the sky”- and thereby, We have brought forth various
pairs of plants (each separate from the other)
54. Eat (for yourselves) and pasture your livestock. Verily, there are
signs in that for people who are endowed with intelligence.
55. From it (the earth), We have created you, and into it, We shall
return you, and from it, We shall bring you forth once again.
56. And We showed him (Pharaoh), all Our signs, but he falsified
them and refused (to believe).895
57. He said: “Have you come to expel us from our land, with your
magic, O Musa?896
58. “But we shall assuredly produce magic, the like thereof. So fix an
appointment between us and you, which we shall not fail to
keep - neither we, nor you- in a place alike for us (equally convenient to meet).”
59. He (Musa) said: “Your appointment shall be on the day of the solemn feast, and let the people be assembled when the sun is
wellup.”
60. So Pharaoh turned away, and he concerted his stratagem and then
came (to the appointed place).
61. He (Musa) said to them: “Woe to you! Do not fabricate falsehood
against Allah, lest He destroy you (at once) utterly by (His) punishment; and truly, he who fabricates a falsehood, shall perish.”
62. Thereupon, they began to argue among themselves over their affair- but they conferred in secret.
63. They said: “These two are certainly (expert) magicians, who desire to drive you out from your land by their magic, and take
them how to approach the Pharaoh and his people.
894. In response to Pharaoh’s questions, Musa describes the greatness and magnificence of the Lord and Creator.
895. All the nine miracles that Musa had been blessed with, were shown to Pharaoh
and his people, yet, they believed not.
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away your most distinguished nobility.
64. “Therefore, gather up your plan and then come forward arrayed.
And surely he shall prosper today, who gets the upper hand.”
65. They said: “O Musa! Either do you cast down (your rod), or must
we be the first to cast down (ours)?”
66. He said: “Rather, cast you down (first)!” Then behold, their ropes
and their rods, so it appeared to him, by their enchantment, as
though they were running (like serpents).
67. So Musa conceived a (sort of) fear in his mind.
68. We said (to him): “Fear not! You will indeed have the upper hand.
69. “And cast forth what is in your right hand; (quickly) will it swallow up what they have produced. And indeed what they have
produced is but a magician’s trick; and the magician shall not
prosper wherever he comes.”
70. So the magicians were made to fall down in prostration, and they
said: “We believe in the Lord of Harun and Musa.”
71. He (Pharaoh) said: “(What)! Do you believe in Him before I give
you permission? Surely, he must be your chief who taught you
magic! Therefore, be sure, I shall cut off your hands and feet
on opposite sides, and I will surely crucify you on the trunks
of palm-trees; and you shall know certainly, which of us is more
severe in punishing, and in giving the more lasting punishment!”
72. They said: “We shall never prefer you to the manifest signs that
have come to us; (nor shall we prefer you) to Him Who created
us. So decree whatever you desire to decree. Surely, your jurisdiction is applicable only to the life of this world.
73. “(But) truly, we have believed in our Lord. May He forgive us our
faults, and the magic to which you did compel us. And Allah
is Best and The Most Abiding.”
74. Verily, whoever comes to his Lord as a criminal, surely for him is
Hell - therein shall he neither die nor live.
75. But such as come to Him as believer (and) who have acted righteous deeds, - for them are the highest grades (of bliss)
76. Heavens of perpetual abode, beneath which rivers flow. They will
896. Pharaoh is concerned of the impact of these miracles on his people. He declared
them as sorcery aimed at deceiving his people. A contest was called for,
whereby all the magicians of Egypt were invited to challenge Musa. The end
result of this contest, was that it was made manifest to the people that Musa
was indeed a man sent by Lord, and following this, the magicians and some of
the other spectators accepted him and his message.
897. Allah inspired Musa to lead his followers to the promised land, and thus the
people of Israel were rescued from the bondage of the Pharaoh and the Egyptians. Their crossing of the Red Sea was yet another miracle performed by
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dwell therein forever. Such is the reward of those who purify
themselves (from evil).
77. And We revealed to Musa: “Travel with My servants by night, and
strike out for them a dry path through the sea, do not fear of
being overtaken (by Pharaoh), nor be afraid (of drowning).”
78. Then Pharaoh pursued them with his troops. But the waters of
the sea overwhelmed them in such a manner, that it covered
them up.897
79. Pharaoh misguided his people, and did not guide them aright.
80. O People of Israel! We rescued you from your enemy, and We
made a covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai),
and We sent down upon you, manna and quails 81. Eat of the good things, which We have provided you- but do not commit excess therein, lest My wrath should descend upon
you. And he on whom My wrath descends, is surely ruined.
82. But I am surely Ever-Forgiving towards him who repents, and
believes, and acts righteously, then follows true guidance.”898
83. (When Musa was put up at the Mount, Allah told him): “What
made you hasten in advance of your people, O Musa?”899
84. He replied: “They are closely following in my footsteps, and I have
hastened to You, O my Lord, that You might be well pleased
(with me).900
85. He (Allah) said, “We have indeed tried your people after you left,
and the Samiri has misguided them.”
86. So Musa returned to his people in a state of anger and regret. He
said: “O my people! Did not your Lord make a generous promise with you? Did then the promise seem to you long (in coming)? Or did you desire that wrath should descend upon you
from your Lord, and so you broke your promise to me?”
87. They said: “We did not break our promise to you, as far as lay in
our power; but we were made to carry (heavy) loads of the ornaments of the people, and we cast them (into the fire according to the instructions of Samiri). In that way, the Samiri (also)
did cast (what was with him).
88. “Thereupon, he brought forth to them a corporeal calf, which had a
(meaningless) sound; then they said: ‘This is your god and the
god of Musa, but he (Musa) has forgotten (it and left it behind). “’
89. Could they not see that it could not return them a word (of answer), and had no power either to harm them or to profit them?
90. Harun had already, before (the return of Musa), told them: “O my
Musa, by the will of Allah.
898. Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) reminds the Israelites of the numerous
mercies and blessings bestowed upon them by their Lord. He calls upon them
to seek spiritual guidance and forgiveness of Allah, and warns them of incur-
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people! You are only being tried thereby. But verily, your Lord
is Most Gracious (Allah), so follow me and obey my command.”
91. They said: “We will never cease to devote (ourselves) to it, until
Musa returns to us.”
92. He (Musa) said: “O Harun! What prevented you, when you saw
they had gone astray?
93. “That you did not follow me? Did you then rebel against my order?”
94. He (Harun) replied: “O son of my mother! Do not seize me by my
beard, nor by (the hair of) my head! Truly, I was afraid that you
would say: ‘you have caused division among the children of
Israel, and you did not observe my word.”
95. He (Musa) said: “Then what is the matter with you, O Samiri?”
96. He replied: “I perceived what they did not perceive; so I seized a
handful (of dust) from the trail of the messenger (a hoof print
in the ground left by Jibril’s horse), and flung it (into the mouth
of the calf), thus did my soul prompt me.”
97. He (Musa) said: “Then get away (from us); but it shall be yours to say,
throughout your life (in this world): ‘touch me not’. And moreover, (for a future penalty) you have a promise that shall not be
broken for you. And (now) look at your god, to which you have
been devoted in adoration. We will certainly burn it (in a blazing
fire),andwillsurelyscatteritinscatteredpiecesinthesea!”901
98. But (you know) the God of you (all) is Allah; there is no god but
Him. He encompasses everything in His knowledge.
99. In that manner, We narrate to you news of what happened before.
But We, indeed have given you a reminder from Us- (the Qur’an).
ring Allah’s wrath, if they rebelled against their Lord.
899. Here is a picture of the scene at Sinai. Prophet Musa had led seventy selected
members of his followers to the Mount, for his appointment with the Almighty,
and had left the remaining behind under the supervision of his brother Haroon.
Musa was very anxious to reach early for his divine rendezvous, and to feel the
nearness of the Almighty.
900. Here and in the following verses, there is mention of the trial of the Israelites who
were left behind with Haroon. A hypocrite among the Israelites, called Samiri,
had tried to spread misunderstanding among the Israelites, by telling them that
Musa was delayed at the promised place, because the Almighty was unhappy
with their ornaments (a prohibited thing ). He therefore ordered them to cast
their ornaments into a fire which he had prepared. With the molten metal, he
then sculpted a statue of a calf and those with weak faith, among the people,
began worshipping the calf, despite protests and advice from Haroon.
901. Musa expels Samiri from his group of people, and warns him of a grievous
punishment in the Hereafter, for the evil act which he had committed.
902. When the Day of Resurrection arrives, the wicked whisper among themselves
that they had only spent a brief period in the grave, and in their life prior to death.
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100. Whoever turns away there from, verily he will bear a heavy burden on the Day of Judgement.
101. Abiding thereunder; and grievous will the burden be to them on
the Day of Judgement.
102. On the Day, when the trumpet will be blown. And We shall gather
the criminals on that Day - blue-eyed (and with dark faces).
103. Murmuring among themselves saying, ‘you tarried (in this world)
not longer than ten (days)’.902
104. We know best what they will say, when those most eminent for
their good conduct will say “You tarried no longer than a day.”
105. And they will ask you concerning the mountains. Say: “My Lord
will uproot them (and scatter them) as dust,903
106. “So He will leave them as a barren, level plain,
107. “Wherein you see neither ruggedness nor curve.”
108. On that Day, they will follow the (truthful) summoner, no crookedness with him. And (their) voices will be hushed to the Most
Gracious (Allah) - so you shall hear no more than a shuffling
(sound).
109. On that Day, intercession will not profit, except for him, for
whom the Most Gracious has granted permission, and whose
word has well pleased Him.
110. He knows what is in front of them and what is behind them; but
they cannot compass it with (their) knowledge.
111. (All) faces shall be humbled before- the Living, the Self- Subsisting, and All-Sustaining (Allah). And indeed he who bears the
burden of iniquity (on his back) will be ruined.
112. But he who works deeds of righteousness, being a believer, will
have no fear of harm, nor of any curtailment (of what is his due).
113. And thus We have sent it down as a Qur’an in Arabic, and We
have expounded certain warnings, in order that they may fear
Allah (by observing righteous deeds); or that it may cause their
remembrance (of Allah).904
114. So High and Exalted is Allah, the True and real King; and be not in
haste with the sQur’an, before its revelation to you is completed.
But say: “O my Lord! Bestow on me an increase of knowledge.
115. And We had already taken a covenant with Adam beforehand;
but he forgot: and We did not find in him any determination
(to disobey).905
116. And (remember) when We said to the angels: “prostrate yourselves to Adam”; so they prostrated themselves, but not lblis The true knowledge of the period of their stay, however, is known only to Allah.
903. The circumstances following the blast of the trumpet, is mentioned here.
904. Please refer to 2:185, 17:106, 43:3, 44:58
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he refused.
117. Then We said: “O Adam! Verily, this is an enemy to you and your
wife. So let him not get you both out of paradise, lest each of
you come to grief.
118. “Verily, to you, therein is (enough provision) not to go hungry,
nor to go naked.
119. “And not to suffer from thirst therein, nor from the sun’s heat.”
120. But Shaithan whispered evil to him; he said: “O Adam! Shall I show
you a tree of eternity, and a kingdom which will never decay?”
121. So they both ate thereof, and so their nakedness appeared manifest to them, and they began stitching together the leaves from
the Heaven to cover themselves. Thus did Adam disobey his
Lord, and fell into error.
122. Then his Lord chose him (by His grace); therefore, He accepted
his repentance and guided him.
123. He said: “Get you down, both of you, all together, from it; some of
you are an enemy to some other. But if there comes to you
guidance from Me, then whosoever follows My guidance, he
will not go astray, nor will he come to grief.
124. “But whosoever turns away from My reminder, verily for him is a
narrow life, and We shall raise him up blind on the Day of
Judgment.”
125. He will say: “O my Lord! Why have You raised me up blind, while
possessed sight (before)‘?”
126. He (Allah) will say, “Thus did you, when Our signs came to you,
and you forgot them. In that manner, you too are to be forgottentoday.”
127. And in that manner do We recompense him who is profligate,
and believes not in the signs of his Lord. And the punishment
of the Hereafter is certainly more severe and more enduring.906
128. Does it not furnish guidance to them, how many generations We
destroyed before them, in whose dwelling places, they (now)
walk? Verily, there are signs in that for people endowed with
intelligence.907
129. And if it were not for a word that had gone forth from your Lord
and an appointed term already fixed, (immediate punishment)
would have been inevitable.
130. Therefore, be patient in the face of what they say, and glorify the
905. The evil among you will constantly try to divert the pious ones from the straight
path. This is the handiwork of Shaitan and his group of devils, and they have
been doing this right from the time of Adam before he was expelled from heaven.
906. Allah has granted man with sight and the ability to discover the truth. Those who fail
to do so, despite the various signs of Allah that are made apparent to them, will
appear blind on the Day of Judgement, and their reward would be the fire of Hell.
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praise of your Lord, before the rising of the sun, and before its
setting; and glorify Him (also) in the hours of the night and
the sides of the day, (so) that you may be well- pleased.908
131. And strain not your eyes in longing, to what We have bestowed to
certain classes of them, for a brief enjoyment of the splendour
of the life of this world, through which We may try them. But
the provision of your Lord is better and more enduring.909
132. And enjoin prayer upon your family, and be constant in offering
them. We do not ask you for provision of sustenance. But We
provide it for you; and (you know that) the best end result is
that of righteousness.910
133. And they ask: “Why does he not bring us a sign from his Lord?”
Has there not come to them a clear sign of all that was mentioned in the former Scriptures?911
134. And if We had destroyed them by a punishment before it, they
would surely have said: “Our Lord! Why did You not send us a
messenger? If so, we would certainly have followed Your signs
before we were humiliated and disgraced.”912
135. Say: “Each one (of us) is waiting, so wait (therefore). And soon
you shall know who are the companions of the straight path,
and who follow true guidance.”913
907. The ultimate doom of the bygone rebellious nations are repeated numerous
times in the Qur’an, so that man might take a lesson from them, and abstain
from the errors that they had committed, thereby incurring the wrath of Allah.
908. Therefore ignore them and their falsehood. Glorify Allah and worship Him alone.
The patient and persevering among you, during times of tribulation, are the
ones closer to Allah.
909. Allah advises the believers, not to wonder upon the favours bestowed by the
Almighty upon the unbelievers. This is but a temporary respite for them, from
what is in store in the Hereafter. The believers, on the other hand, will have
eternal bliss in the Hereafter.
910. Here is a command to establish regular prayers. Man is urged to put his trust only
in Allah, for only He can provide you with what you seek.
911. The disbelievers keep asking for a miracle to prove the Prophethood of Muhammad
(peace be upon him). This is merely idle talk, for is it not clear that the Qur’an
itself is the greatest miracle of all?
912. Had We destroyed them prior to sending them the revelation through you, they
would surely ask on the Day of Judgement: “O Lord! Why did you not send us
a Messenger, so that we would have obeyed and acted according to your
commandments”?
913. The rejecters used to say that they were waiting for destruction of the believers.
At this juncture this verse was revealed reminding them, telling, we (believers)
too are waiting and know who are the rightly guided.
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his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and a large portion of the Surah
deals with describing the lives of many of the Prophets.

All of them preached the same basic truth - submission to Allah, the One
and Only; acting righteously; and preparation for the Day of Judgment.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful,
1. As concerns mankind- (the time of) their reckoning is drawing
closer, while they turn aside in negligence.914
2. There comes not to them an admonition that is newly revealed
from their Lord, but they listen to it as in jest.
3. Jesting in their hearts; the wrong doers confer together in secret
(saying): “Is this any other than a man like yourselves? Will
you then accede to sorcery while you see (it)?”915
4. He (the Prophet) said: “My Lord knows well what is commanded
in the sky and the earth; and He is the All-Hearing, the AllKnowing?
5. But, they say: “(these are his) confused dreams! And he has forged
it! Rather, he is but a poet! Let him then bring us a sign like
the ones that were sent to the former (Prophets).”
6. Yet, (the inhabitants of) the nations, whom We destroyed before
them, never believed; so will they believe?916
7. And We never sent before you (as Messengers), other than men, to
whom We granted inspiration. If you do not know (this), then
914. The promised “Hour”, is very near, but they are not yet prepared to face it!
915. Whenever a revelation is received by a Messenger, and he attempts to convey it to his people, most of them turn away and continue to indulge in their
erroneous ways. They try to conceal the truth, and extinguish the Light of
Allah. They attempt to slander the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him). Yet,
ultimately, they are the losers.
916. See 17:90-93
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ask of those who possess the message - (scholars of the - Taurah
andInjil).
8. And We did not give them bodies that ate no food, nor were they
immortals.
9. Then We fulfilled to them Our promise; then We rescued them
and those whom We willed, but We destroyed those who transgressed beyond bounds.
10. We have now sent down for you (O men!) a Book wherein lies
(glory and) eminence for you, (and it is in your language); will
you not then understand?
11. And how many townships that acted wrongfully, We have utterly
destroyed- and We raised up other people after them.
12. So, when they perceived Our punishment (coming), behold, they
(tried to) flee from it.
13. Do not flee, but return to the comforts and luxuries (of this life),
wherein you delighted, and to your places (where you lived),
in order that you may be asked.
14. They said: “O woe to us! We were indeed wrong doers!”
15. And they went on crying out in that form, till We made them as a
field that is mown down as ashes silent and quenched.
16. And we did not create the sky and the earth, and all that is between them, for sport.
17. If it had been Our desire to take (just) a pastime, We should surely
have taken it from Us, if We would do (such a thing)!
18. On the contrary, We will hurl the truth against falsehood, so it
crushes it, and behold, it (falsehood) disappears. Woe be to
you for that which you ascribe (to Allah).
19. And to Him belongs whoever is in the firmaments and on the
earth; and (even) those who are with Him (the angels) are not
too proud to worship Him; nor are they (ever) weary (of His
worship).
20. They glorify (Him) night and day; (and) they faint not.
21. Or have they taken (for worship) gods from the earth, who can
raise (the dead to life)?
22. If there had been in them (the firmaments and the earth) other
gods besides Allah, then certainly, both would have gone to
ruin. But glory be to Allah, the Lord of the “Arsh”: (High is He)
above what, they attribute to Him!
23. He will not be questioned as to His acts, but they will be questioned.
24. Or have they taken (for worship, (other) gods besides Him? Say:
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“Bring your convincing proof. This is the message of those with
me and the message of those before me”; but most of them do
not know the truth. (And) so they turn aside (from it).
25. And We sent not a Messenger before you, but We revealed to him
that there is no god but l, therefore, worship (and serve) Me
(alone).
26. And they say, “The Most Gracious has begotten a son”. Glory be to
Him! They are (but His) honoured servants.
27. They precede Him not by a word, but they act by His command
(only).
28. He knows what is in front of them, and what is behind them, and
they do not intercede, except for those with whom He is well
pleased but they tremble in awe of Him.
29. And whoever of them should say: “l am a god besides Him”, such a
one We should reward with Hell. Thus do We reward those
who do wrong.
30. Do not the rejecters realize that the firmaments and the earth
were (originally) united together in one solid mass; then We
split them asunder? And We made from water, every living
thing. Will they not then believe?917
31. And We have fixed on the earth, mountains, firm and immovable,
lest it should shake with them; and We have made therein,
broad passages (between mountains) for them to pass through,
(so) that they may be rightly guided.
32. And We have made the sky, a well- guarded and protecting roof.
Yet they turn away from the signs which these things (point
to).
33. And He is the One Who created the night and the day; the sun
and the moon. Each does swim in its orbit.918
34. And (know that) We granted not to any human being before you,
an ever-lasting life. And if then you should die, would they
live (here) forever?
35. Every soul shall have a taste of death. And We test you with both
good and evil, by way of trial and you will be returned to Us.
917. Ten wonderful proofs for anyone with intellect to understand the greatness of
the Creator.
918. The Qur’an, the greatest miracle of all, contains wonderful signs that proves
beyond doubt the omnipotence of Allah. The style of narration is non-paralleled, and evens the number of times certain words are repeated throughout the Qur’an, is of significance. In this particular verse, the words
- is
(each does swim in its orbits) when read from reverse
the same.
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36. And when the rejecters (of the faith) see you, they only make a
jest of you. (With ridicule, they say): “Is this the one who makes
mention (rendering faults), of your gods?” while they themselves are rejecters of the mention of the Most Gracious (Allah).
37. Man was created in haste (impatiently). I will soon show you My
signs; so do not ask Me to hasten (them).
38. And they say: “When will this promise (the Day of Judgement)
come to pass, if you speak the truth?”
39. If only the rejecters knew (the Day) when they shall not be able to
shield from their faces, and from their backs, the fire of Hell;
and (when) they will not be helped.
40. Indeed it will come upon them all of a sudden, so that it will
utterly confound them; and they will be unable to repel it, neither will they be reprieved.
41 . And many messengers have indeed been mocked at before you;
but those who jeered, were hemmed in by what they mocked.
42. Say: “Who can keep you safe by night and by day from (the wrath
of) the Most Gracious (Allah)? Yet they turn away from the
remembrance of their Lord.
43. Or do they have gods that can defend them besides Us? (In fact),
they cannot even help themselves, nor shall they be assisted
from Our (punishment).
44. But We have bestowed (the good things of this life) upon those
men and on their fathers, until life became long for them. Do
they not perceive that We are advancing (into their) territory
and are reducing it from its (outlying) borders? Shall they then
be the conquerors?919
45. Tell (them): “I do but warn you according to (the Divine) revelation.” But the deaf will not hear the call, (even) when they are
warned!
46. But if just a single breath of the punishment of your Lord were to
touch them, they will surely say: “Woe to us! We were indeed
wrong doers !”
47. And We shall set up (accurate) scales of justice for the Day of
Judgment, so that no one will be dealt with unjustly at all. And
if there be (no more than) the weight of a grain of mustard
seed, We would bring it (to account): and sufficient are We as
919. People accepted Islam in large numbers, and though initially, only the Arabian
peninsula was under the banner of Islam, gradually, the people of
neighbouring countries like Egypt, Sham, Iraq and Persia also embraced
Islam.
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reckoners.
48. And We granted to Musa and Harun, ‘Al-Furqan’ (the criterion of
right and wrong), and a shining light, and a message for those
who are righteous.920
49. Those who fear their Lord (in their faith) in the Unseen’, while
they are afraid of the Hour (of Judgment).
50. And this is a blessed Reminder (Message of the Qur’an) which We
have sent down. Will you then deny it?
51. And We bestowed upon Ibrahim, his true guidance before (he attained majority), and We had complete knowledge of him.921
52. When he said to his father and his people: “What are these statues to which you are (so attentively) devoted?”922
53. They said, “We found our fathers worshipping them”.
54. He said, “Indeed, you and your fathers have been in manifest error.”
55. They said: “Have you brought us the truth, or are you one of those
who jest?”
56. He said: “But, your Lord is the Lord of the firmaments and the
earth; He Who brought them into being, and I am one of those
who bear witness to that (truth).
57. “And by Allah, I will certainly plot against your idols - after you go
away and turn your backs.”923
58. So he broke them (all) into pieces, except the biggest of them,
perhaps they might turn it (and inquire).
59. They said: “Who has done this to our gods? He must indeed be
one of the wrongdoers.”924
60. They said: “We heard a young man (he is) called Ibrahim, talking
about them.”
61. They said: “Then bring him before the eyes of the people, (so) that
they may bear witness.”
920. There are stories of some Prophets in general, and the stories of Prophet
Musa and Haroon (peace be upon them) in particular, narrated here so that
people might take lessons from them. Also refer to verse 93 of this chapter,
and 20:19-99.
921. Description of a model of a true Prophet.
922. Ibrahim was born into a family of professional idol-sculptors who sold these
idols to the temples. However, Allah guided him and made him a Prophet to
his people.
923. Ibrahim (peace be upon him) decided to convince the idol worshippers of the
helplessness of the idols.
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62. They asked (him): Are you the one that did this with our gods, O
Ibrahim?”
63. He said: “Rather, this was done by this, the biggest of them: ask
them, if they can speak.
64. So they conferred among themselves and said, “Surely, you are
the ones in wrong!”
65. Then, they were turned upside down upon their heads (with
shame): (they said): “You know full well that these (idols) cannot speak!”
66. (Ibrahim) said: “Do you then worship besides Allah, what cannot
profit you at all, nor hurt you?
67. “Fie upon you and what you worship besides Allah! Have you then
no sense?”
68. They said: “Burn him, and thus help your gods - if you do (support the gods)!”
69. We said: “O fire! Be cool, and (a means of) safety for Ibrahim!”
70. And they sought to make a plot a against him: but We made them,
the greater losers.
71. And We rescued him and Lut (Lot, and brought them) to the land
which We have blessed for all nations.925
72. And We bestowed upon him, Ishaq (Isaac), and as an additional
gift, (a grandson), Yaqub (Jacob), and We made each of them,
righteous.
73. And We made them leaders, guiding (people) by Our command,
and We revealed to them, the doing of good actions and the
establishment of regular prayers, and the payment of Zakat;
and they were worshippers of Us (alone).926
74. And We granted wisdom to Lut, and knowledge; and We rescued
him from the town which practiced filthy actions (sodomy) truly, they were an evil and rebellious people.
75. And We admitted him to Our Mercy; (and) he was surely among
924. He played a trick on the people so that they may realize the futility of worshipping idols. He smashed all the idols, except the biggest one, and then placed
the axe on its shoulder. When the people sought an explanation for what
happened in their absence, lbrahim directed them to ask the remaining
idol, because apparently it looked like it had done the damage! The incidents that are detailed in the following verses.
925. He was saved by the mercy of Allah. In the case of Prophet Lut (peace be
upon him), he left his land and people, because the message of Allah was
dearer to him than the falsehood which they beckoned him to. Also see 2:
127-129.
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the righteous.
76. And (remember) Nuh (Noah), when he invoked (Us) aforetime:
so, We listened to his (prayer), and rescued him and his family from the great calamity.927
77. And We helped him against people who falsified Our signs. Truly,
they were an evil people- (and) so, We drowned them (in the
flood) all together.
78. And (remember) Dawood (David) and Sulaiman (Solomon), when
they passed (their) Judgment in the matter of the field into
which the sheep of certain people had strayed (at night): and
We were witness to their Judgement.928
79. So, We made Sulaiman understand the matter. And We bestowed
(upon them) wisdom and knowledge. And We subjected the
mountains to join with Dawood, glorifying (Our praises), and
the birds as well. And it is We Who do (all such things).
80. And We taught him the making of coats of mail for your benefit,
(so) that they might protect you from your fighting . Will you
then be grateful?
81. And (We subdued) to Sulaiman, the violent wind; it sped by his
order, to the land, which We had blessed. And We have full
926. See19: 54-55; 37: 112-113.
927.

Prophet Nuh’s people inhabited the valleys of Tigris and Euphrates in
Mesapotamia (Iraq). His generation had transgressed all the limits set by
Allah, and indulged in evil. 26:105-110, 1 1:37-49

928. There is an interesting case of judging a case during the reign of Dawood
(David - peace be upon him), and his son Sulaiman (Solomon - peace be
upon him). A farm owner had complained that the sheep that belonged to
another person entered his farm and ate his plants. This, he attributed to
the negligence of the latter. The owner of the sheep was questioned, and
he accepted his guilt. A case investigation was done, and it was realized
that the value of damaged crops was approximately equal to the value of
sheep, and hence it was decided that the sheep owner should hand over
his sheep to the farmer, as compensation. At this juncture, Sulaiman sought
his father’s permission to present his solution to the dispute. He suggested
that the farm owner take all the sheep, and utilize their milk and wool, and
at the same time hand over his farm to the owner of the sheep so that he
may produce similar crops and tend to them till they reach the stage at
which the damage had initially taken place, and then return them to the
original owner, and take his sheep back. It was clear that the loss was on
the produce of the land, and not the land itself. This wise suggestion of the
young Sulaiman was accepted by all and the judgement was passed accordingly. 2:247-251, 21:79-81.
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knowledge of everything.
82. And of Shaitans, there are some who dived (into the sea) for him,
and performed other work besides. And it was We Who
guarded them.
83. And (remember) Ayyub (job), when he called his Lord, (saying):
“Truly, I have been afflicted with distress; but You are the Most
Merciful of the mercifuls.”
84. So We listened to him, and We removed the distress that was on
him. And We bestowed his family to him, and like thereof with
them as a Mercy from Our- selves, and as a reminder for the
worshippers.929
85. And (remember) Ismail, Idris and Dhulkifl - all (of them) were
patiently persevering.930
86. And We admitted them (all) into Our Mercy. They were surely
among the righteous.
87. And (remember) Dhun-nun (Yunus, the man of the fish), when
he went away in anger; then he thought that We had no power
over him! But he called out through the depths of darkness:
“There is no god but You, glory be to You! Truly, I have been
one of the wrong-doers.”931
88. So, We listened to him; and We rescued him: from (his) grief And
thus We rescue those who have faith.
89. And (remember) Zakariya, when he invoked his Lord: “O my Lord!
Do not leave me alone without off-spring though You are the
929. There had been many slanderous and false stories about Prophet Ayyoob
(Job - peace be upon him) circulated by the enemies of Islam. He was in
fact a Prophet who had endured many calamities and afflictions - including
loss of wealth, children, and loathsome sores all over his body - with utmost patience. All these did not waver his faith in the Almighty, and Allah
relieved him from all his suffering, and bestowed on him prosperity and
peace.
930. These Prophets had remained patient during adversities, and had immense
faith in their Lord - Prophet Idris was a man of truth and sincerity; Prophet
Ismail, the eldest son of Prophet Ibrahim, was chosen as a sacrifice for
Allah, and happily offered himself; Prophet Zul Kifl was carried away to
Babylon by Nebuchadnezzer after the latter’s second attack on Jerusalem
in around B.C 599. He was chained and imprisoned, but bore all this with
patience and continued to preach against the evil practices among the Israelites. See 19:54, 55, 56, 21:85.
931. Prophet Yunus (peace be upon him) was sent to the Assyrian capital ‘Nineveh’
- a glorious and ancient town which is now no longer on the map. But, its
people had become wrong-doers. The story of Yunus is associated with
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bestofinheritors.”
90. So We listened to him; and We granted him Yahya; We cured his
(barrenness) for him. These (three individuals) hastened (in
doing) good works, And they called upon Us in hope and fear,
and humbled themselves to Us.932
91. And (remember) her who preserved her chastity; and We breathed
into her from Our spirit; and We made her and her son, a sign
to all the world.933
92. Verily, this Ummah (nation) of yours is a single Ummah, and I am
your Lord and Cherisher; therefore, worship Me (alone).934
93. But (later generations) split their affair (of unity) between them,
into pieces. But they will all return to Us.935
94. Whoever does any righteous act, while he is faithful, his effort
will not be disregarded; and We shall indeed record it in his
(favour).
95. And (it is a declaration of) a prohibition on every township We
have destroyed, that its dwellers will not return again (to this
life).936
96. Until the Gog and Magog (people) shall have had a way opened,
and they spread out swiftly, leaping across every ground.
97. And the true promise is very close; then behold, the eyes of the
rejecters will fixedly stare in horror, (and they shall say): “O
woe to us! We were indeed heedless of this and truly, we have
how he was swallowed by a whale and later saved by Allah’s mercy. His
town was also saved from destruction, as most of them accepted his message of worshiping the one God (21: 87-89)
932. Here is the story of Prophet Zakariya (peace be upon him). Both he and his
wife were devout believers in Allah. They were blessed with a pious son
Yahya who was also chosen as a Prophet by Allah. 19: 2-15
933. The story of Virgin Mary who miraculously conceived and gave birth to Prophet
Isa (peace be upon him), is repeated in various parts of the Qur’an, including 3:45-49; 19:16- 34, 4:156-158, 171
934. From the above narration of different Prophets, it is clear that their mission
was to preach the message of the One God, to whom alone worship is
due.
935. Later on, they divided themselves into sects and factions, each one claiming
superiority over the other. Such division further weakens the brotherhood
of Islam. Let them know that they will return to their Lord one day, and are
accountable for their actions.
936. When the wicked one who dies, realizes he will face the wrath of Allah, he
would ask for another chance to return to earth so that he may do good
deeds. Allah has repeated many times in the Qur’an, that once a person
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been wrong- doers.”
98. Verily, you and what you worship besides Allah, are (but) fuel for
Hell! You will go down into it.
99. If these had been really gods, they would not have gone down to
it. But each one will abide therein forever.
100. There will be sighing for them in it; and they will not be able to
hear (anything)101. Those for whom the best reward was pre-ordained by Us, those
will be removed far therefrom.937
102. They will not hear the slightest sound thereof (Hell), while they
abide in a state of bliss, which their souls desire.
103. The greatest terror will not grieve them; and the angels will meet
them (with mutual greetings and say): “This is your Day which
you were promised.”938
104. The Day when We will roll up the sky like the rolling up of scrolls
by a scribe. (Even) as We originated the first creation, so We
will bring it back (again). (It is) a promise binding upon Us.
(And) We will certainly perform it.939
105. And before this, We have already written in the Zabur (Psalms the Book of Dawood), after the Message (given to Musa): ‘My
righteous servants shall inherit the earth.”940
106. Verily, in this (Qur’an) is a Message for people who would (truly)
worship (Allah).
107. And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not, but as a mercy for all
the worlds.
108. Say: “It has been revealed only to me that your God is only One
God; therefore, will you then be Muslims?”941
109. But if they turn away, tell them: “I have proclaimed (the Message) to you all alike (and in truth). But, I know not whether
dies, there is absolutely no chance that he will be returned to earth again.
He will be resurrected after death, on the Day of Resurrection, and then be
accounted for every deed of his.
937. See 19:71-72
938. These righteous people shall realize the bounty of Allah showered upon them.
They would remain at peace even as the others experience the terror and
calamities that would occur with the blowing of the Trumpet (to announce
the Day of Judgement).
939. A description of the shape of this world, at the end of the Hour.
940. It has been repeatedly mentioned by Allah, in the revealed books, that the
earth would eventually be ruled by His righteous servants.
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that which you are promised is near or distant.
110. “Surely, it is He who knows what is spoken aloud, and He knows
what you hide.
111. “And I know not but that it might be a trial for you, and only an
enjoyment (to you) for a while.”
112. He, (the Prophet) said: “O my Lord! Judge You (between us) with
truth! And Our Lord is the Most Gracious (Allah), the One
whose assistance should be sought against (the blasphemies)
which you attribute (to Him).”942

941. Allah once again reiterates the fact that the Prophet (peace be upon him) is
sent only to convey the message of Allah, and as a guide and mercy to the
entire universe.
942. Here, Allah commands His Messenger that if the idol worshippers persist in
their evil ways, despite his repeated admonitions, then leave the matter to
the Almighty - for He knows best how to deal with them.
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22: The Pilgrimage
CHAPTER

22

The Pilgrimage
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and provides instructions on pil
grimage. It begins with a warning about the extreme chaos that would
prevail during the Final Hour, and concludes by declaring Muslims as guides
for mankind, to the right path, as the Holy Prophet was a guide to them.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O mankind! Be mindful to your duty to your Lord. Verily, the quaking of the Hour (of Judgment) will be indeed a tremendous
thing!943
2. On the Day when you shall see it, every nursing woman shall forget what She has suckled; and every pregnant (woman) shall
lay down her load; and you shall see the people reeling like
drunkards, while they will not be intoxicated, but the punishment of Allah will be severe indeed!
3. And among men, there are some who dispute concerning Allah,
without any knowledge; and follow every Shaitan, obstinate in
rebellion!
4. Against whom (Shaitan) it is decreed that whoever takes him as a
friend, so he will certainly mislead him; and he will guide him
to the punishment of the burning Fire.944
5. O mankind! If you are in any doubt concerning the Resurrection,
then (remember) that We created you from dust, then from a
sperm drop; then a clot of blood; then out of a morsel of flesh,
well and perfectly formed and unformed, in order that We may
manifest (Our ability of the creation) to
943. O mankind! Follow what you have been commanded to do. Be sincere in the
worshipping of the One God alone, and beware of the inevitable Day when
every soul will be dealt with according to his deeds.
944. Despite numerous warnings, man continues to follow Shaitan, and remains
obstinate and rebellious in heeding to the commandments of Allah, But,
ultimately, they would be the losers.
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you. And We make secure in wombs, whatever We please, until
an appointed term. Then We bring you forth as infants,
then (We bring you up), that you may attain your (age of)
full strength. And (some), of you who are caused to die
(young), and (some) who are sent back to the worst part of
life (the feeblest old age) - so that they know nothing after
having known (much). And (further), you observe the earth
barren and lifeless, but when We pour down water on it, it
is stirred (to life) and it swells, and if it produces every kind
of beautiful growth in pairs.945
6. That is so, truly Allah- He is the Real; and surely, He gives life
to the dead; and indeed, He has the power over everything.
7. And the Hour (of Judgment) will certainly come. There is no
doubt thereof, or about (the fact) that Allah will raise up all
those who are in the graves.
8. And among the people, there is one who disputes about Allah,
without any knowledge and without guidance, and without
(the authority) of an enlightening book.
9. Turning his side, in order to misguide (men) from the path of
Allah. For him there is disgrace in this life, and on the Day
of Judgment, We shall make him taste the punishment of
the burning (Fire).
10. (It will be said): “That is because of the deeds which your
hands sent forth, and verily Allah is not (at all) unjust to
His servants.”
11. And there are among people, one who worship Allah (standing
as it were), on the brink (in doubt). Then, if good befalls
him, he is content therewith, but if a misfortune befalls
him, he turns upon his face. (So) he loses both this world
and the Hereafter. That is indeed a manifest loss.946
12. He calls on besides Allah, that which can neither hurt nor
profit him. That is surely an extreme misguidance (from
the truth).
945. If man is still in doubt as to whether Allah can really revert him to his
original form after he has turned into dust, then let him ponder over his
own creation. Let him look around him, and see how everything has
originated. Indeed, it is very easy for the Almighty Who created everything, to bring you back to life.
946. Here there is a mention of those with weak faith. They are instructed that
unless they submit themselves totally to Allah, and refrain from associating anything anybody else in worship, besides Him, they will be the
sufferers in the Hereafter. Depend on Allah alone, for there is no power
mightier than Him.
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13. (In fact) he calls on him, whose hurt is much more likely than
his benefit. Evil indeed is such a patron, and evil indeed is
such companion (for help)!
14. Verily Allah will make those who believe and act righteously,
to enter into Heavens beneath which rivers flow. Verily, Allah
does all that He desires.
15. Whosoever thinks that Allah will not help him (His Messenger) in this world and the Hereafter, let him stretch out a
rope up to the roof (of his dwelling), and then hang himself
(and then cut the rope). Then let him see whether his devices can help to remove that which enrages (him)!947
16. Thus have We sent it (the Qur’an) down (comprising) manifest verses; and truly Allah guides whom He desires!
17. Verily, those who believe (in the Qur’an), and those who follow the Jewish (scriptures), and the Sabians, Christians,
Majus (fire- worshippers), and those who join (other gods
with Allah)- Allah will judge between them on the Day of
Judgment. (And) verily, Allah is Witness over all things.948
18. Do you not see that verily, those who are in the firmaments
and those who are in the earth prostrate to Allah; and the
sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the trees, the beasts
(whatever moves on the earth), and a great number among
mankind? While there are a great number unto whom the
punishment is justly due.” And whomever Allah disgraces,
none can raise him to honour. Verily, Allah does what He
pleases.949
19. These (mentioned are) two antagonists who dispute concerning their Lord. But those who reject (their Lord), for them
shall be garments of fire, cut out for them; and boiling water shall be poured down over their heads.
20. Whereby will melt, what is contained in their bellies, as well
as (their) skins.
21. And (We prepared) for them the maces of iron.
22. Whenever out of anguish, they shall desire to come out there
from, they will be restored back therein, and (it will be said),
“Taste the punishment of the Burning!”
947. A threat to those who think that Allah will not assist the Holy Prophet in his
struggle.
948. Refer to 5:69. Magians - polytheists who worship the fire.
949. All creatures will submit to their Creator, by bowing down before Him
when instructed to do so - except those (a majority of which will include
humans, and a group of Jinns). In the Hereafter, the hell-fire will be their
abode.
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23. Verily, Allah will make those who believe and act righteous
deeds, enter into Heavens beneath which rivers flow. They
shall be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and pearls;
and their garments therein shall be of silk.
24. For they have been guided (in this life) to the favourable words,
and they have been guided to the praiseworthy path.
25. Verily, those who have rejected (the truth) and hinder (people)
from the way of Allah, and from (visiting) the Sacred Mosque
which We have made (open) equally for all people - the
dwellers and the strangers alike. And those who desire to
profane therein wrongfully - We will let them cause to taste
a most grievous punishment!950
26. And (remember the time) when We located the site of the
(Sacred) House (the Ka’ba) for Ibrahim, (and told him): “Associate not anything (in worship) with Me, and keep My
House pure for those who circumambulate it, and those
who stand up (for prayer), and those who bow down and
prostrate themselves (in prayer).
27. “And make a proclamation to mankind (concerning the duty
of) the Pilgrimage (to the House). They will come to you
on foot and (mounted) on every lean camel, from every
distant quarter.951
28. “So that they may witness (its) benefits (provided) for them;
and mention the name of Allah on known (particular) days,
over the livestock, which He has bestowed upon them (for
sacrifice). Then eat thereof, and feed the distressed and
the needy.
29. “Then let (the pilgrims) accomplish their prescribed rites, and
fulfil their vows and circumambulate the Ancient House.”
30. Such (is the rites of the Pilgrimage): and whoever honours the
sacred rites of Allah, so it is better for him in the sight of his
Lord. And the (flesh) of all livestock are made lawful for
you, except those mentioned to you (to shun). Then, avoid
the filthy (affairs of worshipping) idols, and avoid the speaking of falsehood.
31. Inclining to the right religion, being true in faith to Allah, and
never assigning partners to Him. (And) if anyone assigns
partners to Allah, it is as if he had fallen from the sky and
the birds snatched him up, or the wind had swooped (like a
bird on its prey) and thrown him into a far-distant place.
950. A warning to those are hindering the faithful from the way of Allah, in
general, and preventing them to enter the Holy shrine, in particular.
951. Also see 2:127-129, 158, 196-203.
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32. Such (is his state): and whoever holds in honour the offerings
and other rites of Allah, such (honour) indeed proceeds from
the piety of the hearts.
33. In them (cattle offered for sacrifice) you have therein, benefits until an appointed term, and then (in the end) their
place of sacrifice is at the Ancient House (of Makkah).
34. And to every people We have appointed ceremonial rites (of
sacrifice), that they might pronounce the name of Allah (at
the — time of slaughtering) over the livestock which He
has given them (fit for food). So (remember) that your God
is only One God: submit then your wills to Him only (in
Islam), and give glad tidings to those who humble themselves 35. Those whose hearts, when the name of Allah is mentioned,
are smitten with fear, and who show patient perseverance
over whatever may befall them, and who keep up the regular prayer, and spend (in charity) out of what We have bestowed upon them.
36. And the sacrificial camels, which We have made for you, as
one of the sacred signs of Allah: in them there is (much)
good for you. So pronounce the name of Allah over them
when they stand in rows (for sacrifice). When they have
fallen dead (after slaughter), then eat yourselves thereof,
and feed the contented and the one who does not beg,
though poor. Thus, We have subjected them to you, that
you may be grateful.
37. (And remember, it is not) their flesh nor their blood that reaches
Allah, but it is your piety that reaches Him. In that manner,
He has subjected them to you, that you may glorify Allah
for His guidance to you, and give glad tidings to all who do
righteous deeds.
38. Verily, Allah will defend (from ill) those who believe. (And)
verily, Allah does not love the perfidious and the ungrateful.952
39. Permission (to fight) is given to those who are fought because
they have been indeed wronged; and verily, Allah is the
Most Powerful to their support.
40. (They are) those who have been expelled from their homes in
defiance of right (unjustly), except that they say: “Our Lord
is Allah.” And if Allah did not repel the aggression of some
people by means of another, there would surely have been
952. Allah will defend the believers from the persecution they suffer at the
hands of the idol worshippers, and He will rescue them and eventually,
they will be the victors.
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pulled down and destroyed monasteries, churches, synagogues and mosques wherein the name of Allah is oft commemorated. And Allah will certainly succour those who help
Him. Verily, Allah is Full of strength, Exalted in might.953
41. (They are) those who, if We give them power in the land, they
establish regular prayer and give Zakat, enjoin the right and
forbid wrong. With Allah alone rests the end (and decision)of(all)affairs.
42. And if they falsify you, so falsified (were) the peoples before
them (with their Prophets), - the people of Nuh, and ‘Ad
and Thamud; 954
43. And the people of Ibrahim and the people of Lut;
44. And the companions of the Madyan people. And Musa was
rejected (as well in the same way). But I granted respite to
the rejecters and (only) after that seized them. How great
was the change which I made in their condition!
45. And how many township have We destroyed while its population were doing wrong? And they tumbled down on their
roofs. And (how many) wells have been neglected and lofty
castles and well built?
46. Have they not travelled through the land, so that they may
have hearts wherewith to understand; or ears wherewith to
hear? Truly, it is not the eyes that are blind, but the hearts
in (their) breasts, which are blind.
47. And they ask you to hasten on the punishment! But Allah will
never break His promise. And verily, a Day in the sight of
your Lord is as a thousand years of your reckoning.
48. And how many township I gave respite, while its population
were doing wrong? And then (in the end) I afflicted them,
and to Me is the final destination (of all).955
953. Verses 38-41 form the first revelations where permission is granted by
Allah to fight in His way. For self-protection, it was imperative that the
Muslims defend themselves against their enemies. lf adequate measures were not taken at that time, the lives of many believers would
have been lost, and consequently the spread of the Message would
have been stopped.
954. If they deny you, and fabricate stories against you and the Qur’an, and illtreat your companions, do not grieve (O Muhammad!). For this was
what happened to the Prophets before you - Nuh, Ibrahim, Lut, Shuaib
and Musa (peace be upon them all) - They were sent to rebellious
people who rejected their Message of worshipping One God.
955. Rejecters of the faith demanded that the punishment should descend
soon. 8:32-34. The promise of Allah is true. It depends upon His desire
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49. Say: “O mankind! I am (sent) to you only to convey a clear
warning:
50. “So those who believe and do righteousness, they will have
forgiveness and a most generous provision (in the sight of
their Lord).
51. “But those who strive against Our revelations, to frustrate them,
they will be the companions of the Fire.”
52. And We did not send any Messenger or any Prophet before
you, but, when he framed a desire, Shaitan threw some
(vanity) into his desire: but Allah abrogates that which Shaitan throws in, and then, Allah will confirm (and establish)
His (Own) revelations. And (know well)! Allah is full of
knowledge and wisdom.
53. So that He may make what Shaitan has thrown in, a temptation for those in whose hearts is a disease and those whose
hearts are hardened. And verily, the wrong- doers are in
wide schism (far from the truth):
54. And so that those to whom knowledge has been bestowed,
may realize that it (the Qur’an) is indeed the Truth from
your Lord, and so that they may believe therein, and their
hearts may be made humbly (open) to Him. And surely
Allah guides those who believe, to a straight path.
55. And those who reject faith will not cease to be in doubt thereof
(the Revelation), until the Hour (of Judgment) comes suddenly upon them; or there comes to them the punishment
of a grievous Day.
56. The Dominion on that Day will be that of Allah. He will judge
between them. So those who believe and do righteous
deeds will be in Heavens of delight
57. And for those who reject faith and falsified Our revelations,
so there will be a humiliating punishment for them.
58. And have those who emigrated in the cause of Allah, and
have been then killed or have died - Allah will surely provide a generous provision for them. And truly Allah is the
best of the providers.
59. Verily He will make them enter to a place with which they
shall be well pleased. And Allah is indeed All Knowing, the
Most -Forbearing.
60. Thus shall it be. And whoever takes a vengeance with the like
of that with which he has been afflicted, and is again opand is not related to time or place. A thousand years of our calculation,
in the sight of Allah is nothing more than a day.
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pressed (inordinately): Allah will surely help him. (For) Allah is indeed All Pardoning, Ever-Forgiving.956
61. That is because Allah merges the night into the day, and He
merges the day into the night, and verily Allah is All-Hearing, All Seeing.957
62. (And know) that is because Allah - He is the Truth, and all
that they invoke besides Him, they are but vain falsehood.
Verily Allah is He, Most High, the Most Great.
63. Do you not see that Allah sends down water from the sky, and
forthwith the earth becomes green? Verily, Allah is All Subtle,
All Aware.
64. To Him belongs all that is in the firmaments and on earth.
And verily, Allah is Self—Sufficient, the Praiseworthy.
65. Do you not see that Allah has made whatever is on earth,
subservient to you; and the ships that sail through the sea
by His command? And He withholds the sky preventing it
from falling on the earth, except by His permission. Truly,
Allah is Most Kind, and Most Merciful to mankind.
66. And it is He Who restores you to life, then will cause you to
die, and then will give you life (again). Truly, man is indeed
a most ungrateful (creature)!
67. We have appointed for every nation, ceremonial rites that
they must observe. So let them not then dispute with you
on the matter. But invite (them) to your Lord. Your are
assuredly on the path of the rightly guided.
68. And if they dispute with you, then say, “Allah knows best
what you are doing.
69. “Allah will judge between you on the Day of Judgement, concerning that wherein you differ.”
70. Do you not know that Allah knows what is in the sky and the
earth? Indeed it is all in a record. And verily, that is easy for
Allah.
71. And they worship, besides Allah, for which He has sent down
no authority at all (to them); and of which they have (re956. That award is for those who migrated, fought and were slain in the way of
Allah, or died in their beds. Here divine permission is granted to fight
even during the months when fighting was prohibited - provided the
enemies attack first, and the believers tight in retaliation or self- defense.
957. Indeed, all around us are wonderful and clear signs of the Almighty. Also
see 3l: 29-30. Dispute with you on the matter. But invite (them) to your
Lord. You are assuredly on the path of the rightly guided.
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ally) no knowledge at all: and (you know) the wrongdoers
shall have no helper.
72. And when Our revelations are recited to them in clear (words),
you will notice a denial on the faces of the rejecters! They
nearly attack with violence those who recite Our revelations to them. Say: “Shall I tell you of something (far) worse
than that? It is the Fire (of Hell,)! Allah has promised it to
the rejecters, and evil is that destination!”
73. O Mankind! Here is a parable set forth! So listen to it! Those
on whom you invoke besides Allah, could never create
(even) a single fly, even if (they all join (together) to do it!
And if the fly should snatch anything away from them, they
could never retrieve it there from! How feeble are both the
seeker and the sought!
74. They have not made a just estimate of Allah. Truly, Allah is
All- Powerful, and All Mighty.
75. Allah chooses Messengers from the angels and from mankind. Surely, Allah is All-Hearing, All Seeing.958
76. He knows what is before them, and what is behind them. And
to Allah shall all affairs be returned.
77. O you who have believed! Bow down and prostrate yourselves,
and worship your Lord; and do well, so that you may be
successful. 959
78. And strive in the cause of Allah, a perfect and sincere striving.
He has chosen you, and has imposed no difficulties upon
you in the matter of religion. (It is) the religion of your
father Ibrahim. It is He Who has named you Muslims, both
before (in the previous Books) and in this (Book - the
Qur’an), so that the Messenger may a witness over you,
and you be witnesses over mankind! So establish regular
prayer and give Zakat, and hold fast to Allah! He is your
Protector - an excellent Protector and an excellent Helper.960
958. Allah, the Most High, selects messengers from among His angels to
convey His revelation to the Prophets. And indeed, He knows best,
which among His angels will be most suitable for this task.
959. Therefore perform the obligatory prayers with complete devotion to the
One Lord alone, and act righteously so as to seek the pleasure of Allah.
960. Strive in the cause of Allah with utmost sincerity, when the need to defend
your religion arises. Fight in the way of Allah, as prescribed by the
Qur’an and the Hadith of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him). Islam
is a very tolerant religion, and Allah has made various concessions to
the traveller, the sick and elderly, so that they do not exert themselves in
prayer and fasting. Therefore, put your faith in the Almighty and request
His assistance in times of needs, for only He can help you.
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23: The Belivers
CHAPTER

23

The Believers
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah, was revealed at Makkah, and as the title suggests, it outlines
the qualities expected of a true believer- humility, prayer, zakat, mindful of
one’s chastity, justness and abstinence from all kinds of vanity.
The process of creation of the human embryo, is described very precisely. The various blessings of Allah, to mankind, and the story of Prophet
Nuh, and the fate of the disbelievers, are also dealt with.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most merciful
1. The believers must prosper.961
2. Those who are humble themselves in their prayers;
3. And who turn away from vain discourse;
4. And who are prompt in paying the Zakat;
5. And those who guard their private parts;
6. Except from their wives, or (the captives) whom their right
hands have possessed; verily (in that matter) they are then
not to blame.
7. But those who seek anything beyond that, those are the transgressors;8. And those who (even in prosperity) faithfully observe their
trusts and covenants,
9. And those who (strictly) observe their prayers; 10. Such people are the inheritors,
11. Who will inherit the Firdous (inner circle of Heaven or highest

961. Victorious indeed are the believers, whose six qualities are mentioned in
the following verses, for they are the inheritors of an exalted place in
Paradise (as mentioned in verses 10-11).
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Heaven): they will dwell therein for Ever .
12. And truly We did create man from an extract of clay;962
13. Then We placed him as a drop of sperm in a safe and firm
depository;
14. Then We made the sperm into a clot of (congealed) blood;
then We made (that) clot a (foetus) lump: then We made
out of that lump, bones, and then, We clothed the bones
with flesh; then We brought it forth, being another creature. So blessed be Allah, the best of creators.
15. After that, you must surely, die.
16. Then on the Day of Judgment, you will be raised up
17. And (see) that We have indeed created above you seven tracts
(firmaments), and We were not neglectful regarding (Our)
creation.963
18. And We send down water from the sky by (due) measure, and
We caused it abide in the earth. And We certainly are able
to let go of it.
19. And (see) We produced for you, thereby gardens of date palms
and grapes; wherein there are abundant fruits for you, and
whereof you eat.
20. And (also, We created) a tree that springs forth from Mount
Sinai, which produces oil and a sauce for those who eat.964
21. And there is certainly, for you (an instructive) lesson in the livestock. From within their bodies We produce (milk) for you
to drink from their bellies, and there are, in them, numerous
(other) benefits for you; and of them you (also) eat.
22. And on them, and (also) on ships, you are borne.
23. And indeed, We sent Nuh to his people. Therefore he said: “O
my people! Worship Allah (alone) you have no god other
than Him. So will you not ward off (against evil and do
righteous deeds)?”965
962. Various stages of the creation of man up to his Resurrection, are mentioned in the following verses. Also see 22:5.
963. It is said that the word ‘tracts’ is given to the ‘firmaments’ because they
are tracts through which the angels pass whenever instructions are
given to them.
964. By His Mercy, He has blessed mankind with water because of which
different kinds of fruits have come into existence. Special mention is
made of ‘olive’ (a very beneficial fruit to mankind), which originated in
the Sinai Peninsula.
965. Also see 21:76-77
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24. Then the chiefs of the rejecters among his people said: “This
is no more than a human being like yourselves, who (simply) wants to assert his superiority over you. And if Allah
had wished (to send messengers) He would certainly have
sent down angels. We never heard of any such event (as he
says), in (the time of) our forefathers.
25. (And some said): “He is only a man stricken with madness; so
keep an eye on him for a time.”
26. He (Nuh) said: “O my Lord! Help (me: for that they accuse me
of falsehood!
27. Thereupon, We inspired him (with this message): ‘Construct
the Ark under Our observation, and according to Our inspiration. When Our command comes, and the oven gushes
forth (water), then take on board pairs of every species,
male and female, and your household, except those of them
against whom the Word has (already) gone forth. And do
not address Me (in favour of) those who have done wrong
- they shall be surely drowned (in the flood).
28. And when you and those with you are settled in the Ark,
thereupon say: Praise be to Allah, who has rescued us from
the unjust people”.
29. And (also) says- “O my Lord! Make me to inhabit a blessed
abode, for You are the Best to enable (us) to disembark.”
30. Verily there are signs in that (for men to understand); and
(know that) We are ever putting (mankind) to the test.
31. Then We brought forth after them another generation.966
32. Then We sent among them a Messenger from among themselves, (saying): “Worship Allah (alone)! You have no god”
other than Him. Will you not ward off (His punishment)?”
33. And the chiefs of his people, who rejected and denied the
meeting of the Hereafter, and upon whom, We had given
(the good things) to enjoy in this life, said: “This man is but
a mortal like yourselves. He eats of that which you eat,
and drinks of that which you drink.
34. “And if you obey a human being like yourselves, behold, it is
certain you will be the losers”.
966. Here and in the following verses, is a brief story of the Prophet Hud and
his rebellious people. Some interpreters understand that these verses
refer to Prophet Salih. However, the punishment of the rebellious people
of Salih, was the ‘Blast’, as explained in verse 41 of this chapter, and
Allah had punished the wicked among the people of Hud, with the
furious violent wind, as mentioned in 69:6.
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35. “Does he promise you that when you are dead and have become dust and bones, you shall be brought forth (alive
again)?
36. “Far, very far is that which you are promised!
37. “There is no other life, but our life in this world! We shall die
and we live! But we shall never be raised up again!
38. “He is only a man who has fabricated a lie against Allah, and
we will never believe in him !”
39. He (the Prophet) said: “O my Lord, help me: for that they
accuse me of falsehood.”
40. He ( Allah) said: “(But) in a short while, they will surely awake
repenting.”
41. Thereupon, the Terrible Blast overtook them rightfully, and
We made them as rubbish of dead leaves. So away with the
wicked people!
42. Then We brought forth after them, another generations.
43. No nation can anticipate their predetermined period, nor can
they tarry behind.
44,. Then We sent forth Our Messengers in succession. As often
as there came to a nation their Messenger, they charged
him with falsehood. So We made them follow each (other
to destruction), and We have made them (idle) tales, (for
the coming generations). So away with people who do not
believe!
45. Then We sent Musa and his brother Haroon, with Our signs,
and clear authority46. To Pharaoh and his chiefs: but they behaved insolently: and
they were a haughty people.
47. So they said: (What)! Should we believe in two human beings
like ourselves? While their people are our bonds men?
48. So they charged them with falsehood, and they were those
who were destroyed.
49. And We gave (Prophet) Musa the Book, in order that they
might be guided.
50. And We made the son of Maryam (Mary) and his mother, as a
sign: We gave them both shelter on a pleasant plateau, quiet,
secure and watered with running spring.967
967. ‘Rabwat” - a plateau. It is reported by Qatadat that this place is at Jerusalem. Some others believe that it is in Palestine or in Damascus. But
Khazin and Bayzawi have reported that it refers to the journey and settlement of Prophet Isa and his mother, in Egypt.
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51. O Messengers! Eat of the good and pure things, and act righteously. (And know that) I am well aware of (all) that which
you do.
52. And verily this ‘ Ummah’ (nation) of yours is a single ‘Ummah’,
and I am your Lord. Therefore, be mindful your duty to Me
(alone).
53. But they cut off their affair (of guidance) between them, (by
dividing) into sects: each sect rejoicing what they have with
them.968
54. So leave them in their confused ignorance, for a while.
55. Do they imagine that because We have granted them in extension of wealth and sons,
56. We are hastening to them with good things? But, they do not
realize (the fact).969
57. Verily, those who live in awe for fear of their Lord;
58. And those who believe in the signs of their Lord;
59. And those who join not (in worship) partners with their Lord;
60. And those who give (to others) what has been bestowed upon
them, while their hearts are smitten with fear (because they
know that) certainly, they will return to their Lord
61. Those are such people who hasten to do good actions, and
they are foremost in a race for that.
62. And We do not compel any soul beyond its capacity. And with
Us is a Book which (clearly) speaks the truth; and they will
not be wronged.
63. But their hearts are in confused ignorance of this (affair), and
they have other actions besides that, wherein they are active.
64. Until, when We afflict with punishment, those of them who
enjoyed all kinds of comfort (of this life); they supplicate
(their Lord) with groaning.
65. (It will be said): ‘Do not groan in supplication (for help) on
this day; for you shall certainly not be helped by Us.

968. 21:93
969. The unbelievers feel that they will remain in this world forever. Let them
continue to live in their dream world, as We provide them with all goodness in abundance. They will come to their senses when they face the
terror of the Day of Judgement. On the contrary, there are numerous
virtuous people who fear Allah and live according to His rules, and for
them is an everlasting life of bliss in Paradise.
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66. ‘My revelations used to be recited to you, but you used to
turn away on your heels’
67. ‘Insolently: talking nonsense about the (Qur’an) like one converses by night.’
68. Do they not then meditate upon the Word (of Allah), or has
anything come to them, that had not (even) come to their
forefathers?
69. Or do they not recognize their Messenger, so that they deny
him?
70. Or do they say, “He is stricken with madness? But, he has (in
fact) brought them the truth, but most of them hate the
truth.
71 . And if the truth has followed in accord with their lusts, truly,
the firmaments and the earth and whosoever is therein
would have been brought to ruin. On the contrary, We have
given them their admonition, but they turn away (even)
from their admonition.
72. Are you asking them for a tribute? But (know well) the tribute
of your Lord is best: and He is the Best of Providers.
73. And you are indeed calling them to a straight path.
74. But verily those who believe not in the Hereafter are deviating
from the path.
75. And if We did have mercy on them, and We relieved misfortunes afflicted on them, they would (still) persist obstinately
in their transgression, blindly wandering.
76. And We have inflicted punishment on them, but they neither
humbled in themselves to their Lord, nor would they invoke (Him) submissively.
77. Until We open to them a gate of severe punishment, in which
they will be plunged into utter despair.
78. It is He who has created for you (ears for) hearing; (eyes for)
sight; and (hearts for) understanding. But little thanks do
you give!
79. And He has multiplied you in the earth, and unto Him shall
you be assembled.
80. And it is He who gives life and causes death, and of Him (is)
the alternation of night and day. Will you not then understand?
81. (In fact) they say things similar to what the former (people)
said.
82. They say: “What! When we are dead and become dust and
bones, we shall be really raised up again?
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83. “This (thing) has been indeed promised to us and to our fathers before! This is nothing but fables of the ancients!”
84. Tell (them): “To whom belongs the earth and whoever is
therein? - If you know (the truth)!”
85. They will say: “To Allah!” Say: “Yet will you not take heed?”
86. Ask (them): “Who is the Lord of the seven firmaments, and
the Lord of the Mighty “Arsh”?
87. They will say, “(They belong) to Allah (alone). Tell (them):
“Will you not then be devout?”
88. Say: “in whose hand is the sovereignty of all things, and He
protects (all), but is not protected (by any)? (Say) if you
have any knowledge.”
89. They will say, “(It belongs) to Allah (alone). Say: “Then are
you deluded?”
90. On the contrary, We have sent them the truth, but they are
certainlyliars.
91. Allah has not begotten a son, nor is there any god along with
Him. (If there were many gods) behold, each god would
have taken away what he had created, and some of them
would have exalted over others! Glory be to Allah! (He is
free) from the (sort of) things they attribute (to Him)!
92. (He is) the All-Knower of the unseen, and the visible; and is
therefore, exalted above all that which they associate with
(Him)!
93. Say: “O my Lord! If you will show me (in my lifetime) what
they have been promised (the punishment that was witnessed at Badr).
94. “Then, O my Lord! Do not place me amongst the wrong-doing people!”
95. And We are certainly able to show you (in fulfillment of)
what We have promised them.
96. Repel evil actions with that which is best: We are fully aware
with what they ascribe. 970
97. And say: "O my Lord! I seek refuge with You, from the suggestions of the Shaithans.
98. "And I seek refuge with You, O my Lord! Lest they (hurt) by
approaching me."
99. Until, when death comes to one of them, he says: "O my lord!
970. Here is a lesson on how to confront the members of a society that attempt
to allure you into evil practices. It is not advisable to repel evil with evil,
but rather to seek refuge in Allah.
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Send me back (to life),
100. "In order that I may act righteously in the world I have left
behind." "No indeed! It is but a word he utters." And behind them is a barrier, until the Day they are raised up.
101. Then when the Trumpet is blown, there will be no more consanguinity between them, (on) that Day, nor will one ask
inquiries of one another!
102. Then those whose measure of good works, are heavy, - they
are to be successful.
103. But those, whose measure of good works is light, will be those
who have lost their souls themselves, abiding in Hell forever.
104. The Fire will scorch their faces, and they will grin therein
with their lips displaced, (while showing their teeth).
105. "Were not My revelations recited to you and you, but used to
treat them as falsehoods?" From the allurement of Shaitan.
Indeed, none but Allah can keep us from straying from the
right path.
106. They will say: "Our Lord! Our miserable destiny overwhelmed
us, and we became an erring people".
107. "Our Lord! Take us out of this: if ever we return (to disobedience), then we shall be wrong-doers indeed!"
108. He will say: "Be you driven away into it (with ignominy)! And
speak not to Me!"
109. Verily, there was a group of My servants who used to say
(affirming): ‘Our Lord! We have believed; so forgive us, and
have mercy upon us: and You are the best of those who
show mercy! ’
110. But you treated them with ridicule, until they caused you to
forget My warning, while you were laughing at them!
111. Today, I have rewarded them for their steadfastness; they are
indeed the ones who are victorious."971
112. He will say, "How many years did you tarry in the earth‘?"
113. They will say: "We tarried only for a day or part of a day : but
ask those who have kept count."
114. He will say: "You tarried only a short while; if you had only
known!
971. This is an address to those righteous servants of Allah who have persevered patiently when subject to ridicule and persecution of the rejecters
of faith. For such true believers, there is a great reward on the Day of
Judge.
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115. "Did you then think that We had created you in jest, (without
any `purpose), and that you would not be brought back to
Us (for account)?”972
116. Therefore, exalted be Allah, the True King, there is no god but
Him; the Lord of the Noble "Arsh".
117. And if anyone invokes with Allah, any other god, for which he has
no authority (at all), and surely his reckoning shall be only
with his Lord! And certainly the rejecters (of the faith) never
prosper.
118. So say: “O my Lord! Grant me forgiveness and have mercy! And
You are the Best of those who show mercy!973

972. In the above three verses is a dialogue between the angels who guard
Hell and the rejecters of faith who enter the Hell fire because of their
misdeeds on earth.
973. Allah teaches the Holy Prophet, and through him to the entire mankind,
that he should seek mercy only in Allah, and nobody else.
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CHAPTER

24

The Light
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and contains important injunctions
on the personal and social conduct of the believer, with emphasis on
family life. The title of the Surah, is acquired from a parable, wherein the
Light of Allah, denotes His guidance to whom He wills. Yet another parable
contained in this Surah, describes the plight of sinners on the Day of Judgment. Emphasis is laid on mutual charity and compassion.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. (This is) a Sura that We have sent down (to you) and which We
have ordained ( the legal instructions) and wherein We have
(also) sent down clear commandments in order that you
may take heed.
2. The woman and the man (who are guilty of) fornication, - flog
each of them with one hundred lashes; and let not compassion move (you) towards them (from executing any Judgement mentioned) in the Religion of Allah - if you believe in
Allah and the last Day. And let a party of the believers witness their punishment.974
3. The adulterer marries not (any) other than an adulteress or an
idolatress, and the adulteress marries not (any) other than
an adulterer or an idolator. Such conduct is forbidden among
believers.975
4. And those who accuse chaste women, and produce not four
witnesses (to support their allegations)- then flog them with
eighty lashes, and do not accept them as witness, ever. And
such people are wicked transgressors;976

974. Adultery has been strictly forbidden in the religion. Had this not been the
case, society would have been in utter chaos and disorder. See 17:32.
975.

Muslims are urged to purify the society of such heinous crimes.
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5. Except those who repent thereafter and make amends; so, Allah is indeed Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
6. And those who accuse their spouses, and have (in support of
their claims) no witness except themselves; then let the
evidence of (any) one of such people (suffice), if he testifies four times by Allah that he is surely of those who speak
the truth.977
7. And (his) fifth (oath) (should be) that he solemnly invokes the
curse of Allah be upon himself, if he be of the liars.
8. But the punishment shall be averted from her (the wife), if she
makes four asseverations by Allah, that he (her husband) is
verily of the liars.
9. And the fifth (oath) should be that she solemnly invokes the
wrath of Allah be upon herself if he (her accuser) be of the
truthful.
10. And if it were not for Allah’s favour to you, and His mercy
(upon you), and that Allah is Oft-Returning, full of Wisdom,- (you would be among the losers).
11. Verily those who perpetrated calumny are a gang among your
selves (Muslims). Deem it not to be a bad (thing) for you;
on the contrary, it is good for you. Every one among them
shall have (his share) of what he has earned of the sin. He
who has taken upon himself to aggravate it, for him shall
be a grievous punishment. 978
976.

Up to verse 20 of this chapter, a warning is given against those who
spread falsehood against the chaste women. Islam protects women,
and spreading of such false rumours intended at marring the moral
image of a modest lady, is considered as a great sin. According to the
Islamic law, anyone who started such a rumour, is obliged to bring forth
four people as witnesses to support his charge, and would be severely
punished if he fails to do so.

977. In case the husband is the only witness to the unchaste behaviour of his
wife, then he is sufficient as a witness - but, he should declare four
times: “I am true in my claim that she has done wrong”. Apart from this
oath, he should also proclaim: “The curse of Allah is upon me if I have
lied”. Such a situation is termed ‘Lian.’
978. This verse and the following nine verses are related to an event which is
recorded in the history or the mother of the faithfully, Ayisha. At same time
this is a lesson and a warning to those who perpetrate calumny in the
society. Baseless thinking itself is considered a great sin, therefore, its
spreading which blasts a person’s reputation will be a most serious
crime in the religion. In incidents like these, producing evidences to
prove the matter is most necessary and upon this, the Judgement will be
executed. These are the ways for establishing peace and truth.
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12. When you heard of the affair, why did not the believing men and
believing women think well of their own people, and say: “This
(charge) is an obvious lie?”
13. Why did they (the gang) not produce four witnesses (to prove it)?
But since they have not brought the witnesses, such people
are indeed liars in the sight of Allah.
14. And if it were not for the favour of Allah upon you, and His Mercy
both in this world and the Hereafter, a grievous punishment
would surely have touched you for that (malicious scandal)
into which you plunged.
15. Behold when you received it with your tongues (one from another), and uttered with your mouth that of which you had no
knowledge; and you considered it to be a light matter, while it
was a grave (offence) in the sight of Allah.
16. And why, when you heard it, did you not say, “it is not right for us
to speak of this, glory be to you (our Lord) this is a great
calumny!”
17. Allah admonishes you that you may ever repeat to the like (conduct) thereof, if you are (true) believers.
18. And Allah makes the signs clear to you; and Allah is All-Knowing,
All- Wise.
19. Verily those who love that indecencies should circulate among
the believers will have a painful punishment, both in this life
and in the Hereafter - Allah knows well, and you do not know.
20. And were it not for the favour of Allah upon you, and His mercy;
and that Allah is truly full of kindness and Most Merciful, (you
would be among the losers)
21. O you who have believed! Follow not in the footsteps of Shaitan.
And if any one follow the footsteps of Shaitan (should know
that) he surely commands what is filthy and unlawful. And
were it not for the favour of Allah upon you and His mercy,
not one of you would ever have been purified. But Allah purifies whom He pleases, and Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.
22. And let not those among you who are endowed with dignity and
abundance of wealth, swear that they will not give help to
their kinsmen, and to needy, and those who have emigrated in
the way of Allah. But let them pardon and overlook. Do you
not love that Allah should forgive you? And (know well) that
Allah is Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful.979
979. This verse was revealed following a matter involving Abu Bakr al Siddique in
particular, but is addressed to everybody in general. Musatah, son of Abu
Bakr Siddiqque’s maternal aunt was a poor man and he was under the
latter’s care. But when Musatah joined with those who rebelled against
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23. Those who calumniate women who are chaste, but who are
careless though believing, shall be cursed both in this life
and in the Hereafter: and for them is a grievous punishment.
24. On the Day when their tongues and their hands and their feet
will bear witness against them, about what they used to do.
25. On that Day, Allah will pay them (all) their just dues, and
they will know that Allah is the Perfect and Manifest Truth.
26. The filthy and evil are a characteristic of filthy and evil people;
and filthy and evil people are inclined towards the evil and
filthy actions. And good and clean actions are characteristics of good and clean people; and good and clean people
are inclined towards good and clean actions. These (the
latter), are innocent of (the charges) of what they (the slanderers) allege. For them There is forgiveness, and an
honourable provision.
27. O you who have believed! Do not enter houses other than
your (own) houses, until you have asked permission and
greeted upon the household thereof That is best for you, in
order that you may be heedful.980
28. If you find no one therein, then enter them not, until permission has been granted to you. If you are told to go away,
then go away. It is more righteous for yourselves: And Allah knows well all that you do.
29. It shall be no blame on your part to enter uninhabited houses
wherein you have (some) convenience. And (know that) Allah has knowledge of what you reveal and what you conceal.
30. And direct the believing men that they should cast down their
gaze and guard their private parts. That will be more righteous for them. And truly Allah is well acquainted with all
that they do.

Islam, Abu Bakr vowed not to help him again. When the Holy Prophet
narrated this verse, he said: “I ask Allah for forgiveness, and will continue to provide him (Musatah) as before”. Indeed Allah is Most Forgiving to those who repent.
980. It is reported on the authority of ‘Atae bin Yasar who asked the Messenger
of Allah: “Am I required to ask my mother ’s permission, everytime I
enter the house”. The Prophet said: “Yes”. ‘Atae bin Yasar said: “I serve
her, therefore, is it required to ask her permission every time I enter
there?” The prophet replied: “Do you like to see her naked‘?” He said:
“No”. The Holy Prophet then replied: “So ask her permission (before
entering)”.
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31. And direct to the believing women that they should cast down
their gaze and guard their private parts, and that they should
not display their adornment, except that which is apparent
thereof. And let them draw their veils over their bosoms.
And that they should not display their adornments except
to their husbands, or their fathers, or their husband’s fathers or their sons, or their husband’s sons, or their brothers or their brothers’ sons, or their sisters ’ sons, or their
women, or what their right hands have already possessed
(as slaves) or male attendants who have no need (of women
for their sexual satisfaction), or very young children who
still have no carnal knowledge concerning the pudendum
of the women. And let them not strike their feet (on the
ground) in order to draw attention to their hidden adornments. And turn all of you, towards Allah, O believers, in a
repentant manner, so that you may be successful.981
32. And marry those among you who are not in the bond of wedlock, and the virtuous ones among your slaves, and your
slave-girls. If they are poor, Allah will enrich them out of
His Bounty. Allah is All- Encompassing, and All-Knowing.
33. And let those who find not the wherewithal for marriage, keep
themselves chaste until Allah enriches them out of His
Bounty. And as for those whom your right hands possessed
(your slaves), who desire for a deed in writing (for freedom), then write out for them a deed if you know any good
in them. And provide them (something) out of the wealth
that Allah has bestowed upon you. But do not force your
slave-girls to prostitution, in order that you may make a
981. Islam, being a perfect religion, its legislation has not left for only some
classes but the followers in the eye of Islam are equal and there is no
place for any kind of discrimination. The Qur’an states men and women
to have their looks cast down and to have their private parts guarded
from being attacked or violated. It appears therefore from what has
been stated that Islam gives permission to men and women to go out
according to the mentioned injunctions and restrictions. We know even
during the Prophet’s life time, women used to be taken in Holy wars.
Ummu Aliyyah accompanied the Prophet in seven wars, Safiyyah killed
a Jew at the time of the battle of the Ditch. The mother of faithful, Ayisha,
took part in the war along with the Prophet and she led the “Battle of the
Camel”. After the death of the Prophet. Women attended congregational prayers in the Mosque.
But still Hijab is sometimes necessary, not because women are considered unworthy of confidence, but on account of the sanctity of conjugal happiness and domestic peace or to regulate the Intimate relationship of husband and wife.
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gain of this life, if they desire to preserve (their) chastity.
But if anyone forces them, then verily, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful (to them) after they have been forced.982
34. And We have already sent down to you manifest verses and
an illustration of (the story of) people who passed before
you, and an admonition for those who are righteous.
35. Allah is the Light of the firmaments and the earth. The parable of His Light is as (if there were) a (lustrous) niche in a
wall wherein is a lamp. The lamp is inside a glass. The glass
as if it were a shining star, lit with the oil of a blessed tree
of an olive, neither of the east nor of the west - its very oil
would almost shine forth, even though fire touched it not.
Light upon Light! Allah guides to His Light whomever He
pleases. And Allah sets forth parables for mankind. And
Allah knows all things fully well.
36. (The Light which is mentioned above, illumines) in houses
which Allah has permitted to be raised, and in them His
name is commemorated; therein, is He glorified (through
establishing of prayers) in the mornings and in the evenings, (again and again).
37. By men whom neither trade nor sale can divert from the remembrance of Allah, nor from offering prayers, nor from
paying zakat. (Men) who dread (only) the Day on which
hearts and eyes shall be upset (referring to the effects of
terror on the Day of Judgement).983
38. (Who wishes) that Allah may bestow upon them the best reward of what they have done, and increase even more for
them out of His Bounty. And (know well that) Allah provides for whoever He pleases, without (any) reckoning.
39. But the deeds of those who reject (the faith) are like a mirage
982. Islam lays great emphasis upon social reforms. It attaches a good deal
of importance to marriage and law governing it. 2: 227- 4:23.
One should be chaste even if a man cannot afford the marriage under
any circumstances; he is not permitted to attempt filthy affairs. Here a
mention is made concerning slavery which was experienced by Arabs
since long, Qur’an encouraged and opened different ways for their
liberty. If a slave requests from his master a conditional manumission,
through lawful means, then they should reach a written reasonable
deed. By this, the slaves can form a beautiful family life and the master
should provide all necessary assistance for the welfare of the slaves.
An important point noted here is to look after the chastity of slave girls
and they should not force them against their wish.
983. Here is a reference to those who have been guided by the light of Islam.
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in level plain and open spaces, which the thirsty one imagines to be water; until when he comes (near) to it, he finds
it to be nothing: but he finds Allah there, and Allah will
pay him his account in full. And Allah is swift at reckoning.
40. Or (their deeds are) like the darkness in a vast and deep ocean,
which is covered upon by waves rallying upon waves, topped
by (dark) clouds. Depths of darkness, one above another: if
a man stretches forth his hand, he can hardly see sit! For
him to whom Allah grants not light, so he shall find no
light(atall)!
41. Do you not see that it is Allah - whoever is in the firmaments
and the earth, does glorify Him alone, and (also) the birds
with wings outspread (in the air)? Each one knows its own
(mode of) prayer, and its glorification. And Allah knows
well all that which they do.
42. And to Allah alone belongs the dominion of the firmaments
and the earth; and to Allah alone is the final destination
(ofall).
43. Do you not see that Allah propels the clouds forward (gently),
then joins them together, then heaps them up,— then you
see the rain coming forth through it. And He sends down
from the sky (as it were) mountain masses (of clouds)
wherein is hail- and He smites therewith whom He pleases
and averts it from whom He pleases. The brightness of its
lightning almost snatches off (man’s) sight.
44. Allah revolves the night and the day (to succeed each other in
turns). There is surely a lesson in that for those who have
vision!
45. And Allah has created all moving (living) creature from water.
So some among them creep up on their bellies; and some
of them walk on two legs; and some that walk on four. And
Allah creates what He pleases. And verily, Allah has power
over all things.
46. We have indeed sent down manifest signs. And Allah guides
whom He pleases, to the straight path.
47. And they say: “We believe in Allah and in the Messenger, and
we obey”: but even thereafter, a group of them turn away.
And they are not (really) believers.
48. And when they are called to Allah and His Messenger, in order that he may judge between them, behold, a group of
them turn aside.
49. But if the right is on their side, they would have come to him
most submissively!
50. Is there a disease in their hearts? Or are they in doubt, or do
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they fear that Allah and His Messenger will deal unjustly
with them? But, the fact is that they themselves are wrong
doers.
51. The saying of the believers (in response) when they are called to
Allah and His Messenger, in order that he may judge between
them, is that they say: “We hear and we obey”. And they themselves are (really) the successful.984
52. And whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger and fears Allah and
guards off (evil and does righteous deeds), then they themselves are the victorious.
53. And they swear their most binding oaths that, if you would command them, they will certainly go forth (in the cause of Allah).
Tell them: “Swear not; (but required from you is not more than
the) befitting obedience. Surely Allah is well aware of that
which you do. 985
54. Say: obey Allah and obey the Messengers; but if you turn away,
then he is only bound (to fullfil the duty of the propagation of
faith) which is placed on him, and upon you is (to obey) that
which is placed on you. And if you obey him, you shall be on
the right guidance. And upon the Messenger is only for conveying (the message) clearly.”
55. And Allah has promised to those among you who believe and act
righteously, that He will surely make them as the successors
in the land, as He made those before them as successors (at
that time); and that He will firmly establish for them their religion which he has chosen for them; and that He will certainly
provide them security in place of the fearfulness (in which they
lived). (Let them) worship Me (alone) and not associate anything with Me. And whoever reject the faith after that, they
themselves are the rebellious ones.986
56. And establish regular prayer and give zakat, and obey the Mes984. It is reported that there was a dispute between a Jew and a hypocrite. The
Jew proposed bringing up the matter to the Holy Prophet, while the
hypocrite preferred Ka’ab bin Ashraf to judge between them. However,
the matter was brought to the Prophet, and he judged in favour of the
Jew. The hypocrite became annoyed and decided that they should bring
the matter once again before Omar bin Khattab. The Jew informed
Omar about what had happened and that he was satisfied with the
Judgement of the Holy Prophet. Omar then struck the hypocrite on his
neck and said: “This is my Judgement for those who disagree with the
Judgement of Allah and His messenger. But faithful are those who
place their trust on the Judgement of Allah and His messenger”.
985. Allah warns the Holy Prophet about the insincere claims and statements
of the hypocrites, and how to reply to them.
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senger, that you may be shown Mercy.
57. Do not imagine that the rejecters can frustrate (the Lord) in
the earth. And (know that) their abode will be the Fire,
and it is indeed an evil destination.
58. O you who have believed! Let those whom your right hands
have possessed, and those of you who have not attained
puberty, ask your permission (before they enter into your
presence), on three occasions (in a day). Before morning
prayer; and at the time when you have put off your clothes
at noon; and after the night prayer (‘Isha’ ). These are your
three times of nakedness for you. Outside those times, there
shall be no restriction upon you in moving around, or for
them (attending) one another. In that manner, Allah makes
the signs clear to you; and Allah is All-Knowing, All Wise.987
59. But when the children among you have reached (the age of)
puberty, then let them (also) ask your permission (to enter), as those (mentioned) before them asked permission.
Thus Allah expounds His signs to you: and Allah is AllKnowing, All Wise.
60. And the women who are past the child-bearing (age), and
who have no desire for marriage, then there is no offence
on them to lay aside their (outer) garments—provided they
do not reveal their adornments. But, it is best for them to
be modestly refrain themselves, and Allah is All—Hearing,
All-Knowing.
61. There is no restriction upon the blind; nor any restriction on
one (born) lame, nor any restriction on the sick, nor on
yourselves, that you eat from your own houses, or the houses
of your fathers, or the houses of your mothers, or the houses
of your brothers, or the houses of your sisters, or the houses
of your father’s brothers, or the houses of your father’s sisters, or the houses of your mothers brothers or the houses
of your mother’s sisters, or (in the houses) the keys whereof
you possess, or (in the house) of a sincere friend of yours.
There is no restriction on you, whether you eat in (company) together, or separately. But, if you enter houses, greet

986. [Allah has promised the Holy Prophet to make his nation the successors
of the earth. This had been recorded in the history of Islam.
987. In the verse 29 of this chapter, the permission for entrance to a house and
its moral aspects in general are mentioned. Here the moral aspects of
the entrance of the slaves and the children are mentioned. In 61, the
permission of eating with the close relatives alone or together has
mentioned.
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each other - a greeting from Allah full of blessing and purity. Thus does Allah make clear the signs to you that you
may understand.
62. Truly the believers are only those who believe in Allah and
His Messenger, and when they are with him on a matter
(requiring) a collective action, they do not depart until they
have asked him for permission. Verily, those who ask you
for permission are the men who believe in Allah and His
Messenger. So, when they ask you for the permission concerning some of their own affair, then grant the permission
to those of them whomsoever you please; and ask Allah for
their forgiveness. Surely, Allah” is Oft- Forgiving, The Most
Merciful.988
63. Make not the calling of the Messenger among yourselves like
the calling of one of you to another. Surely Allah knows of
you who sneak away under shelter (of some excuse). Then,
let those beware who oppose (the Messenger’s) order, lest
some trial afflicts them, or a grievous punishment be inflicted upon them.989
64. Know well, that surely to Allah belongs whatever is in the
firmaments and in the earth. He knows well what you are
intent upon : and on the day they shall be returned to Him,
then He will inform them of what they have done. And Allah knows everything fully well.

988. Here, a moral aspect concerning going away, from a meeting place where
they are engaged in a common affair, has been mentioned.
989. Apart from the meaning which has given above, there is a different meaning for “the prayer of the messenger”. That Ibn Abbas and ‘Attiyyah said:
“Do not believe that the invoking of the Messenger on others will be as
your ordinary invoking!. Therefore, beware of acting against the orders
of the Messenger”.
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The Criterion
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and gets its title from the opening Ayah
which states that the Prophet Muhammad has been sent to mankind, with
a divine revelation (the Qur’an), which provides a criterion for us to distinguish
truth from falsehood; and right from wrong.
The worship of One God is emphasized upon. The plight of the disbelievers, among the people of the various Prophets who were sent before Prophet
Muhammad, are also mentioned. Allah’s Mercy on mankind is stressed on.
Anyone who sincerely asks for forgiveness will surely be pardoned.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Blessed be He Who sent down Al- Furqan (the Qur’an), to His
servant, (so) that he may be a warner to all creatures.990
2. He to Whom the dominion of the firmaments and the earth
belongs; and Who has not begotten any son, nor has He
any partner in the dominion : and Who has created all things,
and has determined them in due proportions.
3. But they have adopted besides Him, gods that can create nothing, while they are themselves created; nor have they power
of hurt or profit to themselves; nor can they control death
nor life nor resurrection.
4. And those who reject (the faith) say: “This (the Qur’an) is nothing but a falsehood which he has fabricated; and other
people have helped him to do that.” But truly they have
brought forth an iniquity and a falsehood.991

990. The Universe in general, and mankind and jinns, in particular, are emphasized here, expressing their gratitude to the Almighty for sending
‘The Criterion’ (another name for the Holy Qur’an) — that distinguishes
between truth and falsehood, and guides them on the right path.
991. From here up to verse 9, the falsehood and fabrications against the Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him) and the Holy Qur’an, are mentioned.
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5. And they say: “(These are) myths (of the ancient (people), which
he has transcribed; and which are dictated to him in the
morning and the evening.”
6. Tell (them); “It (the Qur’an) has been sent down by Him Who
knows every secret (that is) in the firmaments and the earth.
Verily, He is Ever-Forgiving, The Most Merciful”
7. And they say: “What happened to this Messenger, that he eats
food, and walks through the market places? Why has not
an angel been sent down to him, so that he might be a
warner along with him’?
8. “Or a treasure should have been poured down to him, or he
should have had a garden to eat there from?” And the wrong
doers say: You follow none other than a man bewitched.”
9. See how they ( strike out comparisons for you! But they have
gone astray, so they cannot find a way (of truth).
10. Blessed be He Who, if He pleases, will grant you better than
that, Heavens beneath which rivers flow; and He will grant
you palaces (secure to dwell in).
11. But they falsified the Hour (of Judgement). And We have prepared a Blazing Fire for the one who falsified the Hour (of
the Judgement).992
12. When it sees them from a place far oft, they will hear its
raging and roaring 13. And when they are cast, bound together, into a narrow place
therein, they will plead for destruction there and then!
14. (Thereupon it will be told to them): “Do not plead today for a
single destruction, but plead for destruction, more and
more!”
15. Say: “Is that better or the eternal (life of the) Paradise, which
has been promised to the righteous? It will be their reward
as well as a destination.
16. “They shall have, therein, all that they desire for; they will
dwell (there) for ever. A promise binding upon your Lord.”
17. And on the Day when He will gather them together as well as
those whom they worship besides Allah, He will ask (the
latter): “Was it you who led astray these servants of Mine;
or did they stray from the path, themselves?”
18. They will say: “Glory to you (our Lord). It was not upon us to
have taken any other protectors besides you. But You be992. Those rejecters of faith, who deny the Resurrection and the Judgement
Day - for them is a blazing fire in the Hereafter. The nature of the punishment is further mentioned in the following verses.
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stowed upon them and on their fathers (provisions of this
life), so that they forgot the Message, and thus became a
lost and ruined people.”
19. (Allah will say to their worshippers): “Now they falsify you in
what you say : so you cannot avert (the Punishment), nor
(get) any help.” And whoever among you does wrong, We
will make him taste a grievous punishment (and it will be a
grievous Day for the rejecters of faith).993
20. And We have sent no Messengers before you, but surely, they
ate food and walked through the market places; and We
have made some of you as a trial for others. Will you have
patience? And your Lord observes (all things).
21. And those who do not hope to meet Us (for Judgment) say:
“Why are not the angels sent down to us, or (why) do we
not see our Lord?” Indeed, they have become an arrogant
(people) about themselves, and have greatly exceeded the
bounds.994
22. On the Day when they see the angels,- shall be no glad tidings to the criminals, on that day; and they (angels) will
say: “Far be it from us - (there is a barrier which cannot be
crossed).”
23. And We shall determine concerning the actions they have done
(ln their lives), and We render it as scattered dust.
24. The inmates of the Paradise, will on that Day, have the best
abode, and have the fairest of places (for repose).
25. On that Day, the sky with (all its) clouds shall be rent asunder, and angels shall be sent down - a grand descent.
26. The dominion on that Day will belong in truth, to the Most
Gracious One (alone). And it will be a grievous Day for the
rejecters (of faith).
27. On the Day when the wrong doer shall bite on his hands,
saying: “Oh! Would that I had taken a (straight) path with
the Messenger!995
28. “Ah! Woe is to me! Would that I had never taken a certain
person as an intimate friend!
993. The idols acquit themselves from the charges of the idol worshippers.
994. The arrogance of the wicked deniers of faith, and their various false
claims, and the ultimate outcome of their misdeeds. On the other hand,
there is an abode of bliss for the righteous in the Hereafter, as mentioned in the verse 24.
995. Terrors of the Hour and the wish of the rejecters of the faith at that moment
to adopt the way of the Messenger.
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29. “Indeed, he led me astray from the Message (of Allah), after it
had come to me! And Shaithan is a traitor of man ! “
30. And the Messenger will say: “O my Lord, truly my people
treated this Qur’an in a wild and delirious manner.”996
31. And like that manner, We have made for every Prophet an
enemy among the criminals : but your Lord is sufficient as
a Guide and Helper.
32. And those who reject faith say: “Why was the Qur’an not sent
down to him all at once?” Thus (do We send it down), that
We may strengthen your heart therewith, and We have arranged it well and fairly in a slow and distinct manner.
33. And they bring to you no any similitude, but, We bring the
Truth and the best explanation (thereof).997
34. Those who will be dragged headlong into Hell, such (people)
are in the worst position, and (they are) most astray, as to
path.
35. And indeed (before this), We granted Musa the Book, and
made his brother Haroon with him, as a minister.998
36. And We told (them): “Go to the people who have falsified
Our signs.” Thereupon, We destroyed them (the rejecters)
with utter destruction.
37. And (observe) the people of Noah,- when they falsified the
Messengers, We drowned them,
38. And also (observe the people of) ‘Ad and Thamud, and the
Companions of the ‘Rass’ (people of the Well), and many a
generation between them , and We made them as a sign for
(all) mankind; and We have prepared for (all) Wrongdoers
a painful punishment.
39. And to each one (of them) We set forth parables and examples;
and each one We destroyed to utter destruction (for their
sins).
40. And the (unbelievers) must indeed have crossed the town,
which was rained (with) an evil rain (shower of brimstones)
996. The Holy Prophet has set forth here a complaint against the disobedient
people.
997. See. 17: 105-106, 75:16-17
998. Up to verse 44, are included brief lessons of some of the previous Prophets, and their mission. Those criminals, generations of people who
rebelled against their Prophets, and those among the later generations who follow their own desires, mocking of the messengers and
disregarding the message of Allah, belong to the same category, and
are worse than Brutal beasts.
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do they not then see it (with their own eyes)? But they
expect not to be raised up again (after death).
41. And whenever they see you, they only make fun of you (and
say): “Is this the one whom Allah has sent as a Messenger?
42. “He indeed would have almost misled us from our gods, if we
had not adhered to them!” - they will soon know when they
see the punishment. (They will know) who has been most
misled from the right path!
43. Have you seen him who has taken his own evil desires, to be
his god? Would you be a guardian upon him?
44. Or do you think that most of them listen or understand? They
are only like cattle; indeed, they are even more misguided
from the path!
45. Do you not see how your Lord stretches out the shadow! If
He had pleased, He could have surely made it remain quiet
and fixed! Then do We make the sun to be a means of
showing it (the shadow)!999
46. Then We draw it in towards Ourselves,- an easy and gradual
drawing in.
47. And He is the One Who made the night as a garment (covering) for you, and sleep, as rest; and made the Day a time
for rising up.
48. And He is the One Who sends the winds as heralds of glad
tidings of His Mercy. And We send down pure water from
the sky 49. (So) that with it, We may give life to dead lands, and provide
drink to many cattle and people that We have created.
50. And indeed, We cause it to flow amongst them (by different
(channels) - that they may be mindful, but most people are
averse to (aught) but (rank) ingratitude.
51. And if We had pleased, We could have sent a warner to every
town. 1000
52. Therefore, do not obey the rejecters, but thereby (Qur’an)
strive against them with the utmost striving.
53. And He is the One Who has let loose, the two seas - this (one)
is sweet and fresh, and the other is salty and bitter: and He
has made a barrier between them, a partition that is not to
be passed.1001
999. Here and in the following verses mention is made on the prevailing of the
faith and diminishing of disbelief showing similitude to light and shadow.
1000. If we desired We could send messenger to every town, but We desired
to designate you as a universal Messenger.
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54. And He is the One Who has created human beings from water. Thereupon, He has provided for him consanguinity and
affinity. And your Lord has power (over all things).
55. And they worship besides Allah, that which can neither benefit them nor harm them. And the rejecter (of faith) is a
helper (of evil), against his Lord!
56. And We have sent you only as a bearer of glad tidings, and a
warner.
57. Tell (them): “l do not ask you for any wage for (conveying)
that (Message of Allah to you), except that one who wishes
may take a (straight) path (which leads) to his Lord.”
58. And put your trust in the Living One Who never dies, and
glorify (Him) with His praise; and sufficient is He as the
All-Knower of the sins of His servants;
59. He Who created the firmaments and the earth and all that is
between them, in six days; then He intended (what He
wishes) on the “Arsh”. Allah is the Most Gracious: so ask
about Him of any acquainted (with such things). 1002
60. And when it is said to them: “Prostrate to the Most Gracious!”
They say: “And what is (Allah) Most Gracious? Shall we prostrate ourselves to What you command us?” And it increases
in them, only aversion.
61. Blessed be He Who placed constellations in the sky, and
has placed therein (an illuminating) lamp, and a shining
moon, 1003
62. And He is the One who made the night and the day to follow
each other: for such who desires to be mindful or to pay
gratitude.
63. And the servants of (Allah) the Most Gracious are those who
walk on the earth in a dignified manner; and when the ignorant address them (with foolish words), they say (humbly): “Peace!”
64. And those who spend the night prostrating and standing in
adoration of their Lord,
1001. Here it is mentioned of the creation of two kinds of water- sweet and
salty, such as seas, rivers and streams- for man’s need in every part of
the land.
1002. 7:54
1003. Reference is made here and in the following verses to the creation of the
heavenly bodies - Stars, sun, moon day and night- as objects of reflection over the favour and grace of Allah and therefore one should be
thankful to Almighty Allah for these favours.
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65. And those who say: “Our Lord! Avert from us the punishment
of Hell, (for) the punishment thereof is indeed a continuous torment
66. “It is evil indeed - an evil resort and dwelling place.”
67. And those who, when they spend, are neither extravagant nor
niggardly, but hold a just (balance in equity) between those
(groups)68. And those who invoke not, with Allah, any other god, nor kill
such life as Allah has made sacred, except for just cause;
nor commit fornication: and whoever does that shall meet
punishment of wickedness.
69. (But) the punishment on the Day of Judgment will be doubled
to him, and he will dwell therein in despise 70. Except for those who repent, and believe and act righteously
- (and) whose evil deeds Allah will convert into good deeds.
And Allah is Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
71. And whoever repents and acts righteously, he truly turns to
Allah in repentance :
72. And those who do not bear false witness, and, if they pass by
vain discourse - they pass by with courteously.
73. And those who, when they are admonished with the signs of
their Lord, fall not down at them, as if they were deaf or
blind:
74. And those who pray: “Our Lord! Grant unto us our spouses
and our offspring who will be the comfort and delight of
our eyes; and make us a model for the righteous.”
75. Those are the ones who will be rewarded for their steadfastness, with the highest and lofty apartments (in Paradise);
and they shall meet therein, with greeting and salutations.
76. Dwelling therein forever. What an excellent abode and place
ofrest!
77. Say (to the rejecters of faith): “My Lord would not concern
Himself with your affaire, if you do not invoke Him. But
you have indeed falsified (Him), and (soon) shall there be
an abiding punishment.”1004

1004. Here reference is made to mankind in general and specifically to the rejecters of the faith
.
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The Poets
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and the title is taken from the Ayah that
disparages poets as being insincere in their portrayal of reality.

A majour portion of the Surah narrates the histories of several Prophets
of the past, and the lessons to be drawn from their lives and teachings.
The attributes of Allah, and the fact that we all will be brought back to life,
in the Hereafter, are mentioned.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
Ta. Seen. Meem.
Such are the Verses of the Book (Qur’an) that manifested
(the truth clearly).
You may fret yourself to death, on account that they do
not become believers.
If We had pleased, We could send down upon them a
sign from the sky, so that they would bend their necks
(in utter humility), before it.
But there comes not to them a fresh reminder from the
Most Gracious (Allah) ,but they turn aside there from.
So they have indeed falsified (the Message): therefore,
there will come to them soon, the news of what they
mocked at! 1005

1005. The Holy Prophet was initially disappointed when his people rejected
his divine message, when it was so obvious that therein was clear
guidance. At this juncture, Allah reveals the essence of the Prophet’s
mission - only to convey the message of Allah. It is Allah ’s will to guide
the individual or not. The disbelievers will continue asking for a miracle,
in spite of the clear signs before them. It is very easy for Allah to send
down a miracle, but He knows well, that they will continue to reject the
truth. But if they falsify the truth, they will soon realize the reality that they
faced at Badr, and the eventual victory of the believers when they captured Makkah from the unbelievers.
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7. Have they not looked at the earth, how many a pair of noble
things of all kinds We have brought forth therein?
8. Certainly, in that, there is a sign yet most of them are not
believers.
9. And truly your Lord is the All Mighty, the Most Merciful.
10. And (remember) when your Lord called Musa, (and directed
him): “Go to the people of the wrong doers.
11. The people of Pharaoh.” Will they not ward off (evil and do
righteous deeds)?”
12. He said “O my Lord! Verily I do fear that they should falsify
me;
13. “And that my breast will be straitened, and that my tongue will
not speak articulately. So, appoint (my brother) Haroon
(Aaron) as a Messenger as well.
14. “And (besides) they have an accusation of crime against me;
and I am afraid that they might kill me.”
15. He (Allah) said: “By no means! So proceed both of you, with
Our signs. We are indeed with you, and will listen (the task
of the mission).
16. “So go forward both of you, to Pharaoh, and say (to him):
‘Surely, we are the Messengers of the Lord of the worlds;
17. “So that you should send with us, the children of Israel.”
18. He (Pharaoh) said: “Did we not nourish you as a child among
us, and did you not dwell (as an inhabitant) among us,
many years of your life?
19. And you commit a deed which you have done (slaying of an
Egyptian): and you are of the ungrateful!”
20. He (Musa) said: “I did that, when I was one of the misguided
(and I was then ignorant).
21. “So I fled away from you when I feared you; thereafter, my
Lord has bestowed upon me wisdom (and the knowledge):
and made me one of the Messengers.
22. “And that was a favour with which you can reproach me, - that
you have enslaved the children of Israel! (Which is not a
favour but a wicked act by Pharaoh). “
23. Pharaoh said: “And what (and who) is the Lord of the worlds?”
24. He (Musa) said: “The Lord of the firmaments and the earth,
and all that lies between them: if you had firm belief”
25. He (Pharaoh) said to those around him: “Do you not listen
(to what he says)?”
26. He (Musa) said: (He is) your Lord and the Lord of your fore-
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fathers ! “
27. He (Pharaoh) said: “Truly, your Messenger who has been sent
to you is surely a madman!“
28. He (Musa, went on and) said: “(He is the) Lord of the east
and the west, and of all that is between them : if you have
but, sense! “
29. He (Pharaoh) said: “If you adopt any god other than me, I will
— certainly put you among those (who are) imprisoned!”
30. He (Musa) said: “Even if I demonstrate to you something which
is manifest?”
31. He (Pharaoh) said: “Produce it then, if you are of the truthful.”
32. Thereupon, he (Musa) cast down his staff : and behold, it was
a clear (and visible) serpent.
33. And he pulled out his hand, and behold, it was (pure) white,
to those spectators!
34. He (Pharaoh) said to the chiefs around him: “This is indeed a
skilful sorcerer;
35. “Who desires to drive you out of your land by his sorcery :
then what is your counsel?”
36. They said: “Put him and his brother off for a while, and dispatch to the cities, (heralds) to assemble together.
37. “And they bring to you every skilful sorcerer.”
38. So the sorcerers were gathered together according to the stated
time and place, on the fixed day.
39. And the people were asked : “Are you all gathered together?
40. “So that (now) we may follow the sorcerers, if they be the
winners?”
41. When the sorcerers came, they asked Pharaoh: “Shall we have
a (suitable) reward, if we are the—victorious’?”
42. He said: “Yes, and surely, you shall then be my entourage .“
43. Moses said to them (now): “Demonstrate that which you are
about to display!”
44. Thereupon, they cast down their ropes, and their staffs, and
they declared: “By the glory of Pharaoh, we shall certainly
be the victorious.”
45. Then Musa cast down his staff : when, behold, it (straightaway) swallowed up, what they had falsely devised!
46. Whereupon, the sorcerers fall down, prostrating in adoration 47. Saying : “We believe in the Lord of the Worlds.
48. “The Lord of Musa and Haroon.”
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49. He (Pharaoh) said: “Have you believed in Him before I grant
you permission? Surely he is your chief, who has taught
you sorcery! But soon shall you know! Be sure I will cut off
your hands and your feet, on alternate sides and I will certainly crucify you, all together!”
50. They said: “There is no harm for us (to do that): we shall
certainly return to our Lord!
51. “Truly, our desire is that our Lord will forgive us our mistakes,
since we are the first (among) the believers.”
52. And We revealed to Musa (saying): “Take My servants, for a
journey by night: you shall be surely pursued (by Pharaoh).”
53. Then Pharaoh sent to (all) the cities, heralds to assemble together 54. (Saying): “these (Israelites) are a small band of men,
55. “And they have surely enraged us;
56. “And we are certainly, a multitude (in number), cautious and
well prepared.”
57. So We expelled them from gardens and springs,
58. And from treasures, and (every kind of) honourable abodes.
59. In that manner, We made the children of Israel to inherit such
things.
60. So they pursued them (in the morning), at sunrise.
61. And when the two hosts came insight of one another, the companions of Musa said: “We are certainly, to be overtaken.
62. He (Musa) said: “By no means! Surely; my Lord is with me!
He will ( guide me!”
63. Thereupon, We revealed to Musa: “Strike the sea with your
staff?” So it cleft asunder, and each part became as high as
a massive mountain.
64. And We made the other party I come near65. And We rescued Musa and all those who were with him.
66. Then We drowned the others.
67. Verily, there is a sign in that. But most of them do not believe.
68. And verily, your Lord - He is truly The All-Mighty the Most
Merciful.1006
69. And narrate to them the news of Ibrahim;1007
1006. Various events in the life of the Prophet Musa (peace be upon him), who
was sent by Allah to convey the message to the people of Pharaoh. Also
see 20:9-99
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70. When, he said to his father and his people: “What do you
worship?”
71. They said: “We worship idols, and remain to be devoted to
them.”
72. He said: “Do they listen to you when you invoke (them),
73. “Or do they benefit you, or do you (any) harm?”
74. They said: “No, but we found our fathers doing thus.”
75. He said: “Do you realize whom you have been worshipping 76. “You and your forefathers?
77. “For they are all indeed, my enemy, except the Lord of the
Worlds;
78. “He Who created me, and it is He who guides me;
79. “And it is He Who feeds me, and gives me drink,
80. ‘‘And when I fall ill, it is He Who heals me;
81. “And Who will cause me to die, and then give me life (again);
82. “And Who, I hope, will forgive me my mistakes on the Day of
Judgement.
83. “O my Lord! Bestow upon me wisdom (and knowledge), and
join me with the righteous;
84. “And make me among those who are the most truthful, among
the later people (who come after me)
85. “‘And make me one of the inheritors of the Heaven of Bliss.
86. “And forgive my father that he is indeed among those misguided.
87. “And do not disgrace me on the Day when (men) will be raised up 88. ‘The Day whereon neither wealth nor sons will avail,
89. “Except the one who comes to Allah with a perfect and sound
heart;
90. “And Paradise will be brought near, to the righteous;
91. “And the Blazing Fire will be placed (in full view) to those
straying in evil.
92. “And it shall be said to them: “Where are the (gods) whom
you worshipped 93. “Besides Allah? Can they help you, or will they help themselves?”
1007. The story of prophet Ibrahim (peace be upon him) is mentioned - including his argument with his father and other idol-worshippers, in his
attempt to guide them on the right way. See 19:41-50, 9:114
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94. “Thereupon, they will be thrown headlong into it (the Fire):
they and those straying in evil (the worshippers and the
worshipped).
95. “And the hosts of Iblees, all together96. “They will say, while they dispute (among themselves) therein;
97. “By Allah, we were truly in manifest error.
98. “When we held you (gods) as equals with the Lord of the
Worlds;
99. “And none misled us — but the criminals.
100. “So now, we have no one to intercede (for us),
101. “Nor any (single) intimate friend,
102. “Therefore, if we only had a chance of return (to the world),
then, we would be among those who believe!”1008
103. Verily, in that, there is a sign but most of them do not believe.
104. And verily your Lord is He, the All Mighty, the Most Merciful.
105. The people of Nuh falsified the Messengers.1009
106. Behold when their brother Nuh said to them: “Will you not
be righteous?”
107. “I am indeed a faithful Messenger to you.
108. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.
109. “And I do not ask you for any reward for it : my reward is only
with the Lord of the Worlds.
110. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.”
111. They said: “Shall we believe in you, while (it is the) vilest men
that follow you?”
112. He (Nuh) said, “And what do I know about what they have
been doing’?
113. “Their reckoning is only with my Lord. If you should (but)
perceive (that).
114. “And (in any case) I will not chase out those who believe.
115. “I am only a plain Warner.”
1008. 6:27-28.
1009. A detailed narrative of the people of Prophet Nuh (peace be upon him)
who turned away from his preaching and sincere claims of prophethood.
His patience and trust in Allah, despite all the threatening arguments of
his disbelieving and rebellious people, are emphasized up to verse
121. See 11:25-49
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116. They said: “O Nuh! If you do not desist, you shall certainly be
stoned (to death).”
117. He said: “O my Lord! Truly my people have falsified me.
118. “Therefore, make a clear decision, between me and them
openly, and rescue me and those of the believers who are
with me.”
119. So We rescued him and those with him in the Ark, loaded
(with all creatures).
120. Thereafter, We drowned those who remained behind.
121. Verily, there is a sign in that. But most of them do not believe.
122. And verily your Lord is He, the All Mighty, the Most Merciful.
123. The ‘Ad (people) falsified the Messengers.1010
124. When their brother Hud said to them: “Will you not be righteous?
125. “I am indeed a faithful messenger to you.
126. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.
127. “So I do not ask you for any reward for it : my reward is only
with the Lord of the Worlds.
128. “Do you build a monument on every high place (to) amuse
yourselves?
129. “And construct for yourselves (mighty) fortresses, in the hope
of living (therein) forever?
130. “And when you forcibly seize (anyone), you seize (him) as
mighty people (mercilessly).
131. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.
132. “And keep your duty to Him Who has bestowed upon you,
with all that you know.
133. “He has bestowed upon you, livestock and children.
134. “And gardens and springs.
135. “Truly I fear for you the punishment of a fateful Day.”
136. They said: “It is the same to us whether you admonish us or
whether you be not of those who admonish!
137. “This is nothing, but a manner (narrated) by the ancients,
138. “And we shall never be punished!”
1010. A detailed narrative of the rebellious Ad people, who falsified their Messengers, and Prophet Hud (peace be upon him) in particular. Also see
7:65-72
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139. So they falsified him, and therefore, We destroyed them.
Verily, there is a sign in that. But most of them do not believe.
140. And verily your Lord is He, the All Mighty, the Most Merciful.
141. The Thamud (People) falsified the Messengers.1011
142. When their brother Salih said to them: “Will you not be righteous?
143. “I am indeed a faithful Messenger to you.
144. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me,
145. “And I do not ask you any reward for it: my reward is only
with the Lord of the Worlds.
146. “Will you be left secure amidst (the things) that you have
here?
147. “Amidst gardens and springs,
148. “And corn fields and date palms, with heavy spathes near
breaking?
149. “And you are hewing out houses out of (rocky) Mountains,
with great skill.
150. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah and obey me’
151. “‘And do not obey the order of those who are extravagant 152. “Who make mischief in the land, and reform not (their ways).”
153. They said: “You are only one of those bewitched!
154. “You are no more than a human being like us : then bring us
a sign, if you tell the truth!”
155. He said: “Here is a she-camel. She we shall have right (share)
of drinking, and you have a right (share) of drinking, on an
appointed day.
156. “And touch her not with any harm, lest the punishment of a
Great Day, will afflict you.
157. But they hamstrung her: then they became regretful.
158. So the punishment afflicted them: Verily, there is a sign in
that - But most of them do not believe.
159. And verily your Lord is He, the Almighty, the Most Merciful.
160. The people of Lut falsified the Messengers.1012
1011. The people of Thamud, who were the successors of the people of Ad,
continued to rebel against their true Prophet and guidance, in the form
of Prophet Salih (peace be upon him). They became very proud and
arrogant, and their eventual ruin is described in the verses up to 159.
Also see 7:73-79
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161. When their brother Lut said to them: “Will you not be righteous?
162. “I am indeed a faithful Messenger to you.
163. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.
164. “And I do not ask for you any reward for it : my reward is only
with the Lord of the Worlds.
165. “Out of all beings in the world, do you come upon males,
166. “And leave your wives, whom your Lord has created for you?
But, you are a people transgressing (all limits)!”
167. They said: “If you desist not, O Lut! You will be assuredly
cast forth!”
168. He said: “l am indeed among those who detest your practice
that you commit.
169. “O my Lord! Rescue me and my family from what they are
doing! “
170. So We rescued him and all his family,
171. Except an old woman who stayed behind.
172. Then We destroyed utterly, the others.
173. And We rained down upon them, a shower (of brimstone) :
how evil was the shower on those who were admonished
(but heeded not)!
174. Verily there is a sign in that: but most of them do not believe.
175. And verily your Lord is He, the Almighty, the Most Merciful.
176. The inhibitors of ‘Al Aykah’ (people of the Wood) falsified
the Messengers.1013
177. When Shu’aib said to them: “Will you not be righteous?
178. “I am indeed a faithful Messenger to you.
179. “So be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.
180. “And I do not ask you for any reward for it : my reward is only
with the Lord of the Worlds.
181. “Give full measure, and be not of those who give short measure (to others).
1012. Description of the people of Prophet Lut (peace be upon him); the mission of the Prophet and its rejection by his people. 7:80-84
1013. The companions of ‘Aikat’ refers to the people of Madyan, and the
Prophet sent to them was Shuaib (peace be upon him) Also see 7:8593 / 15:78-79. They were a business community, and were an evil and
unjust people. Shuaib conveyed Allah’s message to them, which they
rejected and falsified, earning the wrath of the Almighty upon them.
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182. “And weigh with exact and true balance.
183. “And do not diminish people’s goods, nor do evil in the land,
acting mischief
184. “And be mindful of your duty to him Who created you and
(Who created) the former generations?
185. They said: “You are indeed among those bewitched!
186. “And you are no more than a human being like us; and indeed we are convinced that you be of the liars!
187. “So cause to fall on us, a segment of the sky: if you are truthful.”
188. He said: “My Lord knows best what you do.”
189. But they falsified him. Then the punishment of a day of overshadowing gloom seized them: and surely, it was the punishment of a dreadful Day.
190. Verily there is a sign in that. But most of them do not believe.
191. And verily your Lord is He, the Almighty, the Most Merciful.
192. And verily, it is a Revelation of the Lord of the Worlds:”1014
193. The trusted spirit (referring to the angel Jibreel), brought it
down194. Upon your heart: in order that you shall be among the warners:
195. In plain Arabic tongue.
196. And surely it is (mentioned) in the former Scriptures.
197. Is it not a (sufficient) sign for them that the learned of the
children of Israel know it (the fact that the message of the
Holy Prophet is a true message from Allah)?1015
198. And if We had revealed it (the Qur’an) to any of the nonArabs,
199. Thereupon, he had recited it (the Qur’an) to them (the Arabs), they still would not have believed that.1016
200. Thus We have caused it to enter the hearts of the criminals.
201 . They will not believe in it until they see the painful punish1014. Also see 69:40, 43-44 and 32:2-3
1015. There are numerous references in the previous scriptures, on the coming of the final Messenger of Allah - Muhammad (peace be upon him).
The religious scholars, especially those among Christians and Jews,
are well aware of this fact, for despite attempts by man to delete such
obvious references to the Holy Prophet, they remain in their scriptures
as an obvious sign.
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ment.
202. But it will smite them suddenly, while they perceive it not;
203. Then they will say: “Shall we be reprieved?”
204. Do they demand for Our punishment to be hastened on?
205. Imagine (and tell me) if We permit them to enjoy (this ,life,
for a few more) years.
206. Yet thereafter comes to them what they were promised!
207. It will profit them not (at all), the enjoyment that they were
provided.
208. And We have never destroyed a township, but it had its
warners209. (This is as an) admonition; and We were never unjust.1017
210. And the Shaithans do not descend with it (the Qur’an).
211. And it does not befit them, and (even) they do not possess
the power to do so.
212. Indeed they are debarred from hearing it.
213. So do not call on any other god with Allah: (if so) you will be
among those who will be punished.1018
214. And warn your nearest kinsmen, 1019
215. And lower your wing (of humility, by extending kindness) to
the believers who follow you;
216. But if they act rebelliously against you, then say: “Verily, I am
innocent of what you do!”

1016. The Qur’an was revealed to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) who
conveyed the message to his immediate people- the Arabs. Is it a
miracle in itself, that millions of people from all races and language
have embraced Islam and the teachings of the Holy Qur’an, despite it
being in a foreign language?
1017. Allah will not punish any generation of people without sending a Messenger to them conveying the truth, and admonishing them. Allah is
indeed the Most Just the Most Merciful. Messengers have been sent
from the beginning of mankind, to all corners of the world, so that people
may heed to them and act righteously. Some of these Messengers
were also given divine scriptures, but only as a guidance to their people.
None of these scriptures, except the Holy Qur’an exists now in the
original form in which they were revealed All the other scriptures, have
additions and deletions and alterations to suit mankind, but contrary to
what Allah had revealed.
1018. Therefore ignore their claims and invoke Allah alone.
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217. And put your trust upon the Mighty, the Merciful.
218. Who observes you, when you are constantly (at prayers);
219. And (also observes) your various postures, among those who
prostrate themselves.
220. Verily, He is the All Hearing, the All-Knowing,
221 . Shall I mention to you, upon whom the Shaithans descend?
222. They descend on every great liar (and) sinful person,
223. They whisper hearsay into ears, and most of them are liars.
224. And as for the poets,-it is erring men to follow them.
225. Do you not see how they wander, distracted in every valley?
(By trespassing the limits of praising)
226. And that they say what they do not do·
227. Except those who believe, and act righteously, and mention
Allah much, and who help themselves after they have been
wronged: and the wrong doers will soon know what turn
their affairs shall take, (after their death).1020

1019. Convey the message at first to your near relatives, showing humble and
gentle humility to those faithful listeners. If they rebel and turn away,
know that your responsibility is only to convey the message, and not to
force anyone to follow the truth.
1020. Indeed, they say that the Holy Prophet is a poet, and what he brings forth
is sheer poetry. Woe to such people, for one can easily distinguish
between mere poetry and the divine nature of the words of the Qur’an.
When the words of the Qur’an are recited to the faithful, they rush to
listen to it and act accordingly. On the other hand, those who follow
poets are those who while away their time and stray on the wrong path
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The Ants
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and the title is taken from the incident
of Prophet Sulaiman and his army passing through a valley inhabited by
ants.
The Surah asserts that the revelation of the Qur’an is guidance to true
believers. The signs of the Last Day, includes the appearance of a beast
(dabbah) from the earth. The righteous will be spared of the terrors of that Day.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1.Ta. Seen. Such are the verses of the Qur’an: and a Book. That
manifested (clearly). 1021
2. As guidance and glad tidings for the believers3. Those who are constant at prayers and give zakat, and have
firm faith in the Hereafter.
4. Verily, those who believe not in the Hereafter, We have made
their actions seem fair to them : and so they wander distractedly.
5. Such people are they for whom (there will be) an evil punishment and in the Hereafter, they are the greatest losers.
6. And truly, you are gifted with the Qur’an from the presence of
All wise, All Knowing (Allah).1022

1021. The Holy Qur’an is indeed a Divine Revelation from the Almighty providing true guidance and giving glad tidings to those believers (a few
qualities of true believers are mentioned in verse three). On the other
hand, disbelievers are the eventual losers in the Hereafter, and for
them Allah has prepared a grievous punishment (as mentioned in
verses 4 and 5).
1022. See 69:40-43
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7. Remember when Musa said to his family: “I perceive a fire,
soon I will bring you from there some information, or I will
bring you a flaming fire of lighted fuel, (so) that you may
warm yourselves.1023
8. But when he arrived there, he was called (by a voice), “Blessed
be Him Who is in the Fire, and those around it; and Glory
be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds,.
9. “O Musa! Verily, It is I, Allah, the Almighty, All Wise! 10. “Cast down your staff!” (He casts it down accordingly). But
when he saw it stirring (of its own accord) as if it had been
a serpent, he turned back in retreat, and retraced not his
steps. (A voice was heard): “O Musa! Fear not: truly I am
the One in Whose presence, the Messengers have no fear 11. “Except him who has done wrong, and have thereafter substituted good actions in place of evil. So, truly, I am EverForgiving, Most Merciful.
12. “And now put your hand into your bosom (of your shirt) : it
will come forth as pure white - unharmed. This is one of
the nine signs to Pharaoh and his people. Surely, they are
as rebellious people.”
13. But when Our signs came to them, visibly and clearly, they
said: “This is clear sorcery!”
14. And they renounced them, though their souls firmly assured
them wrongfully and arrogantly. But see what was the end
of those who acted mischievously.
15. And We indeed, gave knowledge to Dawood (David) and
Sulaiman (Solomon): and they both said: “Praise be to Allah, Who has favoured us over many of His believing servants!”1024
16. And Sulaiman succeeded Dawood (to the throne), and he said:
“O you people! We have been taught the language of birds,
and we have been given of everything : This is indeed a
manifest grace (from Allah).1025

1023. Up to verse 14, the wonderful experience of Prophet Musa (peace be
upon him) is - described, when he perceived a fire at Mount Sinai, from
where Allah inspired him on the duty assigned to him in conveying His
message to the people of Pharaoh. It was here, that Allah bestowed
upon Musa the two miracles, which would help him in his encounter
with the rebellious people of Pharaoh.
1024. See 2:247-251 21:79-81.
1025. As Jews and Christians continued spreading blasphemous stories
about the great Messengers of Allah, the Almighty emphasizes in the
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17. And to Sulaiman, were assembled his hosts, - of Jinn and men
and birds, and they were all formed into separate (regiments).
18. (While marching), when they reached the valley of ants (‘Wadin-naml’), an ant said: “O you ants, enter into your habitations, so that Sulaiman and his hosts may not kick you (under foot), while they perceive it not.
19. Thereupon, he (Sulaiman) smiled, laughing (to himself) at her
speech; and he said: “O my Lord! So inspire
20. And he reviewed (by a ceremonial inspection) of the birds,
and he said: “How is it that I do not see the Hoopoe? Or is
he among the absentees?
21. “I will certainly punish him severely, or I will slay him, unless
he furnishes me a good reason (for his absence).”
22. But he (the Hoopoe) tarried not long, and he said: “I have
comprehended (the information) which you have not compassed, and I have brought you from Saba (a city of Yemen)
an accurate information.
23. “Verily, I found (there) a woman (the Queen of Sheba), ruling
over them, and she has been provided with every thing;
and she has a mighty throne.
24. “And I found both her and her people prostrating (in worship)
the sun, besides Allah: and Shaithan has made their actions seem pleasing to them; and has hindered them away
from the (right) path - so they are not guided.
25. “Why do they not prostrate to Allah who brings out what is
hidden in the firmaments and the earth; and knows what
you conceal and what you reveal.
26. “(He is) Allah! - There is no god but Him - Lord of the “Arsh”
(the Great creation) the Supreme.
27. He (Sulaiman) said: “Soon shall we see whether you have told
the truth, or you are among those who lie.
Qur’an, through the following verses, that these messengers were His
wise and righteous servants. Allah had bestowed upon Prophet
Sulaiman (Solomon - peace be upon him) the knowledge of the speech
of the birds, beasts and plants. Verse 18 refers to an incident of the ant.
There is also the wonderful story of the hoopoe which conveys the
message of Prophet Sulaiman, to the Queen of Sheba and her people,
following which they embraced Islam. This incident is mentioned in
verse 44 me that I may be thankful for your favours which you have
bestowed upon me and my parents; and that I may act righteously: that
will please you; and admit me, by Your Mercy, among your righteous
Servants.”
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28. “Go ahead with this letter of mine, and deliver it to them :
then withdraw from them, and (wait to) see what answer
they return.”
29. She (the Queen) said (after receiving the message): “O (council) of chiefs! Here is indeed delivered to me a noble letter.
30. “Truly, it is from Sulaiman, and verily it is (read as follows):
‘In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful:
31. “Be you not exalted yourselves over me; but come to me (on
the right path) as Muslims.”
32. She said: “O (council of) Chiefs! Advise me in (this) affair,
which is before me. I never (as you are aware of) decide any
matter till I have conferred with your presence.
33. They said: “We are endowed with strength and mighty force:
but the command is with you. So look forward to what you
will command.”
34. She said: “Surely kings, when they invade a country, they despoil it and they humiliate its mightiest inhabitors - and
thus do they behave.
35. “Thereupon l will indeed send to them a gift, and observe,
with what (reply my) envoys will return.”
36. So when he (the envoy) came to Sulaiman, he (Sulaiman) said:
“Will you assist me (with abundance) in wealth? — While
whatever Allah has bestowed upon me (kingdom and wisdom) is better than that which He has bestowed upon you!
Yet you take pride in your gift!
37. “Go back to them, and be sure we shall come to them with
(such) hosts against whom they will have no power; and we
shall indeed expel them from there, disgraced; while they
shall become contemptible.”
38. He said (to his own people): “O council! Which of you can
bring me her throne, before they come to me as Muslims?
39. ‘Ifreet, — (a stalwart) of the Jinnkind said: “l will bring it to
you, before you get up from your place (of abode); and
indeed, l am strong enough (and) a trusted one to do it.
40. Thereupon, the one who possessed knowledge from the Book,
said: “l will bring it to you in the twinkling of an eye. Whereupon, (Sulaiman) saw it placed firmly in his presence, he
said: “This is out of the graces which my Lord bestowed
upon me! -To test me whether l am grateful or ungrateful!
And whoever is grateful, truly he does it so (to gain) for his
own soul: But if any is ungrateful, then surely, my Lord is
Self-sufficient, Generous.
41. He said: “Transform her throne (beyond recognition). Let us
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see whether she is guided (to the fact), or is one of those
who are not guided.”
42. So when she came, she was asked: “Is your throne like this?”
She said: “It looks (exactly) like it. And the knowledge had
been bestowed upon us, earlier than it, and (we) were already Muslims.”
43. And he (Sulaiman) ceased her from the worship of others besides Allah: (For) verily; she was of the people who had
rejected the faith.
44. She was asked to enter the lofty structure. But when she saw
it, she imagined it to be a great body of water, and she
bared her shins he said: “It is a lofty structure paved smooth
with slabs of glass.” She said: “O my Lord! I have indeed
wronged myself I do (now) submit (in Islam), with Sulaiman,
to the Lord of the Worlds.”
45. And indeed, We sent (aforetime) to the (people of) Thamud,
their brother Salih, saying: “Worship Allah (alone)!” But they
were divided in two disputing factions.1026
46. He said: “O my people! Why are you in a hurry to act evil
before the good? Wherefore do you not ask, the forgiveness of Allah, perhaps you might be graciously accepted.”
47. They said: “We augur ill omen from you and those with you
(the believers).” He said: “Your ill omen is with Allah. But
you are a people who are on trial.”
48. There were in the City (of Thamud) nine men of a family, who
made mischief in the land; and were averse to any reform.
49. They said: “Make a mutual oath by Allah, that we shall make
a secret night attack on him (Salih) and his family. Thereafter, we shall say to his protector (when he seeks retribution):— “We were not present at the time of the destruction of his family, and we are positively telling the truth. “
50. And they plotted a plot, and We (also) devised a plot - while
they perceived (it) not.
51. So observe what was the end of their plot! - That We destroyed
them utterly, and their people, all together!
52. So such were their houses-utterly ruinous,— because they
practiced wrong-doing. Verily, there is a sign in that, to the
people who know.
53. And We have rescued those who believed, and they practiced
righteousness.
1026. A short history of the Prophets Salih and Lot (peace be upon them), has
been mentioned up to verse 58. See verse 26:141·159 /26:160-175
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54. And (We also sent) Lut (as a Messenger), when he said to his
people: “Do you commit indecent and filthy actions, while
you see each other (performing an abominable crime)?
55. “‘Would you really approach men lustfully, instead of women?
Rather, you are the people of ignorance
56. But the answer of his people was no other than (that) they
said: “Drive out the family of Lut out of your city. They are
indeed men who would keep clean and pure!”
57. Thereupon, We rescued him (Lut) and his family, except his
wife: whom We had decreed to be one of those who lagged
behind.
58. And We rained down upon them a shower (of brimstone):
And how evil is the shower, to those who were admonished
(but heeded not)!
59. Say: Praise be to Allah, and peace be upon His servants whom
He has chosen (as Messengers). (Who) is deserving of respect? Allah, or what they associate (with Him)?
60. Or One Who has created the firmaments and the earth, and
Who sends you down water from the sky, so We put forth
by it, beautiful gardens of delight. You could not produce
the trees, thereof (to grow). Is there any (other) god besides Allah? But they are people who set up equals (to
Him).1027
61. Or One Who has made the earth firm and stable resort, and
made rivers, in its midst; and placed thereon immovable
mountains; and put a (separating) bar between the two seas.
Is there any (other) god with Allah? But, most of them do
not know.
62. Or, One who responds to the distressed when he calls upon
Him, and Who relieves his affliction, and makes you (mankind) successors of the earth? - Is there any (other) god
besides Allah? How little you pay heed to!
63. Or, One Who guides you through the depths of darkness of
land and sea, and Who sends out the winds as heralds and
glad tidings of His Mercy? - Is there any (other) god besides Allah? High is Allah, above what they associate with
Him!
1027. Allah is the Creator of everything, and He creates what He wills. The
verses up to 66 mention a few of the instances of Allah’s wonderful
creations - are these not enough confirmation to the existence of the
Almighty Allah? From verse 67, Allah mentions the denial of the truth of
resurrection, by the unbelievers, and Allah yet again affirms that the
Resurrection is a fact, just as the Day of Judgement is a fact.
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64. Or, One who originates creation then reproduces it, and Who
gives you sustenance from the sky and the earth? is there
any god besides Allah? Say: ‘Bring forth your proof, if you
are truthful?’
65. (And declare): “No one in the firmaments and the earth knows
66. But (the truth is), their knowledge has comprehended (somewhat) of the life to come. But, (still) they are in doubt concerning it; but they are in absolute blindness to it!
67. And the rejecters (of faith) say: “What! (even) our fathers
shall and we become dust - shall we really be brought forth
(from the dead)?
68. “It is true we and our fathers were promised this before, (and)
these are nothing but tales of the ancients.”
69. Say: “Travel in the earth, and observe what has been the end
of those criminals?
70. And do not grieve over them, nor distress yourself at their
designs.
71. And they also say: “When will this promise (be fulfilled), if
you are truthful.”
72. Say: “Perhaps some of the affairs which you desire to hasten
on, is (close) behind you!”
73. And verily, your Lord is bountiful upon mankind : but most of
them are ungrateful.
74. And verily your Lord knows what their breasts hide, as well as
what they reveal.
75. And there is, hidden, nothing in either the sky or earth, but is
(recorded) in a clear Book.
76. Verily this Qur’an narrates to the children of Israel most of the
matters about which they differ.1028
77. And certainly, it is guidance and a mercy to those who believe.
78. Verily, your Lord will decide between them, by His decree.
And He is the Almighty, the All Knowing.
1028. The Holy Qur’an mentions numerous instances of disputes between
the Children of Israel, which divided them in sects and groups; If the
present day Jews ponder over these verses of the Qur’an, they would
easily understand that there is no way that an illiterate person from
Arabia could know of those incidents without Divine intervention. It is
therefore, imperative that the Muslims convey the Message of the Holy
Qur’an to the Jews, for perhaps; there may be some among them who
have not yet received the Message.
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79. So put your trust in Allah. Truly you are on the (path of)
manifested truth.
80. Truly you cannot make the dead to listen, nor can you make
the deaf to hear the call, when they flee, turning their backs.
81. Nor can you guide the blind, out of their error. None shall hear
you, except those who believe in Our Revelations: so they
submit (them- selves to Allah), as Muslims.
82. And when the sentence shall fall on them, We shall bring
forth a Beast from the earth speaking to them (this shall be
one of the signs of the Last Day) : (but) truly, mankind has
no firm faith in our Signs.1029
83. And (remember) the Day when We shall assemble together
from every people, a multitude of those who falsified Our
signs : and they shall be placed in separate bands.
84. Until, when they all come (before the Judgement), (Allah) will
say: “Did you falsify My signs, whereas you encompassed
them not by knowledge; or what was it you were doing?”
85. And the sentence (of punishment) will befall upon them, for
their wrongdoing; and they will be unable to speak.1030
86. Do they not see that how We have made the night for them
to rest therein, and the day (as) sight giving? Verily, there
are signs in that, for the people who believe!
87. And (remember) the Day, when the Trumpet is blown. Thereupon, smitten with terror, whoever is in the firmaments
and whoever is on the earth, is terrified: except him whom
Allah pleases. And all shall come to Him in utter humility.
88. And you will see the mountains, which you think firmly fixed:
but they shall pass away like the passing of the clouds. (Such
is) the handiwork of Allah - Who disposes of all things in
perfect order. Verily, He is well aware of all that you do.
89. Whoever does a good act, he will have better than that (as
reward) - and they will be safe from the terror on that Day.1031
1029. Allah has shown many signs to the people, but they chose to ignore
them. Yet another great sign will come to pass before the end of this
universe - the arrival of the ‘beast’ which will talk to the people.
1030. The verses from here to 90, describe the scene on the Day of Resurrection, concerning those who falsified Allah’s message. Allah affirms the
fact that no plea or excuse would be accepted from them, and His
promised punishment would come to pass.
1031. ‘Good actions’ refer to the belief in the One God and worshipping Him
alone, and living by the commandments of the Qur’an and the Sunnah
of the Holy Prophet. ‘Actions of evil’, as mentioned in the following
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90. And whoever does an evil act, they shall be thrown down
upon their faces into the Fire : (and will be asked): “Are you
not rewarded, but, according to your actions?”
91. (Declare)! I have been commanded only to worship the Lord
of this City (Makkah), which He has made sacred, and to
Whom belongs everything; and I am commanded to be of
the Muslims.1032
92. And to recite the Qur’an. There- fore, whoever is guided, is
only guided for his own soul; and whoever goes astray, say
(to him) : ‘But I am only of those who warn.” (The person
who goes astray will be responsible for his own error).
93. And say, “All praise belongs to Allah. He will soon show you
His signs, (and) thereupon, you will recognize them”. And
your Lord is not unmindful of all what you do.

verse, refer to rejection of the true faith by worshipping others besides
Allah, and going against the teachings of the Almighty and His Prophet.
1032. This statement is from the Prophet to the mankind in general and to the
rejecters in particular so they could distinguish the right and wrong.
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CHAPTER

28

The Narration
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is chiefly devoted to the life of
Prophet Musa (Moses). The story of Qarun (Korah) is narrated, and
his exemplary punishment is a great reminder to the believers to be
grateful to Allah and to thank Him, both in times of abundance and poverty.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ta. Seen. Meem.
2. Such are the Verses of the Manifest Book. 1033
3. We narrate to you some of the story of Musa and Pharaoh, in
truth- (in them, will be a lesson) for people who believe.1034
4. Verily, Pharaoh elated (arrogance himself) in the land, and placed
its people into (different) factions: seeking to weaken a
group among them, (by) slaughtering their sons and letting
their women live. He was indeed of the mischief- makers.
5. But it was Our desire to bestow a favour to those who were
being depressed in the land, and to make them leaders (in
faith); and to make them the heirs.
6. And to provide them a firm authority in the land, and to show
Pharaoh, Haman (Pharaoh’s minister), and their hosts, what
they were dreading from them.
7. And We revealed to the mother of Musa: “Suckle him, but if
you are afraid about his safety, cast him down into the river
but fear not nor grieve. For We shall indeed restore him to
you, and We shall make him one of the Messengers.”
1033. See 27:1
1034. The verses up to verse 43 begin with the story of the birth of Prophet
Musa (peace be upon him), and the blessing of the Almighty upon him,
by choosing him as His messenger and revealing to him the ‘Taurah’,
and how Allah helps him and the believing Children of Israel to overcome the persecution of Pharaoh and his wicked people. See 27:7-14
and 20:9-99.
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8. So the family of Pharaoh picked him up (from the river) : so
that (as mentioned), he (Musa) might be to them an enemy and a source of grief Verily, Pharaoh and Haman and
their hosts were habitual sinners.
9. And the wife of Pharaoh said: “(Here is) a joy of the eye for me
and for you. Do not kill him, (for) it may well be that he
will be useful to us, or we may adopt him as a son.” And
they perceived not (the fact)!
10. And the heart of the mother of Musa felt a great void; (and)
she was almost (about to) divulge him, had We not fortified her heart (with faith), so that she might become among
the faithful.
11. And she said to his sister: “Follow his footsteps (and trace
him).” So she (the sister) observed him from a far, while
they were not aware (of this).
12. And We had already forbidden (Musa) suckling (from) foster
(mothers). Thereupon (his sister came up and) said: “Shall
I direct you to the family of a house who will nourish and
bring him up for you; and they take good care of him.”
13. So did We restore him to his mother, so that she might delight
her eyes, and that she might not grieve: and so that she
might know that the promise of Allah is certainly true - but
(yet) most of them do not know.
14. And when he reached full strength, and (attained) maturity,
We bestowed on him wisdom and knowledge. And thus do
We reward those who are righteous.
15. And (one day when) he entered the city at a time when its
inhabitants were in negligence : and he found therein two
men fighting, - one of his own sect (among the Israelites)
and the other, of his foes. So the man who was of his own
sect, sought his help against his foe, and Musa struck him
(with his fist) - (and) thus caused an end of him. He said:
“This is a handiwork of Shaithan. He is indeed an enemy
and a manifested seducer! “
16. He said: “O my Lord! I have indeed wronged my self! So forgive me,” thereupon, He (Allah) forgave him. (And) He is
the Ever Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
17. He said: “O my Lord! By the favour which You have bestowed
upon me, I will never lend a helping hand to the criminals!”
18. So he was afraid, observing (the reaction of his act) in the city.
Then suddenly (appeared in front of him), the man who
had sought his assistance the day before - crying aloud for
his help (again). Musa said to him: “You are truly a troublesome man.”
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19. Then, when he desired to make an onslaught upon the one
who was an enemy to them both, he (the man) said: “O
Musa! Do you want to kill me just as you killed a man
yesterday?” You only desire to become a strong one (creating trouble) in the land, and you do not want to be a reformer! .
20. And (at this juncture) there came a man walking in great haste,
(through a short path), from the furthest end of the city. He
said: “O Musa! The chiefs are indeed conspiring to kill you;
so depart (from here). I am certainly one of your sincere
advisers!”
21. So he departed there from, looking around fearfully, saying:
“O my Lord, rescue me from the wrong doing people.
22. Then, when he proceeded towards (the land of) Madyan, he
said: “I do hope, that my Lord will guide me to the straight
path.
23. And when he arrived at the watering (place) in Madyan, he
found there a crowd of men watering (their flocks). And
(also), he found beside them, two women who were holding back (their flocks). He said: “What is the matter with
you?” They said, “We cannot draw water until the shepherds have drawn away (their flocks) : and our father is an
aged man.”
24. So he watered (their flocks) for them, then he turned aside
into the shade, and said: “O my Lord! Truly l am in want of
whatever good you may send down unto me.”
25. Then there came to him one of the two (girls) - walking bashfully. She said: “My father calls you, so that he may reward
you for having watered (our flocks) for us.” So when he came
to him and narrated him the story, he said: “Be not afraid;
you have escaped from those wicked people.”
26. One of them (the girls) said: “O father! Engage him on hire.
Truly the best of men for you to employ on hire is someone
strong and trustworthy.”
27. He said: “I am willing to give in marriage to you, one of these
two daughters of mine : on condition that you serve me on
hire for eight years. But if you complete ten (years), it shall
be (a grace) from you. But I will not lay any hardship upon
you. You will find me, if Allah pleases, one of the righteous.”
28. He said: “That is (an agreement) between me and you. Whichever of the two terms I fulfil, let there be no hostility upon
me; and Allah is Guardian (and witness) over what we say.”
29. So when Musa had fulfilled the term, and walked with his
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family, he perceived a fire on the side of (Mount) Tur. He
said to his family: “Stay (here). I perceive a fire; may be I
can bring you some news from there, or a burning firebrand (so) that you may be able to warm yourselves.”
30. But when he reached (the place), he was called (by a voice),
from the right bank of the valley, in the blessed ground,
from a tree: “O Musa! Verily, I am Allah, the Lord of the
Worlds,
31. “And cast down your staff!” (And he cast down accordingly),
but when he saw it stirring, as if it had been a serpent, he
turned back in retreat: and retraced not his steps. (Then a
voice was heard): “O Musa! Come forward and be not afraid.
You are surely of those who are safe!
32. “Put your hand into your bosom (of your shirt) and it will
come forth as pure white, unharmed; and draw your hand
close under your arm (to guard) against fear. Those are the
two evident proofs from your Lord to Pharaoh and his chiefs.
Truly, they are a rebellious people.”
33. He said: “O my Lord! I have killed a person among them,
(and) so I fear that they will kill me.
34. “And my brother Haroon is more eloquent in speech than I:
therefore send him with me as a helper, to confirm and
back me up. Verily, I fear that they will charge me with falsehood?
35. He (Allah) said: “We will strengthen your arm with your brother,
and provide you both authority, so that they shall not be
able to reach you. With Our signs, you two and those who
follow you will be the victors.”
36. So when Musa came to them with Our manifested signs, they
said: “This is nothing but sorcery fabricated; and we heard
not of (anything) like this, among our forefathers.
37. And Musa said: “My Lord knows best who it is that has brought
guidance from Him, and whose will have (the) best home
in the end (in the Hereafter). Certainly, the wrong doers
shall never prosper.”
38. And Pharaoh said: “O chiefs! I do not know of any god for you,
other than myself : therefore O Haman! Kindle, for me (a
fire) on clay (to make bricks), and construct me a lofty tower,
that I may mount up to the God of Musa: and I certainly
consider him as one of the liars.
39. And he and his hosts behaved arrogantly in the land (Egypt),
without any justification: and they thought that they
wouldn’t be returned to us.
40. But We seized him and his hosts, and We flung them into the
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sea. So observe what was the fate of the wrong doers!
41 . And We made them leaders (in this world), inviting (people)
to the Fire. And on the Day of Judgement, they will not be
helped.
42. And We followed them up, in this world, with a curse : and on
the Day of Judgement, they will be among the loathed and
disgraced.
43. And indeed We gave Musa, the Book (‘Taurah’), after We had
destroyed the earlier generations : as a (source of) enlightenment for mankind; and as a guidance and a mercy, so
that they might pay (attention (to its teachings),
44. And you were not on the Western side (of the valley of Tuwa,
at Mount Tur),- when We decreed the command to Musa;
nor were you a witness of those events). 1035
45. But We produced (many) generations (after him). And a long
time passed over them, (and they forgot the commandments of the ‘Thaurat’). And you were not a dweller among
the people of Madyan, reciting Our verses to them: but it
is We Who sent (you), fully inspired.
46. Nor were you at the side of (the Mountain of) Tur, when We
called (out to Musa). But (it is) as a Mercy from your Lord,
that you can warn a people to whom no warner had come
before you, in order that they pay attention.
47. And it was lest an affliction should seize them, because (of
the deeds) that their hands have sent forth, and they would
have said: “Our Lord! Why did you not send us a Messenger, so that we could have followed your verses and been
amongst those who believe!”
48. But, when the truth has come to them from Ourselves, they
said: “Why is he not given the like of what was given to
Musa?” Do they not then reject (the signs), which were formerly given to Musa’? They say: “Two sorceries, (Thaurat’
and the ‘Qur’an’), each assisting the other!” And they say:
“Certainly, we reject the whole (the messengers and the
Books).
49. Say: “Then bring a book from Allah which guides better than
both of them (the Thaurath and the Qur’an), so that I may
follow it! - If you are truthful!”
1035. Here there is a mention that the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) was not present when Allah revealed the ‘Taurat’ to Prophet Musa
(peace be upon him), nor was he a witness to what had happened to the
generations of people who had lived before him (since the time of Prophet
Musa). Yet, those who hear about these stories from him, fail to see that
it is a Divine revelation and that he is indeed a Messenger of Allah.
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50. But if they do not respond to you, then know well that they
only follow their own evil inclinations. And who is more
astray than the one who follows his own inclinations without any guidance from Allah? Allah certainly guides not the
people of the wrong doers.
51. And certainly, We have conveyed to them the Word (in their
own tongue), in order that they may pay attention (to its
teachings).
52. Those to whom We sent the Book before this, - they believe
therein (the Qur’an).
53. And when it is recited to them, they say, “We believe therein,
it is indeed the truth from our Lord. Indeed we have been
Muslims (and recognize it) even before its revelation.”
54. They will be given their reward twice (because of their faith in
both the Books), for that they have persevered patiently,
and they avert evil with good, and they spend out of what
We have provided for them;
55. And when they hear vain talk (or perceive any ill-treatment),
they turn aside there from, and say: “We have our deeds,
and you have your deeds, peace be upon you: we do not
seek (the company of) the ignorant?
56. Verily, you will not be able to guide whomever you love; but
Allah guides whomever He pleases and He knows best those
who would be guided.
57. And they say: “If we follow the guidance with you, we should
be snatched away forcibly from our land.” Have We not
established for them a safe sanctuary to which are given as
tribute, the fruits of all kinds, - as a provision from Ourselves? But most of them do not know!
58. And how many a nation We have destroyed, which was insolent in its (life! So those are their dwellings, which have not
been inhabited after them - but a (miserable) few! And We
ourselves are (their) inheritors!
59. And your Lord would not destroy the cities, until He had sent
a Messenger to their metropolis, reciting upon them Our
Verses. Nor would We destroy the cities unless their inhabitants were wrong doers.
60. And whatever things you are given (in this world), so it is
only the enjoyment of this worldly life, and the adornment
thereof. But what is with Allah (as reward) is better and
more enduring. Will you not then understand?
61. Is the one to whom We have promised an excellent promise
(of Paradise), and he is sure to meet with it, (is he will be)’
like the one whom We have provided the good things of
this life and thereafter on the Day of Judgement, he will be
of those who will be brought forward for accounting (of his
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actions)? - (both are not alike).
62. And on the Day, He (Allah) will call to them, and say: “Where
are My ‘partners’, whom you claimed (to be such)?”
63. Those, against whom the sentence has been justly carried
out, shall say: “Our Lord! These are they whom we seduced;
we only seduced them, as we were seduced ourselves. We
are free (from them and turn) to You. It was not us that if
they worshipped.”
64. And it shall be said (to them): “Call upon your ‘partners’ (for
help).” - and they shall call upon them, but they shall not
respond to them; and they shall see the punishment (before them). (Then they will wish): -‘would that they had
been guided! ’
65. And that Day, when He (Allah) shall call to them, and say,
“How did you respond to the Messengers?”
66. Then the news (of the accounts) of that Day shall be obscure
unto them, and they will not be able (even) to question
each other.
67. But whoever had repented, believed, and does righteous deeds
: may he be among the prosperous.
68. And your Lord creates and chooses as He pleases. (But) they
have no power to choose (in the matter). Glory be to Allah!
And He is exalted above all that they associate (with Him)!
69. And your Lord knows all that their breasts conceal and all
that they reveal.
70. And He is Allah: there is no god but Him. To Him (alone)
belong all praise in the first and the last. And for Him is the
command, and to Him you shall be returned.
71. Ask (them): “What do you think, if Allah made the night perpetually over you till the Day of Judgement: what god is
there other than Allah, who could bring you light’? Will
you not then hearken?
72. (And) ask (them again); “What do you think if Allah made the
day perpetually over you till the Day of Judgment: what
god is there, other than Allah, who could bring you night
wherein you could rest? Will you not then see?”
73. And (it is) out of His Mercy that He has made for you the
night and the day, - that you may rest therein, and that you
may seek His Bounty - and that you may be grateful.
74. And the Day, when He will call to them, and will say: “Where
are My ‘partners “whom you claimed (to be such)?”
75. And We will snatch out from each nation, a witness, and We
shall say (to them): “Bring your proof” they will then know
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that the truth belongs to Allah (alone), and what they have
fabricated shall stray away from them.
76. Verily Qarun (Korah) was one of the people of Musa; but he
behaved insolently towards them. And We had bestowed
upon him, of the treasures, that his keys (to his wealth)
would have weighted down a body of strong men. Remember when his people said to him: “Exult not, surely, Allah
does not love those who exult.1036
77. “But seek the abode of the Hereafter, through (that) which
Allah has bestowed upon you; and forget not your portion
in this world. But do good (to others) as Allah has done
good to you. And do not act insolently in the land. Truly
Allah loves not those who do mischief.”
78. He said: “I have been given it only because of a certain knowledge which I possess.” Did he not know that Allah had already destroyed, before him, generations, - which were
mightier than him in power, and who have amassed (wealth)
more abundantly. And the guilty shall not be questioned
(immediately) about their sins
79. (One day), he (Qarun) went forth in (all) his finery, to his
people. (Thereupon) those who wished the life of this world,
said: “Oh! Would that we had the like of what which Qarun
has been given: he is indeed endowed with a great fortune!”
80. But those who had been granted (true) knowledge, told (them):
“Woe to you! The reward of Allah (in the Hereafter) is best
for those who believe and acted righteous- deeds: and none
shall be granted it except those who steadfastly persevere.
81. Therefore, We caused the earth to swallow him (Qarun), along
with his dwelling; so that there was no group that could
help him against Allah - nor was he one of those who defended themselves.
82. And those who had longed to take his place, the day before,
(began) to say: “Ah! It is indeed Allah who expands the
provision to whom He pleases of His servants, and restricts
it (to whosoever He pleases.) Had not Allah been gracious
to us, He would have caused? (The earth) to swallow us
up! Ah! The rejecters (of faith) will assuredly never prosper.”
83. That is the Home of the Hereafter! That We shall grant to
those who do not wish any high handedness in the land,
1036. Musa had clearly conveyed the message of Allah to Qarun, Pharaoh and
Haman (see 29:39). Here, up to verse 82, there is a particular mention
of the story of Qarun - a personification of arrogance, pride and transgression of the limits set by Allah.
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nor any mischief And the (blessed) end is for those who
guard off (evil and do righteous deeds).
84. Whoever does good actions, so he shall have a reward better
than that; but if any does an evil action, so those who have
done, evil actions, shall only be rewarded according to what,
they used to do.
85. Certainly, the One Who has assigned the Qur’an upon you,
will surely bring you back home (to Makkah, again). (So)
say: “My Lord best knows him who brings (true) guidance,
and him who is in manifest error.”1037
86. And you were not hoping that the Book would be delivered to
you, but, it is a Mercy from your Lord: therefore never be a
helper to those who reject (the Message).
87. And let no one divert you away from Allah’s revelations, after
they have been sent down to you. And invite (mankind) to
your Lord, and be not of the company of those who ascribe
partners (to Him).
88. And invoke not on any other god together with Allah. There
is no god but Him. Everything shall perish, except Himself.
To Him alone belongs the command, and to Him you will
be returned. 1038

1037. Allah revealed the Holy Qur’an to the Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him), and instructed him to convey the message of Allah to his
people. Initially, the prophet and his group of believers were mercilessly persecuted by the rebellious Makkans who refused to reject their
false gods and worship the true God. Because of the brutality and
torture experienced at the hands of the Makkans, the believers migrated to Madinah (Hijra). Most of the ‘mufassiroon’ have opined that
this verse was revealed at this juncture. Allah assures the Holy Prophet
that Makkah would eventually be taken over by the believers.
1038. The revelation of the Qur’an is a great mercy of Allah, and a light and
guidance to the truth. Allah commands the Holy Prophet to strive hard in
conveying this message of truth to the people, because unlike the previous Prophets and Messengers of Allah who have been sent only to a
specific group of people, Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
has been sent to the entire mankind. It is thus clear that it is the duty of
every one of us who has received the message of truth, to convey it to
those who have not, and thereby spread the word of Allah.
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29

The Spider
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and the title is derived from the Ayah,
which likens the false gods whom people seek, to the spider’s cobweb the weakest of dwellings. Believers are reminded to be steadfast in prayer.
The Surah deals with the life in the Hereafter, and reminds man that the life of
this world is but a pastime, whereas the life in the Hereafter is the true life.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
l. Alif. Lam. Meem.
2. Do the people think that they will be left (alone), on saying:
“We believe”, while they will not be tested?1039
3. And We have certainly tested those who were before them, so
that Allah will certainly know those who are true (in faith),
and certainly, He will know those who are liars.
4. Or do those who practice evil actions, think that they can outstrip Us? It is an evil affair, that which they judge!
5. Whoever hopes for the meeting with Allah, so (he must know
that) the term (appointed) by Allah is certainly coming. And
He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.
6. And whosoever strives (in the cause of Allah), (let him know
that) he strives (for) his own self. Verily, Allah is self-sufficient of the worlds.

1039. Here Allah instructs us that a mere statement of faith, is not enough to
classify us as one among the ‘faithful’. But it is imperative that one goes
through the various tests of life and maintain one’s trust in Allah and live
according to His commandments, even at times of turmoil. For such,
Allah has promised a wonderful reward in the Hereafter.
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7. And those who believe and act righteous deeds, We shall indeed expiate from them their evil actions; and We shall
indeed reward them according to the best of what they used
to do.
8. And We have enjoined on man, kindness to his parents. But if
they (either of them) strive (to force) you to associate partners with Me (in worship) anything of which you have no
knowledge, then do not obey them. Unto Me is your return, and I will inform you of all that you used to do.1040
9. And those who believe and act righteous deeds, - We shall
surely admit them among the company of the righteous
(people).
10. And there are some among men who say: “We believe in Allah”, but when they suffer affliction in (the cause of) Allah,
they regard (it) a trial (or calamity) proceeding as though,
it were the punishment of Allah! But if help comes (to you)
from your Lord, they are sure to say: “We were (always)
with you!” Does not Allah best know, all that is in the bosoms of all (the people) of the world.1041
11. And Allah, most certainly knows those who believe; and certainly, He knows those who are hypocrites.
12. And the rejecters say to those who believe: “Follow our way,
and we will bear (the consequences) of your faults’ ’; but
they will never bear any thing their faults. In fact they are
liars!
13. And they will bear only their own burdens, and (other) burdens along with their own burdens. And they shall be indeed questioned, on the Day of Judgement, about what
they fabricated.
14. And indeed We sent Nuh to his people, and he tarried among
them a thousand years, save fifty years : but the Deluge
1040. This verse teaches one the moral obligations towards one’s parents.
The Qur’an emphasizes in various places, that one should always be
good, obedient and patient with one’s parents (46:15, 31:14, 17:23 24). However, Allah also tells us that if the parents try to hinder you from
following the straight path, and attempt to drag you to evil, then vehemently disobey them. Even when a believer leaves the house of his
disbelieving parents to pursue the right path, he is expected to take
care of them financially or otherwise, if they so wish. Indeed, Allah is the
Most Merciful.
1041. Here, there is a mention of certain people with weak faith, who were with
the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), who easily get impatient when
they suffer at the hands of the unbelievers, and then return to the com-
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overwhelmed them while they were wrong doers!
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15. But We rescued him and the occupants of the Ark, and We
made that a sign for (all the people) of the worlds.
16. And (We also saved) Ibrahim: when he said his people: “Worship Allah and be mindful of your duty to Him. That is best
for you - if you were to understand!
17. “You only worship idols besides Allah, and you invent a falsehood. Verily, those (idols) that you worship besides Allah,
have no power to provide for you sustenance. Thereupon,
seek sustenance from Allah, and worship Him alone. And
be grateful to Him. For unto Him, you will be returned.
18. “And if you falsely deny (the Message), so (did) nations before
you, (who) also falsely denied (the Message); but the duty
upon the Messenger is only to convey the Message clearly!
19. Have they not seen how Allah originates the creation, and
then repeats it? Truly, that is easy for Allah
20. Tell (them): “travel through the earth, and observe how He
has originated the creation. Then Allah will raise forth, a
later production. Truly Allah has power over all things.1043
21. “He punishes whom He pleases, and He grants mercy to whom
He pleases; and towards Him you will be returned.
22. “And you cannot frustrate (the decrees of Allah) (either) in the
earth, or in the sky. And you have not any protector, or any
helper, besides Allah.”
23. And those who reject the signs of Allah, and the meeting with
Him (in the Hereafter), - such people have despaired of My
Mercy: and such people will have a most painful punishment.
24. So the only answer of his (Ibrahim’s) people, was that they
said: “Kill him or burn him.” But Allah rescued him from
the Fire. Verily, in that, are indeed, signs for people who
believe.
25. And he said: “For you, you have adopted idols (for worship),
besides Allah, out of mutual affection among yourselves, in
this (worldly) life. But on the Day of Judgement, you shall
reject each other and curse each other : and the Fire will be
your place of abode, and you shall have no helpers.”
26. But Lut believed in him (Lut was a nephew of Ibrahim), and
he (Ibrahim) said: “I am fleeing for (the sake of) my Lord.
Truly He is Exalted in Might, and Wise.”
pany of the Prophet in good times. Allah knows well what is in their
hearts.
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27. And We granted him (Ibrahim) Ishaq and Ya‘qub, and We
placed among his progeny, the Prophet hood and the Scripture, and We granted him his reward in this world. And
surely, he will be, in the Hereafter, among the righteous
people.
28. And (remember) Lut: when he said to his people : “You commit indecent acts such as none in the whole world (ever)
committed before you.
29. “Do you indeed come (lustfully) to men; and commit robberies on the ways; and practice unlawful acts in your councils?” But, the only answer of his people, (was ) that — they
said, “Bring upon us the punishment of Allah, if you are
among the truthful.”
30. He said: “O my Lord! Help me against the people who do
mischief!”
31. And when Our Messengers came to Ibrahim with glad tidings,
they said, “We are indeed (going) to destroy the people of
this city. Verily, its inhabitants are wicked people.”
32. He said: “Verily, there is Lut lives.” They said: “We best know
who is (living) therein. We will certainly rescue him and his
family - except his wife : she will be among those who stay
behind!”
33. And when Our Messengers came to Lut, he was distressed
because of them, and he was powerless (to protect) them :
and they said : “Do not fear and do not grieve.” We are
(here) surely, to rescue you and your family; except your
wife : she will be among those who stay behind.
34. “Verily, we will bring down on the inhabitants of this city, a
vengeance - from the sky, because they have been wickedly
rebellious.”
35. And indeed, We have left thereof a clear sign, for men of under- standing.
36. And to the Madyan (people), (we sent) their brother Shu’aib.
Then (he said: “O my people! Worship Allah, and be hopeful for the Last Day : and do not commit evil in the land,
while creating mischief”
37. But they falsely denied him : (and) so, the mighty Blast seized
them, and found them lying on their breasts, in their homes,
by morning.
38. (And We destroyed) the ‘Ad and the Thamud (people). And it
(their fate) became manifest to you, from their dwelling
places! Shaithan made their actions alluring to them; (and)
thus diverted them away from the (straight) path: though
they were clever and far-sighted people.
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39. (And We destroyed) Qarun, Pharaoh and Haman, Verily, Musa
brought to them clear signs, but they behaved insolently in
the land, (and) yet they could not outstrip (Us).
40. So We seized everyone of them, on account of his crime. Of
them, against some We sent a violent sand storm; and some
were caught by a (mighty) Blast; and some were swallowed
up by the earth; and some We drowned (in the waters). It
was not Allah Who wronged them: but they wronged themselves.
41. The likeness of those who take protectors other than Allah is
like the spider, which makes (to itself) a house. But truly,
the flimsiest of houses is the spider’s house. If they but
knew.1044
42. Verily Allah knows of (everything) whatever matter they call
upon (in worship) besides Him. And He is exalted (in
power), The All Wise.
43. And such are the likenesses We set forth for mankind. But
only those who possess knowledge understand them.
44. Allah has created the firmaments and the earth with truth.
Verily, there is a sign in that for those who believe.
45. Recite what has been revealed to you, of the Scripture and
establish regular prayer. Because the prayer, truly restrains
one from indecent actions and unlawful things. And the
remembrance of Allah is indeed the greatest (thing in life).
And Allah knows what you perform.
46. And do not dispute with the people of the Book, except in the
best way: unless (in the case of) those of them who do
wrong (to you). But say: “We believe in what has been sent
down to us, and in what, has been sent down to you; and
our God and your God is (only) One: and it is to Him alone,
We submit - (in Islam).”1045
1042. See: 11:25-48.
1043. Evidences of the life after death are mentioned.
1044. The above mentioned events prove that the baseless rejection of the
faith caused the destruction of many generations. Here, a parable of
the spider’s home is put forth to explain to the rejecters, by showing
them, their attachments, invoking and worshipping powerless materials and imaginary deities other than the Creator of the universe, is no
more than the spider’s house. The cobweb is a wonderful structure —
with style, fine silk threads, beautiful design and architectural work. But,
in spite of all these, this cobweb is the flimsiest of houses and it may
collapse through natural means or the actions of men or animals.
1045. Here is an advice on the right manner of conveying the_ message of
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47. And like that manner, We have sent down the Book to you. So
those to whom We have given the Book, believe therein. As
also some of these people (the pagan Arabs), believe in it
as well. And none but the rejecters renounce Our Revelations.
48. And neither did you recite any Book before this (Qur‘an came),
nor did you write (any) with your right hand. Therefore,
surely those who deal in vanities might have doubted.
49. No, but it is a (collection of) clear and manifest signs, in the
bosoms of those endowed with knowledge. And none but
the unjust renounce Our signs.
50. And they say: “Why have no signs been sent down to him
from his Lord?” Tell (them): “The signs are indeed in the
sight of Allah : and I am indeed, only a clear Warner.”
51. And is it not enough for them that We have sent down to you
the Book, which is recited to them? Verily, there is a true
mercy and a reminder to those people who believe.
52. Say : “Enough is Allah, as a Witness between me and you : He
knows what is in the firmaments and the earth.” And those
who believe in vanities and rejected Allah - they are the
losers.
53. And they ask you to hasten the punishment (for them) : but if
it were not for a term (of respite) appointed, the Punishment would have certainly come to them. And it will certainly come to them, suddenly, while they perceive not!
54. They ask you to hasten the punishment: but surely, Hell already encompasses the rejecters of faith!
55. On the Day when the punishment shall cover them from above
them, and from underneath their feet; and (a Voice) shall
say: “Taste for what you were doing!”
56. O My servants who believe! Truly, My Earth is wide - therefore worship Me alone!
Allah, to the people, in particular the Jews and the Christians. Nobody
may be forced to accept Islam, and the call to the right way must be in a
peaceful manner. The principle faith in the scriptures of the Jews and
Christians, is the same - the Oneness of God. However, they have
strayed from the right path, by blindly following the falsehood that has
been added into their scriptures. Those among the Jews and Christians who see beyond the falsehood in their scriptures and believe in
the Oneness of God, will surely accept your invitation to Islam. However, if they rebel and declare war against you, then you too get prepared to defend your faith and religion. Indeed, the righteous who strive
in the cause of Allah, are among the best of his slaves.
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57. Every soul shall have a taste of death. Then (in the end) to Us
shall you be brought back.
58. But those who believe and do righteousness - We shall surely
prepare for them to dwell in Heaven, lofty mansions beneath which flow rivers: to dwell therein forever. An excellent reward for those who act (righteously).
59. Those who persevere in patience, and put their trust in their
Lord (and Cherisher).
60. And how many a moving creature (is there) that carry not its
sustenance (with them)? It is Allah who provides (the sustenance) for it and for you. He is the All Hearing, the All
Knowing.
61. If you ask them, who created the firmaments and the earth,
and subjected the sun and the moon (to His Law); they will
certainly reply: “Allah”. How are they then it perverted away
(from the truth)?
62. Allah expands the sustenance to whom (of His servants) He
pleases, and restricts it to him (as He pleases). Verily, Allah
has full knowledge of all things.
63. And if you ask them, “Who sends down water from the sky,
and therefore, gives life therewith, to the earth after it was
dead; they will certainly reply: “Allah!” Say: “All praises belong to Allah!” - but most of them understand not.
64. And the life of this world is no other than, an amusement and
play? But truly the Home of the Hereafter, - that is life indeed, If they but knew (it)!
65. And when they embark in ships, they call upon Allah : while
they exhibit the sincerity and purity of faith to Him. But
when He delivers them safely to the land - then they begin
to ascribe partners to Him!
66. Showing ingratitude (to) Our favours which We have bestowed
upon them, and (so) that they may enjoy themselves (for
sometime). But, they will soon come to know!
67. Do they not then see how We have made a Sanctuary secure
(for them), while men are being snatched away from all
around them? Then, do they believe in that which is vain,
and they reject the favour of Allah?
68. And who is more unjust than he who invents a falsehood
against Allah, or falsely denies the truth, when it comes to
him? Is there not a resort in Hell for those who reject faith?
69. And those who strive in Our (cause), - We will certainly guide
them to Our paths. And verily, Allah is with those people
who are righteous.
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30: The Romans
CHAPTER

30

The Romans
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, around 615 - 616 of the Christian
era (corresponding to around 7 years before Hijrah).

The title is taken from the prophecy of Roman victory over the Persians,
despite the fact that the Persians were in a far superior position.
The various signs in nature, of Allah’s creation, are dealt with. Man is
warned that evil, on land and sea, is a consequence of mankind’s own misdeeds. Usury is condemned, and the one who gives charity in the way of Allah,
will be repaid multifold, in the Hereafter.
Mention is made of the five daily prayers. The believer is asked to
endure with patience and fortitude, as Allah’s promise is true.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif. Lam. Meem.
2. The Romans have been defeated.1046
3. In the nearest parts of the earth : but they, (even) after (this)
defeat of theirs, will soon be victorious 4. Within a few years’ time. The (supreme) authority is with Allah
in the past and in the future. But on that Day, shall the
1046. Two incidents of the famous two Empires of Rome and Persia
are referred to here and in the following verses. The first incident
was the great defeat of the Romans by the Persians and they
lost many places close to the Arabs in the Asiatic region. The
Quraish were in particular very happy with this defeat and they
thought that this would lead the collapse of the new faith brought
by the Prophet. Here Allah foretold the Holy Prophet to inform
them that their calculations were wrong and the sign of Allah
would soon witness the defeat of the Persians by the Romans
and the faithful would be enjoyed because the Romans are
mainly the followers of the Scripture. Even though they had
changed its portions, they may realised the truth and become
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believers rejoice 5. With the help of Allah. He grants victory to whom He pleases.
And He is exalted in Might, Most Merciful.
6. (It is) the promise of Allah. Allah does not break His promise :
but most men do not know (that).
7. They know (only) the outer aspects in the life of this world: but
of the Hereafter : they are utterly unmindful.
8. Do they not consider about themselves? (Regarding their creation, and consider that) Allah has not created the
firmaments and the earth, and all (that is) between them,
except with truth, and for an appointed term. And truly
(there are) many among men who reject the meeting with
their Lord (at the Resurrection)!
9. Do they not travel through the land and observe what was the
end of those before them? They were in fact, superior to
them in strength: and they tilled the soil and inhabited it in
greater numbers, than these have inhabited there: and there
came to them their Messengers with clear (signs). So, it
was not Allah who wronged them, but they wronged their
own selves.
10. Then, the final result of those who do evil shall be the worst:
because they have falsely denied the signs of Allah, and
scoffed at them.
11. (It is) Allah who originates the creation, then He reproduces it;
(and) then to Him shall you be brought back.
12. And on the Day when the Hour (of Judgement) strikes, the
guilty will be struck dumb with despair13. And they shall have no intercessors from among those whom
they associate (with Allah; in worship); but they will (themselves) reject their “associates”.
14. And on the Day (of Judgement), when the Hour (of Resurrection) strikes, that Day shall (all men) (be sorted out) and
separated.
15. So those who have believed and acted righteous deeds shall
be made joyful in a rich and well- watered meadow. 1047
16. But those who have rejected (faith) and falsely denied Our
signs and the meeting of the Hereafter, - such shall be
brought forward to the punishment.

faithful. Allah’s promise will come to be true.
1047. The faithful have a great reward for their righteous deeds and acceptances of the signs of Allah, but the rejecters are in for severe punishment
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17. So glory be to Allah: at even tide, and at the time when you
rise in the morning; 1048
18. And to Him belongs all praise in the firmaments and earth;
and in the afternoon, and when the sun begins to decline.
19. He brings forth the living from the dead, and He brings forth
the dead from the living; and He revives the earth after its
death. And like that manner, you shall be brought forth
(from the dead).
20. And among His signs is that He created you from dust; and
then, behold, you are (now a) human being spread out (far
and wide).
21. And among His signs is that He has created mates for you,
from among yourselves, that you might dwell in tranquility, through them; and He has placed love (and kindness)
and mercy between you. Verily, there are signs in that for,
those people who reflect.
22. And among His signs, are the creation of the firmaments and
the earth, and the diversity of your tongues and your colours.
Verily, there are signs in that for those who possess knowledge.
23. And among His signs, is your sleep by night and by day, and
your seeking out of His bounty. Verily, there are signs in
that for those people who hearken.
24. And among His Signs, He shows you the lightning, by way
both of fear and of hope; and He sends down water from
the sky, and thereby gives life to the earth after its death.
Verily there are signs in that for those people who have
sense.
25. And among His signs is that the sky and earth stand firm by
His command. Then when He calls you, by summons, from
the earth, - behold, you (straightaway) come forth (to Him).
26. And to Him belongs every being that is in the firmaments
and the earth. All are devoutly obedient to Him.
27. And He is the One who originates the creation; and then reproduces it : and that is most easy for Him. And His is the
most exalted similitude (He is above all comparisons), in
the firmaments and the earth : and He is Exalted in Might,
the All Wise.
28. He propounds an example for you from yourselves. Do you
have partners among those whom your right hands posin the Hereafter because of their rejection of the signs of Allah and their
denial of the Resurrection, as mentioned in the following verse.
1048. Remember Allah, The Superior Lord and Most High, Praise Him and
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sess, in the wealth We have bestowed upon you, so that
you become equal sharers therein? And fear them as you
fear each other? In that manner, We explain the signs in
detail, to people who have sense.
29. But, the wrongdoers (merely) follow their own inclinations
without any knowledge. But who will guide him whom Allah has led astray? And there shall be none to help them.
30. So set your face firmly towards the religion, inclining upright.
A religious frame of mind inspired by Allah, whereon He
has constituted mankind. (There is) no altering the creation
of Allah. That is the firm and true Religion : but most
among mankind do not know (it).
31. (While) turning in repentance towards Him, and be mindful of
your duty to Him, and observe the regular prayers, and do
not be among those who associate partners (with Allah).
32. Of those who divide their religion, and become (mere) sects.
Each party rejoicing in what they have. 1049
33. When an affliction befalls men, they invoke their Lord, turning to Him in repentance : but when He has caused them to
taste Mercy from Himself, behold, a section among them
associate partners (in worship), besides their Lord.1050
34. To show (their) ingratitude for the (favours) We have bestowed
upon them! So enjoy yourselves awhile: but soon, you will
know (your folly)!
35. Or have We sent down any authority to them, which speaks
(in favour) of what they associate with Him?
36. And when We cause men (a) taste of Mercy, they rejoice therein;
but when an evil afflicts them because of what their (own)
hands have sent forth, - behold, they are in despair!
37. Do they not see that Allah expands the provision to whom He
pleases, and restricts it (to whoever He pleases)? Verily,
there are signs in that for those people who believe.
38. Therefore, give to kindred his due, (as well as) to the needy,
and the wayfarer. That is best for those who seek the countenance (favour) of Allah. And it is they who will prosper.
39. And what you lay out in usury, which may increase through
the property of (other) people, will have no increase in the
glorify Him alone. Up to verse 29, a manifested illustrations of His
signs are mentioned clearly.
1049. Islam is the religion which has been made naturally for mankind right
from their creation as a standard faith. So, follow it straight forward and
do not join with those who fabricated many systems in the religion for
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sight of Allah. But, what you give as Zakat (charity), seeking the countenance of Allah, (will increase): then such
(people) will get back (a recompense) multiplied.1051
40. Allah is the One who has created you: further, He has provided
for your sustenance; then He will cause you to die; and again
He will give you life. Are there any of your (false) associates,
who can do any of those things? Glory to Him! - And high is
He above what they associate as partners (to Him)!
41. Mischief (and corruption) has appeared in both land and sea, because of what man’s hands have earned, so that (Allah) may
give them a taste of some of their (own) misconduct: in order
that they may turn back (from the evil conducts).1052
42. Say: “Travel through the land and observe what was the end of those
who were before (you). Most of them were idolaters.
43. Therefore, set your face firmly in devotion, to the right Religion,
before there comes from Allah a Day, which there will be no
averting. On that Day, they shall be separated (in two groups).
44. Whoever rejects (the faith), so he will bear the consequences
thereof And whoever acts righteously, so they shall spread for
themselves a couch (in paradise)
45. In order that He may reward out of His Bounty, those who believed and did righteous deeds. Truly, He loves not those who
rejectfaith.
46. And among His signs is that He sends the winds as heralds of
glad tidings; and that He may make you taste of His mercy,
- and that the ships may sail by His command, and that
you may seek of His bounty and that you may be grateful.
47. And surely, We did indeed send, before you, Messengers to
their (respective) peoples. So, they came to them with clear
signs: then, We took vengeance on those who were guilty.
And it is a duty incumbent upon Us, to help believers!
48. Allah is the One Who sends the winds which stir up the clouds:
then He spreads them in the sky as He pleases, and break
them up into segments, until you see rain-drops issuing forth
from the midst thereof. Then, when He causes it to fall on

the gain of silly affairs in this world, and who have divided into different
sects and groups, disturbing the brother hood, peace, unity and all kind
of virtues and moral teachings upon which Islam had been established.
1050. Up to verse 37, men’s behaviour is mentioned, when harmful affairs or
virtuous are faced by him. He should remember that Allah grants provision to and withholds it from whom He wishes.
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such of His servants as He pleases, behold, they do rejoice!
49. And even though, (just) before it (the rain) was sent down upon
them, they were before this dumb with despair!
50. Then observe the traces of Allah’s mercy, how He revives the earth
after its death. Verily that is (Allah), the One Who brings the
dead to life; and He has power over all things.
51. And if We (but) send a wind from which they see (their tilth) turn
yellow, behold, they surely become, thereafter, ungrateful (rejectersoffaith)!
52. So verily, you cannot make the dead (men) hear, nor make the
deaf (men) hear the call, when they turn their backs in flight.
53. Nor can you guide the blind out of their straying. You can
make none to hear, except him who believes in Our signs
and submit (their wills in Islam).
54. Allah is the One who created you in (a state) of weakness,
then gave (you) strength after weakness, then, after strength,
gave (you again) weakness and hoariness. He creates whatever He pleases and He is All Knowing, The All Powerful.1053
55. And on the Day that the Hour (of reckoning) strikes, the criminals will swear that they have not tarried (in the world),
but an hour. In that manner were they used to being deluded! 1054
56. But those endowed with knowledge and faith will say: “You
have indeed tarried according to the decree of Allah, until

1051. Provide charity to your close relatives in particular, as it is their dues; and
do all kind of virtuous deeds. Also provide for the poor, needy and the
wayfarer. You are not permitted to grant a loan with the hope that you
may gain more than that in the form of usury or interest, but it is better to
encourage providing charity, which will be a source getting a multiplied
reward in the sight of Allah, as mentioned in the following verse.
1052. Evil deeds, such as corruption, destruction and violence have appeared
in the sea, land and even in space . The wickedness of the people, will
cause their entire destruction. They will face those evils with evil itself.
The wrath of Allah will descend on them, in the form of famine, sickness
and all kind of inconveniences and the mercy and favours of Allah will
be out from them. Observe the incidents of the by gone people and their
end, so that they may turn back from wrong doings.
1053. The nature of men, right from their infancy up to the end, the stages
through which he passes in his physical life- is a great lesson for
everyone to discover the knowledge and power of the great Creator.
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the Day of Resurrection. So this is the Day of Resurrection:
but you did not know (and realize it)!
57. So on that Day, the excuses of those who did wrong, shall not
profit; nor shall they be allowed to make amends.
58. And verily, We have propounded every kind of parable for
people, in this Qur’an. But if you bring them a sign, the
rejecters of the faith will surely say: “You follow nothing
but talk vanities.”1055
59. In that manner, Allah seals up the hearts of those who do not
know.
60. So patiently persevere: verily, the promise of Allah is true.
And let not those who have no certainty of faith unsettle
you.

1054. On the Day of Resurrection, the criminal’s reactions are mentioned
here and in the following verses. , as well as the reaction of the men of
the truth on that Day, is also mentioned.
1055. In this noble Scripture, Allah has explained for men all kinds of parables
to know the reality of the truth, but, they falsify it and stand up against it.
They just attack the Holy Prophet and his followers. Allah has stamped
up the hearts of the ignorant people. Therefore, O Prophet! Patiently
persevere and ignore their persecution. Allah’s promise and the victory
will soon come to you, as mentioned in the final verse of this chapter.
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31: Luqman
CHAPTER

31

Luqman
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and sage Luqman, after whom this
Surah is called, belonged to the Arab tradition. He is usually associated
with long life (and his title is Mu’ammar - the long-lived) and perfect
wisdom.
The Surah contains the wise counsel of Luqman to his son, in accordance with the teachings of Islam.
The Surah reminds us of the awe of the Day of Judgement, when we are
judged for ourselves and our actions, and none can intercede on our behalf.

ln the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif. Lam. Meem
2. Those are verses of the wise Book
3. (We revealed it) as a guidance to those who act righteously
4. Those who perform regular prayer, and pay Zakat, and have
from faith in the Hereafter.
5. Such people are on (true) guidance from their Lord; and they
are the successful.1056
6. But there are, among men some who purchase the ludicrous
tale (with, which you are acquainted), without any knowledge, to misguide (men) from the path of Allah and to make
a mockery of it. For such people, there will be a contemptible punishment. 1057
7. And when Our Verses are recited to him, he turns away in pride
and haughtiness, as if he heard them not- as if there were
deafness in both his ears. Then announce to him, a painful
punishment.
1056. In the above verses, we find descriptions of the pious and devoted people
who are among the successful in this world and in the Hereafter.
1057. ‘Lahwal Hadith‘- the idle talks and amusements which divert people
from listening to the Holy Book and its teaching.
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8. Verily, those who believe and act righteous deeds; for them are
heavens of delight.
9. Wherein they will abide forever. The promise of Allah is true.
And He is exalted in Power, the All Wise.
10. He has created the firmaments without any pillars that you
can see. And He cast firmly on the earth, stable mountains,
lest it should’ move with you; and He has spread across
through it, moving creatures of every kind. And We send
down rain from the sky, and We have caused (vegetables)
to spring up in it of every generous species.
11. This is the creation of Allah, so (now) show Me what those
others beside Him have created. But the wrong doers are in
manifest error.1058
12. And We indeed bestowed (in the past), wisdom upon Luqman
(Esop), (saying): “Give thanks to Allah.” And whoever gives
thanks, only does so (to the profit) of his own soul: but
whoever is ungrateful, (should know that), verily, Allah is
Self-Sufficient, Praiseworthy.1059
13. And behold, when Luqman said to his son, while he was admonishing him: “O my dear son! Associate not partners (in
worship) with Allah. Associating partners (with Allah) is indeed a tremendous act of tyranny.”
14. And we have enjoined upon man, concerning his parents: (particularly) his mother (who) bears him with weakness upon
weakness; and (the period of) weaning is in two years. “(So)
give thanks to Me and to your parents: to Me is (your final)
destination.
15. “But if they strive to make you associate partners (in worship)
with Me, concerning which you have no knowledge, then
do not obey them but keep company with them in this life
in an honourable manner, and follow the way of those who
1058. The creatures we see have been created for the use of man, 2: 164.
These are the work of Allah, and we are instructed to worship Allah
alone.
1059. False worship in any form or kind, is indeed a wicked act. The following
verses up to 19, include a message of truth by one often righteous
servants of Allah- Luqman- to his dear son, in particular, and as a
guidance to mankind, in general. Polytheism, in any form, and worshipping idols, is an abominable act. One is obligated to be benevolent and
kind towards parents, but if the parents urge you into polytheism and
idol worship, then disobey them. Emphasis is laid on establishing the
regular prayers, acting lawfully and abstaining from unlawful acts. Exercising patience and perseverance is a quality that is much appreciated, and such a quality coupled with a strong faith helps one to face
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turn to Me in repentance. Then in to Me will be your return; and I shall inform you of what you used to do.”
16. “O my dear son! Allah will bring forth all things (to light)- be
they- the weight of a grain of a mustard seed and it were
(hidden) inside a rock, or (anywhere) in the firmaments or
in the earth : Allah is above all comprehension, and All
Aware.
17. “O my dear son! Be steadfast in prayer, and enjoin what is just,
and forbid what is unlawful; and bear with patience whatever may befall upon you. Surely, that is a determining factor in (human) affairs.
18. “And do not distort your cheek (face for pride), at men; nor
walk in an insolent manner through the land: surely, Allah
loves not every proud and arrogant boaster.
19. “And be moderate in your act of walking, and lower your voice.
Verily the most hateful of sounds, (without doubt), is the
braying of the ass.”
20. Do you not see that Allah has subjected to your (use), all
things in the firmaments and the earth; and has poured
down upon you His bounties, outwardly and inwardly? Yet
there are among men those who dispute about Allah, without any knowledge and with neither guidance nor with an
illuminating Book.
21 . When they are told: “Follow what Allah has sent down”, they
say: “But we shall follow what we found our fathers (following)”. What! Even if Shaithan (is) inviting them to the punishment of the blazing Fire?
22. And whoever submits himself (completely) to Allah, while he
is a benevolent man - then, he has indeed grasped the firmest handhold. And to Allah is the end of all affairs.1060
23. But whoever rejects faith, let not his rejection grieve you. To
Us is their return, and We shall inform them of what they
have done. Allah knows well the very innermost thoughts
in (men’s) breasts.
24. We shall let them enjoy (themselves) for a little while : then
We shall drive them forcibly to a rough punishment.
25. And if you ask them, who created the firmaments and the
earth, they will certainly say: “Allah”. Say: “All praises be to
Allah. But most of them do not know.
26. To Allah belongs everything in the firmaments and the earth.
the humiliations and insults normally hurled at him while he is engaged in the propagation of the truth.
1060. See 2:56.
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Verily, Allah is Self sufficient, Worthy of all praise.
27. And if all the trees on earth became pens, and the ocean (were
ink), with seven oceans replenishing it- the Words of Allah
would not be exhausted (in the writing). Truly, Allah is exalted in Power, All Wise.1061
28. And your creation; and your resurrection, is only as an individual soul : Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing.
29. Do you not see that Allah makes the night merge into the
day, and a the day merge into the night, and he has subjected the sun and the moon (to His Law), each one running (its course) for a specified term; and that Allah is well
acquainted with all that you do?
30. That is because Allah - He is the Truth - and because, indeed
whatever else they call upon besides Him, is falsehood;
and because truly, Allah, — He is the Most High, The Most
Great.
31. Do you not see that verily, the ships sail through the ocean by
the grace of Allah? So that He may show you of His signs?
Verily, there are signs in that for every person who constantly persevere and give thanks.
32. And when a wave covers them like canopies (of clouds), they
call upon Allah, offering their sincere devotion and faith to
Him. But when He has rescued them safely to the land,
there are among them those who follow middle course; but
none renounce Our signs, except only a perfidious, ungrateful man!
33. O Mankind! Ward off evil and do righteous actions towards
your Lord, and fear (the coming of) a Day when no father
will be able to atone for his son; nor shall the son atone for
his father in any way. Verily, the promise of Allah is true: so
let not this present life deceive you, nor let the chief deceiver (Shaithan), deceive you concerning Allah.
34. Verily the knowledge of the Hour (of Judgement) is with Allah
(alone). And He sends down the rain, and He knows what
is in the wombs. And no person (at all) knows what he will
earn tomorrow; nor does any person know in what land he
will die. Verily, Allah is All Knowing, All Aware!1062
1061. The wonderful signs and commandments of Allah are infinite and cannot be expressed even if all the trees on the earth were made into pens,
and all the ocean, multiplied seven times, were made into ink.
1062. The knowledge regarding-the Hour, the life in the womb, the physical life
affairs a daily basis, death, the life after death, etc. is with Allah alone.
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32: Prostrate in Adoration
CHAPTER

32

Prostrate in Adoration
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah, revealed in Makkah, obtains its title from the description of
believers, as those who fall prostrate in adoration, expressive of deep
humility and faith, when the Message of Allah is revealed to them.

The Surah reasserts the fact that the Qur’an is a direct revelation from Allah,
and goes on to describe His power of creation, and Might.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Alif Lam. Meem.
2. (This is a Divine) Revelation of the Book, whereupon there is
no doubt, from the Lord of the Worlds.
3. Or do they say: “He has fabricated it”. But indeed! It is the truth
from your Lord, so that you may forewarn a nation to whom,
no warner has come before you - in order that they may be
rightly guided.
4. Allah is the One who has created the firmaments and the earth,
and everything between them in six Days; then He intended
(what He desired) upon the ‘Arsh’ . You have no protector
or intercessor; apart from Him. Will you not then take
heed?1063
5. He governs the affairs from the sky to the earth. Then (in the
end) it will (again) ascend unto Him in a Day whose determined measure is a thousand years according to what you
reckon.
6. That is the Knower of what you keep secret and what you keep
known: the Exalted (in Power), the Merciful.
7. The One Who has created every- thing in the best way and He
began the creation of man from clay.1064

1063. Allah creates as He desires. The firmaments, the earth and everything
in between them, like sun, moon, stars, etc., were created in six days. A
day is compared to a thousand years as we reckon to fifty thousand
years (70:4). But in the sight of Allah, some time spans will pass as a
twinkling of an eye. Also see 27:40, 65:12.
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8. Then He made his progeny from an extract of despised fluid.
9. Then, He fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into
him, of His spirit. And He has bestowed upon you (the
faculties of) hearing and sight and hearts. But little thanks
do you give!
10. And they say: “What! When we have been absorbed in the
earth, shall we indeed then become in a new creation‘?” But
they deny the meeting with their Lord!
11. Say: “The Angel of Death who has been put in charge of you,
will (duly) take away your souls : then shall you be brought
back to your Lord.1065
12. Would that you could see when the guilty ones were turned
upside down upon their heads before their Lord, (saying):
“Our Lord! We now see and hear. So send us back (to the
world) : (so that) we may act righteously: (for) indeed we
(now) firmly believe.”
13. And if We had so pleased, we could certainly have given every
person his true guidance : but the Word from Me has come
true, “ I will indeed fill Hell with Jinn-kind and mankind all together.
14. “So taste (the punishment) because you forgot the meeting of
this Day of yours; and verily, We have (also) forgotten you.
And taste the punishment of eternity, (as rewards) of what
you used to do!”1066
15. Only those people believe in Our signs, who, when they (the
Verses) are recited to them, fall down in adoration and glorify the praises of their Lord, while they are not (ever) puffed
up with pride.
16. Their sides are removed from their places of sleep, while they
pray to their Lord, in fear and hope : and they spend (in
charity) out of the sustenance that We have bestowed upon
them.1067
1064. In the previous verse, mention is made about the arrangement of the
universe. Here, and in the following verses, there is a narration of the
story of the beginning of the first man and his progeny, including a
mention of the various stages of growth.
1065. The rejecters of the truth about creation are ever in doubt and constantly
ridicule the believers for their faith in the Resurrection and the Day of
Judgement. Their arguments are baseless. Death is certain, and the
knowledge of the time, place and nature of death, is with Allah alone, and
everything will happen according to His plan. The Resurrection is inevitable, and on that Day, the body (which had been separated from the soul
at the time of death) will join the soul, and be brought back to life.
1066. Here is an explanation of the horrible situation that will be faced by the
rejecters of faith, on the day of Judgement.
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17. Now no person knows what delights of the eye are kept hidden
(in reserve) for them : as a reward for what they used to do.
18. Is someone who is a believer, like the one who is rebellious and
wicked? (Surely) they are not equal.
19. As for those who believe and do righteous actions, so for them
are Heavens of abode, as an entertainment, for what they
used to do.
20. But for those who are rebellious and wicked, so their abode is
the fire (of the Hell). As often as they wish to get away there
from, they will be (forcefully) turned back into it; and it will be
said to them: “Taste the punishment of the Fire, which you
used to reject as false.”
21. And indeed, We will make them taste of the lighter punishment,
(maybe in the form of a misfortune) before the greater punishment; in order that they may (repent and) return. 1068
29. Tell (them): “On the Day of victory of the faith of those who
rejected, will be of no profit to them - nor will they be granted
respite.”
30. So turn away from them, and wait. Verily, they too are waiting.
1067. Contrary to the experience of the rejecters and disbelievers, here is a
description of the great rewards in store for the believers and faithful,
on the Day of Judgement. On the authority of Mua‘d bin Jabal who said:
I said, O Messenger of Allah, inform me about an act which will make
me enter Paradise and keep me away from the Hell”. He said: “You
have asked about a great matter, yet it is simple for one whom Allah the
Most High has made it so easy. Worship Allah and do not associate
with Him anything and observe your prayers and give the Zakat, and
fast during the month of Ramadan , and perform the Hajj.” Then he
said: ‘May I point out to you the gates of virtuous things? Fasting is a
shield and alms giving extinguishes sins as water extinguishes the
fire; and the man’s prayer at midnight’. Then he recited this and the
following verse. Then he said; ‘May I inform you about the top of the
affair! Its pillar and the peak of its ridge? ‘I said: ‘Yes, O Messenger of
Allah’. He said: ‘The top of the affair is Islam and its pillar is the prayer
and the peak of its ridge is Jihad (the Holy war)’. Then he said:’ May I tell
you how to acquire all that?’ I said: ‘Yes, O Messenger of Allah’. So he
got hold of his tongue and said: ‘Restrain yourself in this’. I said: ‘O
Prophet of Allah, are we to be punished for what we speak with it?’ Then
he said:’ People shall be lying in Hell on their faces or on their noses,
besides the harvested of their tongues’. (Tirmizi)
1068. Ibn Abbas said: “The lighter punishment’, refers to misfortune, calamity
and the difficulties which we may face in this life, as it gives man a
chance for repentance. This minor punishment may be a mercy for
them. The ‘Supreme Torment’ comes in the Hereafter.
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CHAPTER

33

The Confederates
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Madinah, and refers to those tribes (Jews of
Banu Nadhir, the Gatafan among Arab Bedouins, the Jewish tribe of
Banu Quraiza) who along with pagan Quraysh of Makkah, formed an
unholy confederacy against Islam, and siege Madinah in the 5th year of Hijrah.
Avoiding a direct confrontation, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, had a
trench (Khandaq) dug, which effectively prevented the onslaught of the enemy.
The rest of the Surah deals with the position and dignity of the Prophet’s
household, and draws the attention of believers, to certain rules of conduct to
be followed in their own domestic relations.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O Prophet! Be mindful of your duty towards Allah, and do not
obey the rejecters (of faith) and the hypocrites: verily, Allah is All Knowing, All Wise.
2. And follow that which is revealed to you from your Lord.
Verily, Allah is well aware of what you do.
3. And put your trust in Allah; and Allah is sufficient as a Disposer of affairs.1069
4. Allah has not assigned for any man, two hearts within him;
nor has He made your wives whom you declare by calling
them your mothers (by ‘Zihar’), nor has He made your
adopted sons, your actual sons. Those are merely the utterances of your mouths. But Allah tells (you) the truth,
and He guides to the (right) path. 1070

1069. Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) has been addressed in the first verse of this
chapter by the title “Nabi”. This shows the high respect and honour in
which Almighty Allah faced His beloved Prophet: Allah commands the
Holy Prophet not to fear any one other than Him and instructs him not to
follow the rejecters and the Hypocrites people and further told him to
obey Him and rely upon Him alone.
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5. Call them after their fathers: that is more just in the sight of
Allah. But if you do not know their father’s (names, still
they are) your brothers in faith, and your freed slaves (who
are under your patronage). But there is no blame upon you
if you make any fault therein : but (you are accountable)
for what your hearts have deliberately done. And Allah is
Ever Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
6. The Prophet is more worthy (of respect) to the believers, (even)
over their own selves. And his wives are their mothers. But
those who are related by blood are nearer of kin among
each other, in the Book of Allah than the rest of the believers and (the believers among the) Muhajirs (those who have
emigrated in the cause of Allah); unless that you do kindness to your closest friends. Such is inscribed in the Book
(of Allah).1071
7. And remember when We took from the Prophets their covenant; and from you, from Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa, and Isa
the son of Maryam; And We took from them (all) a firm
covenant:
8. (So) that He (Allah) might ask the truthful about their sincerity. And He has prepared a painful Punishment for the rejecters.
9. O you who have believed! Remember the favour of Allah (that
He bestowed) upon you, when there came against you hosts
(to overwhelm you): thereupon, We sent against them a wind,
and hosts that you could not see - (in the Battle of the Trench).
But Allah sees (clearly) every thing that you do.1072
1070. The reference of “Two hearts within one bosom” has a delicate statement and therefore one’s heart should be sincere always two or more
diverse desires surely create disturbance in the heart and it may cause
to improper functioning. Here and in the following verse, mention is
made concerning the cruel practices of Arabia which were condemned
and abolished.
1071. Allah has sent the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) as a
blessing to all the worlds (with the message of Allah). It is thus obligatory upon each one of us to respect and revere him above anyone else.
Secondly, the verse emphasizes the ‘motherhood’ of the wives of the
Prophet, to the faithful, in the sense of the respect, honour, dignity and
vulnerability. The verse also mentions the bond of brotherhood between the Muhajir and the Ansar in the early Madinian period.
1072. The battle is known as the ‘Battle of the Trench’ (See 9: 25-26). Here,
and in the following verses, is a description of the battle — also known
as Al Khandak (The Trench)- so called, because upon the Holy Prophet’s
orders, a trench was built strategically around the city of Madinah. The
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10. Behold! When they came at you from above you and from
below you; and behold, when (your) eyes inclined downwards, and your hearts rose up to the throats; and you imagined (various vain) thoughts about Allah!
11. In that place, the believers were tried: and they were shaken
with a mighty shaking.
12. And behold! When the hypocrites and those (people) in whose
hearts there is a disease (weak in faith), say: “Allah and His
Messenger promised us noting but delusions!”
13. And behold! When a group among them said: “O people of
Yathrib (Madina)! There is no place (of safety) for you (from
the attack)! Therefore go back (to your home)!” - and a band
of them ask for leave from the Prophet, saying, “Truly, our
houses are bare and exposed (to the enemy)”, ·Though they
were not exposed. They sought nothing, but to flee away
(from the fighting)1073
14. And if they (the enemy) had been overrun (the town) from
various directions of the (city), and they had been asked to
sedition, they would certainly have brought it (to pass),
but, they would have occupied it only for a short while!
15. And they had already covenanted with Allah, that they would
never turn their backs. And a covenant with Allah shall be
inquired into.
16. Say: “The act of fleeing away will not benefit you, if you fly
from death or being killed; and even if (you do escape), no
more than a brief (respite) will you be allowed to enjoy (in
this world)!”
17. Say: “Who is he who can preserve you from Allah, if He desires
evil for you, or desires mercy for you?” - and they will not
find for themselves, besides Allah, any protector or helper.

18. Verily, Allah knows those among you who hindered (men from
fighting), and those who say to their brethren: “come along
work of the trench was completed under the supervision and direction
of the companion of the Holy Prophet- Salman the Persian (Salman-ul
Parisi). The Holy Prophet himself participated in the digging, carrying of
mud etc., along with the companions. It is reported in the authentic
Hadith, that a great number of miracles and signs were manifested in
the course of this war- and that was the greatest favours of Allah, to His
faithful servants.
1073. The enemies of Islam were always trying to weaken the faithful. Here
and in the following verses mention is made about the hard circumstances which the believers were facing against the opponents in the
battle field of the Trench.
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to us”, - but they come not to the fight, except just a little.
19. Being covetous towards you. But when fear comes, you will
see them looking towards you, their eyes revolving, - like
one who faints from death. But when the fear has gone
away, they will smite you with sharp tongues, being covetous of the good (by demanding a portion of the booty).
(Indeed) such men have no faith, and so Allah has made
their actions fruitless and void. And that is an easy affair
for Allah.
20. They think that the confederates have not departed; and if
the confederates should come (again), they would wish they
were dwelling in the deserts among the ‘Bedouins’ and seeking news about you. And if they were among you, they would
not fight except a little.
21 . You have indeed of the Messenger of Allah, been an excellent
model - for him who hopes the favours of Allah and the
final Day, and who remembers Allah much.
22. And when the believers saw the confederates, they said: “This
is what Allah and His Messenger had promised us, and Allah and His Messenger told us (what was) true.” And it only
increased their faith and their (sincere) submission. 1074
23. Among the believers, there are men who have been true to
what they have covenanted with Allah. There are some of
them who have fulfilled - their vow (by offering their life
for the faith); and there are some (still) waiting to do so.
But they have never changed, with any alteration (in the
least).
24. That Allah may reward the truthful for their sincerity, and punish the hypocrites, if He so pleases - or accepts their repentance : Allah is indeed ever forgiving, the Most Merciful.
25. And Allah repulsed the rejecters for (all) their fury, which
availed them nothing favourable. And enough is Allah for
the believers in the fighting (by sending assistance against
the enemies). And (know that) Allah is Powerful, Exalted in
Might.
26. And He brought down from their strongholds, those of the
people of the Book, who supported them; and cast terror
into their hearts, (so that) you killed some of them, and
some you took captives.
27 . And He made you inherit their land and their houses, and
their wealth, and a land that you had not yet trodden on.
1074. Here, Allah commands the believers to follow the Prophet in letter and
print.
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And (know that) Allah has power over all things.
28. O Prophet! Tell your wives: “If you desire the life of this world;
and its adornments, then come! - I will content you, and
set you free with a fair dismissal.1075
29. “But if you seek Allah and His Messenger, and the abode of
the Hereafter, then verily, Allah has prepared for the righteous women amongst you, a great reward.”
30. O Wives of the Prophet! If any of you commits a filthy act,
which is a manifest (sin), the punishment would be doubled
to her as two equal portions and that is easy with Allah.
31. And whoever of you is devout in complete obedience to Allah
and His Messenger, and acts (with) righteousness, - We shall
grant her, her reward twice : and We have prepared a generous sustenance for her.
32. O Wives of the Prophet! You are not like any of the (other)
women : if you safeguard your dignity and do righteous
deeds, then do not be too humble and lowly manner of
speech lest one in whose heart is a disease which becomes
desirous : but speak in an honourable manner.
33. Remain (quietly) in your houses, and deck not yourselves with
the ostentation of the former period of Ignorance; and be
steadfast in prayer, and give Zakat and obey Allah and His
Messenger. And Allah only wishes to remove the abomination away from you, O folk of the household (Of the Prophet),
and to make you pure with complete purification.
34. And bear in mind what is recited (to you) in your homes of the
Revelations of Allah and (His) Wisdom. Surely, Allah is Most
Courteous, All Aware.
35. Surely, the Muslim men and the Muslim women (who profess
the faith of slam), the believing men and believing women,
the obedient men and the obedient women, the truthful
men and the truthful women, the steadfast men and the
steadfast women, the humble men and the humble women,
the men who give alms and the women who give alms, the
men who fast and the women who fast, the men who guard
their chastity and the women who guard their chastity, and
the men who remember Allah much, and the women who
remember (Him much). Allah has prepared for them all,
Forgiveness and a great reward. 1076
1075. Here, and in the following verses, the Holy Prophet is instructed to
inform his wives on the privileged position they hold among the believers. They are not ordinary women or wives, and therefore have specific
duties and obligations from the religious point of view, as they are
examples to other Muslim women.
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36. And it is not fitting for a believing man, nor a believing woman,
when Allah and His Messenger have decided (a matter), to
exercise their (own) choice for them, in their affairs. And
whoever is rebellious to Allah and His Messenger, he indeed strays away in clear error.1077
37. Behold! When you said to him (Zaid bin Haritha, the freed
slave of the Prophet), upon whom Allah had bestowed (His)
favours (with Islam) and to whom you (too) had bestowed
favours (by freeing him and adopting him): “Keep your wife
to yourself and be mindful of your obligation towards Allah,” (while) you sought to hide in your heart that which
Allah was about to make manifest ( that Zaid had decided
to divorce his wife); and you were afraid of men, whereas
Allah deserves that you fear Him. Then when Zaid had fulfilled the necessary formality (of divorce) with her, (and
the waiting period of ‘Iddat’ was duly completed), We married her to you: in order that (in future) there should be no
restriction for the believers in (the matter of) marriage with
the wives of the adopted sons, when the latter have fulfilled the necessary formality (of divorce) with them. And
Allah’s command must be fuliilled.1078
38. There is no restriction on (the part of) the Prophet, in what
Allah has sanctioned for him: (such was) the way of Allah,
amongst those who have passed away before (him). And
the command of Allah is a pre- ordained decree.
39. Those who conveyed the Messages of Allah, and fear Him;
and fearing no-one except Allah. And enough is Allah, as a
Reckoner.
40. Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but (he is)
the Messenger of Allah, and the last of the Prophets : and
Allah has full knowledge of all things.1079
41. O You who have believed! Remember Allah, with much remembrance.
1076. It is reported by Imam Ahmad, on the authority of Ummu Salama, the
wife of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) Who said: “l asked the
Prophet once - ‘why are we (the wives) not mentioned in the Quran’?
And) l was surprised one day to hear the Holy Prophet (pbuh) reciting
this verse on the Mimber( Pulpit).
1077. 4: 14,65.
1078. 33:4-5. With this Divine decree the ancient custom of the Arabs was
changed by Holy prophet.
1079. ‘The Holy Prophet is the father of only those children sired by him,
Qassim, Tayyib and Tahir (sons from his wife Khadeeja), and they all
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42. And glorify Him, morning and evening.
43. He is the One Who sends blessings upon you, and (as do) His
angels, - that He may bring you forth from the depths of
darkness into the light:
44. Their salutation on the Day when they shall meet Him, shall
be: “Peace!” And He has prepared for them a generous reward.
45. O Prophet! Truly We have sent you as a witness and a bearer
of glad tidings, and a warner. 1080
46. And as one who invites (people) to Allah’s (way), by His command, and as a lamp spreading light.
47. And give the glad tidings to the believers, that they shall surely
have from Allah, a very great Bounty.
48. And do not obey the rejecters and the hypocrites, and leave
alone their ill treatment : but put your trust in Allah; and
Allah is enough as a Disposer of affairs.
49. O You who have believed! When you marry believing women,
and then divorce them before you have sexual intercourse
with them; then there is no period of ‘Iddat’ (observing
period of monthly courses), you have to calculate in respect of them. So provide them provision and set them free
with a fair dismissal. 1081
50. O Prophet! We have indeed made lawful to you your wives to
whom you have given their dowers; and (also) those whom
your right hand possesses out of the captives of war, whom
Allah has assigned to you; and daughters of your paternal
uncles and daughters of your paternal aunts, and the daughdied in early childhood. Zainab, Ruqqiya, Ummu Kulthoom and Fathima
(daughters from his wife Khadeeja). Except Fathima, the other three
daughters died during the Prophet’s lifetime. Another son Ibrahim (from
his wife Mariath Al Qibthiyya) also died in childhood). Therefore, the
Prophet had been given instruction not to give his name to any other
person - including his adopted son Zaid, who is to be called Zaid bin
Harith (his father), and not Zaid bin Muhammad.
1080. Here is an account of the three important objectives of sending the Holy
Prophet (pbuh) - a) He was sent as a witness to mankind and the
whole of the universe, to confirm the unity of Allah and that none should
be worshipped besides him. b) To give glad tidings of great rewards in
the Hereafter, to the believers, and a warner of serious chastisement in
the Hereafter for the rejecters of faith. c) To invite the people to worship
their Lord alone - the Creator and sustainer of everything around us,
and that he (the Prophet Muhammad) is a light to illuminate the whole
world (with the message of Allah), like the sun in all its brightness.
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ters of your maternal uncles and the daughters of your maternal aunts who have migrated with you; and any believing
woman who dedicates herself to the Prophet if the Prophet
desires to seek marry her : - (this ordinance is) only purely
for you, and not for the (rest of the) believers. We know well
what We have prescribed for them regarding their wives and
the captives whom their right hands possess; - in order that
there should not be any discomfort upon you. And Allah is
Oft Forgiving, The Most Merciful. 1082
51. You may put off whom you please among them, and you may
draw close (in marriage) whom you please. And there is no
harm upon you to seek (and receive) any of those whom
you had set aside (temporarily). That is more convenient
(and suitable) so that their eyes may be cooled, and not be
grieved, and all of them may be well pleased with what you
give them. And Allah knows (all) that is in your hearts. And
Allah is All Knowing, The Most Forbearing.
52. It is not lawful for you (to marry more) women after this, nor
to change them for (other) wives - even though their beauty
attract you, except what your right hand has (already) possessed (as handmaidens). And (know that) Allah is watchful over all things.
53. O you who have believed! Do not enter the houses of the
Prophet, unless permission is granted to you for a meal;
(and enter not) without looking to his convenience. But
when you are invited, then enter and when you have taken
your meal, then disperse; and do not engage in (idle) talk
with one another. Surely such (behaviour) causes annoyance to the Prophet, but he felt shy in asking you to leave.
But Allah is not shy (in pointing out) the truth. And when
you ask them (his wives) for any house-hold stuff (that you
need), then ask them from behind a screen: that is more
pure for your hearts, and (also) their hearts. And it is not
right for neither you that you cause annoyance to the Messenger of Allah; nor that you should ever marry his wives,
after him. Truly such a thing would be a dreadful offence in
the sight of Allah.1083
1081. See 65:1-4.
1082. See 4: 19-25, 4: 34-35, and 2:221-235. Here, and in the following verses,
there is a mention, concerning the special circumstances under which
the Prophet married his wives.
1083. Here is a direction to the believers, on the right manner to be adopted
before entering the houses of others, in general, and the house of the
Holy Prophet (pbuh) in particular. There is also an injunction on the
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54. Whether you reveal a thing, or conceal it, verily Allah has full
knowledge of all things.
55. It shall be no blame upon them (to be seen unveiled) in (respect of) their fathers or their sons, their brothers or their
brother’s sons, or their sister’s sons, or their (believing) womenfolk, or the (slaves) whom their right hands possess. (O
wives of the Prophet)! Be mindful of your duty to Allah,
(and know that) surely Allah is Witness over all things.
56. Verily, Allah and His angels send blessings on the Prophet:
(therefore) O you who believe! Do you (also) invoke blessings upon him, and salute him with the salutation (of Peace).
57. Verily, those who annoy Allah and His Messenger- Allah has
cursed them in this world and in the Hereafter, and has
prepared a humiliating punishment for them.
58. And those who annoy faithful men and faithful women, without their having been guilty of anything to deserve such (ill)
treatment: so, they indeed bear the calumny and a plain sin.
59. O Prophet! Tell your wives and your daughters, and the women
among the believers, that they should cast down their outer
garments over them (when they walk out of the doors).
That is most convenient, that they should be known (as
such) and not molested. And Allah is Ever Forgiving, the
Most Merciful.1084
60. If the hypocrites and those in whose hearts is a disease and
those who stir up sedition in the city (by circulating false
rumours): desist not, - We shall certainly give you authority over them; then they will not dwell therein as your
neighbours, but (for) a little while.
61 They (are) cursed people : (and) wherever they are found, (they
are to be) seized and killed, with a (fierce) slaughter.
62. (Such was) the way (approved) of Allah, with those who passed
away before (you) : and you will never find any change in
the way of Allah.
63. People will ask you concerning the (Last) Hour: Say : “The
knowledge thereof is truly with Allah (alone)” : and what
will make you to know? - It may well be that the Hour is
near at hand!1085
appropriate way of dealing with the womenfolk of the Prophet’s household. See 24:30-31.
1084. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet to command the believing women to
cast down their outer garments (cloaks) so as to cover their entire
body- so as to protect them from harm and molestation, and to guard
them from being physically or verbally attacked.
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64. Verily, Allah has cursed the rejecters (from His Mercy), and
has prepared for them a Blazing Fire,
65. Wherein they will abide forever. They will find (therein) no
protector or any helper.
66. On the Day that their faces will be turned over in the Fire (of
Hell): (thereupon) they will say: “Woe to us! Would that we
had obeyed Allah and obeyed the Messenger! “
67. And they would say: “Our Lord! Verily we obeyed our leaders
and our eminent ones; so they misled us from the (right)
path).
68. “Our Lord! Give them double punishment and curse them
with a Mighty Curse!”
69. O You who have believed! Do not be like those who vexed
Musa (and rebelled against him); but Allah absolved him
of the (calumnies) they had uttered : and he was held in
high repute in the sight of Allah.1086
70. O You who have believed! Guard your duty to Allah, and speak
words straightforward.
71 That He will enable for you your actions whole and sound,
and forgive you your sins: and whoever obeys Allah and
His Messenger, so he has achieved the Great Triumph.
72. Surely We proposed the Trust, to the firmaments and the
earth, and the mountains; but they declined to undertake
it - (being afraid thereof): but man undertook it - he was
indeed unjust and very ignorant and foolish.1087

1085. 7:187
1086.

The Israelites had rebelled against Prophet Musa, and here Allah
directs the believers not to be like those rebellious people. It is narrated
on the authority of Abu Hurairah, who said: that the Holy Prophet (pbuh)
once said:
“ Musa was a shy man and used to cover his entire body, without revealing his skin. Owing to this, the Israelites taunted and abused him by
saying that he (Musa) suffered from an ailment of the skin (causing it to
look ugly), and that was the reason, why he chose to cover his entire
body. Allah then proved them wrong with the following miraculous event.
Musa was having a bath and had placed his clothes on a rock. On
completing his bath, he found that the rock was moving along with his
clothes. He took a rod and began chasing the rock, not realizing that he
had reached among the leaders of the Israelites, in a naked state.
Upon seeing for themselves that Musa indeed did not suffer from any
ailment, they acquitted him from their falsified charges.
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73. So that Allah might punish the hypocrite men and hypocrite
women, and the idol worshipping men and the idol-worshipping women, and Allah will accept the repentance of
the faithful men and the faithful women. And Allah is Ever
forgiving, The Most merciful.

1087. Qatadat said: “Amanat (something entrusted) refers to religion, the
obligatory, and prohibited matters (pertaining to religion)”. These depend on the virtuous and evil deeds, for which man has been given the
right to choose. This unique right of choice has not been given to any
other creature of Allah, besides man.
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34

The Region of Saba
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and refers to the Region of Saba, in
Yemen. Reference is made to the Prophets Dawud and Sulaiman, and
their superior knowledge of things unknown to us, and their conquest of
evil, through wisdom and power.
The Surah enjoins the believers to always be conscious of standing
before Allah, whether alone or in a company.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1 . All praise is due to Allah, to whom belongs whatever is in the
firmaments and whatever is in the earth. And to whom
belongs all the praises in the Hereafter. And He is All Wise,
All Aware.
2. He knows whatever enters into the earth, and whatever comes
forth from it; and whatever descends from the sky, and whatever ascends into it. And He is the Most Merciful, the OftForgiving.
3. And those who reject (the faith) say: “The Hour (of Judgement)
will never come to us “. Tell them: But most surely, by my
Lord -the All- Knower of the Unseen, it will certainly come
upon you. Not an atom ’s weight in the firmaments or in
the earth - nor smaller than that, nor bigger escapes Him :
but, (all is recorded) in the perspicuous Book 4. So that He may reward those who believe and do righteous
deeds. They will have forgiveness and a most generous sustenance.
5. But those who strive against Our Revelations - seeking to nullify them, they will have a punishment of a painful scourge.
6. And those who have been given knowledge, know that what
has been sent down to you from your Lord, is the Truth;
and that it guides to the path of the Exalted (in Might),
Worthy of all praise (Allah).
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7. And those who reject say: “Shall we point out to you a man
who declares that when you are all scattered to pieces in
disintegration, verily, you shall (then be raised) in a new
creation?
8. “Has he fabricated a falsehood against Allah, or is he afflicted
with madness?” Indeed no. It is those who do not believe
in the Hereafter, shall be in (real) punishment, and are far
gone in error.
9. Do they not observe what is in front of them, and behind them,
of the sky and earth? We could if We please, cause the earth
to swallow them up; or We could make a piece of the sky to
fall upon them. Verily, there is indeed a sign in that for
every devotee that turns with repentance (to Allah).1088
10. And We indeed bestowed (aforetime), upon Dawood (David)
a great bounty from Us; (and We ordered): “O you mountains and birds! Echo with him, the praises of Allah. And
We rendered the iron soft for him·1089
11. (We commanded him): “Make coats of mail, balancing well the
rings of chain armour. And act righteously. Be sure I see
(clearly) all that you do.”
12. And (We subjected) to Sulaiman, the wind (to his service), its
early morning (stride) was a month’s (journey), and its
evening (stride) was a month’s (journey). And We made a
fountain of molten brass to flow for him. And among the
Jinns, there were some who worked in his presence, by the
permission of his Lord. And (We had told them that) if any
of them deviated from Our command, We would make him
taste the punishment of the blazing Fire.
13. They did for him whatever he pleased: of (lofty) chambers and
images, and large dishes as cisterns, and (cooking) cauldrons, fixed (in their places). (And We directed ) the people
of Dawood, (thus): “Act on gratefully.” But very few of My
servants are (truly) thankful.
14. Then, when We decreed death upon him (Sulaiman), nothing
pointed out to them, his death, except the worm of the
earth, which ate away his staff. Then, when he fell down,
the Jinns plainly perceived that if they had known the unseen, they would not have tarried their (suffering) in the
humiliating punishment.1090
1088. A response to those who reject the Resurrection and the Hour of Judgement
1089. 27:15-19
1090. The prophets Dawood and his son Sulaiman (Pbu them) were staunch
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15. There was indeed a sign for (the people of) Saba, (Ma-arib
region of Yemen) in their homeland - two gardens : (one)
on the right hand and (the other) on the left. (And We had
said to them): “Eat of the provision of your Lord, and be
grateful to Him. (You have) a pleasant territory and a Most
forgiving Lord.1091
16. But they turned away (from what they were bidden); so, We
sent against them the Flood of ‘Al- Arim’ (which destroyed
the city of Saba); and We exchanged their two Gardens, for
two (other) gardens - bearing bitter fruits and tamarisks,
and some few (stunted) lote-trees.
17. We requited them in that way, because they (ungratefully)
rejected faith. And never do We give (such) requital, except
to such as are ungrateful rejecters (of faith?)1092
18. And We had placed between them and the cities on which We
had poured Our blessings, (other) conspicuous cities (in
devotees of Allah. One of the miracles bestowed upon Prophet
Sulaiman, was his leadership over all the creatures - including animals, birds and Jinns. Man, quite often, in his ignorance, regards the
Jinns to be superior beings with knowledge of the unseen. In this verse,
Allah illustrates that such knowledge belongs to Him alone, and to
none other. Prophet Sulaiman was standing, reclining on his stick,
supervising the builders at work as they were building the temple —a
great event of the time - when he died. The Jinns did not know that he
had died, until the Prophet fell down after a tiny worms gnawed at his
staff
1091. Two tracts of land, planted with fruit, spices and produced whatever, the
inhabitance might desire. They enjoyed the blessings of their Lord,
who is the Most Gracious and the Most Merciful.
1092. The region of Saba in Yemen was blessed with many favours and
happiness. Among the people of Saba, were the people of Tubb‘a, and
Queen Bilqis. They built beautiful houses, and irrigated from the famous Maarib dam. In the year 2000, I had a chance to visit that area,
and realized that it was, as mentioned in the Qur’an, a prosperous city,
a long time ago-one can still trace the remains of the grandeur of the
past. The people of the time were blessed with plentiful fruit-laden
gardens on either sides of the Maarib dam. However, they became
ungrateful to their Lord, and turned into arrogant disbelievers of the
faith. Allah repaid them with a mighty flood, which caused the dam to
burst. This destruction of the dam, took place around 120 AC. Around
this area, where the dam once existed, one can still see plants bearing
bitter fruits, tamarisks and lote-trees. These days, the inhabitants of the
land are Muslims, and a dam has built in the inner side of the mountains, by the ruler of the UAE, Sheikh Zayad Al Nahyan.
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prominent positions); and We had measured out stages of
journey therein (in due proportion): ‘Travel therein in safety,
by nights and by days.
19. But they said: “Our Lord! Place longer distances between our
journey stages”, and they wronged themselves (therein). So,
We made them into legends (as bygone tales), and We dispersed them all in scattered fragments. Verily in that, are
indeed signs for every steadfast and grateful person. 1093
20. And lblees (Shaitan) proved the truth of his opinion about
them, and they followed him - except, a party of the believers.
21. And he (lblees) had no authority over them, except that We
might know (by distinguishing) him who believes in the
Hereafter, from him who is in doubt thereof And your Lord
is Preserver over everything.
22. Say : “Call upon those whom you imagine (to be gods) besides Allah. They possess not (even) the weight of an atom,
either in the firmaments or in the earth: nor have they any
share in either, nor is any of them His helper.
23. “And no intercession shall benefit in His presence, - except
from someone for whom He has granted permission. Until
when their hearts shall have been freed from fear (at the
Day of Judgement, then) they will say: ‘What did your Lord
command?’ They (the angels) will say: ‘(That which is) the
truth (and just). And He is the Most High, the Most Great”’.
24. Say: “Who gives you sustenance from the firmaments and the
earth?” Say: “It is Allah; and it is certain that either we or
you are on right guidance or in manifest error!”
25. Say: “You shall not be questioned as to what we committed
nor shall we be questioned as to what you do.”1094
26. Say : “Our Lord will gather us (all) together and then, will
1093. The Saba people ignored their blessings, and prosperity with those
inter connected cities, like Makkah, Madinah, Sirya and Palastine. Visitors used to travel easily and peacefully. When they became covetous,
selfish, and arrogant and they started getting wealth through crooked
ways, they demanded longer distances and caused more difficulties to
travellers. This caused their destruction and they were dispersed in
scattered fragments.
1094. Ibn Khathir said: You are not from us, and we are not from you, as far as
you do not obey Allah and worship Him alone. But if you respond by
worshipping none besides Allah, then you are from us and we are from
you. See 10:41. We must declare the reality and the universal message, which is for you as much as it is for us.
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reveal between us, with truth (and justice). And He is the
(Just and) Great Revealer, the All Knowing.
27. Say: “Show me those whom you have joined with Him as partners: (by no means can you do so). Nay, indeed, He is Allah, the Exalted in Power, the All Wise.”
28. And We have not sent you, but as a (Messenger) to all mankind (giving them) glad tidings, and warning them (against
sin) : but most of the people do not know.
29. And they say: “When will this promise (come to pass) - if you
are truthful?”
30. Say : “You have a promised (appointment) for a Day, which
you can neither outstrip, nor anticipate (by an hour).
31. And those who reject (the faith), say: “We will never believe in
this recital (the Scripture) nor in that which (was revealed)
before it. But if you could see when the wrong doers will be
made to stand before their Lord, they will iterate word (of
blame) on one another! Those who were deemed weak
would say to those deemed proud (and arrogant) : “Had it
not been for you, we should certainly have been believers!”1095
32. Those deemed proud, will say to those who had been deemed
weak: “Did we hinder you from the guidance when it came
to you? Nay, rather, you yourselves were criminals.”
33. And those who had been deemed weak shall say to the proud
(and arrogant): “Nay! It was your scheming (by) night and
day, when you (constantly) ordered us to reject Allah and
to attribute equals to Him!” And they (both groups) will
conceal their remorse, when they see the chastisement :
and We shall put yokes on the necks of the rejecters. (But)
are they rewarded (for anything), except what they used to
do?
34. And We have sent no warner to any city, but the opulent thereof,
said: “Verily, we reject (the Message) with which you have
been sent.”
35. And they (also) said: “We have more in wealth and in chil1095. The idol worshippers inquired from the people of the Book (the Jews
and Christians), concerning the Holy Prophet (pbuh) and his message. The people of the Book answered that the qualities of the Holy
Prophet were mentioned in their scriptures. However, when they heard
this, the rejecters said: ‘We will never believe in the Qur’an, and what is
mentioned about him (the Holy Prophet) in your Book. Their (the
unbeliever’s) position in this world and their arguments on the Day of
Judgement, are also mentioned here and in the following verses.
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dren, and (therefore), we are not punishable (for what we
do)!”
36. Say: “ Verily, my Lord expands the provision (sustenance) to
whom He pleases, and (also) restricts (it to whom He
pleases), but most of mankind do not know!”
37. And neither your wealth nor your children, is what will draw
you close unto Us, with a near approach, - except (such
people) who believe and act righteously - such people,
shall have a multiplied reward for what they have done;
while they shall be secure in the lofty apartments!
38. But those who strive against Our signs, to frustrate them,
such (people) will be summoned to the punishment!
39. Say: “Verily my Lord expands the sustenance to such of His
servants as He pleases, and (also) restricts it. And whatever
you spend of anything, in the least (in His cause), He will
foster it: and He is the best of those who grant sustenance.
40. And (remember) the Day, when He will gather them all together, and then say to the angels: ‘was it you whom these
(people) were worshipping?”
41. They (the angels) will say: ‘Glory be to You! You are our Protector against them. Nay, but they were worshipping the
Jinns : most of them were believers in them.”
42. So Today, none of you possess power to profit or harm each
other; and We shall say to the wrong doers: “Taste the punishment of the Fire which you used to deny!”
43. And when Our clear verses are recited to them, they say, “This
is nothing but a man desires to hinder you from what your
fathers worshipped”; and they say: “This (Qur’an) is nothing but a fabricated lie.” And those who rejected the Truth,
when it has come to them, say: “This is nothing but clear
sorcery! “
44. And We had not given them any Scriptures which they could
study, nor sent to them before you any warner.
45. And those before (also) denied (the Truth); but these (the
immediate ancestors) have not attained (even) a tenth of
what We had granted to those (of old); but they denied My
Messengers. How great was the change, which l made in
their condition!
1096. The chieftains among the disbelievers used to accuse the Holy Prophet
of being possessed or out of his mind. The real reason was that they
were afraid of losing their leadership, with the gaining popularity of the
Holy Prophet (pbuh). Here, Allah instructs the Prophet to ask them to
sincerely face the truth without resisting it with fanaticism.
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46. Say : “I do indeed admonish you on one point, (namely), that
you do stand up before Allah, (it may be) in pairs, or (it
may be) singly, - and reflect (within yourselves). Your companion is not possessed. He is no other than a Warner to
you, of an impending severe punishment”1096
47. Tell (them): “Whatever recompense I might have asked of
you, let it be yours. My recompense is only with Allah alone;
and He is witness over all things.”1097
48. Say: “Truly, my Lord casts the truth (over His servants; and
He is ) the Great Knower of the Unseen (affairs).”
49. Say (to them): “The Truth has come (and will endure); and
falsehood could neither originate (any pious deeds), nor
regenerate (them).”
50. Say: “If I err, then I err only to the loss of my own soul : but if
I receive guidance, it is because of that which my Lord has
revealed to me. Verily, He is All Hearing, (Ever) Close.
51. And if you could see when they shall be frightened (with terror), and there shall be no way of escape (for them), and
they will be seized from a nearby place 52. And they shall say: “We do believe (now) therein (in the truth)”,
but how should they receive (the faith) from a far distant
place’?
53. While they had indeed rejected in it (entirely) before, and
that they cast (conjectures) with regard to the unseen (affairs), from a distant place?
54. And (a bar) shall be passed between them and what they long
for, as was done in the past with their fellows before (them).
Indeed, they (too) were in suspicious doubt.

1097. The Holy Prophet’s reply to the disbelievers is one of humility, and an
eye-opener to those who had stubbornly resisted his message.
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CHAPTER

35

The Originator
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and the main theme is Allah’s unique
powers of creation and resurrection.

The angels created by Allah, are described as ‘messengers with wings’,
who unceasingly carry out the tasks assigned to them; and maintains the
universe, by the will of Allah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. All praise belongs to Allah, the Originator of the firmaments
and the earth; Who places the angels as Messengers, having wings, two, three, or four. He increases (more in number) to (His) creatures, whatever He wishes. Truly, Allah
has power over all things. 1098
2. Whatever of (His) Mercy, Allah may bestow on mankind, none
can withhold it; and there is no one who can send afterwards, whatever He has withheld. And He is the Exalted in
Power, Full of Wisdom.
3. O Mankind! Keep in mind the favour that Allah has bestowed
upon you! Is there any creator, other than Allah, who provides for you (sustenance) from the sky and the earth? There
is no god but He: so how have you been perverted?
4. And if they deny you, (then know), the Messengers before you
also denied. And to Allah all affairs are brought back (for
the final decision).
5. O Mankind! Certainly the promise of Allah is true; so let not
the present life deceive you, nor let (the chief) deceiver
(Shaithan), deceive you concerning Allah.1099

1098. The Angels, Allah’s creation from light, are ever at the beck and call of
Allah to execute His commands. Belief in the angels originates from
the Islamic principle that knowledge and truth are not entirely confined
to sensory knowledge and perception alone.
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6. Verily, Shaithan is an enemy to you; so treat him as an enemy.
He only calls his troops to become inmates of the blazing
Fire.
7. Those who reject (Allah)- for them Are severe punishment, and
those who, believe and work righteous deeds, for them is
forgiveness and a great reward.
8. Do the one whose evil actions is made (to appear) alluring, so
that he perceives it as beautiful? Verily, Allah leads astray,
whom He wills, and guides whom He wills. So do not let
yourself waste away in sighing for them. Verily, Allah knows
well, all that they make!
9. And (it is) Allah Who sends forth the winds, so that they rise
up the clouds; then, We drive them to a dead land, and We
thereby restore to life the earth, after its death. Likewise
(will be) the (process of) Resurrection.
10. Whoever seeks honour and power, (should realize that) to
Allah belongs all glory and power. To him ascends (all) the
good words, and (each) deed of righteousness raises (them)
up. But those who plot evil (against righteousness) - for
them is a terrible punishment; and the plotting of such will
perish.
11. And Allah did create you from dust; and then from a drop of
sperm; and then He made you in pairs. And no female gets
pregnant, or lays down ( her load by giving birth), but only
with His knowledge. And no aged one is granted a length of
life, nor is anything diminished from his age, but it is (recorded) in a Book. That surely, is easy for Allah.
12. The two seas are not equal - this one (of the seas), fresh,
sweet and pleasant to drink; and the other, salt and bitter.
And from each (kind of water) you eat fresh and tender
meat, and extract ornaments, which you wear; and you see
the ships therein, which plough the waves (with a dashing
noise), that you may seek of His bounty and that you may
be grateful.1100
13. He merges the night into the day, and He merges the day into
the night; and He has subjected the sun and the moon (to
His Law)- each one runs its course for an appointed term.
Such is Allah, your Lord: the Dominion is His. And those,
whom you invoke besides Him, possess no authority even
1099. What has been promised by Allah, will surely come to pass - the Resurrection, Day of Judgement, rewards and punishment for our actions in
this world
1100. Here is yet another parable to illustrate the difference between the
believer and the disbeliever. 25:53 /16: I4.
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over the husk of a date-stone.

1101

14. If you invoke them, they will not listen to your call; and if (in
case) they were to listen, they cannot answer your (call).
And on the Day of Judgement, they will disclaim your partnership (with Him). And none can inform you like (Him)
who is All Aware.
15. O Mankind! You are the poor (dependant) upon Allah: whereas
Allah is self sufficient, Worthy of all praise.
16. If He pleased, he could blot you out, and bring a new creation
(instead)!
17. And that is not difficult for Allah
18. And no burdened (soul) shall bear the burden of another. And
if a burdened (soul) cries out (to another) to bear its load,
nothing shall be carried (for him), even though he be closely
related. You can only warn those who fear their Lord, in the
unseen; and be steadfast in prayer. And whoever purifies
(his soul), so verily he purifies for (the benefit of) himself
alone. And to Allah is the (final) destination.
19. And the blind and the seeing are not equal
20. Nor are the depths of darkness and the light.
21. Nor are the (chilly) shade and the hot wind (blowing by night).
22. Nor are the living and the dead equal. Verily, Allah causes to
hear whosoever He wills : but you cannot make those to
hear, who are (buried) in graves.
23. You are only a Warner.1102
24. Verily We have sent you with truth, as a bearer of glad tidings,
and as a warner. And there never was a nation, but a warner
has passed away among them.
25. And if they deny you, so those before them (also) were already denied, (after) there came to them their Messenger
with clear signs and with Scriptures, and with the Illuminating Book.
26. Then I seized hold of those who rejected (faith) : and how
great was the change, which I made in their condition?
27. Do you not see that Allah sends down water from the sky’?
And We bring out thereby fruits of various colours. And in
1101. 22:61
1102. Here, and in numerous other verses, Allah has emphasized upon the
fact that Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), is merely a warner
to the people. His duty is only to propagate the message of truth, and he
will not be accountable if the people reject his message.
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the mountains are tracts, white and red, of various shades
of colour, and black intense in hue.
28. And (do you not see) amongst men and beasts and livestock
(also) - (there) are likewise of various colours! Thus (it is)
those truly fear Allah, among His servants, are those who
possess knowledge : Allah is exalted in Might, Oft Forgiving.
29. Verily, those who recite the Book of Allah, establish the prayer,
spend out of what We have provided for them - secretly
and openly, hope for a transaction which will never fail:
30. In order that He may recompense them fully, and (even) increase more and more out of His bounty: He is surely Oft
Forgiving, Ever Thankful.
31. And what We have revealed to you of the Book (the Qur’an), is
the Truth, - confirming what was (revealed) before it : Allah is assuredly, Well-Acquainted and Fully Observant with
respect to His servants.
32. Then We have given the Book as in succession to such of Our
chosen servants. But there are among them, some who treat
themselves unjustly; and among them some are ambivalent, and some who outstrip in good deeds by Allah’s leave.
(And) that is the great favour.1103
33. (They have) Heavens of eternity, in which they will enter. They
will be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and pearls;
and their garments therein, shall be silk.
1103. After the Holy Prophet, the teachings of the last revelation of Allah - the
Holy Qur’an - are to be propagated by Muslims, upon whom lie the duty
of spreading the message to all mankind. Here, the Holy Qur’an identifies three groups of people among Muslims:a) Those who strictly adhere to some of the obligatory matters (Fardh)
of religion, and yet commit unlawful (Haram) deeds — thereby ‘doing
injustice to their own souls’.
b) Those who adhere to the Fardh, refrain from Haram, but neglect
some desirable acts (Sunnah), and indulge in some undesirable
(Makrooh) practices.
c) Those who practice Fardh and Sunnah, and refrain from both Haram
and Makrooh. Those who belong to the third category are indeed the
most excellent among the Muslims — and are entitled to Paradise.
It is reported by Tabrani on the authority of Ibn Abbas, who said: “The
third group is the one who will enter Paradise without any reckoning;
the second group will enter it by the mercy of Allah; and the last group
will enter Paradise with the intercession of the Holy Prophet (peace be
upon him).”
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34. And they shall say: “All praise be to Allah, who has removed
all grief from us. Our Lord is truly Oft Forgiving, Ever Thankful.
35. “Who has, out of His Bounty, lodged us in the Mansion of
eternal abode, wherein no toil, nor (any sense of) weariness shall touch us”.
36. Whereas those who reject (the faith)- for them is the Fire of
Hell: no term shall be determined for them, so they should
die, nor shall the punishment thereof be lightened for them.
Thus do We reward every ungrateful person.
37. And they shall cry aloud therein (for assistance): “Our Lord!
Bring us out : we shall act righteously - different from the
(deeds) we used to act!” And did We not give you a long
enough span of life, so that whoever would be admonished
might be admonished therein? And (moreover) the Warner
came to you. So taste (the fruits of your deeds): for the
wrong doers shall have (therein) no helper.
38. Verily, Allah is the All Knower of the unseen (matters) of the
firmaments and the earth. (And) verily, He is the All Knower
of everything (that) the hearts contain.
39. It is He Who has made you successors in the earth: so, whoever rejects (faith), and his rejection shall be against himself And in Allah’s Sight, the rejecter’s rejection will only
increase the displeasure; and (also) their rejection shall increase nothing but loss.
40. Ask (them): “Have you seen ‘partners’ of yours whom you call
upon (in worship) besides Allah? Show me (then), what they
have created in the earth; or do they have a partnership in
the firmaments? - Or have We given them a Book so that
they have a clear (evidence) there from? On the contrary,
the wrong doers promise each other nothing but delusions.
41. Indeed Allah holds up (firmly) the firmaments and the earth,
lest they cease (to function). And if they should pass away,
there would certainly be none (who) can hold them thereafter. Verily, He is Most forbearing, Oft Forgiving.
42. And they swore their most binding oaths by Allah, that if a
warner came to them, they would be better guided than
anyone of the (previous) nations. But when a warner came
to them, it only increased them in aversion.
43. Behaving arrogantly in the land, and plotting of evil, but the
evil plot does not encompass except its own people. Do
they then expect anything, (other than) the way of the ancients? But you will never find any change in the way of
Allah; nor will you find any alteration in the way of Allah.
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44. Have they not travelled in the earth and seen what was the
end of those before them? Although they were mightier than
them in strength? And nothing in the firmaments or in the
earth could frustrate Allah’s decrees. Verily, He is All Knowing, All Powerful.
45. And if Allah were to take to punishing mankind, according to
what they have earned, He would not leave on the back of
it (the earth), a single living creature. But He is deferring
them until a specified time. And when their term comes,
verily, Allah is All seer of all His servants.
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CHAPTER

36

Ya Seen
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is also called the ‘Heart of the
Qur’an’, as it contains the central doctrine of Revelation, and the Here
after.

Various signs of Allah, in nature, including scientific facts, which were
only recently discovered, unknown to man during the time of the Prophet
Muhammad, (peace be upon him) are indicated.
The certainty of the Day of resurrection is reaffirmed.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1104
1. Ya - Seen.
2.
3.
4.
5.

By the Qur’an, full of Wisdom Truly, you are one of the Messengers Upon a straight way,
Being a (Divine) revelation of the Exalted in Might, the Most
Merciful.
6. (In order) that you may warn a people whose fathers were not
warned, and who are (therefore) heedless (of the signs of
Allah).1105
7. Indeed the word is proved true against most of them: so they
do not believe.

1104. The letter ‘Seen’ is widely accepted to be an abbreviation of ‘Insan’‘man’ -and particularly addressed to the person of the Holy Prophet. It
is said that ‘Ya-seen’ means ‘man’ in the Ethiopian language. But, like
in all other abbreviations found in the Holy Qur’an, the exact knowledge
of the meanings, belongs to Allah alone.
1105. The Arabs had not received any Messenger, prior to the Holy Prophet (pbuh).
However, it must be emphasized here, that Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
was not sent only to the Arabs, but to all mankind. See 21:107, 7: 158
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8. Surely, We have put yokes round their necks (right up) to their
chins, and that their heads shall be forced up (so that they
can not see).
9. And We have set up a barrier in front of them, and a barrier
behind them; and further, We have covered them up, so
that they cannot see.
10. And it is equal to them, whether you warn them or you do not
warn them: they will not believe.
11. You can only warn the one who follows the Reminder (the
Message) and fears the Most Gracious in the unseen. Thereupon, give such a one, good tidings of forgiveness and a
noble reward.
12. Surely, We shall restore to life, the dead, and We record that which
they have put forth before, and that which they left behind.
And of all things, We have taken account in a clear book.
13. And propound to them a parable of the people of the city,
when the Messengers came to it. 1106
1106. Here, and in the following verses, is a story of three Messengers and
their experience with the people to whom they were sent. Allah has
sent His messengers to every nation - sometimes one, sometimes
two or more, depending on the necessity. The region referred to here,
has been identified by some commentators to be Antaqiya (Antioch) in
North Syria, and the Messengers to be the disciples of Prophet Isa
(Jesus - peace be upon him). I, however, do not agree with this for the
following reasons. Firstly, it is evident from verses 15, 16 and 17, that
these Messengers were Messengers of Allah, and not disciples of
Prophet Isa, as explained by the great commentator Ibn Kathir. Secondly, it is highly unlikely that the region referred to is Antioch, as it is a
well-documented fact that the inhabitants of Antioch were among the
first to have believed in the message of Prophet Isa. The inhabitants of
the place referred to here, on the contrary, are described to have resisted the Messengers sent to them. It is noteworthy here that Allah has
never completely destroyed a nation after the revelation of the Thaurat as mentioned by Abu Said Al Khudri and other commentators.
Further, I would like to record my view of who and what place has been
mentioned here. I believe this place is “Baras” in region of “Sir Hind” in
Punjab, India. It is situated at a distance of about 15 km, from the centre
place of the great Sufi Scholar known as “Imam Rabbani Alif Sani”.
(This area that I refer, could easily identified by any visitor, and will find
there, the graveyard of three Messengers). If you ask a local then he will
direct you. You will’ find that the inhabitants here show great harmony
and happiness.
However, I would like to stress on the fact that this is only my observation based on facts. The true knowledge belongs to Allah alone.
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14. When We (first) sent to them two (Messengers), but they denied them, so We reinforced them with a third (Messenger). And they said: ‘Truly, we have been sent upon you as
Messengers.
15. Them (the people) said: ‘You are no other than men like ourselves; and the Most Gracious has not sent down anything:
you do nothing but lie.
16. They said: ‘Our Lord knows that surely, we have been sent to
you (as Messengers).
17. ‘ And our duty is only to convey (to you) the clear (Message).
18. They (the people) said: Verily, we augur an evil omen from you.
If you desist not we will certainly stone you, and a painful
punishment indeed, shall be inflicted on you, by us.
19. They (the Messengers) said: ‘Your evil omens are with yourselves. Is it not that you have been admonished? But you
are a people exceeding all bounds (in rejection)!
20. And (suddenly) there came a man running, from the farthest
part of the city, saying: ‘O my people! Obey the Messengers:
21. ‘Obey those who do not ask you any recompense (for themselves); and they are rightly guided.
22. ‘And why should I not worship Him who originated me, and
to whom you shall (all) be brought back.
23. What! “Shall I take gods besides Him? If the Most Gracious
should intend any (kind of) adversity for me, (so) their (the
partners associated with Allah) intercession will not avail
me at all; nor can they safeguard me (against it).
24. “I would indeed, be in manifested error.
25. “Verily, I have believed in your Lord, so listen to me!”
26. It was said (when he suffered martyrdom): “Enter the Heaven.”
(Thereupon) he exclaimed: “Would that my people knew
(what I know)! 27. “From that my Lord has granted me forgiveness; and has enrolled me to the honorured ones.”
28. And We sent not down against his people, after him, any
hosts from the sky; nor was it needful for Us to do so.
29. It was no more than a single mighty blast, and behold! They
were (like ashes) extinguished.
30. Alas for the servants! There comes not to them a Messenger,
but they used to mock him!
31. Have they not seen how many generations have We destroyed
before them? They never return to them.
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32. But each one of them will be brought before Us.
33. And a sign for them is the dead land which We restore to life;
and produce grain there from - of which they do eat. 1107
34. And We place therein, gardens with date-palms and grapes;
and We have caused springs to gush forth therein:
35. That they may eat of the fruits thereof: and it was not their
hands that made them (but, in fact, they are the handiwork
of Allah) : Will they not then be grateful?
36. Glory be to Him Who has created in pairs, all things that the
earth produces; (as well as) their own selves; and (other)
things of which they have no knowledge.
37. And (also) a sign for them is the night: We peel there from the
day, and behold, they are plunged in darkness.
38. And the sun runs on its firmly fixed course: That is the decree
of (Him) the Exalted in Might, the All Knowing.
39. And the moon: We have measured for her stations (to traverse),
till it becomes (again) like the old (and withered) lower
part of a date-stalk.
40. It is not permitted for the sun to overtake the moon; nor can
the night outstrip the day. But each swims along in (its own)
orbit (according to Law).
41 . And (also), a sign for them is that We bore their offspring
(through the flood) in the loaded ark.1108
42. And We created for them similar (vessels), whereon they ride.
43. And if We willed, We could drown them : then they would
have no succor for them (to hear their cry), nor could they
be delivered,
44. Except by (way of) mercy from Us and as a provision for a
time.
45. And when it is said to them: “Guard (yourselves) against that
which is in front of you and that which is behind you, in
order that you may receive mercy,”
46. And no sign comes to them out of the signs of their Lord, but
they turn away there from.
47. And when it is said to them: “Spend out of that with which
Allah has provided you,” - those who rejected (the faith)
1107. The verses up to verse 44 include various signs concerning the Resurrection and Oneness of Allah. Man, should therefore, turn to and be
grateful to Him alone.
1108. 29:15
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say to those who believe: “Shall we feed him, whom, if Allah had so willed, He would have fed, (Himself)? - You are
in nothing, but manifest error.”1109
48. And further, they say: “When will this promise (come to pass),
- if what you say is true?”
49. They wait only a single mighty blast, which will seize them
while they are (yet) disputing (among themselves)!
50. Then they will not be able to make any testamentary disposition (of their affairs), nor to return to their (own) families!
51. And the Trumpet shall be blown, so from the graves they will
hasten towards their Lord!
52. They shall say: “Ah! Woe to us! Who has raised us up from
our sleeping place?” (Thereupon, it will be told): “This is
what the Most Gracious had promised and the Messengers
spoke the truth!”
53. It will be no more than a single mighty blast, when lo! They
will all be brought up together to Our presence!
54. On this Day, no one will be wronged in the least; nor shall
you be requited, but for what you used to do.
55. Verily, the inmates of the Heaven, shall this Day, rejoice
(greatly).
56. They and their wives will be in pleasant shade, reclining on
raised couches;
57. Therein shall they have fruits (of all kinds); and whatever
(else) they desire for.
58. “Peace!” a word (of salutation conveyed to them) from (the)
Most Merciful Lord.
59. (It will be said to the sinners): “And be you separated (from
the righteous), this Day, O you guilty ones!
60. “Did I not enjoin on you, O you children of Adam, that you
should not worship Shaithan - for surely, he is to you an
open enemy?
61 . “And that you should worship Me (alone). This is the straight
way”
62. “But he (Shaithan) indeed led astray, a great multitude of you.
Did you not, then, understand?”
63. “This is the Hell, of which you were promised”.
64. “Enter the Hell-Fire, to be roasted therein, this Day, for what
you (persistently) rejected.”
1109. 6:136
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65. (On) that Day shall We set a seal on their mouths; and their
hands will speak to Us, and their legs (shall) bear witness
to all that they used to earn.1110
66. And if We had so willed, We could surely have put out their
eyes : then they would rush to the path, but how could
they (find and) see the way?
67. And if We so willed, verily, We could have transformed them
in their places: then they should have been unable to go
forward, nor could they have returned.
68. And he to whom We grant life, We cause him to be reversed
in creation (- in a weak condition) : will they not then understand?
69. And We have not taught him (the Prophet) poetry; nor is it fit
and proper for him : This is no less than a Message and a
Qur’an, making things clear.1111
70. So that it may give admonition to any (who are) alive, and so
that the Word (of Allah) may be proved true against those
who reject (the truth).
71 . Do they not see that it is indeed We Who have created for
them, among the things which Our hands have fashioned,
livestock, and that they are the possessors thereof? 1112
72. And We have subjected them to their (use)? - Some of them,
they ride, and some of them they eat:
73. And they have (other) profits from them (besides), and they
get (milk) to drink. Will they not then be grateful?
74. And they take (for worship) gods other than Allah’s, (hoping)
that they might be helped!
75. They are not able to help them: and they are a host brought up
76. So let not their speech grieve you. Verily, We know what they
hide, as well as what they disclose.
77. Does not man see that it is We Who have created him from
(mere) sperm-drop? Yet behold! He (stands forth) as an open
opponent!
78. And he makes comparisons for Us, and forgets his own (origin
and) creation: (and) he says: “Who can give life to (dry)
bones, when they are decayed?”
1110. When the disbelievers face the Judgement, their own hands and feet,
which had assisted them in their evil action, will speak as witness
against them.
1111. 26:224
1112. 16:66, 80, 23:21-22
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79. Tell (them): “He who produced them for the first time, will
give them life! He fully knows every (kind of) creation.
80. “He Who made fire for you, out of the green tree, when behold! You kindle therewith (your own fires)!
81. “Is not He Who created the firmaments and the earth, able to
create the like thereof‘?” Yes indeed! He is the Supreme
Creator - All Knowing!
82. Verily, when He intends a thing, His Command is (simply) to
say it: “Be.” and it is! 1113
83. So glory be to Him, in whose Hands is the dominion of all
things, and to Him will you be all brought back.

1113. From this verse up to the end of this chapter is further evidence of the
Greatness of Allah, the creation - the creation of man, in particular, and
the Resurrection. See 2:117, 16: 40
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CHAPTER

37

Those Ranged in Ranks
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and the title refers to the ranks of
angels in front of Allah. The Oneness of Allah, and the certainty of the
Day of Judgement, is stressed.

The Surah deals with the subject of angels and jinns, and the stories of
Prophets Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa, Harun, Ilyas and Yunus, to show us how peace
and victory, came by these Prophets, against their conflict against evil.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. By (the Angels) ranging in Ranks, 1114
2. By (the Angels) who drive forward the clouds,
3. By (the Angels) who (proclaim and) read the Message (of Allah)!
4. Verily, your God is only One!
5. Lord of the firmaments and the earth, and everything between
them; and Lord of the (different points of sunrise of) east.1115
6. We have indeed adorned the sky of this earth, with the adornment of the stars -1116

1114. Verses up to three are in the form of oath or adjuration in the name of
super natural forces which are specially arranged to guard off evil doings.
1115. According to the commentators, the plural form refers to the different
points from where the sun rises through the year - barring two equinoctial days. 7:137, 70:40. Here is the proclamation of the Message of the
absolute unity of the Creator and His authority over the Universe.
1116. Here up to verses 10 speak of the mysterious phenomena acting and
safeguarding the firmaments against every rebellious devil. That is the
plan of Almighty Allah.
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7. And for guard against all obstinate rebellious Shaithans.
8. They cannot listen to (anything) of the exalted chiefs (of the
Angels); and they are pelted from every direction,
9. To repel (them) away. And for them is a perpetual punishment.
10. Except him who snatches away a snippet: thereupon pursues
him a flaming fire (of piercing brightness).
11. Therefore, just ask their (the non- believers) opinion: “Are they
the more difficult by creation, or (the other beings) whom
We have created? We have created them out of sticky clay!
12. Nay, you wondered (of their affair) while they ridicule,
13. And, when they are admonished, they do not pay heed.
14. And, when they see a sign, turn it to mockery,
15. And say: “This is nothing but evident sorcery!
16. “What! When we die, and become dust and bones, shall we
(then) indeed be raised up (again)?
17. “And our forefathers of old, also?”
18. Say: “Yes, and you shall then be humiliated (on account of
your doing evil.”
19. Then it will be a single blast, and behold, they shall be looking on!
20. And they shall say: “Ah! Woe to us! This is the Day of Judgement!”
21. “This is the Day of sorting out, (whose truth), which you (once)
used to deny”.
22. (It shall be said): “Assemble those who acted wrongfully; and
their companions; and that which they used to worship23. “Besides Allah; and lead them to the way of the Fierce Fire!
24. “And make them stand (there): verily, they shall be questioned:
25. “ ‘ What is the matter with you, that you help not each other?”
26. But, today they shall submit (to Judgement);
27. And they will approach to one another, questioning one another.
28. They (one group) will say: “Verily, it was you who used to
come to us from the right (with good promises)”.
29. They (the other group) will retort: “Nay, you yourselves were
not believers.
30. “Nor had we any authority over you (to compel you) : but, (in
fact), you were an excessively obstinate (and) rebellious
people.
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31 “So now the Word of our Lord has been proved true against us;
we shall indeed (have to) taste (the punishment of our sins):
32. “And we seduced you, for truly we were seduced ourselves.”
33. Truly, on that Day, they will (all) partake in the punishment.
34. Verily, thus We shall deal with the criminals.
35. Verily, when they were told that there is no god except Allah,
they would puff themselves up with pride,
36. And they say: “What! Shall we give up our gods for the sake of
a mad poet (possessed)?”
37. But (the fact is that), he (the Prophet Muhammad) has come
with the (very) Truth; and he confirms (the Message of)
the Messengers (before him).
38. Verily, you shall indeed taste the painful punishment.
39. And you are requited naught, except what you used to do.
40. Except the sincere and faithful servants of Allah
41. For them is a determined sustenance.
42. (Of) fruits; and they shall be honoured
43. In Heavens of delight,
44. Facing each other, (seated) upon couches.
45. There shall be carried round (to) them, with a cup from a
clear flowing fountain,
46. (Containing sparkling) white, of a taste delicious to those who
drink (thereof)47. Wherein there will be neither heaviness; nor will they suffer
intoxication there from.
48. And there will be chaste women with them, restraining their
glances, having large eyes (of wonder and beauty).
49. Just like (delicate) eggs (pearls) closely guarded.
50. Then some of them shall come to one another, and questioning one another 51. One of them shall say, “Verily, I used to have an intimate companion (on the earth),
52. “Who used to say (to me) : ‘Are you really among those who
believe (the Message) to be true?
53. “ When we die and become dust and bones, shall we indeed
be requited?”
54. He (will) say: “‘would you like to look down (upon the inhabitants of Hell)?”
55. Thereupon, He looks down, and sees him in the midst of the
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Fire (of Hell)56. (And will) say (to him): “By Allah! You have almost caused my
ruin!
57. “And had it not been for the Grace of my Lord, I should certainly have been among the arraigned (with you in punishment)!
58. “Is it (the case) then - shall we not die?
59. “Except for our first death, and that we shall not be punished‘?”
60. Verily, this is indeed a supreme victory,
61. For the like of this, let all the workers work.
62. Is that a better entertainment, or the tree of zaqqum (a horrible tree in — Hell)? 1117
63. Verily, We have made it (as) a trial for the wrong doers.
64. Verily, it is a tree that springs forth from the bottom of Hell
fire:
65. The spathe thereof is just like the heads of Shaithans.
66. So, truly they will eat thereof and fill their bellies therewith.
67. Then verily, they shall have thereon, a mixture of boiling water.
68. Then, verily, their return shall be to the (blazing) Fire (of
Hell).
69. Verily, they found their fathers misguided; (being on the wrong
path) :
70. So they (too) were rushed down on their footsteps!
71 And truly, many of the ancient (people) went astray, before
them:
72. And truly, We had sent warners among them.
73. Then, observe how was the end of those who were warned 74. Except the sincere and faithful servants of Allah.
75. (Prophet) Nuh indeed called on Us: and how gracious is the
best of those responses (to his call).
76. And We delivered him and his family from the great distress,
77. And We made his progeny, the only survivors (on this earth).
78. And We left (this blessing) upon him, among the later genera-

1117. How can one compare the bitterness of Hell (depicted by the Zaqqum a horrible tree in Hell), to the indescribable bliss of Paradise? See
17:60, 47: 15
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tions.
79. “Peace (and salutation) be upon Nuh, among all the Worlds”
80. Thus indeed do We reward those righteous people.
81. He is indeed of Our believing servants.
82. Then We drowned the others (in the flood).
83. Verily, among his persuasion (in faith), was Ibrahim.
84. Behold, when he came to his Lord with a sincere (and sound)
heart.
85. Behold, when he said to his father and to his people : “What
are you worshipping?
86. “Do you desire a falsehood - gods other than Allah?
87. “So what do you think about the Lord of all the Worlds?”
88. Then he took a look at the stars,
89. And then said: “I am indeed sick.”
90. So they turned away their backs on him.
91. Then he turned furtively to their gods, and said: “Will you not
eat (of the offerings before you)?
92. “What is the matter with you, that you do not speak?”
93. Then, he turned suddenly upon them, striking (them) with
the right hand.
94. Thereupon, they (the idol-worshippers) drew near with hurried steps, to him.
95. He (Ibrahim) said, “Do you worship that which you have (yourselves) carved out?
96. “Whereas Allah has created you and what you make!”
97. They said: “Build up a pyre for him, and fling him into the
blazing fire!”
98. They then intended an (evil) stratagem against him; but We
made them the ones, most (humiliated and) lowest!
99. And he said: “I am indeed going to my Lord! He will guide
me”!
100. “O my Lord! Bestow upon me (an offspring) from the righteous people”!
101. So, We granted him the glad tidings of a forbearing boy.
102. And, when he (the son) had attained such an age, that he
could assist in his work, he said: “O my dear son! Verily, I
have seen in a dream that I should sacrifice you; so now,
see what you think (of it)? He (the son) said: “O my dear
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father! Do as you are commanded: you shall find me, if
Allah so wills, among those who steadfastly endure.”
103. So when they had both submitted (to Allah), and he had laid
him (with) the side of the forehead down (on the ground,
forsacrifice)104. We called out to him: “O Ibrahim!
105. “You have indeed fulfilled the dream!” - Thus indeed, We do
reward those righteous people.”
106. This was indeed a clear trial,
107. And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice:
108. And We left (this blessing) upon him, among generations (to
come), in later times:
109. “Peace (and salutation) be upon Ibrahim!”
110. Thus indeed, do We reward those righteous people.
111. He is indeed among Our faithful servants.
112. And We granted him the good tidings of Ishaq — as a Prophet,
- among the righteous people.
113. We showered blessings upon him and Ishaq; and among their
progeny, are (some) who do good, and who obviously
wrongs himself
114. And truly, We bestowed Our great kindness on Musa and
Haroon.
115. And We delivered them both, and their people, from the great
distress.
116. And We helped them, so they were victorious;
117. And We gave them the manifest Book;
118. And We guided them on the straight path.
119. And We left (this blessings) upon them among generations
(to come), in later times:
120. “Peace (and salutation) be upon Musa and Haroon! “
121. Thus indeed, We do reward those righteous people.
122. Surely, they were both among Our faithful servants.
123. And surely, Ilyas (Elijah, also) was among the Messengers:
124. Behold: when he said to his people: “Will you not fear (Allah).
125. “Do you invoke on Baal (the name of an idol), and abandon
the best of creators
126. “Allah, your Lord (and Cherisher), and Lord (and Cherisher)
of your forefathers - the earlier peoples.”
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127. But they denied him - and so, they will certainly be arraigned
(for judgement),
128. Except the sincere and faithful servants of Allah.
129. And We left (this blessing) upon him, among generations (to
come) in later times:
130. “Peace (and salutation) be upon Ilyas and his followers!”
131. Thus indeed, We do reward those righteous people!
132. Surely, he was of Our faithful servants.
133. And verily, Lut was (also) among the Messengers.
134. Behold, when, We delivered him and his family all together.
135. Except an old woman who was among those who lagged behind:
136. Then We utterly destroyed the others.
137. And verily, you pass by (sites of the ruin of) them, in the
morning,
138. And by night: will you not (then) understand?
139. And verily, Yunus (Jonah) was (also) among the Messengers.
140. When he ran away (as a slave from captivity) to the fully
laden ship.
141. Thereupon, he joined (those on board); and became (one) of
those condemned.
142. (When they cast him to the sea), then the fish swallowed
him - while he was blaming (himself).
143. And had he not been among those who (repented and) glorified (Allah),
144. He would certainly have tarried in its (the fish ’s) belly, till
the Day when they are raised.
145. But We threw him forth on the bare shore: while( he) was in
state of sickness,
146. And We caused a gourd plant to grow over him,
147. And We sent him (as a Messenger) to a hundred thousand
(people), or more.
148. And they believed, so We provided them provision (to enjoy) for a while.
149. Now ask them their true opinion (of an argument regarding
an evil invention of theirs) : “Does your Lord have daughters, whereas they have sons”?1118
1118. Here, Allah counters the idol worshippers of Arabia who claimed that
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150. Or did We create the angels as females, while they were witnesses (thereof)?1119
151. Know! But they truly say (that) out of their own lying invention,
152. (That) ‘Allah has begotten children’? But they are certainly
liars!
153. (Their other falsehood includes) - He has preferred daughters rather than sons?
154. What is the matter with you? How do you judge?
155. Will you not then receive admonition?
156. Or have you a manifest authority?
157. Then bring your book (of authority), if you are truthful!
158. And they have invented a kinship between Him and the Jinns:
But the Jinns know quite well, that they will surely be
brought before Him (for Judgement).1120
159. Glory be to Allah! (He is free) from the things they ascribe
(to Him)!
160. Except the sincere and faithful servants of Allah,
161. Verily, neither you nor those you worship
162. You cannot excite (anyone) against Him.
163. Except the one who shall burn in the blazing Fire!
164. (The angels said): “There is none among us, but (each of us)
has his appointed place,1121

Allah had daughters, while they themselves preferred to have sons.
See 16:57, 59
1119. Their claims are indeed shameful and unforgivable that the angels are
females and daughters of Allah. Allah is indeed far above all that they
ascribe to Him. Glory be to Him, Lord of all the worlds!
1120. 6:100
1121.

Allah explains that angels engage in glorifying and worshipping the
Almighty, and do not transgress the limits set for them. It is reported on
the authority of Aysha, who said: “The Holy Prophet said: ‘There is not a
place in the sky of this world, but there shall be angels worshipping
Allah standing or prostrating’.
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165. “And verily, we are already ranged in ranks (for service);
166. “And we are verily those who declare (Allah’s) glory!”
167. And indeed, they used to say:
168. “If`we had with us a reminder (like that of) the people of old,
169. We would certainly have been the sincere and faithful servants
ofAllah.”
170. But (now that the Qur’an has come), they rejected it. So they will
soon know!
171. And already Our Word has been passed before (this) to Our servants, the messengers,
172. “That they would certainly be assisted”
173. And that Our host - they (will) surely be victorious.
174. So turn away from them for a little while,
175. And watch them (how they fare), and they soon shall see (how
you fare)!
176. Do they wish to hurry on Our punishment?
177. But when it descends upon their courtyards (before them) - Evil
will be the morning for those who were warned (and-heeded
not)!
178. So turn away from them for a little while,
179. And watch (how they fare), and they soon shall see (how you
fare)!
180. Glory to your Lord, the Lord of Might and Power! (He is tree)
from what they ascribe (to Him)!
181. And peace be upon the Messengers!
182. And praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds!
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CHAPTER

38

Swaad
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, during the periodof social boycott of
the Holy Prophet, and his family, by the people of Quraish. The Surah
counsels the Prophet to persevere with patience.

Emphasis is given on the significance of spiritual power over worldly
power, as illustrated by the stories of Prophets Dawud and Sulaiman.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Swaad: by the Qur’an, full of admonition (for all creatures).
2. But those who reject (the faith) are (steeped) in (false) pride and
contention.
3. How many generations We destroyed before them, (in the end),
they cried out (for mercy) - when there was no (longer)
time for fleeing!
4. And they wonder that a Warner has come to them from among
themselves! And the rejecters say: “This is a sorcerer and a
great liar”!1122
5. “Has he made (all our) gods into one God? Truly this is a wonderful thing!”
6. And the leaders among them departed (impatiently), (saying):
“Proceed and remain constant to your gods! This is truly a
planned affair (against you)!
7. “We have not heard (the like) of this (even) in the last form of
worship (of our own immediate ancestors). This is nothing
but a lying device!
8. “What! Has the Message been sent down to him (alone) among
us?” But, they are in doubt concerning My (own) Message!
1122. The rebellious idolaters of Makkah, continued to hurl false accusations
against the Holy Prophet, despite knowing very well, that Muhammad
was a man of truth, and that he was indeed conveying the message of
Allah.
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Nay, they have not yet tasted My punishment!
9. Or do they possess the treasures of the mercy of your Lord, the
Exalted in Power, the Great Bestower?
10. Or have they the dominion of the firmaments and the earth,
and what is between them? If so, let them then ascend into
the tracts (of the firmaments), (to reach that end)!
11. (They are) a defeated host of confederates, (and they will be )
routed there!
12. Before them (were many who rejected messengers), - the People
of Nuh, denied (their Messenger); and (so did the tribe of)
Ad, and Pharaoh - the lord of the stakes, 1123
13. And (the tribe of) Thamud, and the People of Lut, and the
inhabitants of the Wood (near the city of Madyan). Such
were the confederates.
14. Each (of them) denied the messengers; so, (they) deserved My
punishment.
15. And these people only wait for a single (mighty) blast, which
(when it comes); there shall be no deferment.
16. And they say: “Our Lord! Hasten to us our portion (of the
punishment) before the Day of Reckoning!”
17. Have patience at what they say, and remember Our servant
Dawood (who) endured with strength : verily, he ever turned
seriously (in repentance to his Lord).1124
18. Verily, We subjected (to him) the mountains, glorifying (Allah) with him, in the evening and at sunrise.
19. And the birds (also) gathered together (around him,) and all
of them were turning seriously (to their Lord).
20. We strengthened his kingdom, and We bestowed wisdom upon
him, and decisive speech (distinguishing good from evil).
21. And has the story of the litigants, come down to you? Behold,
when they climbed over the wall of (his) private chamber;
22. When they entered in on Davood, thereupon, he was terrified of them. They said (reassuringly) : “Do not be afraid.
(We are) two litigants - one of us has oppressed the other,
so judge between us with truth, and do not deviate from
the right course, but guide us to the right path.

1123. Up to verse 16, is a warning to the rejecters of the truth, reminding them
of the ultimate fate of those ancient communities who had likewise
rejected their Messengers.
1124. See 2:249-252, 21:79.
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23. “This brother of mine has indeed ninety-nine ewes, and l have
onlya single ewe. Yet he says: ‘Commit her into my care’ and he got the better of me in the discourse.”
24. He (Dawood) said: “Surely he has wronged you in demanding
your (single) ewe (to be added) to his (flock of) ewes. Truly,
many partners oppress each other (in business), except
those who believe and work righteous deeds - and they are
but few,” and Dawood perceived that We had tried him : so
he asked forgiveness of his Lord, and fell down, bowing (in
prostration), and turned (to Allah) in repentance.
25. So We forgave him that (lapse), and indeed, he has a near
approach to Us, and an excellent retreat.
26. O Dawood! Verily We have placed you as a successor on earth
: so judge between people in truth (and justice); and do not
follow the vain desire, lest it should lead you astray from
the path of Allah. Surely, those who wander astray from the
path of Allah - for them is a grievous punishment, because
they forget the Day of Reckoning.
27. And We did not create the sky and earth, and everything between them in vain. That is the opinion of those who rejected (the faith)! But woe to those who rejected the (punishment) of the Fire (of Hell)!
28. Shall We treat those who believe and work righteous deeds,
the same as those who do mischief on earth? Or, shall We
treat those who are the righteous, the same as those who
are wicked?
29. (This is) a Book that We have sent down unto you, full of
blessings, that they may ponder on its verses, and that men
of understanding may receive admonition.
30. And We bestowed on Dawood, Sulaiman. How excellent is the
servant! Verily, he (also) turned (to Us) in repentance! 1125
31 Behold, when there were displayed before him, in the evening,
the swift horses of the highest breeding;
32. So he said, “Truly, I have loved (so much), the good things (of
the world) above the remembrance of my Lord, until when
they were out of sight.
33. (He said): “Bring them back to me”. Then, he began slashing
over (their) legs and (their) necks.
34. And We assuredly tested Sulaiman: and We placed on his
throne a (mere) body : thereupon, he turned (to Us in true
devotion).
1125. 27:16-40.
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35. He said : “O my Lord! Forgive me, and bestow upon me a
kingdom that will not suit anyone after me. Surely, You are
the Great Bestower”.
36. So We subjected to his service, the Wind, blowing gently to
his order, wherever he desired,
37. And (also, We subjected to his service), the Shaithans, (including) every kind of builders and divers,
38. And many others bound together in fetters.
39. (Saying): “These are Our bounties without count; therefore,
whether you bestow (them) or withhold (them).
40. And indeed, he has a near approach to Us, and an excellent
retreat.
41 And remember Our servant Ayyoob (Job). Behold, he invoked
to his Lord (saying): “Shaithan has afflicted me with fatigue
and torment (by loss of my health and wealth). 1126
42. (Allah commanded him) : “Stamp on the ground with your
foot. Here is (water) wherein to wash, cool and refreshing,
and (water) to drink.”
43. And We bestowed upon him (back) his family, and along with
them, the like thereof (in number) - as a mercy from Us,
and a reminder to men of understanding.
44. (We told him) : “And take in your hand, a bunch of herb (grass),
and strike therewith : and break not (your oath).” Truly We
found him full of patience and constancy. How excellent is
the servant! Surely, he was ever turning (to Us) in prayers.
45. And commemorate Our servants Ibrahim, Ishaq and Yakoob,
men of power and prudence. 1127
46. Verily, We purified their sincerity, by their calling to mind the
life to come.
47. And they truly are, in Our sight, among the best of the chosen
people.
48. And commemorate Isma’il, Ilyas (Elisha) and Zul-Kifl. Each of
them was also among the best of people.
49. This is a Message (of admonition) : and verily, for the righteous people, there is an excellent abode.1128
50. Heavens of perpetual abode, whose gates will (ever) be open
to them;
1126. Prophet Ayyoob (Job), was an example of devotion to Allah, and patience.
He was afflicted with many hardships in his life, but bore them all with
patience and repentance.
1127. See 37:83-1 13.
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51 Reclining therein, (on cushions), they shall call therein (at pleasure), for fruit in abundance, and (delicious) drink;
52. And (there will be) with them, chaste women, restraining their
glances - (companions) of equal age.
53. This is what you are promised for the Day of Reckoning!
54. Truly, this is Our provision, which will never fail
55. This (is for the righteous)! Whereas, for the transgressors will
be a wretched abode!
56. Hell! Which they shall roast therein, - what an evil resting
place!
57. This (is for the wrongdoers)! Then, shall they taste it, - a
boiling fluid, and burning pus,
58. And other matters of a similar kind shall be in conjunction
withit.
59. This is a host rushing headlong with you (into Hell)! No welcome for them! Truly, they shall broil in the Fire!
60. They shall say (to their seducers): “No! It is you who have no
welcome! It is you who have brought it upon us! (Now)
what an evil is (this) place, to stay in!”
61. They shall say: “Our Lord! Whoever brought this upon us, so
increase to him a double punishment in the Fire!”
62. And they shall say: “How is it with us, that we do not see men
who we used to reckon among the wicked people?
63. “Is it (because) we treat them in ridicule, or have our eyes
mistaken them?”
64. That is certainly true, - the mutual contention of the people
of the Fire!
65. Say (to them): “Truly, l am only a warner. There is no god but
Allah, the One, the Most Supreme.
66. “The Lord of the firmaments and the earth, and all that is
between them, - Exalted in Might, Ever- Forgiving.”
67. Say: “It is a momentous news!
68. “From which you are turning away!
69. “I had no knowledge of the exalted chiefs when they contended (among themselves).

1128. The verses up to 54, describe the excellent reward in the Hereafter that
is in store for the righteous and true followers of the faith. The next ten
verses describe the humiliating penalty that will be experienced by the
evildoers and rejecters of faith. Also see 36:57.
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70. “Only this has been inspired to me, that I am only a plain
Warner!”
71. Behold, your Lord said to the angels : “Verily, I am creating a
human being out of clay.1129
72. “When I have formed him, and have breathed into him of My
Spirit, then fall down in prostration unto him.”
73. So the angels prostrated (themselves) - all of them together,
74. Except Iblees — who was arrogant and was among those who
reject(faith).
75. He (Allah) said: “O Iblees! What prevented you from prostrating to one whom I have created with My Own hands? Are
you haughty? Or are you one of the high (and mighty) ones?
76. He (Iblees) said: “I am better than he: You created me from
fire, and created him from clay.”
77. He (Allah) said, “Then go hence from there! — For you are
rejected, ostracized!
78. “And My curse shall be on you till the Day of Judgement.”
79. He (Iblees) said: “O my Lord! Give me then respite till the
Day the (dead) shall be raised up”.
80. He (Allah) said: “So you are certainly then, among the reprieved81. “Until the Day, whose time is known.”
82. He (Iblees) said: “Then, by Your Might, I will surely, lead
them all astray,
83. “Except Your sincere and faithful servants, amongst them.”
84. He (Allah) said: “By the truth, and the truth, I say,
85. “That I shall certainly fill up Hell with you, and with those
who follow you, among them - all together.”
86. Say (to the people): “I do not ask you any reward for it (conveying this Message), nor am I of the pretenders. 1130
87. “It (the Qur’an) is no less than a Reminder to (all) the worlds.
88. “And you shall certainly know the prophecy of it, after a while.”

1129. See 2:30-39, 15:29-40.
1130. The Holy Prophet declared that by conveying Allah’s message, he was
merely completing the divine task assigned to him, and he expects no
returns from his people. It is up to the people to accept or reject his
message, based on which they will face the consequences on the Day
of judgement.
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CHAPTER

39

The Groups
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and the title refers to the groups of
believers and non-believers that will be formed on the Day of Judge
ment. The main themes of the Surah are Allah’s Oneness, His existence, the certainty of the Day of Resurrection, and the powerful condemnation
of polytheism.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Sending down of the Book is from Allah - the Exalted in Power,
All Wise.
2. Verily, We have sent down the Book to you, comprising of the
truth : so worship Allah, offering Him (alone) the sincerity
and purity of the true faith.
3. Know! (It is) to Allah only that proper (and peculiar) obedience
is due. And those who take protectors besides Him (say):
"We worship them, only in order that they may bring us
nearer to Allah." Truly Allah will judge between them regarding that wherein they differ. Verily, Allah does not guide
the one who is an ungrateful liar.1131
4. If Allah had wished to have a son, He would have surely chosen whom He pleased, out of those whom He creates. Glory
be to Him. (He is above such things). He is Allah, the One,
the Most Supreme.
5. He has created the firmaments and the earth in true (proportions): (and) He makes the night overlap the day, and The
day overlap the night; and He has subjected the sun and

1131. The religion in the sight of Allah is Islam- instructing man to submit himself to Allah alone. Anyone who deviates from the practice of monotheism and
accepts another in worship, is surely, on the wrong path in this world, and in the
Hereafter, he will be the inmate of the Hell fire.
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the moon (to His law). Each one running a specified term.
Know well! He is exalted in Power, the Great Forgiver.1132
6. He created you (all) from a single (living) being; then made its
mate from it. And (for your domestic use), He sent down
livestock to you - eight in pairs. He creates you in the wombs
of your mothers - creatures after creatures - (passing
through) three (stages of) darkness (that cover the unborn
child). That is Allah, your Lord. To Him alone belongs (all)
dominion. There is no god but He; then how are you turned
away (from your true Lord)?
7. If you are ungrateful, truly, Allah is self-sufficient; and He pleases
not ingratitude from His servants. But if you are grateful,
He is well pleased with you, for it. And no bearer of a burden shall bear the burden of another. Then, your return is
to your Lord, thereupon, He will inform you (the truth) of
all that you used to do. Truly, He is well aware of all that is
(hidden) in the breasts.
8. And when an affliction touches man, he calls upon his Lord,
turning to Him in repentance, but when He bestows a favour
upon him from Himself he forgets what he used to pray to
Him before, and he ascribes rivals unto Allah, that he may
lead others astray from His path. Say: "Enjoy from your
infidelity for a little while : verily, you shall be among the
inmates of the Fire!"
9. Is one who worships devoutly during the hours of the night,
prostrating himself or stand (in adoration), bewaring of the
Hereafter and hoping for the mercy of his Lord, - (like one
who does not do so)? Ask (them also): "Are those equal,
those who know and those who do not know?" (It is) only
those who are endowed with understanding, that receive
admonition.
10. Say: "O my servants who believe! Be mindful of your duty to
your Lord. For those who do well in this world, (there is) a
good (recompense for them). Allah’s earth is (so) spacious those who patiently persevere will indeed be paid their
wages in full, without measure!"
11. Tell (them): "Verily, I am commanded to worship Allah, exhibiting the sincere devotion in the faith to Him alone.
12. "And (also), I am commanded to be the first (in rank) of those
who submit to Allah in Islam." 1133

1132. The signs of Allah in front of us are many that prove and proclaim His
attributes, but the rejecters of faith dispute concerning them. The previous Prophets experienced disputes like these. But their wicked plans will soon fail.
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13. Say: "Verily, I fear if I rebel against my Lord, the punishment of
a Mighty Day."
14. Tell (them): "I do worship Allah alone, with my sincere devotion in my faith to Him alone.
15. "So worship whatever you desire, besides Him." Say: "(In fact)
the real losers are those who shall have lost themselves
and their families on the Day of Judgement. Know well !
That is indeed the (real and) evident loss!
16. They shall have shades of fire above them, and shades (of
fire) below them. By that, does Allah warn off His servants:
"O My servants! Therefore, take Me (as) your shield!"
17. And those who avoid ‘Thaghut’ (false deities), and fall not
into its worship, but turn to Allah in repentance - for them
are good news. So give glad tidings to My servants.
18. Those who listen to the saying (of the Message), and follow
the best thereof Those are the ones whom Allah has guided,
and they are the people endowed with understanding.
19. Is the one against whom the decree of punishment is justly
due (is equal to one who eschews evil)? Can you then, deliver one (who is) in the Fire?
20. But those who keep their duty to their Lord - for them are
lofty mansions: one above (another) lofty mansions, have
been built, rivers running beneath them. (Such is) the promise of Allah, (and) Allah does not break (His) promise.
21. Do you not see that Allah sends down water from the sky, and
then causes it to flow as springs in the earth? Then He
brings forth thereby, crops of various colors : then it withers up, so you see it grow yellow; and then, He makes them
(the leaves) dry up and crumble away. Truly, therein is a
reminder for men of understanding.
22. Is one whose bosom Allah has expanded for (listening and
accepting) Islam, so he (follows) a Light from his Lord, (be
like one whose bosom is hardened)? Woe then, unto those
whose hearts are hardened against the remembrance of Allah! They are in manifest error.
23. Allah has sent down (to you now) the Best of Scriptures, a
Book (this Qur’an) conformable to itself in (or as to its)
repeated portions - whereby the skins of those who fear
their Lord, are set tingling : then, their skins and hearts do
soften in the remembrance of Allah. Such is the guidance of

1133. ‘First’ refers to being the foremost in abiding by the commandments of
Allah, and all noble causes.
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Allah. He guides therewith whom He pleases. But such as
Allah adjudges astray, he shall have no guides. 1134
24. Is the one who (tries to) ward off by his face, the worst of the
punishment on the Day of Judgement (to be compared to
the faithful)? And it will be said to the wrongdoers: "Taste
(the fruits of) what you have earned!"
25. Those before them denied (the Message), and so, the punishment came upon them whence they did not perceive.
26. So Allah made them a taste of humiliation, in the life of this
world: But the punishment of the Hereafter will certainly
be greater, if they only knew!
27. And We have put forth for people, every kind of parable in
this Qur’an, in order that they may receive admonition.
28. (It is) a Qur’an (expressed clearly) in Arabic (language), without any crookedness (therein) : in order that they may guard
against evil and become righteous.
29. Allah puts forth a parable (for them), of a man who has partners at variance with each other; and a man at peace with a
single man : are those two equal in comparison? Praise be
to Allah! But most of them do not know!
30. Verily, you are mortal and verily they are mortals 31. Then on the Day of Judgement, you will contend in the presence of your Lord.
32. So who is more unjust than one who utters lie against Allah
and denies the truth when it has come to him! Is there not
in Hell an abode for the rejecters (of the faith)?
33. And he who has brought the truth, and he who confirms (and
supports) it- such are the pious and dutiful people.
34. They shall have whatever they wish with their Lord. Such is
the reward of those righteous people.
35. So that Allah may expiate from them the worst of what they
have done, and may recompense them for their wages, according to the best of what they have done.
36. Is not Allah sufficient for His servant? But they would frighten
you with other (gods) besides Him! If Allah adjudges someone astray, then for him, there shall be no guide.
37. And whomever Allah guides, there can be none to lead him
astray. Is Allah not Exalted in Power, Lord Of Retribution?
1134. Mention is made on the most Beautiful Message that is the Qur’an which
is a Book consistent with itself and oft-Repeating its teachings in different
aspects and manifesting the message clearly.
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38. And if indeed, you ask them who created the firmaments and
the earth, they would be sure to say: "Allah". Tell (them):
"Do you then see the things that you invoke besides Allah,
- can they, if Allah wills some affliction for me, will those
(whom you invoke besides Allah), be able to remove His
affliction; or if He wills some Mercy for me, could they withhold His Mercy?" Say: "Allah is sufficient for me. (And) upon
Him trusts, those who would trust."
39. Say: "O my people! Do according to your power; verily, I will
do (my part) : but soon will you know 40. "To whom shall come the punishment which disgraces him;
and upon whom descends an everlasting punishment"?
41. Verily, We have sent down to you the Book, for mankind, in
truth. So whoever receives guidance, therefore, it (benefits)
his own self But whoever goes astray, therefore, indeed he
goes astray to its (his soul’s) detriment. And you are not a
guardian over them.
42. Allah takes away the souls (of men) at the time of (their)
death; and of those not (yet) dead, during their sleep. Then,
He keeps hold of those (souls) on whom He has passed the
decree of death, but He sends the others (to their bodies)
for a specified term. There are certainly signs, in that, for
those people who reflect.
43. Or, have they adopted intercessors besides Allah? Say: "Even
though they (the intercessors) have no power over anything,
and have no sense?"
44. Tell (them): "All intercessions rest with Allah alone. To Him
alone belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the earth.
Then, to Him you shall be brought back."
45. And when Allah (Alone) is mentioned, the hearts of those
who believe not in the Hereafter shrink with horror. But,
when others, apart from Him, are mentioned, behold, they
are filled with joy!
46. Say: "O Allah! Originator of the firmaments and the earth!
Knower of the unseen and the visible, You will (alone) judge
between Your servants, in those matters, wherein they used
todiffer."
47. And even if the wrong doers (possessed) everything that is on
earth, and therewith, as much more, they would certainly
1135. Here is an advice to those who transgress the limits set by Allah, This is
the time to seek forgiveness from the Al Mighty, the Most Merciful. It is only in this
world that we have a chance to realize His signs and pray and hope to be
forgiven.
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offer it as a ransom (to escape themselves) from the intensity of the punishment on the Day of Judgement! And there
shall appear (the punishment) unto to them, from Allah,
that whereon, they had not been reckoning! "
48. And there shall appear unto them, the evil actions they had
earned; and they shall be surrounded by what they used to
mock at!
49. And when harm touches man, he calls upon Us. But when We
bestow a favour upon him from Us, he says: "This has been
given to me, only because of a certain knowledge (I have
obtained)". But it is only a trial. But most of them do not
know!
50. Surely, those who were before them, (also) said that. But what
they earned did not avail them.
51 . Thereupon, the evil deeds that they had earned; overtook
them. And the wrong doers from among these (disbelievers), will also be overtaken by the evil (con- sequences) of
what they have earned, nor shall they frustrate (their Lord)!
52. Do they not know that Allah enlarges the provision or restricts (it) to whom He pleases? Verily, there are certainly
signs in that, for people who believe!
53. Say: "O my servants who have transgressed against their own
souls! Do not despair of the mercy of Allah. Surely, Allah
forgives all sins. He is indeed, Ever- Forgiving, the Most
Merciful.1135
54. "And turn to your Lord (in repentance), and submit (yourselves) to Him, before the punishment comes upon you :
after that, you shall not be helped.
55. "And follow the best of what has been sent down to you from
your Lord, before the punishment comes upon you suddenly, while you perceive (it) not!
56. "Lest, anyone should (then) say: ‘O my grief in that I have
neglected (my duty) towards Allah, and I was indeed among
those who scoffed.
57. "Or (lest) he should say: ‘If only Allah had guided me, I would
certainly have been among the Righteous!
58. "Or (lest) he should say, when he (actually) sees the punishment: ‘If only I could have another chance, so that I would
certainly have been among the righteous people! "’
59. (He will be told): "But verily, there came to you My signs, so
you denied them : and were arrogant, and you became one
of those who rejected faith!"
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60. And on the Day of Judgement, you will see those who lied
against Allah, - with their faces blackened. Is not the abode
of the arrogant, in Hell?
61 But Allah will deliver those who are righteous, to their place of
refuge and salvation. No evil shall afflict them, nor shall
they grieve.
62. Allah is the Creator of everything, and He is the Guardian and
Disposer of all affairs.
63. To Him alone belong the keys of the firmaments and the
earth: and those who reject the signs of Allah, -they are the
losers.
64. Say: "O you ignorant people! Do you order me that I worship
(someone) other than Allah!"
65. But it has already been revealed to you and to those before
you, that : "Surely, if you associate (others with Allah, then)
your deeds, shall certainly go fruitless; and you shall surely
be among the losers."
66. Nay! But worship Allah alone, and be among the grateful.
67. And they do not make a just estimate of Allah, according to
His true measure. On the Day of Judgement, the whole of
the earth shall be but His handful; and the firmaments shall
be rolled up in His right hand (the hand of power and Majesty). Glory be to Him! He is exalted above the partners
they attribute (to Him)!
68. And the Trumpet will be blown: when all that are in the
firmaments and all that are in the earth will swoon awayexcept those whom Allah shall please. Then, shall there be
another (blow of the Trumpet), when, behold, they will be
standing upright, (and) looking on!
69. And the earth shall shine with the light of her Lord : and the
Book (of account of each man’s action) shall be placed (open
into his hands); and the Prophets and the martyrs shall be
brought (forward), and it shall be decided between them,
with the truth, and they shall not be wronged (in the least).
70. And every soul shall be fully paid for what it has done : and
He (Allah) is well aware of all that they do.
71. And those who reject (faith), shall be driven to Hell, in groups
: until, when they arrive there, its gates shall be opened,
and its keepers shall say to them : "Did messengers from
among yourselves, not come to you, reciting unto you the
Verses of your Lord and warning you of the meeting of this
Day of yours?" They (shall) say: "Yes (and true)- but the
decree of punishment was bound to be carried out upon
the rejecters (of the faith)! 1136
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72. It shall be said (to them): "Enter (through) the gates of Hell,
abiding therein: so grievous is the abode of the arrogant! "
73 . And those who were mindful of their duty towards their Lord,
will be driven to the Paradise in groups, until behold, they
arrive there; and its gates shall be opened; and its keepers
shall say to them: "Peace be upon you! You are the joyous!
So enter here, to dwell therein, forever!"
74. And they shall say: "Praise be to Allah, Who has truly fulfilled
His promise to us, and has given us (this) land for an inheritance. We can dwell in the Heaven, wherever we please.
How excellent is then, the reward for those who work (righteousness)!"
75. And you shall see the angels circling round the “Arsh", glorifying the praise of their Lord. And it shall be decided between them with truth; and it shall be said : "All praises be
to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds!"

1136. Here is a description of the fate of the wicked disbelievers on the Day of
Judgement. The angels would drag them to their final abode- Hell. They would
be asked if they had followed the truth brought to them by the Messengers of
Allah, and they would reply in the negative, following which they will be thrown
into the fire of the Hell. The righteous on the other hand, would have a pleasant
life in Paradise, as a reward for their good deeds in this world as said in the
following verse.
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CHAPTER

40

The One who forgives
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah. The knowledge of Allah is Supreme
and His attributes are perfect. He forgives faults and accepts the repen
tance of creatures when it is sincere and results in the change of life.

This Surah also called “Suratul Mu`min” (The Believer) and takes its
title, from the believing relative of Pharaoh, who speaks out in favour of Musa
(Moses).
The main themes of the Surah, are the Divine Power and His great
planning in the universe. A number of Allah‘s blessings and bounties are
mentioned, and concludes by asking: “which of Allah’s signs do you deny?”

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
l. Ha - Meem.
2. Sending down of the Book, is from Allah, the Exalted in Power,
the All Knowing.
3. Forgiver of sin, and Acceptor of repentance, the severe in punishment, and Possessor of all bounty. There is no god but
Him; to Him is the final return.
4. None disputes concerning the signs of Allah except those who
reject (the faith). So do not let their movements through
the cities deceive you!
5. The people of Nuh denied before them, and the confederates
after them (denied their Messengers); and every nation has
laid plots against their Messenger, that they may lay hold
of him; and disputed by means of vanities, that they may
confute the truth thereby. Wherefore, I seized them, and
how (terrible) was My retribution.1137
6. And thus was the Word of your Lord justly due against those who
rejected the (faith) - that truly, they are inmates of the Fire!
1137. The previous nations were the most powerful in the land but this did not
rescue them from their destruction. 30: 9
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7. Those who bear the “Arsh” (of Allah), and those who are around
it, glorify the praise of their Lord and believe (fully) in Him
and implore forgiveness for those who have believed, (saying): “Our Lord! You comprehend every thing, in mercy and
knowledge. So (our Lord)! Forgive those who turn in repentance and who follow your path and preserve them from
the punishment of the blazing Fire! 1138
8. “Our Lord, and cause them to enter Heavens of perpetual abode,
which You have promised to them, and whoever was righteous among their fathers, their spouses, and their posterity! Truly You are the Exalted in Might, the All Wise.
9. “And preserve them from (all) evil deeds. And whoever You
preserved from evil deeds, on that Day, shall have indeed
received Your mercy : and that will be truly the highest victory.”
10. Verily, those who rejected (the faith), shall be called aloud,
(saying): “Surely, Allah’s abhorrence is far greater than your
abhorrence of yourselves, (because) when you were being
called to the faith, but you reject.”
11. They will say: “Our Lord! You caused us to die twice, and twice
you gave us life! (Now) we have confessed our sins. So is
there, anyway to get out (of this)?” 1139
12. (It will be said to them): “That is (your plight), because whenever Allah the One and Only was invoked (in worship), you
did reject faith. But when partners were associated with
Him, you believe! Therefore, the command belongs only to
Allah, the Most High, the Most Great! “
13. It is He Who shows you His signs and sends down sustenance
for you from the sky: But only those receive admonition,
who turn (to Allah) in repentance.
14. So call upon Allah, devoting the faith to Him perfectly and
sincerely, even though the rejecters may detest (it). 1140
15. (He is) the Exalted of ranks and degrees, Possessor of the “Arsh”.
He sends down the Inspiration, by His command, to whichever of His servants He pleases, so that he may warn (men)
of the Day of Meeting (with their Lord)!
1138. 39:75
1139. Two deaths - the first one refers to the stage of man when he was a
mere drop of sperm without life, and the second death is the stage after
the soul is taken out of the body, in this world. Likewise, the first life
refers to the life in this world, and the second one to the life in the
Hereafter.
1140. Under any circumstance, the faithful must worship Him only, as directed.
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16. The Day whereon they will (all) be made manifest (out of
their graves). Nothing concerning them shall be hidden from
Allah. To whom belongs the dominion of this Day? That of
Allah, the One, the Dominant and the Supreme!
17. This Day shall every soul be requited for that he has earned.
There will be no injustice there, this Day. Surely, Allah is
swift at reckoning.
18. And warn them of the Day that is (ever) drawing near, whereon
the hearts (of men) shall rise up into (their) throats, choking (them). There shall not be for the wrong- doers (on that
Day), any intimate friend, nor any intercessor, who shall be
obeyed.
19. He (Allah) knows the deceit of eyes, and (all) that the breasts
(of men) conceal.
20. And Allah will judge with (justice and) truth. But those, whom
(men) invokes besides Him, shall not (be in a position) to
judge at all. Surely, Allah is the All Knowing, the All Seeing.
21 . Have they not traveled in the earth and seen how was the
(nature of the) end of those who (rejected the faith) before
them’? They were mightier than them in power, and (they
have left) in the land (finer) monuments of antiquity. But
Allah caught them up because of their sins, and they had
none to defend them from (the punishment of) Allah!
22. That was because their Messengers were coming to them with
manifest (signs); but they rejected (them). So Allah caught
them up. (And) He is surely Most Strong, Severe in punishment.
23. And We sent Musa with Our signs, and a clear convincing
proof? 1141
24. To Pharaoh, Haman and Qarun - but they said: “(He is) a
great lying sorcerer”.
25. When he brought them the truth from Us, they said: “Kill the
sons of those who have believed with him, and leave alive
their women”. But the plots of the rejecters (end) in nothing but error (and delusions)!
26. And Pharaoh said: “Leave me (alone), that I may kill Musa;
and let him call upon his Lord! Verily I fear that he should
change your faith, or he may cause disorder to appear in
the land!”
27. Thereupon Musa said: “I have indeed taken refuge with my
1141. Prophet Musa proclaims the signs of Allah in front of most wicked
persons. 28:3-6, 38- 39, 76-81; 28:20, 20:49-50, 57.
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Lord and your Lord (for protection) from every arrogant
person who does not believe in the Day of reckoning.”
28. And a man among the people of Pharaoh, who was a believer,
but had concealed his faith, said: “Will you kill a man (simply) because he says: “My Lord is Allah- while he has indeed brought you clear (signs) from your Lord? And if he
be a liar, so upon him will be (the sin of) his lie; but, if he
be a truthful (person), then some of what he is promising
you, may fall upon you : Certainly, Allah guides not him
who is an extravagant liar!
29. “O my people! The dominion this day, is yours: (you) being
upper most in the land. But who will help us from the Vengeance of Allah if it befalls upon us’?” Pharaoh said: “I point
out to you, only what I think (to be right) and I shall guide
you only to the path of true direction!”
30. And (thereupon), the man who believed said: “O my people!
Truly I do fear for you (something) like the day (of disaster)
of the confederates (before you)!
31. “Like the fate of the people of Nuh, the ‘Aad’ and the ‘Thamud’;
and those who came after them: But Allah never wishes
injustice to (His) servants.
32. “And O my people! I fear for you a Day when there will be
mutual calling (and wailing for help).1142
33. “On the Day when you shall turn your backs and flee. (On that
Day) you shall have no defender from Allah. And any whom
Allah leaves to stray, so there will be no guide for him.
34. “And indeed, Yusuf (Joseph) came to you (before this), with
clear signs, but you continued in doubt concerning that
which he brought to you to the extent that, when he died,
you said: “Allah will never raise up a Messenger, after him”.
Thus does Allah leave to stray, such a person who is extravagant and lives in doubt-1143
35. “Those who dispute themselves concerning the signs of Allah,
without any authority coming to them, are grievously odious in the sight of Allah, and in the sight of those who have
believed. In that manner, Allah does seal up every heart, of
(the) arrogant tyrants.”
1142. From verse 28- a faithful and just man from the people of Pharaoh is
appealing in the court of Pharaoh to act justly against the man who
produced the clear evidence and to recall the history of the past generations and their final end.
1143. The just man called to them to remember and take an interesting
lesson from the mission of Prophet Yousuf in Egypt.
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36. And Pharaoh said: “O Haman! Build me a lofty structure, that
I may scale the ways and means of access.
37. “The ways and means of access to the firmaments, so that I
may look up to the God of Musa. But surely, I think him
(Musa) to be a liar!” In that manner, the evil of his actions
were made alluring to Pharaoh; and he has hindered (others) from the path. And the stratagem of Pharaoh led to
nothing but ruin (for him).1144
38. And the man who believed said (further): “O my people! Follow me: I will guide you to the path of true direction!”1145.
39. “O my people! Truly the life of the present is nothing but a
(temporary) enjoyment : and the Hereafter is the only home
of permanence.
40. “(Therefore), whoever does an evil will be requited only with
the like thereof: But whoever does a righteous deed - whether
male or female - being a believer, such people shall enter
the Paradise; (and) they will be provided therein, (in abundance), without any measure.
41. “And O my people! How (strange) is it that I call you to salvation, while you call me to the Fire (of Hell).
42. “You invite me to reject Allah, and join with Him partners,
about which I have no knowledge at all. But I call you to
the (One who is) Exalted in Power, the Great Forgiver!
43. “There is no doubt, that you do call me to turn to him (in
worship), who has no summons (to be worshipped), either
in this world, or in the Hereafter : and in fact, our return
shall be to Allah; and surely, the transgressors will be companions of the Fire (of the Hell)!
44. “So you shall soon remember what I say to you. And I entrust
my (own) affair to Allah. Surely, Allah is All Seeing over His
servants.”
45. Then Allah safeguarded him from (every) evil actions of whatever they plotted (against him) : and a grievous punishment encompassed the people of Pharaoh (from all sides).
46. The Fire to which they are exposed morning and evening:
And on the Day when the Hour (of Judgement) comes to
pass, (it shall be said), “cast the people of Pharaoh into the
severe punishment! “

1144. The attempt of Pharaoh to insult the lord of Musa is mentioned. He
commands his minister to execute some filthy acts. 28:38
1145. The just man continues his preaching and declares now his faith, and
invites them to the truth.
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47. And when they will dispute with each other in the Fire (of
Hell), the weak ones (who followed), shall say to those who
were deemed great and proud: “We were verily your followers. Can you then relieve us from some portion of the Fire
(of Hell)?”1146
48. Those who had been great and proud, shall say: “We are all
already in it! Truly Allah has indeed, already judged between (His) servants!”
49. And those in the Fire will say to the keepers of Hell: “Pray to
your Lord that He may reduce our punishment for a day (at
least)!”
50. They will say, “did (there) not come to you your Messengers
with clear signs‘?” They will say: “Yes”. They will say: “Then
pray on (as you like)! But the prayer of the rejecters (of the
faith), is nothing but in (mazes of) error!”
51. We will certainly help Our Messengers and those who believe,
(both) in this world and on the Day when the witnesses
shall stand forth.
52. The Day when the excuses of the wrongdoers shall not benefit them; and for them shall be the curse, and for them
shall be an evil home!
53. And We had already granted Musa the guidance, and We made
the children of Israel the inheritors of the Book·
54. As a guidance and a reminder for people of understanding.
55. So have patience; certainly, the promises of Allah is true, and
ask forgiveness for your fault, and glorify (Him) with the
praises of your Lord, in the evening and in the morning.1147
56. Verily, those who dispute about the signs of Allah, without
any authority having come to them, - there is nothing in
their breasts except the greatness and pride which they shall
never be able to attain. So seek refuge with Allah. Truly, He
is the All Hearing, the All Seeing.
57. Certainly, the creation of the firmaments and the earth is far
greater than the creation of mankind: but most people
know not.
58. And the blind and seeing are no equal; nor are those who

1146. Here, and in the following verses, the dispute of the rejecters concerning that Day is stated.
1147. A promise of Allah to the Messenger and to the faithful in general, and an
indication of His help to the Holy Prophet and the believers in particular,
in this world.
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believe and act deeds of righteousness and those who do
evil. Little do you remember!
59. The Hour (of Judgement) will certainly come: therein is no
doubt - but most people do not believe.
60. And your Lord says: “Call upon Me ` (and) I will answer your
(prayer)”. But those who are too arrogant and proud to
worship Me, will surely enter Hell, abjectly.”
61. Allah is who has made the light for you, that you might rest
therein; and the day for seeing. Verily Allah is full of grace
and bounty to mankind; but most of mankind does not
show thanks.
62. Such is Allah, your Lord, Creator of everything. There is no
god but Him. How then are you being turned away (from
the truth)!
63. In that manner, those who deny the signs of Allah have been
perverted.
64. Allah is He Who has made for you the earth as a resting place,
and the sky as a canopy; and formed you (in a shape) granting you therefore, the best shapes. And, (He) has provided
you sustenance of pure and good things. Such is Allah your
Lord : so blessed be Allah, the Lord of the worlds!
65. He is the Living (One); there is no god but Him. So call upon
Him, (by) being sincere to Him in faith. Praise be to Allah,
Lord of the worlds!
66. Say: “I have been forbidden to worship those whom you invoke besides Allah, when the clear signs have come to me
from my Lord; and I have been commanded to submit (in
Islam), to the Lord of the worlds.”
67. He is the One Who created you from dust, then from a sperm
drop; then from a (leech-like) clot. Then, He gets you out
(into the light), as a child; then lets you (grow and) attain
your age of full strength; then lets you become old men.
Though some among you die before that and lets you reach
a designated term (of your life), whilst you may understand.
68. He is the One Who gives life, and causes to die; and when He
decides upon an affair, then He says to it: ‘Be’, and it is.
69. Do you not see those who dispute concerning the signs of
Allah’? How are they turned away (from reality)?
70. Those who deny the Book, and the (revelations) with which
We sent Our Messengers: but soon shall they come to know.
71. When the yokes and the chains (shall be) round their necks,
(and) they shall be dragged.
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72. Through the boiling fetid fluid. Tshen, in the Fire shall they
be burned!
73. Then they shall be asked: “Where are the (deities) to which
you associated (in worship)74. “Besides Allah‘?” They will reply: “They have vanished away
from us. Rather we did not before invoking upon anything?
(that had real existence)”. Thus Allah leaves the rejecters
(of faith), in error.
75. “That was because you were exulting in the land, without the
justification, and that you were behaving insolently.”
76. “Enter (the Fire, through) the gates of Hell: abiding therein.
So grievous is the abode of the arrogant!”
77. So have patience. Surely, the promise of Allah is true; and
whether We show you (in this life) some part of what We
promise them, or We cause you to die (before fulfillment
of the promise), (in any case), it is to Us that they shall (all)
return. 1148
78. And We have already sent Messengers before you .Of them,
there are some whose stories We have narrated to you, and
some whose stories We have not narrated to you. And it
was not (possible) for any Messenger to bring a sign, except with the permission of Allah. But when the command
of Allah goes forth, (all matters) are decided in truth and
justice. And those who pursue in vanities are the losers! 1149
79. Allah is He Who made livestock for you, that you may use
some of them for riding, and eat of the flesh of some.1150
80. And you have therein, (other) benefits; and that you may
attain thereby, an ambition (there may be) in your breasts;
and on them and on vessels, are you borne.
81 . And He reveals to you His signs: then which of the signs of
Allah will you deny?
82. Have they not traveled through the land and seen what was
the end of those who have passed before them? They were
more numerous than them, and mightier (than them) in
strength, and in monuments (they have left) in the land but all that they accomplished, was of no profit to them.1151
83. When their Messengers came to them with clear signs, they
exulted in such knowledge (and skill), that they possessed

1148. 10: 46, 13: 40.
1149. 4: 164
1150. 16: 5 -8.
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- but that very (Wrath) at which they scoffed, engulfed them.
84. But when they perceived Our punishment, they cried out (saying): “We believe in Allah - Him alone- and we reject the
partners we used to associate with Him”
85. But when they had (actually) perceived Our punishment, their
belief was not going to benefit them. (Such has been) Allah’s
pattern, which has already passed away with regard to His
servants, (in the ancient times and even), then the rejecters
were the losers there.

1151. 9: 69
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Expounded in Detail
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is also called Ha Meem Sajdah.
The title refers to the Holy Qur’an, which was revealed by the Most
Merciful Allah.

The Surah explains, how on the Day of Judgement, our own skins will
speak out against us.
Good and evil are not alike. Repel evil with good, and he, with whom
there was enmity will become your dearest friend. Allah’s signs in the Universe, and in mankind, will be shown to them, until it becomes clear to them
that the Qur’an is indeed the Truth.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ha’ Meem.
2. A sending down from the Most Gracious, Most Merciful;
3. A Book, whereof the verses have been expounded in detail; a
Qur’an in Arabic (language) for people who know; 1152
4. Giving good news and admonition, but most of them have
turned away, (and) so they do not hear.
5. And they say: “Our hearts are under veils, (concealed) from
that to which you invite us, and there is deafness in our
ears, and there is a screen between us and you. So carry on
(as you wish), (and) certainly, we (too) will act.”
6. Say: “I am but a human being like you. It is revealed to me (by
inspiration), that your God is only One God. So act uprightly to Him, and ask for His forgiveness.” And woe to
1152. The Qur’an has in various places declared its uniqueness and evident
divinity. The disbelievers of Makkah had time and again ridiculed the
Holy Prophet (pbuh) and disclaimed the Divine source of the Qur’an.
Allah clearly explains that this revelation is indeed from Him, and that
has bestowed upon them a great favour, by sending this revelation to
them in their own language, so that they may perceive the truth and
spread it to others. Yet, for those who consistently ignore the truth and
continue to act contrary to what is commanded to them, this very Qur’an
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those who associate (others with Him)

1153

7. Those who pay not Zakat (alms- giving), - and they are rejecters in the Hereafter.
8. Verily, those who believe and work deeds of righteousness,
certainly have for them an uninterrupted reward.
9. Say: “Do you indeed reject Him , Who created the earth in two
Days? And do you set up equals to Him? That is the Lord
of (all) the Worlds.1154
10. “He placed therein firm mountains above it, and bestowed
blessings upon it; and measured therein its nourishment in
four Days, correctly (fixing the time) for those who inquire
about it.”
11. Then He intended (the creation of) the sky, while it was (as)
smoke: then He said to it and to the earth: “Come both of
you, with willing obedience, or unwillingly.” They both said:
“We do come in willing obedience.”
12. So He completed them as seven firmaments in two days, and
He revealed in each sky, its affair. And (If We adorned the
lower sky with lamps and (provided it) with guard. That is
the decree of (Him), the Exalted in Might, the All Knowing.
13. But if they turn aside, so tell (them): “I have warned you of a
thunderbolt like the thunderbolt (which overtook) the
(people of) ‘Ad and the Thamud!”
14. (Behold) when the Messengers came to them, from before
them and behind them, (preaching): “Worship none but
Allah.” They said, “If our Lord had so pleased, He would
certainly have sent down angels. So, we reject that with
which you have been sent. 1155
15. So the tribe of ‘Ad behaved arrogantly in the land, without
justification, and said: “Who is mightier than us in strength?”
What! Did they not see that verily Allah, Who had created
them, was mightier than them in strength? But they renounced Our signs!
16. So We sent against them a loud roaring and a furious wind,
through the ill-omened days, (so) that We might give them
will be evidence against them on the Day of Judgement.
1153. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet to reveal to the people what has been
told in connection to the faith, worshipping and all other aspects that
lead to success and to warn the rejecters of the punishment.
1154. Here and in the following verses, an explanation of the verse ‘4’ from the
chapter “sajada” is stated. The four days, which mentioned in verse 10,
include the two days mentioned in verse ‘9’ as well. See 7:54, 32:4-5.
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a taste of a punishment of humiliation in this Life. But the
penalty of the Hereafter will certainly be even more humiliating! - And they will not be helped.
17. As for Thamud, We showed them guidance, but they preferred
blindness to guidance, so they were afflicted with a humiliating punishment of the thunderbolt - because of what they
had earned.1156
18. But We delivered those who believed and acted righteously.
19. And on the Day when the enemies of Allah will be gathered
together to the Fire (of Hell), they will be sorted out.
20. At length, when they reach it (the Fire), their hearing, their
sight, and their skins will bear witness against them, concerning that which they used to do.
21. And they shall say to their skins: “Why did you testify against
us?” They shall say (in reply): “Allah Who has given everything (the ability) to speak, has granted us (also, the ability) to speak; and He (the One Who) created you for the
first time, and unto Him have you been brought back;
22. “And you did not seek to hide yourselves, lest your hearing,
your sight and your skins should bear witness against you!
But you thought that Allah knew not many (of the things)
that you were doing!1157
23. “But that is just your thought, which you thought concerning
your Lord. (It has) brought you to destruction, so you became among the losers”
24. If then, they have patients, then the Fire shall still be a resort
for them! And if they beg for favour, yet, they shall not be
among the favoured.
25. And We have destined for them intimate companions, (and)
therefore, they made alluring to them, what was before them
(in this world), and behind them (in the Hereafter). And
the (same) decree went forth as true against them (as it had
gone forth) against the previous generations of Jinns and
men, who have passed away. That they are the utter losers!
26. And the rejecters (of faith) say: “Do not listen to this Qur’an,
1155. The Messengers who came to them warned them and showed the
guidance from every side, 6:8-9, 15:7.
1156. Awakening the rejecters by describing the story of Ad and Thamud people.
7:73-79, 26:141-158.
1157. Bukhary and Muslim report it, on the authority of Ibn Mas‘ud, who said:’ I
was behind the raiment of the Ka‘bah, and I heard three people talking
among themselves. The first one said: ‘Will Allah hears what we say
here? The second man said: ‘If we talk loudly, He’ll hear us, and if not,
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but use vain words during its (recitation), that you may
gain the upper hand! “1158
27. But We most certainly will make those who reject (faith), taste
a severe punishment; and most certainly, We will requite
them for the worst of what they used to do.”
28. Such is the reward for the enemies of Allah, the Fire. Therein,
for them, shall be the Eternal Home, as a (suitable) requital,
for that they used to deny Our signs.
29. And the rejecters will say: “Our Lord! Show us those among
Jinns and men, who led us astray, (so that) we may place
them beneath our feet, (and) so that they may become
among the lowest of the low!”
30. Verily (in the case of) those who say: “Our Lord is Allah,” and
further, acted uprightly, the angels descend upon them (saying): “Do not fear, nor grieve! But receive pleasure from the
glad tidings of the Paradise, about which you were promised!
31. “We are your friends in the life of this world and in the Hereafter: and you shall have therein all that you shall desire; and
you shall have therein, what you ask for!
32. “A hospitable gift from One Who is Ever Forgiving, the Most
Merciful! “
33. And who is most excellent by speech, than the one who invites (the people) to (the path of) Allah, works righteously,
and says:, “I am indeed one of the Muslims ?”1159
34. And the goodness and an evil action cannot be equal. Repel
(evil) with what is best. Then, if there is a person, (and)
between you and him (existed) an enmity, (then with the
blessings of good actions), he will become like your bosom
friend!
35. And no one shall be granted it (such goodness), except those
who exercise patience and self-restraint. And none (again)
shall be granted it, except those who possess the greatest
good fortune.

He would not’. Then the third man said: ‘He will hear us anyhow’. I
reported this matter to the Holy Prophet, and it was then that this verse
and the following verse were revealed.
1158. Whenever the words of Allah were recited, the people used to eagerly
listen to them, and be convinced of the truth behind them. The rebellious leaders of the disbelievers in Makkah, were afraid of the alarming
increase in the number of followers of the Holy Prophet, and resorted to
evil ways of hindering the people from listening to the words of the
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36. And if (at any time), an incitement from Shaithan incites you,
then seek refuge in Allah. Verily, He is the All Hearing, the
All Knowing.
37. And among His signs, are the night and the day, and the sun
and the moon. Do not prostrate to the sun, or to the moon
- but prostrate to Allah alone, Who created them If you
truly worship Him alone.1160
38. But if they are arrogant, (so know well that) those who are
with your Lord glorify Him by night and by day and they
are never wearied (of it).
39. And among His signs, is that, you see the earth lowly (and
desolate); but when We send down water upon it, it is set
in motion and swells. Truly, He who gives life to it (the
earth) can surely restore the dead (to life). Verily, He has
power overall things!
40. Verily, those who act profanely (with regards to the truth) in
Our signs are not hidden from Us. Who is better? - He who
will be cast into the Fire (of Hell), or he who comes (to Us)
securely on the Day of Judgement? Do what you will: verily, He sees (clearly) whatever you do.
41. Verily, those who reject the message when it comes to them
(are not hidden from Us). And indeed, it is a mighty Book.
42. No falsehood can approach it, either from front of it, or from
behind it : (it is) a revelation from a Wise One, worthy of
allpraise.
43. Nothing has been said to you, but what was already said to
the Messengers before you. Surely, your Lord is the Possessor of forgiveness; and (also) the Possessor of painful
punishment. 1161
44. And if We had made it, (by revealing) a Qur’an in a foreign
(language), they would have surely said: “Why have not its
verses been expounded clearly? What! A foreign (tongue),
and (here is) an Arabian (Prophet)?” Tell (them): “It is a
guidance and a healing for those who believe; and-those
who do not believe, there is a deafness in their ears - and
Prophet. This is indeed the situation that is currently happening all over
the world. The Polytheists and disbelievers are constantly doing their
best to hinder the Muslims from performing their religious duties, and
also to deviate the weak among the Muslims from the right path. The
fact is, that they are afraid of the huge rate of conversion to Islam. If only
they pondered on the reason behind this, and tried to understand.
1159. Preaching and spreading the massage of Allah is an excellent act.
1160. Here, and in the following verses, we find further evidences of Allah’s
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for them, it is blindness : they shall be (like) those who are
called upon from a far!”1162
45. And We had already bestowed Musa the Book (aforetime):
but disputes arose therein. And if it were not a decree from
your Lord, which had gone before (their differences), it
would have been surely settled between them. But they
indeed remained in suspicious disquieting doubt, thereon.
46. Whoever works righteousness, so it benefits his own soul;
and whoever works an evil act, it is against his own soul.
And your Lord is not at all unjust to His servants.
47. To Him alone is referred the knowledge of the Hour (of Judgement). And no fruits come forth from its sheath, nor does a
female conceive (within her womb) nor delivers but, by His
Knowledge. And on the Day that He will call to them, (by
saying): “Where are My partners (whom you attributed)?”
They shall say: “We confess to You, that none of us can
bear witness (to this)!”1163
48. And the (deities) they used to invoke aforetime shall leave
them in the lurch. And they shall perceive that they have
no way of escape.
49. Man never wearies of asking for good (things). But if evil
touches him, then he gives up all hope, (and) despairs.
50. But if We cause him to taste (some) mercy from Us, after
(some) adversity has touched him, he is sure to say: “This
is due to my (own merit) : I do not think that the Hour (of
Judgement) will (ever) stand. But (even) if I be brought back
to my Lord, I shall definitely have with Him an excellent
(reward)!” But We will surely announce to those who reject
(the truth), of (all) that they did, and We shall certainly
afflict them the taste of a severe punishment.
51. And when We bestow favour on man, he turns away and moves
himself aside (instead of coming to (Us); and when evil
touches him, then (he turns to Us) full of prolonged
prayer!1164
52. Say: “What do you think - if the (revelation) is (really) from
power, Might, and Oneness. Allah’s glory is being, constantly celebrated
by all His creatures (the birds, animals and plants have their own unique
ways of glorifying their Creator).
1161. The principle message of all the Messengers right from the beginning of
creation has been the same - the worship of the One God. All the Messengers have at various points of their Prophethood, faced rebellion
and abuses from the people they had been sent to. The Holy Prophet
Muhammad is therefore, to be patient. Allah is oft forgiving and the Most
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Allah, and yet you reject it? Who will be more in error than
one who is in a deep schism?
53. Soon We will show them Our signs in every regions (of the
earth), and within themselves - until it becomes manifest
to them that it is the truth. Is it not enough that your Lord
surely Witnesses over all things?
54. Know! They are indeed in doubt concerning the meeting with
their Lord. (But) know well ! - He certainly encompasses all
things ! 1165
Merciful, but at the same time, for those who do not seek forgiveness
for their sins, Allah will punish them severely.
1162. See 16:103·105, 12:2 and 6:25.
1163. The knowledge of every thing is with its Creator. He plans and controls
everything. 21:4
1164. Here is an illustration of the basic nature of man- his ingratitude to the
favours bestowed upon him by Allah. When Allah blesses him with
happiness and goodness, he forgets his Creator and goes further
away from Him. On the contrary, when he is faced with sufferings, he
promptly beseeches Allah and offers prolonged prayers to him, for he
knows that only He can free him from his sufferings. See 17:83.
1165. The teaching of the Qur’an was the code of conduct, which revolutionized the concept of human behaviour and society. In a short span of
time, a great fraternity of Islam sprang up and a great nation was established on the principles of equality. By the grace and infinite mercy of
Allah, the truth against falsehood had spread through out the world,
having the strong faith in the unity of Allah and in the Hereafter. The
shortsighted and wicked people are in doubt of this faith. They must
know that, Allah encompasses every thing and it is up to them to think.
They cannot escape from the Day of the Judgement.
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CHAPTER

42

Consultation
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed in Makkah. The title is taken from Ayah 38, which
calls for “shura baynahum” (mutual consent), which is the basic prin
ciple that ought to characterize any community of believers.

The Surah stresses the authenticity of the Divine revelation to the
Prophet, and through him, to all mankind to propagate the message of Islam.
Whatever calamity befalls man is the doing of his own self Allah is
Ever- Forgiving and surely all things will ultimately return to Him.
Those who act righteously will enjoy eternal bliss, while the wrongdoers and unbelievers will suffer everlasting torment, in the Hereafter.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ha - Meem
2. ‘Ain, Seen, Qaf.
3. Thus does He reveal to you, and (thus He revealed) to those
before you. Allah, (He is), Exalted in Power, the All Wise.
4. To Him alone, belongs whatever is in the firmaments, and
whatever is in the earth; and He is the Most High, the Most
Great.
5. The firmaments are almost rent asunder from above them (by
His Glory). And the angels (also) glorify the praises of their
Lord, and implore for forgiveness; for all those who are on
earth. Know well! Surely, Allah, He is the Ever- Forgiving,
the Most Merciful.
6. And those who take others besides Him as patrons (in worship). Allah is watching over them, and you (O Prophet!) Is
not the disposer, of affairs over them?
7. And thus We have revealed to you the Qur’an in Arabic (language), so that you may warn (the people of) the ‘Mother
of Cities’ (Makkah) and those all around it. And warn (them)
of the Day of Gathering, whereupon there is no doubt.
(When) some shall be in the Paradise, and some in the
blazing Fire (of Hell).1166
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8. If Allah had so wished, He could certainly have made them one
people (of believers). But He causes to enter whomever He
pleases, to His mercy. And the evildoers shall have neither
patron nor any helper.1167
9. What! Have they taken others besides Him (in worship) as
patrons? But Allah He is the Protector and Patron. And it is
He who gives life to the death, and He is potent over all
things.
10. And whatever (be the) affair wherein you differ, the (final)
judgement thereof is with Allah. That is Allah, my Lord upon Him alone I trust, and to Him I (always) turn (to).
11. (He is) the Originator of the firmaments and the earth. He has
provided you spouses from among yourselves. And among
cattle (too) He has made pairs. (By this means) He multiplies you therein. There is nothing whatever like unto Him
and He is the All-Hearing, the All- Seeing.1168
12. To Him belong the keys of the firmaments and the earth. ( He
expands the provision to whomever He pleases, and restricts it (as He wills). Surely He knows fully well (of) all
things.
13. He has laid down for you the (same) religion which He enjoined upon Nuh (Noah)- and which We have revealed to
you; and (the same religion) which We enjoined upon
Ibrahim, Musa and Isa, (commanding) that you should remain steadfast in Religion and do not make divisions
therein. (It is) hard upon those who associate (partners with
Him, to follow the path) to which you invoke them. Allah
chooses for Himself those whom He pleases, and guides to
Himself those who turn to Him (in repentance).
14. And they (the disbelievers) did not become divided, until after
the knowledge reached them - in insolence among them1166. Allah sends Messengers to every nation with His message in their language so that the people may comprehend the truth and abide by it.
‘Ummul-Qura’, is another name for Makkah, which is considered as
the central apart of the Universe, in terms of location. Moreover, Makkah
encloses the Holy Shrine, and it is the place from where the Prophet
Ibrahim, invited people to Islam- the worship of One God.
1167. Bringing all generations into single nation is a simple affair for the
Creator- Allah, but it was His desire to make them different, in thought,
act, tongue, colour and tribe. In fact, this kind of change is considered
as a great sign of Allah to distinguish the truthful from falsehood and
this leads to equal understanding among the faithful through out the
world
1168. 23:21-22.
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selves. And, if it were not a decree that had gone forth before from your Lord (tending) to an appointed term, the
matter surely would have been settled between them. But
truly, those who have inherited the Book after them are in
suspicious (disquieting) doubt concerning it.
15. So, for that (unity of faith), invite (them to the faith); and act upright as you have been commanded. And do not follow their
evil inclinations, but say: “I have believed (in the Book) which
Allah has sent down; and I am commanded to be just between
you. Allah is our Lord and your Lord! We have (the reward of)
our deeds, and for you (the reward of) your deeds. There is no
contention between us and you. Allah will gather us all together,
and to Him is (our) final destination.”
16. But those who dispute concerning (the religion of) Allah,
after it has been assented to, their argument is futile in
the sight of their Lord. And upon them is (His) Wrath, and
for them will be a severe punishment.
17. (He is) Allah Who has sent down the Book with truth and the
just balance. And what will make you realize that perhaps
the Hour (of Judgement) is close at hand?
18. Those who do not believe therein, seek to hasten it. But those
who believe (in it) are fearful of it, and know that it is surely
the truth. Behold! Verily those who entertain doubt concerning the Hour (of Judgement) are in far gone error.
19. Allah is subtle (and Gracious) to His servants. He provides sustenance to whom He pleases, and He is the Almighty, the Exalted in Might. Hereafter, We will increase him in his tilth.
20. But whoever desires the tilth of this world, We will grant him
thereof- but he shall have no share in the Hereafter.
21. Or do they have associates (besides Him) who have laid down
for them (some matters of) religion, for which Allah Has
not given any permission. And if it were not for the decree
of Judgement, the matter would surely have been decided
between them (at once). But verily, the wrongdoers will have
a painful punishment.
22. You will see the wrong doers being fearful (on the Day of
Judgement), on account of what they have earned (in this
world), and (the requital thereof) that must befall them.
Whereas, those who believe and work righteous deeds, will
be in rich and well-watered meadows of the Heavens. They
shall have whatever they wish for, from their Lord. That
will indeed be the magnificent favour ( of Allah).
23. That is (the favour) whereof Allah announces glad tidings to
His servants who believe and do righteous deeds. Tell them:
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“I do not ask of you any reward (in return) for it, except
the loving kindness among kin”. And whoever earns a good
action; We shall give him an increase of an excellent (reward), in respect thereof. Allah - is truly Ever Forgiving,
Ever Thankful.
24. Or do they say (accusingly): “He has fabricated a falsehood
against Allah‘?” But if Allah pleased, He could seal up your
heart. But Allah blots out vanity, and will vindicate the truth
by His Decrees. He knows well the inner most thoughts of
your breasts.
25. And He is the One that accepts repentance from His servants,
and pardons evil actions. And He knows all that you do.
26. And He responds to those who believe and do deeds of righteousness, and gives them increase from His favour. But
for the rejecters (of the faith) - for them (shall be) a severe
punishment.
27. And if Allah extended the provision to His servants, they would
indeed behave arrogantly (beyond all bounds) in the land.
But He sends down whatever He pleases, according to a
proper measure. He is Well-Acquainted (with all matters)
concerning His servants, and (He is) All-Seeing. 1169
28. He is the One that sends down rain (even) after people have
given up all hope. And spreads out His mercy (far and wide).
And He is the Patron, the Worthy of all praise.
29. And among His signs, is the creation of the firmaments and
the earth, and of whatever living creatures that He has spread
forth in both. And He has the power to gather them together, when He pleases.
30. And whatever of (the) misfortune happens to you, it is because of the things your (own) hands have wrought. And
He pardons much.
31. And you cannot frustrate (Him) in the earth. Nor have you
besides Allah, any patron or any helper.
32. And among His signs are the ships sailing across the ocean,
(tall) as mountains.
33. If He wills, he can cause the wind to become still, so that they
would become motionless upon its surface thereof. Verily,
in those, there are signs for everyone who patiently perseveres and is grateful.
1169. Allah, the Sustainer of the Universe, has made provisions for all His
creatures in due measure, as He wishes. At the same time, He provided His creatures with adequate directions and guidance, through
His Messengers.
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34. Or He can cause them to perish because of the (evil); which
(the men) have earned - but He pardons many (of their sins).
35. But let those who dispute in Our signs, know that there is for
them, no way of escape (from the punishment).
36. And whatever thing you are given (here), it is a provision of
the life of this world. But that which is with Allah, is better
and more enduring, for those who believe and put their
trust in their Lord.
37. And those who avoid the grievous sins and abominable crimes,
and (those who) when angered (even then) they forgive.
38. And those who respond (while following the true path) to
their Lord, and establish the regular prayer, and their affairs are (a matter of) mutual consultation among them;
and who spend (in the way of Allah) out of what We bestowed upon them 39. And those who, when an oppression has been perpetrated
upon them, (then) they help and defend themselves.
40. And (know) the recompense for an evil action is an injury
equal thereof (in retaliation). But whoever pardons and
makes reconciliation, his reward is with Allah. (And) He
certainly does not love the wrongdoers.
41. But indeed, if any does help and defend himself when he is
wronged (against), then for such (a person) there is no way
(of blame) against him
42. The way (of blame) is only against those who oppress mankind with wrongdoing, and insolently transgress beyond
bounds through the land, without any right and justice.
Such people will have a (grievous and) painful punishment.
43. But indeed, if any (person) shows patience and forgives - (then)
that would truly be an affair of great and strong determination.“
44. And whomever Allah sends astray, then he shall have no patron (protector) thereafter. And you shall see the wrong
doers when they observe punishment; say: “Is there any
way by which we return?
45. And you shall see them brought forward to it (the Fire), abject
in humbleness (and) looking with a stealthy glance. And
the believers shall say: “The losers indeed are those who
lost themselves and their families on the Day of Judgement. Behold! Truly the wrong-doers are in an ever-lasting
punishment”.
46. And they shall have no protectors to help them - except Allah. And for anyone whom Allah sends to stray, there is no
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way for him (in this world and the Hereafter).
47. Respond to your lord (by doing what He commands), before
there comes a Day for which there is no averting from (the
ordainment of) Allah! On that Day, there shall be no place of
refuge for you, nor shall you be able to deny (your sins)! 1170
48. If then they turn away, (know) that We have not sent you to
be a guardian over them. Your duty is only to convey (the
Message). And truly, when We cause man (to) taste mercy
from Us - they rejoice in it. But when an evil happens to
them, because of what their (own) hands have sent forth,
and then truly, man is ungrateful (to His Favour)!
49. To Allah belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the
earth. He creates what He pleases, (and) He bestows females upon whomever He pleases, and He bestows males
upon whomever He pleases.
50. Or He (makes them to) join as males and females; and (also)
He a keeps whomever He pleases, as barren. Indeed He is
All Knowing, All-Powerful.
51. And it is not fitting for a man that Allah should converse with
him - except by inspiration, or from behind a veil or by
sending of a messenger (angel). Thereby, He reveals by His
leave, whatever He pleases. Truly, He is The Most High,
The All Wise.1171
52. And in that manner, We have revealed to you a Revelation
(the Qur’an), by Our command. When you knew nothing of
the Book or the Faith. But We have made it (the Revelation) a Light, by which We guide such of Our servants as
We please. And you shall surely guide (men) to the straight
path.

1170. Therefore, adhere and obey the commandments of the Lord, before it is
too late. For, when the Hour arrives, there would be none who can
protect you but Allah. As emphasized in various other verses in the Holy
Qur’an, it is stressed here too, that the duty of the Messengers of Allah,
is to only convey His message - whether the people abide by the message or not, should not concern them as mentioned in the following
verse.
1171. Here is mentioned three forms whereby Allah communicates man:
1. By an inspiration- whereby man comprehends a message that Allah
wishes to convey to him. An example is the inspiration to the mother of
the Prophet Musa, on how to act so as to protect her infant. Another
example is the inspiration sent to Prophet Ibrahim on sacrificing his
son Ismael.
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53. The path of Allah, to whom belongs whatever is in the
firmaments and whatever is in (the) earth. Know (well), (it
is) to Allah (that) all matters return!
2. Communicating behind veil- as spoken to Prophet Musa at the Mountain of Sinai, and the manner in which Allah communicates with His
angels.
3. Sending an angel to convey a message - as was the case with the
Holy Prophet and many other Prophets. Also angel had come to Mariam
to announce the birth of Prophet Isa.
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CHAPTER

43

Gold Adornments
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed in Makkah, and the title is taken from Ayah 35,
which indicates that people are lured away from the truth, in pursuit of
material goods like gold and silver.

The Surah urges us to pray to Allah in gratitude, while travelling - either
on animal back, or other forms of transport - for subjecting them to our service.
Stress is laid on the fact that Prophet Isa was no more than a mortal and
human being, who was favored by the Almighty. Those who submit themselves to the Oneness of Allah and believe in His revelations and live righteously will enter Paradise, while the evildoers will face the torment of Hell.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ha -Meem.
2. By the Book which makes things manifest. 1172
3. We have indeed made it a Qur’an in (the) Arabic language (so)
that you may be able to understand.
4. And verily, it is original in the (fundamental part ) of the Book
with Us. Truly, (He is) High and Wise.
5. Shall We then deprive you of the Reminder neglecting (you) if
because you are an extravagant people?
6. And how many a Prophet did We send amongst the earlier
peoples?
7. But whenever a Prophet came to them, they mocked at him.
8. So We destroyed those who were mightier than these (people) in
power. And the example of the earlier people has passed on.
9. And if you were (to) ask them: “Who created the firmaments
and the earth?” They would be sure to reply: “(Allah), the
Exalted in Power and the All-Knowing created them.” 1173

1172. Allah the Almighty states that the Qur’an He has made it for the mankind
in Arabic so that people may understand and follow it and that is the
essence of revelation. 85:22, 26:192· 196, 41:44.
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10. Who has made the earth a cradle for you (as a resting-place);
and has made pathways for you therein, in order that you
may be led to the guidance.
11. And Who sends down water from sky in proper measure. And
We raise to life therewith a dead land, (and) in that same
manner you will be brought forth (from the dead).
12. And Who has created every living being in pairs, and has made
for you the ships and livestock, whereupon you ride 13. In order that you may settle on their backs, then remember
the favor of ( your Lord when you have settled (yourself)
thereupon and say: “Glory be to Him Who has subjected
these to our (use), whereas we could never be able to do it.
14. “And to our Lord, surely we must turn back!“
15. And (yet) they have assigned to Him some of His servants, a
share with Him (in worship). Truly man is clearly ungrateful.1174
16. Or has He taken, (Himself) daughters out of what He has
created, and has chosen for you sons?
17. And if one of them is given the glad tidings (of the birth of)
what he sets forth, as a similitude to (Allah) Most Gracious
· (then) his face becomes black, while he is (filled) with
inward gloom!
18. Is then, one brought up among ornaments and unable to produce a clear account in a contention (to be associated with
Allah)?
19. And they have designated the angels who (themselves) are
the servants of the Most Merciful (Allah), as females. Did
they witness their creation? Their evidence shall be recorded,
and they shall be asked (about that)!
20. And they say: “if the Most Gracious had pleased, we would
not have worshipped them”. They have no knowledge of
that, (and) they do nothing but conjecture!
21. Or have We given them a book before this, so that they base
themselves on it?

1173. Here and in the following verses mention of rejection of faith and idolatry
by the disbelievers in spite of their conformation and acknowledgement
that Allah is the Originator and Sustainer of Universe. The similar statements have been made in different places in the Book See 1 29:61,
31:25.
1174. From here, up to verse 24, there is a mention of the false declarations
against Allah, brought up by the rejecters of faith.
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22. But (instead) they say: “We found our fathers (following the
practice of) a certain religion. And we (ourselves) are guided
by their footsteps”
23. And just in the same manner, We did not send any Warner before
you, to any city, but the affluent ((people) therefore said: “We
found our fathers (following in the practice of) certain religion. And we certainly are following in their footsteps.”
24. He (the warner) said: “What! Even if I brought you better guidance than that which you found your fathers following?” They
said: “Certainly we rejected that which you are sent with.”
25. So We took vengeance on them. So (now) see what was the fate of
the deniers (of truth)
26. And remember when Ibrahim said to his father and his people: “I
do indeed absolve myself of what you worship.1175
27. “But (I worship) Him (alone) Who originated me, and thereupon
He will certainly guide me”.
28. And he placed it (the word “I worship only Him”) as a word abiding among his posterity, so that they might turn back (to Allah).
29. On the contrary, I have bestowed these (people) and their fathers,
(worldly) provision, until the truth I came to them and a manifest Messenger (who made things clear to them).
30. And when the truth came to them, they said: “This is sorcery, and
indeed we do reject it”.
31. Also, they say: “Why was not this Qur’an sent down to one of the
great men in either of the two cities (Makkah and Taif)?”
32. Do they distribute the mercy of your Lord? (It is) We Who distribute their livelihood among them, in the life of this world. And
We exalt some of them above others, in ranks, so that some of
them are subservient to others. But the mercy of your Lord is
better than the (wealth) that they amass.
33. And were it not that mankind mighty all become only one race
(practicing the same religion), We would have provided
those who reject the Most Gracious, silver roofs for their
houses, and (silver) stairways by which they could climb
thereon.
34. And (silver) doors to their houses and (silver) couches whereon
they might recline.
35. And (also with other articles of) adornment - but (remember)
all of that is merely the enjoyment of the life of this world.
But the Hereafter, in the sight of your Lord, is only for the
righteous.
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36. And if anyone withdraws himself deliberately, from the remembrance of the Most Gracious (Allah), (then) We assign to him
Shaitan (Satan) who becomes an intimate companion to him.
37. And they (satans) surely divert them from the path (of truth),
though they imagine that they are (rightly guided.
38. Until when (such a person) comes to Us, he says (to his evil
companion): “Would that there had been between me and
you, the distance between East and West” Evil is the companion (indeed)!
39. But it shall not benefit you this Day, at all - when you have
done wrong, and indeed you shall be partners in punishment! (as well).
40. Can you then make the deaf to hear, or give direction to the
blind, or him who (wander) in manifest error”? 1176
41. So whether We take you away, We shall be sure to take vengeance upon them.
42. Or We shall show you (in this life) that (accomplished) which
We have promised them. For We have certainly, power over
them.
43. So hold fast to what has been revealed to you. Verily, you are
upon the straight way.
44. And the (Qur’an) is most certainly, an admonition for you and
your people. And soon shall you (all) be questioned.
45. And ask those of our Messengers whom We sent before you.
‘Have We ever designated any gods to be worshipped, other
than the Most Gracious (Allah)?
46. And We sent Musa with Our signs to Pharaoh and his chiefs.
And he said: “I am truly a Messenger of the Lord of the
worlds”1177
47. But when he came to them with Our signs, they merely laughed
at them 48. Although We did not show them any sign which was not greater
than its fellow; and We seized them with punishment, in
order that they might turn (to Us).
49. And they said: “O you sorcerer! Invoke your Lord for us, according to the covenant He has made with you and we shall
1175. See 26:69-86.
1176. The rejecters and disbelievers are as the blind and deaf as they fail to
realize the truth, even though it is made very obvious to them.
1177. Up to verse 56, there is a brief story of the Prophet Musa with Pharaoh
and his rebellious people.
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thus truly be guided”.
50. But when We removed the punishment from them, behold they
violate the covenant.
51. And Pharaoh announced to his people, saying: “O my people!
Doesn‘t belong the dominion of Egypt to me? And these
rivers flowing underneath my (palace)? What! Do you not
then see?”
52. “Am I not better than this (Musa) who is a contemptible (person), and he can hardly articulate clearly!
53. “Why then have not gold bracelets been put on him, or (why)
is (there not) with him angels (who) follow him in procession?”
54. Thus he incited his people, and they obeyed him. Truly, they
were a rebellious people.
55. And when they had provoked Us, We took vengeance on them,
and We drowned them all together.
56. And We made them a precedent of the past - and an example
to later (generations).
57. And when Isa the son of Mary is We put forth as an example,
thereupon, your people raise a clamour threat (in ridicule)!1178
58. And they say: “Are our gods better or He?” They only propounded this to you in the hope of a dispute. But they are
a contentious people.
59. He (Isa) was no more than a servant (of Ours), whom We
bestowed (upon) Our favour, and whom We made an example to the children of Israel.
60. And if We pleased, We would have made angels from amongst
you, succeeding (each other) on the earth.
61. And he (Isa) shall be a sign of the Hour (of Judgement). Therefore, have no doubt thereof (about the Hour), but follow
Me. This is a straight path.
62. And let not Shaitan hinder you. Verily, he is to you an avowed
enemy.
63. And when Isa came with the clear signs, he said: “I have certainly come to you with Wisdom, and in order to explain
to you some of the (matters) wherein you have differed.
Therefore be mindful of your duty to Allah, and obey me.
1178. Prophet Isa was sent to the children of Israel to teach the doctrine of
Unity -the worship of One God. They, however, rejected him despite the
clear evidence that he had given to them. Allah guides whom He wills
on the right path.
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64. “Verily Allah, He is my Lord and your Lord. So worship Him. This
isastraightpath”.
65. But the confederated factions among themselves differed, and
woe to those who did wrong, from the punishment of a
painful Day!
66. Do they expect any other than the Hour (of Judgement), which
it should come upon them all of a sudden, while they do
not perceive?
67. Friends, on that Day, shall become enemies to one another except those who guarded their duty (to Allah).1179
68. O My servants! No fear shall be upon you today nor shall you
grieve.
69. Those who have believed in Our signs and became Muslims.
70. Enter Paradise, you and your wives, delighting (and rejoicing
therein).
71. To them will be passed round golden dishes and (golden) cups,
and therein shall be all that the souls could desire and (in
which) the eyes could delight in., and you shall abide therein
forever.
72. And that is Paradise of which you have been made heirs because of what you have done (in this life).
73. You shall have therein abundance of fruit, from which you
shall eat.
74. Verily, the criminals shall be in the punishment of Hell, dwelling forever (therein).
75. It (the punishment) shall not be made light for them, and
they shall despair therein.
76. We have not wronged them, but it was they who were wrongdoers (themselves).
77. And they will call out: “O Malik (the angel who guards Hell),
would that your Lord put an end to us!” He shall say: “No,
but you shall tarry (here)!
78. Certainly, We have brought you the truth, but most of you
were averse to the truth.
79. Or have they determined upon an affair (among themselves)?
1179. Those among mankind whose friendship in this world, is bound by their
partnership in evil and the prohibited matters, will turn against each
other in the Hereafter, on the Day of Judgement (when each of them
would blame the other for having misled them). On the contrary, those
whose friendship in this world, is bound by righteousness and love,
will be brought together.
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Or We too are determined (on the affairs).
80. Or do they imagine that We hear not their secrets and their
private discourse? Know! Our messengers (the angels) shall
be present with them recording (everything).1180
81. Say: “If the Most Gracious had a son, I would be the first to
worship (him)”
82. Glory be to the Lord of the firmaments and the earth. The
Lord of the “Arsh” (is) beyond what they attribute (to Him)!
83. So leave them to engage in vain discourse and play around,
until they meet their Day, which they have been promised.
84. And He is the only one Who is God (worthy of worship) in the
sky, and the only God (to be worshipped) on earth. And He
is the All Wise, the All-Knowing.
85. And blessed be He to whom belongs the dominion of the
firmaments and the earth, and what is between them. With
Him is the knowledge of the Hour (of Judgement). And to
Him shall you be brought back.
86. And those, whom they invoke besides Him, possess no power
of intercession; except those who bear witness to the truth,
and they know (Him well).
87. And if you ask them, who created them, they will certainly
say, Allah. (How then are they deluded away (from the
truth)?
88. And (Allah also hears) of the (Prophet’s) saying: “O my Lord!
Truly these are a people who will not believe!”
89. Therefore, turn away from them, and say, “Peace!” But soon
shall they come to know!

1180. This verse recalls the evil plot of the rejecters of the faith in Makkah, who
had planned to kill the Holy Prophet at Darun-Nadwat. The Omniscient
Allah, however, not only saved the Holy Prophet, but also caused to
spread his message to Madinah.-
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CHAPTER

44

Smoke
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed in Makkah, and takes its title from the Ayah,
which states that on the Day of Judgement, the sky will pour down
visible smoke, which will envelop all people.

The Surah begins by Allah’s swear by the Qur’an, that He had revealed
it on a blessed night. The Surah relates the story of Musa and the plight of the
people of Pharaoh. Similar references are made to the people of Tubba, the
creation of firmaments and earth, and the Zaqqum tree of Hell.
The happiness of Paradise and the anguish of Hell are described, and
the Surah concludes with the statement, that the Holy Qur’an has been revealed as a warning for the people.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ha Meem.
2. The Book which makes things clear 3. Verily, We sent it down during a blessed night. In fact, We have
ever been warning (the people, against evil).
4. Therein (during that night) is distinctly decreed, every affair of
wisdom.1181
5. By Our (own) command, verily, We are (ever) sending (Messengers) 6. As a Mercy from your Lord. Verily, He is the All-Hearing, the
All- Knowing.
7. The Lord of the firmaments and the earth and all that is between them. If you (but) have an assured faith.
8. There is no god but Him. (It is) He, Who bestows life and
1181. The Qur’an is a Noble Scripture. It is safe and secure in the sight of
Allah. This safety has been witnessed and well manifested up to this
period and it will be so up to the end. The enemies tried in the past and
are still trying to produce a similar book, but they have failed, are failing
and will fail, and it will remain as a vouchsafing in the mother of the
Books.
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causes death. (He is) your Lord (the Cherisher) and the
Lord of your earliest forefathers.
9. Yet they play around in doubt.
10. So watch on for a Day, when the sky shall bring forth plainly
visible smoke 11. Which enshrouds mankind. This will be a painful punishment.
12. (They will say): Our Lord! Remove the punishment from us,
we are really believers”. 1182
13. In what way (should) they have the reminder, when there has
already come to them a Messenger, explaining things clearly.
14. Yet they turned away from him and said: “An instructed mad
man”.
15. We shall indeed remove the punishment for a while. (But) you
will certainly revert (to disbelief).
16. On the Day when We shall afflict you with the great assault,
We will certainly take vengeance (upon them)!
17. And We had already tested the people of pharaoh, before them;
and there came to them a noble Messenger 18. Saying: ‘Restore to me the servants of Allah. I am to you (all)
a trustworthy Messenger 19. And do not exalt yourselves above Allah. Verily, I come to you
with a clear authority.
20. “And I have sought refuge with my Lord and your Lord lest
you stone me.
21. “And if you believe me not, then set me aside alone”.
22. (But they were aggressive). Then he called upon his Lord,
(saying): “These are indeed a criminal people”.
23. Thereupon (his Lord answered): “Take my servants for a journey by night. You will certainly be pursued.
24. “And leave the sea as a furrow (divided). They are a host (destined) to be drowned”.
25. How many gardens and fountains they left (behind) 26. And corn-fields and noble places 1182. According to many interpreters of the Holy Qur’an, the ‘smoke’ referred
to the verse 10, is the smoke, which is understood to be one of the
signs of the Final hour. Some others, however, interpret it to refer to the
severe famine that afflicted the Makkans, during the time of the Holy
Prophet. The situation was so grave that people began to eat bones
and carrion, and as they raised their eyes skywards, they could see
only smoke. However, the true Knowledge belongs only to Allah.
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27. And comfort and convenience of life, wherein they rejoiced!
28. Thus (was their end)! And We made other people inherit (those
things)!
29. And the sky nor the earth, wept not over them. Nor were they
given a respite (again).
30. And We rescued the children of Israel from the humiliating
punishment31. (Inflicted) by Pharaoh, he was surely haughty (and) among the
transgressors.
32. And We chose them knowingly, above all (the other) nations
33. And We granted them (some of the) signs wherein was a clear
trial.
34. These (Makkans who reject the faith) do say:
35. “There is nothing beyond our first death. And we shall not be
raised up again).
36. “So bring (back) our fathers if you speak the truth!“
37. (What)! Are they better than the people of “Tubba” (an ancient race) and those who were before them? We destroyed
them because they were certainly criminals.1183
38. And We did not create the firmaments and the earth and all
that is between them, merely in (idle) game.
39. We have not created them, but with truth. But most of them
do not know.
40. Verily the Day of sorting out (Day of Judgement) shall be the
appointed time, for all of them.
41 . The Day when (even) a close friend cannot avail anything to
(his) friend. Nor shall they be helped 42. Except him on whom Allah shall have mercy. Verily, He is
exalted in Might, The Most Merciful.
43. Verily the tree of Zaqqum. 1384
44. Shall be the food of the sinful person.
45. Like the dregs of oil, it will boil in their bellies.
46. Like the boiling of scalding water.
1183. The people of ‘Tubba” are the people of Humairy- of the tribe of Hamadan,
an ancient race in Yemen. Tubba` al- Humairy was a pious man, perhaps a prophet. However, his people fell into wrong ways and became
transgressors of the faith.
1184. The wicked and disbelieving souls will be fed from the terrible tree of
Zaqqum which is further described in 37:62-68, 17:60.
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47. (The angels shall be ordered): “Seize him and drag him into the
middle of the blazing Fire!
48. “Then pour over his head, the punishment of boiling water”.
49. (He will be told): “Taste (this)! Truly you are the mighty one
(and) the honorable!
50. “Truly this is what you used to doubt”.
51. Verily, the righteous shall be in a safe place.
52. Amidst Heavens and fountains.
53. Attired in fine silk and in rich brocade, facing one another.
54. So it will be. And We shall wed them to fair maidens with lustrous eyes.
55. They (the righteous) shall call therein for every kind of fruit, in
(peace and) perfect security.
56. They will not taste death therein, except the first death. And He
will safeguard them from the punishment of the blazing (Fire)
of the Hell.
57. As a bounty from your Lord! That will be the supreme triumph!
58. Verily, We have made it (the Qur’an) easy, in your (own) tongue,
in order that they may give heed.
59. So watch (and wait). Verily, they (too) are waiting.
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CHAPTER

45

The Kneeling
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and takes its title from the Ayah,
which refers to the kneeling down of all humanity before the Almighty
Allah, on the Day of Judgement.

The Surah points out various signs to remind us that Allah has subdued and subjected to mankind, whatever the firmaments and earth contain,
so that people may be grateful to Him.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Ha, Meem.
2. The sending down of the Book is from Allah - the Exalted in
Power. The Wise.
3. Verily, in the firmaments and the earth, there are certainly signs
for the believers.
4. And in the creation of yourselves and in the moving things
which has (been) spread abroad, are signs for people who
possess firm faith.
5. And in the alternation of night and day, and in the provision
that Allah sends down from the sky, and revives therewith
the earth after its death; and in the change of the winds are
signs for people who have sense.
6. Such are the verses of Allah, (and) We recite them (all) to you
in truth. Then, in what discourse will they believe after (they
deny) Allah (Himself) and His verses?1185
7. Woe to every sinful liar.
8. He hears the Verses of Allah recited to him, and then proudly
persists (in his evil actions) as though he had not heard
them. So, give him the tidings of a painful punishment!
1185. There are innumerable signs of Allah all around us- the skies, stars,
mountains, oceans, millions of different creatures; even our own bodies hold numerous signs of the greatness of the Creator. Yet, people
fail to understand!
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9. And when he comes to know something of Our verses, he makes
a mockery of them. For such people, there will be a humiliating punishment.
10. Hell is behind them, and what they have earned shall not
benefit them at all nor shall those whom they may have
taken upon themselves as protectors beside Allah. And for
them, is a terrible punishment.
11. This is (true) guidance. And for those who reject the verses of
their Lord, for them is a painful punishment of abomination!
12. Allah is He, Who has subjected the sea to you, so that the
ships may sail thereon, by his command. And (so) that you
may seek of His bounty, and (so) that you may be grateful.1186
13. And He has subjected to you whatever is in the firmaments
and whatever is in the earth- all from Him. In that, surely,
there are signs for people who think (properly).
14. Tell those who have believed, that they should forgive those
who (persecute them and) do not hope for the Days of Allah (in the Hereafter, and on that Day) He shall recompense people according to what they have earned (of good
and evil).
15. Whoever does a righteous deed, it is to his own benefit. And
whoever does an evil, then it is to his detriment. Then (in
the end) to your Lord shall you (all) be brought back.
16. And We indeed, grant to the children of Israel the Book, the
Wisdom and Prophethood and We provided them with pure
things and We preferred them above all other people (of
their time)!
17. And also, We granted them clear signs in the matters (of Religion). And they did not differ (among themselves), except
after (clear) knowledge had come upon them. (And they
fell into schisms) through insolent manner among themselves! Verily your Lord will judge between them on the
Day of Judgement, concerning that wherein they set up differences!
18. Then We put you in the right way concerning the matter (of
faith). So follow that (way) and do not follow the inclinations of those who do not know.

1186. Allah has given man the ability to utilise the benefits of the sky, earth and
seas. These are among the numerous favours bestowed by Allah upon
mankind. Yet man remains ungrateful! 16:14, 31:20.
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19. Verily, they cannot protect you in any way from (the wrath) of
Allah. Verily, the wrongdoers are protectors of each other.
But (know that) Allah is the Protector of the righteous.
20. These are clear evidences for mankind, and a guidance and
mercy to those who truly believe.
21. What! Do those who seek to do evil deeds think that We shall
make them as equal with those who have believed and done
righteous deeds, so that their lives and deaths will be the
same? Evil indeed, is that which they judge.
22. And Allah created the firmaments and the earth with truth.
And therefore, every person might be recompensed for what
it has earned, and they shall not be wronged.
23. Have you seen the one who took as his god his own vain
desire? And whom Allah has left astray knowingly, and sealed
upon his hearing and his heart; and He has placed a cover
over his sight. Who then, shall guide him after Allah? Will
you not then think?
24. And they say: “There is nothing, but our life in this world. We
shall die and we live (here), and nothing but time causes to
perish us”. But they have no (real) knowledge of that (which)
they are merely guessing (about).
25. And when Our clear Verses are recited to them, their argument is nothing else (except) that they say: “Bring us (back)
our fathers, if you are truthful”.
26. Tell (them): “Allah gives you life (and) then causes you to die.
Then He shall gather you all together on the Day of Resurrection- about which there is no doubt”. But most people
do not know.
27. To Allah alone belongs the dominion of the firmaments and
the earth, and on the Day that the Hour (of Judgement)
shall stand - on that Day, the followers of falsehood shall
be the losers!
28. And you shall see every people kneeling. Entire people shall
be summoned to their record. (And it shall be said to them):
“Today shall you be recompensed for what you used to do.
29. “This is Our Book, which speaks concerning you, with truth.
Verily, We have transcribed (all) what you used to do.”1187

1187. ‘The books speak’ refer to the record of deeds of each individual, which
would be brought forth on the Day of Judgement. Each of our actionsspeech, thought, deed - are recorded and we are accountable for these
actions, before the Almighty.
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30. So, as for those who believed and did righteous deeds, their
Lord will cause them to enter into His mercy. That shall be
the manifest triumph.
31 . But as for those who rejected (the faith) so (it shall be said to
them): “Were not My revelations recited to you’? But you
became very proud and haughty, and were a criminal people.
32. “And when you were told that the promise of Allah is true, and
(that) the Hour of which there is no doubt concerning it,
you said- We have no knowledge (about) what is the Hour.
We only conceive (it) a conjecture, and we have no firm
assurance.
33. And the (fruits) of the evil actions of what they have done
shall manifest (themselves) to them, and they shall be (completely) encompassed by that which they used to mock at!
34. And it shall (also) be said (to them): “Today, We will forget
you, as you forgot the meeting of this Day of yours! And
your abode shall be the Fire (of the Hell), and you shall
have no helpers (there)!
35. “That is because you made the verses of Allah, a mockery; and
the life of this world, deluded you. Therefore, today, they
shall not be brought forth out of it (Hell); nor shall they be
taken into favour (to repent ).
36. So, all praise be to Allah, alone, Lord of the firmaments and
Lord of the earth (and) Lord of the worlds.
37. And all greatness and glory belongs to Him (alone) - in the
firmaments and the earth. And He is exalted in power, the
all wise.
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CHAPTER

46

The Valley of Ahqaf
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed in Makkah, and takes its title from the Ayah that
refers to the long tract of winding sands, which characterized the re
gions of Yemen in between Hadhramaut and Oman, which were inhabited by the ‘Ad people. Prophet Hud was sent to the ‘Ad people and they were
destroyed for their disbelief.
The Surah emphasizes on one’s duties towards one’s parents.
The Holy Prophet is asked to show patience towards his audience, like
the previous Messengers of high resolve. Those who reject the teachings of
Islam, do so to their own destruction. There is always hope for repentance and
amendment, in this world.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Ha , Meem.
2. The sending down of the Book is from Allah, the Exalted in
Power, the Wise.
3. We have not created the firmaments and the earth, and everything between them, but with truth, and for a pre-determined period. But those who reject (faith), turn away from
that whereof they have been warned.
4. Ask (them): “Do you (truly) consider that which you invoke
besides Allah? (Then) show me what they have created of
the earth, or do they have a share in the (creation of the)
firmaments? Then produce for me a (revealed) book before
this, or any relic of knowledge (that you may have), if you
are truthful”1188

1188. Allah has created the firmaments and the earth with a purpose, and for
a fixed period. The wonderful creations that we see around should
suffice to make one ponder on the greatness of the Creator- and the
fact that He alone is worthy of worship. It is indeed unfortunate that
despite such clear signs, man chooses to neglect the truth and wrong
his own soul.
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5. And who is more astray than one who invokes besides Allah
that will not respond to him till the Day of Judgement; and
who are negligent of their prayers?
6. And when mankind is gathered together (on the Day of Judgement), those (whom they invoke) will become their enemies,
and they will be rejecters of their worship.
7. And when Our verses are recited to them clearly, the rejecters
of the truth, when it comes to them, say: “This is an evident sorcery!” 1189
8. Or do they say: “He has fabricated it”? Tell (them) “If I have
fabricated it, then you possess no power at all to help me
against Allah. He knows best what (mischievous) talk you
indulge concerning Him (Allah). He is sufficient Witness
between you and me! And He is the Most- Forgiving, the
Most Merciful”.
9. Say: “I am not an innovator among the Messengers, nor do I
know what will be done with me or with you. I follow no
other than what is revealed to me, and I am no more than
a clear warner.”1890
10. Ask (them): “What do you think? If (this message) be from
Allah, and you reject it, and a witness from among the children of Israel bears witness to its similarity (with earlier
scripture, and) thereupon he believed (in it), while you were
arrogant - (how unjust you are)! Truly Allah guides not
wrong-doing people”.
11. And the rejecters say of those who believe: “If it were any good
thing, they would not have gone to it first, before us!” But
seeing that they have not been guided thereby, then they
will say: “This is an ancient falsehood!”
12. And before it there was the Book of Musa (Moses) as a model
(for guidance) and a mercy. And this is a Book confirming
(the previous Books) in an Arabic tongue; to admonish those
who do wrong and give glad tidings to those righteous
people.
13. Verily those who have said, “Our Lord is Allah”. And then remained upright (on that Way), on them shall be no fear,
nor shall they grieve.
14. Such shall be companions of the Heaven, dwelling therein forever, as a recompense for what they used to do.

1189. 37:12-15
1190. The message that I bring forth consists the same articles of faith brought
by the Messengers before me, according to the inspiration from Allah.
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15. And We have enjoined upon people to do kindness to his
parents, his mother carried him with pain and grief and she
brought him forth (by childbirth) with hardship. The bearing of the (child) and the weaning of him is (a period) of
thirty months. Then when he attains the age of full strength
and reaches the age of forty years, he says, “O my Lord!
Inspire me that I may be grateful for Your favour which You
have bestowed upon me and upon both my parents, and
that I may do righteous deeds, which you may be well
pleased (with). And be gracious unto me in my offspring.
Truly I have turned to You in repentance, and truly I am of
the Muslims”.1891
16. Such are people whose excellent deeds We shall accept and
We pass by their evil deeds. (They shall be) among the
companions of the Heaven - (in fulfillment of) the truth
that they have been promised (in this life).
17. But the one who says to his parents, “Uffin” (fie) on you! Do
you promise me that I shall be brought forth, even though
generations have already passed before me (without having risen again)?” And they two (his parents) implore (for)
the assistance of Allah (and rebuke the son): “Woe to you!
Have faith! Verily the promise of Allah is true”. But he says:
“This is nothing but fables of the ancient peoples”.
18. Those are people concerning whom, the decree (of the punishment) was justly executed (as the same fate) of bygone generations of Jinns and men. “They were indeed the losers!”
19. And there are (assigned) degrees for everyone according (to
the deeds) they have done. And in order that (Allah) may
fully recompense them for their deeds, and they shall not
be wronged.
20. And on the Day when those rejected shall be placed before
the Fire (and it shall be said to them): “You have exhausted
your precious (and valuable) things in your life of the world.
And you have enjoyed (yourself) therein. So this Day, shall
you be recompensed with the punishment of humiliation,
for that you behaved proudly (and haughtily) in the earth,
without any right, and because you acted wickedly.
21. And commemorate (Hud) the brother of ‘Ad (an ancient and
powerful tribe), when he warned his people, at Al-Ahqaf
(an Arabian province, beside the winding sand- tracts). But
Warners have already passed away before him and after
him (saying): “Worship none other than Allah. Truly I fear
for you, the punishment of a mighty Day”.1192
1191. 29:8, 31:14.
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22. They said: “Have you come to us in order to divert us from
our gods? Then bring upon us the (calamity) with which
you have promised us, if you are of the truthful!”
23. He said: “All the knowledge (of when the calamity will strike)
is only with Allah. I only convey to you (the mission) on
which I have been sent. But I perceive that you are an ignorant people!”
24. Thereupon, when they saw a cloud traversing the sky (and
advancing) towards their valleys, they said: “Here is a cloud
traversing the sky, which will give us rain!” But (in fact) it is
the (calamity) what you would hasten on. A wind, wherein
is a painful punishment!
25. It will destroy everything, by the command of its Lord! (And)
so they became such that there was nothing left to be seen
but (the ruins of) their dwellings! In that manner, (do) We
recompense the guilty people!
26. And We had granted them with (all kinds of) resources, (prosperity and power), which We have not provided to you (O
Qureish), and We have provided them with “(faculties of)
hearing, sight and hearts. But their (faculties) of hearing,
sight and hearts were of no profit to them at all, when they
persisted in denying the signs of Allah. And they were (completely) encompassed by that which they used to mock at!
27. And We have already destroyed the towns round about you,
and We have caused to flow, the signs (by different channels) that they may turn (to Us).
28. Why then did not those help them, whom they worshipped
as gods besides Allah, as a means of access (to Allah)? Nay,
(in fact) they have forsaken them, and that was their lying
invention, and that which they were fabricating.
29. And when We averted a company of Jinns (quietly) towards
you, listening to (the recitation of) the Qur’an. When they
were present thereof, they said: “Be silent!” And when the
(reading) was finished, they returned to their people (admonishing them) as warners.
30. They said: “O our people! Verily we have heard a Book that
was sent down after Musa, confirming what (came) before
it. It directs to the truth and to a straight path.
1192. Ad people were dwelling around the valley of Ahqaf. The beginning of
this length tract is in the region of Hadhr-Mouth of Yeman Republic.
They enjoined all kinds of prosperity and Prophet Hud was their Messenger. His resting place is far from Tarim, about 160, KM, distance. I
got a chance to visit that area and near by there is a canal with good and
sweat water.
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31. “O our people, respond to the one who invites (you) to (the
path of) Allah, and believe in him. He (Allah) will forgive
you of your sins, and deliver you from a painful punishment.
32. “And whoever does not respond to the one who invites (us) to
(the path of) Allah, he cannot frustrate (His decree) in the
earth, nor can he have any protectors besides Him - such
(of you) are in manifest error.”
33. Do they not see that Allah, Who created the firmaments and
the earth, and was not wearied with by creating them, is
able to bring the dead to life? Yes indeed, He has Power
over everything.1193
34. And on the Day when those who rejected (the faith) shall be set
before the Fire, (they shall be asked): “Is this not the truth?”
(And) they shall say: “Yes, by our Lord.” He shall say: “Then
taste the punishment, for that you used to reject!”
35. Therefore, have patience, as did (all) Messengers endure with
firm resolve. And do not desire to hasten (their punishment) for them. On the Day, when they shall see the (punishment) that they are promised, (it shall be) as if they had
not tarried more than an hour of a single day. (This is) a
Message (that) has been conveyed! But is there any (who
shall) be destroyed, except the wicked people’?1194

1193. Evidences on the returning to life after death are mentioned.
1194. Here, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet to bear the atrocities and rejections of the disbelievers with patience, as did the great Messengers
before him, namely, Prophets, Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa and Isa (peace be
upon them all). See 33:7, 42:13.
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CHAPTER

47

Muhammad
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Madinah. Considerable attention is given to
several aspects of defensive fighting, and emphasis is made on the
Unconditional freeing of war captives.

The Surah enjoins upon the believers to pray to Allah for forgiveness,
and warns us that the life of this world is but a pastime, while the eternal life is
in the Hereafter.
The hostile attitude of the hypocrites towards Muslims is also dealt
with. Allah knows what is hidden in the hearts of every individual, and this
would be brought forth on the Day of Judgement.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Those who reject (the faith) and debar (others) from the path of
Allah - He has made their (good) deeds to be of nil effect. 1195
2. But those, who believe and do righteous deeds, and believe what
has been sent down to Muhammad - and it is the truth from
their Lord. (Then) He will remove from them their evil actions,
and will make fit and better their condition.
3. That is because those who reject (the faith) follow falsehood,
whereas those who believe follow the truth from their Lord. In
that manner (does) Allah propound comparisons for mankind?
4. Therefore, when you meet those who reject (the faith, in battle),
then strike their necks, until when you have slayed (them)
in great numbers. (And) then bind (the captives) firmly;
therefore, either (show) leniency afterwards, or (exact) ransom, until the war lays down its burdens (arms or other
burdens imposed by war). That is (how it is to be). But if
Allah pleased, He could certainly avenge Himself on them,
but (He lets you fight) in order to test some of you, by
means of others. But those who are slain in the cause of
Allah, He will never let their actions go astray.
1195. Up to verse 9, is a description of the position of the rejecters and believers.
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5. He will soon guide them, and improve their condition.
6. And He will make them to enter the Heavens, of which He has
made known to them.
7. O you who have believed! If you help (in the cause of) Allah,
He will help you, and make your feet firm.
8. But those who reject (the faith), May perdition seize them. And
their (good) deeds will be of nil effect.
9. That is because they hate what Allah sent down - so He has made
their actions limitless.
10. Have they not travelled through the land and seen what was the
end of those before them? Allah brought utter destruction on
them, and (know that) similar (fates await) those who reject
(Allah.)
11. That is because Allah is the Protector of those who believe. But
those who reject (Allah) have no protector.
12. Verily, Allah will cause those who believe and do righteous
deeds, to enter into the Heavens, beneath which rivers flow;
while those who reject (faith) will enjoy (the comforts of
this world) and eat as cattle eat - but the Fire will be their
dwelling abode.
13. And how many city, which was mightier than your city, which
has cast you out, have We destroyed them (for their sins)?
And there was none to help them.
14. Is then one who is upon a clear proof from his Lord, like the
one whose bad actions are made to seem fair to him; and
who follows their own desires?
15. (This is) the similitude of the Heaven which the righteous are
promised - therein are rivers of incorruptible water and rivers of milk whose taste shall not change; and rivers of wine,
delightful to those who drink (of it); and rivers of purified
honey. And therein shall they have fruits of every kind, and
(receive) forgiveness from their Lord. (Are those who enjoy
in such Bliss, to) be compared to such who shall dwell forever in the Fire, and shall be given boiling water to drink which shall cut asunder their intestines?
16. And among them, there are some who listen to you till when
they leave from your presence. They say to those who have
been given knowledge: “What did he say just now?” They
are those hearts Allah has sealed up, and who have followed their own inclinations.
17. But those who are guided aright, He will bestow upon them an
increase in guidance, and bestow upon them their piety (and
righteousness, from evil).
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18. Do they then wait for any other than the Hour (of Judgement),
that it should come upon them of a sudden? But the symptoms thereof have already arrived. And when it really arrives upon them, then in what way will the admonition
benefit them?
19. Therefore, know that there is no god other than Allah, and ask
forgiveness for your fault and for the men and women who
believe. And Allah knows well all your movement, and your
abiding place!
20. And those who believe say (anxiously): “If only a Surah (Chapter) could be sent down (which permits fighting in the cause
of Allah). But when a clear and perspicuous Surah is sent
down, and fighting is mentioned therein, (then) you see
those in whose hearts is a sickness, looking towards you as
though they were fainting away (for fear) of death; but it
was more worthy for them -1996
21. (Of) obedience and honourable words. And when the matter
is determined upon, it will surely be best for them, if they
were true (in their duty) towards Allah.
22. Would it have happened that, if you did turn away, you would
cause mischief in the land, and sever your ties of kith and
kin?
23. Such are (the people) whom Allah has cursed, and so He has
made them deaf and blinded their eyes.
24. Do they not then meditate the Qur‘an, or is that there are
locks upon their hearts?
25. Verily, those who have turned away after the guidance has
been clearly shown to them, - (and) Shaitan has seduced
them, and inspires them with false hopes.
26. That is because they said to those who hate what Allah has
sent down: ‘We shall obey you in some affairs”. But Allah
knows well their secrets.
27. But how will it (be) when the angels cause them to die, beating their faces and their backs?
28. That is because they followed that which angered Allah; and they
hated that which is pleasing to Him and therefore, He shall
make their deeds of no avail.

1196. This concerns the faithful who are anxious to receive divine instructions
to act in the way of Allah. They are in contrast to the hypocrites who
prefer to stay away from the battlefields, as their wealth, false friends
and other worldly possessions are far attractive to them than life of the
Hereafter.
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29. Or do those in whose hearts is a sickness, imagine that Allah will
not bring forth to light all their feelings?
30. And if We so pleased, We would surely have shown them to you,
so (that) you would have know them clearly by their appearance. But surely, you shall know them by (their) vicious pronunciation of - words. And Allah knows well all your actions.
31. And We shall test you until We know those (true) fighters (in the
cause of Allah) among you, and s those who are steadfast. And
We shall test all that is reported about you.
32. Verily, those who reject and debar (others) from the path of Allah,
and resist the Messenger after guidance has been clearly shown
to them, they never hurt Allah at all- but He will render their
actions in vain.
33. O you who have believed! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger,
and do not make your deeds go in vain.
34. Verily those who reject and debar (others) from the path of Allah,
and then die as rejecters (of faith), then Allah will never forgive them
35. So do not falter and call for peace when you shall be superior. For
Allah is with you, and He will never deprive you of your (good)
deeds.
36. Verily, the life of this world is merely play and an amusement.
And if you believe and guard against evil (and do righteous
deeds), He will grant you your recompense, and will not
ask you (to give up all ) your possessions.
37. If He did ask you for all of them, and importune you, you
would covetously withhold, and He will bring forth (to light)
all your feelings.
38. Behold, you are those who are invited to spend (of your substance) in the cause of Allah. But among you, there are some
who hoard covetously. And whosoever hoard covetously,
does (so) only against himself. But Allah is the Self-Sufficient And (it is) you (who) are the poor! And if you turn
away (from the path), He will replace you with people other
than you - and they would not be like you!
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CHAPTER

48

The Victory
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah revealed at Madinah, takes its title from the main theme of the
Surah, namely, the clear victory of the Hudaybiyya Treaty, which mainly
agreed on a 10-year period of peace between the Prophet and his followers, and the pagan Arabs of Makkah, thereby enabling the believers to
enter the Sacred Mosque at Makkah.
The Surah deals with the various aspects of the Treaty, the failure of the
Makkans to abide by the rules of the Treaty, the steadfastness of the believers,
and the distribution of booty. The Surah teaches us that victory comes from
courage, devotion, faith and patience.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1 . Verily, We have granted you (on the account of your humbleness) a manifest victory. 1197
2. (So) that Allah may forgive your faults of the past, and those (if
any, that would) come later; and fulfil His favour upon you.
And guide you on a straight path.
3. And (so) that Allah may help you with a mighty help.

1197. The famous “Treaty of Hudaibiyya” in fact paved way for the great victory
in the life of the Prophet (peace be upon him). After staying for six years
in exile in Madina, the Holy Prophet and his companions decided to
visit Makkah, for performing Umrah, during the sacred month whereupon war was prohibited. They were unarmed and were not expecting
any clash. However the Makkans had decided to prevent the Muslims
from entering Makkah, by-force and they were stopped at Hudaibiyya, a
short distance away from Makkah At this place the Prophet reminded
the Makkans about the breach of convention, and violence in the sacred
territory. When the enemies realised the fact, they agreed for a “Peaceful Pact” as hindered by the Holy Prophet.
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4. (It is) He Who sends down tranquility into the hearts of the
believers, (so) that they might increase in faith, to their
(present) faith (Remember)! To Allah belong the forces of
the firmaments and the earth. And Allah is All-Knowing,
All Wise.1198
5. (And so) that He might cause the believing men and believing
women to enter into the Heavens, beneath which rivers
flow; to dwell therein for ever, and expiate their bad actions from them. And that will be a great triumph in the
sight of Allah.
6. And so that He might punish the hypocrites, men and women,
and the idolators - men and women, who think an evil
thought concerning Allah. Over them will be a turn of evil
fortune the humiliating punishment and Allah has become
angry with them. And He has cursed them, and has prepared Hell ready for them, and that in fact is an evil destination.
7. And to Allah belongs the forces of the firmaments and the
earth. And Allah is exalted in Power, All Wise.
8. We have truly sent you, bearing witness, and a bringer of glad
tidings, and as a Warner.
9. In order that you may believe in Allah and His Messenger (and)
you may assist and honour him, and glorify Him - morning
and evening.
10. Verily those who pledge their fealty to you, they are indeed
(the ones)
11. The Bedouin Arabs, who (were) left behind, will say to you:
"Our possessions and our families kept us occupied. So ask
The Muslims executed the conditions of the treaty in letter and print and
therefore: Freedom was granted to everybody to join either party or make
an alliance with any tribe. Within a short period the message of Islam
reached everywhere and great fraternity of Islam sprang up and great
state was established on the principles of equality. Fraternity was the
code of conduct which revolutionised the concept of human behaviour
and society.
On the other hand the enemies were found to be guilty of having violated
the terms of the “peace treaty”, when the tribe, Banu Bakr - an alliance of
the enemy attacked the tribe “Banu Khuzaha” an alliance of the Muslims.
Due to this incidents around ten thousands companions marched towards
Makkah under the personal command of the Holy Prophet and this paved
way for the great Conquest of Makkah.
1198. A description, of the innumerable rewards, that is in store for the truthful
believers, in the Hereafter - who pledge their fealty to Allah. The Hand of
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forgiveness for us". (In fact) they say (that) with their
tongues, what is not in their hearts. Say: "Who has any
power to prevail for you with Allah, whether He desires
harm for you or desires benefit for you But Allah is well
aware with all that you do.1199
12. But you imagined that the Messenger and the believers would
never ever return to their families, and that seemed pleasing to your hearts. You indulged (in) an evil thought, and
you were a ruined people!
13. And whoever does not believe in Allah and His Messenger, We
have indeed therefore, prepared a blazing Fire (in Hell) ,
for those who reject!
14. And to Allah alone belongs the dominion of the firmaments
and the earth, (and) He forgives whom He pleases, and He
punishes whom He pleases. But Allah is Ever Forgiving,
The Most Merciful.
15. Those who (were) left behind will say, when you set forth to
acquire the booty (of the Khaibar): "Permit us to follow
you". They desire to alter Allah's words. Tell them: "You
shall never follow us. Allah has already said that beforehand". Then they will say, "But you are envious of us".
Rather, they do not discern (such things) except a little.
16. Tell to the (above-mentioned) Arabs, who (were) left behind:
"You shall be summoned (to fight) against a people possessing a vehement force, which you shall fight, or they
shall submit. So if you show obedience, Allah will grant
you an excellent reward. But if you (turn back as you turned
away before, He will punish you with a painful punishment"
17. There is no blame on the blind, nor is there blame on the
lame, nor is there blame on the sick (if they do not set forth
for the fight) . But whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger, (Allah) will cause him to enter the Heavens, beneath
which rivers flow. And whoever turns back, (Allah) will punish him with a painful punishment!

Allah is over their hands (and Allah is watching over them). So whoever
violates (his pledge) only violates it (against) his own soul. But whoever
fulfills what he has covenanted with Allah - He (Allah) will soon grant him a
great reward.
1199. Here and in the following verses, we understand about some Arabs who live
in the deserts- Bedouins-who stayed back on various pretexts, to avoid
taking part in the battles against the disbelievers.
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18. Allah was certainly pleased with the believers when they swore
fealty to you, under the tree (at Hudaibiya); and He knew
what was in their hearts, and He sent down tranquility upon
them; and He rewarded them with a 'near victory'.
19. And with much booty, which they acquire (from the Khaibar)!
And Allah is exalted in Power, All Wise.
20. Allah has promised you much booty, that you shall acquire,
and He has caused this (at Khaibar) to hasten you; and He
has restrained people's hands from you, so that it might be
a sign for the believers, and so that He may guide you to a
straight path.
21. And (there are) other (booties through the later victories),
which you would not have been able to achieve. But Allah
has already compassed them, and Allah has power over all
things.
22. And if the rejecters (of faith) should fight you, they would
certainly turn their backs. Then, would they find neither
protector nor helper.
23. (Such has been) the ordinance of Allah, which has already
passed away in the past. And you will never find any change
in the ordinance of Allah.
24. And it was He Who has restrained their hands from you, and
your hands from them, in the interior part of Makkah (at
Hudaibiya), after that He had granted you the victory over
them. And Allah sees well all that you do.
25. They are the ones who rejected (the faith), and debarred you
from the Sacred Mosque, and prevented your offerings from
reaching their (proper) place (of sacrifice) . But if it were
not for believing men and believing women (still in Makkah), of whom you had no knowledge of, that you were
trampling down and on whose account a guilt would have
accrued to you, unknowingly (Allah would have allowed
you to force your way, but He held back your hands) so
that Allah might admit into His mercy, whom He pleases. If
they had been stood apart, We should certainly have punished the rejecters among them, with a painful punishment.
26. When those rejecters (of faith) had set up in their hearts (heat
and) cant of the period of Ignorance- so, Allah sent down
His tranquility upon His Messenger, and upon the Believers, and imposed on them the word of self-restraint and
they were most worthy and deserving of it. And Allah has
full knowledge of all things.
27. Truly Allah has confirmed for His Messenger, the truth of his
vision (wherein He told) You shall certainly enter the Sa-
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cred Mosque, if Allah pleases, secure (having) your heads
shaved (and) hair cut short, and without any fear. And He
knew that which you knew not; and He has ordained besides that, a near victory.
28. He is the One who has sent His Messenger with guidance,
and the religion of truth, (so) that He may cause it to prevail over all (other) faiths. And Allah is enough as Witness.
29. Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah and those who are with
him are stronger against the rejecters (of faith), (but) compassionate amongst each other. You shall see them bowing
and prostrating (themselves in prayer), seeking bounty from
Allah and (His) good pleasure. On their faces are their marks,
(being) the traces of their prostration - that is their description in the Taurat (the Book of Musa) and their description
in the Injeel (the Book of Isa) is: like a seed which sends
forth its shoot, then strengthens it; it then becomes thick
and it stands firm on its own stalk, (filling) the sowers with
wonder (and delight). (As a result by that) He may cause
the rejecters to burn with rage at (the sight) of them. And
Allah has promised those of them who believe and do righteous deeds, forgiveness, and a great reward.
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CHAPTER

49

The Inner Apartments
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and takes its title from an incident
in which a group of the Banu Tamim tribe visited the Prophet’s Mosque
in Madinah, and called out to him rudely from behind his private cham-

bers.

The Surah cautions believers to raise their voices over the voice of the
Prophet. To the present times, this may be likened to warning against opposing and arguing against the clear stipulations of the Qur’an and Hadith. The
Surah mainly deals with social ethics and morals. It forbids one from blindly
accepting rumours, mocking and defaming others. Believers are asked to
avoid immoderate suspicion and spying. Backbiting is condemned and likened to eating the flesh of one’s own brother.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O you who have believed! Do not obtrude your opinions (with
words or actions) before Allah and His Messenger (without
their permission). But be mindful of your duty to Allah.
Allah is surely all Hearing, All-Knowing. 1200
2. O you who have believed! Raise not your voices above the
voice of the Prophet. Nor speak aloud to him while speaking, as you may speak aloud to one another, lest your actions become vain - while you do not perceive.
3. Verily, those who lower their voices in the presence of the Messenger of Allah, those are (the ones) whose hearts Allah
has tested towards piety. For them, have forgiveness and a
great reward.
4. Verily those who call you from behind private chambers - most
1200. The chapter begins with a Muslim’s code of conduct. The believer is
advised to seek guidance from the Qur’an, under any situation, and then the
words of wisdom and advice of the Holy Prophet, before seeking any other
advice. There is also a mention of the appropriate manner in which to talk in
front of the Holy Prophet as mentioned in the following verses.
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of them have no sense5. And if only they had patience until you come forth to them, it
would have been better for them. But Allah is Ever Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
6. O you who have believed! If a wicked person comes to you
with any news, then scrutinize clearly (the truth), lest you
smite a people, in ignorance, and afterwards become repentant for what you have done. 1201
7. And know well, that the Messenger of Allah is among you. If he
should obey you in many matters, you would certainly be
guilty of a crime. But Allah has endeared the faith to you,
and has made it fair seeming in your hearts, and He has
made hateful to you disbelief wickedness and rebellion,
those are the rightly directed people.
8. (It is) a bounty and a great favour from Allah, and Allah is AllKnowing, All Wise.
9. If two parties among the believers contend among themselves,
then make reconciliation between them: but if one of them
transgresses (beyond bounds) against the other, then fight
(all) against the one that has oppresses, until it complies
with the command of Allah. But if it complies, then make
reconciliation between them with justice, and be fair. Verily, Allah loves those who are fair (and just).1202
10. The believers are but only brothers: therefore, make peace
(and reconciliation) between your two (contending) brothers. And be mindful of your duty to Allah, (so) that you
may gain mercy. 1203
1201. Instructions are given to the Muslims that they should clarify and act
upon every statements brought by wicked people.
1202. The cardinal principle of Islam is “peace”. Muslims are urged to find
amicable solutions whenever an argument or dispute arises. A good Muslim
will practice this in every aspect of his life, and if the nations also adopted this
principle, surely, they would find peaceful solutions to their mutual problems.
7: 56, 48: 29.
1203. Here and in the following verses are beautiful directions towards the
establishing of a just and healthy society. It is reported in the Muslim on the
authority of Abu Hurairat who said: The Messenger of Allah said: “Don’t covet
one another, don’t excite one another, and don’t hate one another, and don’t
intrigue one another and none of you should undercut the one to another
Muslim. O servants of Allah! A Muslim is a brother to another Muslim, he shall
not oppress him and shall not forsake him and shall not belie him and shall
not despise him. Piety (God-fearing) is here” and he pointed to his chest three
times (saying this): “How evil it is for man to despise his Muslim brother? The
blood, property and the honour of every Muslim are forbidden to another Mus-
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11. O you who believed! Let no people ridicule at other people: it
may be that the (latter) are better than themselves. Nor let
any women (ridicule) at other women: it may be that the
(latter) are better than themselves. Nor defame your selves,
nor insult each other by (offensive) nicknames - how miserable is a name connoting wickedness (to be used of one)
after having the (real) faith! Therefore those people who
do not repent (from it) are (indeed) wrongdoers.
12. O you who have believed! Turn aside from much suspicion indeed some suspicion is a sin. And do not spy (on each
other) and do not backbite each other. Would any of you
like to eat the flesh of his dead brother Nay, you would
hate that! But be mindful of your duty to Allah. Verily, Allah accepts repentance (often), (and is) The Most Merciful.
13. O mankind! Verily, We have created you from (a single pair of)
a male and a female; and We have made you into nations
and tribes, so that you might know each other. Verily, the
most noble of you in the sight of Allah is (he who is) the
most righteous among you. And Allah is All Knowing, AllAware (with all things).
14. The Bedouin Arabs say, “We believe”. Tell (them): “You do not
believe; but you (only ) say - ‘We have become Muslims’ when (the real) faith has not yet entered into your hearts.
But if you obey Allah and His Messenger, He will not diminish anything from (the rewards) of your actions. Verily,
Allah is Ever-Forgiving, the Most Merciful.”1204
15. The believers are only those who have believed in Allah and
His Messenger, and have never (since) doubted; and who
have striven with their wealth and themselves, in the cause
of Allah. Such are the (sincere and) truthful people.
16. Tell (them): “What! Would you make known to Allah about
your religion? Whereas Allah knows all that is in the
firmaments and on earth. And He has full knowledge of all
things.
17. They regard as a favour towards you, that they have embraced
Islam. Tell (them): “Deem not your embracing (the religion).
18. “Verily, Allah Knowes the unseen (secrets) of the firmaments and
earth; and Allah sees well whatever you do.”
lim”. 7:56, 8:61, 16:91-92, 61:2-3.
1204. Unless there is a wholehearted and complete submission to the true
faith, one will not attain the fruits of Islam. The faithful are those whose faith is
indeed sincere and who act righteously without any doubt, and spend their
wealth and lives in the way of Allah, as mentioned in the following verses.
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CHAPTER

50

Qaf
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and describes the wonders of na
ture; and the fate of those who rejected the message of their Prophets;
as signs for the skeptics.

The greatest scientists have found a difficulty in understanding the
sceptical position when they contemplate its wonder and mystery of the
firmaments and the earth and all that lies between them without any sense of
fatigue. With all the countless beautiful stars and planets and lights in them,
and laws of order, motion, and symmetry, that respond to the highest mathematical abstractions without a flaw. Here, we can understand the proof of the
mission of the great messenger itself.
The Surah reaffirms the certainty of the Last Day, and the believers are
enjoined to praise their Lord before sunrise and before sunset and also at
night, in prostration and prayers.
Finally, the Surah stresses, that the prophet’s task is to convey the
message of the Qur’an.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Qaf: By The Glorious Qur’an.
2. But they wonder that there has come to them a Warner from
among themselves; and the rejecters (of faith) say: “This is
(indeed) a wonderful affair!
3. “What! When we are dead and become dust, (shall we be raised
up again)? That is a (sort of) return, remote from the imagination”. 1205
4. We certainly know what part of them the earth consumes, and
We possess with Us a record that preserves (the full account). 1206
5. But they denied the truth when it came to them; so they are in
a confused position.
6. Do they not look at the sky above them, how We have built it
and adorned it; and there are no rifts therein?
1205. 37:16
1206. The knowledge of everything belongs to Allah alone. Here there is
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7. And the earth - We have stretched it forth, and We cast thereon
stable mountains (firmly); and We have caused therein every kind of beautiful growth in pairs.
8. As (a means of) contemplation, and as a reminder to every
servant who turns with repentance (to Allah).1207
9. And We send down from the sky, water, with full of blessing;
and We have caused thus, produce therewith gardens and
grain for harvests
10. And tall (and stately) palm trees with shoots of fruit stalks,
piled one over another 11. As a provision for Our servants. And We have given, thereby,
(new) life to a dead land. Thus, shall be the setting forth
(for the Resurrection).
12. The people of Nuh denied (the messengers) before them, and
the companions of the Rass (people of the Well), and the
tribe of Thamud.1208
13. And (the tribe of) Ad, (and the people of) Pharaoh, and the
brethren of Lut 14. And the companions of ‘Al-Aikath (the Thicket), and the people
of Tubba’ - each one (of them) denied the Messengers, and
My threatened (punishment) was duly proved true (to
them).
15. Were We then unable to finish with the first creation, yet,
they should be in doubt about the new creation’?
16. And verily, it was We Who created man, and We know what
evil suggestions his soul makes to him; and We are much
nearer to him than (his) jugular vein.
17. When, two recording (guardian angels) note down a man’s
deeds, sitting - (one) on the right and (one) on the left.
18. He does not utter a single word, but there is a vigilant obparticular mention about the earth that consumes the body after one’s death.
The true record of our lives (with all our deeds) will be brought forth in the
Hereafter, and then the Almighty will justly judge us
1207. The rejecters of faith are urged to merely look around themselves and
ponder on the wonderful creations they see. The sun, moon, stars, mountains, water, etc. have all been created with a purpose and insight, and in them
one will surely find Allah’s greatness.
1208. Here is a narration of the Divine punishments delivered to some of the
generations of the past, who rejected their Prophets. Such descriptions are
mentioned in various places of the Holy Qur’an as a warning to those who
reject the truth. Hell, indeed is the final abode to such rebellious people.
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server, by him (to record it).
19. And the agonies of death come in truth. ‘That was the matter
which you were trying to avert from’!
20. And the Trumpet shall be blown: that will be the Day that has
been promised:
21. And there every soul shall come accompanied by a ‘driver (angel) and a witness.
22. (He will be said): “You were heedless of this (Day). Now We
have removed your veil from you, and this Day your sight
issharp”.
23. And his intimate companion shall say: “Here is (his record)
ready with me!”
24. (The command shall be): “Cast down, both of you (addressed
to the ‘driver’ and the witness), into Hell, every contumacious rejecter (of the faith)!
25. “Who hinders men from following what was good; transgressed
all bounds, inspires doubts and suspicions;26. “Who set up another god beside Allah: cast him into a severe
punishment!”
27. His intimate companion shall say: “Our Lord! I did not make
him transgress, but he was (himself) in wide error!”
28. He (Allah) shall say: “Do not dispute in My presence. Since I
had already threatened you beforehand (of the consequences) 29. “The Word (decreed) by Me cannot be changed, and I do not
in the least injustice to (My) servants”.
30. On the Day when We shall ask Hell: “Are you filled up?” And
it shall say: “Are there any more (to come)?”
31. And the Heaven shall be brought very near to those who kept
from evil, and were righteous - not far away.
32. (A voice shall say:) “This is what you were promised. (It is) for
every sincere penitent, (and those) carefully observant of
his actions, 33. “Who feared the Most Gracious, in unseen (affairs), and comes
with a contrite heart (towards Him in devotion),
34. (And they will be told:) “Enter therein in peace (and security),
that shall be the Day of Eternal Life!”
35. They shall have therein, all that they wish; and there shall be
more with Us (in addition to their desire).
36. And (remember) how many generations before them, We have
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destroyed (for their cruel activities), they were stronger in power
than
them? (But when the punishment approaches), they wandered
through the land: was there any place (they find to escape)?
37. Verily in that, is a reminder for the one who has a heart (and
understanding), or who gives ear while he himself is a witness (to that).
38. And We created the firmaments and the earth, and all between them, in Six Days; and We suffered no weariness
which may touch Us. 1209
39. So be patient (with) all that they say, and glorify the praises of
your Lord, before the rising of the sun, and before (its)
setting.1210
40. So glorify Him (also) during the night, and (likewise), at the
end of the prostration (of the prayers).
41. And listen (to) the Day, when the Caller shall call out from a
place (quite) nearby!
42. The Day when they shall hear a (mighty) blast in (very) truth;
(and) that shall be the Day of coming forth ( for Resurrection).
43. Verily it is We Who give life and We cause to die; and to Us is
the final destination!
44. On the Day when the earth shall split open from above them,
while they hurry out. That shall be a gathering together (and it shall be), quite easy upon Us.
45. We know best what they say, and you are not one to compel
them by force (to have faith). So admonish (them) by the
Qur’an, whoever fears My Warning!

1209. 7:54, 41: 12
1210. Regardless of the attempts by the hypocrites and thenbelievers, to cause
confusion over your religion, the believer is urged to be patient and
glorify his Lord at all times - especially the early hours of dawn, and
later in the day — Duhr and Asr prayers. There is a special mention of
the middle prayers (Duhr and Asr) .One must also glorify the Lord in the
night- Magrhrib and Isha prayers and even after each prayer.
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CHAPTER

51

The Dispersing Winds
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah, and obtains its title from Ayah 1.

The Surah depicts the righteous who shall dwell in happiness in the
Hereafter. The stories of Prophets Ibrahim and Musa, and the people of ‘Ad
and Thamud, are mentioned. Repetition of these stories, are only to stress the
warning to mankind, of the fate of those who deny the Truth.
The Surah concludes, by emphasizing on the purpose of creation: “I did
not create the Jinns and men, except to worship Me.”

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
l. By the Winds which scatter (the dust) in every direction;
2. And by (the clouds) which lift and bear away heavy load;
3. And by (the sails of the ships) that flow with ease and gentleness;
4. And by (the angels) who apportion the command;
5. Verily what you are promised is certainly true 6. And verily (the Day of) Judgement will certainly come to pass.1211
7. And by the sky with (its) numerous paths (of the stars);
8. Surely, you are of varying opinion (concerning the prophet and
the Qur’an).
9. He will be turned aside (from the truth), he who is turned
aside.
10. Cursed be the conjecturers.1212
11. Those who (flounder) heedless in a glut of negligence.
12. They ask: “When shall be the Day of Judgement (to come)”.

1211. A word of oath is used prior to the mentioning of the affairs — indicating
the certainty of the occurrence of these affairs. It was customary among the
Arabs to pronounce the word of oath in statements they wished to announce.
Our Resurrection after the death is indeed a certainty, as is the Day of the
Judgement.
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13. (It shall be) on a Day, when they are tormented over the Fire!
14. (And it shall be said to them): “Taste your trial! This is what
you have sought to hasten! “
15. Verily, those who are mindful in their duties will be in the
Heavens and springs.
16. Receiving what their Lord has bestowed upon them. Because
they used to do before (in this world) excellent deeds.
17. They were (in the habit) of sleeping but little by night (engaged most of the night in worship).
18. And they (were found) seeking forgiveness in the (hours) of
early dawn.
19. And in their wealth there is a due (share) for the needy (the
beggars) and the deprived (those prevented from asking,
due to shame).
20. And there are signs in the earth for those who believe firmly.
21. As (also) in yourselves. Do you not then see?
22. And in the sky, there is your provision and what you are promised.
23. And by the Lord of the sky and the earth, verily, it (what has
been promised to you) is the very truth, as (the fact) that
you are speaking (now to each other).
24. Has the story of the honored guests of Ibrahim reached you?
25. When they went in to him and said: “Peace! (be upon you)”.
He said: “Peace! (be upon you) O unknown people”.
26. Then he turned away to his household, and brought a fatted
(and roasted) calf
27. And placed it before them and said, “Will you not eat?”
28. (When they did not eat), then he conceived a fear of them.
They said: “Do not be afraid”. And they gave him glad tidings of a knowledgeable son.
29. Then, his wife came forward, with a loud voice, and she smote
her face and said: “A barren old woman!”
30. They said: “Thus your Lord has commanded (of the glad tidings). And He is the All Wise, the All- Knowing”.
31. He (Ibrahim) said: “Then what is the purpose (behind your
visit here) O you messengers?”
1212. Cursed be those who falsify the messengers of Allah. Ibn al Anbari said:
‘when the word qatl is used, it refers to ‘cursing’, because the one who has been
cursed by Allah, has in fact, been perished’. 80: 17.
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32. They said: “We have been sent to criminal people”,
33. “(So) that we may send down upon them, (a shower of) stones
of clay (brimstone)”,
34. “Marked by your Lord for those who (are) extravagant (beyond bounds)”.
35. Then We evacuated those of the believers who were therein.
36. But We found not therein any house of the Muslims, except
one.
37. And We left therein a sign for those who fear the painful punishment.
38. And (We left another sign) in Musa, when We sent him to
Pharaoh, with clear authority.
39. But he (Pharaoh) turned away (from the Message), along with
his hosts, and said: “(He is) a sorcerer, or a madman!”
40. So We seized him and his hosts, and thereupon We flung
them into the sea. And he deserved blame.
41. And (We also left a sign) in the (people of) Ad, when We sent
against them the blasting wind.
42. It spared not whatever it touched, but made it like a rotten
object.
43. And (also there was a sign to the tribe of) Thamud, when they
were told: “Enjoy yourselves for a little while!”
44. But they insolently rebelled against the command of their
Lord. So the thunderbolt seized them while they were looking on.
45. Thereupon even they could not stand (on their feet), nor could
they help themselves.
46. And (We had destroyed) the people of Nuh before them (for)
indeed, they were wickedly transgressed people.
47. We have built the sky with firmness, and We indeed have vast
power.
48. And the earth, We have spread it out, and how excellent (are
We) Who spread it out!
49. And of every thing We have created pairs, so that you might
pay heed!

1213. Allah is the Creator of all and He is the Sustainer of all. We are alldependant upon Him the Great Sustainer. There upon we must confirm His
qualities and worship Him alone .We must give Him all gratitude for the favours
bestowed upon us- that is the purpose of creating mankind and the jinnkind.
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50. Therefore flee towards Allah. I am truly a plain warner from
Him to you!
51. And do not set up another god with Allah. I am truly a plain
warner from Him to you!
52. Thus, not a messenger came to those before them, but they
said (of the Messenger) : “(He is) a sorcerer, or a madman”.
53. Have they left that as a legacy, to one another? But they are all
exceedingly wicked people!
54. So turn away from them; (and) therefore, you will not be (put
to) blame (for their actions).
55. But remind (them), for surely the reminder shall benefit the
believers.
56. I did not create Jinnkind and men- kind, except to worship
Me. 1213
57. I do not require any provision from them, nor do I require
that they should feed Me.
58. Verily, Allah is “He Who is the Great Sustainer, the Possessor
of Power, the Mighty One.
59. And indeed, to those who do wrong, (shall be ) their portion
(of their punishment), as the portion of their fellows (of
earlier generations). So let them not ask Me to hasten on
(the punishment)!
60. Woe, then, to those who reject from the Day of theirs, which
they have been promised!

52: The Mount-Tur
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CHAPTER

52

The Mount-Tur
INTRODCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and takes its title from the reference
to Mount Sinai (where Prophet Musa received the Revelation).

The Surah warns mankind that the punishment of Allah shall surely
come to pass, and no power can ward it off, while the true believers shall enter
Paradise. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), and through him every
true believer, is counseled to warn people of the last Day.
The Surah urges believers to praise Allah at all times, especially at
dawn and night.

ln the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1 . By the mount Sinai (of revelation)
2. And by an inscribed Book,
3. On an unfolded parchment;
4. And by the much frequented House.1214
5. And by the Exalted Canopy (the Sky).
6. And by the ocean poured forth (over the earth),
7. Verily, the punishment of your Lord, will indeed fall upon;
8. There is none that can avert it9. On the Day when the firmament shall be greatly agitated 10. And the mountains will move fast11. Then woe on that Day to those who deny (the truth)12. Who trifle in vain discourse.
13. On that Day, when they shall be thrust down to the Fire of
Hell, with a violent thrust.
14. (And it shall be said to them): “This is the Fire which you used
to deny.
1214. According to Hasan Basri, it refers to the “Ka’bah” at Makkah which
never remains empty. But the majority of the commentators, say it is the
House, situated on the seventh sky, right over the latitudinal height of
the Ka’bah which was visited by the Holy Prophet on the Night of Ascension, where he had also seen Prophet Ibrahim (pbuh).
1215. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet to continue conveying the message to
the people.
1216. The rejecters of faith are doomed for a bitter chastisement in the Hereafter. But in addition, there will be a sort of punishment in this very life - (The
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15. “Is this then a magic (a reply to those who had earlier said that
the Hereafter was a joke), or do you (still) not see?
16. “Roast therein. It will be the same to you, whether you bear it
with patience, or you do not bear patiently. You are requited simply for what you used to do.”
17. Verily, those who are mindful in their duty (to Allah) shall be
in Heavens and in Happiness (and bliss).
18. Rejoicing greatly in what their Lord has bestowed upon them,
and their Lord shall deliver them from the punishment of
the Fire (of Hell)
19. (And it shall be said to them): “Eat and drink with easy (and
good) digestion (as a reward) of what you used to do.”
20. Reclining upon couches arranged in rows, and We shall consort them with fair maidens, having large (beautiful) eyes.
21 . And those who believed and whose descendants followed
them in faith, We shall join their descendants with them.
And We shall not defraud them (the fruit) of any of their
works. (In fact) every person is pledged for what he earned
(of good or evil).
22. And We shall bestow upon them (an abundance) of fruit and
meat, as they shall desire.
23. Therein, they shall present one to another, (a) cup (containing drink); wherein (shall be) no idle talk (due to drinking)
and no accusation of crime (which normally accompanies
the intake of worldly drinks).
24. And youths (appointed) to (serve) for them circumambulate
as pearls well guarded.
25. And they shall approach to each other, engaging in mutual
inquiry.
26. They shall say: “Verily, we were aforetime, among our people,
apprehensive.
27. “But Allah has been gracious to us, and has delivered us from
the punishment of the scorching wind28. “Truly, we used to invoke Him (alone in worship) before. Truly,
He is the Pious, the Most Merciful ! “
29. Therefore, remind them! By the favor of your Lord, you are
neither a soothsayer, nor a madman.1215
30. Or do they say: “A poet! We await for him an adverse fortune
(which may appear soon).”
31. Tell (them): “Wait on! Then I too shall wait (for the calamities)
along with yout.”
humiliation faced by the idol ‘ worshippers during the Battle of Badr,
spiritual tensions experienced by the hypocrites, etc) but the punishment of the Hereafter will definitely be more severe. The misfortunes
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32. Is it their intellects that direct them to (say) this, or are they a
rebellious people?
33. Or do they say: “He has fabricated falsely (the Message)?”
Nay, but they will not believe!
34. Let them then produce a discourse like it, if they are truthful.
35. Or were they created out of nothing, or were they (themselves)
the creators?
36. Or did they create the firmaments and the earth’? Rather, but
they have no firm belief
37. Or do they possess treasuries of your lord; or do they have
control over them (managing their affairs)?
38. Or do they have a ladder, by which they can (climb up to the
firmament and) listen (to its secrets)? If so, let their (such
a) listener produce a manifest authority!
39. Or does He have daughters whereas you have sons (according
to your claims)?
40. Or do you ask for a reward from them, so that they are weighed
down with a load of debt?
41 . Or do they possess (knowledge of) the Unseen (affairs) so
that they (can) write it down (and therefore, challenge the
Message)?
42. Or do they desire a plot (against the Messenger)? But it is
those who reject, (who) are themselves, plotted against.
(Allah rescued the Messenger, and destroyed the enemies
of Islam, in the battle of Badr)
43. Or do they have a god other than Allah! Glory be to Allah, far
above all that they associate (with Him)!
44. And if they should see a fragment of the sky falling down (on
them), they would (just) say: “Clouds gathered in heaps!”
45. So leave them alone until they meet their Day, wherein they
shall be thunderstruck.
46. The Day, when their plotting shall avail them nothing, and
they shall not be helped.
47. And verily, for those who have wronged, shall have (another)
punishment besides that - but most of them do not know. 1216
48. And wait in patience for the command of your Lord, for you
are certainly before Our eyes. And glorify the praises of your
Lord, when you get up.
49. As well as, glorify Him during the night, and at the waning of
the stars!
and calamities that befall cannot be included as worldly punishments,
as these are tests from the Almighty, and afflict both the righteous believers and non - believers alike.
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CHAPTER

53

The Star
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and begins by asserting that the
revelation of the Quran was from the Almighty Allah, which was brought
to the Prophet Muhammad, through the archangel Jibreel (Gabriel).

The Surah describes and condemns the false belief, among the disbelievers of Arabia, regarding three goddesses being daughters of God.
The Surah asserts the fact that the Qur’an is a warning to mankind,
about the Day of Judgement, and we are urged to prostrate before Allah and
worship Him Alone.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. By the Star (of Thurayya) when it descends,
2. No your companion (Prophet Muhammad) is neither misguided
or being misled (from real guidance).
3. Nor does he speak out of (his own) will.
4. It is nothing but (a clear) revelation that has been revealed to
him.1217
5. He was taught by one who is mighty in power (the Angel Jibreel, who recited and conveyed the Holy Qur’an to the
Prophet) 6. Endued with power (and splendor), thereupon he appeared
himself firmly7. While he (appeared) in the highest point of the horizon.
(Holy Prophet saw Jibreel in his original form).
1217. The Almighty swears by what He desires, from His creations, but the
creatures may swear only by the Creator. Here is a reference to those
who used to worship the stars- the stars set everyday in this world,
and on the final world, they will fall down. The Holy Prophet who lived
among the Arabs and was well known to his people from the time of
his birth as Al-Amin (The trustworthy), was incapable of uttering a lie.
Whatever he recited were the words of the Almighty as brought to him
by the angel Jibreel
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8. Then he approached and came closer (to the Prophet).
9. And was at a distance of but two bow-lengths (100-150 yards to a
bow shot), or (even) nearer10. Thereupon, he revealed (the inspiration) to His servant- (and
conveyed) what He (meant) to reveal.
11. The (Prophets) heart will not deny what he saw.
12. What! Will you then dispute (O you idol worshippers) with
him, concerning what he saw? (Angel Jibreel).
13. But (know) that certainly he saw him once again1218
14. Near the Lote-tree of the utmost boundary (beyond which no
creature can pass).
15. Near it is the Heaven of Abode (wherein will be found the
souls of the righteous).
16. (At the time) when the Lote-tree was shrouded (with Divine
Glory), with what shrouds.
17. (Whereupon) the eye (of the Prophet) did not deviate, nor
did it wander.
18. He really saw some of the greatest signs of his Lord!1219
19. Have you seen “Lata and Uzza”,
20. And another, the third (goddess) “Manat”?1220
21. What! Shall (there be) the male (children) for you, and for
Him, the female?
22. That is certainly an unfair apportionment.
23. These are nothing but names which you and your forefathers
have devised. For which, Allah has sent down no any authority, (whatsoever) they follow nothing but conjecture
and what (their) souls desire! - But now, there has already
come to them the guidance from their Lord! 1221
1218. Refers here and in the following verses to the Holy Prophet’s Journey
known as Ascension. “Sidrathul-Muntaha” (Lote tree) is considered a
symbol of extreme bliss showered upon the Holy Prophet. Many scholars have discussed and wrote about that Mighty Farthest Affair-The
World of Divinity - to which none of creatures even the great Angel Jibreel have any access. It is therefore, unable to describe anything related to that world.
1219. The Holy Prophet had seen the greatest sign of the Almighty during
Journey. But there is no mention of him whatsoever as having seen the
Lord. Aysha had said: ‘Anyone who claims that Muhammad has seen
his Lord, has indeed fabricated a great lie against the Almighty’. See
6:103 According to Aysha, the Holy Prophet had seen the angel Jibreel,
(Gabriel) on two occasions in his original form.
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24. Shall man then have (just) whatever he covets?
25. But (remember) to Allah alone belongs the Hereafter, and the
Former (life).
26. And how many angels there are in the firmaments, whose intercession shall avail nothing at all, except after Allah has given
permission to whom He pleases, and (with whom) He is
pleased.1222
27. Verily, those who do not believe in the Hereafter, calling the angels with female names (and saying they are the daughters of
Allah)28. But they have no knowledge there- in. They follow nothing but
conjecture, and verily, the conjecture avails nothing against
truth.
29. Therefore turn aside from him who turns away from Our reminder; and desires nothing but the life of this world.
30. That is the extreme goal (desiring material thing of this world)
of their attainment of knowledge. Certainly your Lord knows
best, him, who strays from His Way and he knows best
him, who follows guidance.
31. And to Allah belongs whatever is in the firmaments and whatever is in the earth; so that He may recompense those who
do evil for what they have wrought, and that He may recompense those who do good, with an excellent (reward).
32. Those who avoid the great sins and filthy actions, save minor
offences -verily, your Lord is ample in forgiveness. He had
best knowledge of you (right from) the time when He
brought you out of the earth; and when you were in embryos of your mother’s wombs. Therefore, do not pretend
(yourselves) to purity. He knows him best, who truly guards
against evil.
33. Have you seen him, who turns away (from the truth).
34. And gives very little (in the cause of Allah), and is niggardly?
35. (What)! Does he have the knowledge of the unseen, so that
he can see (what shall happen in the Hereafter)?
36. Or has he not been informed of what is in the pages (of the scrip1220. The rejecters of faith did not, in fact, deny the existence of the Almighty
Allah — they accepted He was the Creator of all, but associated in
worshipping other ‘gods’ besides Him. (39:3)
1221. 16:57-59, 52:39, 12: 40.
1222.

Ibn Kathir said: ‘If this is the case of angels, who are nearer to the
Almighty, how do you ignorant people hope for any intercession by your
idols, (on the Day of the Judgement)?’
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tures) of Musa?
37. And of lbrahim, who fulfilled (what has been commanded)?
38. That no bearer of burdens shall bear the burden of another;
39. And that man shall have nothing but what he strives for;
40. And that (the reward of) his striving shall be soon (in the Hereafter)seen.
41 . Then shall he be rewarded with the fullest reward.
42. And that to your Lord is the terminal (end of all).
43. And it is He Who causes (men) to laugh (to whom He wishes),
and causes (men) to weep (to whom He wishes).
44. And it is He Who causes death and gives life;
45. And that He did create the pairs - male and female- (of you);
46. From a sperm-drop when it is poured forth (in its place);
47. And that is upon Him to bring forth the other creation (to the
Resurrection).
48. And that it is He Who enriches and makes content and satisfaction;
49. And that He is the Lord of Shira (Sirius -the mighty star).
50. And that it is He Who destroyed the (powerful) ancient Ad
(people);
51. And the (tribe of) Thamud - He left no trace of them;
52. And (He destroyed) before them, the people of Nuh. Verily,
they were (all) most unjust and most insolent transgressors.
53. And (He destroyed) the subverted cities (of Sodom and
Gomorrah) - the cities of the people of Lut.
54. So there covered them, that which was to cover (by a punishment).
55. So which of the benefits of your Lord, (O man), will you
dispute about?
56. This (Prophet) is a Warner of the (series of) warners of old!
57. The (Hour of Judgement), ever approaching, draws nigh;
58. (There is) none (who can) disclose (and bring) it to light, but
Allah.
59. Do you then wonder at this Message (the Qur’an)?
60. And do you laugh, and do not weep61 . While passing your time in vanities?
62. Then prostrate (yourselves) Allah, and worship (Him)!
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CHAPTER

54

The Moon
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah. The theme of the Surah is explained
by the most compelling statements, which occurs four times, namely,
“We have made the Qur’an easy (to understand) and remember, but is
there anyone who would receive admonition?”
This verse occurs four times, at the end of each reference to a past
story of sin and rejection of warnings, by the people of Nuh, the tribes of ‘Ad
and Thamud, and the people of Lut, and of Pharaoh.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. The Hour (of Resurrection) has drawn near, and the moon has
been cloven asunder.1223
2. But if they see a sign they turn away and say: “(This is) a powerful (and bitter) magic”.
3. And they have denied (the faith) and follow their (own) lusts
and desires; but every matter is firmly fixed4. And there have already come to them stories (of the past generations), wherein is a deterrent.
5. (And) consummate wisdom: but -(the preaching of) warners
profits them not.
6. Therefore, (O Prophet), turn away from them. (And wait for)
the Day that the Summoner summons (them) to a horrible
affair.
7. While down-casting their eyes, they shall come forth from (their)
graves, as though they were locusts scattered abroad.
8. Hastening towards the Summoner (with eyes transfixed and
necks outstretched)! (And) the rejecters (of the faith) shall
say: “This is a grievous Day!”

1223. A reference to a miracle said to have been performed by the Holy Prophet
on the mount Al Qubais at Makkah. Even after witnessing this evident
miracle the rejecters of faith, turned away from the truth -as mentioned
in the following verses.
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9. Before them the People of Nuh, denied (the faith) and they
denied Our servant (the Prophet Nuh), and said: ‘(He is) a
madman’. And he was driven away with jeers.1224
10. Therefore, he called upon his Lord, (saying): “I am indeed
overcome. So (my Lord) help (me)!”
11. Thereupon, We opened the gates of (the) sky with water pouring down12. And We caused the earth to gush forth with springs. So the
waters met together, on a predetermined matter.
13. But We carried him (Nuh) on an (Ark) made of broad planks
and well-caulked with palm-tree fibres14. Which, sailed on under Our eyes (and care), as a recompense
for him who had been rejected (with scorn)!
15. And We have left that (event), as a sign (for generations). But
is there any one who would receive admonition?
16. So how (terrible) was My punishment and (My) warning?
17. And indeed We have made the Qur’an easy (to understand)
and to remember; but is there anyone who would receive
admonition?
18. The (people of) Ad, (also) denied (the truth); so how (terrible)
was My punishment and (My) warning!
19. Verily, We sent against them a loud roaring and furious wind,
on a day of bitter ill-luck 20. Plucking out men as if they were stumps of palm-trees uprooted (from the ground).
21. So how (terrible) was My punishment and (My) warning!
22. And indeed We have made the Qur’an easy (to understand)
and to remember. But is there anyone who would receive
admonition?
23. The (people of) Thamud (also) denied the warnings (of their
Messengers)24. And they said: “What! Are we to follow a single man from
among ourselves? If so truly, we would be in error and madness.
25. “Has the Message been sent down to him (alone) of all (people)
amongst us? No indeed, he is an insolent liar! “
26. (And We said to their Messenger Salih): they shall know tomorrow, who is the insolent liar ?
1224. The fate of the ancient communities, who rejected their Messengers, is
narrated here, as a reminder to the disbelievers.
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27. Verily, We will send the she-camel by way of trial for them. So
watch them, (O Salih), and have patience!
28. And inform them that the water is to be shared between them
(the she-camel and the people of Thamud); and that every
share of the water should be attended.
29. But they called their companion, and he took (a sword) in the
hand, and hamstrung (her).
30. So how (terrible) was My punishment and (My) warning!
31. Verily, We sent a single might blast against them, and they
became like the dry stubble of the sheepfold builder.
32. And We have indeed made the Qur’an easy (to understand)
and to remember. But is there anyone who would receive
admonition?
33. The People of Lut, denied warnings (of their Messenger).
34. Verily We sent against them a wind bringing with it a shower
of stones (which destroyed them), except Lut’s household We rescued them by early dawn.
35. As a favour from Us. In the same manner, We recompense
those who give thanks.
36. And (Lut) indeed did warn them of Our violent seizure, but
they doubted about the warnings.
37. And they even wanted to seduce his guests! But We put out
their eyes, (and said): “Now taste you, My punishment and
(My) warning!”
38. And early in the morning, an abiding punishment seized them.
39. ’So taste you My punishment and (My) warnings
40. And We have indeed made the Qur’an easy (to understand)
and to remember. So is there anyone who would receive
admonition.
41. And Warnings came (through the Messengers, also) to the
people of Pharaoh.
42. They denied Our signs all of them; but We seized them with
the seizure of a Mighty, The powerful.
43. Are these rejecters (of the faith) O, you (Quraish), better than
those; or have you (been) granted immunity in the Scriptures?
44. Or do they say: “We are a (great) multitude who can defend
ourselves (against the Messenger)?”
45. Soon their multitude shall be routed, and they shall turn and
flee!
46. But (know)! The Hour (of Judgement) is their promised time
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(for their full recompense); and that Hour shall be most
grievous and most bitter.
47. Truly, the criminals are in error and madness.
48. On the Day, when they shall be dragged through the Fire (of
Hell) on their faces, (it shall be said to them): “Taste the
scorching touch of ‘saqar’ (Hell-Fire)”.
49. Verily, We have created everything in proportion and measure.
50. And Our command is no more than - a single (Word), like the
twinkling of an eye.
51. And We have already destroyed parties like you (who have
rejected faith). So, is there anyone who would receive admonition?
52. And everything, which they have done, is (recorded) in the
Books.
53. And every (action) small and great is written down!
54. Verily, the righteous shall be amid gardens and rivers (of Paradise)55. In an encampment of (honor and) truth, in the presence of a
Mighty Monarch.
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CHAPTER

55

The Most Gracious - Allah
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed in Makkah. The Surah speaks of the mercies
and blessings which Allah has bestowed on man, the greatest favour
being, the Qur’an. The verse “then which of the favours of your Lord, will
you both deny,” is repeated 31 times, in the Surah.
Throughout the Surah, the dual grammatical form is followed. - implying that though things are created in pairs, there is an underlying Unity, through
the Almighty.
This world is but a trial, and everybody and everything will pass away
and return to its destination - save Allah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. The Most Gracious! (Allah).
2. Who has taught the Qur’an (to whom He wishes).
3. He has created man4. (And) He has taught him (an eloquent) speech.1225
5. The sun and the moon (move) according to their computed
courses
6. And the stars (and plants)- and the trees - all bow down in
prostration
7. And the firmament, He has raised it high, and He has set up
the balance (of Justice).
8. (So) that you might not transgress (due) balance.
9. So establish weight in justice, and give not short of the measure.
10. And He placed down the earth (in firmness) for (His) creatures:11. Therein are fruits and date-palms, with covered spathes (enclosing dates),

1225. This revelation indicates Allah’s favour on men, over other creatures.
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12. And grain, and sweet smelling plants.
13. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both (mankind and Jinnkind) deny?1226
14. He created man from dry clay - like earthenware15. And He created the Jinn from smokeless fire.
16. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
17. (He is) Lord of the two Easts - (referring to the two extreme
points where the sun rises during the year, and includes
all the points between) and Lord of the two wests (referring to the two extreme points of the sun’s setting, and
all the points in between).
18. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
19. He has put the two seas (salt and sweet) in motion, meeting together20. Between them is an interspace that they cannot overrun.
21. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
22. Out of them come forth pearls and coral.
23. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
24. And His are the ships sailing (smoothly) through the ocean,
like lofty mountains (raised high by the waves).
25. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
26. All that is on it (earth) shall perish.
27. But the Face of your Lord, Full of Majesty, Bounty and
Honour, shall remain (forever).
28. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
29. Every creature in the firmaments and on earth demands
Him. At every day (all times), He is engaged in an affair.
30. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
31. We shall soon settle your affairs, O you two mighty ones!
32. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
33. O company of Jinns and men! If you are able to penetrate the
regions of the firmaments and the earth, then penetrate
(them)! But you cannot do so without authority! 1227
34. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
35. There shall be sent against you both, smokeless (flames
of) fire, and a (flash of) molten brass; and you shall not
help yourselves.
1226. This statement has been repeated 31 times in this chapter.
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36. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
37. When the sky splits asunder, and it becomes rosy-red like
stained leather.
38. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
39. On that Day, neither man nor Jinn shall be asked as to his sin,
40. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
41. The criminals will be recognized by their Marks, and they shall
be seized by their forelocks and their feet.
42. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
43. (And it shall be said to them): “This is the Hell which the
criminals deny”.
44. They shall be going around between it (the Fire) and boiling
hot water!
45. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
46. But for him, who fears the tribunal of his Lord, there shall be
two gardens (in Paradise).
47. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
48. Having branches (of trees spread out).
49. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
50. Wherein there are two springs flowing51. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
52. (And) wherein are two kinds of every fruit (in pairs),
53. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
54. They will recline on couches, above whose inner linings will
be of rich brocade; and the fruit of the two gardens shall be
near (hanging close by).
55. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
56. Therein shall be (Maidens), chaste, restraining their glances,
whom no man or jinn before them has touched57. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?

1227. This verse collectively addressed to mankind and the jinns. Allah has
bestowed us with very limited knowledge, with which we have succeeded in reaching even the moon, and enabled us to explore certain
areas in space, earth and the ocean. But as this verse clearly indicates,
men access only those areas permitted by the Almighty. There are still
vast expanses that may remain inaccessible to men and jinns, until the
Almighty so wishes. Further, here Allah affirms that death is inevitable,
and there is no way that his creations may escape it.
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58. As if they were rubies and coral.
59. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
60. Shall the reward of goodness be anything other than (consummating) good?
61. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
62. And besides these two, there are (two other Gardens (to those
who fear the tribunal of their Lord).
63. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
64. Dark-green in colour (flourishing and watered plentifully)
65. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
66. Therein (also) shall be two springs pouring forth water, copiously and continuously67. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
68. In both of them, there shall be fruits, and dates and pomegranates.
69. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
70. Therein (also) shall be (damsels) exquisite and beautiful71. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
72. Maidens restrained (as to their glances) in (goodly) pavilions.
73. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
74. Whom no man or Jinn before them, has touched75. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
76. Reclining on green cushions and rich carpets of beauty77. Then which of the favours of your Lord will you both deny?
78. Blessed be the name of your Lord- Full of Majesty, Bounty
and Honour.
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CHAPTER

56

The Inevitable Event
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and takes its title from the reference
to the Day of Resurrection, as the Inevitable Event.

The Surah tells us that on that Day, mankind will be divided into three
groups: the people on the right (the righteous); the people on the left (the
sinners); and the people nearest to Allah (those who accepted the Truth, the
moment it was presented to them; those who have never deprived others of
the rights due from them; always judged others as they judged themselves).
Regarding the subject of people nearest to Allah, the Surah rightly says,
that there will be a multitude of people of old, but only a few from the later
generations - since for the latter, Islam was a matter of inheritance rather than
discovery. The Surah reaffirms the certainty of the Hereafter, and urges believers to glorify Allah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. When the Inevitable Event (the Day of Judgement) comes to pass,
2. None shall deny its occurrence 3. Abashing (some people, and) exalting (others)4. When the earth shall be with a (terrible) shaking,
5. And the mountains shall be crumbled into dust 6. And become scattered dust floating in the air;
7. And you shall be sorted out into three groups8. (First shall be) the companions of the right hand - what of the
companions of the right hand?1228
9. And (secondly) the companions of the left hand - what of the companions of the left hand!
10. And (thirdly) those foremost (in faith) shall be foremost (in the

1228. On the day of the Judgement, mankind will be differentiated into three categories, based on their deeds in this world. The first group will comprise of
people who will be nearest in honor, in the sight of Allah, as mentioned in
the verses 11:26. The second group are the companions of the right Hand,
which will include the righteous people in general, as mentioned in verses
27-40. The companions of the Lei Hand will include those whose misdeeds
far outweigh their good deeds, if any; see verses 41-56.
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Hereafter).
11. Those are the people who shall be brought nearest (to Allah), (and
honoured)12. In Heavens of Bliss.
13. A large number among of former people (including former prophets and their followers)
14. And a few (people) from those of later (times) - (Prophet
Muhammad and his followers - these are comparatively fewer
in number)15. (They shall be) on couches incrusted (with gold and precious
stones),
16. Reclining on them facing each other.
17. Around them shall (serve) immortal youths,
18. Carrying goblets (shining) jars and cups (filled) out of clear-flowing spring.
19. Neither shall they suffer there from headache, not inebriation.
20. And fruits such as they may select,
21 . And the flesh of birds as they may desire,
22. And (damsels) with large black eyes.
23. (Pure) as pearls - well guarded and covered over.
24. As recompense for what they used to do.
25. They shall hear no trifling word, nor any mischief
26. (But) only the conversation of “Peace! Peace!”
27. And the companions of the right hand, how (fortunate) shall be
the companions of the right hand!
28. (They shall be) amid thornless lot- trees 29. And the acacia overspread with piles of flowers (or fruits), one
over another30. And long-extended shades31. And (amid) gushing Waters,
32. And fruits in abundance,
33. Whose season is not limited and restricted (like earthly fruits).
34. And on elevated couches,
35. We have indeed created them “by a (novel or peculiar) creation”.
36. And We made them virgins 37. Beloved wives (for their mates) of the same age38. They shall be for the companions of the right hand.
39. A large number among the former people40. And a large number among the later ones41. And the companions of the left hand, how (unfortunate) shall be
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the companions of the Left hand!
42. (They shall be) in the midst of pestilential scorching wind, and
scalding water 43. And in the shades of black smoke.
44. Neither cool nor fresh.
45. Verily, they were (living) before that in comfort (and luxury).
46. And persisting obstinately in extreme wickedness!
47. And they used to say: “What! When we are dead and have become
dust and bones, shall we then be raised up again? 48. And our forefathers?
49. Tell (them): “Surely, the earlier and those of later ones50. (All) shall certainly be gathered together for an appointment of a
well-known Day.
51 . “Then truly, O you misguided and deniers (of the truth)52. “You shall surely eat of the tree of Zaqqum - (the cursed tree ).
53. “Then filling (your) bellies therewith.
54. “And drink thereon, of boiling water;
55. “So indeed you shall drink like the drinking of diseased camels,
raging with thirst!”
56. This shall be their abode on the Day of Judgement!
57. We have created you, so why do you not admit to the Truth (of the
Resurrection)?
58. Have you observed the (human seed) that you emit59. Is it you who create it, or are We (its) Creator?
60. We have ordained Death among you, and We are not to be forestalled61. From replacing (with others) like you, and creating you (again) in
(forms) that you do not know.
62. And you have certainly known the first formation (of creation).
Why then do you not reflect?
63. Have you seen what you cultivate?
64. Is it you that cause it to grow, or are We the cause (for it) to grow?
65. If We pleased, We could certainly dry and make it broken stubble,
and you would be left in wonderment66. (Saying) : “We are indeed left with debts ( for nothing) 67. “Yet, we are hindered from enjoying (the fruits of our labour).”
68. Have you seen the water that you drink?
69. Is it you who cause it to pour from the clouds; or do We cause (it)
to descend?
70. If We pleased, We could have made it salty (and unpalatable). So
why do you not give thanks?
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71. Have you observed the fire that you kindle?
72. Is it you who produce its tree (of fire), or do We produce (it)?
73. We have made it to be a reminder, and (an article of) comfort
(and convenience) for the inhabitants of — deserts.
74. So glorify the name of your Lord - the Great!
75. Nay! I swear by the mansions of the stars,1229
76. And that is indeed a tremendous oath- if you but knew!
77. It is truly a Noble Qur’an78. In a well-guarded Book79. Which none shall touch, but those who are purified.
80. (It is) a Revelation from the Lord of the Worlds.
81. Will you therefore gloss over this (new) Revelation (Al-Qur’an)?
82. And you make the denial thereof your means of livelihood?
83. Then why do you not (intervene the soul of the dying man) when
it reaches his throat? 84. While you are present there at that moment looking on.
85. But (know well) We are nearer to him than you are; but you see
not86. Why then, if you are not to be called to account, (according to
your claim)
87. (Then) bring back the soul (to his body after it has already reached
his throat) - if you speak the truth?
88. Thus, then, if he (the dying man) is of those brought near (to
Allah) (with honour).
89. (There is for him) comfort and best provision, and a Heaven of
Dlights.
90. But if he be one of the companions of the right hand91. (He shall be greeted thus) : ‘’Peace be unto you!’’ (Being) one of
the companions of the right hand.
92. And as for (the dying person) if he be of those who deny (the truth),
who go wrong (and) is in error93. So (his) able shall be with boiling water.
94. And burning in the Hell-Fire.
95. This is indeed the very truth of assured certainty.
96. So glorify the name of your Lord the Great!
1229. The Qur’an urges man to carefully ponder over the creations of the planets.
Until then the people were unaware of the movement of the sun, moon,
stars and the other planets. The qualities of the Holy Qur’an are mentioned
in the following verses.
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CHAPTER

57

The Iron
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed in Madinah, and gets its titlefrom the reference
to ‘iron’, symbolizing strength, power, discipline, etc. The Surah urges
the believers to donate generously in the way of Allah.

The Surah urges the people to fear Allah and strive for His forgiveness
and mercy, to be humble, faithful and generous, and always mindful of the
Hereafter.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Everything in the firmaments and on earth, - glorifies Allah.
And He is the Exalted in Might, the All Wise.1230
2. To Him belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the earth.
He gives life and causes death; and He has Power over everything.
3. He is the First and the Last, the Manifest and the Hidden; and
He has full knowledge of everything.
4. He is the One Who created the firmaments and the earth in six
Days; (and) then He intended (what he desires) on the ‘Arsh’.
He knows what goes into the earth and what comes forth
out of it; what comes down from the sky and what mounts
up to it. And He is with you wherever you are. And Allah is
All- Seer of what you do.1231
5. To Him alone belongs the dominion of the firmaments and the
earth. And to Allah shall all affairs return.

1230. See: 24: 41
1231. As mentioned in various other places, the Arsh must not be considered
as ‘throne’ that we know of - but rather as one of the greatest creations
of Allah. Many scholars, in Arabic and other languages have tried to give
a suitable meaning to the word ‘istawa, ’ to mean ‘rested’, ‘settled’,
‘rose’, ‘sat’, etc. .. All these words may motivate the human imagination
to fantasize a mundane place for Allah - as understood by the Christian
community (Who believe that God rested on the seventh day of creation) This is in fact against the true faith, and would misguide the
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6. He causes the night to merge into day; and He merges day into
night. And He knows well, the very inner most thoughts of
(all)breasts.
7. Believe in Allah and His Messenger, and spend (in the cause of
Allah) out of the (substance) whereof He has made you
successors. Therefore those of you who do believe and spend
(in the cause of Allah) - for them is a great reward. 1232
8. And what happened with you that you do not believe in Allah?
- And the Messenger invites you to believe in your Lord and
He has indeed taken your covenant -if you are believers.
9. He is the One Who sends down to His servant verses (of the
Qur’an) in manifest, (so) that He may bring you forth from
the depth of darkness into the light; and verily, Allah is to
you Most Kind and Merciful.
10. And what happened to you that you spend not in the cause of
Allah? And to Allah belongs the inheritance of the
firmaments and the earth. Those who spent (in the cause
of Allah) before the Victory (of Makkah) and took part in
the fighting are not equal (to those who gave and fought
thereafter). Those are higher in rank than those who spent
and fought afterwards. But Allah has promised you all an
excellent (Reward). And Allah is well acquainted with all
that you do.
11. Who is he that will lend Allah a generous loan? So that He may
multiply for him, and he shall have (besides) a noble reward.
12. On the Day when you shall see the believing men and the
believing women - their Light running forward before them,
and by their right hands (and it shall be said to them): “Good
news for you this Day! Heavens beneath which flow rivers,
wherein you shall abide forever! That is indeed, shall be
the highest triumph”.
13. On (that) Day, when the hypocrite men and the hypocrite
women shall say to those who believe: “Wait ( a while) for
faithful and create doubts in their minds, for we all know Allah never
tires, and does not need any respite at any point of time See 7:54, 10: 3,
and 32:4. It is evident that the Arsh was created on water. After the
creation of the firmaments and earth, Allah intended towards the Arsh a great place and the center of His limitless kingdom, from where He
showers His blessings on the entire universe - just as He established
the Ka’ba for the faithful on earth. Allah’s creative process is never
ending and He is, and will always, be in full control of every affair.
1232. Here and in the following verses people are encouraged to spend from
what Allah has blessed them with, in the way of Allah.
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us; so (that) we (may) take (a light) from your light!” They
shall be told: “Return to your rear! Then seek a light (where
you can)!” So there shall be put up a wall between them,
wherein is a gate on the inner side (the side of the faithful)
thereof shall (contain) mercy; while the outer side (the side
of the hypocrites) thereof (lies) alongside it (wrath and)
punishment! 1233
14. (The hypocrites) shall call out to them, (saying): “Were we not
with you?” They (the faithful) shall say: “Truly (you are)!
But you tempted yourselves and you waited (to your ruin),
and you doubted (the faith); and (your false) desires deluded you - till the decree of Allah came to pass, and the
Deceiver deceived you concerning Allah.
15. “Therefore, this Day, no ransom shall be accepted from you,
nor from those who rejected (the faith). Your abode is the
Fire. It is the proper place for you, and an evil indeed is
that destination!” 1234
16. Has not the time arrived for the believers that their hearts
should be humbled to engage in the remembrance of Allah,
and to the truth which has been sent down? And let them
not be like those who were given the Book aforetime (the
contemporary Jews and Christians) - but the term was prolonged over them, and their hearts became hard. And many
among them are rebellious transgressors.
17. Know that truly Allah brings the earth to life, after it has been
dead. And We have already shown the signs manifest to
you, (so) that you may understand.
18. Verily, the men who give alms and the women who give alms,
and those who gave a generous loan to Allah, shall be increased manifold (as rewards to them), and they shall have
(besides that) a noble reward.
19. And those who believe in Allah and His Messengers - they are
the truly sincere and the martyrs in the sight of their Lord.
They shall have their reward and their light (in high degrees in the Hereafter). But those who reject (the faith) and
deny Our signs - they are the companions of Hell-fire.
20. Know that the life of this world is merely a game and amusement, and an adornment and way of mutual boasting, and
l233. A mention of the position of the hypocrites on the Day of Judgement is
said.
1234. The basic principles of Islam and need of sending Messengers are
mentioned in general, and in verse 27, there is a particular mention on
the sending of Prophet Isa (peace be upon him).
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an act of mutual multiplying (in rivalry) of wealth and children. It
is like a rain (which causes the growth of plantation) - so its
vegetation brings forth delight (in the heart of) the farmers; soon it withers and you shall see it (turning) yellow;
then it (becomes dry and broken stubble) crumbles to
pieces. But in the Hereafter, there is severe punishment (for
those who preferred this world), and forgiveness from Allah and (His) good pleasure (for those who had not preferred this world). And the life of this world is nothing but
a deceitful enjoyment.
21. Be foremost (to seek) forgiveness from your Lord, and the
Heavens whose breadth is as the breadth of the firmament
and the earth - which is prepared for those who believe in
Allah and His Messengers. That is the bounty of Allah, which
He bestows on whom He pleases, and Allah is the Lord of
immense Favour.
22. No misfortune occurs either in the earth, or in yourselves, but
is (recorded) in a Book (Louh-ul- Mahfuz) before We bring
it into being. Verily, that is (an) easy (affair) for Allah.
23. In order that you may not be grieved over the matters that
pass upon you, nor exult (over favours) bestowed upon
you. And Allah does not love any arrogant boaster.
24. Such people are niggards and urges (other) men to be niggard. And whoever turns away (from Allah’s Way) - verily
(you know) Allah is Self- Sufficient, the Praise- Worthy!
25. We have already sent (aforetime), Our Messengers with manifested signs, and sent down with them the Book and the
Balance (of Right and Wrong), that men should stand forth
with justice (in their dealings). And We sent down Iron,
wherein is a mighty force, as well as (many) benefits for
mankind. And that Allah might know who helps Him and
His Messengers, in secret whatever helps in absence or hidden for the cause of Allah). Allah is full of strength, Exalted
in Might.1234
26. And indeed We sent Nuh and Ibrahim and We placed
Prophethood and the Book, in their progeny. So some of
them were led on right guidance, but many of them became rebellious transgressors.
27. Then We caused Our Messengers to follow in their footsteps;
and We caused to send after them Isa the son of Maryam,
to follow, and We bestowed on him the Injeel; and We
placed in the hearts of those who followed him, compassion and mercy. But the Monasticism, which they invented
for themselves, We did not prescribe it for them. (But they
took up Monasticism) only to seek the good pleasure of
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Allah - but even so, they did not observe it as they should
have been observed. But We bestowed upon those among
them who believed, their reward, but many of them are
rebellious transgressors.
28. O you who have believed! Be mindful of your duty to Allah,
and believe in His Messenger, and He will bestow upon
you a double portion of His mercy; and He will provide for
you a light by which you shall walk (on the straight path);
and He will forgive you (your past). -And Allah is EverForgiving, Most Merciful.
29. That the people of the Book may know that they have no
power (whatever) over the bounty of Allah, whereas bounty
is (entirely) in the Hands of Allah. He bestows it on whosoever He pleases, and Allah is the Lord of Immense favours.
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CHAPTER

58

The Woman who Pleads
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and the title refers to the pleas of a
Madinite woman, Khawlah bint Tha’labah, who was divorced by her
husband, by the pagan custom of zihar. This Qur’anic injunction points
out in general terms, the wife’s right to plead against cruel and unjustified
marital separation.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Allah has already heard the pleading of the one who was discussing with you concerning her husband, and makes a complaint to Allah. And Allah hears the arguments of both of
you. Truly, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. 1235
2. Those among you who declare to their wives (by the formula of
Zihar - calling them mothers, should know) they are not
their mothers, (in fact) their mothers are only those who
gave them birth. And they certainly utter an unlawful and
falsifying statement. But truly, Allah is Ever-Pardoning, EverForgiving.
3. But those who declare (the statement of) ‘Zihar’ to their wives,
and then they would revert what they had uttered, then (in
that case) ‘the freeing of a neck (from the yoke of slavery)’,
before they touch each other. That is what you are admonished (to perform as the penalty). And Allah is well acquainted with (all) that you do.

1235. It is reported on the authority of Aysha, who said: “ I heard Khaula bint
Thalabath , who said: ‘ O Messenger of Allah ! My husband (Anas bin
As-Samit) ate my wealth, perished my youth and scattered my belly, till
I reached old age, and now he declares Zihar to me! I therefore, complain against him to you. Aysha continued: “she had hardly left the
place, when the angel descended and recited this verse to the Holy
Prophet (pbuh)”. 33:4.
Zihar was an evil custom among the Arabs - when the husband utters
Zihar to his wife he equates her to the ‘back of his mother’, and thereby
considers her unlawful to approach sexually. This practice was abolished with this verse.
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4. But whoever is not able to procure (a slave to set free), then
(he should observe) the fasting of two months consecutively, before they touch each other. And whoever is unable
to do (that also), then the feeding of sixty indigent ones
(shall be observed). So that you may show your faith in
Allah and His Messenger. And such are the ordinances of
Allah. But (for) those who reject (Him) there is a grievous
punishment. 1236
5. Verily, those who oppose (the ordinance of) Allah and His
Messenger shall be humiliated, as those before them were
humiliated. And we have already sent down clear signs
(which confirms the Messenger), and the rejecters (of the
faith), will have a humiliating punishment
6. On the Day when Allah shall raise them all together, and shall
tell them of what they have done - Allah has well reckoned
it, while they have forgotten it. And Allah is Witness over
all things.
7. Do you not see that Allah knows whatever is in the firmaments
and whatever is on the earth? There is no secret confers of
three (people), but He is the fourth of them. Nor have five,
but He is the sixth of them. Nor fewer than that nor more,
but He is with them, wherever they (may) be, (there is nothing hidden or unknown to Him). (In the end) He shall tell
them on the Day of Judgement, what they have done. Allah
has full knowledge of everything.1237
8. Do you not see those who were forbidden secret counsels, and
then revert to what they have been forbidden (to do)? And
they hold together, secret talks of sin, and hostility, and
rebellion against the Messenger. And when they come to
you, they greet you with a greeting with which Allah has
not (permitted) in greeting you! And they say among themselves “Why does not Allah punish us for what we say”. Hell
shall be sufficient for them! In it they shall burn - and an
Evil is that destination!
9. O you who have believed! When you hold secret confer, then
counsels not of sin, and hostility and rebellion against the
Messenger. Rather, conferring for the sake of virtue and righteousness. And be mindful of your duty to Allah, to whom
you shall be gathered together.
10. Conferring in secret (for attainment of evil) is only (inspired)
1236. Here is a decree on the one who had stated zihar and then wishes to
withdraw it.
1237. The moral behaviour concerning the secrecy dealings is mentioned
here and in the following verses.
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by Shaitan (Satan), so that he may cause grief to those who
have believed. But it does not hurt them at all, except by
the permission of Allah. And upon Allah alone, the believers should put their trust.
11. O you who have believed! When you are told to make place in
the gatherings, then (spread out and) make place (for those
who may come later). Allah shall bestow upon you (ample)
place (in Paradise). And when you are told to get up (for
the religious performances), then get up. Allah will raise up
to (suitable) ranks (and degrees), those of you who have
believed and those who have been granted knowledge. And
Allah is well aware of what you do. 1238
12. O you who have believed! When you (desire to) confer (with)
the Messenger in private, then put forward (something) in
charity (in the cause of Allah), before your private consultation. That shall be best for you and purer. But if you find
not (anything to give), then Allah is ever forgiving, Most
Merciful. 1239
13. Are you afraid to place forward in charity (in the cause of Allah), before your private consultation (with him)? But if you
do not (do so) and Allah has forgiven you, then you observe regular prayer. Give Zakat, and obey Allah and His
Messenger. And Allah is well aware of what you do.
14. Do you not see those (hypocrites) who have turned (in friendship) with a people (Jews) upon whom Allah is angry? They
(hypocrites) neither belong to you (the believers) nor of
them (Jews), and they swear to falsehood (saying that they
are the believers) - while they know (they are the hypocrites.1240
15. Allah has prepared for them a severe punishment. Evil indeed
is what they have been doing.
16. They have made their oaths a screen (for their misdeeds), so
they barred (men) from the path of Allah. Therefore, they
1238. Moral aspects in meeting places are mentioned.
1239. Here, a control is made in approaching the Holy Prophet (pbuh) and
gradually a limit is made for the secret talks with him, as it may result in
unwanted engagements. Making a charity, before such dealings, is
desired, so that their attention is directed to the poor and needy, and for
purifying their motives and conduct. The Holy Prophet does not need
charity, but it is meant for the needy.
1240. Here is a reference to the hypocrites of the people who are neither with
the Muslims nor with the Jews, and used to lie against Islam, the Holy
Prophet and the believers. Allah gives further information about them in
the following verses.
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shall have a humiliating punishment!
17. Neither their wealth, nor their children shall profit them at all,
against Allah. They shall be the companions of the Fire,
wherein they shall abide!
18. On the Day when Allah (shall) raise them up all (for Judgement), then they shall swear to Him, (even) as they swear
to you. And they imagine, that they have something (to
stand upon). No indeed! They are the real liars!
19. Shaitan has gained mastery over them. So he has caused them
to forget the remembrance of Allah. They are the party of
Shaitan. Know well! Truly, the party of Shaitan shall be the
losers!
20. Verily those who oppose (the commands of) Allah and His
Messenger, shall be among the most humiliated (people).
21. Allah has decreed -’I and My Messengers shall be certainly
victorious’. Allah is indeed Strong, The Most Mighty.
22. You (O Muhammad) shall not find any people who believe in
Allah and the Last Day, loving him who opposes Allah and
His Messenger - even though they were their fathers or
their sons, or their brothers or their clan. For such, He has
written faith in their very hearts, and strengthened them
with a spirit (light and guidance) from Himself And He shall
cause them to enter the Heavens, beneath which rivers flow
- wherein they shall abide forever. Allah is well pleased with
them, and they are well pleased with Him. They are the
party of Allah. Truly it is the party of Allah that will triumph!
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CHAPTER

59

The Gathering
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Madinah, and a major portion of it, deals with
the conflict between the Muslims and the Jewish tribe of Banu Nadir,
and Allah’s punishment of the latter.

The Surah reasserts the fact that we are accountable for all our actions,
to the One and Only God.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Whatever is in the firmaments and whatever is on earth, glorifies Allah. And He is the Exalted in Might, the All Wise.
2. He is the One Who cast forth those who rejected (the faith)
among the people of the Book (Jews of the tribe of Bani
Nadhir), from their homes, at the first gathering (of the
forces). You did not think that they would leave, and they
(too) thought that their fortresses would defend them from
Allah! But the (wrath of) Allah came upon them from the
place whence they did not expect; and cast terror into their
hearts, so that they destroyed their houses by their own
hands and the hands of the believers. So take heed, O people
with insight! 1241
3. And if Allah had not decreed banishment for them, he would
certainly have punished them in this world. And in the
Hereafter, they shall (certainly) have the punishment of the
Fire.
4. That is because they resisted Allah and His Messenger, and if
any one resists Allah, verily Allah is severe in punishment.

1241. Here is a reference to the Jewish tribe of Banu Nadhir, with whom the
Holy Prophet had a treaty. The Jews, however, broke the treaty and were
therefore asked to leave the place that they occupied, on account of
their persistent treachery towards the Messenger and the Muslims.
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5. Whatever of the (tender) palm- trees, you (O believers) cut
down, or you left them standing upright on their roots, it
was done by the permission of Allah; and in order that He
might cover with shame, the rebellious transgressors. 1242
6. And whatever booty from them, Allah has bestowed on His
Messenger (for this), you did not push forward with either
cavalry or camelry, but Allah grants authority to His Messengers over whom He pleases. And Allah has power over
everything. 1243
7. Whatever booty Allah has bestowed on His Messenger from
the people of the townships, belongs to Allah and to the
Messenger, and to kindred and orphans, the needy and the
wayfarer; in order that it may not (merely) circulate between the wealthy (alone) among you. So you should take
whatever the Messenger gives you, and abstain from whatever he prohibits you. And be mindful of your duty to Allah; verily, Allah is severe in retribution.
8. (Some share of the booty is also given) to the indigent Muhajirs,
who were expelled from their homes and their property,
while seeking the bounty and the pleasure of Allah, and
constantly help (in the cause) of Allah and His Messenger.
Such are indeed the truthful. 1244
9. And (it is also for) those who, before them, were already settled
in the abode (in Madinah) and (had adopted) the faith;
(and) love the one who have emigrated to them (for refuge); and find not in their breasts any desire for things that
have been given to the (latter); and they (prefer) them over
themselves, even though poverty (has) become their (own)
lot. And whosoever gets rid of the covetousness of his own
soul; they are the successful. 1245
1242. The Banu Nadhir tribe became very arrogant and stood against the Holy
Prophet (pbuh), and falsified his message, cutting of trees and the
destruction of crops, were against the principles of Islam, but the Holy
Prophet (pbuh), with Divine permission, ordered the cutting down of
some palm trees to facilitate military operations.
1243. Here is a reference to the booty, and the regulations regarding its
distribution.
1244. In the earlier verse, there was a regulation on the general distribution of
booty. Here, in particular, there is a mention that the major portion of the
booty, was to be distributed among the indigent migrants, who had
forsaken their home and property, for the sake of Islam.
1245. The Ansars had sacrificed to gain the privilege to welcome the Muhajirs
and they were happily to count them as the receivers of the booty; more
than themselves, This gave the Ansars, a sort of relaxation from their
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10. And those who came after them say, “Our Lord! Forgive us
and our brothers who have preceded us into the faith, and
do not place in our hearts any rancour (or sense of injury)
against those who have believed”. Our Lord! You are indeed Full of Kindness, the Most Merciful.1246
11. Did you not see the hypocrites saying to their brothers who
have rejected (the faith), among the people of the Book : “If
you are expelled, we too will go out with you, and we will
never obey anyone against your affair; and if you are attacked (in fight) we will surely help you”. But Allah bears
Witness that they are indeed liars.
12. If they are expelled, they will not go with them; and if they are
attacked (in fight), they will not help them; and if they do
help them, they will surely turn (their) backs. And then they
will not be helped.
13. You are more awful, on account of the fear inspired in their
bosoms, than Allah. That is why they are men who do not
understand.
14. They (Jews) will not fight against you (even) together, except
in fortified cities or from behind (high) walls. Their hostility amongst themselves is grievous. You would imagine they
were united (as a group), but their hearts are different (and
scattered). That is because they are a people who understand not (the Wisdom).
15. (Their affair is just) like those who have preceded them recently, who (referring to the Jewish tribe of the Qainuqa)
have tasted (the evil result) of their heinous conduct; and
(in the Hereafter there is) for them a painful punishment.
16. (It is just) like Shaitan, when he says to man. “Reject (the faith
in Allah)”. But when he does reject, he (Shaitan) says: “Verily I am innocent of you. Truly I do fear Allah the Lord of
the Worlds! “
17. The end (result) of both of them is that they shall be into the
Fire, abiding therein for ever; and such is the reward of the
wrongdoers.
18. O you who have believed! Be mindful of your duty to Allah,
and let every soul look to that which he has prepared beforehand for the morrow. And observe your duty to Allah.
Verily, Allah is well acquainted with (all) that you do.
responsibilities. For this reason, Ansar’s did not show any kind of interest in getting it.
1246. Here is a mention of the qualities of the Muslims who later joined into
the folds of Islam at Madinah.
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19. And do not be like those who have forgotten Allah - and so He
caused them to forget themselves! Such are the rebellious
transgressors!
20. The companions of the Fire (of the Hell) and the companions
of the Heaven shall not be equal. But the companions of
the Heaven are the Victors.
21. If We had sent down this Qur‘an upon a mountain, you would
certainly have seen it (the mountain) humble itself and cloven itself into two, by fear of Allah. And such are the similitudes which We strike forth for men, so that they may reflect.1247
22. He is Allah (besides) whom there is no god, but Him; Who
knows (all things) which you keep secret, and that which
you make known. He is the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.1248
23. He is Allah (besides) whom there is no god, but Him. The
King, the Holy One, the Source of Peace (and Perfection),
the Guardian of faith, the Preserver of safety, the Exalted in
Might, the Irresistible, the Superior. Glory be to Allah (High
is He) above the partners they attribute to Him.
24. He is Allah, the Creator, the Originator, and the Bestower of
forms. To Him belong the most beautiful names. Whatever
is in the firmaments and on earth glorifies Him; and He is
the Exalted in Might, the All Wise.

1247. The Holy Qur’an is indeed the greatest miracle of all. Yet some people
are blinded by arrogance and hard-heartedness, to realize the plain
truth.
1248. 7:180.
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CHAPTER

60

She Who Tries
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, after the Hudaibiya Treaty. The
Surah, gives an injunction against entering into friendly relations with
the enemies of Islam. With regard to non-believers who are not actively
hostile to Islam, the Surah ordains kindness and friendliness towards them.
The Surah enjoins the Prophet to test the women migrating to Madinah,
and not to send them back to the non-believing Makkans, if they are found to be
sincere in their faith.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O you who have believed! Do not take My enemy and your
enemy as patrons, (by) casting upon them (your) love (and
kindness), while they have already rejected the truth (the
Qur’an) that has come to you; and have (on the contrary)
driven out the Messenger and yourselves (from Makkah),
(simply) because you believe in Allah your Lord! If you go
forth striving in My cause seeking My good pleasure (then,
do not take them as your patrons). But, you are showing
friendship unto them in secret- while I know best all that
you conceal and all that you reveal. And whoever of you
does so, has surely strayed from the straight.1249
2. If they gain mastery over you, they would behave to you as
(extreme) enemies, and will stretch forth their hands and
their tongues against you with evil intent, and they wish
that you should reject (the truth).
3. Your kinship and your children shall never benefit you on the
1249. This verse indicates a particular incident, but it is a lesson to Muslims
in general concerning their secret dealings with a non-Muslim region.
From Madinah, a secret letter was sent to the ringleaders of disbelievers of Makkah by Hatib bin Abu-Balth‘h informing them of the planning
of invasion of the Messenger and seeking their protection for his close
relatives at Makkah. Allah had revealed to His Messenger about the
matter and the letter was obtained before it reached its destination.
See 5:51-57, 4: 144, and 9:23.
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Day of Judgement. He shall differentiate between you; and
Allah sees well all that you do.
4. There is surely, for you, an excellent example (to follow) in
Ibrahim and those with him. (Remember) when they said
to their people: “We are away (from what you associate)
and of whatever you worship besides Allah. We have (utterly) rejected you and there has arisen enmity and hatred
between us and you forever, until you believe in Allah, the
only One”. With the exception of the statement of Ibrahim
to his father: ‘I shall certainly ask forgiveness for you, though
I owe nothing for you from Allah”. “Our Lord! Upon You do
we trust, and to You do we turn in repentance, and to you
is (our) final destination.”
5. “Our Lord! Do not make us a (test and) trial for those who
reject. But forgive us, our Lord! - Surely, You are the Exalted in Might, the All Wise”.
6. There is indeed an excellent example in them, for you to follow, -for he, who hopes in Allah and in the last Day. But
whoever turns away; only Allah is Self- Sufficient, the Praiseworthy.
7. It may well be that Allah will restore the love between you and
those with whom you are (now) at enmity- and Allah is
powerful (over all things); and Allah is Ever-Forgiving, The
Most Merciful.
8. Allah does not forbid you (to be kind and to act justly) towards
those who have not fought you regarding (your) faith, and
who have not driven you out of your homes, from dealing
kindly and justly with them. Allah certainly loves those who
are just.1250
9. (But) Allah only forbids you, with regards to those who have
fought you on account of (your) faith and have driven you
out of your homes, and who assisted (others) in driving
you out, that you make friends with them. And whoever
makes friends with them they are the wrongdoers.
10. O you who have believed! When there come to you believing
women as emigrants, examine (and test) them. Allah knows
1250. It is reported on the authority of Asma, the daughter of Abu Bakr: “My
mother was an idol worshipper, and she came with her father during
the period of the peace pact between the Muslims and the Quraish
infidels. I went to seek the advice of the Holy Prophet (pbuh), who advised me to be good to my mother”. This verse was then revealed Muslims are advised to visit one’s parents (disbelievers), help them
financially, and speak kind words to them- as long as they do not attempt to force you into accepting their religion.
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best as to their faith. If you ascertain that they are true
believers, then send them not back to the rejecters (of faith).
They are not lawful (wives) for them (the unbelievers) nor
are the (unbelievers) lawful (husbands) for them. But give
the unbelievers what ever they have spent (as dower) and
there shall be no blame upon you if you marry them, provided you have given them their dowers. But do not hold
any ties (marriage contract) with the women who reject
(faith). And ask what you have spent (on their dowers) and
let the (unbelievers), ask for what they have spent (on the
dowers of women who come over to you). That is the Judgement of Allah. He judges (with justice) between you. And
Allah is full of knowledge and All Wise.1251
11. And if any of your wives escaped from you (and rejoined) the
rejecters, and you have succeeded in turn (by overcoming
the rejecters by victory and booty), then pay to those whose
wives have deserted, the equivalent of what they had spent
(on their dower). And be mindful of your duty to Allah, in
Whom you are believers.
12. O Prophet! When the believing women come to you pledging
their allegiance to you, that they will not associate anything in worship whatever with Allah, and that they will
not steal, and that they will not commit adultery (or fornication) and that they will not kill their children, and that
they will not come with a calumny which they have fabricated between their hands and their feet (concerning the
fatherhood of their children), and that they will not rebel
against you in the matter which is right, then accept their
allegiance and ask Allah for forgiveness for them. Allah is
certainly Ever- Forgiving, The Most Merciful.1252
13. O you who have believed! Take not as patrons, a people whom
Allah gets angry. They have already despaired of the Hereafter, just as the rejecters (of the faith) have despaired of
those (buried) in graves. 1253
1251. According to Ibn Abbas: ‘ Under the Hudaibiyya treaty, anyone who came
to Madinah from Makkah, will be returned back, and any Makkan who
came to Makkah from Madinah, will remain there, Therefore, this verse
was revealed concerning the believing women who migrated from
Makkah to Madinah.
1252. The position of the Muslim women in Islam is mentioned here.
1253. As in the beginning verses, chapter closes with an advice to the Muslims to restrict friendship with the non-believers, as they have rejected
the truth, and believe neither in the worship of the One God, nor in the
Resurrection and nor in the Day of judgement.
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CHAPTER

61

The Array
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and sums up the importance of
unity, and urges the believers to be true to their word, as the most hateful
act in the sight of Allah, is the deed that is not true to the word.

The prophecy made by Prophet Isa, about a Prophet named Ahmad (who
is Muhammad), is mentioned in this Surah. Believers are urged to make sacrifices for the sake of Allah, which in turn, would stand them in good stead, in
the Hereafter. A-S-Saff

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Whatever is in the firmaments and whatever is on the earth
glorifies Allah. He is the Exalted in Might, the All Wise.
2. O! You who have believed! Why do you say what you do not do?1254
3. Grievously an odious and abominable affair is in the sight of
Allah, that you say what you do not do-1255
4. Truly Allah loves those who fight in His cause, in the line of
battle, as if they were a solid (cemented) structure.1256
5. And remember when Musa said to his people: “O my people!
Why do you mistreat (and hurt) me, though you certainly
know that I am the Messenger of Allah (sent) to you?” So
when they deviated (from the truth), Allah caused their
hearts to deviate, and Allah guides not those who are rebellious transgressors.

1254. On the authority of Salma who said: “Once we -the companions- said: ‘If
we knew which act will make us dearest to Allah, we will surely do it.’
This verse was then revealed.”
1255. Fulfilling a promise is the part and parcel of Islam. Breaking of a promise is the sign of a hypocrite. Here is a firm warning to those who make
a promise/agree to do something important, and then fail to execute it.
1256. Discipline is a very important aspect of war. Those who fight in the way
of Allah, form a strong wall of unity, thereby strengthening and organizing themselves in a cooperative and systematic order.
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6. And remember, when Isa, the son of Maryam, said: “O children
of Israel! I am the Messenger of Allah (sent) to you, confirming the Taurat (that came) before me, and giving you
glad tidings of a Messenger who will come after me, whose
name shall be Ahmad (praised one)”. But when he came to
them with clear signs, they said: “This is evident sorcery!”
7. And who could be (in) greater wrong than one who fabricates a
falsehood against Allah, while he is being invited to Islam?
And Allah guides not those people who do wrong.
8. Their desire is to extinguish the light of Allah (by blowing)
with their mouths: but, Allah shall complete (and perfect)
His light, even though the rejecters (of faith) may hate (it).
9. It is He Who has sent His Messenger with guidance and
the right religion, (so) that He may cause it to prevail over
all faiths, even though those who associate partners (besides Him) may hate. 1257
10. O you who have believed! Shall I direct you to a commerce
that shall deliver you from a painful punishment?
11. (That) you believe in Allah and His Messenger, and (that) you
strive (your utmost) in the cause of Allah, with your wealth
and your selves. That will be better for you if you but knew
(it and understand the comparative value of the matter)!
12. (And the other great advantages are, that) He will forgive you
your sins, and cause you to enter the Heavens beneath which
rivers flow, and fine mansions in the Heaven of “Adn” (of
the Paradise). That is the great triumph.
13 . And another (favour which you shall receive), that you (greatly)
love is, help from Allah, and a near victory. So give the glad
tidings (of that) to the believers.
14. O you who have believed! Be you helpers of Allah (by dedicating
entirely to Him), as Isa the son of Maryam, said to (his) disciples: “Who will be my helpers to (the cause of) Allah?” The
disciples said: “We will be the helpers of Allah!” Then a faction
of the children of Israel believed, and the (other) faction rejected. But We strengthened those who believed, against their
enemies, and thereupon they became victorious.1258
1257. 48:28.
1258. The chapter closes by inviting Muslims to help each other, while sincerely dedicating oneself to the cause of Allah, as did the disciples of
Prophet Isa, who were even prepared to sacrifice themselves to establish the truth in the region. Thereby, they were blessed with Allah’s
assistance against their enemies.
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CHAPTER

62

The Friday Assembly
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and defines the mission of the Holy
Prophet, as being to convey the Divine Message to the people, so that
they may understand and act accordingly.
The Surah instructs the believers, to constantly remember Allah, even
during his worldly pursuits, and when called upon to carry out a religious obligation, he must give it priority, over a worldly gain. Though this
principle directly concerns the Friday prayer, it is applicable to all other
religious responsibilities.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Whatever is in the firmaments and whatever is on the earth
glorifies Allah - the King, the Holy One, the Exalted in
Might, the All Wise.
2. He is the One Who has raised amongst (the nations of)
“Ummiyyoon” a Messenger from among themselves, reciting to them His verses (of the Qur’an), and purifying them
(from idolatry) and teaching them The Book (the Qur‘an);
and the Wisdom, even though they had been, before, in
manifest error.1259
3. And to other (nations - both Arabs and non-Arabs-) of them
have not yet joined them. And He is exalted in Might, The
All Wise.
4. That is the bounty of Allah, which He bestows on whom He
pleases. And Allah is the Lord of the great bounty.
5. The similitude of those who were made subject to the Law of
the Taurat, but did not carry it out (the obligations), is like

1259. ‘Ummiyyoon’ refers to the Arabs from the Arabian Peninsula, as compared to the people of the Book. Prophet Ibrahim had prayed to the
Almighty, at the Holy Shrine (at Makkah), seeking a Messenger to be
risen from the people of Makkah. The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace
be upon him), who was born in Makkah, was sent as a mercy to the
whole world.
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that of a donkey which carries a load of books (but understands them not). How evil is the similitude of those people
who deny the signs of Allah. And Allah guides not people
who do wrong.1260
6. Say: “O you who are Jews! If you claim that you are the friends
of Allah, to the exclusion of (other) people, then wish for
death, if you are truthful!”
7. And (in fact) they will never ever wish for it, because of that
which their hands have sent on before them! And Allah
knows well the wrongdoers!
8. Say : “The death from which you are fleeing, will truly meet
you. Then you shall be brought back to the Knower of the
Unseen, and the Visible; and thereupon He will tell you of
what you used to do”.
9. O you who have believed! When the call to prayer is proclaimed
on Friday (for prayer), then hasten earnestly to the remembrance of Allah, and leave off business (and traffic). That is
better for you - if you but knew! 1261
10. And when the prayer is finished, then may you disperse through
the land, and seek of the bounty of Allah - and remember
Allah much, (so) that you may prosper.
11. But when they see any merchandising, or some amusement,
they disperse headlong to it, and leave you standing (there).
Say: “What is with Allah, is better than any pastime and
merchandise. And Allah is the Best of Providers”. (He will
provide for you more than you can ever imagine).

1260. The Jews are criticized for having corrupted and adulterated the Divine
Books revealed to them, and for having slandered their Prophets.
1261. Here is a mention of the importance of the Friday (Jumu’a) congregational prayer. Muslims are advised to close their business or any other
activity, and sincerely respond to the call to prayer. They may resume
their activities after prayer as mentioned in the following verse.
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CHAPTER

63

The Hypocrites
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Madinah, and the title refers to the hypocrites
among the people of Madinah, who tried to dissuade the Ansars (those
who helped the migrants), from helping the believers who had migrated
to Madinah. Little did the hypocrites know, that true honour belongs to Allah,
His Messenger, and the believers.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. When the hypocrites come to you, they say: “We bear witness that
you are indeed the Messenger of Allah”. Allah knows well that
you are indeed His Messenger, and Allah bears witness that
the hypocrites are indeed liars.1262
2. They have made their oaths a shield (for their misdeeds). Thus they
debar (others) from the path of Allah. Truly evil is that which
they have been doing.
3. That is because they believed (at first), and thereafter they rejected
(faith). So, their hearts have been sealed up, (and) therefore,
they understand not.
4. When you see them, their persons may surprise you; and when
they speak, you listen to their speech. They are like rough
wood propped up. (Hollow timber is useless and has to be
propped up against other things). They think that every
shout is against them. They are the (real) enemies; so beware of them. May Allah curse them! How they perverted
(away from the truth)!1263

1262.

This chapter begins by referring to the hypocrites (like Abdullah bin
Ubay and his companions) who lived among the people of Madinah
and attempted to instill envy and sedition among the believers. This
verse was revealed to inform the Holy Prophet and the Muslims, of the
evil intentions of these hypocrites. See 3: 67, 58:14 -16

1263.

Here descriptions of the out ward pleasing of the hypocrites and their
deceitful conduct of surrounding and dealings. This verse gives a similitude to them as worthless as hollow pieces of timber propped up
reclining to the wall are impossible to remain and stand in firm.
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5. And when they are told: “Come, the Messenger of Allah may
ask forgiveness for you”, they soon turn aside their heads,
and you see them evading while - and they are proud and
haughty.
6. It is equal to them whether you ask forgiveness for them, or do
not ask forgiveness for them. Allah will never forgive them.
Truly Allah guides not rebellious transgressors.
7. They are the ones who say: “Do not spend on those who are
with the Messenger of Allah, till they disperse (and leave
Madinah). “But (they should know that) the treasures of
the firmaments and the earth belong to Allah, but the hypocrites do not understand.
8. They say: “If we return to Madinah, surely the more excellent
(and powerful will certainly) drive out there from, the most
vile (and weak hearted).” But (they should know that) the
Power (and Might) belongs to Allah and to His Messenger,
and to the believers - but the hypocrites do not know (that).
9. O you who have believed! Do not let your wealth or your children divert you from the remembrance of Allah. And whoever behaves that (way) - surely, they are the losers.
10. And spend (in alms) out of what We have bestowed upon you,
before death befalls to one of you, and he will say: “O my
Lord! If only you put off from me (death) for a little while,
I should then give alms, and I will be among the righteous
people.1264
11. Allah will never put off any soul, when its appointed term has
come. And Allah is well aware of what you do.

1264. Encouragement is given with deep admonition to spending out in the
way of Allah before death overtakes one.
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CHAPTER

64

Mutual Loss and Gain
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and refers to the Day of Judgement
- the Day of the actual loss and gain, according to one’s deeds in this
world. The believers are enjoined to spend generously in the cause of
Allah, so as to receive a multiplied reward on the Day of Judgement.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Whatever is in the firmaments and whatever is on the earth
glorifies Allah. To Him belongs dominion, and to Him alone
belongs (all) praise and He has power over all things.
2. He is the One who has created you, but of you are some who
reject (the faith) and there are (some) among you who believe. And Allah sees well all that you do.
3. He has created the firmaments and the earth with in truth. And
He has fashioned and made you in the best of forms; and
the final destination shall be to Him. 1265
4. He knows well what is in the firmaments and on earth; and He
(also) knows well what you conceal and what you reveal.
And Allah knows well the very innermost thoughts of your
breasts.
5. Has not the news of those who rejected (faith) aforetime,
reached you? So they tasted the grievous (result) of their
evil conduct, and they had a painful punishment.
6. That was because their messengers (from Allah) kept coming
unto them with clear signs, but they said, “Are (mere) human beings going to guide us’?” Therefore, they rejected (the
Message) and turned away. But Allah had no need of them,
(and know) that Allah is self-sufficient, Praiseworthy.1266

1265. He has created the Universe in beautiful and well-proportioned, and
has given you shape, and made you shapes adapted to the best and highest
ends. To Allah is the Final goal of every one. 7:11, 40: 64.
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7. Those who reject (the faith) asserted that they shall never be
resurrected (on Judgement Day). Tell (them): “Surely by my
Lord, you shall certainly be resurrected. Then shall you be
told (the truth) of all that you have done. And (know) that
is (very) easy for Allah.”
8. Therefore, believe in Allah and His Messenger, and in the Light
(of Revelation) that We have sent down. And (know that)
Allah is well acquainted with all that you do.
9. On the Day when He shall gather you (all) for a Day of gathering together. That shall be the Day of the determination of
gains and losses. And he who believes in Allah and does
righteousness, He shall expiate from him his evil actions,
and He shall cause him to enter Heavens beneath which
rivers flow, to dwell therein forever. That shall be the great
victory.
10. But those who rejected (faith) and denied Our signs as false,
are the companions of the Fire (of Hell) and abide therein
forever. And what an evil destination (that is)! 11. No calamity befalls, except by the permission of Allah. And if anyone believes in Allah, He guides his heart (aright). And Allah knows all things (fully well).
12. So obey Allah, and obey His Messenger. But if you turn away,
then (know that) it is upon Our Messenger to (only) convey (and not force or compel) the Message clearly (and
openly to mankind).
13. (He is) Allah! There is no god but Him. And therefore, upon
Allah alone, let the believers put their trust.
14. O you who have believed! Truly (even) you have an enemy
among your wives and your children. So beware of them!
But if you pardon and overlook (their offenses) and forgive
(them) - verily Allah is Ever- Forgiving, The Most Merciful.1267
15. Your wealth and your children are only a trial (for you). Whereas
Allah - with Him (there is) a great reward.
16. So be mindful of your duty to Allah, as much as you are able

1266. 14:9-11
1267. This verse refers to some of the believers who were forced to remain in
Makkah, during the Migration to Madinah, by their wives and children. But, here
is a lesson to all people, faced with a similar situation. We must understand
that our family and wealth are only pleasures of this world. Should we wish for
an everlasting life of bliss in the Hereafter, we must strive to do righteous
deeds, even if we have to forsake some of the goodness of this life.
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to, and listen and obey and spend (in His cause), it shall be
better for yourselves. And whoever safeguarded from the
avarice of his soul, it is such who shall be successful.
17. If you lend to Allah a generous loan, He will multiply it for
you, and forgive you. And Allah is Most ready to appreciate, (He is) the Most Forbearing.1268
18. Knower of what you kept secret, and you make known - Exalted in Might, the All Wise.

1268. 2: 245
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CHAPTER

65

The Divorce
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and deals with divorce - its aspects
and problems, and the importance of iddah (the waiting period before·
which the divorced woman may not remarry)

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O Prophet! When you (intent to) divorce women (your wives),
divorce them (before) their prescribed periods, and compute the term (exactly). And be mindful of your duty to
Allah, your Lord. And do not expel them from their houses,
or let them go forth (themselves), unless they commit a
plain filthy action. And such are the bounds set by Allah.
Whoever transgresses the bounds of Allah, does verily wrong
his (own) soul. You do not know whether Allah may cause
to happen, some new event thereafter. 1269
2. So when they are about to draw near their term (appointed),
then retain them in a suitable manner; or part with them in
a suitable manner. And take two honest persons from among
you, as witnesses, and offer straightforward evidence before Allah. That is the admonition given to him who believes in Allah and the Last Day. And He (Allah) will cause
a means of salvation for him who is mindful of his duty to
Allah.
3. And He will provide for him from whence he expects it not.
And whoever puts his trust upon Allah, then He (Allah) is
sufficient for him. For Allah will certainly accomplish His
command to pass (in His creatures). Allah has already set a
measure for everything.

1269. Up to verse 7, there is a detailed Judgement in cases of divorce. Islam
reformed all the existing unjust and evil rules, pertaining to divorce, and
gave it a most satisfactory and complete form. See: 4:35, 2:227-232.
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4. If you are in doubt concerning those of your women who have
lost all expectations of the monthly courses, then the prescribed period for them is three months. And (also concerning) those who have not had monthly courses, (the prescribed period would be the same). But those who are pregnant, their period shall be (until) they lay down their burden. And Allah, He will make things easy for him, who is
mindful of his duty to Allah.
5. That is the command of Allah, which He has sent down to you.
And (Allah), He will remove evil deeds from him, who is
mindful of his duty to Allah; and (He) will make great, his
reward.
6. Lodge them (the divorced women, during the prescribed period), in the place wherein you dwell, according to your
means. And do not harass them, so as to straiten them
(which would make life intolerable for them). And if they
be pregnant, then spend on them (for their maintenance)
until they lay down their burden. And if they suckle (your
child) for you, then give them their recompense, and take
counsel among yourselves (and settle the matter) according to what is just and reasonable. And if you find yourselves in a difficulty, therefore, let another woman suckle
(the child) for him.
7. Let him who has abundance of means, spend according to his
means; and whoever his provision is measured, let him
spend of what Allah has given him. Allah does not compel
upon any person beyond what He has given it. After a (period of) difficulty, Allah shall soon grant relief (and provide
a solution, if we act with honest integrity)
8. And how many (generations of the) cities, that insolently opposed and rebelled against the command of their Lord and
His Messengers, then, We reckoned with them in a severe
reckoning! And We punished them with a horrible punishment!
9. So they tasted the grievousness of their conduct, and the end
of their conduct, was in total loss!
10. Allah has prepared for them a severe punishment (in the Hereafter). Therefore, be mindful of your duty to Allah, O you
men of understanding - who have believed - Allah has indeed sent down to you a Message (the Qur’an).
11. (Through) a Messenger, who recites to you the Verses of Allah,
clearly, (so) that he may bring forth those who believe and
act righteously, from the depths of darkness into light. And
whoever believes in Allah and acts righteously, He shall
cause him to enter Heavens, beneath which rivers flow, to
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dwell therein forever. Allah has indeed granted for them a
most excellent provision.
12. Allah is the One Who created seven firmaments, and of the
earth, the like thereof (in number). The command (and
decree of Allah) is descending down between them; (so)
that you may know that Allah has power over all things,
and that (you may also know) that Allah encompasses everything in His Knowledge.1270

1270. Here mention is made on Earth as like number of the seven firmaments.
In the Book many places there is mention of the seven firmaments.
Here is the only place in the Book mention is made of it as similar to the
number of firmaments. Imam Razi’s view by seven earths is meant
seven big continents of the world or may also mean the seven Galaxies
stated by some scholars. We should have the faith and to say as mentioned in the verse “That you may know that Allah has power over all
things”.
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CHAPTER

66

Making Forbidden
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Madinah, and through this, Allah asks the
Prophet, why he has forbidden himself something which is lawful in the
sight of Allah. Certain aspects of the personal and family life of the
Prophet are dealt with.
Believers are urged to turn to Allah in sincere repentance. And mentions the examples of disbelieving and believing women, to show that even
being in close relation to Prophets, will not save a sinner from the fire of Hell
(as the case of the wives of Prophets Nuh and Lut); on the other hand, if one
lives righteously, regardless of the circumstances, one will earn the pleasure
of Allah (as in the case of Maryam and the wife of Pharaoh).

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O Prophet! Why do you declare (as) unlawful (upon yourself)
that which Allah has made lawful for you, seeking the pleasure of your wives? But Allah is Ever Forgiving, The Most
Merciful.1271
2. Allah has already sanctioned for you (O believers), the dissolution of your vows (which prevent you from acting rightly).
And Allah is your protector, and He is All- Knowing, and All
Wise.1272
3. And (remember) when the Prophet confided a (certain) event
to one of his wives, and she then divulged it (to another),
and Allah apprised him thereof, and he made known (to
her) part thereof and withheld the rest. Then when he told
her thereof, she said: “Who told you of this?” He said: “The
All-knowing and the All-Aware has told me”.

1271. Allah directs the Holy Prophet on the conduct of some of his wives, and
their disputes, with the following solution. It is not desirable to disallow
oneself a permitted matter, just for the sake of pleasing a wife.
1272. 33:28-34
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4. If you two turn unto Allah in repentance, (and) your hearts are
indeed so inclined (and swerved ‘ from the truth). But if
you assist one other against him, truly Allah is his Protector, and (so are) Jibreel and (every) upright man among
believers. And furthermore, all the angels shall be (his) supporters.
5. It may well be that if he divorces you (all), his Lord shall substitute him (with) better wives than you - who submit (to
Allah), have belief, and those who are devoted, penitent,
worshipping and are steadfast in observing fast- both widows and virgins.
6. O you who have believed! Safeguard yourselves and your families against a Fire whose fuel are men and stones, (whose
work is) assigned to stern and mighty angels who do not
rebel against Allah in what He commands them, and carry
out what they are commanded to do.1273
7. O you who reject (the faith)! Do not put forth any excuses
today (for your crimes). You are merely being repaid for
what you have done,
8. O you who have believed! Turn to Allah in sincere repentance
(for your sins). It may be that your Lord shall wipe out your
evil actions from you, and cause you to enter Heavens beneath which rivers flow, on the Day when Allah will not
(allow) the humiliation of the Prophet and those who have
believed with him. Their Light shall shine before them, and
on their right. They shall say (imploring in prayer): “Our
Lord, endure us perpetually our Light, and forgive us! Truly,
You have power over everything.”
9. O Prophet! Strive hard against the rejecters (of faith) and the
hypocrites, and deal firmly towards them. Their abode shall
be the Hell - and what an evil destination (it is)!
10. Allah propounds as an example for those who rejected (faith),
the wife of Nuh and the wife of Lut. They were under two of
Our righteous servants, but they deceived them (disbelieving the truth). So they availed nothing from Allah (but punishment) and it was said (to them): “Enter the fire (of the
Hell) with those who enter”. 1274
1273.

An instruction is given on educating the members of the family in the
proper ways of obedience.

1274. Here and in the following verses a manifested affair puts forth to rebute
and nullify the claims and misunderstanding of the rejecters of faith
and other doubtful persons. The rejecters of the faith, who were related
closely to the Prophet have the feeling that they would be forgiven and
will enjoy all sort of bliss and happiness in the Hereafter. It is reported
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11. And Allah (also) propounds an example for those who believe
: the wife of Pharaoh, when she said: “My Lord, construct
for me near Your (Bounty), a house in the Heavens, and
rescue me from Pharaoh and his (mis)deeds. And rescue
me from the wrong-doing (of his) people”.
12. And (also the example of) Maryam, the daughter of Imran,
who guarded her chastity and therefore, We breathed therein
Our spirit, and she bears witness to the truth of the words
of her Lord and His Books; and was among the truly devoted.

on the authority of Abu Musa al-Ashari who said : that Holy Prophet has
said : “Among the men there had been many perfect ones, but among
the woman there had been only two, namely Asiya the wife of Pharaoh
and Maryam the daughter of Imran.
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CHAPTER

67

The Sovereignty
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and declares that Allah has created
death and life, so as to put man to a test to show which of is better in
conduct. The Surah challenges anyone to find a flaw in the Almighty’s
creation. The misery met by the sinners in Hell, are also mentioned. The
believers are urged to be grateful for all the mercies that Allah has bestowed
upon them.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Blessed be He, in whose hand is all the sovereignty, and He is
potent over everything.
2. Who created death and life, (so) that He might place you by
trial (and find out) which of you is best in action. And He is
the Almighty, the Ever-Forgiving.1275
3. Who has created the seven firmaments one above another.
You can see no disparity in the creation of the All Merciful.
So turn your vision (unto the sky) do you see any flaw?1276
4. Then focus your vision again and again - your sight will return
to you frustrated while it is fatigued.

1275. Most blessed is He who is the Lord of this world and the Hereafter, the
Lord of the visible and invisible worlds. In the following verses, there
are evidences, describing His authority and the signs of the Lordship.
Signs are available on the creation of death, life, the firmaments, earth
and planets. We must note that the word ‘death’ is particularly mentioned at the beginning of the verse. It is a well-known fact that there
was nothing before any creation and everything was considered to be
‘NIL’ in existence. See 2:28 53:44.
1276. We do not know the ‘seven firmaments’. Here we note that whenever
the Qur’an states it, it is not meant with the extremity of knowledge but
it is meant to invite us to think deeply on its creation, which will lead to
the faith in its Creator. He is the Lord of the universe. 50: 6
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5. And We have adorned the nearest sky, with lamps, and We
have made them the means of driving away the ‘Shaitans’.
We have prepared for them the punishment of the blazing
Fire.1277
6. And for those who rejected their Lord, will have the punishment of Hell - and what an evil destination (it is)! 1278
7. When they shall be cast therein, they shall hear it roaring as it
boils up.
8. It would almost burst with fury whenever a group (of rejecters
of the faith) is flung into it; (and) the wardens thereof shall
question them: “Did no Warner come to you?”
9. They shall say: “Yes indeed a Warner did come to us, but we
denied (him) and we said: “Allah has sent down nothing
and you are indeed in a grave error”.
10. And they shall say: “If we had really listened or we used our
sense, we would not have been among the companions of
the blazing Fire!
11 . Thereupon, they shall acknowledge their sins. So far away
(from the Mercy of Allah) are the inmates of the blazing
Fire!
12. Verily, those who fear their Lord in the Unseen - for them
(will) have forgiveness and a great reward.
13. And whether you conceal your talk or speak it aloud, He knows
well the very innermost thoughts of (your) breasts!
14. Does not He, who has created (all), know (it)? And He is above
all comprehensions, and Well- acquainted (with all things).
15. He is the One who has placed the earth subservient to you. So
walk on the sides thereof, and eat of His provisions. And to
Him is the Resurrection (of the dead).1279
16. Are you feeling secure that the One (Whose authority is encompassed) in the sky, will not cause the earth to be swallowed up along with you while it passes around?

1277. Qatadat said: The stars have been created for three affairs, for adorning
the sky, as missiles to drive away Satans and for guidance. 41:12,
15:16-18.
1278. Up to verse II, the situations of the Hell fire have been mentioned and in
verse 12, the reward of the righteous and faithful has been mentioned.
1279.

Allah’s bounties on us through His creation are mentioned. He has
provided us with the intelligence, which we are able to use, manage the
earth, enjoy the gifts of Allah but remember that the final goal is unto Him.
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17. Or do you feel secure that the One (whose) authority is encompassed) in the sky will not send against you a violent
sandstorm? Then shall you know how (terrible) was (My)
Warning! 1280
18. And those before them already denied (the faith); so (know
well)- how great was the change which (We) made in their
condition.1281
19. Do they not observe the birds above them, spreading out (their
wings) and drawing (them) in? None holds them, but the
Most Gracious. Truly, He is watching everything.
20. Or, who is this, who will be a host for you (so that he could)
assist you, besides the Most Gracious (Allah). The rejecters
are only in deception.
21. Or, who is this, who will provide for you (even) if He (Allah)
should withhold His Provision? Nay, they persist in pride,
and (are only) flying away from the truth!
22. Is he who walks groveling his face better guided, or he who
walks upright along the straight path?
23. Tell (them): “He is the One Who brought you into being, and
endowed you (with) hearing, seeing and hearts. How little
gratitude have you (upon these favours)?
24. Tell (them): “He is the One Who has sowed you in the earth,
and to Him shall you be gathered (on the Day of Judgement). 1282
25. And they say: “When will this promise (come to be), if you are
truthful”.
26. Tell (them): “The knowledge (thereof) is in the sight of Allah
alone, and verily I am a plain Warner! 1283
27. But when they shall see it near at hand, the faces of those who
reject (faith) shall turn back with gloom, and they shall be
told that: “This is (the promise) which you asked for!
28. Tell (them): “What do you think? Whether Allah destroys me
and those who are with me or have mercy on us; who would
1280. See: 17:68, 28:76-82, 29:40.
1281. 22:42-44.
1282.

From verse 19, up to this verse, we find the wonderful evidences that
prove the unity of Allah. His Greatness as the source of all sustenance
is described.

1283. He knows the exact time of the promised Day of Judgement. Its certainty
is true. On that Day, men will realize the real fact, as indicated in the
following verses.
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shield the rejecters (of the faith) from the painful punishment?1284
29. Tell (them): “He is the All-Merciful. We have believed in Him,
and upon Him alone, we rely upon; and you shall soon
know who is in manifest error”.
30. Tell (them): “Tell me, what do you really think? If one morning your water disappears into the underground, who will
bring you flowing water?” 1285
1284. Our faith in Allah is clear. We are in between fear and hope. He has the
right to punish us for our faults or forgive us without punishment, by His
grace. But, none can deliver the rejecters from the punishment. This is
because they have no hope in the mercy of Allah, whereas, the faithful
have the hope.
1285. Finally, a parable is shown from our daily life. Water is the source of our
life. If that disappears, what will happen? We cannot live without water.
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CHAPTER

68

The Pen
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and begins by stressing the virtu
ous character of the Prophet Muhammad, and instructs him not to
pay attention to the words of the disbelievers. The Surah includes a
parable illustrating the fact that all our earnings come from Allah, and it
is obligatory that we set aside a portion for the poor and needy. Those
who disbelieve in this world will be unable to prostrate themselves to
their Lord, in the Hereafter.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Nun. By the pen and what they write down!
2. By the favour of your Lord, you are not mad.
3. And you will have certainly an uninterrupted reward.
4. And indeed you are a truly excellent character.1286
5 . So you will see and they will see 6. Which of you is the demented.
7. Verily, your Lord knows best who is misguided from His way,
and He knows best those who are (rightly) guided.
8. So do not obey those who deny (the truth).

1286. ‘NUN’ is considered as an abbreviated letter. It may refer to the fish that
is attached with the story of Prophet Younus, in verse 48 of this chapter
and see 21:87. The ‘PEN’ indicates, the basic foundation of the knowledge that comes through writing. The Prophet spoke powerful and
meaningful words. He had been raised to a great spiritual dignity, above
all accusations of the disbelievers. The moral behaviour of the Prophet
was sweet and amicable and he was known throughout the country as
a trustworthy and dutiful man. The accusers will witness the reality very
soon. So do not follow the wicked one, as told in the following verses.
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9. They wish that you would be mild (towards them); then they
too would be mild (towards you).
10. And do not obey anyone who swears much, despised.
11. A slanderer who goes about with lying and spreading calumnies 12. Hinders men from following the virtuous (deeds), a transgressor, a sinful person13. Obscene, in addition to that spurious14. Simply because he possesses wealth and (a number of) children.
15. When Our Verses (from the Qur’an) are recited to him, he
says: “Fables of the earlier people!”
16. We shall brand him on the snout!
17. Verily, We have tried them as We tried the owners of the garden, when they swore that they would definitely pluck its
fruit in the morning.1287
18. But they did not make an exception (by saying - “If Allah wills”)
19. So an encompassing (destruction) from your Lord, encompassed upon it, while they were asleep20. And in the morning it was as though it were burnt up and
black.
21. In the morning they called out to one another (saying):
22. “Leave early for your (cultivated) field, if you want to pick the
fruit”.
23. So they set out conversing to one another in low tones 24. “Do not let any single indigent, enter into it today”.
25. And they left early, determined to achieve their purpose (of
preventing the poor from their due).
26. But when they saw it, they said: “We are surely in error!
1287. A remarkable historical parable has been illustrated here and in the following. Giving a warning to those accusers of the Prophet (pbuh), so that they
could realize that the plan and the will of Allah is above all their vain and
meaningless plans. The plan of the people of the garden was to harvest the
fruits, ignoring the leave of Allah, and they hated the presence of the indigent there. For this the garden was destroyed by a storm overnight. This
was the plan of Allah. I visited that region in the year 2001, one can see that
plain valley in the region of Hamadan, 35 kilo meters from Sana’, the capital
city of the Yemen. The valley looks like a coal (black) and it is impossible to
cultivate any crop there. It remains a standing sign even now.
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27. “No, (the truth is) we are hindered (from enjoying the fruits of
our labour!)”
28. The worthiest of them said: “Did I not say to you: “Why do you
not glorify (Allah)?”
29. They said: “Glory be to our Lord. Indeed, we were wrongdoers”
30. So some of them turned towards others, blaming each other.
31. They said: “Woe to us! We were indeed great transgressors!
32. Maybe our Lord shall provide us in substitute (with) something
better than it. Truly, we supplicate earnestly to our Lord!
33. Such is the punishment, and the punishment of the next world is
certainly much greater - if they only knew.
34. Verily, for the righteous, there are Heavens of delight, with their
Lord. 1288
35. Would We treat the Muslims the same as the criminals?1289
36. What is the matter with you? (and) on what basis do you judge?
37. Or do you have a (revealed) book wherein you learn (from)?
38. (So) that you may have (anything) therein you choose (from)?
39. Or do you have any oaths binding upon Us, extending to the Day
of the Judgement, that verily, you shall have whatever you
judge?
40. Ask them which of them shall stand as guarantor for that!
41. Or do they have any partners (of God)? So let them produce their
partners, if they speak the truth!
42. On a certain Day, when the shin be made bare; and they are called
upon to prostrate (themselves) - but, they will not be able to
do (So). 1290
43. Their eyes shall be cast down, and they shall be covered with abasement; for they were already called upon to prostrate (in this
world), when they were safe and sound (yet they rejected).
44. So leave Me alone (the dealings) of those who deny this discourse
(the Qur’an). We shall consign them to a gradual punishment,
1288. The best garden is promised for the righteous people.
1289. A heated argument, with warnings to those falsifiers of the truth, is mentioned here and in the following verses.
1290. A phrase expressive of very great calamity on the Day of Judgement, during
the transfiguration of the Lord, Therefore, Allah will punish these wicked
people by granting them respite and providing them all kinds of enjoyment,
which cause them to do evil. Finally they will face an utter punishment, as
mentioned in the following verses.
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from whence they do not know.
45. I shall bear long with them. My stratagem is strong.
46. Or do you ask them for a reward, so they are weighed down with
debts?
47. Or do they possess the knowledge of the Unseen, so that they can
write it down?
48. So endure patiently for the decree of your Lord. And be not like
the companion of the fish (Prophet Yunus - Jonah), when he
called (to his Lord) while he was grieving (in the belly of the
fish) and in silence.1291
49. Had the favour of his Lord not overtaken him, he would have
been surely cast forth on the naked shore, while disgraced.
50. But his Lord chose him and placed him among the righteous.
51. And those who reject (the truth) would almost strike you down
with their (evil) eyes, when they hear the Message (the
Qur’an), and say, “He is certainly mad”!1292
52. But it is nothing less than an admonition for all creatures!

1291. Here, Allah commands the Holy Prophet to be patient with the rejecters.
While propagating the message, one may face distress, impatience
and restlessness, but even then, convey the message firmly and do not
be like Prophet Younus (pbuh) who met with hostility and persecution,
and fled from his people. This led to him being swallowed by a fish.
Finally he repented and was forgiven.
1292. The rejecters used to look at the Prophet (pbuh) annoyingly, when they
heard the message. This kind of deep looking may cause one to turn
from the right place or fall down with fear. But this did not affect the
Messenger. That is the reason, the verse is begun saying: “They would
almost trip you up.” The strike with the evil eye is a real fact, as narrated
in many authentic sayings.
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CHAPTER

69

The Inevitable Event
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and refers to the Day of Judgement,
as the inevitable event. The Surah gives a powerful description of the
Day of Judgement, and declares that, on that Day, everyone would be
exposed, for what they had done, and dealt with accordingly.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. The inevitable event (of the Day of Judgement).
2. What the inevitable event is?
3. And what shall make you know, what the inevitable (Day is)?
4. The people of Thamud, and the people of ‘Ad denied the striking Day of Judgement.1293
5 . Therefore, the people of Thamud were destroyed by the storm
of thunder (and lightning of extreme severity.)
6. And the people of ’Ad were destroyed by a roaring and furious
Violent Wind.
7. Which He caused to assail them for seven nights and eight
days, in miserable succession- so might have seen the people
lying prostrate therein, as though they were roots of palm
trees (that which is utterly ruinous) waste and tumbleddown.
8. Do you see any remnant of them left?
9. And Pharaoh and those before him, and the (people of) cities,
which were overthrown (Sodom and Gomorrah), did a great
fault.

1293.

‘Al-Haqqa’ (the promised event that come to pass) and Al-Qaria` (the
event where by every thing will be overthrown with a terrible convulsion),
are the names for the Day of Judgement. A brief information on some
people, the thamud, Ad, Pharaoh and remarkable information concerning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, which rebelled against their
Messengers have been mentioned in following verses.
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10. So they rebelled against the Messenger of their Lord; (and)
thereupon He inflicted upon them a severe punishment.
11. Verily, when the waters (during Prophet Nuh’s period) rose high,
We carried you in the Ark 12. (So) that We might make it a reminder for you, and (something) for the ears which retains in the memory.1294
13. So when the Trumpet shall be blown with a single blast- 1295
14. And the earth with (all its) mountains, is lifted up and crushed
with a single crash (and shattered into dust)·
15. Then on that Day, the Great Event that which (shall surely)
come to pass;
16. And the sky shall be split asunder, and shall appear on that
Day, very frail (and torn up)
17. And the angels shall stand on all its sides, and on that Day,
eight (of them) shall carry the ‘Arsh’ of your Lord, above
them.1296
18. On that Day you shall be exposed and no secret action (of
yours) shall remain hidden from you.
19. As for him who is given his book in his right hand, he shall
say: “Here (come) and read my book!
20. “Surely I knew (before) that I should have to meet my reckoning”.
21. Therefore, he shall be in a very pleasant life 22. In an elevated Heaven 23. Bunches of fruits whereof, are hanging low and near at hand.
24. (They will be told): “Eat and drink with easy digestion - because of what you did before, in days gone by!”
25. But as for him who is given his book in his left hand, he shall
say: “Would that I had not been given my book (at all),
1294.

Just as a reminder, and for teaching purposes, brief information of a
portion of the story, which relates to Prophet Nuh (pbuh), has been
mentioned.

1295. Up to verse 37, mention is made of the inevitable event, the Day of
Reckoning, and the situations of the pious and wrong doers.
1296. “ARSH”, is the great creation of Allah. The angels will be on every side
arrayed in ranks, and it will be borne by eight angels. It is reported by
Abu Dawud in his “Sunan”, on the authority of Jabir bin Abdullah, who
said: The Holy Prophet (pbuh) said: “It has been permitted for me to
narrate on an angel among the angels who, carrying the ‘Arsh’: “Verily
the distance between the lobe of his ear and his shoulder is seven
hundred years”
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26. “Nor known about my reckoning!
27. Would that (death) had made an end of me!
28. My wealth had been of no use to
29. My power has vanished from me! “
30. (The angels shall order): “Take him and fetter him up31. Then cast him in the blazing Fire (of Hell),
32. Then (bind him) in chains, the length of which is seventy cubits, and cause him to walk (to Hell). 1297
33. Verily, he used not to believe in Allah the Most Great,
34. Nor did he urge the feeding of the indigent,
35. Therefore he has no friend here today,
36. Nor any food except the corruption which flows from the bodies
of the damned,
37. Which no one shall eat, except those sinners (rejecters of faith)”
38. But nay! I swear both by what you see (among the creatures),
39. And what you do not see (other creatures),
40. That (the Qur’an) is certainly a Message (brought from Allah)
by the noble Messenger.
41. And it is not the word of a poet. How little you believe!
42. Nor it is the word of a soothsayer. How little you pay heed!
43. (But it is a Revelation) sent down from the Lord of all the
worlds. 1298
44. And if he had fabricated certain sayings (and ascribed them)
against Us,
45. We would surely have seized him by the right hand,
46. And then We would have certainly cut off his jugular vein (the
large artery rising from the upper part of the heart);
47. And therefore, none of you could have protected him.

1297. The mentioned measure of seventy cubits is the length of the cubits of
the angel, as reported by Ibn Abbas and Juraij.
1298. Surely, the Qur’an is the word, inspiration and revelation from Allah
communicated through His Messenger Muhammad to be conveyed to
all mankind. Its revelation is a miraculous event in the history of the
Scriptures. There is no chance to say that the Prophet is a poet, a
soothsayer or to any other doubtful words against the message or the
Messenger. The challenge is still going on. The Prophet himself had
no authority to add anything or modify it.
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48. And verily, it is an admonition to those who are mindful in
their duty to Allah.1299
49. And truly, We know that there are some of you who will
deny it;
50. But surely, it shall be a (cause of) sighing, to those who reject
(the faith).
51. And truly, it is the absolute Truth and right of certainty.
52. Thereupon, glorify the name of your Lord, the Magnificent.
1299. It is from the Lord of the Universe and an admonition to the righteous.
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CHAPTER

70

The Ascending Stairways
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and gives a vivid description of the
Day of Judgement. Any attempt by the disbeliever, to redeem himself or
herself from the sufferings of that Day, will be in vain.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. An inquirer questioned, concerning the punishment that shall
befall- 1300
2. Upon the rejecters, which none can avert3. From Allah - the Lord of the Ascending Stairways.
4. (Whereby) the angels and the Spirit (Jibreel) ascend to Him (to
a prescribed ascending place, which is an unseen affair), in
a day whose length is fifty thousand years. 1301
5. Therefore, be patient -patience, which is worth. 1302
6. Verily, they see it (befalling of the punishment) as something
distant.
7. But We see it as very close.
8. On the Day, that the sky shall become like fused brass, 1303

1300. Up to verse 18, a warning is made to the idol worshippers by mentioning the punishment on the Day of Judgement and its dreadful surrounding facts of penalty from the Most High
1301. The ways of ascent to reach that place and the centre of His limitless
Kingdom- the ARSH- from where He showers His blessings, take fifty
thousand years. But the Spirit and the angels reach there within a short
period. See 16:2, 32:4-5, and 78:38.
1302. Patience is the main act against persecution of the enemy, and their
request for hastening the punishment.
1303. Up to verse 18, a description about the happenings to the sky, mountains and the reaction of the criminals on that Day are all mentioned.
The criminal’s shall all be roasted in a blazing fire.
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9. And the mountains shall become like coloured wool.
10. And a near relative will not ask about his friend (each shall be
busy with his own affairs).
11. Even though they can see each other. A criminal shall wish that
he could ransom himself from the punishment of that Day,
(by way) of his children 12. And his wife and his brother 13. And his kinsfolk who sheltered him,
14. And everyone (else) on earth, entirely then (he wishes that
this) might deliver him.
15. By no means! It is a raging blaze (of Hell).
16. Plucking forcibly the scalp 17. It shall call him, who turned away and fled (from the truth),
18. And amassed and covetously hoarded up.
19. Truly, man was created, very impatient. 1304
20. When a bad (matter) touches him, (he becomes) desperate.
21. But when a good (matter) touches him, (he becomes) niggardly!
22. Except those who are performing (the regular) prayer,
23. And who endure in their prayer, perpetually,
24. And those in whose wealth there is just due, known (as Zakat),
25. For (the needy) who asks, and (for those) who are unfit (physically or otherwise) to earn their living.
26. And those who affirm the Day of Judgement.
27. And those who are fearful of the punishment of their Lord ·
28. Verily, the punishment of their Lord is not an affair to feel
secure from;
29. And those who guard their private parts -

1304. Man is created in the best of forms- At the same time, he has been given
free- will to choose among the virtues and evil acts. But his nature turns
almost towards evils, like: greedy, miserliness, impatience, despondency, oppression and injustice. There are good qualities also deposited in the creation of man. Therefore, those having good qualities, like:
truthfulness, devotion to prayers, providing and keeping the rights of
the indigents, fearfulness in doing unlawful acts, trustworthiness and
fulfilling promises and bearing witnesses to the truth as mentioned in
the following verses, are the ones who will have success here and in
the Hereafter.
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30. Except from their wives and (from those) whom their right hands
possess; therefore surely, they are not deserving of blame.
31. But whoever so desires beyond, then they are the transgressors.
32. And those who observe aright their trusts and promises,
33. And those who are upright in their testimonies,
34. And those who are strict in performing their prayer35. Such people shall be in the Heavens, highly honoured.
36. So what is the matter with those who reject (the faith) - that they
hasten towards you with extended - necks;1305
37. On the right and on the left, in groups!
38. Does every man of them desire to enter the Heaven of Delight?
39. By no means! Verily, We have created them out of what which
they know well.
40. But no! I swear by the Lord of the rising-places and the setting
places (of the planets), that We certainly have the power41. To substitute (them) with better (people) than them; and We will
not be outstripped. 1306
42. So leave them to engage in falsehood, and play around until they
meet their Day, with which they are promised.
43. On the Day when they shall come forth from their graves in haste,
as though they were rushing (impetuously) to reach their standards.
44. Their eyes cast down, disgrace covering them. That shall be the
Day with which they were promised.
1305. When the truthful message came to them along with manifested signs, the
unbelievers abstained from listening to the good teachings. 74:49-51.
1306. See: 46:33, 36:81, 56:60-61.
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CHAPTER

71

Nuh
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and devotes to describing the call of
Prophet Nuh, to his people, and the ultimate drowning of those who
were heedless to his call.

The Surah concludes with the prayer of Prophet Nuh to the Almighty,
where he seeks His forgiveness for himself his parents, and the believers;
and asks the Almighty to hasten the destruction of the wrongdoers.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Indeed, we sent Nuh to his people (as Messenger, and told
him), “warn your people before a painful punishment comes
to them. “1307
2. He said, O my people! Verily I am a clear warner to you,
3. (Declaring) that you worship Allah, and be mindful of your
duty to Him, and obey me.1308
4. He will forgive you your sins, and defer you until a specified
time; when the specified time of Allah comes, it cannot be
put off, if you but, knew that.
5. He said: “My Lord! Verily, I have called my people night and
day, 1309

1307.

This chapter deals completely with the story of the Prophet Nuh (pbuh)
with his people and his preaching to them to worship Allah only. His
mission is narrated on different occasions in the Qur’an. See: 1 1:25-49.

1308. Prophet Nuh used all the resources of an earnest preacher, explaining
the method of prayer, by invoking the Creator only and worships Him
truly. If the people obey and do righteous deeds, then Allah’s mercy and
gift will definitely be showered upon them.
1309. He conveyed to them, the message and appealed to them repeatedly,
showing all kinds of evidences in the Universe. But all was in vain, as
narrated clearly in the following verses.
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6. But my calling has only increased them in fleeing away (from
the truth).
7. “And indeed, every time I called them (to seek) Your forgiveness, they stuck their fingers in their ears (so they shall not
hear me), and wrapped (themselves) over in their clothes;
and were obstinate (in the rejection of the truth), and puffed
up with pride and arrogance.
8. Then verily, I called them loudly.
9. Indeed, thereafter, I announced to them publicly; (and) further, I revealed to them with a secret (conversation).
10. So I said, “Seek forgiveness of your Lord. Truly He is the Great
Forgiver,
11. “He shall send down on you, rain in abundance,
12. And shall bestow upon you more wealth and children; and He
shall grant you gardens and grant you rivers.
13. What is the matter with you that you do not hope for honour
and kindness from Allah?
14. He has already created you after various stages of existence.
15. Do you not see how Allah has created seven firmaments, in
order (of) one above the other?
16. And He has placed the moon as a light therein, and He has
(also) placed the sun, as a blazing lamp?
17. Allah caused you to grow the plants from the earth.
18. Then He will restore you therein, and bring you forth again
(for Resurrection).
19. Allah has spread the earth out, as a carpet for you.
20. So that you could walk therein, through its wide valleys as
broad ways.
1310. The people did not follow the right path. But they became very cruel, by
rejecting the message with scorn, and with wicked plans. The names
mentioned were the names of their idols, which they were invoking
besides Allah. These idols later became the gods of the Arabian pagans and they worshipped them. In fact, the mentioned idols were the
names of the pious people who, lived before Nuh, and their followers
gradually started worshipping them, just as we, the followers of the
Prophet Muhammad, see people now transgressing by approaching
pious people throughout the world, and by giving them names as great
saints or waliyy, Peer, Baba, Ghouth or sayyed. We should warn these
people earnestly to shun these kinds of wrong acts, which lead to
invoking others besides Allah- the only One as deity and divinity. This
crime of worshipping continued among the Arabs and other nations.
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21. Nuh said: “My Lord, verily, they have rebelled me, and they
followed (the) one whose wealth and children have only
increased them in loss.
22. And they have plotted a mighty plot.
23. And they said: “Do not abandon your gods, at all and do not
abandon either Wadd or Suwa’, nor Yaghuth and Ya’uq and
Nasr” (the names of their various gods)”.
24. And they have really misguided many people. And do not
increase the wrongdoers in anything, but misguidance!”1310
25. Because of their faults, they were drowned and caused to enter into the Fire (of Hell)! And they found no helpers for
themselves, besides Allah.
26. And Nuh said: “My Lord, do not leave on the earth a single
dweller from among the rejecters (of faith).1311
27. “Verily, if you leave them, they will misguide Your servants,
and shall beget only a wicked, ungrateful (people).
28. My Lord! Forgive me, my parents, and all who enter my house
as faithful, and all believing men and believing women. But
do not increase the wrongdoers, except (in) destruction”.

1311. This prayer comes from Prophet Nuh, after the Lord directed him. Hud:
36. Prophet Nuh (pbuh) prays for the destruction of all kind of criminal
roots, which lead to idol worship. His humble desire and earnest hope
by praying to the Lord is mentioned in the following verse, and clearly
he asks for forgiveness of the believers and the wiping out the evil acts
from the earth.
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CHAPTER

72

The Jinnkind
I

INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and narrates about the Jinns, who
are also created by Allah, according to this Surah, like mankind. There
are righteous and wicked, among them. The Surah also states that it is
the responsibility of every Muslim, to spread the Message of Islam.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
l. Say (O Prophet)! It has been revealed to me (from Allah) that a
company of the jinn-kind listened (to my recitation of the
Qur’an), thereupon they said (to their people, when they
returned to them): “We have indeed heard a wonderful recitation. 1312
2. “It guides (towards) true direction, (and) so we have believed
therein. And definitely, we never associate anyone with our
Lord (in worship).
3. “And truly, that He, the Exalted be the Majesty of our Lord!
Has taken neither consort nor any son. 1313
4. ‘The foolish individuals amongst us have uttered an extravagant lie against Allah.
5. “And verily, we thought that mankind and Jinnkind would never
speak a lie against Allah.

1312. Jinnkind had also been created as mankind. It is demanded from them
as well to follow the guidance according to the lawful and unlawful
affairs. Therefore they must accept the Messenger. There are, faithful
as well as the rejecters among them, as told in the verse 14 of this
chapter. The story of the Jinnkind is also mentioned in the Qur’an in
various chapters. See: 46:29-32, 6:100-101. Here and in the following
verses their presence to listen to the Qur’an, acceptance of the guidance and conveying this message to their kinds, are mentioned.
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6. “But there were people of mankind, who used to seek refuge
(with certain) of the Jinnkind; but they increased them (in)
further oppression!”1314
7. “And they (Jinnkind) thought, as you also think, that Allah would
never raise up anyone (as a Messenger to both of us).
8. “And we essayed (to get) the secrets of the sky, but found it
filled with vehement guards and flaming fire.
9. “We used to sit there (before the Prophet was sent) on (special) seats (thereof) to listen in. But whoever listens now,
Ends a flaming fire in ambush for him.1315
10. “And we have no idea whether an evil is intended for those
who are in the earth, or whether their Lord intends them a
true direction.
11. “Among us, there are some who are righteous and some who
are other than that. We were (followers of) different ways.
12. “We realized that we would never frustrate Allah, in the earth,
nor would we ever frustrate Him, by flight.
13. ‘And when we heard the guidance, we believed therein. And
whoever believes in his Lord, need fear neither diminishment nor oppression.
14. ’There are some amongst us (who) are Muslims, and some
amongst us, who are unjust. Those who have become Muslim are those who sought right guidance.
15. But those who are unjust, they will be for Hell fire, as firewood.
16. And if only they were to follow the (straight) path (of Islam),
We would have certainly bestowed upon them abundant
water.

1313. The faithful of the Jinnkind are declaring the doctrine of the faith, the unity
of Allah, in particular.
1314. This is the statement of the Jinnkind, who says: There were people
among mankind who used to request refuge with the Jinnkind whenever they faced a difficult affair. When this message of the Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) had been proclaimed, they repented and returned
to the Almighty Allah for the refuge and other related affairs.
1315. The Jinnkind was trying to get the above information in the firmaments,
before this Qur’anic revelation. They used to steal some information
and transfer it to the soothsaying people to deviate them from the truth.
But they realized now after rising of the Messenger, that the vigilant
angels who prevented them from entering that region had defeated
these kinds of dark plots.
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17. So We could test them thereby. And whoever turns aside from
the remembrance of his Lord -He will cause him to enter an
arduous punishment.
18. And (all) the places of worship belongs to Allah alone. So do
not invoke on any one else besides Allah. 1316
19. And when the servant of Allah stands up praying to Him, they
almost swarm all over him in a dense crowd (to hear the
Qur’an).
20. Say: “I invoke only on my Lord, and do not associate any one
else with Him.”
21. Say: “I possess no power to do you either harm, or guide you
right.”
22. Say: “Verily, no one can protect me from (the punishment of)
Allah, and I will never find any refuge apart from Him 23. “(My responsibility is) only to convey (the truth) from Allah
and His Messages. And whoever rebels against Allah and
His Messenger, he shall have the Fire of Hell, wherein they
shall abide forever.”
24. (They shall be in their state of rejection) until they see what
they were promised. Then they shall know surely, who has
less support and smaller numbers.
25. Say: “I do not know whether what you promised is close or
whether my Lord shall appoint for it, a (long) term.
26. “He is the Knower of the Unseen, and He divulges His Unseen
(affairs) to none,
27. “Except a Messenger with whom He is well pleased. And then
He appoints a guard (of angels) to go before him and behind him,
28. “So He may know that they have indeed delivered the Messages of their Lord; and He encompasses what is with them,
and (is) clever in calculating everything (in order).”

1316. From here onwards, instructions are given to the Holy Prophet to proclaim the worship of none but Allah, conveying of the message and the
knowledge of the unseen affairs is belong to Allah only.
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CHAPTER

73

The One Wrapped Up
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is among the earliest revela
tions. Its main theme is to urge the believers to spend the later portion
of the night, in prayer and reading the Qur’an. Such prayers, though not
compulsory, will definitely be well rewarded, in the Hereafter.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
l. O you enwrapped in a mantle ·
2. Stand up at night (in prayer), except a small portion (thereof)3. Half of it, or little less than that
4. Or a little more. And recite the Qur’an in a slow and distinct
manner.1317
5. We shall soon cast forth a weighty Message upon you.1318
6. Certainly, rising at night (for prayer), is more fit for earnest
devotion, and is more suitable for distinct pronunciation
(of the Qur’an)1319

1317. The Divine directions on the performances of the midnight prayer are
provided to the Messenger. The need for the recitation of the Qur’an is
also explained. Its recitation requires many rules to be followed, which
will attract the listeners.
1318. “Weighty word”, It is described that there was weighty feeling during the
time of the revelation as reported in the authentic records, concerning
the method of revealing ‘Wahyi’, how it was revealed, its shape, and the
feeling of the Prophet at that time.
1319. “Night” and in particular, ‘midnight’ is more suitable for prayer and
praise in a calm and quit atmosphere. Umar, Ibn Abbas and Bin Zubair
said: ‘Night ‘ is more fitted for earnest devotion and that is the time for
keeping down all impure and unbecoming thoughts.
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7. You have indeed, much of your daytime, engaged in worldly
affairs.
8. And remember the name of your Lord, and devote yourself to
Him with full devotion.1320
9. Lord of the east and west. There is no god but He. So take Him
as your Guardian.
10. And be patient (in the face) of what they say, and separate
from them, in a decent manner.
11. And leave Me (alone to deal) with those rich in favours, who
deny the truth; and give them a little respite.
12. Verily, with Us there are (heavy) fetters and a fiercely burning
fuel (of Hell),
13. And food that chokes, and a painful punishment.
14. On the Day, when the earth and mountains shall be shaken,
and the mountains become like a heap of crumbling sand
hills;
15. Verily, We have sent unto you a Messenger, as a witness against
you just as We sent a Messenger to Pharaoh (and his
people).
16. But Pharaoh rebelled against the Messenger, (and) so We seized
him with a dreadful scourge.
17. How will you protect yourselves (from the punishment), if
you reject (the faith, in this world)? On a Day which will
turn children grey-haired,
18. By which the sky shall cloven asunder. His promise shall be
fulfilled.
19. This is truly an admonition. So anyone who wills should take
a way towards his Lord.
20. Your Lord certainly; knows that you stand up (in prayer at
night) - very near two-thirds of the night, or half of it, or a
third thereof and (so do) a group of those with you (performing prayers). Allah determines the measure of the night
and day. He knows that you cannot compute it (exactly).
So He has turned towards you (to induce levity upon you).
So recite (as much) of the Qur’an, as is easy (for you). He
knows that there shall be some of you who may be sick,

1320. During the daytime, we are engaged in different affairs apart from discharging all obligatory duties. Therefore, we should maintain the nearness to Allah by glorifying Him and performing prayers. The greatest
respected act at night is the remembrance of our Lord. See: 17:79,
50:40, and 52:49.
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and that others are travelling in the land seeking Allah’s
bounty; and yet others are fighting in the cause of Allah. So
recite (as much) of it, as is easy (for you). And perform (the
regular) prayer, and pay ‘Zakat’, and lend a generous loan
to Allah. And (know that) whatever good (action) you forward for yourselves, you shall find it with Allah, as something better and as a greater reward. And seek forgiveness
from Allah. Truly, Allah is Most-Forgiving, The Most Merciful.1321

1321. There is no clash of the beginning verses with this verse. The first verse
is addressed to the Prophet himself and it commands to the performance of the night prayer without fixing for him a particular time, as
mentioned here in this verse which says: - two thirds of the night, or half
the night, or a third of the night- Therefore, the Holy Prophet (pbuh) was
engaged accordingly, as told in this verse. Along with him were some of
the faithful who treated the prayers as desirable performances. It was
not proved it’s obligatory upon the companions, though it was proved
upon the Prophet done in person. For Muslims in general, it is a desirable matter.
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CHAPTER

74

The Enveloped One
INTRODUCTION

T

his Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is one of the earliest revela
tions. The title refers to the Holy Prophet, enveloped in his garment, and
the Surah commands him to spread the Message to others.

The Surah outlines all the fundamental concepts of the Quran, and focuses on
the great responsibility of the Prophet, and through him, all his followers, to
warn people of the hereafter.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. O you enveloped in garments! 1322
2. Arise and warn (the people)!
3. And magnify your Lord.
4. And purify your raiment.
5. And abstain from all impure acts.
6. And be not liberal in the hope of gaining more.
7. And endure patiently for the sake of your Lord.
8. So when the Trumpet shall be blown.
9. Then that Day shall be a grievous day, 1323
10. Far from easy for the rejecters (of faith).
11. Leave (him) to Me, whom I created Alone.1324

1322. On the authority of Jabir Bin Abdullah who reported on this revelation
and said: The Holy Prophet once said: “while I was walking, all of sudden I heard a voice from the sky. I looked up and saw the same angel
who had visited me at the cave of Hira, sitting on a chair between the
sky and the earth. I got afraid of him and came back home and said,
‘wrap me (in blankets)’ and then Allah revealed these verses”. Commanding the Prophet to warn the people, to magnify the only One God,
to be clean from dirt and filth, to serve in the way of Allah sincerely and
to be patient in every affair.
1323. This refers to the inevitable event of the first Blast.
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12. And whom, (later) I have given extensive wealth,
13. And sons, remaining in his presence (at Makkah),
14. And whose (life) I have smoothed (in all matters).
15. Then he desires Me to add yet more!
16. Certainly not! He has been stubborn about Our revelations
(of the Qur’an).
17. I shall soon compel him to climb a peak of fire!
18. He reflected, and laid plans (against the Qur’an and the Messenger).
19. So may he be cursed! (for) how he planned!
20. And again he be cursed! (for) how he planned!
21. Then he looked (around him).
22. Then he frowned and scowled (showing displeasure).
23. Then he turned away (from the faith), and was puffed up with
pride.
24. Then he announced: “This is nothing but magic derived from
the past.
25. “This is nothing but the words of a human being!”
26. I will roast him in ‘Saqar’.
27. And what shall make you know, ‘ what the ‘Saqar’ is?
28. It does not spare and does not omit.
29. Ceaselessly scorching the skin.
30. Over it are nineteen (angels as keepers and guardians). 1325
31. And We have only appointed angels as companions of the
Fire. And We have only specified their number as a cause
of contention for those who reject (the faith); so that those
who were given the Book, might have attained firmly (according to the number which is mentioned in their Books).
And those who believe might increase in (their) belief And
both those who were given the Book, and the believers,
might have no doubt (at all, concerning the number of the
angels). And so that, those with sickness in their hearts,
and the rejection (of faith) might say, “What does Allah
mean by this parable?” Thus does Allah misguide those He
1324. Up to verse 53, a warning is given to the rejecters. Man’s behaviour, right
from his creation, up to his final goal, has been indicated in short verses,
but one can grasp the meanings of the statements clearly. From the
verse 39 an argument of these wicked people with the companions of
the right hand, in the Hereafter, is mentioned.
1325. This refers to the number of angels who are appointed to guard Hell.
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pleases, and guide those He pleases. And no one knows
the forces of your Lord, but Him. And it (‘Saqar’) is nothing
but a reminder to men.
32. Nay, by the moon.
33. And by the night when it retreats!
34. And by the dawn when it shines forth!
35. It is truly one of the greatest (calamities);
36. (And) a warning to men
37. To anyone among you who desires to go forward, or hang back.
38. Everyone is pledged for what it has earned.
39. Except for the companions of the right.
40. (They shall be) in Heavens, they shall ask each other,
41. Concerning the criminals;
42. “What has caused you to enter ‘Saqar?
43. They shall say: “We were not of those who offered prayers!
44. Nor did we feed the indigent,
45. And we plunged with those who plunged (in vain discourses);
46. And we used to deny the Day of Judgement;
47. Until the certainty (of death) came to us.”
48. So the intercession of the intercessors shall not profit them.
49. So what matter has come to them, that they turn away from
(accepting) the admonition?
50. As if they are frightened asses,
51 . Fleeing from a lion.
52. In fact, everyone of them desires to be given an unfurled scroll
(of his own).
53. By no means, but (the fact is that) they do not fear (the punishment of the) Hereafter.
54. Nay indeed! It (the Qur’an) is truly, an admonition. 1326
55. So who desires, let him pay heed.
56. But (remember that) they shall not pay heed, unless Allah
pleases. He alone is worthy to be feared and He alone is
worthy to forgive.

1326. The Holy Qur’an is surely an admonition and guidance to all. The
righteous shall understand its glorious teachings and they are the sincere and successful in the sight of Allah.
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CHAPTER

75

The Rising
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is a very strong reminder of the
Day of Resurrection.

The Surah stresses the seriousness of this life and our responsibility
for our actions. Man’s heedlessness of the Day of Resurrection, is deplored,
and asserts that the Creator, who originally created us from nothing, indeed
has the power to raise the dead to life.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Nay! I swear by the Day of Resurrection! 1327
2. And! I swear by the self-accusing soul.1328
3. Does man think that We shall not reassemble his bones?
4. Indeed! We are (even) well able to (assemble) tips of his
fingers.1329
5. But man (still) wants to commit wrong (deeds even) in
the (remaining) period of his future (life).

1327. The unbelievers used to deny the Day of Resurrection. Here, by swearing by its existence, Allah responds to those rejecters. Ibn Qutaibah
said: The letter ‘LA’ is brought here, as a reply to those rejecters. It
implies ‘the affair is not like that, but I swear’ and this expression is
most suitable for asserting and confirming on the swearing subject.
1328. ‘LAWWAMAH’, (the self-reproaching soul), the faithful person is blaming his soul every time. He regrets upon the acts he missed and blames
the soul. See: 12:53, 89:27.
1329. We are able to put perfectly the very tips of the fingers, but man still has
doubts as to whether We can assemble his bones. Here the Qur’an
discovered the importance of the fingerprint, 14 hundred years ago, but
this information was known to the present scientists only in the year
1884. Soon after this, in the following verse, the Qur’an gives the statement that man wishes to do crime! But his fingerprint gives the solution
to the discovery of the crime.
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6. He (continues) asking: “When shall be the Day of Resurrection?”1330
7. But when the eye (sight) shall be dazzled,
8. And the moon shall be eclipsed,
9. And the sun and moon brought together.1331
10. On that Day man shall say: “Where shall be the place of refuge?”
11. No indeed! There shall be no place of refuge!
12. On that Day, towards your Lord, shall be the resort (of all the
creatures).
13. On that Day, man shall be informed of what he had committed, and what he had omitted (to do).
14. But (you know) man shall be a demonstrating witness against
himself
15. In spite of any excuses, he may put forward.
16. Do not move your tongue that you may hurry over it. 1332
17. Truly, its collection and its recitation rests upon Us.
18. So when We recite it, follow the recital thereof
19. Then upon Us rests (again) the expounding thereof
20. No indeed! But you love (the life of) this fleeting world. 1333
21. And you neglect the Hereafter.
22. (Some) faces on that Day shall be shining23. Looking towards their Lord.
24. And (some other) faces on that Day, shall be dismal
25. Thinking that a calamity shall befall them!
26. No indeed! When it (the soul of man) reaches the throat - 1334

1330. Up to verse 15, different kinds of signs, which would appear on the Day,
are mentioned.
1331. At the time of the Hour the light of sun and moon will disappear and both
will become lightless. See: 39:69
1332. Whenever the Holy Qur’an was recited to the Holy Prophet, he was so
impatient and was moving his tongue, to easily memorize the revealed
verses. Here Allah instructs him, telling him not to be in a hurry. The
arrangement of the Qur’an was thus a part of the Divine scheme. 17:105106.
1333. The reason for man’s rejection of the Day of Judgement is, his attachment of this very life.
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27. And it is said: “who is the magician (to drive away his agonies)?”
28. And he knows it is indeed the final parting (from this world).
29. And one leg will be joined with the other (when the soul
departs).
30. On that Day, the driving shall be to your Lord.
31. So he neither gave alms nor offered prayers.
32. But he denied the truth and turned away (from faith).
33. Thereafter, he went off to his family, Strutting haughtily.
34. Ruin upon ruin, and it is more worthy (to you and really you
deserved it).
35. Then ruin again upon you, and it is more worthy (to you and
still you deserved it).
36. Does man think that he shall be left neglected? Man loves the
hasty life of this world and ignores the Hereafter.
37. Was he not a drop of emitted sperm? 1335
38. Then he became a blood clot, and then He shaped and perfected (him)
39. Thereupon, He made of him pairs - of male and female.
40. Is not He (Allah who has done all that), able to give life to the
dead? -(Yes! He surely can)!

1334. Here, and in the following verses, a picture of the terrible situation when
death approaches, is shown.
1335.

Allah, Who is the Creator and the Originator of man, is absolutely
capable, of bringing back the dead to life at anytime He desires and at
the time of the Resurrection.
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CHAPTER

76

The Man
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah, and is often called Suratu-D-Dahr
(Time). Both titles refer to the creation of man from nothingness.

The Surah deals with the contrast between those who chose good and
those who opt for evil, and what is in store for them in the Hereafter. Believers
are urged to pray and glorify the Almighty.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Did there not pass over man a space of time, when he was
nothing worth mentioning?
2. Verily, We created man from a mingled sperm drop (so that) We
might test him, and We made him hearing and seeing. 1336
3. Truly, We have guided him on the (right) path (by sending him
the Messenger); whether he be grateful (by having faith) or
ungrateful (by rejecting faith). 1337
4. Verily, We have prepared for the rejecters (of the faith), chains,
(iron) collars and a burning Fire.
5. (But) verily, the virtuous (and faithful) shall drink from a cup
mixed with camphor- 1338

1336. Man should remember that he had passed through many stages before coming forth in this world and he has been granted many gifts, and in
particular, the intellectual insight, and the faculties of hearing and sight.
1337. We showed him the ways of good and bad, by sending the Messengers, revealing Scriptures, and with the help of preachers and scholars. He is
free to join any one of the two ways. The company of the righteous or the
company of the wrong doers and rejecters, for whom have already been prepared the punishment of the blazing fire, mentioned in the following verse.
1338. Here, up to verse 22, those righteous who, joined the company of the
blessed in this life, will enjoy all kinds of gifts for their reorganization of the
Hereafter.
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6. A spring of water, from which the servants of Allah shall drink,
makes it gush forth abundantly.
7. They fullfil their woes (of obedience) and fear a Day whose
evil shall spread itself far and wide.
8. And they feed with food, despite their love for it, the indigent
and orphans and captives;
9. (Saying): “We feed you only for the sake of Allah. We do not
desire any reward from you, nor any thanks ·
10. “Truly we fear from our Lord a dismal calamitous Day.”
11. So Allah has safeguarded them from the evil of that Day, and
has made them meet with brightness (in their faces), and
happiness.
12. And rewarded them for that they patiently persevered -(with)
a Paradise and with silk (clothes) 13. Reclining therein on couches, they will see there neither (the
burning) sun, nor excessive cold.
14. Its shading (branches) shall hang down near at hand of them,
and bunches of fruits thereof shall hang down low 15. And goblets of silver and goblets of pure crystal glass, shall be
passed round among them16. Crystalline silver glass — they shall determine the measure
thereof (according to their desire).
17. And they shall be given there, a cup to drink, mixed with ginger,
18. (The water of) a flowing spring therein, called ‘Salsabil’.
19. And everlasting youths shall circulate among them (serving
them) - if you see them, you would think them (as) scattered pearls.
20. And when you see (those favours) you see delight and a great
kingdom21. Having green garments of fine silk, as a covering, and rich
brocade. And they shall be adorned with silver bracelets.
And their Lord shall grant them a pure drought to drink.
22. Verily, this is a reward for you, and your striving (on earth) is
thankfully acknowledged.
23. Verily, it is We who have sent the Qur’an down to you, by
stages.
24. Therefore be patient for the Judgement of your Lord, and do
not obey any sinner or ungrateful rejecter (of the faith),
among them.
25. And remember the name of your Lord in the morning and the
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evening,
26. And prostrate to Him during the night, and glorify Him for a
long portion of the night.
27. Surely these people love this fleeting world (of this life), and
leave behind them, a Heavy Day.
28. We have created them, and have strengthened their joints.
And if We please, We can replace them with others like
them.
29. This is certainly a Reminder. So whoever wishes, take to himself a way towards his Lord.
30. But you shall not will unless Allah wills. Verily, Allah is AllKnowing, All Wise.
31. He causes whomever He wills, (to) enter into His mercy. But
for the wrongdoers, He has prepared a painful punishment.
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CHAPTER

77

Those Sent Forth
INTRODUCTION

T

he Surah was revealed at Makkah. The constant remain of the Surah is
“On that Day, woe to the deniers (of Faith)”.

The Surah gives a description of the Day of Judgement, and the life of
the Hereafter, for the disbelievers, and the righteous.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
l. By those (winds ) sent forth in continual series.
2. By the violently gusting tempestuous wind.
3. By the winds which spread rain over the earth.
4. By the verses that separate (truth from falsehood).
5. By (the angels) who bring the revelations (to the Messengers).
6. As an excuse or a warning.
7. What you are promised shall certainly come to pass.1339
8. (On that Day) when the stars are extinguished (of their light). 1340
9. And when the sky shall be split open,
10. And when the mountains are reduced to powder and scattered,
11. And when the Messengers are made to appear at the appointed
time and place.
12. For what Day is that period adjourned?
13. For the Day of Decision.
14. And what shall make you know what the Day of Decision is?
1339. By swearing on the above things, Allah instructs us to believe that His
promise of the Day of Judgement, the signs of the Hour, the Resurrection of all beings and their final goal, will all come to pass.
1340. Here, and in the following verses, some of the signs, which shall appear on the Day of Judgement, are mentioned.
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15. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)! 16. Have We not
destroyed the earlier peoples?1341
17. Then We followed them up with later ones?
18. Thus do We deal with the criminals.
19. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
20. Have We not created you from a contemptible fluid?
21. Then We placed it in a secure repository (the womb),
22. For a known term.
23. It is We who determine, and how excellently do We determine!
24. On that Day, woe to the deniers (of faith).
25. Have We not made the earth a receptacle 26. For the living (on the earth) and the dead (inside the earth)?
27. And We have placed therein firm and immovably lofty (mountains), and give you sweet fresh water to drink?
28. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
29. (It shall be said to the rejecters on that Day) "proceed to that
(punishment) which you used to deny.1342
30. Proceed towards a shadow of three forked branches (of the
smoke of the Hell Fire),
31 . (Giving) neither shade nor shelter from the flames.
32. Verily, it shall cast forth sparks as huge as castles
33. Like a herd of yellow camels.
34. On that Day, woe to the deniers (of faith)!
35. This is the Day; they shall not be able to speak (a single word).
36. Nor shall they be allowed to offer any excuses.
37. On that day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
38. This is the Day of Decision. We have gathered you and earlier
peoples together.
39. So if you have a plan, then use it against Me (now)!
40. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
41. Those who guard (against evil and ( do righteous deeds) shall
be amid shade and fountains-1343

1341. Some phenomena, showing His Mighty, is mentioned.
1342. The situation of the rejecters at that Hour, and a description of the Hell
Fire and the inhabitance there are, also told.
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42. And have fruits as that they desire.
43. (And it shall be said to them): “Eat and drink with relish for
what which you used to do.
44. “Verily, thus, We recompense those who do best.”
45. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
46. (It shall be said to those rejecters): “Eat and enjoy yourselves
for a little while (in this world), you are surely the criminals!”
47. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
48. When they are told to bow down (to Allah), they do not bow
down.
49. On that Day woe to the deniers (of faith)!
50. In what Message, after this (the Qur’an), will they believe?”1344

1343. The great gift will be granted to the righteous people as the supreme
bliss.
1344. If they do not believe in these teachings, what kind of teachings do they
expect, and what will they believe in?
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CHAPTER

78

The News
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkah Surah puts forth convincing arguments in support of the
Day of Judgement (Yaumul-Qiyamat). It draws our imagination to won
der about the Creator Who has made this Universe and its life out of
nothing, and is therefore, capable of bringing a new situation such as the
Hereafter. Further, a vivid description of the Day of Judgement is given, when
the trumpet would be blown, and the entire world as we see it, would give way
to a new one.The fate of the faithful as well as unbelievers is dealt with in
detail. Thus, the Day promises to be one of the blessings for the faithful and
sorrows for the disbeliever. With this warning, Allah invites those who have the
will, to seek the refuge in Him, and the escape from a horrible fate.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. About what do they ask each other?
2. About the Great News. 1345
3. With which they are at variance
4. By no means; they will know (the truth):

1345. While the Holy Prophet (pbuh) was conveying the message concerning
the unity of Allah, and affairs related with the Resurrection and the Judgement, the people were asking various questions. As we know, the message of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), created a revolution in
the Arab society, where worshipping idols instead of the true God, was
prevalent. Even the supposed followers of the Scriptures of Musa and
Isa (peace be upon them), joined the idol worshippers, and even filled
the Ka’abah, with various forms of idols.
Such was the terrible social and cultural background of many Arabs
during that period of history. The few people who remained faithful and
loyal to the teachings of the previous Prophets, were helpless in guiding and establishing moral standards among their countrymen.
Through the following verses, the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him),
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5. And surely, (come to), they will soon know (the truth)
6. Have We not made the earth like a bed?
7. And (raised) the mountains like pegs?
8. And (have not) We created you in pairs.
9. And We have made your sleep for repose.
10. And We have made the night a mantle
11. And We have made the day as the time for the livelihood?
12. And (have not) We built above you the seven mighty
(firmaments)
13. And We have placed a dazzling lamp (among them)
14. And We sent down from the dripping clouds abundant water
15. (For) that We may bring forth thereby grain and herbs
16. And gardens of luxurious growth·l346
17. Verily, the Day of decision (of good and evil) has an appointed
time.1347
18. The Day when the trumpet will be blown, and therefore, you
will come in groups.
19. And the sky shall be opened and there will appear gates.
20. And the mountains shall be made to move and shall become
as a mirage.1348
has instructed the people to study the various creations they see around
them, and through such knowledge, realize the existence of a Supreme
Power.
1346. From the above eleven verses (6-16), many symbols are mentioned. All
these wonderful creations - the spacious expanses of the earth, the
mountains that stand firm and act as pegs, the creation of man in pairs,
the succession of activities and rest, the blessings of day and night, the
magnificent creation of the seven firmaments, the sun as the source of
our light and physical life, the water which comes down in abundance
and brings forth from the womb of the earth all kinds of goodness, - are
due to the matchless artistry, power and wisdom of Allah. The above
facts put forth convincing arguments in support of the Day of Resurrection.
1347. There is no doubt at all regarding the Day of Judgement. It is surely the
Day when the righteous will be sorted out from the evil ones.
1348. On that Day, the present order of the whole world will change, and a new
world shall come into being (39:68-75). The order of the firmaments,
the earth, the mountains, etc. shall all be changed, and the dead and
the living shall gather in groups from their present positions. All of
them shall be in different forms and shapes. This event has been
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21. Verily, Hell (lies) as place of vigilance.

22. A place of resort for the oppressors.
23. Who will abide therein for ages.
24. They taste therein neither coolness nor any drink.
25. Except boiling water and purulence which flows from the
bodies of the damned.
26. A suitable recompense (proportional).
27. Surely, they were not expecting any reckoning.
28. And they utterly falsified Our signs.
29. And everything We have computed in a book.
30. So taste, and We shall ever increase upon you except the punishment.
31. Verily, the victorious place is for those who ward off (evil and
do righteous deeds).1350
32. Gardens and grapes.
33. And blooming maidens of equal age.
34. And a cup full.
35. They will not hear therein any vain (matters) nor lie (any falsehood).
36. As a recompense from your Lord, a (truly) sufficient gift.
37. The Lord of the firmaments and the earth, and that lies between both, the Most Gracious with whom none can converse.
38. On that Day when the spirit and the angels will stand in line,
they will not speak except the one who is permitted by the
Most Gracious, and who has spoken (what is) correct.1351
39. That is the true Day, so whoever desire to make a place of
resort towards his Lord (let him to take).1352
mentioned in various verses of the Qur’an. (69:14-16, 56:5-6, 27:87).
Allah is the Creator of all, and He has the power to do as He wills. To
know Allah’s power, all we have to do is look around us. Where has
man reached now? The world has developed vastly in various fields.
Are these facts not enough to understand the Glorious Power of Allah,
the Creator of all? (21:104, 39:5).
1349. From this verse, to verse number 30, mention is made regarding the
situations and the fitting recompense of the wrong doers.
1350.

From this verse, up to verse 36, reference is made regarding the
situations and suitable rewards of the righteous, miserable and fortunate people.
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40. Verily, We have warned you of an imminent punishment on
the Day whereon man will look on what his hands have
offered, and the rejecter will say: “Would that I were (mere)
dust”.1353

1351. Allah, the Most Gracious, the Lord of the entire Universe, shall permit
only those having faith in Him and His Messenger, as special dignitaries of honour, in His sight, to plead for sinners.
1352.

Know well that there is no need of contention regarding the Day of
Judgement which is sure to come. So get ready, and turn back to Allah,
and understand the truth and obey Him alone. That Day is better imagined than described. What a horrible picture the Hour will assume,
when the existing order of this world and the nominal working of its
natural phenomenon will cease to function.

1353. The punishment for wrong actions may take place in this life, but death
is considered as a beginning of the life of the next world. Likewise,
everything is supposed to have an end.
Man does wrong every day, and in every second, there is the possibility
of doing wrong knowingly or unknowingly, and for this, he also suffers,
knowingly or unknowingly. For the excuse of such sins, man implores
his Lord for forgiveness. There is a long Qudsi Hadith, narrated by the
great companion of the Prophet- Abu Dhar Al Ghaffar - in which Allah
said: “Oh My servants! Indeed, you are committing sins by day and by
night, and I forgive all sins. So seek My forgiveness, and I shall forgive
you”. The faithful asks pardon from Him, for his faults, remembers the
warnings of Allah, and acts accordingly. But when the rejecter of faith,
realizes the Absolute Reality, he will wish to be reduced to dust, or
remain in the grave. But that would not be possible and begging for
mercy at this point of time, will be in vain.
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CHAPTER

79

Those Who Drag
INTRODUCTION

T

here is some difference of opinions among commentators on this Mak
kah Surah as to what the first five verses of this Surah could suggest.

While a majority of them have suggested that the descriptions put forth
in these verses applying to the different activities of the angels as they are
taking possession of the souls of the non-believers and the believers; other
commentators have referred to the spirit of the believers with their horses in
the battle field, and still others give preference to the spiritual side of the faithful
in spreading the religion of Islam both in times of peace and war.
It must however, be borne in mind that the oaths simply draw attention
to a certain testimony - an awakening to the ‘great calamity’ which is to come.
The great changes that the world in which we live, will undergo, is a
certainty. Allah cites the example of Fir’aun (Pharaoh), who as consequence of
claiming his divinity ‘and invincibility’, perished with his followers.
Allah testifies to the fact that the inordinate person who prefers life of
this world, would find an abode in Hell; whereas the one who fears Allah alone
and restrains himself from evil desires would definitely find an abode in Paradise. Further, Allah, through this Surah, makes it clear that only He knows the
exact time of the Day of Resurrection.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. By those (angels) who drag out (the souls of wicked) with violence.
2. By those who show swiftness gently.
3. By those who swim floatingly.
4. By those who move forward speedily (as in a race)
5. By those who make plans to execute the order.1354

1354. In the Holy Qur’an, mention is made of different types of oaths made by
the seasons, period, time, place and others, such as the ones on
which oaths have been invoked, from verses 1-5 of this Surah. The
Almighty Allah is never required to confirm His commands for any of His
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6. On the Day when the (first) blast of trumpet shall quake violently.
7. Followed by repeated tremors. 1355
8. Hearts on that Day shall tremble.
9. Their sight shall be downcast.
10. They say “shall we really be restored the former condition?1356
11. (Even) after we have become rotten bones?”1357
12. They say, ‘it is then a losing return’.
13. But surely, it is the only a single shout.
14. Consequently, they will be in (full) awakening.
15. Has not come to you the story of (Prophet) Musa?1358
16. When his Lord called him in the sacred valley of ‘Tuwa’. 1359
17. Go to Pharaoh, surely, he has transgressed (all bounds).
18. So tell (him): Do you endeavour to be pure and holy yourself
19. And I will direct you to your Lord, so that you should fear
(Him)
20. Then he (Musa) showed him the greatest sign.
21 But he denied and rebelled.
creatures. If we look at the objects upon which oaths are taken, we
realize that these objects were denied by some, insulted by some,
while others were ignorant of them. Therefore, Allah has taken oath on
them, to confirm their existence and creation, and their benefit to other
creatures, so that man may think and understand.
1355. It is certain that on that Day of the First Blast, every creature shall die,
followed by the Second Blast, to make way for the new world that will
then come into being.
1356. Here, the verse refers to the attitude of the people when the violent
storm will take place.
1357.

Whenever the Messenger conveys the subject of Resurrection, the
unbelievers mocked at it (37:16-2 l; 36:48-54). Is not Allah, Who created you from nothing, Powerful enough to give life to the dead?

1358. Allah, the Almighty, wishes to facilitate on the Prophet (peace be upon
him), by citing the example of the Pharaoh who was stronger than the
Quraish. He ridiculed the clever and faithful Messenger Musa (peace
be upon him), and rebelled against him. A reference to this is made up
to verse 26.
1359. Wadi Al Muqaddas is the valley just below Mount Sinai, where subsequently, Prophet Musa (peace be upon him) was to receive the ‘Taurah’
(20:912).
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22. Then he turned back (for) striving (against the message).
23. Then he gathered (his people) and announced (claiming).
24. And said, ’I am your supreme lord’.
25. But Allah did seize him as an exemplary punishment for (his)
last and the first statements. 1360
26. Verily, in that (story) there is a lesson for one who fears (Allah).1361
27. Are you the more powerful creature or is the sky that He
built?1362
28. He had raised its canopy, and therefore, he leveled it.
29. And He has made dark the night thereof and He has brought
the morn thereof.
30. And after that, He is spread thereof the earth.
31 . He brought forth from it, its water and its pasture;
32. And the mountains, He firmly fixed them.
33. As a provision for you and for your cattle.
34. But when there comes the very crushing calamity.
35. The Day when man shall remember all that he strove for. 1363
36. And Hell shall be exposed to (the view of) one who shall see.
37. So, as for one who transgressed.
38. And preferred the life of this world.
39. Then verily, Hell shall be (his) abode.1364
40. But as for the one who feared the tribunal of his Lord and
restrained his soul from lust (evil desires).
41. Then verily, it is the Heaven that shall be his abode.1365
1360. Pharaoh himself claimed Divinity. Last statement of his claim was “I am
your mighty lord (79:24), and first statement of his claim was in front of
his chiefs, (28:38). Some scholars said that: Allah punished him in this
world and seized him with the punishment of the Hereafter.
1361.

This story of Musa (peace be upon him), and the Pharaoh, shall be a
lesson to those who can understand the reality of the Creator.

1362.

From this verse up to verse 33, mention is made that bringing the
Resurrection, into existence, is easier than the creation of the sky, the
earth, day and night, water, vegetation and mountains, that He created,
with provision for the people and cattle.

1363.

When the great calamity comes, man remembers what he strove for.

1364. Hell fire shall be the abode of him who is inordinate and prefers the life
of this world.
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42. They ask you about the Hour; when is the fixed time thereof?
43. What record of (or means of knowing) it do you possess?
44. To your Lord is its end. 1366
45. Surely, you are (only) a warner to one who fears it.
46. The Day they see it (it will be) as though they had not tarried
(in this world) more than an evening or a morn thereof. 1367

1365. Paradise shall be the abode of the righteous who fears to stand before
his Lord and restrains himself from evil desires.
1366. The people ask the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), concerning the
fixed time of the Day of Resurrection. Allah instructs him to inform the
people that its knowledge is with Allah alone, and cannot be obtained in
any other way.
1367. The warning effects those who believe in Allah and the Judgement Day.
They turn towards Allah, obeying His command. But the rejecters of
faith mockingly ask about the Hour. Therefore do not pay attention to
them. When they witness the Day, they would feel as if they had tarried
in this world and in the grave, but for a single evening of life, or at most,
till the following morning. This will be the reaction of the rejecters when
they face the situations of the Day and the signs of the punishment.
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CHAPTER

80

He Frowned
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah is related to an incident in the Prophet’s life, when a
poor blind man named Abdullahi bin Ummu Makthum arrived at the
scene where the Holy Prophet was engaged in a religious discussion
with some Quraishi leaders. Apparently, the Prophet, disliking the interruption,
paid no attention to the man, but frowned and turned away.
In this Surah, Allah indicates that the Prophet’s inattention was an error,
and directs him to the truth, by saying: “Be it known to you that he (the man)
might purify (be among the believers) himself.
The Surah also brings to light the authenticity of the Qur’an, and the
prohibition on the forcible thrust of Islam on any individual. Since the Qur’anic
teachings are full admonitions and clear signs, which are easily comprehensible, the Prophet is asked to merely proclaim the words of Allah to mankind,
and leave it to the individual to accept or reject the truth. The Surah emphasizes the origin of man and his ingratitude, despite all the blessings that have
been showered upon him. It also recapitulates the mercy of Allah to man, and
the consequences of a good or evil life in this world, as seen in the Hereafter.
The inclusion of the Surah reflects the highest honour of the Prophet’s
sincerity in the revelations that were vouchsafed to him, even if they seemed to
reprove him for some improper step in his mission, in accordance to his own
high standards.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. He (the Prophet) frowned and turned away. 1368
2. When the blind came to him.1369
3. And what should be made known to you, perhaps he may purify.
4. Or (may) receive admonition, so the admonition may profit him.

1368. While the Surah Al-Nazi’at closes by informing the people that the duty
of the Messenger is to warn them regarding the Day of Resurrection,
this chapter begins with directing the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him) himself on the method of imparting knowledge to those who desired to know the Message.
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5. As for one who has become self- sufficient
6. Therefore, to him you pay attention.
7. And it is not your concern that he is not purifying.
8. And as for one who comes unto you striving earnestly.
9. And he fears (Allah).
10. Of him were you unmindful. 1370
11. On the contrary, verily it is an admonishment.
12. So whoever wished remember it.
13. (It is recorded) In honourable scrolls.
14. Exalted, pure.
15. (Written) by the hands of scribes.
16. Honourable, pious.1371
17. Man be cursed! What has made him reject Him (Allah)?
18. From what stuff has He created him?
19. From a sperm He has created him, then destined him;
20. Then He made the path easy for him.
21. Then He makes him die, then He buries him;
22. Then whenever He pleases, He will resurrect him.1372
23. On the contrary, he has not carried out what He commanded
him.
24. So let man look at his food,

1369. The great companion of the Prophet, Abdullah bin Ummu Maktum, was
the blind man.
1370. Perhaps, those leaders of the Makkans would continue in their faith,
without embracing Islam. You have no authority to make them follow
the religion. Allah’s Message is for all and the Prophet (peace be upon
him) should attend to everybody. This gives us a lesson on the miracles
of the Holy Qur’an. If the Qur’an had been written by the Prophet (peace
be upon him), as blamed by infidels, how could incidents such as
inattention to the blind, appear in it’!
1371. The Qur’anic teachings are full of admonitions and clear evidences
which can be understood by any sensible person. They are Allah’s
words, pure and sacred, and the Holy Qur’an confers great favours on
those who receive it (56:77-79).
1372. Here, reference is made to the origin of man. Allah has bestowed upon
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25. How We pour out water by showers (in torrents)
26. And We ploughed the earth asunder In (fragments)
27. Then We produced therein the grain.
28. And grapes and clover plants.
29. And the olive and the palm.
30. And gardens (planted) thick (with trees)
31. And fruits and fodder
32. As a provision for you and your cattle.1373
33. But when the stunning blast shall come.
34. The Day when the man runs from his brother
35. And his mother and his father
36. And his wife and his children.
37. Every one of them on that Day will have enough affair (business) for him

man all faculties, to make his path easy in his brief life here. The mystery of life and death is a fascinating enigma, and a number of superstitions and religious beliefs have evolved around it. Islam gives great
respect to the dead body. The burial is a natural and practical system.
The system of burial was introduced as far back as the time of Adam
(23:99-100).
The duties of the Muslims regarding the dead (including, washing,
placing in the coffin and procedure of burial), has been clearly mentioned by the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him). Life in the grave is the
beginning of a new chapter. In this intermediate stage, prior to the
Judgement Day, the dead person would get a taste of what is in store
for him on the Resurrection Day. On being resurrected, the virtuous
man would be reminded that Allah, in His Grace and Mercy, had already
announced of the Hereafter, in the probationary lives (on earth), and the
words of the Messengers, which then seemed so strange and remote,
were true, and were now being fulfilled.
1373. For the good (or sustenance) of man, He provided the earth, the sky and
all things in between. Man knows this, but disbelieves and is ungrateful. If man does not think of his origin, let him look at his food, which is
his support of life. He realizes that it was Allah Who poured water on the
earth, and then cleared the land and produced therein all kinds of provisions (79:30-33).
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38. Faces on that Day shall be bright.
39. Laughing, joyous.
40. And faces on that Day shall have dust upon them.
41. Darkness will cover them
42. Surely, they are wicked rejecters of the faith. 1374
1374. When the Day of Resurrection comes, man will forget his nearest and
dearest, and will find himself busy in either of the two groups - one
beaming and joyful, or the other depressed with darkness covering
them.
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CHAPTER

81

The Rolling
INTRODUCTION

T

he first thirteen verses of this Makkan Surah deal with the break-up of
the current world. With this change in the universal order, each soul
would bear witness to its actions in the material world. Here, Allah once
again stresses on authenticity of the Qur’an as His revelation to the Holy
Prophet, through the angel, Jibreel (Gabriel), and not the fantasies of a mad
man (as defamed by idolaters). The Prophet is ordered to convey Allah’s
message to the people, and to leave it upon them to accept or reject the same.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. When the sun shall be rolled up.
2. And when the stars scattered.
3. And when the mountains shall be moved in motion.
4. And when the she-camels (pregnant) shall be neglected
5. And when wild beasts are collected together.
6. And when seas boil over.1375
7. And when the souls shall be paired.
8. And when the female child that was buried alive, is questioned.
9. For what crime she was killed.

1375. These six verses refer to the signs of the end of this world. Certainly, the
universal order shall change. Thereby, the sunlight shall disappear, the
stars will be withdrawn, and the mountains will be swept away like a
mirage, as if they had never existed. The camel is particularly mentioned, because it is the precious animal of the Arabs. The camel would
be left untended. All our landmarks of property and even the wild animals, shall vanish. The water of the oceans would boil over and overwhelm all the landmarks. Such will be the complete wrecking of this
transitory world, at the approach of the last Hour of reality.
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10. And when the scrolls are laid open.
11 . And when the sky shall be unveiled.
12. And when the Hell shall be set ablaze.
13. And when the Paradise shall be brought near.
14. (Then) the soul shall know what it has brought forth. 1376
15. So indeed! I swear by the planets which retrograde
16. Which move swiftly and hide
17. And by the night when its darkness draws near.
18. And by the morn when it breathes.1377
19. Verily, it is the word of an honour- able messenger
20. Having strength and whose rank is firmly established with
(the Lord of and) the Possessor of the ‘Arsh’, (the great creation).
21. Obeyed and trusted. 1378
22. And your companion is not mad.
23. And surely he saw him in the clear horizon.1379
24. And he does not act grudgingly in the communication of the
secrets.
25. And nor it is the word of an accursed Shaitan (Satan). 1380
1376. These references are made to describe the situation of the new world,
from which all the present incongruities will be removed. The souls
shall be returned to the bodies. The female child shall be questioned
for what crime she was killed and why innocent lives were sacrificed
(16:58-59). The records of the deeds will be displayed, and every creature will stand up in front of Allah for Judgement, as to whether they
would have to go to Hell or Heaven (50:17-18). Every secret, good or
bad, is opened out.
1377.

Oaths are made on these great creations on the Power, Justice and
Knowledge of Allah in conveying His revelation. (53:1, 56:75).

1378.

Here, Allah confirms that the Qur’an is the definite statement of Allah
and not the word of an evil spirit. It was conveyed to the Prophet (peace
be upon him), by an honourable messenger Jibreel (Gabriel), who had
been created to convey the Divine messages to the Prophets (peace
be upon them).

1379. Jibreel brought him the inspiration (53:8 -14). There are two occasions
of the real appearance of Jibreel in visible forms. This was the second.
1380. It was the duty of the Prophet to convey the message to the people with
great enthusiasm and influence. He should convey it in the right way
without concealing or withholding any part of the message. Have you
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26. Then where do you go? 1381
27. Verily, it is not less than a reminder (message) to (all) the
worlds.
28. To whoever among you wish to go straight. 1382
29. You shall not wish so, Unless Allah so wishes, the Lord of all
worlds.1383

no sense in distinguishing the word of the Almighty from that of the evil
one, accursed right from the incident of Adam? Allah’s Message is
indeed full of Divine wisdom.
1381.

Why do you then reject, even after all these rightful explanations?
Surely, you will not be able to run from His universe, and do what you
want to do.

1382. But know that it is a Divine revelation and obey it. It is addressed to the
whole of mankind to accept the Message, repent for their sins and
follow the direction.
1383.

It is left to the people to accept or reject the Message. Surely, Allah
knows, who among you are the religious ones, and who are the wrong
doers. Whatever Allah wishes, shall happen.
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CHAPTER

82

The Cleaving Asunder
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah refers to the fact that the physical world as we see it
now will be destroyed before the Day of Judgement.

It could be mentioned, at this juncture, that there are three stages of
Judgement:
1. Many of our sins find their penalty in this very life.
2. When penalty is not actually perceived in this life, death is considered the lesser Judgement for each individual soul.
3. Then there is the final Judgement, when the whole of the present
order passes away, and there will be a new world.
The signs of Allah’s goodness and mercy are so numerous, that it is
impossible to enumerate them. Therefore, is it not man’s foolishness to deny
the blessings of his Lord?
Allah ensures man that the Day of Judgement would open his eyes to
the truth that he has been denying in this life. But then, it would be too late for
repentance. The “records” mentioned in the chapter, are the records maintained by the angles of Allah, of the intentions, actions and deeds of the people.
On the Day of Judgement, the good would be separated from the evil,
and the Command thenceforth, would be wholly with Allah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. When the sky is cleft Asunder.
2. And when the planet shall scatter.
3. And when the seas shall be made to flow (together)
4. And when the graves shall over- turn.
5. Then each soul shall know what (it has) done and what it has
delayed to do.1384
1384. Here, mention is made of the other signs of the end of the world. When
the whole of the visible world shall change, when the firmaments will
be rent asunder; when the constellations disperse; when the oceans
overflow; when the dead will come out from their graves for the Judge-
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6. O man what has seduced you from your Lord, the Most Generous?
7. Who created you, then leveled you and moulded you justly.
8. In whatever shape, it pleases Him He constructed you. 1385
9. Nay! But you do falsify the Day of Judgement. 1386
10. And surely, there are guardians over you.
11. Honourable writers.
12. They know all that you do.1387
13. Verily the pious (people) shall be in delight Heaven).1388
14. And verily, the wicked shall be in the fire (Hell).
15. They will enter (to burn) therein on the Day of Judgement;
16. And they will not be absent thence.
17. And what shall make you know what the Day of Judgement is?
18. Again, what shall make you what the Day of Judgement is?
19. A Day when no soul shall have an authority of anything over
another soul, and the command, on that Day, shall belong
to Allah alone.1389

ment-on that Day, every soul shall know well all its actions, good and
evil, here in this world and the actions left behind.
1385. Is it not man’s foolishness to deny the blessings of his Lord, Who
created him in the best form? Allah created man and gave him his
limited free will. The signs of Allah’s goodness and mercy, are so numerous, that, it is impossible to enumerate them.
1386. Man does not realize that, Allah, Who created him once out of nothing,
can create him again. Whatever may have been his blindness in this
life, the Day of Judgement will open his eyes to the truth.
1387. The records of the intentions and actions of people are maintained by
the honourable angels.
1388. The righteous people shall be in absolute bliss and in the favour of
Allah. But for the people who falsified the belief of Allah, His Messenger
and the Day of Judgement, their reward shall be Hell as mentioned in
the following verse.
1389.

Anyone who falsified the Day of Judgement, shall find himself miserably placed. The authority of the great Day rests with Allah alone. There
shall be no power with anyone to protect another.
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CHAPTER

83

Those Who Weigh Less
INTRODUCTION

T

he Makkan Surah condemns all kinds of fraud in the daily dealings of
man. Man is ordered to be honest and straightforward in all matters
pertaining to his life, or otherwise face the punishment awaiting him.

Those who disobey Allah, disagree with His Message and falsify the
Qur’an by claiming it to be the handiwork of ancient people, would bear witness to their own records of wickedness.
On the other hand, those who obey Allah and do good deeds would
bear witness to their records, with great happiness and avail of the rewards
awaiting them on the day of Judgement.

1.
2.
3.
4.

In the name of Allah, Most Gracious,
Most Merciful.
Woe to those who weigh less.
Whom when they measure from people receive full
And when they measure to them or weigh to them, they give
them less.1390
Do such (men) not think that surely, they shall be raised?1391

5. On a great Day.

1390.

Man must be just in his actions, and he should observe balance in all
his dealings. He should be honest and straightforward in all matters,
particularly in giving measure or weight. The Qur’an strongly condemns
those giving too little and demanding too much. One should provide in
full what is due from him, whether one expects or wishes to receive full
consideration from the other side, or not.

1391. Do not such men know that there is a Day when they would be resurrected for Judgement? They shall then stand before the Lord of the
worlds. Look at the experiences of the people of Prophet Shu’aib (peace
be upon him). Their main sins were commercial selfishness and fraudulent dealings in weights and measures (1 1:84-95).
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6. The Day when mankind shall stand before the Lord of all the
worlds.
7. Nay, surely, the book of the dissolute is in ”sijjin”
8. And what shall make you know what “sijjin” is?
9. A written record.1392
10. Woe on that Day to those who deny (the truth)
11. Those who deny the Day of Judgement.
12. And none deny it except every sinful transgressor.
13. When Our verses are recited to him, he says: “Tales of the
Ancients”1393
14. Nay, what they have earned is rust upon their hearts.1394
15. Nay, surely on that Day they shall be veiled from their Lord.”
16. Then surely, shall they (enter and) burn in the blazing fire
(Hell).
17. Then shall it be said: “This is what you used to deny”
18. Nay, verily the Book of the pious is in “Illiyyin”1395
19. And what shall make you know what “Illiyyin” is’?
20. A written record.
21. Those who are nearer (to Allah in obedience) shall witness it.
22. Verily the pious shall be in delight.
23. On couches, looking on (gazing).
24. You will find out in their faces the brightness of bliss.
25. They shall be given a sealed delicious drink.
1392. Those who disobey Allah, shall see their own records of wickedness,
and punishment awaits them because of their disagreement with the
Message.
1393. Severe punishment awaits for those who falsify the Judgement Day,
and claim that the revealed Book is a false Book made by the ancient
people (6:25).
1394. Their rejection of faith, their enmity and their falsification of the true God,
has strained their hearts. The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) said:
“When a servant does an evil deed, it marks a black speck in his heart.
But on repentance and forgiveness, such a speck is brushed away
from his heart. But if he repeats the evil action, then his heart shall be
covered with the stain, as mentioned in this verse.
1395. Such people will not receive the light and blessings of their Lord on that
Great Day. They shall perceive the punishment while entering the Fire
of Hell.
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26. The seal whereof shall be musk and for that let those aspire,
who have aspirations.
27. And its mingling will be by (the most favored drink of) Tasnim;
28. A spring where from shall drink those who are nearer (To
Allah in obedience);
29. Verily those who committed crime used to laugh at those who
believed.1397
30. And when they passed by them, they would wink at one another (mockingly);
31. And when they returned to their people, they returned jesting.
32. And when they saw them they (would) say: “Verily these are
truly astray”
33. And they had not been sent to be guardians over them.
34. Therefore today, those who believed will laugh at the rejecters.
35. On couches looking on.
36. Are not the rejecters have been paid back for what they used
to do?

1396. From here, up to verse 28, mention is made of those virtuous people
who obey and do good deeds, and who shall receive their own rewards
with great happiness. The beaming brightness of bliss can be recognized on their faces.
1397. While the nonbelievers were laughing at the righteous in this world, the
believers shall laugh at the non-believers in the Hereafter as mentioned in 83:34.
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CHAPTER

84

The Splitting
INTRODUCTION

T

he Makkan Surah, again unfolds some of the cataclysmic events pre
ceding the Day of Judgement. One of the corner stones of the Islamic
faith is the Day of Resurrection, when each individual would have to
account for his actions in this life, before Allah. Nobody shall be dealt with
unjustly. Allah’s full Judgement would be established, and man should, therefore, strive for that World of Eternity, which Allah promises if he fears Allah and
performs righteous deeds.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1 . When the sky has split.
2. And hearkens to its Lord and it must do so.
3. And the earth is stretched out
4. And casts forth what is in it and becomes empty
5. And hearkens to its Lord and it must do so.1398
6. You, O man! Verily you are toiling on, towards your Lord, striving hard and thereby you shall meet Him.
7. Therefore, he who is given his Book in his right hand.
8. Then he shall be put to account by an easy reckoning.
9. And he will return to his people in happiness.1399
10. But, he who is given his Book behind his back,
1398. A repetition of the signs concerning the firmaments and the earth at the
approaching of the Day, is mentioned in different places in the Holy
Qur’an, but with different shades of meaning. The firmaments, being
rent asunder, will bring forth their secrets, and the earth, being flattened
out from the present system, shall cast forth all its belongings, including what was in the graves, and make way for a new world of reality
(14:48).
1399. An individual is responsible for his actions in this life, and shall have to
account for them before Allah. On this Day, his good and bad deeds
shall be accounted for the final Judgement. The virtuous ones shall be
put to account in an easy manner, and they shall be in a life of bliss
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11. Then he will invoke destruction,
12. And he will boil in the blazing Fire.
13. Verily, he was in happiness among his people.1400
14. Verily, he thought that he would never return.
15. But verily, his Lord observed every thing concerning him. 1401
16. So, nay! I do swear by the evening twilight,
17. And the night and what it covers,
18. And the moon when it is at the full,
19. Surely you mount onward from stage to stage.1402
20. And what happened to them that they believe not?1403
21. And when the Qur’an is recited to them they prostrate not?
22. But those who reject (the faith), they deny.
23. And Allah knows best of what they held (secret in their breast)
24. So give them tidings of a painful punishment.1404
25. Except to those who believe and do the righteous deeds, for
them is a reward without fail.1405
thereafter.
1400. The unfortunate, who receive their records in their left hands, behind
their backs, will be the terrible losers. They will be the worst sufferers,
for having rejected Allah’s guidance. They will neither live nor die (20:74).
They rejoiced and acted wickedly in the world. Now they will be in Hell
Fire - a suitable punishment indeed, for them.
1401. The rejecter had not expected the Resurrection and the Judgement Day.
But he has to return to his Maker, Who observes all his acts. So, on that
Day, every soul shall be paid according to what it has earned. And none
shall be dealt with unjustly.
1402. Three phenomena mentioned here are the ones we witness in this
daily life. We can understand that these change by stages in every
movement. Similarly, man’s life is not fixed or permanent.
1403. Why does man reject in spite of all these beautiful signs in front of him?
The Holy Qur’an is a Reminder, very clear and easy to understand. Why
do they not respect with humble gratitude, their Originator, Allah?
1404. The rejecters of faith falsify the signs and therefore reject the Qur’an, the
Resurrection and the Reckoning. But Allah knows very well all that they
conceal in their bosoms. They will perish utterly for their disobedience
and rebellion.
1405. Those who feared their Lord and performed righteous deeds, shall
have for their entertainment, the Gardens of Paradise, wherein they
shall dwell forever
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CHAPTER

85

The Constellations
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah mentions that, the glorious sky with the broad belt of
constellations, the promised Day of Judgement, the witnesses and
those who will be the subject of the witness are the greatest signs
bearing witness to Allah, and His favour to His creatures.
The Surah makes a reference to an ancient historical incident, which
took place in sixth centuary, involving cruel people, referred to as ‘Ashabul Ukhdud ‘ (those who dig pits for the believers). Allah promises the perpetrators of such an inhuman act, a far more severe torture in the Hell-Fire. References are made in the Surah about Fir’aun (Pharaoh), and the people of
Thamud, who became godless and arrogant, and were destroyed by drowning and earthquake, respectively.
The above references are a clear indication that Allah watches over all
His creatures, and will deal with the enemies of the truth, as He had done in
the past. The Glorious Qur’an is the word of Allah, and will remain the same
throughout the ages.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. By the sky, possessor of the constellations.
2. By the promised Day.
3. By the one who witnesses and the one that is witnessed.1406
4. Cursed be the fellows of the pit (of fire).1407
5. Of the fuel -fed with fire.
6. Behold! They are sitting over it

1406. The glorious sky with its broad belt of constellations, marking the twelve
signs of the zodiac, the promised Day of Judgement, the witnesses
could refer to Allah Himself, (3:81), the Prophets, the angels who record,
the sinner’s own misused limbs, his deeds or the sinner himself
(24:24); and those who will be the subject of the witness, could refer to
the deed or crime, or the sinner against whom the testifier cries out.
These are the greatest signs bearing witness to Allah, and His favour to
His creatures.
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7. While they were witnesses of what they were doing against the
believers.
8. And they avenged them only for what they believed in Allah
the Mighty, the Praiseworthy.
9. To Him belongs the Kingdom of the firmaments and the earth,
and Allah is Witness Over all things.
10. Verily, those who persecuted the believers, men and woman
and then repent not; for them is the torment of Hell, and
for them is the torment of the burning fire.1408
11. Verily, those who believe and do righteous deeds; for them are
Heavens underneath which flow the rivers, that is the great
success.
12. Verily, the vengeance of your Lord is surely severe.
13. Verily, it is He who begins and evolves.
14. And He is the Forgiving, the Loving.
15. Possessor of the Glorious “Arsh” (a great creation). 16. Efficient Doer of all what He intends.1409
17. Has not the story of the troops come to you?
18. Of Pharaoh and of Thamud.

1407. From this verse, up to verse 8, mention is made of the ancient historical
incident which took place in the latter half of the 6th century A.D, at
Najran, the southern part of the Arabian peninsula, involving cruel people
referred to as ‘Ashabal-Ukhdud’ (Companions of the Pit). These people
persecuted the believers by putting them in a groove of burning fire and
watched them suffering. Allah promises the perpetrators of such inhuman acts, a far more severe torture in Hell Fire
1408. The followers of Prophet Isa and the believers in the Injeel, were subjected to persecution by the Jews who marched towards the Christians
of Najran (followers of Isa), under the command of Dhu Nawas, to force
them to become Jews. But because of their faith in the One true God,
they rejected the faith of the Jews. The famous historian “Ibn Ishaq”
said: “They burnt twenty thousand believers alive in the pit. Very few
escaped and they ran to Damascus and set a message to Najjashi of
Ethiopia, who sent a host under the command of Abraha and Arayat to
Yemen, and they rescued Yemen from the hands of the Jews”
1409. Those who believe and do righteous deeds will have great rewards for
their brilliant success. Allah is the One Who accepts repentance from
His servants and forgives sins. His goodness and mercy are manifested everywhere. He does all that He intends to do.
1410. Mention is made of Pharaoh and the Thamud who became godless and
arrogant. They were destroyed by drowning and earthquake, respec-
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19. But those who reject (the faith) are in denial.

20. And Allah encompasses them (their) behind.1411
21. But, it is a Glorious Qur’an.
22. On a preserved Tablet.1412
tively. Their plots were foiled and the whole community involved was
completely destroyed.
1411. From the above incidents, we can understand that no plots against truth
or faith, will succeed. Therefore, remember Allah, Who is present everywhere, sees all, and Whose grip is all encompassing.
1412. The Glorious Qur’an is the Word of Allah, a true Message and will remain the same through all ages. The ‘Lauh-al-Mahfuz” is a tablet preserved. From it comes, all Scriptures, including the Holy Qur’an. It is
guarded from corruption (15:9, 3:7).
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CHAPTER

86

The Piercing Star
INTRODUCTION

I

n this Makkan Surah, Allah assures the fact that each of His creatures can
find a Protector, in Him. The Creator who can mingle the forces of psychic
and physical actions in the creation of man, can certainly give a new life
after the physical death in this world, and restore man’s personality in the New
World that will open out, where all his actions, thoughts and motives, however
secret, will be brought out in the open, and measured by the standards of
absolute truth. Allah is aware of all that one does, and any scheming plot
against the beneficent purpose of Allah, would be of no avail.
The physical nature of man may be insignificant, but the soul given to
him by Allah, must win for itself a glorious future in the end.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. By the Sky and the Tariq (that which appears by night).
2. And what shall make you know that Tariq is?
3. (It is) the piercing star! (The star of piercing brightness). 1413
4. There is nothing but every soul has a protector over it. 1414
5. So let man perceive from what he is created.
6. He is created from gushing water.
7. Which comes forth in between the backbone and the ribs.
8. Verily, He is able to make him return (to life)
9. On the Day when the secrets shall be tested.
10. Then he shall have no power and no any helper. 1415

1413. Here, oath is made on the magnificent sky along with the most brilliant star.
1414. Like the piercing brightness of the star, everything has a supervisor,
who supervises all souls, their functions, means of living, actions and
dealings.
1415. In spite of man being created from a drop of sperm, Allah has given him
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11. By the Sky which recedes, (by pouring forth rain repeatedly).
12. And (by) the earth which opens out (with new growth).
13. Verily, it is indeed a distinctive speech.
14. And it is not a joke.1416
15. Verily, they are plotting a deceit.
16. And I am plotting a plot (against them).
17. So grant a delay to the rejecters (of faith); grant respite to
them gently.1417

a mind and soul by which he can reach any height. Man is the most
superior creation of Allah. But Allah is capable of doing anything. He can
bring the dead back to life again. Why then, does man disbelieve in the
life Hereafter?
1416. The Holy Qur’an which was revealed to the Holy Prophet (pbuh) is the
Word of Allah. It is not an object of amusement.
1417. The enemies of Allah plotted and planned, but Allah too planned, and
Allah is the best of planners. All corruptions and mockeries pass away,
but Allah’s pure and holy Truth will never be eclipsed, even if the whole
world mocked at it and were bent on destroying it. The unbelievers will
soon come to realize the truth.
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CHAPTER

87

The Supreme
INTRODUCTION

I

n this Surah, it is argued that Allah has made man capable of progress by
ordered (destined) standards, and by His revelation, would raise him still
further up spiritually. Allah is aware of all that happens, and the way of life
ordained by Him is easy and useful for humanity. In such an event, it is binding
upon man to spread this message amongst his fellow human beings, and
live accordingly.
The Surah makes a reference to the eternal life, which awaits every
individual whether he is a follower, or rejecter of the message.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Glorify the name of your Lord, the Supreme.
2. Who created (and) then levelled.
3. And who destined and then Guided.1418
4. And who brought forth the pasture.
5. Then made it swarthy stubble.1419
6. We shall recite to you, then you shall not forget. 1420
1418. Glory be to Allah, the Most High, Who has incorporated many wonders
in His creations, irrespective of their shapes and sizes. It is He Who shapes
the destiny of everything small or big in the Universe. When this chapter was
revealed, the Holy Prophet said: “Make it in your ‘sujud’ (with reference to the
first verse). The Prophet (peace be upon him) used to recite this chapter and
the following chapter, for the Jum’a, ‘Eid and Witr prayers.
1419. There are several processes indicated in the previous verse, which we
should consider thoughtfully, in glorifying the name of Allah. Comparison of
human beings is made with other forms of material creation, all of which have
their appointed order and proportion. A simple reference is made here to the
green pasture that turns to stubble to make animals subservient to man.
1420. Soon after the general guidance, a guidance is shown to the Prophet
(peace be upon him) in particular, “We reveal the Book in stages, and We shall
teach you in gradual progress”. This verse provided confidence and assur-
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7. Except what Allah wills. Surely He knows the manifest and
what is hidden.
8. And We shall facilitate you for onward ease.
9. Then remind (men), if avail (them)
10. He who fears will heed.
11. But the most wretched will avoid it.
12. He who shall (enter and) burn in the great Fire.
13. Then he will not die therein, nor Live.l42l
14. Indeed he has become Victorious, who purifies himself.
15. And remembers the name of his Lord, then he offered prayer. 1422
16. But, you prefer the worldly life.
17. And the Hereafter is better and more lasting.1423
18. Verily, this is indeed in the former Scriptures.
19. The Scriptures of Ibrahim and Musa.1424

ance to the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) regarding the conveying of the
revelation. In the beginning, he used to move or stir his tongue in haste and
fear that he might forget a part of it (75: 16-17); Allah directs him that forgetting
shall be only if Allah wills, and therefore, not to fear. Allah is aware of all that
happens - openly and secretly.
1421. The way of life manifested by Allah is easy and useful for humanity. It is
man’s duty, therefore, to spread and propagate the Message among his people,
and live accordingly. An eternal life awaits both the followers and rejecters of
the Message. The rejecters will surely enter the burning fire of Hell, which is
the final penalty.
1422. But those who have abstained from idol worship, believed in the unity of
Allah, and have acted righteously, will be in the highest grades of Paradise.
1423. But man selects and prefers the enjoyment of this vanishing world,
despite all admonitions, while the life of the Hereafter is greater and more
virtuous.
1424. This Message is not a new one. The previous Scriptures revealed to
Prophet Ibrahim and Prophet Musa and other prophets (peace be upon them)
have confirmed the Message, containing Divine advice to mankind.
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CHAPTER

88

The Overwhelming Event
INTRODUCTION

T

he Holy Qur’an is the strongest advocate of faith in the Day of Judge
ment. This makkan Surah, deals with the contrast between the desti
nies of the good and evil, in the Hereafter.

Those who do not believe in Allah and the Hereafter, are urged to look
around at the creatures, that they come across in their daily life, such as the
magnificence of the sky, the setting up of mountains, and the spread of the
earth and if these signs are not enough proof of the existence and infinite
mercy of Allah, the signs of Allah themselves will remind them the truth on the
Day of Judgement.
Allah is good and just, and His creation is for a just purpose.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1 . Has the story of the “Overwhelming event” come to you? 1425
2. Faces on that Day shall be humiliated.
3. Labouring, toiling.
4. (They) will (enter to) burn in the scorching Fire.
5. They are given to drink from boiling fountain.
6. No food shall they have but of bitter thorns.
7. Which will neither fatten, nor satisfy hunger.1426
8. (Other) faces on that Day shall be in radiance.

1425. This chapter also gives details regarding the overwhelming events of
the Hereafter.
1426. On that Day, the complete record of all actions performed by mankind,
shall be placed in the court of Allah, the Exalted. In the Hereafter, mankind shall be divided into two groups. One group shall belong to the
blazing fire because of their evil conduct and rejection of Allah’s grace.
They will be given boiling water to drink, which will not quench their
thirst. And the food which they will eat cannot appease their hunger.
This will be a grievous penalty for the disbelievers.
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9. Well-pleased with their endeavour.
10. In a high Heaven.
11. They shall hear not any brashness therein.
12. Therein shall be a fountain flowing.
13. Therein shall be elevated beds.
14. And tumblers placed (ready)
15. And cushions laid in rows.
16. And carpets spread out. 1427
17. Do they not look at the camel? How she is created?
18. And at the sky, how it is raised?
19. And at the mountains how they are set up?
20. And at the earth how it is spread out?1428
21. Therefore remind surely you are Only a reminiscent.
22. You are not a predominator over them.
23. Except the one who turns back and rejects the faith.
24. So, Allah will punish him with the severest punishment.
25. Verily, to Us is their return.
26. Then it will be upon Us is their reckoning.1429
1427. The second group will belong to Paradise. It will be a supreme achievement for them. Such people are the truthful and sincere servants of
Allah, and their honour comes out of righteous actions. For them, shall
be Heavens of eternity, perpetual springs of crystal clear water and
most comfortable beds, where they shall hear no nonsense or foolish
talks. Their noble abode shall be the most high, and incomparable to
any other abode.
1428. Still, if the people disbelieve in Allah, the Most High, and neglect the
Hereafter, and reject Allah’s favours to them, let them look at the creations in front of them, which they see in their daily life. Let them see the
wonderful structure and use of the camels, the magnificence of the sky;
the setting of the immovable mountains and the earth, which is marvelously spread out in front of them. Are not these signs of Allah, around
you, enough to make you believe in the existence of Allah and His
infinite mercy?
1429. Here, a warning is made to the rejecters of faith. The duty of the Messenger is only to convey the Message and not to force it down on mankind.
Anyone who rejects and turns away, will be severely punished by Allah,
in the Hereafter.
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CHAPTER

89

The Dawn
INTRODUCTION

T

his earliest Makkan Surah begins with an appeal to the people to un
derstand the nature of Allah’s laws, and discover the truth.

The word “Dawn” refers to the coming of an overwhelming event when
everything will appear in its reality, after a long sojourn of darkness and injustice. The “ten nights” refer to the ten nights of the month of Dul-Hajj, when
people assembled for their pilgrimage at Makkah and utilized those days to
find solutions to their problems, which had arisen during the whole year.
If they require a day for discussions and solutions, why should they not
believe in the Day of Resurrection, the Day when the good will completely be
separated from the evil? The final mystic symbol draws our attention towards
the returning night. After night the day comes, followed by night again, thus
showing that everything moves in a systematic manner controlled by a Supreme power. Why then should we not believe in reality?
The Surah further deals with the conditions meted out to those who
deviate from the right path (like the tribes of Aad, Iram, Thamud and the Pharaoh of Egypt). When all his material pursuits are crushed, man shall see the
real glory, power, love and beauty of Allah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1430
1. By the Dawn.
2. By the ten nights1431
3. By the even and the odd.1432
4. By the night when it retires (passes away).1433
1430. The word ‘dawn’ indicates the coming of an overwhelming event- when
everything will appear in its reality, after a long period of darkness and
injustice.
1431. The ten nights refer to the ten nights of the month of Dhul Hajj, during
which men assemble for their pilgrimage at Makkah, and used those
days for finding solutions to their problems which had arisen during
the whole year.
1432. The even and odd numbers represent life in pairs in this world. Even
and odd numbers follow each other in regular succession, each is
independent but none of them is self sufficient. Each even number is a
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5. Is there not in all that a strong evidence for one who has
sense?1434
6. Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the “Ad” (people)
7. The tribe of “Iram”, the possessor of lofty buildings,
8. The like of which has never been created in the countries.
9. And “Thamud” who hewed the rocks in the valley.1435
10. And “Pharaoh” the man of the stakes.
11. Who trespassed in the countries
12. And caused much corruption therein.
13. Then your Lord poured upon them the torments of flogging.1436
14. Verily, your Lord is observing (them) well.1437
15. As regards man, when his Lord tests him, thereby honouring
him, and grants him favours then he will say: “My Lord has
honoured me”.
16. But, when He tests him and thereby restricts upon him his
livelihood, then he will Say: My Lord has despised me.1438
compilation of odd numbers. Each pair consists of two odd numbers.
Both abstract and concrete things are best understood in contrast with
their opposites. After death, men will begin another life, which will be
the continuation, and which depends on the worldly life -just as even
and odd numbers depend on each other.
1433. The final mystic symbol draws our attention to the ‘returning’ night. After
night, the day comes, followed by night again. This shows that everything moves in a systematic manner, controlled by a Supreme Power.
1434. Are not all these signs enough to make us believe in reality?
1435. Here and in the following emphasizes the conditions of those who
deviate from the right path, such as the ‘Ad people, and the tribes of
‘Thamud’ and ‘Iram’. These tribes lived in Southern Arabia. They were
tall in structure and great builders. They were very strong, and hewed
rocks in valleys, and carved out homes and castles in the mountains.
But they were godless and arrogant. They were ultimately destroyed by
a terrible earthquake and their civilization came to an end.
1436. Fir’aun (Pharaoh), of Egypt was another example of arrogance and
rebellion against Allah. The people rejected the Divine message brought
by their Messenger, and they all came to an evil end. Is theirs not a
lesson for us from history? (20:43, 78-79).
1437. Allah knows all and sees all, and He is ever vigilant. The punishment
will take its full and perfect shape on the Judgement Day, according to
the measure of one’s crime.
1438. Verses 15 and 16 remind men of their habits in this worldly life. Whenever they are happy in opulent circumstances, they say ‘my Lord has
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17. Nay, but you honour not the orphan.
18. And you do not encourage (providing) feeding of the Indigent.1439
19. And you devour inheritance with utmost greed.
20. And you love the wealth with much Affection.1440
21. Nay, when the earth shall be crushed to extreme dust.
22. And your Lord comes, and the angels line by line.
23. And Hell on that Day shall be brought; on that Day shall man
remember, but how shall (that) remembrance (avail) him.
24. He will say: “Oh would that I had done in advance for my life!”
25. But on that Day none can punish as He will punish.
26. And none can bind as He will bind.1441
27. O you serene soul!
28. Return to your Lord, well pleased and well pleasing.
29. And enter among My servants.
30. And enter My Paradise. 1442
honoured me’. But when they are restricted to basic needs of life, they
say ‘my Lord has humiliated me’.
1439. Verse 17 refers to dealings concerning orphans. A child without his
parents is like a ship in deep sea, without a captain. The orphan needs
the care of members of the community, for food, medical care, clothing,
education and other matters. Verse 18 refers to the kindness to be
shown to those who may be able to earn their livelihood, but lack the
means. The Qur’an directs special kindness to orphans and the needy.
(107: 1-3, 2:215, 2: 177).
1440. Man loves wealth and he wishes to accumulate it even through prohibited channels. He wishes to add along with his property, the inheritance
of minors, women or people unable to look after their own wealth. He
should avoid such fraudulent dealings and fulfil his trusts.
1441. In verse 21, signs preceding the end of the world are mentioned. This
solid earth which we imagine to be so real, will crumble to powder (99:
1-8). On the Day of Judgement, all human beings shall have to present
themselves for the reckoning. On that Day, the command shall be wholly
with Allah. The angels will be ready to execute His command. The hard
and tough reckoning shall be for the criminals for whom the Hell fire
shall be prepared. At that moment, they would wish that they had repented for their sins (14:48, 82:19).
1442. Easy and smooth reckoning shall be for those righteous people who
shall be in the final stage of bliss and happiness. The soul achieves
the final satisfaction with those nearest servants of Allah.
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CHAPTER

90

The Land
INTRODUCTION

T

his early Makkan revelation refers to the Prophet’s relation with the city
of Makkah. The Prophet was born in Makkah, which was held in rever
ence even before the birth of the Prophet. However, when he protested
against the prevailing idol-worship and sinful living, in the City, he was persecuted and driven off. He therefore, made another city (Yathrib) his own, which
became to be known as Madinat-un-Nabi (the city of the Prophet), and later on,
“Madeena”. In the course of time, however, the Prophet managed to purify
Makkah from all idols and abominations, and re-established there, the worship of the One God.
The Surah, also deals with virtuous traits that man must acquire, so as
to receive a suitable reward in the Hereafter

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Nay, I swear by this land.
2. And you are an inhabitant of this land.
3. By the father and what he begets.
4. We have certainly created man in hardship.1443
5. Does he think that no one has power over him?
6. He says: “I have destroyed (wasted) plenty of wealth.
7. Does he think that none will see him?1444
8. Have We not made two eyes for him
9. And a tongue, and two lips.
10. And We showed him the two high ways (of good and evil).1445
11. Yet he rushed not the obstacle.
12. And what shall make you know what the obstacle is.
1443. This Surah begins by swearing upon the central land (Makkah), the
sacred city, and the father of this nation (Adam) and his children. Undoubtedly, man has been created for struggle in this life, and the reward for his struggle lies in the Hereafter.
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13. (It is) the freeing of the bondsman (from the yoke of slavery)
14. Or to feed in the day of starvation.
15 . An orphan who is closely related.
16. Or a needy person intimately acquainted with his mother
earth.1446
17. Then will he be among those who Believed, exhorted patience and mutually Exhorted clemency.
18. Those are the companions of the right side. 1447
19. And those who rejected Our signs, they are the companions of
the wrong (left) side.
20. Closed Fire will be over them. 1448

1444. Perhaps man thinks that no one is watching him. He thinks he is very
strong because of his wealth. He uses his wealth to achieve everything
he desires. Thus he squanders all his property and falls into evil ways.
1445. Allah has created man and given him eyes to see, a mind to think and
tongue to speak; so that he can distinguish between good and bad.
1446. Verses 13:16 advise man to follow the virtuous path by acting righteously, freeing slaves, helping orphans (first, the closely related ones),
and feeding the destitute.
1447. In addition, he should help everyone in need by showing kindness and
giving valuable advice. He must not be greedy and jealous, but must be
honest and straightforward in his manner and behaviour. Such men
will surely be rewarded in the life Hereafter. They will receive the record
of their deeds in their right hands.
1448. Those who rejected Allah’s signs and acted wickedly, will be severely
punished and will receive the record of their deeds in their left hands.
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91: The Sun
CHAPTER

91

The Sun
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkah Surah with a fine passage which gives ample evidence of
Allah’s providence and the various contrasts in His sublime creations.

The Surah gradually leads up to man’s need of realizing his spiritual
responsibility, and it ends with a warning of the terrible consequences for
those who do not fear the Hereafter. Here, a reference is made to the Thamud
tribe, who challenged their Prophet Salih for a sign of his prophethood; whereupon Salih pointed to a she-camel, and asked them to leave it to graze without
bringing any harm to it. But they rejected his instructions and slaughtered it,
and the consequence of their action was utter destruction.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. By the sun and its shining brightness.
2. By the moon when she follows it.
3. By the day when it reveals her (the sun) in all her splendour.
4. By the night when it covers it.
5. By the sky and its maker (that built it)
6. By the earth and its wide expansion.1449
7. By the soul and its (perfect) harmony.
8. And He inspired to it, its (path of) evil and its (path of)
piety.1450

1449. Here, there is ample evidence of Allah’s Providence and the contrast in
His sublime creation. It is described through six objects in three pairs.
The first contrasted pair is the glorious sun and the moon. The second
consists of the day and the night, and the third pair consists of the
wonderful sky and the earth.
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9. Truly he succeeds that purifies it
10. And truly he has failed who corrupted it.1451
11. The (tribe of) ‘Thamud’ accused (Prophet Salih) falsehood by
reason of their extreme wickedness.
12. When the most wretched among them rose up (in opposition)
13. Then the Messenger of Allah said to them: “(Leave alone) the
she- camel of Allah and (do not hinder) her drink.”
14. But they falsified him and they hamstrung her, wherefore their
Lord destroyed them for Their sins and (Allah) sent an equal
destruction upon them all.
15. And He does not fear its consequences.1452

1450. Similar to the contrasts mentioned above, Allah has created the soul in
man, with perfect harmony; and endowed it with conscience to distinguish between sin and piety.
1451. Those who avoid sins and keep their souls pure as Allah made it, are
the most successful ones. But those who fall into evil ways and reject
the faith, are the ones who have failed, and who will be punished.
1452. This Surah makes a reference to the people of Thamud who disobeyed
Allah and defied His Prophet Salih (peace be upon him), who was sent
as a Messenger to this ancient Arab tribe. The people asked Prophet
Salih (peace be upon him) to show them a sign of his prophethood. On
this, he pointed towards the she-camel and told them to leave her
alone on Allah’s earth, to graze and drink water and do her no harm. But
they rejected his instructions and slaughtered her. The result was that
they ended up in utter failure and destruction (7:73-79, l 1:64-68, 26:155158).
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92: The Night
CHAPTER

92

The Night
INTRODUCTION

A

gain, in this Makkah Surah, the wonder and contrasts between night
and day are appealed to, for the consolation of man in his spiritual
yearning.

Among people, both good and evil, could be found. For those who
spend in the way of Allah, should the circumstance warrant; there is a great
reward, and eternal bliss.
But for those who hoard wealth, and thereby feel invincible, there is a
terrible punishment awaiting them.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1 . By the night when it covers.
2. By the day when it shines:
3. By the creation of the male and female.
4. Verily, your endeavours are different.1453
5. So he who gives (in the cause of Allah) and acts righteously.
6. And accepts the good as true.
7. Then We will facilitate him towards ease. 1454
8. But he who is a miser and thinks himself independent
9. And falsifies the good (consequences)
10. Then We will facilitate him towards difficulty.
11. And his wealth shall not avail him when he tumbles down. 1455
1453. Here, Allah the Almighty swears by the dark night and the bright day, and
both the sexes. This is to show that the activities of the people are
different, and one can find among mankind good and bad people.
1454. The good people are those who accept the truth in all sincerity and
spend their wealth in the way of Allah, should the circumstance warrant.
For such persons, there is a great reward awaiting them, and they will
all be in a state of perfect bliss.
1455. The bad people are those who falsify facts, hoard wealth indiscrimi-
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12. Verily, (it is) upon Us to show guidance.

13. And verily, unto Us is the end and the beginning (of all things).
1457

14. Therefore I do warn you of a flaming Fire.
15. None shall enter (to burn) therein but the most wretched. 16.
Who falsifies, and turns back. 1458
17. And the most devoted shall be kept away from it.
18. (He) who gives his wealth in purifying himself
19. And none has in mind with him any compensating favour.
20. Except for the sake of his Supreme Lord.
21. And he shall certainly be well pleased.1459

nately, and think that they have become independent and that no harm
can be done to them. For such persons, there will be a terrible punishment, and they will enter the blazing fire of Hell.
1456.

Allah has provided full guidance to His servants, showing them the
straight path, through their senses, mental and spiritual faculties, as
well as through the Messengers and Scriptures.

1457. Allah is the Lord and Master of all creatures. The life of this world and
the Hereafter belong to Him, and man should answer Him.
1458. Through the Message and guidance, Allah forewarned us of the punishment to those who turned away from it- the blazing fire of Hell.
1459. Those who followed the guidance and became most devoted in obedience, seeking sincerely Allah’s grace and favour, shall be in great pleasure.
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CHAPTER

93

The Forenoon
INTRODUCTION

I

n this Makkah Surah, reference is made to two different times, one when
the people are active (Duha), and the other when they rest. There was a
time when revelations were not frequent, leading to the Prophet being
taunted by certain Arabs, who said: “Your Lord has forsaken you.” It was in
such a setting that this Surah was revealed. It tells us that Allah has bestowed
many favours on the Prophet, and helped him repeatedly in his efforts of propagating the message.
The Surah also reveals promises from Allah that the future life would
be better than the past, indicating that the life after death of the followers,
would definitely be better. The Surah further draws attention to our obligation
towards orphans and weaker sections of society who seek financial, physical, or moral help.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. By the forenoon.
2. By the Night when it becomes quiet.1460
3. Your Lord has not forsaken you, nor does He hate you. 1461
4. And certainly the Hereafter shall be better for you, than the
former.
5. And your Lord will soon give unto you (all good qualities) and
you will be well pleased. 1462
6. Did He not find you an orphan and He sheltered you? 1463

1460. In this chapter too, oaths are made at two different points of time. One,
when the people are active (Duha), and the other when the people take
rest (Saja).
1461. There was a time when the revelations were not frequent. At such times,
certain Arabs taunted the Prophet (peace be upon him), saying: “Your
Lord has forsaken you”. This Surah was revealed at this time.
1462. Allah had bestowed many favours on the Prophet (peace be upon him),
and had helped him repeatedly in his efforts in conveying the Message
to the people. Allah promises that the future life will be better than the
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1464

7. And found you wandering and He guided (you).

8. And He found you poor and He enriched (you). 1465
9. Therefore, the orphan, oppress not.

past. From the life of the Prophet (peace be upon him), we learn that his
last ten years were more eventful and successful than the previous
period. This promise from Allah for the better life, also symbolizes the
fact that for the followers of faith, the life after death will be definitely
better.
1463. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was born in Makkah in the
family of the Quraish. His father Abdullah bin Abdul Muttalib, died before
his birth, and his mother Amina passed away when he was six years
old. He was looked after by his grandfather Abdul Muttalib for some
time, and after that, his uncle Abu Talib brought him up.
1464. (a) Right from his boyhood, he was found to be very honest and trustworthy in the society of Makkah. This earned him the title ‘Al-Amin (trusted
man). He became popular and was honoured by other Arabs.
(b) He always had a smiling face. He avoided bad company and always
kept himself clean and tidy. His words were sweet, manner pleasant
and habits amicable. He was always straightforward in his dealings.
(c) He had all the qualities and attributes of the former Prophets, such
as:- the knowledge of Adam; conduct of Idris; courage of Nuh; sacrifice
of Ibrahim; obedience of Ismail; submission of lshaq; eloquence of
Salih; sagacity of Lut; patience of Yaqub; beauty of Yusuf struggle of
Musa; endeavour of Ayyub; language of Younus; melody of Dawud; love
of Daniel; dignity of Ilyas; chastity of Yahya and sufferings of Isa, (peace
be upon them all).
1465. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) had to do all the business of
his uncle, since the latter was in the last years of his life. Even though
he was only 24 years, he had undertaken so many business trips to
different places. Khadija, the daughter of Khuwailid, was a wealthy
woman, looking for a man of excellent character to look after her business. She was very happy to have Muhammad (pbuh) to look after her
business. He agreed to take her merchandise to Syria, with the approval of his uncle Abu Talib. He was graced with huge profits, and on
return he submitted the accounts of the business to Khadija, who was
so pleased with his trustworthiness, that she sent one of her friends to
him as an emissary, to suggest to him to demand her hand in marriage. The matter was settled between him and Khadija, and later he
went to her house along with his uncle, relatives and friends. They were
received by Amir, son of Asad, her uncle (as her father had already
died). His uncle stood up and declared the intention of both, of marriage. Muhammad (pbuh) married Khadija at the age of twenty five.
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10. And therefore, as to him who asks, chide (him) not.
11. And therefore, with favour of your Lord, proclaim.

They proved to be an ideal couple. Khadija joined her husband when
he had no worldly resources, trusted him when his worth was little
known, encouraged and understood him in his spiritual struggle, and
believed in him when he took up the call with trembling steps.
1466. Our attention is also drawn to the management of orphans, widows and
weaker sections of the society. Our duty is to take care of orphans and
help them to become independent as we are. We should help people
seeking our help financially, morally, physically or otherwise.
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CHAPTER

94

The Expansion
INTRODUCTION

T

his short Makkan Surah gives a message of hope and encouragement,
during a difficult period in the Prophet’s life. Initially, the Prophet was
seriously concerned about the social activities and practices among
the people, and had experienced difficulties in tackling the same.
At this juncture, he was made the Messenger of Allah, thereby, elevating his
status among others, and being endowed with exceptional qualities. In the
course of time, however, he was able to overcome his obstacles, as more and
more people accepted Islam.
The Surah, thus, is evidence to the fact that relief follows hard work.
Here, it is advised that since the span of life is short, man must work ceaselessly; aiming at the pleasure of Allah, without awaiting results.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Have We not expanded for you your bosom (by the light of
Islam)? 1467
2. And We set down from you your heavy burden
3. Which bent your back. 1468

1467. In the early stage, our Prophet (peace be upon him) was seriously
concerned about the social life, and practices of the people. He had
experienced difficulties in tackling these problems. Then he was made
the Messenger of Allah, thereby elevating his position among others,
and was endowed with the quality of large-heartedness. His human
nature had been purified and elevated, and he became a mercy to all
creation.
1468. While Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), was engaged in spreading the Message, he was faced with many obstacles and oppositions:A) The first kind of burden relates to the situation of the Prophet (peace
be upon him) before the declaration of Prophethood. He was worried
concerning the life of forty years spent without remembering Allah much.
But it was manifest that Allah had placed a burden of this kind on him.
Allah’s favour was often showered on the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
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4. And have we not exalted your fame.
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5 . So, verily along with every difficulty, there is ease

him), right from the period prior to his birth. After the birth of this great
child, many miracles took place during the course of his illustrious life.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) was increasingly aware of the malpractices of the people with respect to worship, social and cultural set
up. He had never associated himself with any of these practices, but
such situations pained him, and he often resorted to meditation and
quite often kept aloof from such people.
B) While the Prophet was engaged in spreading the message of Islam,
he was faced with many obstacles and oppositions. The disbelievers
became highly jealous of him and his companions. For example, his
own relatives flung stones at him due to which he lost a tooth. Bilal and
Yasir, and his son (may Allah be pleased with them), were put on the hot
sand under the scorching sun, with heavy loads of stones on their
chests. The believers endured the cruel persecution of the disbelievers, and prayed to Allah to guide them and pardon them for their ignorance and false pride. When the Prophet was propagating the Message at ‘Taif”, the Quraish and others prevented him from coming back
to Makkah for some time. They made his life and that of his companions miserable, by putting them to physical torture. The enmity of the
disbelievers made some companions of the Holy Prophet, leave their
own houses, property and relatives behind, and migrate to Abyssinia.
Even with such stiff opposition and oppressive conditions, the number
of believers continued to swell in Arabia and abroad.
C) The opposition continued to mount up and the Arab leaders decided
to kill the Prophet after a conference at Darun- Nadwat, in Makkah. This,
they thought, was the final solution to their plans to stop the spread of
the Message. They had appointed one person from each tribe to execute this plan. The time, place and mode of killing was finalized. Meanwhile, the Prophet and Abu Bakr Siddique, his friend and first believer,
had already planned to move to Madinah at the appointed time, with the
permission of Allah. While the Arabs were keeping a watch around the
house, the Prophet (peace be upon him), quietly walked out, miraculously escaping the eyes of the watching enemies. This was the start of
‘Al Hijra’ (the migration to Madinah (9:40).
The hospitality of the Madinaites, the Hudaibiyya treaty, and the conquest of Makkah, the conveying of the Message to all the continents of
the world, and receiving the Holy Scripture- the Qur’an - created joy and
triumph in the service of Allah.
1469. The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) had established the religious
and political centre at Madinah. Great inter-religious goodwill and cooperation had been brought about by this great harbinger of peace, the
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6. Indeed, along with every difficulty, there is ease:
7. When you have finished (the present engagement), then get
engaged (in another)
8. And to your Lord pay your attention.1467

final Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). He established a Universal brotherhood of Prophets, a brotherhood of religions and a brotherhood of religious books. Apart from all this, his name was taken as
witness, as a part and parcel of proclamation of one’s faith.
1470. The verses 5-8 prove that a relief follows hard work. It is advised that
since the span of life is short for a man, he must work ceaselessly
aiming at the pleasure of Allah, without waiting for the result. Allah.
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95: The Fig
CHAPTER

95

The Fig
INTRODUCTION

T

his is a very early Makkan Surah, and appeals to the most sacred sym
bols, Teen (Fig), Zaitun (the Olive), (Tur-Sinai), and Balad-ul-ameen
(the city of Makkah).

The Surah shows us, that Allah created man in the best of forms, and
with admirable qualities, but man, as he grows up, is capable of the utmost
degradation, unless he has faith, and leads a good life.
The above historical evidences, make one realize that truth alone triumphs, and whoever transgresses the truth, has degraded himself and will
not escape Allah’s wrath.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. By the fig and the olive.
2. And the Mount of Sinai.
3. And this secure city (of Makkah) 1471
4. We have certainly created man in the best structures.
5. Then We do abase him (to be) the lowest of the low. 1472
6. Except those who believe and do righteous deeds, so for them
is an unfailing reward.

1471. As in other chapters, in this chapter too, oaths are made on four sacred
symbols:
‘Tin’ (Fig or the name of mountain famous for thick growth of figs).
‘Zaitun’ [Olive, or a mountain called Olive].
‘Tur Sinai’ [The mountain in the Sinai peninsula on which Prophet Musa
(peace be upon him) had heard Allah speaking to him].
‘Balad al Amin’ [the city of security, a place known till today as a trouble
free area in the world -Makkah].
‘Tin’ and ‘Zaitun’ signify the fruit of virtuous deeds of man. Tin and
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7. What then make you deny the Judgement (of Allah) after
(this?)?
8. Is not Allah the Best of Judges? 1473

Zaitun are different places situated around the ‘Bait ul Muqaddas’, which
were the centres of activities of many Prophets. Mount Sinai was the
witness to the struggle, like the one between the Israelites and
Pharaohas, for establishing the truth, and was also the witness to the
revelation of the ‘Taurat’ to Prophet Musa (peace be upon him). The city
of Makkah is probably the only place where peace has prevailed since
the history of man. From the above historical evidences, we realize that
truth alone is everlasting.
1472. Allah points out the nature of man since his birth. We see man as one
of the best creations with the most admirable qualities. As he grows up,
his nature and habits change depending on the environment in which
he grows. Whoever transgresses the truth has suffered and gone down
to a lower level of humanity.
1473.

Allah is the Wisest of all and All Powerful. The dutiful people have
nothing to fear, while the wrong doers cannot escape the punishment
awaiting for them.
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96: The Clot of Blood
CHAPTER

96

The Clot of Blood
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah holds significance in that fact that the first few verses
(l -5) were the first direct Revelation to the Holy Prophet.

The Surah contains the command to preach, and explains the chief
obstacles to the delivery of the message of truth to man, viz., man’s own
stubbornness in rejecting the truth, his vanity, and insolence.
After the first five verses were revealed, there was an interval before the
next verses (6-19) were revealed.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Read in the name of your Lord, Who created,
2.Created man from, a clot of blood.
3. Read and your Lord is Most Generous,
4. Who taught (man) by the pen.
5. He taught man, what he knew not.1474
6. Nay, verily, the man indeed does transgress (much).
7.Because he considers himself self- Sufficient.
8. Verily, to your Lord is the return.1475
1474. This Surah begins with the first message from Allah. It mainly deals with
the importance of knowledge to man, for his development. Mankind
has a common origin. His development, progress and status mainly
depends on the knowledge he gains. For this, Allah has provided man
with the sense of observation and thinking. One gets the knowledge by
different means. Reading and writing are two ways, specially pointed
out here. We see the same type of common origin for man, and certain
other animals. The distinction of man from animals, is on account of
the intellectual, moral and spiritual nature granted by the Most Bountiful
Creator.
1475. Even with such free gifts from Allah, man transgresses and acts against
the wish of Allah. On such occasions, man is reminded of his low
origin which may make him realize his nothingness. Man’s return is
to Allah alone.
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9. Have you seen the one who Forbids?

10. A servant when he performs the prayer?
11. Have you seen if he is on (the path of) guidance?
12. Or he enjoins righteousness?
13. Have you seen if he falsifies and turns away?
14. Does he not know that indeed Allah sees (all)?
15. Nay surely, if he does not desist, We will drag him by the
forelock.
16. A forelock - lying, sinful.
17. Then let him call his club.
18. We shall summon the Zabaniyah (Angels appointed for punishment).1477
19. Nay obey him not, but, make prostrate and seek nearness (to
Allah).1478

1476. In a moment of weakness, man may be persuaded by the devils to do
wrong. We have to be careful about such ill advisers, and keep away
from them.
1477. Verses 15-18 show that a severe punishment awaits those who falsify
Allah and turn away from the faith.
1478. The Surah closes by advising us to seek the nearness and pleasure of
Allah.
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CHAPTER

97

The Destiny
INTRODUCTION

T

he subject matter of this Makkan Surah is Lailath-ul-Qadr (the Night of
Destiny), which coincides with the Prophet's receiving of the first Rev
elation from Allah, through the angel, Jibreel (Gabriel).

The destiny of man is supposed to be guided by the Messengers. The
time of this revelation is glorified, in this Surah, as being better than a thousand months (denoting a very long period of time). Though man does not
know when exactly in the Month of`Ramzan. this glorified night is, it is suggested to be one of the odd of last ten days of the holy month.
The Surah states that the angels and AI-Ruh (literal meaning-`The
Spirit'), usually understood to be the angel Jibreel would descend upon the
earth, on that night.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
1. Verily, We have sent it (the Qur’an) down on the Night of Destiny.1479
2. And what will explain to you what the Night of Destiny is?
3. The Night of Destiny is better than a thousand months.1480
4. Therein come down the Angels and the Spirit (Jibreel) by the
permission of their Lord, in every matter.1481
5. Peace it is, until the time of dawn appears.

1479. It was night at Arabia when the first revelation of the Holy Qur’an was
made. The destiny of man is supposed to be guided by the Messengers.
1480. The time of` revelation, signified in this Surah, is glorified by stating that
it is better than a thousand months.
1481. Recognizing the importance of the Holy Qur’an as a guideline for mankind, its revelation was enlightened by the presence of Angels and Ruh
(‘Jibreel), the angel who brings the Message of` Allah to the Prophets.
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CHAPTER

98

The Clear Evidence
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah reveals the fact that those who reject the truth are
impervious to Allah’s Message, irrespective of the clarity of the evidence
in support of it.

The Surah refers to the People of the Book (Jews and Christians),
whose scriptures had warned them of the greatest and last of the Prophets
(Muhammad - peace be upon him).
The Jewish scriptures promised the Jews, the arrival of a Prophet like
Musa: “The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a Prophet from the midst of
thee, of thy brethren, like unto me; unto him ye shall hearken.” (Deut, xviii 15),
and Christ promised a Comforter, as by name. Yet, when the promised Prophet
came to them in the person of Muhammad, they rejected him because they did
not really seek the truth.
Honour in the sight of Allah is not due to race or colour, it will certainly
distinguish the believers of the truth, from the people who choose to depart
from it.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Those who rejected (the faith) among the people of the Book,
and the polytheists, were not going to depart (from their
ways) until there should come to them clear evidence.
2. A messenger from Allah recites (to them) the pure valuable
Scriptures.
3. Therein are lasting (straight forward) commandments.
4. And those to whom the Book was given were not divided (into
sects) until after the Clear evidence had come to them.
5. Whereas they had only been commanded to worship Allah,
being sincere to Him in Religion, being true (in faith) and
to establish the regular Prayer and pay the Zakat. And that
is the enduring faith.1482
1482. The world has witnessed at different periods, the Messengers guiding
the people, through the Divine Messages. All of them contained the
basic principles of obedience to the real faith in Allah, performing regular prayers, giving Zakat and being truthful in all performances.
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6. Verily, those who have rejected (the faith), among the people of
the Book, and the polytheists (will be) in Hell-fire, abiding
therein. They are the worst of creatures.
7. Verily, those who have believed and those who have done the
righteous deeds, they are the best of creatures.
8. Their reward is with their Lord: Heavens of "Eternity, beneath
which the rivers flow; They will dwell therein forever, Allah is
well pleased with them and they are well pleased with Him.
That is (the reward) for him who fears his Lord.1483
1483. There cannot be any excuse for not having received, seen or heard
these guidelines from Allah. But we know that people have departed
(from their ways) after receiving the clear evidence. The life of the Hereafter, will also distinguish the believers from the people who departed
from their ways.
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99: TheViolent Trembling
CHAPTER

99

The Violent Trembling
INTRODUCTION

T

his Madinah Surah refers to the violent convulsions that the earth would
undergo, as the present order of the world would be dissolved and a
new order of Justice and Truth would take its place.

Man would be confused at the spectacular trembling of the earth, and
would then realize that the Hour of Judgement has arrived.
The words used in the Surah to describe the earthquake, is remarkable for both power and graphic clarity.
On that day, the minutest amount of vice or virtue, of man, would be
brought to light, in the form of punishment or reward.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. When the earth is shaken to her violent trembling.
2. And the earth drives out her burdens.
3. And people (shall) say, “What happened to her?”
4. On that Day it will speak out its news.
5. For what your Lord has inspired it.
6. On that Day people will be divided in to (separate) classes to
be shown (the consequences of) their actions.
7. So whoever does an atom’s weight of good, (shall) see it. 8.
And whoever does an atom’s weight of evil, (shall) see it.1484

1484. This Surah signifies the Day of Judgement, when the dead will rise and
see their entire self. The man will be confused at the spectacular
trembling of the earth, and then realize that it is time for the Day of
Judgement. On that Day, the minutest amount of the vice and virtue of
man will be shown to him, in the form of punishment or reward.
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100: The Chargers
CHAPTER 100

The Chargers
INTRODUCTION

T

he first five verses of this Makkan Surah have the semblance of a war,
where the brave fidelity of the war-horse could stand for that of the brave
men who rally to the standard of Allah, and carry it to victory.

Similarly, the entire conflict depicted, the fighting and the victory, could
be applied to a spiritual welfare against those who are caught and overwhelmed
in the camp of evil.
Man’s ingratitude and tendency towards hypocrisy, are mentioned in
the Surah. When abundant wealth is bestowed upon him, he turns away from
Allah.
But, on the other hand, when he is sick or struck by some catastrophe,
he calls upon Allah for His help.
This kind of devotion is insincere, and therefore worthless. The ungrateful man would realize this on the Day of Judgement, the Book of his
deeds would be made manifest to him. Indeed, Allah is aware of all that one
does.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. By (steeds) that charge with panting (breath).
2. And strike the sparks (of fire).
3. And those making invasions at dawn.
4. And stir up the dust.
5. And penetrate in the middle of the gathering.
6. Verily; man is certainly ungrateful to his Lord.
7. And, verily; he is definitely a witness to that.
8. And verily, he is keen in the love of wealth.
9. Does he not know that, when the contents of the graves are
scattered forth.
10. And what is in the breasts is brought to light
11. Verily, on that Day their Lord shall surely be well acquainted
with them. 1485

1485. This chapter also deals with the mystic theme of Judgement. The evidence of five things is invoked here in verses 1-5, in order to lead to the
conclusion in verse 6, and those following.
In this Surah, man’s ingratitude and hypocrisy are mentioned. When
they are opulent, they go further away from their Lord instead of coming
nearer to Him. When they are sick, they call on their Lord and offer
prolonged prayers - but it is not sincere devotion, and hence, worthless. The ungrateful man will surely know this, when on the Day of
Judgement, all men shall come out of their graves and meet their Lord.
Surely, Allah’s knowledge is all encompassing, and for eternity. He
Who creates, must necessarily know all His creatures.
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CHAPTER 101

The Great Disaster
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah describes the Day of Judgement,as a disastrous
day; when men would be in great confusion, and the landmarks of this
world would be lost.

On this Day, every deed would be measured in adjust balance, and
those with heavy scales would enter Paradise, while those with light scales
will be sent to Hell.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. The Great Disaster (which shall be the great event of the Day of
Judgement).
2. What is the Great Disaster?
3. And what shall make you know what the Great Disaster is?
4. The Day whereon men shall be like scattered moths.
5. And the mountains shall be like carded wool.
6. Then, he whose scales are heavy.
7. Shall be in pleasant life.
8. But he whose scales are light.
9. The lowest pit of Hell shall be his abode
10. And what shall make you know what that is (like)?
11. (It is) a raging Fire. 1486
1486. Surely, there will come the Doom’s Day, when everything will be overthrown with a terrible convulsion. On that Day, men will appear like
moths moving around in great confusion, and the mountains will change
into carded wool. This will be the day of account, and men will be
weighed by their actions. Those who believed in Allah and obeyed His
commands, will have heavy scales, and shall enter Paradise where
they shall lead a life of perfect bliss. But those who have disobeyed the
commands of Allah, will have light scales, and will fall into the bottomless pit of the blazing fire of Hell. This Surah emphasizes the significance of good and bad deeds of men. Surely, on the Day of Judgement,
they will be put to account, and be rewarded if their actions are found to
be good, and be punished if their actions were bad.
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102: The Show Off
CHAPTER 102

The Show Off
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah is a warning against the excessive accumulation of
wealth, and pleasure seeking.

The Surah is an eye-opener to those who, in the pursuit of wealth and
material pleasures, forget their obligations to Allah. Man could meet his end at
any time, and on the Day of Judgement, he would be asked to account for the
favours that Allah had bestowed upon him.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Competition in showing off (mutually) diverts you
2. Until you visit the graves.
3. Nay, you shall come to know.
4. Again, nay, you shall come to know.
5. Nay, if you know with knowledge of certainty.
6. You shall surely see the Hell-fire.
7. Again, you shall surely see it with the eye of certainty.
8. Then, surely, you shall be questioned on that Day concerning
the favours.1487

1487. This chapter reveals the nature of man, especially regarding the accumulation of wealth and seeking pleasure. He competes with others, for
this purpose, and makes a show. At this time, he is not aware of his
own end, and also that he has to leave behind all his wealth and fame.
He is also unmindful of his obligations to Allah, and other spiritual
matters. For such people, this Surah is an eye opener. Surely, man will
meet his end at any time. On the Day of Judgement, surely, he will be
asked to account for the favours of Allah.
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103: The Time
CHAPTER 103

The Time
INTRODUCTION

T

his early Makkan Surah refers to the testimony of time through the ages.
Making the’ events of world history, a witness, Allah advises mankind to
believe in the Truth.

Time is always in favour of those who have faith, lead righteous lives,
and endure patiently.
Life terminates in loss, on account of not heeding to Allah’s advice.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. By (the token of) Time (through the ages).
2. Verily, man is in loss.
3. Except those who believe and do righteous deeds and exhort
mutually to truth and exhort mutually to patience. 1488

1488. Time is full of events in which there are good and bad examples for
man. Making the events of world history as witness, Allah advises emphatically to mankind, to be believers. Allah also directs man to be on
the right path, and do right deeds, to induce each other to be truthful and
to have patience. If a man stands alone, having decided to obey the
truth he may slip back into the wrong path again, due to his weakness.
So it is necessary to assist one another and strengthen each other’s
efforts.
Life terminates in loss on account of ignoring the above mentioned
points. When we analyze the cause of troubles and miseries of any
nation, it becomes clear to us that such nations had discarded or ignored the above advice, knowingly or otherwise
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104: The Slanderer
CHAPTER 104

The Slanderer
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah condemns all sorts of scandal, backbiting, and self
ish hoarding of wealth, as destroying the finer qualities of man.

A sure chastisement awaits those who accumulate wealth for the mere
love of it, and spend it in ways other than those dictated by Allah.

In the name of Allah,
the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
1. Woe to every slanderer, backbiter.
2. Who hoards up wealth and counts it.
3. He thinks that his wealth shall make him immortal.
4. Nay, he will be sure to be thrown into Al- Hutamah (a name of
Hell)
5. And what shall make you know what the Al- Hutamah is?
6. (It is) the Fire of Allah kindled ablaze
7. Which mounts up the hearts.
8. Verily, it will be closed in on them (from every side)
9. On out-stretched columns.1489
1489. Sever punishment awaits the slanderers and backbiters. We know
from our own experience, that speaking ill of others in their presence or
absence, leads to troubles, quarrels and hatred. This is an evil habit,
that inflicts pain on others. Among the evil habits, man counts upon his
wealth as a solution to the problems in his life, and feels that his wealth
will save him forever. Such people do not think of helping others. They
can gain Allah’s favour, only by spending their wealth usefully. In fact,
this wealth is provided to them by Allah, to make use of it on the deserving and needy people. They are not supposed to accumulate wealth for
the mere love of it, and spend it in the ways and manners other than
those dictated by Allah
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105: The Elephant
CHAPTER 105

The Elephant
INTRODUCTION

T

his early Makkan Surah refers to an incident, which occurred about thirty
years before the birth of the Holy Prophet. It reveals the proposed noto
rious attack on the Ka’abah, by Abraha-bin-al-Sabah-al-Ashram, a ruler
of the Ethiopian Colony of Yemen, who wished to capture other Arab countries,
so as to propagate Christianity and wipe out Islam. Abraha relentlessly marched
towards attackers, thus destroying them. This year of incident is known as
“Aam-ul-Feel “ or the Year of the Elephant.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the companions of
the elephant?
2. Did He not make their treacherous plan go astray?
3. And He sent down upon them birds in flocks,
4. Flinging at them stones of baked clay.
5. Then He made them like eaten straw. 1490
1490. This Surah denotes the notorious attack on the Ka’aba by Abraha bin Al
Sabah al Ashram, the ruler of the Ethiopian colony in Yemen. This aggression took place just before the birth of the Holy Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him). Abraha wanted to spread Christianity, and capture other Arab countries. A magnificent Church was built at San’a, the
capital of
Yemen, to distract worshippers from the Ka’aba. Through this project,
they decided to diminish the importance of the Ka’aba in Makkah. When
the Makkan Arabs opposed this idea, Abraha approached the Ka’aba
with a great force of army and an elephant cavalry.
On their way, they looted the properties of different tribes who had openly
opposed the plan of demolishing the Ka’aba.
At the place called ‘Tihama’, this army had taken away about two hundred camels belonging to Abdul Muttalib, the grand father of Prophet
Muhammad. When Abdul Muttalib requested Abraha to return his camels, Abraha said: “l am surprised to hear you, the custodian of the
Ka’aba, asking for your camels instead of protecting the Ka’aba, which
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is the seat of worship for Makkans and your forefathers.” Abdul Muttalib
replied: “The camels belong to me, and I am the owner of those camels; whereas the Lord is the owner of the Ka’aba, and He will take care
of it”. Abraha returned the camels to Abdul Muttalib. Then some of the
Makkans offered Abraha a portion of ‘Al-Tihama’ (South of Makkah), as
a gift to give up the plan of attacking the Ka’aba. But he refused the offer,
and marched to Makkah to execute his treacherous plan.
The attack took place at a period, when by tradition, war was prohibited
among Arabs (the month of Hajj), and they did not face this army to save
the Ka’aba. The Makkans also firmly believed that it is humanly impossible to destroy the Holy House. When Abraha’s army had surrounded
the Ka’aba, flocks of birds hovered over them, and stoned the attackers, which resulted in the perishing of the enemies. This incident is
known as ‘Aamul Fil’ (Year of the Elephant).
There were eye witnesses to this incident, alive during the time of the
revelation of this Surah. This incident shows how the help of Allah
comes from unknown sources.

106: The Tribe of Quraish
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CHAPTER 106

The Tribe of Quraish
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah is an address to the Quraish, who were the custodi
ans of the Ka’ba, and hence, enjoyed various privileges by way of food,
Tsecurity, peace and honour. Thereby, the Quraish are obliged to obey
Allah, and be grateful to Him for having blessed them thus.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. For the harmonization (and the security) of the Quraish.
2. Their harmony (and the security covering the) journey by winter and summer,
3. Let them worship the Lord of this House,
4. Who nourish them with food against hunger, and security
against fear (of danger).1491

1491. The Quraish were the custodians of the Ka’aba, the central shrine on
earth. They were respected by the other Arabs and people of
neighbouring countries. They were free to travel anywhere, irrespective
of seasons and boundaries, and used to trade with others, which brought
them wealth and honour, while other Arabs did not have these privileges and position. In this way, Allah had specially provided them with
food, security, peace and honour. Thereby, the Quraish are obliged to
obey the directions of Allah, and be grateful to Him. This Surah shows
that Allah makes limitless provisions for us, and takes care of us, so
that we be thankful to Him.

107: The Neighbourly Assistance
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CHAPTER 107

The Neighbourly Assistance
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah induces us to be generous and helpful towards
theweaker sections of the society, the orphans, and our neighbours.

Those who refrain from such virtuous acts, are considered as rejecters
of the Faith. If Zakat is paid, as advised by Allah, there would be no sufferers in
the society. True worship requires faith, and a tendency to help those in need,
with sincerity, rather than a mere outward show of charity and devotion.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1.Have you seen one who denies the religion?
2. That is the one who repels the orphan.
3. And does not encourage the feeding the indigent,
4. So, woe to those who pray,
5. Who are unmindful of their prayer,
6. Those who make a show (to others).
7. And they refuse the neighbourly assistance. 1492

1492. Islam has made provisions for the poor, the indigent, orphans, etc. In
these verses, Allah describes the people who refuse to help the poor
and those who do not encourage aid for orphans, as rejecters of the
religion (89:17-18). If the Zakat is paid as advised by Allah, to the deserving people, there will be no sufferers and no people living in misery, in the society.
This Surah induces us to be generous and helpful towards the weaker
elements of society, and to the neighbours. It condemns outward appearances of showy prayers. The Prophet (peace be upon him), said:
“Allah looks into your heart, and not at your form… “
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108: The Abundance of Good
CHAPTER 108

The Abundance of Good
INTRODUCTION

A

l-Kauthar, a river in paradise, literally means “an abundance” or “huge
wealth”, and in this Surah, it signifies the abundance of good qualities,
which Allah had bestowed upon the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him).

The Makkan Surah, also reminds us of how the opponents of the Holy
Prophet, rejoiced at the loss of his sons, and taunted him by saying that he
was without posterity (Arabs believed that only sons inherit the parents).
But where were these venomous detractors when the divine Light
shined more brilliantly than ever, a few years later? Indeed, it was them that
were cut off from all future hope, in this world and the next.
If anyone has a doubt about the Prophet’s mission, let him look impartially at the Prophet’s life, his work, and his character.
Allah loves nothing, but the truth.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Verily, We have given you the abundance (every good thing).
2. Therefore, pray to your Lord, and sacrifice (to Him alone)
3. Surely it is your contradictor who is tailless (without posterity).1493
1493. Allah, the Almighty, granted to the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him), the heavenly fountain of unlimited grace, knowledge, mercy,
goodness, truth and wisdom. ‘Al Kawther’, literally means ‘a large quantity’ or ‘huge wealth’. It is also the name of a certain river in Paradise. As
Allah has given the Holy Prophet these absolute blessings, it is understood that one has to be grateful to Allah, and make every sacrifice
possible.
This chapter reminds us of how the opponents of the Holy Prophet rejoiced at the loss of his sons. They also taunted him, saying: “Muhammad
is now without any posterity”. (Arabs believed that only sons inherit the
parents). The last verse notifies that the people without inheritance or
posterity are the non-believers. It has been proved beyond doubt that the
Islamic message is inherited by the people who believe in the Oneness
of Allah and obey His Message. If anyone has a doubt about the Prophet’s
mission, let him look impartially at the Prophet’s life, his work and his
character. ‘Allah loves nothing but the truth.

109: Those Who Reject Faith
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CHAPTER 109

Those who reject Faith
INTRODUCTION

T

his early Makkan Surah defines the right attitude towards those who
reject Faith. The unbelievers of Arabia had approached the Holy Prophet
with a proposal of peace, by sharing each other’s faith and a worship.
This Surah was revealed, supporting the Prophets refusal of the proposal put
forth by the unbelievers. He resisted all similar proposals and stood firm by
his message of worshipping Allah alone. The messenger’s duty is only to
proclaim the word of Allah. Truth clearly standing out from falsehood. In matters of truth, we can make no compromise, but there must not be any persecution or abusing of a person, on the basis of his faith or belief.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Say, O you rejecters (of the faith)!
2. I do not worship what you are worshipping,
3. Nor are you the worshippers of what I do worship (the One and
only God)
4. Nor shall I ever be a worshipper (in future also) of what you
have been worshipping.
5. Nor will you be the worshippers of what I do worship.
6. You have your own faith and I have my (own) faith.1494

1494. The rejecters of Arabia approached the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him), with a proposal of peace, by sharing each others faith and worship. They asked the Prophet to share in the worship of their gods. In
return, they agreed to share in worshipping his God. Through this arrangement, they agreed to establish peace and remove their enmity.
This chapter was revealed in support of the refusal of the unbelievers’
proposal. The Prophet resisted all similar proposals and stood firm by
his message of worshipping Allah - the only one God. The messenger’s
duty is only to proclaim the Message. Let there be no compulsion in this
religion (Islam).
Truth stands out clearly from error. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him), had described clearly the worship of the real God; “Now you are
free to follow or reject. I have shown you the truth. You have no right to
ask me to abandon the truth.”

110: The Help
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CHAPTER

110

The Help
INTRODUCTION

T

his Madinan Surah was the last of the Surahs to berevealed as a ‘whole’.
It illustrated a theme by an actual historical event.

The Holy Prophet had to encounter innumerable hurdles during the
early years of his propagation of the Message. Muslims were mercilessly
persecuted, resulting in their migration from Makkah to Madinah, where they
found friends and supporters. In the course of time, they managed to gather
enough forces, to victoriously fight the Oneness of God, injustice, and oppression, which prevailed in Makkah. With this successful conquest of Makkah,
thousands embraced Islam.
Thus Allah helped those who fought for Islam, to overcome their initial
difficulties, and emerge victorious. It is, therefore, imperative on us to glorify
Him, and seek His blessings and forgiveness. Victory is the crown of service,
and not an occasion for exultation. All victory comes from Allah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. When the help of Allah and the Victory, has been achieved,
2. And you have seen the people enter the religion of Allah in
large numbers:
3. Then, glorify the praise of your Lord and seek His forgiveness.
Surely, He is the One who accepts repentance (often).1495
1495. This Surah shows the truth in contrast with the false standards set up by
man. It also illustrates a theme by an actual historical example. In the
early stages, Muslims were only a few in number.
They were faced with many difficulties. They even had to migrate to
Madinah, leaving behind their relatives and belongings at Makkah. They
found a safe asylum at Madinah. There, they found friends and helpers,
and their needs were cared for. As time progressed, they gathered
enough strength to face and defeat the forces of godlessness, injustice and oppression.
In this way, Allah helped Muslims and Islam overcome the initial difficulties and emerge victoriously. People began to enter Islam in crowds.
For example, with the Conquest of Makkah, which is a landmark in the
history of Islam, thousands embraced Islam.
It is imperative on us, through these blessings of Allah, that we should
glorify Him and ask for His forgiveness. Allah is the Most Gracious and
Most Merciful.
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111: The Flame
CHAPTER

111

The Flame
INTRODUCTION

T

his early Makkan Surah is a reference to a particular incident in the life
of the Holy Prophet, involving Abu Lahab or Abdul ‘Uzzah bin Abdul
Muttalib, an uncle of the Prophet, and a bitter enemy of Islam, who never
missed a chance to falsify and insult the Prophet.
His wife, Ummu- Jameela, was a woman of equal despite and hatred
for the Prophet. She would tie bundles of thorns with ropes of palm-leaf fibre,
and lay them on the path which the Prophet was scheduled to take, so as to
injure him. Yet another of her vices, included the spreading of false tales
among the people.
The Surah carries the message that those who range against the
preaches of Islam, is burnt up in their own rage. Sustained craft and wrongdoings recoil on the wrongdoer’s head, and no amount of wealth or status can
save him.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Perish the hands of Abu Lahab, and he may (himself) perish!
2. His wealth and what he earned has not availed him! 3. He shall
be burnt in a fire of blazing flame,
4. And his wife, the carrier of firewood,
5 . On her neck, is a rope of palm-leaf fibre. 1496
1496. This chapter refers to an incident which took place during the early days
of the Prophet Muhammad’s (peace be upon him), preaching of Islam.
Abu Lahab (Abdul Uzzah bin Abdul Muttalib), was the Prophet’s uncle,
and one of the most obstinate enemies of Islam. Whenever, the Holy
Prophet turned towards the Arab tribes, calling them to Islam, Abu Lahab
falsified and insulted him. Abu Lahab’s wife, Ummu Jameela (the sister of Abu Sufiyan bin Harb), was a woman of equal spite and cruelty
against the Holy Prophet (pbuh). She moved among the people spreading false news, and tied bundles of thorns with ropes of palm leaf fibre,
and strew them on the path the Holy Prophet (pbuh) was expected to
take, just to cause him injury. This Surah is a lesson to those who
oppose the preachers of Islam, and cause them difficulties in their
mission. Such people will enter the fire of Hell, and will face everlasting
punishment like Abu Lahab and his wife, although they belonged to the
same tribe of Quraish, as the Holy Prophet. But for Allah, the actions of
human beings count, and not the tribe, caste, colour or creed.
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112: Sincerity
CHAPTER

112

Sincerity
INTRODUCTION

T

his early Makkan Surah sums up the Oneness of Allah, and warns us
against associating partners with Him. He has no equal and no prog
eny. This is the essence of the Islamic faith.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Say: He is Allah, The One (and only).
2. Allah, Who depends on none, and all others depend on Him.
3. He begets not, nor is He begotten.
4. And there is none like unto Him.1497

1497. A message of supreme importance to mankind was (and is) the Oneness of Allah. Allah is the Creator and Sustainer of all. His will is supreme. He can carry out His will and no power can defeat His desire.
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), delivered this message of
Oneness of God to the world.
It is false to say that Allah has sired a child. If that were true, Allah should
have had a consort, and His child would have been the same kind as
Allah Himself. But Allah is One, with none like Him. How can begetting
be consistent with our concept of Allah Who is above all creations? But
glory to Allah Who is free from blames or allegations. His Oneness or
Unity is the most important fact that we have to learn about Him.
Since He is omnipotent and the Creator of all, He requires none of His
creatures to help Him. Who can possibly be like Him’? None can be
His equal.
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113: The Day Break
CHAPTER

113

The Day Break
INTRODUCTION

T

his Makkan Surah provides an antidote to various states of physical and
mental situations, man is asked to seek refuge in Allah from every kind
of ill. Just as the rising sun, at dawn, does way with the darkness of the
night, the light of knowledge, gained by our firm belief in Allah, will do away with
all our worries and anguishes.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the day break
2. From the evil of what He has created,
3. And from the evil of the darkness when it overspread,
4. And from the evil of those (female enchanters) who blow knots
(who practice secret arts)
5. And from the evil of the envious one when he practices envy. 1498

1498. We experience different kinds of difficulties in our lives. Some are due to
the trials put forth by the Creator. Evil can also happen from the jealousy
of others. Man is advised to seek refuge in Allah, and to be free from evil
doers.
Falaq is the dawn or daybreak. In this world, there are different kinds of
dangers. The physical darkness or mental darkness (ignorance) is
done away with the rising sun or the light of knowledge, as the case
may be. Terror is caused due to witchcraft, and also due to jealousy.
This Surah induces us to be firm and decisive, and to be reliant on Allah
in all such trials and difficulties.
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114: The Mankind
CHAPTER

114

The Mankind
INTRODUCTION

T

his last Surah of the Holy Qur’an, advises us to seek refuge in Allah, as
man indulges, knowingly or unknowingly, in evil thoughts and deeds. It
is a warning against the secret whispers of evil within our own hearts.
This Surah also considered on the Makkan Surah.

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful
1. Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of mankind,
2. The king of mankind,
3. The God of mankind,
4. From the evil of the (sneaking) whisperer, who withdraws (after his whispering)
5. Who whispers into the bosoms of mankind,
6. Among the (devils of) Jinn-kind and among (the devils of)
mankind.1499

1499. Mankind indulges knowingly or innocently in evil thoughts and deeds,
due to the ill advice of others. Such acts create trouble for everybody.
This Surah advises us to seek refuge in Allah, to be free from such
happenings.
The evil from which we are warned may be due to influences from
within, or outwardly. Those from outside may be due to man or Satan.
They secretly whisper evil and then withdrew, to make their net more
subtle and alluring
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